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A Type-Theoretic Approach to Anaphora and Ellipsis Resolution∗

Chris Fox and Shalom Lappin
Department of Computer Science

University of Essex King’s College, London
Wivenhoe Park The Strand
Colchester CO4 3SQ London WC2R 2LS

United Kingdom
foxcj@essex.ac.uk lappin@dcs.kcl.ac.uk

Abstract

We present an approach to anaphora and ellipsis
resolution in which pronouns and elided struc-
tures are interpreted by the dynamic identifi-
cation in discourse of type constraints on their
semantic representations. The content of these
conditions is recovered in context from an an-
tecedent expression. The constraints define sep-
aration types (sub-types) in Property Theory
with Curry Typing (PTCT), an expressive first-
order logic with Curry typing that we have pro-
posed as a formal framework for natural lan-
guage semantics.

1 Introduction

We present a type-theoretic account of pronom-
inal anaphora and ellipsis resolution within the
framework of Property Theory with Curry Typ-
ing (PTCT), a first-order logic with comparatively
rich expressive power achieved through the ad-
dition of Curry typing. PTCT is a fine-grained
intensional logic that permits distinct proposi-
tions (and other intensional entities) to be prov-
ably equivalent. It supports functional, separa-
tion (sub), and comprehension types. It also al-
lows a weak form of polymorphism, which seems
adequate to capture type-general expressions in
natural language. The proof and model theories
of PTCT are classically Boolean with respect to
negation, disjunction, and quantification. Quan-
tification over functional and type variables is re-
stricted to remain within the domain of a first-
order system.

We take the resolution of pronominal anaphora
to be a dynamic process of identifying the value
of a type parameter with an appropriate part of
the representation of an antecedent. The parame-
ter corresponds to the specification of a sub-type
condition on a quantified individual variable in

∗The research of the second author has been supported
by grant number AN/2687/APN from the Arts and Hu-
manities Research Board of the UK, and grant number
RES-000-23-0065 from the Economic and Social Research
Council of the UK.

PTCT, where the content of this condition is re-
covered from part of the antecedent expression.
We propose a unified treatment for pronouns that
accommodates bound variable, E-type, and don-
key anaphora.

We represent ellipsis as the identification of a
value of a separation type parameter for expres-
sions in the ellipsis site. The separation type pro-
vides a predicate for the bare element(s) in the
ellipsis structure. The value of the parameter is
constructed by abstraction on an antecedent ex-
pression. When variables corresponding to pro-
nouns are contained in the separation type re-
trieved from the antecedent, typing conditions on
these variables are imported into the interpreta-
tion of the elided term. Different specifications
of these conditions may be possible, where each
specification produces a distinct reading. Using
alternative resolutions of typing constraints on
the pronoun variables in the ellipsis site permits
us to explain the distinction between strict vs.
sloppy readings of pronouns under ellipsis. It also
allows us to handle antecedent contained ellipsis
without invoking syntactic mechanisms like quan-
tifier phrase movement or semantic operations like
storage. Our treatment of ellipsis is similar to the
higher-order unification (HOU) analysis proposed
in Dalrymple, Shieber, and Pereira (1991) and
Shieber, Pereira, and Dalrymple (1996). How-
ever, there are a number of important differences
between the two approaches which we will take
up in Section 7.

In Section 2 we give a brief summary of the
main features of PTCT, particularly the type def-
initions. More detailed descriptions are provided
in Fox, Lappin, and Pollard (2002a), Fox, Lappin,
and Pollard (2002b), Fox and Lappin (2003a), and
Fox and Lappin (2003b). In Section 3 we add an
intensional number theory, and in Section 4 we
characterize generalized quantifiers (GQs) corre-
sponding to quantified NPs within PTCT. Section
5 gives our treatment of pronominal anaphora,



and we present our account of ellipsis in Sec-
tion 6. In Section 7 we compare our account of
pronominal anaphora to Ranta (1994)’s analysis
of donkey anaphora within Martin-Löf Type The-
ory (MLTT) and our treatment of ellipsis to the
HOU approach. Finally, in Section 8 we present
some conclusions and consider directions for fu-
ture work.

2 PTCT

The core language of PTCT consists of the follow-
ing sub-languages:

(1) Terms t ::= x | c | l | T | λx(t) | (t)t
logical constants l ::= ∧̂ | ∨̂ | →̂ | ↔̂ | ⊥̂

| ∀̂ | ∃̂ | =̂T | ∼̂=T | ε

(2) Types T ::= B | Prop | T =⇒ S

(3) Wff ϕ ::= α | (ϕ ∧ ψ) | (ϕ ∨ ψ) | (ϕ→ ψ)
| (ϕ↔ ψ) | (∀xϕ) | (∃xϕ) | truet

atomic wff α ::= (t =T s) | ⊥ | t ∈ T | t ∼=T s

The language of terms is the untyped λ-
calculus, enriched with logical constants. It is
used to represent the interpretations of natural
language expressions. It has no internal logic.
With an appropriate proof theory, the simple
language of types together with the language of
terms can be combined to produce a Curry-typed
λ-calculus. The first-order language of wffs is used
to formulate type judgements for terms, and truth
conditions for those terms judged to be in Prop.1

It is important to distinguish between the no-
tion of a proposition itself (in the language of wff),
and that of a term that represents a proposition
(in the language of terms). true(t) will be a true wff
whenever the proposition represented by the term
t is true, and a false wff whenever the proposition
represented by t is false. The representation of a
proposition t (∈ Prop) is distinct from its truth
conditions (true(t)).

We construct a tableau proof theory for PTCT.2

Its rules can be broken down into the following
kinds.

1Negation is defined by ∼ p =def p → ⊥. Although we
could formulate a constructive theory, in the following we
assume rules that yield a classical Boolean version of the
theory.

2For an introduction to tableau proof procedures for
first-order logic with identity see Jeffrey (1982). Fitting
(1996) presents an implemented tableau theorem prover
for first-order logic with identity, and he discusses its com-
plexity properties.

• The basic connectives of the wff: These have
the standard classical first-order behaviour.

• Identity of terms (=): These are the usual
rules of the untyped λ-calculus with α, β and
η reduction.

• Typing of λ-terms: These are essentially the
rules of the Curry-typed calculus, augmented
with rules governing those terms that repre-
sent propositions (Prop).

• Truth conditions for Propositions: Addi-
tional rules for the language of wffs that gov-
ern the truth conditions of terms in Prop
(which represent propositions).

• Equivalence (∼=T ): The theory has an inter-
nal notion of extensional equivalence which
is given the expected behaviour.

There are two equality notions in PTCT. t ∼=T s
states that the terms t, s are extensionally equiv-
alent in type T . Extensional equivalence is repre-
sented in the language of terms by t ∼̂=T s. t =T s
states that two terms are intensionally identical.
The rules for intensional identity are essentially
those of the λαβη-calculus. It is represented in
the language of terms by t =̂T s. It is necessary
to type the intensional identity predicate in order
to avoid paradoxes when we introduce compre-
hension types.

The rules governing equivalence and identity
are such that we are able to derive t =T s →
t ∼=T s for all types inhabited by t (s), but not
t ∼=T s → t =T s. As a result, PTCT can sus-
tain fine-grained intensional distinctions among
provably equivalent propositions. Therefore, we
avoid the reduction of logically equivalent expres-
sions to the same intension, a reduction which
holds in classical intensional semantics, without
invoking impossible worlds. Moreover, we do so
within a first-order system that uses a flexible
Curry typing system rather than a higher-order
logic with Church typing (as in Fox, Lappin, and
Pollard’s (2002c) modification of Church’s (1940)
Simple Theory of Types).

One possible extension that we could consider
is to add a universal type ∆ to the types, and
rules corresponding to the following axiom.

(4) UT: x ∈ ∆ ↔ x = x

Unfortunately this is inconsistent in PTCT if
Prop is a type. Consider rr, where r = λx.∃̂y ∈



(∆ =⇒ Prop)[x =̂ y ∧̂ ∼̂xy]. However, there are
other consistent extensions that can be adopted.

2.1 Separation Types

We add {x ∈ T : ϕ′} to the types, and a tableau
rule that implements the following axiom.

(5) SP: z ∈ {x ∈ T : ϕ′} ↔ (z ∈ T ∧ ϕ′[z/x])

Note that there is an issue here concerning the
nature of ϕ. To ensure the theory is first-order,
this type needs to be term representable, so ϕ′

must be term representable. To this end, we can
define a term representable fragment of the lan-
guage of wffs. First, we introduce syntactic sugar
for typed quantification in the wffs.

(6) (a) ∀Txϕ =def ∀x(x ∈ T → ϕ)
(b) ∃Txϕ =def ∃x(x ∈ T ∧ ϕ)

Wff’s with these typed quantifiers, and no
free-floating type judgements will then have
direct intensional analogues—that is, term
representations—which will always be proposi-
tions. We can define representable wffs by ϕ′:

(7) ϕ′ ::= α′ | (ϕ′ ∧ ψ′) | (ϕ′ ∨ ψ′) | (ϕ′ → ψ′) |
(ϕ′ ↔ ψ′) | (∀Txϕ

′) | (∃Txϕ) | truet
atomic representable wffs
α′ ::= (t =T s) | ⊥ | t ∼=T s

The term representations of representable wffs
dα′e are given by the following.

(8) (a) da ∧ be = dae ∧̂ dbe
(b) da ∨ be = dae ∨̂ dbe
(c) da→ be = dae →̂ dbe
(d) da↔ be = dae ↔̂ dbe
(e) da ∼=T be = dae ∼̂=T dbe
(f) da =T be = dae =̂T dbe
(g) d⊥e = ⊥̂
(h) dtruete = t

(i) d∀Tx.ae = ∀̂xεT dae
(j) d∃Tx.ae = ∃̂xεT dae

Now we can express separation types as {x ∈
S.ϕ′}, which can be taken to be sugar for
{xεS.dϕ′e}.

The following theorem is an immediate conse-
quence of the recursive definition of representable
wffs and their term representations.

Theorem 1 (Representability) dϕ′e ∈ Prop
for all representable wffs ϕ′, and furthermore
truedϕ′e ↔ ϕ′.

2.2 Comprehension Types

Usually comprehension can be derived from SP
and UT. We are forgoing UT to avoid para-
doxes, so we have to define comprehension in-
dependently. The same arguments apply as for
SP concerning representability. We add the type
{x : ϕ′} and a tableau rule corresponding to the
following axiom.

(9) COMP: z ∈ {x : ϕ} ↔ ϕ[z/x]

Given that COMP = SP + UT, where UT is
the Universal Type ∆ = {x : x =̂ x}, we would
derive a paradox if = was not typed. This is
because in PTCT Prop is a type. So rr, where
r = λx.∃̂y ∈ (∆ =⇒ Prop)[x =̂ y ∧̂ ∼̂xy] pro-
duces a paradoxical propositional. Our use of a
typed intensional identity predicate filters out the
paradox because it must be possible to prove that
the two expressions for which =T is asserted are
of type T independently of the identity assertion.
s =T t iff s, t ∈ T and s = t.

2.3 Polymorphic Types

We enrich the language of types to include type
variablesX, and the wffs to include quantification
over types ∀Xϕ,∃Xϕ.

We add ΠX.T to the language of types, gov-
erned by the tableau rule corresponding to the
following axiom:

(10) PM: f ∈ ΠX.T ↔ ∀X(f ∈ T )

Polymorphic types permit us to accommodate
the fact that natural language expressions such
as coordination and certain verbs can apply as
functions to arguments of different types.

Note that PM is impredicative (the type quan-
tification ranges over the types that are being de-
fined). To avoid this, we add a language of Kinds
(K) to PTCT.

(11) Kinds: K ::= T | ΠX.K

(12) PM′: f ∈ ΠX.K ↔ ∀X(f ∈ K) where X
ranges only over types.

This constraint limits quantification over types
to type variables that take non-Kind types as
values. Therefore, we rule out iterated type-
polymorphism in which functional polymorphic
types apply to polymorphic arguments. In fact,
this weak version of polymporphism seems to be
adequate to express the instances of multiple type
assignment that occur in natural languages (van
Benthem, 1991).



2.4 Final Syntax

Adopting the extensions discussed above, which
do not allow the derivation of a paradox, leads to
the following language.

(13) Terms t ::= x | c | l | T | λx(t) | (t)t
(logical constants) l ::= ∧̂ | ∨̂ | →̂ | ↔̂ | ⊥̂ |
∀̂ | ∃̂ | =̂T | ∼̂=T | ε

(14) Types T ::= B | Prop | T =⇒ S | X |
{x ∈ T.ϕ′} | {x.ϕ′}

(15) Kinds K ::= T | ΠX.T

(16) Wff ϕ ::= α | (ϕ ∧ ψ) | (ϕ ∨ ψ) | (ϕ → ψ) |
(ϕ↔ ψ)
| (∀xϕ) | (∃xϕ) | (∀Xϕ) | (∃Xϕ) | truet
(atomic wff) α ::= (t =T s) | ⊥ | t ∈ K |
t ∼=T s

where ϕ′ is as defined in section 2.1.

2.5 A Model Theory for PTCT

In order to give a model for PTCT, we first need
a model of the untyped λ-calculus. This will form
the model for PTCT’s language of terms. Here we
present Meyer’s model (Meyer, 1982).

Definition 1 (General Functional Models)
A functional model is a structure of the form
D = 〈D, [D → D],Φ,Ψ〉 where

(1) D is a non-empty set,

(2) [D → D] is some class of functions from D
to D,

(3) Φ : D → [D → D],

(4) Ψ : [D → D] → D,

(5) Ψ(Φ(d)) = d for all d ∈ D

We can interpret the calculus as using the fol-
lowing,where g is an assignment function from
variables to elements of D.

(17) [[x]]g = g(x)
[[λx.t]]g = Ψ(λd.[[t]]g[d/x])
[[ts]]g = Φ([[t]]g)[[s]]g

This interpretation exploits the fact that Φ
maps every element of D into a corresponding
function from D to D, and Ψ maps functions from
D to D into elements of D.

Note we require that functions of the form
λd.[[t]]g[d/x] are in the class [D → D] to ensure
that the interpretation is well defined.

In the case where we permit constant terms,
then we can add the clause

(18) [[c]]g = i(c)

where i assigns elements of D to constants.

Theorem 2 If t = s in the extensional untyped
λ-calculus (with ξ and η), then [[t]]g = [[s]]g for
each assignment g.

Proof: By induction on the derivations. 2

A modelM of PTCT is constructed on the basis
of a simple extensional model of the untyped λ-
calculus (Meyer, 1982; Barendregt, 1984; Turner,
1997), with additional structure added to capture
the type rules and the relation between the sub-
languages of PTCT.

On the basis of the full proof and model theo-
ries, we prove the soundness and completeness of
PTCT.3

3 An Intensional Number Theory

We add an intensional number theory to PTCT,
incorporating rules corresponding to the axioms
in (23).

(19) Terms: 0 | succ | pred | add | mult | ˆmost |
| · |B

(20) Types: Num

(21) Wffs: zero(t) | t ∼=Num t′ | t <Num t′ |
most(p)(q)

(22) Axioms for Num: The usual Peano axioms,
adapted to PTCT

(23) Axioms for <Num:

(a) y ∈ Num → 0 <Num succ(y)
(b) x ∈ Num → x 6<Num 0
(c) x ∈ Num ∧ y ∈ Num →

(succ(x) <Num succ(y) ↔ x <Num y)

The model theory can be extended in a
straightforward way to support these new rules
of the proof theory.

3The full proof and model theories for PTCT, and the
proofs for soundness and completeness are presented by
Fox and Lappin (2003b).



When we incorporate the intensional number
theory into PTCT we lose completeness of the
proof theory. However, it is important to rec-
ognize that incompleteness sets in only when
tableau rules that encode number-theoretic infer-
ences are applied. The basic logic and type sys-
tem of PTCT without these rules and their corre-
sponding definitions in the model theory remains
complete.

4 Representing Proportional
Generalized Quantifiers in PTCT

By defining the cardinality of properties, we can
express the truth conditions of proportional quan-
tifiers in PTCT.

The cardinality of properties |p|B is formulated
as follows.

(24) p ∈ (B =⇒ Prop) ∧ ∼∃x(x ∈ B ∧ truepx) →
|p|B ∼=Num 0

(25) p ∈ (B =⇒ Prop) ∧ b ∈ B ∧ truepb→
|p|B ∼=Num

add(|λx(px ∧̂ ∼̂x =̂B b)|B)(succ(0))

The cardinality of types can be defined in a simi-
lar way.

We represent most(p)(q) as follows:

(26) p ∈ (B =⇒ Prop) ∧ q ∈ (B =⇒ Prop) →
most(p)(q) ↔
|{x ∈ B.truepx ∧ ∼ trueqx}|B
<Num |{x ∈ B.truepx ∧ trueqx}|B

Given that PTCT is a first-order theory in
which all quantification is limited to first-order
variables, this characterization of most effectively
encodes a higher-order GQ within a first-order
system.

5 A Type-Theoretical Approach to
Anaphora

We combine our treatment of generalised quanti-
fiers with our characterisation of separation types
to provide a unified type-theoretic account of
anaphora. We assume that all quantified NPs are
represented as cardinality relations on the model
of our treatment of most. Pronouns are repre-
sented as appropriately typed free variables. If
the free variable is within the scope of a set form-
ing operator that specifies a sub-type and it meets
the same typing constraints as the variable bound
by the operator, the variable can be interpreted

as bound by the operator through substitution
under α identity. This interpretation yields the
bound reading of the pronoun.

(27) Every man loves his mother.

(28) |{x ∈ B.trueman′(x)
∧ truelove′(x,mother-of ′(y))}|B

∼=Num |{x ∈ B.trueman′(x)}|B
→
|{x ∈ B.trueman′(x)

∧ truelove′(x,mother-of ′(x))}|B
∼=Num |{x ∈ B.trueman′(x)}|B

Representations of this kind are generated by
compositional semantic operations as described
by (for example) Lappin (1989), and Lappin and
Francez (1994).

When the pronoun is interpreted as dependent
upon an NP which does not bind it, we represent
the pronoun variable as constrained by a separa-
tion type parameter whose value is supplied by
context. Generally, the value of this type param-
eter is determined in two parts. The initial type
membership condition is imported directly from
the antecedent corresponding to the GQ. The wff
part of the separation type corresponds to the re-
lation between the restriction and the predication
in the antecedent clause. In the default case, the
pronoun variable is bound by a universal quanti-
fier in the language of wffs.

(29) Every student arrived.

(30) |{x ∈ B.truestudent′(x) ∧ truearrived′(x)}|B
∼=Num |{x ∈ B.truestudent′(x)}|B

(31) They sang.

(32) ∀y ∈ A.(truesang′(y))
where A = {x ∈ B.truestudent′(x)

∧ truearrived′(x)}

In the case of proper names and existentially
quantified NP antecedents we obtain the follow-
ing.

(33) John arrived.

(34) truearrived′(john)

(35) He sang.

(36) ∀y ∈ A.(truesang′(y))
where A = {x ∈ B.truex =̂B john

∧ truearrived′(x)}



(37) Some man arrived.

(38) |{x ∈ B.trueman′(x)
∧ truearrived′(x)
∧ trueφ(x)}|B >Num 0

(39) He sang.

(40) ∀y ∈ A.(truesang′(y))
where A = {x ∈ B.trueman′(x)

∧ truearrived′(x)
∧ trueφ(x)}

φ is a predicate that is specified in context and
uniquely identifies a man who arrived in that con-
text.

We handle donkey anaphora in PTCT through
a type constraint on the variable corresponding
to the pronoun.

(41) Every man who owns a donkey beats it.

(42) |{x ∈ B.trueman′(x) ∧
(|{y ∈ B.trueown′(x, y) ∧

truedonkey′(y)}|B >Num 0)
∧ ∀z ∈ A(truebeat′(x, z))}|B

∼=Num

|{x ∈ B.trueman′(x) ∧
(|{y ∈ B.trueown′(x, y) ∧

truedonkey′(y)}|B
>Num 0)}|B

where
A = {y ∈ B.trueown′(x, y) ∧ truedonkey′(y)}

The representation asserts that every man who
owns at least one donkey beats all of the donkeys
that he owns.

Our type-theoretic account of donkey anaphora
is similar in spirit to the E-type analysis pro-
posed by Lappin and Francez (1994). There is,
however, an important difference. Lappin and
Francez (1994) interpret an E-type pronoun as
a choice function from the elements of an inter-
sective set specified by the clause containing the
antecedent NP to a range of values determined
by this NP. Both the domain and range of the
function are described informally in terms of the
semantic representation of the antecedent clause.
On the type-theoretic approach proposed here the
interpretation of the E-type pronoun is specified
explicitly through type constraints on variables in
the semantic representation language. Therefore
our account provides a more precise and properly
formalized treatment of pronominal anaphora.

We can generate existential readings of donkey
sentences (Pelletier & Schubert, 1989) by treating
the principle that the free variable representing
a pronoun is bound by a universal quantifier as
defeasible. We can then substitute an existential
for the universal quantifier.

(43) Every person who had a quarter put it in a
parking meter.

(44) |{x ∈ B.trueperson′(x) ∧
(|{y ∈ B.truehad′(x, y) ∧

truequarter′(y)}|B >Num 0)
∧ ∃z ∈ A(trueput-in-meter′(x, z))}|B∼=Num

|{x ∈ B.trueperson′(x) ∧
(|{y ∈ B.truehad′(x, y) ∧

truequarter′(y)}|B
>Num 0)}|B

where A = {y ∈ B.truehad′(x, y)
∧ truequarter′(y)}

This representation asserts that every person
who had a quarter put at least one quarter that
he/she had in a parking meter.

The default presence of a universal quantifier
in the PTCT representation of a donkey pronoun
is an instance of a pragmatic maximality condi-
tion of the kind that Lappin and Francez (1994)
invoke to explain the preferred readings of sen-
tences like (41). As they observe, lexical semantic
and pragmatic factors can override a maximality
constraint in cases like (43). We represent the
suspension of the maximality requirement by sub-
stituting an existential for the universal quantifier
binding the variable corresponding to the pronoun
in these sentences.

6 Ellipsis

Let S be a parameter that is instantiated by sep-
aration types. We can represent a clause contain-
ing an elided VP like (45) as (46).

(45) John sings, and Mary does too.

(46) truesings ′(john) ∧ mary ∈ S

Assuming that mary and john are both of type
B, we can abstract on john to obtain the sepa-
ration type {x ∈ B.truesings′(x)} from the an-
tecedent in order to resolve S. This yields the de-
sired interpretation of the elided clause in (47).4

4The presentation adopted here requires a slight change
to PTCT as it is formulated elsewhere (Fox et al., 2002a,



(47) truesings ′(john) ∧ truesings ′(mary)

We have not introduced product types into
PTCT, but we are assuming that all predicate
types are curried functions. For simplicity of
notation we represent transitive and ditransitive
verbs as multi-argument functional expressions,
but we continue to assume that they are inter-
preted as a sequence of curried functions. Simi-
larly we assume that separation types correspond-
ing to curried function predicate can be built up
through curried function application.

Our treatment of VP ellipsis extends directly
to gapping (48).5

(48) Mary reviewed Principia and Max Ulysses.

(49) truereviewed ′(john, principia)
∧ (max , ulysses) ∈ S

(50) S = {(x, y) ∈ B ⊗B.truereviewed ′(x, y)}

(51) truereviewed ′(john, principia) ∧
truereviewed ′(max , ulysses)

It also applies to pseudogapping (52).6

(52) Max introduced Rosa to Sam before
Bill did Mary to John.

(53) trueintroduced ′(max , rosa, sam)
before
(bill ′,mary , john) ∈ S

(54) S = {(x, y, z) ∈ B ⊗B ⊗B.
trueintroduced ′(x, y, z)}

(55) trueintroduced ′(max , rosa, sam)
before
trueintroduced ′(bill ,mary , john)

If we combine our treatment of ellipsis with our
account of pronominal anaphora, the representa-
tion of the distinction between strict and sloppy
readings of pronouns under ellipsis is straightfor-
ward.
2002b; Fox & Lappin, 2003a) in order to allow free-floating
type judgements within the language of terms. This ex-
tension should not be problematic if, for example, we limit
such assertions of type membership to terms that have a
normal form. The free floating type judgements can also
be given a property-theoretic presentation, where member-
ship is represented by functional application.

5Here we use product types. Product types can be
added to PTCT, or the examples can be represented us-
ing an equivalent curried form.

6Here we assume there is some suitable treatment of the
temporal ordering of the circumstances described by the
propositions p and q in the expression p before q without
further elaboration.

(56) John loves his mother, and Bill does too.

(57) ∀x ∈ A(trueloves ′(john,mother-of ′(x))
∧ bill ∈ S

Let S be defined as follows.

S = {y ∈ B.∀x ∈ A(trueloves′(y,mother-of ′(x))}

If the type parameter A on the variable x is spec-
ified as {w ∈ B.truew =̂B john} in the antecedent
clause prior to the resolution of S, then a strict
reading of the pronoun results. If A is determined
after the value of S is identified, then it can be
taken as {w ∈ B.truew =̂B bill}, which provides
the sloppy reading.

Finally, consider the antecedent contained el-
lipsis (ACE) structure in (58).

(58) Mary read every book that John did.

Restrictive relative clauses modify head nouns
of NPs. Therefore, it is reasonable to impose the
condition that the conjunct corresponding to a re-
strictive relative clause in the propositional part
of the sub-type expression of a GQ contain an
occurrence of the variable bound by the set op-
erator of the sub-type. This is, in effect, a non-
vacuousness constraint on relative clause modifi-
cation. It requires that a relative clause be inter-
preted as a modifier that contributes a restriction
to the head noun.

Given this constraint the representation of (58)
is (59).

(59) |{x ∈ B.truebook′(x) ∧
(john, x) ∈ S) ∧
trueread′(mary, x)}|B∼=Num

|{x ∈ B.truebook′(x) ∧
(john, x) ∈ S}|B

Taking the conjunct of (59) that corresponds
to the matrix clause as the antecedent and ab-
stracting over both its arguments we obtain the
separation type specified in (60). This yields (61)
as the interpretation of (58).7

(60) S = {(y, w).trueread′(y, w)}

(61) |{x ∈ B.truebook′(x) ∧ trueread′(john, x)
∧ trueread′(mary, x)}|B∼=Num

|{x ∈ B.truebook′(x) ∧ trueread′(john, x)}|B
7For simplicity we suppress typing on the variables y

and w here.



(61) asserts that every book that John read
Mary read, which is the intended reading of (58).

We have generated this interpretation without
using a syntactic operation of quantifier raising,
as in the analysis of Fiengo and May (1994) or
a semantic procedure of storage, as in the HOU
treatment of Dalrymple et al. (1991). We also do
not require a syntactic trace (Lappin, 1996) or a
SLASH feature (Lappin, 1999) in the ellipsis site.
The presence of the variable bound by the set op-
erator of the sub-type as the second argument of
the function which assigns a value to the elided
PTCT expression is motivated by a general con-
dition on the representation of restrictive relative
clauses as non-vacuous conjuncts in a GQ.

7 Comparison with Other
Type-Theoretical Approaches

Ranta develops an analysis of anaphora within
Martin-Löf Type Theory (MLTT) (Ranta, 1994).
He represents donkey sentences as universal quan-
tification over product types.8

(62) Πz : ((Σx : man)(Σy : donkey)(x owns y))
(p(z) beats p(q(z))

In this example, z is a variable over product
pairs, and p and q are left and right projections,
respectively, on the product pair, where

(63) (a) p(z) : man
(b) q(z) : (Σy : donkey)(p(z) owns y)
(c) p(q(z)) : donkey
(d) q(q(z)) : (p(z) owns p(q(z))).

Ranta’s account does not generate the existen-
tial reading of donkey sentences (Pelletier & Schu-
bert, 1989).

As Ranta acknowledges, his universal
quantification-over-pairs analysis follows DRT
(Kamp & Reyle, 1993) in inheriting the propor-
tionality problem in a sentence like the following
(Heim, 1990; Kadmon, 1990).

(64) Most men who own a donkey beat it.

On the universal quantification-over-pairs ac-
count of donkey anaphora, contrary to the desired
interpretation, the sentence is true in a model in

8Note that here expressions of the form Πx : (T )(S)
denote a dependent product type. This is not to be con-
fused with PTCT’s polymorphic types, whose form (ΠX.T )
is superficially similar.

which ten men own donkeys, nine men own a sin-
gle donkey each and do not beat it, while the tenth
man owns ten donkeys and beats them all. On
the preferred reading the sentence is false in this
model.

Ranta cites Sundholm (1989)’s solution to the
proportionality problem. This suggestion involves
positing a second quantifier most on product pairs
(Σx : A)(B(x)) that is interpreted as applying an
A injection to the pairs, where this injection iden-
tifies only the first element of each pair as within
the domain of quantification. Defining an addi-
tional mode of quantification as a distinct read-
ing of most in order to generate the correct in-
terpretation of (64) would seem to be an ad hoc
approach to the difficulty. There is no evidence
for taking most as ambiguous between two quan-
tificational readings beyond the need to avoid the
inability of the quantification-over-pairs analysis
to yield the correct results for this case. Assum-
ing two modes of quantification adds considerable
complication to the type-theoretic approach to
anaphora without independent motivation.

The proportion problem does not arise on our
account. Most is represented as a cardinality re-
lation (GQ) in which quantification is over the
elements of the set corresponding to the subject
restriction rather than over pairs. Therefore the
sentence is evaluated as false in the model that
creates difficulties for DRT and for Ranta, with-
out the need to adopt additional devices.

On the HOU approach to ellipsis proposed in
Dalrymple et al. (1991) and Shieber et al. (1996)
the elided predicate is represented as a higher-
order variable, which is unified with a lambda
term obtained from the antecedent clause through
abstraction over the arguments that correspond
to the bare arguments of the ellipsis site. This
term is then applied to the bare arguments to
produce an interpretation of the elided structure.

Our PTCT-based analysis of ellipsis is similar
in approach to the HOU view. In both cases
correspondences are set up between a sequence
of phrases in an ellipsis site and an antecedent
clause, and a predicate term is abstracted from
the antecedent for application to elements in the
elided clause. However, while HOU solves an
equation with a higher-order variable to obtain a
lambda expression, our account uses a parameter
that is resolved to a separation type expression.
In our model theory, type variables take terms as



values. Therefore, even if a separation type pa-
rameter is construed as a variable of PTCT, we
remain within the first-order resources of PTCT.

In addition, HOU requires storage to extract a
quantified NP from its antecedent-contained po-
sition in the semantic representation of an ACE
structure. By contrast, we are able to interpret
these NPs in situ by virtue of the presence of
a bound variable in the part of a sub-type in a
GQ representation that corresponds to the rela-
tive clause of the ACE.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed type-theoretic treatments
of pronominal anaphora and ellipsis within the
framework of PTCT, a first-order fine-grained in-
tensional logic with flexible Curry typing. Our
account of anaphora has wider empirical cover-
age than Ranta’s (1994) MLTT analysis. Our ac-
count of ellipsis avoids the higher-order variables
of HOU, and we do not require an operation of
storage to handle ACE structures.

The application of PTCT to anaphora and el-
lipsis illustrates its considerable expressive re-
sources. The primary advantage of PTCT is
the fact that it provides the expressiveness of a
higher-order system with rich typing while re-
maining a first-order logic with limited formal
power.

We have provided a model theory for PTCT us-
ing extensional models for the untyped λ-calculus
enriched with interpretations of Curry types. The
restrictions that we impose on comprehension
types, quantification over types, and the relation
between the three sublanguages of PTCT ensure
that it remains a first-order system in which its
enriched expressive power comes largely through
quantification over terms and the representation
of types as terms within the language.

In future work we will be investigating the pos-
sibility of incorporating product types into PTCT
without taking it out of the class of first-order
systems and also determine the most appropriate
way of incorporating the representation of free-
floating type judgements in the language of terms.
Product types will permit us to simplify our rep-
resentations of k-ary predicates and the sub-types
defined in terms of them. They will also permit
us to capture dependent types, which we require
to deal with certain kinds of anaphora, such as
donkey pronouns in conditional sentences.

We will consider a property-theoretic variant
of the treatment of anaphora and ellipsis which
exploits properties and application rather than
the types and type-membership used in the type-
theoretic treatment presented in this paper. We
will then examine extensions that establish cor-
respondences between types and properties. One
aim of this would be to show an equivalence be-
tween the type-theoretic and property-theoretic
approaches to anaphora and ellipsis.

We will explore PTCT as a semantic representa-
tion language in implemented systems of natural
language interpretation. As part of this research
we will be constructing a theorem prover that
uses PTCT’s tableau proof theory. We will also
investigate the implementation of our proposed
approaches to anaphora and ellipsis resolution.
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Abstract. 
 

This paper presents the results of a set of 
methods to cluster WordNet word senses. The 
methods rely on different information sources: 
confusion matrixes from Senseval-2 Word Sense 
Disambiguation systems, translation similarities, 
hand-tagged examples of the target word senses 
and examples obtained automatically from the 
web for the target word senses. The clustering 
results have been evaluated using the coarse-
grained word senses provided for the lexical 
sample in Senseval-2. We have used Cluto, a 
general clustering environment, in order to test 
different clustering algorithms. The best results 
are obtained for the automatically obtained 
examples, yielding purity values up to 84% on 
average over 20 nouns.  
 

1 Introduction 

WordNet (Miller et al. 1994) is one of the most 
widely used lexical resources for Natural Language 
Processing. Among other information, it provides a 
list of word senses for each word, and has been used 
in many Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) 
systems as the sense inventory of choice. In 
particular it has been used as the sense inventory for 
the Senseval-2 English Lexical sample WSD 
exercise1 (Edmonds & Cotton 2001).  

Many works cite the fine-grainedness of the 
sense distinctions in WordNet as one of its main 
problems for practical applications (Dolan 1994; 
Peters et al. 1998; Resnik & Yarowsky 2000; 
Mihalcea & Moldovan 2001; Tomuro 2001; Palmer 
et al. submitted). Senseval-2, for instance, provides 
both fine-grained (the actual WordNet word senses) 
and coarse-grained sense distinctions. Figure 1 
shows, for instance, the 7 fine-grained senses for the 
noun channel, and the 4 coarse-grained senses 
provided by Senseval-2.  

There is considerable literature on what makes 
word senses distinct, but there is no general 
                                                           
* Authors listed in alphabetical order. 
1 In the rest of the paper, the Senseval-2 English Lexical 
sample exercise will be referred to in short as Senseval-2.  

consensus on which criteria should be followed. 
Some approaches use an abstraction hierarchy as 
those found in dictionaries (Kilgarriff 1998), others 
utilize syntactic patterns such as predicate-argument 
structure of verbs (Palmer et al., submitted), and 
others study the word senses from the point of view 
of systematic polysemy (Peters et al. 1998; Tomuro 
2001). From a practical point of view, the need to 
make two senses distinct will depend on the target 
application. This is evident for instance in Machine 
Translation, where some word senses will get the 
same translation (both television and communication 
senses of channel in Figure 1 are translated as kanal 
into Basque) while others don’t (groove sense of 
channel is translated as zirrikitu in Basque), 
depending on the target and source languages.  

This paper proposes a set of automatic methods 
to hierarchically cluster the word senses in 
WordNet. The output of the clustering process is a 
hierarchical cluster that can be used as 
complementary information by WSD systems in 
order to avoid making too fine-grained decisions 
when not necessary, and return a set of fine-grained 
senses (a cluster) instead of a single choice. This 
might allow the error rate of the algorithms to 
decrease substantially, at the cost of losing 
discriminative power. Besides the hierarchy 
complements the flat structure of word senses in 
WordNet, and could be used by target applications 
in order to choose the convenient granularity.  

The clustering methods that we examine in this 
paper are based on the following information 
sources: 
1 Similarity matrix for word senses based on the 

confusion matrix of all systems that 
participated in Senseval-2 (cf. Section 5).  

2 Similarity matrix for word senses produced by 
(Chugur and Gonzalo 2002) using translation 
equivalences in a number of languages (cf. 
Section 6). 

3 Context of occurrence for each word sense (cf. 
Section 7). Two methods were used to derive the 
contexts: taking them directly from Senseval-2 
(hand tagged data), or automatically retrieving 
them using WordNet information to construct 
queries over the web (cf. Section 2).  



4 Similarity matrix based on the Topic Signatures 
for each word sense (cf. Section 8). The topic 
signatures were constructed based on the 
occurrence contexts of the word senses, which, 
similar to the point above, can be extracted from 
hand-tagged data or automatically constructed 
from the Web.  

In order to construct the hierarchical clusters we 
have used Cluto (Karypis 2001), a general clustering 
environment that has been successfully used in 
Information Retrieval and Text Categorization. The 
input to the algorithm can be either a similarity 
matrix for the word senses of each target word 
(constructed based on confusion matrixes, 
translation equivalences, or topic signatures, as 
mentioned above), or the context of occurrence of 
each word sense in the form of a vector. Different 
weighting and clustering schemes were tried (cf. 
Section 4).  

The gold standard is based on the manual 
grouping of word senses provided in Senseval-2. 
This gold standard is used in order to compute purity 
and entropy values for the clustering results (cf. 
Section 9). The number of word sense groups in the 
gold standard is input to the clustering algorithm as 
the target number of clusters.  

Sections 2 and 3 explain the methods to construct 
the corpus of word sense examples from the web and 
the topic signatures respectively. Section 4 presents 
the clustering environment. Sections 5 through 8 
present each of the methods to cluster word senses. 

Section 9 presents the results of the experiment. 
Sections 10 and 11 present related work and the 
conclusions. 
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Synset information: sense number,  
synonyms, gloss and examples. 

water     1 1 1 
4. channel -- (a deep and relatively narrow body of water (as in a river or a harbor or a 

strait linking two larger bodies) that allows the best passage for vessels; "the ship 
went aground in the channel") 

passage     1 1 1 
2. channel -- (a passage for water (or other fluids) to flow through; "the fields were 

crossed with irrigation channels"; "gutters carried off the rainwater into a series of 
channels under the street") 

body     1 1 1 
6. duct, epithelial duct, canal, channel -- (a bodily passage or tube lined with epithelial 

cells and conveying a secretion or other substance; "the tear duct was obstructed"; 
"the alimentary canal"; "poison is released through a channel in the snake's fangs") 

groove    1    3. groove, channel -- (a long narrow furrow cut either by a natural process (such as 
erosion) or by a tool (as e.g. a groove in a phonograph record)) 

tv  1 1     
7. channel, television channel, TV channel -- (a television station and its programs; "a 

satellite TV channel"; "surfing through the channels"; "they offer more than one 
hundred channels") 

signals  1 1     1. channel, transmission channel -- (a path over which electrical signals can pass; "a 
channel is typically what you rent from a telephone company") 

comms 1       
5. channel, communication channel, line -- ((often plural) a means of communication 

or access; "it must go through official channels"; "lines of communication were set up
between the two firms") 

Figure 1: The 7 senses for the noun channel in WordNet 1.7, and the 4 sense groups given in Senseval-2. The first 
column shows a mnemonic for each of the word senses, and the last column the sense numbers, words in the synset 

alongside the glosses and examples in parenthesis. The sense groups are represented by a dendogram (left side of the 
table) and a similarity matrix (zero values are shown as empty cells).  

2 Retrieving Examples for Word 
Senses from the Web 

Corpora where the occurrences of word senses have 
been manually tagged are a scarce resource. Semcor 
(Miller et al. 1994) is the largest of all and currently 
comprises 409,990 word forms. All 190,481 open-
class words in the corpus are tagged with word 
senses. While being a large corpus, it has a low 
number of examples for each word sense. The word 
bar, for instance, has 6 word senses, but only 21 
occurrences in Semcor.  

Other tagged corpora are based on a limited 
sample of words. For instance, the Senseval-2 
corpus comprises 5,266 hand-tagged examples for a 
set of 29 nouns, yielding an average of 181.3 
examples per word. In particular, bar has 455 
occurrences. 

The scarcity of hand-tagged data is the 
acquisition bottleneck of supervised WSD systems. 
As an alternative, different methods to build 
examples for word senses have been proposed in the 
literature (Leacock et al. 1998; Mihalcea and 
Moldovan 1999; Agirre et al. 2000; Agirre et al. 
2001). The methods usually rely on information in 
WordNet (lexical relations such as synonymy and 



hypernymy, or words in the gloss) in order to 
retrieve examples from large corpora or the web. 
The retrieved examples might not contain the target 
word, but they contain a word that is closely related 
to the target word sense.  

In this work, we have followed the monosemous 
relatives method, as proposed in (Leacock et al. 
1998). This method uses monosemous synonyms or 
hyponyms to construct the queries. For instance, the 
first sense of channel in Figure 1 has a monosemous 
synonym “transmission channel”. All the 
occurrences of “transmission channel” in any corpus 
can be taken to refer to the first sense of channel. In 
our case we have used the following kind of 
relations in order to get the monosemous relatives: 
hypernyms, direct and indirect hyponyms, and 
siblings. The advantages of this method is that it is 
simple, it does not need error-prone analysis of the 
glosses and it can be used with languages where 
glosses are not available in their respective 
WordNets. 

Google2 was used to retrieve the occurrences of 
the monosemous relatives. In order to avoid 
retrieving full documents (which is time consuming) 
we take the context from the snippets returned by 
Google. Agirre et al. (2001) showed that topic 
signatures built from sentence context were more 
precise than those built from full document context. 

The snippets returned by Google (up to 1,000 per 
query) are processed, and we try to extract  

sentences (or fragments of sentences) containing the 
search term from the snippets.  The sentence (or 
fragment) is marked by three dots in the snippets. 
Some of the potential sentences are discarded, 
according to the following heuristics: length shorter 
than 6 words, the number of non-alphanumeric 
characters is greater than the number of words 
divided by two, or the number of words in uppercase 
is greater than those in lowercase.  

1. sense: church, Christian_church, Christianity   "a group of Christians; any group professing Christian doctrine or 
belief; " 
church(1177.83) catholic(700.28) orthodox(462.17) roman(353.04) religion(252.61) byzantine(229.15) 
protestant(214.35) rome(212.15) western(169.71) established(161.26) coptic(148.83) jewish(146.82) order(133.23) 
sect(127.85) old(86.11) greek(68.65) century(61.99) history(50.36) pentecostal(50.18) england(44.77) saint(40.23) 
america(40.14) holy(35.98) pope(32.87) priest(29.76) russian(29.75) culture(28.43) christianity(27.87) 
religious(27.10) reformation(25.39) ukrainian(23.20) mary(22.86) belong(21.83) bishop(21.57) anglican(18.19) 
rite(18.16) teaching(16.50) christian(15.57) diocese(15.44) … 
 
2. sense: church, church_building   "a place for public (especially Christian) worship; " 
house(1733.29) worship(1079.19) building(620.77) mosque(529.07) place(507.32) synagogue(428.20) god(408.52) 
kirk(368.82) build(93.17) construction(47.62) street(47.18) nation(41.16) road(40.12) congregation(39.74) 
muslim(37.17) list(34.19) construct(31.74) welcome(29.23) new(28.94) prayer(24.48) temple(24.40) design(24.25) 
brick(24.24) erect(23.85) door(20.07) heaven(19.72) plan(18.26) call(17.99) renovation(17.78) mile(17.63) 
gate(17.09) architect(16.86) conservative(16.46) situate(16.46) site(16.37) demolition(16.16) quaker(15.99) 
fort(14.59) arson(12.93) sultan(12.93) community(12.88) hill(12.62) … 
 
3. sense: church_service, church   "a service conducted in a church; " 
service(5225.65) chapel(1058.77) divine(718.75) prayer(543.96) hold(288.08) cemetery(284.48) meeting(271.04) 
funeral(266.05) sunday(256.46) morning(169.38) attend(143.64) pm(133.56) meet(115.86) conduct(98.96) 
wednesday(90.13) religious(89.19) evening(75.01) day(74.45) friday(73.17) eve(70.01) monday(67.96) 
cremation(64.73) saturday(60.46) thursday(60.46) june(57.78) tuesday(56.08) crematorium(55.53) weekly(53.36) 
procession(50.53) burial(48.60) december(48.46) ceremony(46.47) september(46.10) interment(42.31) lead(38.79) 
family(34.19) deceased(31.73) visitation(31.44) …  
 

Figure 1: Fragment of the topic signatures for the three senses of church built with the monosemous 
relatives method to extract examples from the Web. The values in parenthesis correspond to χ2 values. Only 

the top scoring terms are shown.  

                                                           
2 We use the offline XML interface kindly provided by 
Google. 

3 Constructing Topic Signatures 

Topic signatures try to associate a topical vector to 
each word sense. The dimensions of these topical 
vectors are the words in the vocabulary, and the 
weights try to capture which are the words closer to 
the target word sense. In other words, each word 
sense is associated with a set of related words with 
associated weights. 
Figure 2 shows the topic signatures for the three 
word senses of church. For example, the building 
sense of church has the terms house, worship, 
building, mosque, etc. with the highest score in the 
topic signature.  

We can build such lists from a sense-tagged 
corpora just observing which words co-occur 
distinctively with each sense, or we can try to 
associate a number of documents from existing 
corpora to each sense and then analyze the 
occurrences of words in such documents (cf. 
previous section).   

The method to construct topic signatures 
proceeds as follows: (a) We first organize the 



documents in collections, one collection per word 
sense, directly using sense-tagged corpora (e.g. 
Senseval-2), or exploiting the information in 
WordNet to build queries and search the web (see 
section 2). Either way we get one document 
collection per word sense. (b) For each collection we 
extract the words and their frequencies, and compare 
them with the data in the collections pertaining to 
the other word senses using χ2. (c) The words that 
have a distinctive frequency for one of the 
collections are collected in a list, which constitutes 
the topic signature for the respective word sense. (d) 
The topic signatures for the word senses are filtered 
with the cooccurrence list of the target word taken 
from balanced corpora such as the BNC. This last 
step takes out some rare and low frequency words 
from the topic signatures. 

Topic signatures for words have been 
successfully used in summarization tasks (Lin and 
Hovy 2000).  Agirre et al. (2000; 2001) show that it 
is possible to obtain good quality topic signatures for 
word senses. The topic signatures built in this work 
can be directly examined in 
http://ixa3.si.ehu.es/cgi-bin/signatureak/ 
signaturecgi.cgi. 

4 The Cluto clustering environment 

Cluto is a freely available clustering environment 
that has been successfully used in Information 
Retrieval and Text Categorization (Karypis 2001; 
Zhao and Karypis, 2001). The input to the algorithm 
can be either a similarity matrix for the word senses 
of each target word (constructed based on confusion 
matrixes, translation equivalences, or topic 
signatures, as mentioned above), or the context of 
occurrence of each word sense in the form of a 
vector.  

In the case of the similarity matrixes the default 
settings have been tried, as there were only limited 
possibilities. In the case of using directly the 
contexts of occurrences, different weighting schemes 
(plain frequencies, tf.idf), similarity functions 
(cosine, correlation coefficient) and clustering 
functions (repeated bisection, optimized repeated 
bisection, direct, nearest neighbor graph, 
agglomerative, agglomerative combined with 
repeated bisection) have been tried (Karypis 2001).  

5 Clustering using WSD system 
confusion matrixes 

Given the freely available output of the WSD 
systems that participated in Senseval-2 (Edmonds & 

Cotton, 2001), one can construct a confusion matrix 
for each pair of word senses, constructed as follows: 
1. For each pair of word senses (a,b), we record the 

number of times that each WSD system yields a 
when b is the correct word sense in the gold 
standard.  

2. This number is divided by the number of 
occurrences of word sense b and the number of 
systems. 

The rationale is that when the systems confuse two 
word senses often, we can interpret that the context 
of the two word senses is similar. For instance, if 
sense a is returned instead of sense b always for all 
systems, the similarity of a to b will be 1. If the two 
senses are never confused, then their similarity 
would be 0. Note that the similarity matrix is not 
symmetric. Figure 3 shows the similarity matrix for 
channel based on confusion matrixes, and the 
resulting hierarchical cluster. 

6 Clustering using translation 
similarities 

Chugur and Gonzalo (2002) constructed similarity 
matrixes for Senseval-2 words using translation 
equivalences in 4 languages, a method proposed by 
Resnik and Yarowsky (2000). Two word senses are 
deemed similar if they are often translated with the 
same word in a given context. More than one 
language is used to cover as many word sense 
distinctions as possible. Chugur and Gonzalo kindly 
provided their similarity matrixes, and we run Cluto 
directly on them. Figure 4 shows the similarity 
matrix for channel based on translation similarities, 
and the resulting hierarchical cluster.  

7 Clustering using word sense 
examples 

Clustering of word senses can be cast as a 
document-clustering problem: each word sense has a 
pseudo-document associated with it. This pseudo-
document is built combining all occurrences of the 
target word sense (e.g. following the methods in 
Section 2). Once we have such a pseudo-document 
for each word sense, we can cluster those documents 
with the usual techniques, and the output will be 
clusters of the word senses.  



We have used two sources to build the pseudo-
documents. On the one hand we have used Senseval 
2, using the sentence context only. On the other 
hand we have used the examples collected from the 
web, as explained in Section 2. Table 1 shows, 
among other information, the number of examples 
available for each of the words considered. A range 
of clustering parameters was tried on these sets of 
examples, as explained on Section 4. 
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signals - 0.00 0.00 0.51 1.03 0.00 3.43 
passage 3.95 - 0.17 2.23 0.51 0.51 3.09 
groove 0.17 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.20 
water 1.72 0.34 0.34 - 0.34 0.00 4.29 
comms 0.86 0.51 0.00 2.06 - 0.00 1.72
body 0.51 0.34 0.00 0.17 0.34 - 1.20 
tv 2.57 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.69 0.00 -
Figure 3: Similarity matrix and clustering results based on the confusion matrix of Senseval 2 systems (units 

10-3, note that the matrix is not symmetric). Entropy: 0.429, Purity: 0.714. 
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signals 0.88 0.34 0.31 0.21 0.66 0.66 0.71 
passage 0.47 0.21 0.35 0.33 0.60 0.30 
groove 0.47 0.14 0.34 0.39 0.31 
water 0.99 0.16 0.43 0.22 
comms 0.88 0.60 0.66 
body 1.00 0.67 
tv 0.98 
Figure 4: Similarity matrix and clustering results based on multingual method. Entropy: 0.429, Purity: 0.714
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signals - 0.18 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.29 1.01 
passage  - 0.52 0.30 0.26 0.27 1.05 
groove   - 0.65 0.20 0.02 0.66 
water    - 0.04 0.03 0.00 
comms     - 0.45 0.64 
body      - 0.55 
tv       - 

Figure 5: Similarity matrix and resulting hierarchical clusters based on Senseval χ2 topic signatures for 
channel (units in 10-3). Entropy: 0.286, Purity: 0.714. 

 

8 Clustering using topic signatures 

Topic signatures have been constructed for the 
Senseval 2 nouns using two sets of examples as in 
the previous section: the Senseval 2 hand-tagged 
data, and the automatically retrieved sense examples. 
Once the topic signatures were constructed the 
similarity matrix was built using the cosine as 
similarity function among topic signatures. Figure 5 
shows the similarity matrix for channel based on 



topic signatures, and the resulting hierarchical 
cluster. 

noun #senses #clusters #senseval #web purity 
art 4 2 275 23391 0.750 
authority 7 4 262 108560 0.571 
bar 13 10 360 75792 0.769 
bum 4 3 115 25655 1.000 
chair 4 2 201 38057 0.750 
channel 7 4 181 46493 0.714 
child 4 2 189 70416 0.750 
circuit 6 4 247 33754 0.833 
day 9 5 427 223899 1.000 
facility 5 2 172 17878 1.000 
fatigue 4 3 116 8596 1.000 
feeling 6 4 153 14569 1.000 
hearth 3 2 93 10813 0.667 
mouth 8 5 171 1585 0.833 
nation 4 2 101 1149 1.000 
nature 5 3 137 44242 0.600 
post 8 5 201 55049 0.625 
restraint 6 4 134 49905 0.667 
sense 5 4 158 13688 0.800 
stress 5 3 112 14528 0.800 

Table 1: List of nouns processed in this study. The columns show the number of senses, number of 
clusters in the gold standard, number of examples in Senseval-2, number of examples retrieved from the 

web, and best purity value obtained for each word.  
 

9 Experiments 

In order to evaluate the clustering results we have 
used as reference gold standard the coarse senses for 
nouns provided by Senseval-2. This gold standard is 
used in order to compute purity and entropy values 
for the clustering results (see below). The number of 
resulting groups is used as the target number of 
clusters, that is, in the case of channel (cf. Figure 1) 
there are 4 sense groups in the gold standard, and 
therefore Cluto is instructed to build 4 clusters.  

Some of the nouns in Senseval-2 had trivial 
clustering solutions, e.g. when all the word senses 
form a single cluster, or all clusters are formed by a 
single word sense. Table 1 shows the 20 nouns that 
had non-trivial clusters and could therefore be used 
for evaluation.  

The quality of a clustering solution was measured 
using two different metrics that looked at the gold-
standard labels of the word senses assigned to each 
cluster (Zhao & Karypis 2001). In order to better 
explain the metrics, we will call the gold-standard 
sense groups classes, as opposed to the clusters 
returned by the methods. The first metric is the 
widely used entropy measure that looks are how the 
various classes of word senses are distributed within 
each cluster, and the second measure is the purity 
that measures the extent to which each cluster 
contained word senses from primarily one class. A 
perfect clustering solution will be the one that leads 
to clusters that contain word senses from only a 
single class, in which case the entropy will be zero. 

In general, the smaller the entropy values, the better 
the clustering solution is.  

Method entropy purity 
Random - 0.748
Confusion Matrixes 0.364 0.768
Multilingual Similarity 0.337 0.799
Examples: Senseval  (Worse) 
 (Best) 

0.378
0.338

0.744
0.775

Examples: Web (Worse) 
 (Best) 

0.310
0.209

0.800
0.840

Topic Signature: Senseval 0.286 0.806
Topic Signature: Web 0.358
Table 2: Entropy and purity results for the different 

clustering methods. 
 

In a similar fashion, the purity of one cluster is 
defined to be the fraction of the overall cluster size 
that the largest class of word senses assigned to that 
cluster represents. The overall purity of the 
clustering solution is obtained as a weighted sum of 
the individual cluster purities. In general, the larger 
the values of purity, the better the clustering solution 
is. Evaluation of clustering solutions is not easy, and 
usually both measures are provided. 

As a baseline we built a random baseline, which 
was computed averaging among 100 random 
clustering solutions for each word. Each clustering 
solution was built assigning a cluster to each word 
sense at random.  

Table 2 shows the results in the form of average 
entropy and purity for each of the clustering 
methods used. The first line shows the results for the 
random baseline. For the confusion matrix and 
multilingual matrix a single solution is shown. In the 

0.764



case of clustering directly over the examples, the 
best and worst clustering results are shown for all 
the combinations of parameters that were tried. 
Space limits prevent us from showing all 
combinations. Different results are shown depending 
on whether the examples were taken from Senseval-
2 or from the web examples. Finally, the results over 
the topic signatures are shown, with different lines 
depending on the source of the examples. 

According to the results, automatically obtained 
examples proved the best : the optimal combination 
of clustering parameters gets the best results, and the 
worst parameter setting gets the third best results. 
Thus, automatically retrieved examples from the 
Web are the best source for replicating the gold 
standard from the alternatives studied in this paper.  

If we compare the Web results with the Senseval-
2 results (which according to the quality of the hand-
tagged data should be better) we see that direct 
clustering on the examples yields very bad results 
for Senseval-2 (below random for worst parameter 
setting). Topic signatures on Senseval-2 data, on the 
contrary, provide the second best results. We think 
that the main difference between Senseval-2 and 
Web data is the amount of data (cf. table 1). It seems 
that topic signatures provide useful clusters when 
little data is available, while direct clustering is best 
for large amounts of data.  

We want to note that the random baseline is quite 
high. Still, the reduction of error for the best result 
(measured according to purity) is of 35%, i.e. error 
is reduced from 0.252 to 0.16. We want to note that 
related literature seldom cite random baselines for 
clustering problems. 

10 Related work 

There is some disperse work on word sense 
clustering. Dolan (1994) proposed a method based 
on the information on the Machine Readable version 
of LDOCE (definition text, hierarchies, 
subcategorization, domains, etc.). The approach is 
claimed to be useful for improving WSD and 
mapping different lexical resources at the sense 
level, but no evaluation is provided. Chen and 
Chang (1998) use similar methods in order to cluster 
LDOCE word senses, and they do evaluate their 
results mapping LDOCE word senses into LLOCE 
(a thesaurus from the same publishing company) 
word senses. Results ranging from 100% precision 
to 60% are reported. 

Peters et al. (1998) use the hierarchy of WordNet 
in order to cluster word senses that are close in the 
hierarchy. They not only propose a method for 
clustering, but also try to characterize the relation 
between similar word senses according to systematic 
polysemy relations. Mihalcea and Moldovan (2001) 
present a set of heuristics also based on the structure 

of WordNet and attain a polysemy reduction of 39% 
with an error rate of 5.6%.  Tomuro (2001) follows a 
similar approach but introduces the use of more 
principled algorithms (e.g. the Minimum Description 
Length) to find systematic polysemy relations 
between entire WordNet areas. The evaluation is 
performed comparing to the produced clusters with a 
gold-standard (WordNet cousins), where 60% 
precision is attained, and the increase of inter-tagger 
agreement. 

In contrast to approaches based on the structure 
of WordNet, the output of our proposed methods are 
based on the distributional similarity among single 
word senses of a given word, and is able to find 
individual relations between word senses that cannot 
be generalized to other word senses. For instance, 
the gold standard provided (cf. Figure 1) groups 
together the geographical channel and the bodily 
channel. We think that both approaches are 
complementary and plan to further investigate the 
relation between systematic polysemy, the structure 
of WordNet and the hierarchical clusters we 
produce.  

In a different research line, Resnik and Yarowsky 
(2000) propose a multilingual method, which was 
already outlined in Section 6. The method relies on 
human translators translating the target word in 
certain contexts, but could be automated using 
parallel corpora. Evaluation is conducted comparing 
the obtained clusters with the sense hierarchies in 
the Hector dictionary, obtaining 99% correlation. 
This high correlation contrasts with our poorer 
results, but unfortunately no random baseline is 
given for their task. A potential explanation can be 
the higher quality of the Hector word sense 
hierarchies, compared to the sense groupings 
provided by Senseval-2. In fact the similarity 
matrixes provided by Chugur and Gonzalo (2002), 
which are based on the same method, attain only 
80% purity when compared with our gold standard. 
We plan to further check the quality of the Senseval-
2 groupings, and to explore alternative evaluation 
methods. 

Pantel and Lin (2002) also report related work. 
They induce soft clusters of words from parsed 
corpora, using cooccurrence data for words. Each 
induced cluster represents one concept, and thus 
words that belong to more than one cluster are 
polysemous. In order to evaluate their clusters they 
compare overlap with WordNet clusters with results 
over 60%. 

Finally, Palmer et al. (submitted) provide a deep 
linguistic analysis of verb senses, giving criteria for 
manually grouping them. 



11 Conclusions and Future work 

This paper has presented the results of a set of 
methods to cluster WordNet word senses. The 
methods rely on different information sources: 
confusion matrixes from Senseval-2 systems, 
translation similarities, hand-tagged examples of the 
target word senses and examples obtained 
automatically from the web for the target word 
senses. The clustering results have been evaluated 
using the coarse-grained word senses provided for 
the lexical sample in Senseval-2. We have used 
Cluto, a general clustering environment, in order to 
test different clustering algorithms.  

The best results are obtained with the 
automatically obtained examples, with purity values 
up to 84% on average over 20 nouns.  

We are currently acquiring 1,000 snippets from 
Google for each monosemous noun in WordNet. 
The total amount of monosemous nouns in WN1.6 is 
90,645 and we have currently acquired examples for 
98% of them. The examples take nearly 16 
Gigabytes. We plan to provide word sense clusters  
of comparable quality for all nouns in WordNet 
soon. 

We also plan to perform a task based evaluation, 
using the hierarchical clusters to guide a WSD 
algorithm, and to further investigate the relation of 
the produced clusters and studies of systematic 
polysemy.  
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analysismorphosyntactic

discourseanalysis

tokenization

length filter

reduction

mail parsing

· attachment
· forward
· list
· question
· appointment
· subject

· structural

· lexic

· subjectivity

textual analysis
(domain independent)

subject

stop words

subjectivity

forward

attachment

greetings

farewells

bonus words

BAGS OF WORDS

phrasal chunker

morphological analyzer

discourse chunker

ANALYZERS

MODULES
LANGUAGE−DEPENDENT

header
greeting

footer
quoted text

farewell

body of content

subject
sender
attachment
forward
body

segments
discursive

words

sentences

blocks

lines

UNITS
WORKING

RELEVANCE OF MEANING UNITS

CLASSIFICATION
ranking of possible summary genres
according to summary features

SUMMARIZATION
assignment of relevance to textual units
according to genre−driven summary strategies
extraction of coherent, indicative textual units

summary

e−mail

ANALYSIS

linguistic analysis

PRE−PROCESSING

documental analysis
(domain dependent)
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Abstract

This paper describes the creation of linguis�
tically enriched aligned corpora for Catalan�
Spanish and US�English for Speech�to�Speech
Translation� These corpora are obtained from
two di�erent sources� US�English transcribed
speech data and transcriptions of conversations
recorded in Catalan and Spanish� After hu�
man translation� a large trilingual spontaneous
speech corpus has been obtained� This corpus
is being linguistically enriched in order to gen�
erate a valuable resource capable of helping to
improve statistical machine translation�

� Introduction

The past decade has experienced a boost in the

creation and sharing of language resources �LR��

A considerable e�ort has been invested in the de�

sign and construction of these resources� which

are so necessary for the di�erent areas involved

in language technology� The International Con�

ferences on Language Resources and Evaluation�

shown the evolution of this area�

Regarding the type of LR necessary for speech

centred translation� we can distinguish between

corpora and lexica� As in textual data processing�

both resource types can be mono� bi� or multilin�

gual� However� when it comes to speech�to�speech

translation �SST�� it is the bi� or multi�lingual

collections of on�line data that are highly seeked

for� Furthermore� multilingual parallel corpora

are also very valuable resources for many other

researches besides SST� such as foreign language
resource acquisition �Yarowsky � Ngai �	�� mul�

tilingual resource acquisition �Lopez et al� �
� or
sense discrimination �Ide et al� �
��
In relation to the design and construction ap�

proaches to be followed in LR for SST� these di�er

from those adopted when generating on�line col�

lections of textual data for general NLP purposes�

The translation of spontaneous speech causes ad�

ditional problems mainly related to speech recog�

nition problems and phenomena in the speech in�

�http���www�lrec�conf�org�

put for translation� Phenomena such as uncon�

ventional syntax� lexical variations and other dis�

�uencies �Alvarez et al� �	� must be handled�
In order to tackle these problems� a translation

system should be built robust enough to adjust

to the incoming input� A number of approaches

have been followed in SST� which can be generally

classi�ed into corpus�based methods ��Alshawi et
al� ��� �Ney et al� �	�� and rule�based linguistic

methods ��Levin et al� ���� �Lavie et al� �	��� It
is mainly for the former approach that the current
work is aiming for� i�e� helping to improve statis�

tical SST� Work on SST can also be found in the

results of large research projects such as C�star��

Nespole��� Verbmobil�� and Eutrans ��

This document focuses on the work carried out

within the frame of the LC�STAR project� �Lex�

ica and Corpora for Speech to Speech Translation

Components�� It describes the design and con�

struction of a trilingual spontaneous speech cor�

pus� At present� a subset of this corpus has been

enriched with morphological information� Some

initial tests using this corpus have already been
done by some other project partners� which have

con�rmed its usefulness to statistical SST�

The paper is organised as follows� section 
 de�

scribes the use and expansion processes carried

out on some existing speech data towards the con�

struction of subset�	 of our corpus� Section � ex�

plains the design and construction of subset�
 of

the corpus� Section � proceeds onto the morpho�

logical annotation performed on subset�	� Section

� draws some conclusions and provides sugges�

tions for further work�

� LRs Used and Expanded

Subset�	 of our trilingual corpus has been cre�

ated based on some already available data� Before

�http���www�c�star�org
�http���nespole�itc�it
�http���verbmobil�dfki�de�verbmobil
�http���www�zeres�de�Eutrans�eutrans�html
��IST��		
����
�� http���www�lc�star�com



taking any decisions on which existing resources

to use for our purposes� those available from LR

repositories such as ELRA� and LDC� were con�

sidered� It was decided to use part of the record�

ings from the Verbmobil project�

��� Verbmobil

Verbmobil was a long�term project of the German

Federal Ministry of Education� Science� Research

and Technology �BMBF� Projektr�ager DLR�� One

of its outputs was a valuable set of spontaneous

speech databases� which are available via ELRA�

Our aim is the creation of speech�to�speech cen�

tred and linguistically enriched trilingual LR for

Catalan� Spanish and US�English� which did not

exist up to date in those mentioned repositories�

It was decided to take the Verbmobil cor�

pus as starting point� given that it was based

on recorded conversations for a semantically re�

stricted domain� This has allowed us to focus on

the appointment scheduling domain� At a later

stage� further LR have been created from scratch
�subset�
� focusing on some particular tourism�

related subdomains�

��� Selected Material for Subset��

Out of all the databases available from Verbmobil�
we selected  of them that contained recordings

only in US�English� The aim was to start from the

US�English recordings and generate their counter�

parts in Catalan and Spanish by means of human

translation� A total amount of 
������ tokens has

been collected� being ����� of them di�erent�

��� Cleaning and Preservation Criteria

The Verbmobil	 databases are annotated with a

number of tags that mark di�erent kinds of infor�

mation about every utterance� These labels deal

with speech phenomena at two di�erent levels� At

the word level these tags denote information re�

lated to the kind of token �i�e� punctuation� for�

eign word� interjection� proper noun� neologism�

number� letter spelling� acronym� and to the to�

ken production inside the utterance �i�e� length�
ening� unidenti�able or hard to identify word��

At the utterance level these marks denote infor�

mation regarding the utterance production as a

whole �i�e� aborted articulations� articulatory and

�http���www�elra�info
�http���www�ldc�upenn�edu
	http���www�is�cs�cmu�edu�trl conventions�projects�

verbmobil�html

technical interruptions� breathings� empty pauses�

false starts� �lled pauses� human noises� repeti�

tions� corrections� noises� turn breaks��

Some of these tags were preserved because they

were later to be needed during the translation

task� in the sense that they could carry either

some meaning or discourse information� This

was the case for punctuation marks� �lled pauses�

foreign words� interjections� proper nouns� let�

ter spelling� abbreviations� neologisms� technical

interruptions� turn breaks� and unidenti�able or
hard to identify words�

��� Translation of Subset��

As already mentioned� Verbmobil�s US�English

dialogues in subset�	 focus on appointment

scheduling and travel planning� One such dia�

logue looks as follows�

e���ach������ANV��������
hi �Mary�� how are you	

e���ach������SMA��������
oh I am doing fine Mister �Vandaloo��
how are you	

e���ach������ANV��������
pretty good� 
uhm� I guess we need
to figure out a day� today is the
first of November� so within the next
two months when we can make it to�
�Hanover��

e���ach������SMA��������
that sounds like a good idea� let us
see� I have� 
uhm� the� nineteenth
twentieth and twenty first I am
available to travel	

Turn headers within the dialogues also contain

useful information like dialogue identi�er� turn
number and speaker� Language markers have been
added to each turn header so as to tag the turns

for the three di�erent languages� This simpli�es

any further search on the corpus�

Given the nature of the project� the transla�

tion task is perhaps the most critical issue since
human translators are clearly the source of knowl�

edge our system intends to acquire� Thus� a suit�

able translation methodology was designed to as�

sist translators during the process of translation of

both subset�	 and subset�
� Translators received

an instruction manual� Bearing in mind that we

want to train statistical SST systems� the main

rule was�

The target sentence should be as literal as
possible in the sense of word�to�word translation
and word order as long as it is a proper sentence
in the target language	��

As a result of the translation process performed

on subset�	� we have obtained a Spanish corpus



Spanish Catalan

speech time �	h��m��
s 
�h���m���s
�speakers �� ��

�dialogues 
	� 	�


�turns 	��� ��
	

�sentences 
����
 	�		�

�tokens ����� 
������

�distinct 		��	� 	�����

Table 	� Oral Database

of 
�	���� tokens �resulting in a vocabulary size

of ��	��� and a Catalan corpus of 
����� tokens

�with a vocabulary size of ��	����

An extra feature of this translation� and that of

subset�
� is that the resulting resource is a trilin�

gual corpus already aligned at sentence level� As

mentioned in the introduction� this is highly valu�
able for statistical machine translation and other

language technologies�

� Speech Corpora Recorded

Subset�
 of our corpus has been created from

scratch� Data come from the transcription of

Catalan and Spanish spoken dialogues that fo�

cus on the tourist domain� Due to size re�

strictions� a subset of this domain was chosen�

tourist�employee conversations� Further� four
scenario categories were de�ned� namely Hotel�
Travel Agency� Tourist Information O�ce and

Railway�Airline Company� It was also an aim to

collect data that would allow us to generate an

appropriate language model of the given domain�

Some �gures for both languages can be seen in

Table 	� All dialogues have been manually tran�

scribed� spell�checked� and then translated�

��� Recording Procedure

Given the restrictions to record real telephone

conversations �such as legal issues and lack of con�
trol over excessive non�domain input�� but aiming

to avoid non�verbal communication� we decided to

record arti�cial telephone dialogues� This proce�

dure is common in speech research projects�

A recording platform was set up� In the begin�

ning it was designed to be used in two di�erent

modes� with overlapping and without� The sec�

ond mode matches best the translation system�

where a machine is between the speakers� In this

rigid turn strategy speakers are not allowed to

speak simultaneously� The �rst turn is given to

the speaker receiving the phone call� The speaker

then indicates a turn exchange by pressing a key�

Volunteers were recruited in pairs� and placed

in di�erent rooms� Phone calls would last ten

minutes in average�

��� Pursued Information

The four scenarios mentioned in section � were

further restricted by de�ning scenario situations
in more detail�

� Hotel �Booking� Services� Leisure Activities�
� Travel Agency �Ticket and Hotel Reservation�

Travel Planning� Reservation Changes� Cancella�

tion� Modi�cation�

� Tourist Information O�ce �about the City�

Transportation� Accommodation� Gastronomy�

Places to visit� Leisure� Shopping� Night Life�

� Railway�Airline Company �Ticket Reserva�

tion� Information� Services�

For the conversations to yield the pursued infor�

mation some speci�c situations were designed� A

series of templates containing descriptions� lists�

tables and �gures were built so as to assist speak�

ers at conversation time� They were used as a

draft or schema containing a description of the
information to talk about in every subscenario�

This material was based on actual existing ma�

terial �from hotels� travel agencies� the Internet�

etcetera� and modi�ed during recordings� mainly

due to the suggestions of speakers� Below follows

a simpli�ed example of one such template�

Hotel Reservation� �Speaker �	 acts as a tourist
booking accommodation at a given hotel for a cer�

tain date� a given number of people� under certain

speci�c conditions� �Speaker 
	 is acting as a hotel
employee providing the required information�

��� Comments

A variety of problems arise when creating speech

corpora in arti�cial situations and using recruited
speakers� On one hand� domain and vocabulary

should be controlled� and on the other� situations

should be as realistic and natural as possible�

Moreover� speakers need to be motivated and

not get nervous� Encouraging them to talk about

either something they had experienced or some�

thing they were going soon to have to deal with�

turned out to produce more realistic dialogues�

Likewise dialogue recording� manual transcrip�

tions and translations are highly time�consuming

tasks� A considerable number of people were in�

volved in these tasks� In this situation� it is very



important to revise the generated transcriptions

and translations� That involves not only spell

checking but to guarantee tag� token� sentence�

turn and dialogue consistency among the three

languages for the whole corpus�

Along the process� it became clearer that the

more restricted the domain the better the system

would perform� the smaller the coverage would

be though� Therefore� a subset of scenarios were

selected to focus on� although never completely

forgetting about the rest� Those scenarios were
accommodation booking� ticket reservation� travel
planning� and asking for information�

��� Transcription

During manual transcription� the information en�

coded was exactly the same than the one pre�

served for subset�	� It was agreed to use the Ex�

tensible Markup Language �XML�� All relevant

XML tags have been maintained during the hu�

man translation process� A guideline document

was elaborated to help transcriptors on their task�

��	 Translation of Subset��

Recordings are all in Catalan and Spanish� Thus�

every utterance has been translated into English

and either Spanish or Catalan� respectively� pre�

serving the same translation style considered for

subset�	� Recorded dialogues and their transla�

tions look as follows�

B������������������CAT�
bon dia	 ag�encia de viatges �Sol i Mar�	
parla amb �Sebasti�a�	 com el puc ajudar�

B������������������SPA�
buenos d��as	 agencia de viajes �Sol i Mar�	
habla con �Sebasti�a�	 en qu�e puedo ayudarle�

B������������������ENG�
good morning	 �Sol i Mar� travel agency	
�Sebasti�a� speaking	 can I help you�

B������������������CAT�
bon dia	 voldria reservar un bitllet
per �Milwaukee�� �Estats Units�	

B������������������SPA�
buenos d��as	 quer��a reservar un billete
para �Milwaukee�� �Estados Unidos�	

B������������������ENG�
good morning 	 I�d like to reserve a ticket
for �Milwaukee� the �United States�	

Turn headers contain again useful information�

dialogue identi�er� scenario code� source language�
speaker� turn number and turn language�

� Part�of�Speech Tagging

As already mentioned� good results have already

been obtained in earlier attempts of statistical

machine translation� However� all experts agree

on the fact that a crucial issue here is the type of

data used for the training and knowledge learning�

Thus� bearing in mind the needs of the expert re�

searchers and developers with whom we are work�

ing closely� LC�STAR is developing more sophis�

ticated and linguistically enriched LR� For that

purpose� we have considered that providing part�

of�speech �POS� information for the corpora de�

veloped was certainly the �rst step to take� So far�

this annotation has been carried out for subset�

	 of our corpus� but it is one aim of the project
to enrich the whole trilingual corpus in the end�

Moreover� the project also aims to establish the

speci�cations for the design and development of

SST�oriented LR� This is the reason why the cor�

pus under development is already being tested� so

as to evaluate its usefulness during construction

and� thus� adjust its characteristics� according to

requirements�

��� Morphosyntactic Annotation of
Catalan and Spanish Data

The POS tagging of Catalan and Spanish data has

been performed with our morphological analyser

MACO� �Morphological Analyzer Corpus Ori�
ented� �Carmona et al� ��� a robust and wide�

coverage tool that accepts unrestricted text as in�

put and provides all possible labels and lemmas

for each word form�

The set of tags used to represent the morpho�

logical information is based on those proposed

by EAGLES�
� The output of MACO� is disam�

biguated by RELAX �Relaxation Labelling Based
Tagger� �Padr�o ��� This tool selects �or aims to
select� the correct POS and lemma for each word

in the given context� Currently� it produces an

output with over �� accuracy�

Although both these tools are also available for

English language� their performance is not as ac�

curate as for Catalan and Spanish�

��� Morphosyntactic Annotation of
English Data

After considering some tools available for En�
glish� it was decided to use Eric Brill�s POS tag�

ger �Brill ��� Its tags are based on the Penn

Treebank project��� Brill�s transformation�based

error�driven learning tool was chosen because it is

highly portable� it can be trained on small train�

ing tagged corpora and it is a simpler tool to use�

�
http���www�ilc�cnr�it�EAGLES���home�html
��http���www�cis�upenn�edu��treebank�home�html



Before mentioning some of the problems en�

countered during our POS tagging process� it

should just be added that as a �rst approach� Bril�

l�s tagger has been used as�is� so as to see what

was capable of� As it will be seen in the follow�

ing section� though� a few problems popped up

that had been feared but not fully anticipated�

and that had to be dealt with�

��� Problems Encountered during the
POS Tagging Process

Conversations may contain some dis�uencies such

as false starts� corrections� repetitions� �lled

pauses� and certain ungrammaticalities� These

phenomena cause the POS�tagger performance to

signi�cantly decrease� Unfortunately� the training

data are very di�erent from the data to be tagged�

which is a major drawback in our research that

must be overcome� If morphosyntactic informa�

tion is to be used it should be taken into account
that tagging errors are surely going to propagate

into the rest of the system�

��� Usefulness of POS Tagging for SST

The trilingual corpus created represents a source

of information on two di�erent types of lan�

guages� those with little morphological in�ection

and those with a rather rich in�ectional morphol�

ogy� When pursuing SST� dealing with both such
types can be very problematic� It seems reason�

able� thus� to try and provide the system with

the necessary information to achieve the correct

translations�

Bearing this in mind� subset�	 of our corpus

has been enriched with morphological information

and its usefulness has already been tested� These

initial tests �Ue�ng � Ney ��� have shown that

translation results have improved with the help of

POS information� It is� thus� our immediate aim

to provide POS information for subset�
�

� Conclusions and Further Work

The paper has provided a description of on�going

work towards the development of language re�
sources for statistical machine translation� in the

frame of the LC�STAR project� which aims at

both creating corpora and lexica for SST and

establishing criteria for future resource develop�

ment�

As an initial stage� we have developed a trilin�

gual aligned corpus for languages of very di�er�

ent morphological in�ection� In order to improve

statistical SST for these languages� this corpus

has been enriched with POS information� Initial

experiments carried out by our project partners

have proved the success of this approach� Thus� it

is our objective to complete the task of enriching

the corpus with POS information and study the

addition of any other relevant linguistic knowl�

edge�

As a further objective of the LC�STAR project�

we also aim at developing lexica for SST� Criteria

and contents for this are currently being consid�
ered and some experiments are being planned to

test their usefulness� Last but not least� an im�

portant outcome of this work will be the speci��

cations that should be later followed by other LR

to be developed�
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Abstract

Automatic hyperlinking methods based on In-
formation Extraction techniques and on linking
rules firing on salient facts have been proposed
to connect documents with “typed” relations.
However, the activity of defining link types and
writing linking rules may be cumbersome due
to the large number of possibilities. In this pa-
per, we tackle this issue proposing a model for
automatically extracting link types and, as a
consequence, linking rules from large text col-
lections. The novel idea is to exploit relations
among facts expressed within documents and to
use them in deciding the hyperlink types. The
viability of our approach has been investigated
using a collection of financial documents.

1 Introduction

Hyperlinked text collections are often seen as an
added value. For instance, on-line news agencies
and newspapers tend to offer news items enriched
with links to the so-called “related articles” in
order to better serve their customers. A journalist
can write more rapidly an article for the current
breaking news if he or she can easily access related
facts. Similarly, a market analyst could better
understand the sudden rise of a share if he or she
is provided with the news items related to the
acquisition activities of the involved company.

Tracing hyperlinks between documents involves
the ability of finding relations among concepts or
facts. This is the same ability used when writ-
ing. It is therefore an inherently difficult task. As
pointed out in (Ellis et al. 94) the inter-agreement
among the linking annotators may be very low
even if they are only asked to produce links be-
tween “related texts”. The disagreement may be
even bigger if the relevant link types are more
than one. For instance the “cause-effect” relation
may be used to better help to decide if it is wor-
thy to traverse the provided link. This would help
the final users to filter out the information they
are not interest in.

Computational models able to suggest auto-
matic procedures for linking documents (e.g.

(Green 97)) and for typing the drawn links (e.g.
(Allan 96)) have been proposed. However, the no-
tion of “relatedness” provided by automatic ap-
proaches such as the ones based on the bag-of-
word model (e.g. (Allan 96)) or the ones based
on more “semantic” model (as the lexical chains
(Morris & Hirst 91) used in (Green 97)) is not suf-
ficient to classify links in types as “cause-effect”.
The “cause-effect” link type is considered a “man-
ual” link in (Allan 96) where a computational
model for typing links in 6 classes is described (i.e.
revision, summary/expansion, equivalence, com-
parison/contrast, tangent, and aggregate there
called the “automatic” links). Moreover, this di-
chotomy (“automatic” vs. “manual” link types)
suggests the perceived inherent limitations of the
above automatic approaches. These boundaries
may be pushed forward, as also suggested in (Al-
lan 96), using deeper text understanding models.

In (Basili et al. 01) a hyper-linking method
based on Information Extraction techniques con-
ceived to connect documents with typed rela-
tions is proposed. Linking among documents is
based on an intermediate representation of the
documents, called the “objective representation”.
The objective representation is a surrogate of the
document containing only events judged relevant
according to an underlying knowledge-base that
models the given domain. On the basis of rules
firing on the event classes, a link is justified ac-
cording to events (and the involved entities) ap-
pearing in the two documents. The model offers
a language in which specific linking rules may be
manually written building on the supported event
classes. However, the activity of defining link
types and writing the related linking rules may
not be an easy task mainly when a large number
of fact classes is foreseen.

In this paper, we want to tackle this last issue
by proposing a model for the automatic defini-
tion of link types and the related linking rules in
the context of a rule-based hyper-linking method.



The basic assumption we make is that the activ-
ity of building hypertexts is very similar to the
process of writing. Therefore, the novel idea is
to exploit the relations among facts as they ap-
pear inside the domain documents for inducing
hyperlinking rules. In our opinion, the discourse
structures of the domain documents are valuable
resources for defining the types of relevant rela-
tions and the related linking rules.

Trusting in such an assumption we propose
a light discourse model able to infer regulari-
ties in documents belonging to a collection. Co-
occurrences of event classes will be used to derive
link types and linking rules. As the exploration of
the proposed model demands for a linguistic anal-
ysis of the texts applied over large amount of data,
we refer to assessed language processing technolo-
gies. Therefore, in line with the previously re-
ferred approach we build on robust methods for
processing natural language (i.e. a robust syntac-
tic parser (Basili & Zanzotto 02) and a shallow
knowledge-based method for a semantic analysis
in line with approaches such as (Humphreys et
al. 98)) and on well assessed statistical measures
(i.e. mutual information). It is worth noticing
that insights borrowed from the Discourse Anal-
ysis theory have also fashioned the definition of
“generic” link types such as revision, association,
and aggregation (see (Van Dyke Parunak 91)).

To better explain our model for deriving hyper-
linking rules, we will firstly summarize the rule-
based approach to hyper-linking (Sec. 2). Then
we will introduce our light model for inspect-
ing the discourse (based on a robust syntactic
parser and a knowledge-based shallow semantic
analyser) and describe how the proposed model
enables the extraction of the relevant and stable
relations among event types using statistical mea-
sures (Sec. 3). Finally, the viability of the ap-
proach is inspected in the financial domain repre-
sented by a document collection of news articles
(Sec. 4).

2 Rule-based Hyperlinking
with Information Extraction techniques

The identification of links among texts in docu-
ment collections may be a very subjective mat-
ter according to the “perception” of what is use-
ful. Therefore, a hypertext should take into ac-
count that the final users may ask for very differ-
ent supports in reasoning. As it is suggested in

(Glushko 89), some hypertextual links may even
be misleading for a user not interested in the in-
formation they are pointing to. Assigning types
to hyper-links is then suggested to overcome such
a problem. From the point of view of the possible
services, a “typed” text network is useful for sup-
porting a personalised access to the linking infor-
mation according to dinamically changing specific
needs. The extent of the personalisation depends
on the used link type system T and on the avail-
ability of automatic methods able to assign types
in T to the retrieved links.

NEW YORK, 05/07/2000 
... 
Intel, the world’s largest 
chipmaker, bought a unit of 
Danish cable maker NKT 
that designs high-speed 
computer chips. 
... 

NEW YORK, 05/12/2000 
... 
The giant chip maker Intel 
said it acquired the closely 
held ICP Vortex 
Computersysteme, a german 
maker of systems for 
... 
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Intel 
Acquisitions 

Figure 1: An example of justified link

NEW YORK, 05/07/2000 
... 
Intel, the world’s largest 
chipmaker, bought a unit of 
Danish cable maker NKT 
that designs high-speed 
computer chips. 
... 

NEW YORK, 05/09/2000 
... 
Intel shares closed with a 
loss of 1 per cent. 
…  
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affects share 
quotations 

Figure 2: A complex justified link

In this context, neither the bag-of-word model
(Allan 96) nor the more complex model based over
the lexical chaining idea (Green 97) may not be
very well suited since it supports only the notion
of “relatedness” or the 6 link types expressed in
(Allan 96). In fact, for example, while these ap-
proaches may relate the two news items in Fig.
1 or in Fig. 2 using the Intel stem, they can-
not offer any further linking motivation. On the
other hand, it may be relevant to clarify that the
link between the two news items in Fig. 1 is mo-
tivated by the fact thar both deal with the Intel
acquisition activity or that the link shown in
Fig. 2 describes a kind of “cause-effect” relation
between the two articles.



The approach to which we adhere (Basili et al.
01) supports the extraction of typed links. The
main ideas are that: (1) the justification of a
link may be found using the relevant facts car-
ried by the two involved documents and (2) the
identification of this salient information may be
achieved using knowledge-based Information Ex-
traction techniques. As a consequence, a “same
fact” type can be identified in Fig. 1 by consid-
ering the two facts Intel buys a unit of NKT
and Intel acquires ICP. Similarly, in Fig. 2
a “cause-effect” link can be derived using the
two facts Intel buys a unit of NKT and Intel
shares lost 1%. Documents may be therefore
seen as sequences of relevant (and classified) facts
while linking is based on rules triggered by the
events identified in the two analysed documents.

The resulting document model, called “ob-
jective representation” (OR), specifies that a
document d is represented as a sequence of typed
events, i.e.

d = {e1, ..., en} (1)

where each event ei = (ti, {a1
i , a

2
i , ..., a

n
i }) is

represented by a type t(ei) = ti and a set of
arguments p(ei) = {a1

i , a
2
i , ..., a

n
i } related to the

participants. For instance, given the event class
buy event, the two news articles in Fig. 1 would
have the following “objective representation”:

d1 = {(buy event, {agent(Intel),
patient(a unit of NKT )})}

d2 = {(buy event, {agent(Intel),
patient(ICP )})}

(2)
The construction of such a kind of representation
from the raw text requires information extraction
techniques able to exploit very precise model of
the knowledge domain, i.e. a model based on
extraction rules. These rules must describe the
“equivalence” between events of the same type
with different surface linguistic forms. For in-
stance, Fig. 1 shows two similar events (that may
be called buy event) expressed with two different
surface forms: the first is governed by the verb
buy whilst the second by the verb acquire.

Building on this document model, a powerful
language for the description of complex linking
rules has been provided in (Basili et al. 01).
Hyper-linking rules may be written as logical
forms in which triggers justify firings. The

prototypical rule linking two documents, d1 and
d2, according to the link type lt(et1, et2) (where
et1 and et2 are two event types) is then expressed
by:

link(d1, d2, lt(et1, et2))
e1 ∈ d1,
e2 ∈ d2,
link ev(e1, e2, lt(et1, et2)).

(3)
The rule suggests that two documents can be
linked according to the given linking type if there
are, respectively, two events, e1 and e2, justifying
a typed link lt(et1, et2). The related linking rule
prototype is expressed by the following:

link ev(e1, e2, lt(et1, et2))←
t(e1) = et1,
t(e2) = et2,
constr(p(e1), p(e2)).

(4)

The rule predicates that the link of the type
lt(et1, et2) between the two events e1 and e2

can be drawn if event types are respectively
t(e1) = et1 and t(e2) = et2 and cross-constraints
between the participants of the events, i.e.
constr(p(e1), p(e2)), are met. Note that it is gen-
erally sufficient that the involved events share at
least one participant.

Link types, lt(et1, et2), and linking rules are
strictly correlated: both are completely defined
when the types of the involved events have been
identified. For instance, a relevant and completely
defined link type able to explain the relation in
Fig. 2 is lt(buy event, share trend) if buy event
and share trend are foreseen as event types.

The rule-based hyper-linking paradigm may
support automatic construction of a typed text
networks. Different types of links may be de-
fined according to the foreseen information needs.
However, the definition of the hyper-linking types,
i.e. lt(et1, et2), and the related rules may still be a
cumbersome problem since prototypical relations
among facts may not be so evident. The prob-
lem is strictly related to the size of the set EC
of the possible event classes the underlying infor-
mation extraction system is able to deal with. A
large EC set results in a rich language for express-
ing the link types and very specific rules may be
foreseen. But, as the size of EC grows, the hy-
perlinking rule definition activity becomes more
complex as the number of possible linking types
to be considered grows squarely. Trivially, the



number of types lt(et1, et2) with et1, et2 ∈ EC,
whose relevance has to be judged, is |EC|2/2.
Aiming to reduce this space, we here propose a
method to suggest (among all the possible ones)
the more promising link types among event classes
that may be easily translated into hyper-linking
rules.

3 Shallow Discourse Analyis for
Automatically Deriving
Hyperlinking Rules

Establishing relations among facts and ideas is
a relevant cognitive process. It supports not only
the activity of tracing hyper-links among different
texts but also the writing process. We argue that
if a type of relation among events should be rele-
vant in a particular domain it has been expressed
in some of the texts belonging to the analysed col-
lection. Therefore, an analysis of stable relations
among facts within the texts may suggest the rel-
vant types of hyper-links and, consequently, the
hyperlinking rules. In this perspective, the rela-
tions expressed in the corpus are retained as rel-
evant link types.

The model we here propose analyses the sta-
ble relations among event classes expressed in the
domain texts. We will analyse the content of the
texts in light of the event classes EC trying to
find these correlations (i.e. the co-occurrences)
among elements in EC that are more promising
in the corpus C. The experimental framework
will build on robust methods for processing natu-
ral language (i.e. a robust syntactic parser (Basili
& Zanzotto 02)) and a shallow knowledge-based
method for a semantic analysis in line with ap-
proaches such as (Humphreys et al. 98), and on
well assessed statistical measures (i.e. mutual in-
formation).

In the model we propose, the syntactic anal-
yser extracting the grammatical structures of a
given text cooperates with the semantic analyser
to map different surface representations to the im-
plied event class. The corpus C, reduced to a set
of forms as in (1), will be used to define the sta-
tistical model able to capture the stable relations
among fact types by means of mutual information
scores.

3.1 Robust Syntactic Parsing

We need a document representation as the (1)
to capture relations between fact classes. Then,

salient facts expressed in the documents need to
be made explicit. The process for the recognition
of the events starts from a grammatical analysis of
the texts to leave out grammatical differences over
the surface forms and to make evident syntactic
relations between the textual fragments.

We will rely on a robust approach (Basili &
Zanzotto 02) that produces partial and possi-
bly ambiguous syntactic analysis with the avail-
able grammatical knowledge. We used the fol-
lowing module cascade: a tokenizer, matching
words from character streams; a yellow page look-
up module that matches named entities existing
in catalogues; a morphologic analyser that at-
taches (possibly ambiguous) syntactic categories
and morphological interpretations to each word;
a named entity matcher that recognizes com-
plex named entities according to special purpose
grammars; a rule-based part-of-speech tagger ; a
POS disambiguation module that resolves poten-
tial conflicts between the results of the POS tag-
ger and the morphologic analyser; a syntactic
parser based on modularisation and lexicalisa-
tion: it builds a chunk-based representation of
the input text, including major grammatical de-
pendencies between chunk heads. The formalism
adopted to collect syntactic information is called
extended dependency graph (XDG). Merging the
notions of dependencies and constituents it re-
sults in a good representation scheme for describ-
ing partial and competing structures (as discussed
in (Basili & Zanzotto 02)). An xdg = (C,L)
is a graph whose nodes C are constituents and
edges L are dependencies between constituents.
Generally, due to the capabilities of the used syn-
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Figure 3: Example XDG over a sentence

tactic processors, chunks (Abney 96) are the con-
stituents represented in the graph. We will pro-
vide details on the formalism through the example
in Fig. 3. Chunks (i.e. the non-recursive kernels
of noun phrases, prepositional phrases, and ver-
bal phrases respectively NPK, PPK, and VPK)
are shown in square brackets. Sub-components of



the chunks are typed with grammatical labels as
IN (i.e. preposition), NOUN, and VERB or with
named entity labels as company, date, and cur-
rency. Relations between constituents are shown
using oriented arcs. It is worth noticing that a
plausibility score is attached to each relation. De-
pendency types and plausibility scores are repre-
sented in Fig. 3 as TYPE::PLAUS where TYPE
is the relation type and PLAUS is the plausibility
score. This latter ranges in the interval (0,1] and
determines the ambiguity of the syntactic depen-
dency. The value 1 means an unambiguous link.
For instance the vp pp dependency between the
VPK [closed] and the PPK [at 491p] is depicted
as unambiguous (the plausibility score is 1) whilst
the VP PP one between the VPK [closed] and the
PPK [on Friday] is considered ambiguous (0.5).
An alternative interpretation considers an NP PP
dependency between the PPK [at 491p] and the
PPK [on Friday]. No choice is done between com-
peting interpretations.

The XDG formalism is well suited for the
model we propose since it allows to easily isolate
the text fragments that are interesting for our
ligth discourse analysis. As we want to consider
relations between the events expressed in verbal
phrases, the analysis will focus on verb contexts,
i.e. the verbs with their arguments. These
can be straightforwardly extracted from the
XDG grammatical representation selecting the
subgraphs with all the constituents that can be
directly reached from a verb. These contexts will
be represented as pairs of elements: the verb
lemma and the list of the actual arguments. For
instance, the context c of the verb close in the
sentence in Fig. 3 extracted as a subgraph of the
related XDG will be:

c = (close, {lsubj(share of(company(Eidos)),
at(currency(491p)),
in(date(Friday))})

(5)

The semantic carrier with its possible structure
and named entity type is retained as representing
each chunk. Similarly, the two representations
for the salient events (the contexts c1 and c2) in
Fig. 1 will be expressed by the following:

c1 = (buy, {lsubj(company(Intel),
lobj(unit of(company(NKT ))})

c2 = (acquire, {lsubj(company(Intel),
lobj(company(ICP ))})

(6)

The syntactic processor SP can be seen as a
function mapping documents in raw texts t to
syntactically analysed documents sd, i.e. SP (t) =
sd. The syntactic representation sd of a document
t is a set of verb contexts c, i.e. sd = {c1, ..., cn}.

3.2 Knowledge-based Semantic Analysis

Syntactically processed documents are still not
completely generalised to allow the analysis of the
co-occurrences for two given event types. The dif-
ferences between the surface forms still exists, e.g.
no explicit equivalence is stated between the verb
context c1 and c2. In line with (Humphreys et al.
98), we will produce this equivalence in the se-
mantic analysis by matching the current verb con-
texts with event prototypes contained in a domain
knowledge base KB. This latter stores the dif-
ferent surface representations associated to each
event type postulated in the domain (i.e. for each
element in the set EC).

For the semantic analysis we propose a func-
tion S that maps documents in the syntactic space
to their semantic representation, i.e. d = S(sd)
where sd is a document syntactically represented
while d is the document seen as a sequence of
salient facts. The key element of the semantic
analysis is the event knowledge-base KB that
contains elements, event prototypes, as follows:

(t, v, [a1, ..., an]) (7)

describing that a possible form of an event typed
t ∈ EC is a verb context governed by the verb
v with a1, ..., an as arguments. An instance of
event prototype of the type buy event may be:

(buy event, acquire, {lsubj(company(X)),
lobj(company(Y ))})

(8)
that is a buy event may be represented in a
context of the verb acquire if the logical subject
X (referred to as lsubj) is a company and the
logical object Y (referred as lobj) is company.
The knowledge-base KB is then used to define
the function S as in the following:

S(sd) = {s(c1), ..., s(cn)} (9)

where:

s(c) =

{
(t, args) if ∃(t, v, args)

∈ best match(c, KB)
none otherwise

(10)



That is, a verbal context c = (v, sargs) is
transformed into an event (t, args) of the type
t if an event prototype (t, v, args) is foreseen in
the knowledge base KB whose arguments args
are matched against the arguments of the ac-
tual instance sagrs. If more than one proto-
type satisfies the constraints, the one matching
the largest number of arguments is selected, i.e.
best match(c,KB). The default value none is as-
signed when the verb context does not match any
event prototype.

3.3 Highlighting Stable Relations
between Fact Types using Mutual
Information

The proposed standardised document content
model and the processing techniques introduced
in the previous sections offer the possibility of
studying the stable relations between event types
relevant in a knowledge domain. The domain cor-
pus C seen as the implicit domain model is in fact
the sample space where to study the correlations
between fact types using statistical measures.

As the final step of our model, we propose here
to study this correlation using mutual informa-
tion on a statistical model of the corpus. Pairs
of event classes found with a positive level of mu-
tual information will be retained as useful to build
hyper-linking rules. We assume that the link type
is defined by the pair of correlated events.

In order to evaluate mutual information (MI),
two sample spaces S1 and S2 have been defined
on the analysed corpus C. S1 is the space of all
the events occurred in the corpus C, i.e.:

S1 = {e|d ∈ C, e ∈ d} (11)

while S2 represents all the events that jointly ap-
peared in one of the documents, i.e.:

S2 = {(e1, e2)|d ∈ C, e1, e2 ∈ d, e1 6= e2} (12)

The probability that the single event e is of type
t can be estimated using the frequency of the
events of type t in the space S1:

p(t(e) = et) =
freq(e ∈ S1|t(e) = et)

|S1|
(13)

Similarly, the probabilities of (et1, et2) pairs can
be estimated on the space S2 with the following
measure:

p(t(e1) = et1, t(e2) = et2) = (14)

=
freq((e1, e2) ∈ S2|t(e1) = et1, t(e2) = et2)

|S2|
(15)

Then, mutual information mi(et1, et2) of two
event types et1 and et2 belonging to the event
classes foreseen in the model of the knowledge
domain is:

mi(et1, et2) = log
p(et1, et2)

p(et1)p(et2)
(16)

The mutual information in the corpus C of the
pairs (et1, et2) makes evident the relations consid-
ered relevant by the writers of the analysed doc-
uments. The higher is the value of mutual infor-
mation the wider is the perception of a relevant
link between the two event classes. Event type
pairs with a positive value of mutual information
can be retained as relevant link type lt(et1, et2)
and easly translated to hyper-linking rule. Fur-
thermore, in a supervised environment, the use of
mutual information as index offers the possibility
to rank the choices according to their relevance.

4 Analysis of the Results in a
Financial Domain

Our model has been applied to a financial domain
and the experiment has been carried out on a
large document collection with these parameters:
(1) the set of event classes EC and (2) the seman-
tic knowledge base KB. We will hereafter refer
to EC + KB as the model for the domain. The
event classes foreseen for this domain are shown
in Tab. 1 structured into a hierarchy. These 20
classes are the same as proposed in (Basili et al.
02) to describe the relevant events that may oc-
cur in a financial news stream. This class hier-
archy covers event types involving the activities
of the companies in the market (e.g. the class
5) as well as the events that may happen in the
stock exchange (i.e. the types 6, 6-1, and 6-2).
On the other hand, the knowledge base KB in-
cluding about 500 event prototypes has been ex-
tracted from the corpus with the semi-automatic
extraction method based on a terminological per-
spective (Basili et al. 02). The terminological
model enables the extraction of event prototypes
from the corpus and their ranking according to
the relevance score. The ranked prototypes are
then shown to one or more annotators that pro-
vide a classification in one of the foreseen classes
in EC. It is worth noticing that also the modular



1 RELATIONSHIPS AMONGS COMPANIES
1-1 Acquisition/Selling
1-2 Cooperation/Splitting

2 INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES
2-1 Funding/Capital
2-2 Company Assets (Financial Performances, Balances, Analysis Sheet)
2-3 Market Strategies and plans
2-4 Staff Movement (e.g. Management Succession)
2-5 External Communications

3 GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES
3-1 Tax Reduction / Increase
3-2 Anti-Trust Control

4 JOB MARKET - MASS EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT
5 COMPANY POSITIONING

5-1 Position vs Competitors
5-2 Market Sector
5-3 Market Strategies and plans

6 STOCK MARKET
6-1 Share Trends
6-2 Currency Trends

Table 1: The event class hierarchy of the financial domain

syntactic parser we are using depends on a num-
ber of parameters, i.e. the rules and the lexicons
it uses. In particular, due to the nature of the
information we want to gather, the main param-
eters are the part-of-speech tagger and the verb
argument detector.

Nevertheless, even with all these inherent limi-
tations we carried out the experiments on a large
corpus, i.e. a collection of about 12,300 news
items of the Finacial Times published in the pe-
riod Oct.-Dec. 2000. This collection has been
assumed to be the implicit domain model from
where to extract the domain “linking” knowledge.

After the syntactic/semantic analysis it is made
evident that an average of 0.89 events for each
document have been matched and this can dras-
tically reduce the expectation of finding corre-
lations between event types. Focussing on the
5,723 out of the 12,308 documents that had at
least one detected event, the average number of
events per document is more than doubled (i.e.
1.91 events/docs). This value suggests that when
the document is covered by the EC + KB model
the correlation between fact types in EC is a sig-
nificant phenomenon and, consequently, can be
studied.

The mutual information between elements in
EC is depicted in Tab. 3 where hyper-linking
rules between the types t1 and t2 are referred
as lt(t1, t2). As expected only a small part (17
out of 210 possible distinct couples in EC × EC
) are selected and therefore presented as useful
hyper-linking rules. In such a way the 90% of the
possible hyper-link types (and related rules) are
removed. This demonstrates that our method is a
viable solution for discovering relevant link types.

An evaluation of the pairs with respect to hu-

(a) 20000710L129.141
....
Infogrames is understood to have offered an all-share
deal, valuing Eidos shares at between 600p and 700p.
6-1(Eidos shares closed at 491p on Friday), 2-2(valuing
the loss-making company at {GBP}512m), while shares
in Infogrames closed at {XEU}26.20.
....

(b) 20000712L130.107
....
In the first six months of this year, Liberty reported
a 4.6 per cent rise in net asset value per share to
728p. 2-2(Pre-tax profits rose from {GBP}63.1m to
{GBP}103.5m), and earnings per share expanded
from 12.28p to 22.96p.
....
The group, which already has a 75 per cent stake in
Capital Shopping, said it was prepared to invest an-
other {GBP}370m in the future. Capital Shopping
said its investment property income for the half year
rose from {GBP}56.2m to {GBP}66.8m. 6-1(Capital
shares rose 8p to 433{1/2}p), while 6-1(Liberty was
2{1/2}p up at 531{1/2}p).
....

Table 2: Sample marked up documents from the Eco-
nomic Corpus

man judgements is difficult because two event
types randomly picked from EC seem to be corre-
lated. We can only discuss the obtained list with
respect to the document collection. We may ob-
serve that some event types tend to occur with
events of the same type as, for instance, 2-4, 6-1,
1-1, and 2-2. This interesting fact confirms that
rules connecting events of the same type can be
relevant for a possible user of the linking informa-
tion. The most relevant suggested relations are
those connecting different event classes. Apart
from the first pair in the list between a class 6-1
with its superclass 6, these relations suggest that
“cause-effect” relation types are active in the cor-
pus according to the domain model given by EC
and, therefore, the related linking rules may be
foreseen. The secondly ranked pair, for instance,
states that a relevant relation may be drawn be-
tween the government activities (class 3) and the
trends in a market sector (class 5-2). The third



Hyper-link MI
prototype
lt(6-1,6) 1.0574
lt(3,5-2) 0.9879
lt(2-2,6-1) 0.9513
lt(2-4,2-4) 0.8176
lt(2-2,6) 0.7785
lt(6-1,6-1) 0.5884
lt(5-2,5-2) 0.5499
lt(6,6) 0.3810
lt(1-2,1-2) 0.3462
lt(1-2,4) 0.3090
lt(2-2,2-2) 0.2793
lt(1-1,1-2) 0.1724
lt(2-4,5-1) 0.1516
lt(2-5,6-1) 0.0808
lt(2-1,2-2) 0.0363
lt(1-1,1-1) 0.0254
lt(6,5-2) 0.0210

Table 3: Hyperlinking Rules derived from the Economic
Corpus

suggested rule states a relation between the Com-
pany Assets (2-2) and the Share Trends (6-1) sim-
ilarly stated by the relation (2-2,6). This is re-
flected in the sample document (a) in Tab. 2. The
Share Trends (6-1) is seen as the cause of the in-
crease in the value of the company (i.e. the Com-
pany Assets (2-2)). On the contrary, in the doc-
ument in Tab 2.(b) the opposite relation is seen,
i.e. a change in the company assets Pre-tax profits
rose from {GBP}63.1m to {GBP}103.5m) affects
the company’s share trend in the stock market.

5 Conclusions

Building on the basic idea that relevant link types
are already expressed in the collections of domain
documents, we presented a novel method for auto-
matically deriving hyper-linking types lt(et1, et2)
and, consequently, hyper-linking rules. The pro-
posed method based on natural language process-
ing techniques seems to be a viable solution to
address the definition of such types and rules: in
fact, when documents are covered by the domain
knowledge model, the stated relations between
event types may be recovered. As we have seen
the method we propose reduces the linking rules
that have to be considered.
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Abstract
In this paper, by posing ourselves the question
‘Is a biosyntax possible?’, we aim to show that
mechanisms at work in Biology may be used
in order to account for natural languages. The
thesis of this paper is that recombination –the
fundamental mechanism by which genetic ma-
terial is merged– may provide a simpler and ef-
ficent approach to the description of the syntax
of natural languages. We present two different
formalisms with the same single idea: recom-
bination rules may be used in the analysis and
generation of complex sentences.

1 Introduction

The careless look at natural language approaches
proposed up to now shows several facts that some-
how invite to the search of new formalisms to
account in a simpler and more natural way for
the syntax of natural languages. The fact that
1) natural language sentences cannot be placed
in any of the families of the Chomsky hierarchy
in which current computational models are basi-
cally based or 2) the idea that rewriting methods
used in a large number of natural language ap-
proaches seem to be not very adequate, from a
cognitive perspective, to account for the process-
ing of language lead us to look for a more natural
computational system to give a formal account of
natural languages. Now, if to these we add 1)
that languages that have been generated follow-
ing a molecular computational model are placed
in-between CS and CF families; 2) that genetic
model offers simpler alternatives to the rewriting
rules; and 3) that genetics is a natural informa-
tional system as natural language is, we have the

∗This research has been supported by Marie Curie Fel-
lowships of the European Community programme Human
Potential (IHP) under contracts number HPMF-CT-2001-
01169 and HPMF-CT-2002-01582.

ideal scene to propose recombination formalisms
for the syntax of natural languages.

The idea of using recombination rules in the de-
scription of natural language syntax is not a crazy
or naive idea. In fact, this proposal is backed up
both by a long tradition of interchanging methods
in Biology and Natural/Formal Language Theory
and by several analogies between natural and ge-
netic languages. Taking into account those facts,
we are quite convinced that the question posed in
the title of this paper can be answered in the affir-
mative. In what follows we present two examples
of what we understand by Biosyntax.

2 Two Examples of Biosyntax

2.1 Molecular Syntax

Application of molecular computing methods to
syntax gives rise to molecular syntax. Molecu-
lar syntax takes as a model two types of mech-
anisms used in biology (especially in genetic en-
gineering) in order to modify or generate DNA
sequences: mutations, recombination. Both meth-
ods are based on the same elementary rules: cut,
paste, delete and move. The main difference be-
tween mutations and recombination is that the
former is carried out with just one linguistic
string, whereas the latter needs two strings to
work. In the present paper, we focalize on the
methods of recombination. For molecular lin-
guistics, recombination is the general mechanism
for explaining complexity. It works merging two
strings in order to obtain a new one and the re-
sultant string is always a complex structure. One
of the most important axis ideas of molecular
syntax is simplicity. The starting point is one
axiom: the existence of simple linguistic struc-
tures, and two methods of cutting: staggered and



blunt. From here we have to develop the whole
theory. The first step is to establish the basic
linguistic string. We consider that: a) linguis-
tic strings are double-stranded: the higher level
belongs to the phrases, the actual utterances,
the lower level belongs to the functions; b) the
“phrases” level consists of three ordered elements:
s, v, o, called focus, which have the correspon-
dence in the lower level with the functions S, V, O
; c) a sentence may be decomposed in three poles:(

s
S

)
,

(
v
V

)
,

(
o
O

)
. Sentences are denoted by

capital greek letters: X, Υ. Such basic pattern es-
tablished for basic linguistic strings may be drawn
as: X =

(
s v o
S V O

)
The second step is to define

the cuts, which may be blunt or staggered. Blunt
cuts undergo the separation of a whole pole from
the sentence, while staggered cuts affect just ele-
ments in the “phrases” level. In short: blunt cuts
cut poles and they produce blunt ends, staggered
cuts cut focus and they cause staggered ends in
the strings. From the beginning, two restrictions
are imposed in cutting: a) no more than two cuts
can be carried out in the same string; b) the pole(

v
V

)
cannot be cut. Once the principles are

settled, the method for molecular syntax is very
simple. Given two basic strings we have to cut
them in different ways and test what of the re-
sults are acceptable and what of them are not.
Once brought about this word, it must be checked
what of the complex syntactic structures can be
approached by this method. We think the whole
domain of linguistic complexity can be explained
and generated in this way. The final goal is the
redefinition of syntax in order to offer new mod-
els to deal with language. In biosyntax, complex
structures obtained by means of any method of re-
combination are defined by: a) the arbitrariness
or motivation of the cuts, b) the type of ends of
the linked strings, and restrictions imposed to it.
Classical classification of complexity is modified
by this view, in which concepts like coordination
and subordination are not important any more.
In the present paper we introduce an example ap-
plying different types of cut to two sentences. We
have: a) One of the strings has staggered cut and
the other one has blunt cut. The last one, may
even not have any cut at all. b) The type of link
carried out between the strings is called focal in-
sertion. To formalize the process, some rules must
be given. We will place between parentheses the

fragment of string inserted in the place of the po-
lar cut, and we will denote with a subscript the
variable that grants new functionality. In order
to represent the staggered cut, and sym-
bols are introduced. The blunt cut is denoted by
#. X and Y are the strings, and Z is the re-
sultant string. ♦ is the symbol of this operation.
Although both levels in a linguistic structure are
needed in order to cut and paste with mixed links,
we will use the notation taking into account only
the highest part of linguistic strings, supposing
that the functional level is always present:

Rule X Y ♦(X, Υ) Z

1 sv o s′v′o′ ♦(x, y) sv(s′v′o′)O

2 sv o s′v′#o′ ♦(x, y) sv(s′v′)O

3 sv o s′#v′o′ ♦(x, y) sv(v′o′)O

4 sv o s′#v′#o′ ♦(x, y) sv(v′)O

5 svo s′v′o′ ♦(x, y) (s′v′o′)Svo

6 svo s′v′# ♦(x, y) (s′v′)Svo

7 svo s′#v′o′ ♦(x, y) (v′o′)Svo

8 svo s′#v′#o′ ♦(x, y) (v′)Svo

The link necessary to obtain Z produces three
strata poles with polar coherence. Polar coher-
ence of these new structures joins these three lev-
els that, in principle, belonged to two different
strings. The lowest level is the assigner of polar
functionality and the intermediate one is the as-
signer of focal functionality. The process may be
drawn as follows: s v

(
s v o
S V O

)
S V O

 →

 s v
S V

 s v o
S V O

O


Linguistically, the process described by the

rules is quite common because it is used to make
what we call completive sentences, which are in-
serted clauses into others as a subject (subjectiva-
tion) or as an object (objectivization), that may
be described in the following way:

• Objectivization is the insertion of a struc-
ture with

(
v
V

)
pole in the focal place o of

a linguistic structure. Such structure adopts
function O by means of the functionality ad-
justment of a pole with three strata. Corre-
sponding to rule 1, 2, 3 and 4.

• Subjectivization is the insertion of a struc-
ture with

(
v
V

)
pole in the focal place s of



a linguistic structure. Such structure adopts
function S by means of the functionality ad-
justment of a pole with three strata. It is
caused by rules 5, 6, 7 and 8.

The rules introduced above may be recursive
or not, depending on the structure of the final
structure of Z.

• Recursive rules.

– Objectivization rules, where
(

o
O

)
∈ Z.

– Subjectivization rules, where
(

s
S

)
∈ Z.

• Rules with blockade.

– Objectivization rules, where
(

o
O

)
/∈ Z.

– Subjectivization rules, where
(

s
S

)
/∈ Z.

This means that, by the application of rules 1,
3, 5, 6 exclusively a recursive process of genera-
tion can start, that cannot be stopped. In actual
utterances, the model does not fix the reality, be-
cause a speaker cannot produce more than two
or three recursive applications of this rule. On
the contrary, the process of generation is immedi-
ately stopped by applying rules 2, 4, 7, 8, that do
not allow more operations. Finally, we can deal
with a characterization of the main features of the
generation process that lead to the construction
of such structures. It is as follows:

• One of the strings has blunt cut and the other
one has staggered cut.

• Simple and complex operations are com-
bined.

• A focal insertion is carried out.

• They produce three strata poles with polar
coherence between the two highest steps.

2.2 Recombination Algorithms

At the Department of Computer Science of the
University of Pisa (see (Manca & Jiménez-López
03)), we are carrying out a research project in
which we are trying to define recombination algo-
rithms for natural syntax with the aim of showing
that the mechanism by which genetic material is
merged –this is, recombination– works and is also
valid in natural languages. The main scope of
the idea we propose is not as much to explain

the human processing of language as to be able
to offer a formalism that may simplify generation
mechanisms for natural language, this is to de-
fine a formalism that may allow the construction
of natural language processing systems as sim-
ple and efficient as possible. We are somehow
convinced that recombination may well explain
the way in which speakers combine linguistic el-
ements (words, phrases, sentences) that they al-
ready know in order to construct new linguistic
structures. More specifically, our research focus
on the possibility of generating a natural language
(or an important part of it) using a finite num-
ber of words, phrases, sentences... and by only
applying recombination rules. In order to show
that recombination may well describe natural syn-
tax we have focused, up to now, on the study of
complex sentences in three languages, namely En-
glish, Italian and Spanish. We have defined dif-
ferent formulae –called patterns– for coordinate
and subordinate sentences in those three natural
languages. Up to now, we have defined 379 pat-
terns that allow us to generate complex sentences
in English, Italian and Spanish by the recombina-
tion of simple sentences. Each pattern is a very
simple formalism divided in three different parts:

1. The first one –called pattern recognition– de-
fines in terms of some basic categories –
proposition, substantive, noun, etc.– the two
propositions we always have at hand in order
to generate a complex sentence.

2. In the second part –called pattern
recombination– is where the application
of different recombination rules takes place.
Taking into account that in every pattern
we start by having at hand two propositions,
this phase starts by placing Proposition 2
somewhere with reference to Proposition 1,
this is by performing either:

• an initial insertion. In this type of in-
sertion, Proposition 2 is situated before
Proposition 1;

• or a median insertion. Here, Proposition
2 is placed after the Subject of Proposi-
tion 1;

• or a final insertion. Final insertion situ-
ates Proposition 2 after Proposition 1.

After the positioning of Proposition 2 with
respect to Proposition 1, the application of
some recombination rules takes place.



3. and finally, in the last part –called grammat-
ical adaptation– necessary changes (insertion
of elements, transformation of verbal tenses
and modes...) in order to obtain grammatical
sentences are perfomed.

Recombination rules applied during the pat-
tern recombination and the grammatical adapta-
tion phases are only of the following five types:

1. Insertion, where some element is inserted in
some point of the string.

2. Deletion, where some elements of the struc-
ture are deleted.

3. Transposition, where some elements are
shifted to another location in the string.

4. Inversion, where elements in the string are
reversed.

5. Transformation, where some elements
change their form.

One of our goals in defining such formulae –
eventhough not the most important one– is to
do without the traditional grammatical division
of complex sentences and to speak just of pat-
terns that recombine some acceptable structures
and give some other acceptable structures. Ac-
cording to this idea, patterns defined give up the
usual terminology (relative sentences, noun sen-
tences and the like) and are organized taking into
account four criteria: (1) variables used; (2) type
of insertion; (3) rules sequence; and (4) element
introduced.

The example in table 1 shows how patterns look
like. In this example, the above four criteria can
be observed. Notice, also, that the three differ-
ent parts mentioned above are distinguished: (1)
pattern recognition (roman); (2) pattern recombi-
nation (italics); and (3) grammatical adapta-
tion (boldface). Moreover, we consider that each
of the simple sentences in the so-called pattern
recognition belongs to a Corpus (C).

In order to show how patterns work, we gener-
ate the sentence ‘The book which he read belonged
to John’ by using the above pattern. As shown in
the first part of the pattern, we start by identify-
ing two simple sentences and by defining them in
terms of basic categories:

• The book belonged to John:= x y

Pattern: (in: x, y, w, z, s; out: x WHICH w s y)
Rules Sequence: Med. Ins., Transp., Del., Ins.
English: WHICH

xy = Prop. 1: Proposition ∈ C

wz = Prop. 2: Proposition ∈ C

x: Substantive ∈ C

w: Substantive ∈ C

y: Predicate ∈ C

z = s x: Predicate ∈ C

s: Verb ∈ C

x ( w s x) y: Quasi Proposition
Insert Prop.2 after x in Prop.1

x (x w s) y: Quasi Proposition
Transpose x in Prop.2 to initial position in Prop.2

x WHICH w s y: Proposition
Delete x in Prop.2 & Insert WHICH

Table 1: A Pattern.

• He read the book:= w z; z = s x

– The book:= x
– belonged to John:= y
– He:= w
– read the book:= z
– read:= s

Now, once we know elements we have at hand, we
start the phase of pattern recombination. In our
example, we perform the two recombination rules
indicated in the pattern above:

The book (he read the book) belonged to John

The book (the book he read) belonged to John

And finally, in the grammatical adaptation phase,
we introduce elements necessary in order to ob-
tain a grammatical sentence. By performing the
rule indicated in the pattern we obtain the follow-
ing structure:

The book which he read belonged to
John



Patterns we have defined show how to combine
and modify simple sentences in order to gener-
ate complex ones. What is important in our for-
malism is that we can generate complex struc-
tures by using simple sentences and by applying
only five types of very simple rules: insertion, in-
version, deletion, transposition and transforma-
tion. This implies a very important simplifica-
tion of the mechanism of generation of natural
languages. From the patterns defined it may be
not difficult to define an algorithm that specifies
the necessary steps to generate complex sentences
from simple ones, morever we have the intuition
that such an algorithm may be language inde-
pendent, since patterns defined for the three lan-
guages considered are very similar –they have only
significant differences in the so-called grammati-
cal adaptation. The definition of an algorithm of
these characteristics may have important impli-
cations in the fields of NLG and language uni-
versals, since it shows the possibility of defining
formal methods to generate natural language in-
dependently on specific languages. Such a for-
malism may have also interesting implications in
the areas of cognitive science or machine learn-
ing theory since, –as pointed out by (Bel-Enguix
01)–, intuitively, maybe recombination rules are
more feasible than rewriting systems to explain
how humans process language.

3 Final Remarks

We have introduced in this paper, in a preliminary
way, a new framework for linguistics based on the
behavior of DNA molecules. The approaches we
present here are in process of development, but
they seem to be quite suitable for explaining in a
completely new way some syntactic phenomena.
We think that biosyntax is a powerful and sim-
ple model that can be very useful to: (1) Recon-
struct syntax with molecular methods; (2) Formu-
late some systems capable of generating the larger
part of syntactic structures of language; (3) De-
fine a formalization that can be implemented and
may be able to describe and predict the behav-
ior of syntactic structures. Therefore, we intend
to offer a method of linguistic manipulation that
can be useful for automatic translation, genera-
tion of sentences by means of a computer, etc.
Finally, we think that molecular biology is able
to provide tools to approach not only syntax but
several branches of linguistics, such as semantics

and pragmatics. In this sense, we predict the pos-
sibility of passing from “biosyntax” to “bio lin-
guistics”, that we call “molecular linguistics” to
avoid confusions with an already developed field
of knowledge.
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Abstract

We address the topic of automatic evaluation
of robustness and performance degradation in
parsing systems. We focus on one aspect of ro-
bustness, namely ill-formed sentences and the
impact of spelling errors on the different com-
ponents of a parsing system. We propose an
automated framework to evaluate robustness,
where ill-formed and noisy data is introduced
using an automatic tool and fed to the parsing
system. With increasing levels of noise, the per-
formance of a system will inevitably degrade,
and the question is to what extent? The ex-
periments show a graceful degradation in per-
formance for both state-of-the-art taggers used
and a Swedish shallow parser. The automated
nature of the evaluation allows easy and repro-
ducible evaluation of the individual components
of a parsing system.

1 Introduction

Comparable and reproducible evaluations and ex-
periments are important foundations for research.
Valid and comparable evaluation of NLP-systems
is often hard to achieve without a great portion
of manual work. Many languages lack resources
for evaluation and even for languages with avail-
able material, new types of evaluations based on
existing material need a lot of manual labor. Fur-
thermore, manual interference with the evaluation
material may in fact decrease the validity of the
evaluation.

In this paper we present an automatic evalu-
ation method focusing on the robustness of pars-
ers for syntactic analysis. The robustness of a
parser is defined here as robustness against ill-
formed input, which is only one aspect as pointed
out by Menzel 95. The proposed evaluation tech-
nique is fully automatic, with no need for manual
annotation or inspection. It relies on a general
tool, which introduces different kinds of errors
into a text. The errors can be spelling or gram-
matical errors, but we have focused on spelling er-
rors resulting in non-existing words to avoid some
ambiguity problems, as explained later.

To demonstrate the evaluation method, we ap-
plied it on a shallow parser for Swedish. The
experiments are presented as a glass box evalu-
ation, where the performance of the over-all sys-
tem is presented as well as the performance of
the components, such as part-of-speech taggers.
All tests are conducted with various levels of er-
rors introduced, under which the system perform-
ance degradation is measured. Since this paper
focuses on evaluation methodology, we do not ad-
dress how the introduced errors affect syntactic
structure. Nevertheless, automatic evaluation of
the effects on syntactic structure is indeed an in-
teresting topic for future work.

The main contribution of this paper is an auto-
matic method for the evaluation of robustness and
degradation in tagging and parsing. The eval-
uation method is useful for determining the per-
formance impact from individual components and
thus, is suitable for e.g. on-going development of
parsing systems. We argue that introducing noise
in text with automatic means is a valid and re-
liable technique for evaluating a system’s robust-
ness.

This paper consists of five parts. To begin
with, we discuss evaluation methods for pars-
ing and subsequently, the proposed method for
automatic evaluation is presented. In the third
part, the shallow parser used in the experiments
is briefly outlined. In the fourth section, experi-
mental methodology and the experiments are de-
scribed. Lastly, we present the results.

1.1 Parser Evaluation

Parsers have been evaluated in the parser com-
munity using different methods over the years,
from simple test suites to treebanks (for a com-
prehensive overview see Carroll et al. 98). A pre-
requisite for the evaluation method presented here
is an annotated corpus, preferably a treebank.
For Swedish, there exist small forests annotated
with functional structure (Nivre 02). Unfortu-



nately, none of these were suitable for our experi-
ments, which are based on an annotation scheme
for constituency. We adopted the IOB tag set
(Ramshaw & Marcus 95) for row-based phrase as-
signment of Swedish constituents.

Using different text genres for testing is one way
of evaluating robustness (see e.g. Li & Roth 01).
The problem with such an evaluation is the
lack of control of the differences between the
genres; is sports harder to parse than economical
news? Another way is to compare well-written
and proofread texts with more noisy texts. One
problem with such a comparison is the difficulty
in comparing the two text types without manual
analysis of the errors. In the following section we
will present a method that compares proofread
text and text with different degrees of automat-
ically introduced noise. The method is one way
of evaluating a specific kind of robustness of an
NLP-system.

2 The Proposed Method

When processing unrestricted natural language
data, rare and malformed constructions and
spelling errors occur quite frequently. We want
to assess the degree to which a parser can handle
these difficulties, and to which degree the analysis
fails for the context surrounding a deficiency. To
this end, we require a source of texts with annot-
ated language errors. One problem is that an-
notated resources containing errors do not exist
for all languages. Furthermore, the texts must
also be annotated with parse information to be
able to serve as a comparison to the output of a
parser. Where data of sufficient size exists, it is
often not sufficiently annotated in terms of parse
trees. Another problem with annotated errors is
the difficulty in determining, for a given error,
what the corrected text should be. Normally, we
do not know what the intention of the writer was,
which introduces further ambiguity in the parse
trees.

2.1 Introducing Errors

To avoid the problems mentioned, we decided to
start from correct text and from there, introduce
errors using an automated tool, Missplel (Bigert
et al. 03).

Missplel is a general-purpose error introdu-
cer, able to introduce most error types produced

by humans, such as spelling errors resulting in
existing and non-existing words, with or without
a change in part-of-speech (PoS) tag, competence
errors such as sound-alike errors and context sens-
itive errors such as feature agreement errors and
word order errors.

Most of these error types have the effect of al-
tering the original semantics of the sentence, es-
pecially when a word is misspelled, resulting in
an existing word. This is indeed a problem since
the parse tree of the new sentence may differ from
that of the original sentence. Thus, there is a pos-
sibility that the output of the parse system is in
fact correct even though it differs from the an-
notated parse tree. We approach this problem
by restricting the introduced errors to spelling er-
rors that result in non-existing words only. Hence,
the new sentence does not have a straightforward
interpretation. Nevertheless, the most plausible
interpretation of the new sentence is that of the
original text.

During introduction of errors, every word con-
taining alphanumeric characters has an equal
chance of being misspelled. Given a word to mis-
spell, we choose a position in the word randomly.
To simulate performance errors caused by key-
board mistypes, we choose between insertion, de-
letion and substitution of a single letter as well as
transposition of two letters (Damerau 64). When
substituting a letter for another, letters close on
the keyboard are more often mistaken than those
far apart. The situation is similar for insertion,
since this is often caused by pressing two keys
at the same time. Thus, keys closer on the key-
board have a higher confusion probability when
substituting and inserting. For further details,
see Bigert et al. 03.

The automatic introduction of spelling errors
permits us to choose the percentage of errors in
a text. It also allows us to choose any text or
text type provided that it is annotated with parse
trees. Furthermore, it allows for an n-iteration
test to determine how different phrase types de-
grade with increasing number of errors, and thus,
minimizing the influence of chance.

2.2 Evaluation

To gather the necessary data, we used an auto-
mated evaluation tool called AutoEval (Bigert
et al. 03), which is a general purpose evaluation



Viktigaste (the most important) APB|NPB CLB
redskapen (tools) NPI CLI
vid (in) PPB CLI
ympning (grafting) NPB|PPI CLI
är (is) VCB CLI
annars (normally) ADVPB CLI
papper (paper) NPB|NPB CLI
och (and) NPI CLI
penna (pen) NPB|NPI CLI
, 0 CLB
menade (meant) VCB CLI
han (he) NPB CLI
. 0 CLI

Figure 1: Example sentence showing the IOB
format.

((CL (NP (AP Viktigaste) redskapen)
(PP vid (NP ympning))
(VC är)
(ADVP annars)
(NP (NP papper) och (NP penna)))

(CL ,
(VC menade)
(NP han)) . )

Figure 2: The text from Figure 1 in a corres-
ponding bracketing format.

tool for structured data (e.g. row-based data or
XML) configurable using a script language.

The output from the GTA parser was given
in the so-called IOB format (Ramshaw & Mar-
cus 95). See Figure 1 and 2 for a sentence with
phrase labels and clause boundaries in the IOB
and bracketing format, respectively. As an ex-
ample, NPB|PPI means that the beginning (B) of
an noun phrase (NP) is inside (I) a prepositional
phrase (PP). Thus, the rightmost phrase is the
topmost node in the corresponding parse tree.
The phrase types are explained in Section 3.

Using AutoEval, we gathered information
on tag accuracy, full row parse accuracy, clause
boundary identification accuracy as well as preci-
sion, recall and F-scores for all phrase types.

The statistics for individual phrase types were
calculated as follows. Given a phrase type to eval-
uate, all other phrases were removed. The same
was done for the correct, annotated parse, and
the results were then compared. The parser was
successful if and only if they were identical. For
example, we are looking at phrases of type NP.
If the correct parse is APB|NPB|NPI (an adject-
ive phrase in a noun phrase inside another noun
phrase), the parse NPB|APB|NPI would be correct
since the adjective phrase is ignored, while the
parse APB|NPI|NPI would be incorrect since the
leftmost NP differs.

Since many parsers rely heavily on the perform-
ance of a part-of-speech tagger, we include several
taggers with different behavior and characterist-
ics. Apart from taggers representing state-of-the-
art in part-of-speech tagging, we also include a
perfect tagger and a baseline tagger. The per-
fect tagger does nothing more than adopt the ori-
ginal tags found in the annotated resource. The
baseline tagger is constructed to incorporate little
or no linguistic knowledge and was included to es-
tablish the difficulty of the tagging task.

Parsing different texts may result in different
accuracy for the parser at hand. To provide a clue
to the inherent difficulty of a text, we require a
baseline for the parsing task. The perfect tagger,
the baseline tagger and the baseline parser are
further discussed in the experiments section.

In the experiments below, we use six error levels
(0%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%). For a given error
level p, we introduce spelling errors (resulting in
non-existing words only) in a fraction p of the
words. This procedure is repeated n = 10 times
to mitigate the influence of chance and to determ-
ine the standard deviation of the accuracy and
F-scores.

With increasing amounts of erroneous text, the
performance of the parser will degrade. In order
to be robust against ill-formed and noisy input,
we want the accuracy to degrade gracefully with
the percentage of errors. That is, for a parser
relying heavily on PoS tag information, we aim for
the parsing accuracy to degrade equal to or less
than the percentage of tagging errors introduced.
Of course, this is not feasible for all phrase types.
For example, when the infinite marker or verb
is misspelled, an infinitival verb phrase will be
difficult to identify.

3 A Robust Shallow Parser for
Swedish

Most parsers for Swedish are surface oriented,
and two of them identify constituency structure.
One uses machine learning (Megyesi 02) while the
other is based on finite-state cascades (Kokkina-
kis & Johansson-Kokkinakis 99). Furthermore,
two other parsers identify dependency structure
using Constraint Grammar (Birn 98) and Func-
tional Dependency Grammar (Voutilainen 01).
There is also a deep parser developed in the CLE
framework (Gambäck 97). We recently developed



a rule-based shallow parser called Granska Text
Analyzer (GTA) (Knutsson et al. 03) and due
to availability, GTA was used in the experiments.
Unfortunately, none of the Swedish parsers could
serve as a comparison, since none of them used
a comparable constituency structure to that of
GTA.

GTA is rule-based and relies on hand-crafted
rules written in a context-free formalism. The
parser selects grammar rules top-down and uses
a passive chart. The rules in the grammar are
applied on PoS tagged text, either from an in-
tegrated tagger or from an external source. GTA
identifies constituents and assigns phrase labels.
However, no full trees with a top node are built.

The analysis is surface-oriented and identifies
many types of phrases in Swedish. The ba-
sic phrase types are adverbial phrases (ADVP),
adjective phrases (AP), infinitival verb phrases
(INFP), noun phrases (NP), prepositional phrases
(PP) and verb phrases (limited) and chains
(VP and VC). The internal structure of the
phrases is parsed when appropriate and the
heads of the phrases are also identified. PP-
attachment is left out of the analysis since the
parser does not include a mechanism for resolving
PP-attachments. The disambiguation of phrase
boundaries is primarily done within the rules, and
secondly using heuristic selection and disambigu-
ation rules.

In addition to the parsing of phrase structure,
clause boundaries (CLB) are detected, resembling
Ejerhed’s algorithm for clause boundary detection
(Ejerhed 99).

The parser was designed for robustness against
ill-formed and fragmentary sentences. For ex-
ample, agreement is not considered in noun
phrases and predicative constructions (Swedish
has a constraint on agreement in these construc-
tions). By avoiding the constraint for agreement,
the parser will not fail due to textual errors or
tagging errors. Tagging errors that do not con-
cern agreement are to some extent handled using
a set of tag correction rules based on heuristics on
common tagging errors.

4 Experiments

We used the toolbox described in Section 2 to
evaluate the rule-based parser for Swedish. We
used the Stockholm-Ume̊a corpus (SUC) (Ejer-

hed et al. 92) and chose six random texts (aa02,
ac04, je01, jg03, kk03 and kk09) from three differ-
ent categories, totally amounting to 15 000 words.
The text categories were press articles (a), sci-
entific journals (j) and imaginative prose (k). The
part-of-speech tag set contained 149 tags. As
there exists no constituency tree-bank for Swedish
at present, the texts were annotated for tree struc-
ture. The texts were first run through the parser
and then carefully corrected by a human annot-
ator. The tokenization and sentence boundaries
was determined by the corpus.

Since the performance of the parser depends
heavily on the performance of the part-of-speech
tagger, we compared tagged text from four dif-
ferent sources: the original corpus tags, a hidden
Markov model (HMM) tagger, a transformation-
based tagger and a baseline tagger. The tagger
Corpus used the original annotations in the SUC
corpus, which we assume to have 100% accur-
acy. The HMM tagger used was TnT (Brants
00), hereafter denoted TnT. The transformation-
based tagger (Brill 92) used was fnTBL (Ngai &
Florian 01), denoted Brill. The baseline tag-
ger called Base chose the most frequent tag for a
given word and, for unknown words, the most fre-
quent tag for open word classes. All taggers were
trained on SUC data not included in the tests.

To determine the difficulty of the chosen texts,
we constructed a baseline parser. To this end,
we adopted the approach provided by the CoNLL
chunking competition (Tjong Kim Sang & Buch-
holz 00), i.e. for a given part-of-speech tag, the
parse chosen was the most frequent parse for that
tag. Given a PoS tagged text, the data was di-
vided into ten parts. Each part was parsed by
using the original annotation for the other nine
parts as training data. Furthermore, to determine
the difficulty of the clause boundary identification
we devised a baseline clause identifier simply by
assigning CLB to the first word of each sentence
and CLI to the other words.

Thus, we had four taggers (Base, Brill,
TnT and Corpus) and two parsers (GTA and
baseline). For each combination of tagger and
parser, we ran an n-iteration test (using n = 10)
at each error level (0%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and
20%). In each test, we extracted information
about tagging accuracy, parsing accuracy, clause
boundary identification and phrase identification
for the individual phrase categories ADVP, AP,



Tagger 0% 1% 2% 5% 10% 20%
Base 85.2 84.4 (0.9) 83.5 (1.9) 81.2 (4.6) 77.1 (9.5) 69.0 (19.0)
Brill 94.5 93.8 (0.7) 93.0 (1.5) 90.9 (3.8) 87.4 (7.5) 80.1 (15.2)
TnT 95.5 95.0 (0.5) 94.3 (1.2) 92.4 (3.2) 89.5 (6.2) 83.3 (12.7)

Table 1: Accuracy in percent from the tagging task. The Corpus tagger had 100% accuracy. The
columns correspond to the percentage of errors introduced. Relative accuracy degradation compared to
the 0% error level is given in brackets.

Tagger 0% 1% 2% 5% 10% 20%
Base 81.0 80.2 (0.9) 79.1 (2.3) 76.5 (5.5) 72.4 (10.6) 64.5 (20.3)
Brill 86.2 85.4 (0.9) 84.5 (1.9) 82.0 (4.8) 78.0 (9.5) 70.3 (18.4)
TnT 88.7 88.0 (0.7) 87.2 (1.6) 85.2 (3.9) 81.7 (7.8) 75.1 (15.3)

Table 2: Accuracy in percent from the parsing task. Parsing based on the Corpus tagger had 88.4%
accuracy. A baseline parser using the Corpus tagger had 59.0% accuracy.

INFP, NP, PP and VC. Also, since some tokens
are outside all phrases, we included an outside
category (O).

5 Results

The most important aspect of the accuracy of the
GTA parser is the performance of the underlying
tagger. Most taggers were quite robust against
ill-formed and noisy input as seen from Table 1.
For example, at the 20% error level, TnT de-
graded 12.7% and Brill degraded 15.2% relat-
ively to their initial accuracy of 95.5% and 94.5%,
respectively. The low degradation in performance
is most likely due to the robust handling of un-
known words in Brill and TnT, where the suffix
determines much of the morphological informa-
tion. Thus, if the last letters of a word are unaf-
fected by a spelling error, the tag is likely to re-
main unchanged. The robustness of the baseline
tagger was not as satisfactory as it guessed the
wrong tag in almost all cases (19.0% of 20%). The
baseline tagging accuracy for text without errors
was 85.2%.

For the parsing task, we obtained 86.2% accur-
acy using Brill and 88.7% accuracy using TnT,
as seen in Table 2. An interesting observation
is that the accuracy of parsing using Corpus,
i.e. perfect tagging, was 88.4%, which is lower
than that of TnT. The explanation is found in
the way the taggers based on statistics generalize
from the training data. The Corpus tagger ad-
opts the noise from the manual annotation of the
SUC corpus, which will make the task harder for

the parser. This is further substantiated below
when we discuss the baseline parser.

The degradation at the 20% error level seems
promising since the accuracy only dropped 15.3%
using the TnT tagger. On the other hand,
since the performance of TnT had already de-
graded 12.7% in tagging accuracy, the additional
15.3 − 12.7 = 2.6% was due to the fact that
the context surrounding a tagging error was erro-
neously parsed. This difference is the degradation
of the parser in isolation. Nevertheless, the per-
formance of the whole system is the most relevant
measure, since the most accurate tagger does not
necessarily provide the best input to the rest of
the parsing system. As stated earlier, since this
paper describes evaluation methodology only, we
do not address how the errors affected the syn-
tactic structure.

As a comparison, the baseline parser using the
Corpus tagger had 59.0% accuracy, while the
TnT tagger obtained 59.2%. This further indic-
ates that the difference between TnT and Cor-
pus is real and not just an idiosyncrasy of the
parsing system. A system not using any know-
ledge at all, i.e. the baseline parser using the Base
tagger, obtained 55.5% accuracy.

As seen from Table 3, the task of clause identi-
fication (CLB) was more robust to ill-formed input
than any other task with only 7.0% degradation
using TnT at the 20% error level. This may be at-
tributed to the fact that half the clause delimiters
resided at the beginning of a sentence and thus,
were unaffected by spelling errors. Of course, the



Tagger 0% 1% 2% 5% 10% 20%
Base 84.2 84.0 (0.2) 83.6 (0.7) 82.9 (1.5) 81.9 (2.7) 79.4 (5.7)
Brill 87.3 87.0 (0.3) 86.6 (0.8) 85.6 (1.9) 83.8 (4.0) 80.3 (8.0)
TnT 88.3 87.9 (0.4) 87.5 (0.9) 86.6 (1.9) 85.1 (3.6) 82.1 (7.0)

Table 3: F-score from the clause boundary identification task. Identification based on the Corpus
tagger had an F-score of 88.2%. A baseline identifier had an F-score of 69.0%. The columns correspond
to the percentage of errors introduced. Relative accuracy degradation compared to the 0% error level
is given in brackets.

Type 0% 1% 2% 5% 10% 20% Count
ADVP 81.9 81.3 (0.7) 80.6 (1.5) 78.6 (4.0) 75.3 (8.0) 68.4 (16.4) 1008
AP 91.3 90.5 (0.8) 89.8 (1.6) 87.0 (4.7) 83.1 (8.9) 74.3 (18.6) 1332
INFP 81.9 81.4 (0.6) 80.9 (1.2) 79.2 (3.2) 76.0 (7.2) 70.2 (14.2) 512
NP 91.4 90.9 (0.5) 90.2 (1.3) 88.4 (3.2) 85.2 (6.7) 79.3 (13.2) 6895
O 94.4 94.2 (0.2) 93.9 (0.5) 93.3 (1.1) 92.1 (2.4) 89.9 (4.7) 2449
PP 95.3 94.8 (0.5) 94.3 (1.0) 93.0 (2.4) 90.9 (4.6) 85.8 (9.9) 3886
VC 92.9 92.3 (0.6) 91.5 (1.5) 89.8 (3.3) 86.8 (6.5) 80.9 (12.9) 2562
Total 88.7 88.0 (0.7) 87.2 (1.6) 85.2 (3.9) 81.7 (7.8) 75.1 (15.3)

Table 4: F-scores for the individual phrase categories from the parse task. TnT was used to tag the
text.

baseline clause identifier was also unaffected by
spelling errors and obtained a 69.0% F-score for
all error levels. Clause identification at 0% er-
ror level achieved an 88.3% F-score (88.3% recall,
88.3% precision) using TnT.

We provide the F-scores for the individual
phrase categories using TnT in Table 4. We
see that adverbial (ADVP) and infinitival verb
phrases (INFP) are much less accurate than oth-
ers. They are also among the most sensitive to
ill-formed input. In the case of INFP, this may
be attributed to the fact that they are often quite
long and an error introduced near or at the infin-
ite marker or the verb is detrimental. In the count
column, we provide the number of rows in which
a given phrase type occurs in the annotation. For
example, in the case of NP, we count the number
of rows in which at least one NPB or NPI occurs.

Standard deviation was calculated for all ac-
curacy and F-score values at each error level, by
using data from the n runs. Standard deviations
were low for all tasks and were 0.13, 0.22 and
0.22 on the average for Tables 1, 2 and 3, respect-
ively. The maximum standard deviation was 0.70
for the 20% error level for clause boundary identi-
fication using TnT. Standard deviation was 0.49
on the average for Table 4. The only noticeable
exception was the infinitival verb phrase (INFP),
which had a 2.5 standard deviation at the 20%

error level using the Brill tagger.
Note that 15 000 words may not be sufficient

for a reliable conclusion on robustness. The ex-
periments here are primarily provided to illustrate
the evaluation method. The results from the eval-
uation are based on non-tuned output from the
parser compared to the manually annotated data.
Furthermore, there are still some minor inconsist-
encies between parser output and the annotation
scheme. This is of course a source of systematic
errors and will be dealt with in a near future.

6 Conclusions

We have described an automatic framework for
testing the robustness of tagging and parsing.
We introduced spelling errors resulting in non-
existing words in order to feed the parsing system
with ill-formed and noisy data. From this, the
different components of a parsing system can be
individually evaluated. With increasing levels of
noise, the performance of the system will inevit-
ably degrade. Here, we have addressed the differ-
ence between tagging the original, error-free text
and tagging noisy text and found that state-of-
the-art tagging is quite robust against ill-formed
input. Furthermore, we have discussed the ef-
fect of tagging performance degradation on the
over-all performance of parsing systems. Experi-



ments conducted on a shallow parser for Swedish
exhibited graceful degradation in over-all parsing
performance. To conclude, we advocate the use
of the proposed automatic evaluation method to
obtain fair and reliable measures of over-all pars-
ing system performance, as well as a measure of
performance of the individual components.
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Abstract 

 This paper presents an attempt to create a syntacti-
cally annotated Romanian corpus. Several steps of 
annotation are described. Firstly, the text is divided 
into sentences and each word is morphologically 
annotated. For morphological disambiguation we 
apply rule-based method. The next step is shallow 
parsing. Unification-based grammar rules were 
semi-automatically created for chunking. Groups of 
words and their characteristics were extracted and 
sorted automatically by the occurrence frequency. 
Obtained list that represented frames for grammar 
rules was checked manually. We applied those 
rules for automatic chunking. The similar method 
was used for extracting Named Entities. Named 
Entities are annotated in texts before chunking. The 
last step described in the paper is an attempt to 
solve the problem of chunks attachment.  

1 Introduction 
Nowadays a linguistically annotated corpus is a neces-
sary instrument in the area of natural language re-
searches. Corpus is a widely used tool for teaching 
materials, classroom exercises and research purposes 
in the field of computational linguistics. A large num-
ber of corpus creation projects have recently been car-
ried out (Bulric-Ling). However, today there is no any 
syntactically annotated Romanian corpus for the statis-
tical methods use. The Romanian corpus we know, 
created as a result of MULTEXT-EAST project, con-
tains only the morphological annotation and is not 
freely accessible (MULTEXT-East Specifications). 

Our aim is to create the syntactically annotated 
corpus of Romanian texts. 

Description of the corpus texts. Our task was to find 
a great volume of texts with diacritics written in 
Moldova. In our case we obtained law documents 
posted on the site http://moldova.wjin.net as a result of 
“World Justice Information Network Moldova (WJIN 
Moldova)” project. Though the texts placed on the site 
have no diacritics, we have received texts before the 
diacritics were removed. SGML encoding method is 
used to keep diacritics (MULTEXT-East Specifica-
tions). The total volume of texts is about half a million 
words.  

The paper describes the following stages of annota-
tion of our corpus (Bulric-Ling): 

− initial segmentation and morphological anno-
tation; 

− chunking; 
− preposition phrase attachment. 

2 Morphological annotation  
The next step is the lexicon-based morphological an-
notation. The text is split into words and other lexical 
units (punctuation marks, figures) and each word is 
given its equivalent morphological tag from the dic-
tionary. 

Dictionary. The morphological dictionary we had 
at our disposal was created several years ago by scan-
ning the DEX (DEX 1996). Each line of the formed 
dictionary contained one lemma, its initial form and its 
morphological description.  We have changed mor-
phological encoding according to EAGLES and 
MULTEXT recommendations (MULTEXT Specifica-
tions). A morphological tag contains letters, each of 
them being one morphological feature of the word. 
For example, noun tag Ncfpry is deciphered thus: N-
noun, c - common, f - feminine, p - plural, r - direct 
case, y - articulated.   



In the article about the creation of Romanian lexicon 
during the MULTEXT-EAST project, the total num-
ber of 614 MSD (morpho-syntactic descriptions) was 
presented (Tufis 2000). We reduced this number to 
138 as we had used a smaller number of characteris-
tics for each part of speech (Tomaz Erjavec et al. 
1998).  

Methods used for disambiguation. As Romanian 
is a highly inflected language, we have created an ar-
ray including word inflexions and corresponding mor-
phological tags, in order to define the characteristics 
of unknown words. Having found the unknown word, 
the program addresses the inflexion array and puts 
forward all the matching morphological tags. Then 
empirical transformational-based rules were applied to 
text for the morphological disambiguation. The sam-
ple of the rule is: 

if the word after word “a” is an infinitive  
 then “a” is a particle 

This rule-based method has resulted in about 95-96% 
correctly marked words. Thus, the texts have to be 
checked manually.  

In accordance with standardization recommenda-
tion (MULTEXT Specifications), XML has been used 
for annotation. In Figure 1 a fragment of annotated 
text is presented.  

3 Chunking 
Since the full syntactic analysis is a very complicated 
task, we decided to implement chunking as the first 
step (Abney 1996b). This splits sentences into noun 
phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases etc. We 
considered that the simplest way of chunking is the 
use of regular expressions based on morphological 

information. To find noun phrases, word groups con-
taining nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numerals, articles, 
determinants, prepositions and conjunction were 
searched. Verb phrases were considered as groups of 
verbs, adverbs and particles. A distinctive feature of 
the Romanian language is the fact that verb phrase 
often has a reflexive pronoun, which relates to it. 
Prepositional phrase is considered to be the noun 
phrase beginning with preposition. 

Most of the problems presented chains of noun 
groups united by prepositions that were considered as 
one noun group. Their length could grow till 16-18 
words and it was difficult to treat them. One of the 
ways to split them is to exclude prepositions from the 
noun groups. In such case noun groups containing 
preposition would be split too, but this problem could 
be solved at the next stage of analysis, the stage of 
group attachment 

Extracting noun phrases including prepositions, 
76% of noun phrases were found correctly. After ex-
cluding prepositions from noun phrases, the percent-
age оf wrongly unified phrases decreased 
significantly. The success rate of this second variant 
was about 82% correctly extracted noun phrases. Be-
cause the texts belong to a limited domain, verb 
phrases are even less various than noun phrases and do 
not create difficulties on determining. 

4 Grammar rules creation   
In order to obtain better results of chunking we de-
cided to create grammar rules. 

A simple context–free grammar is not the best way 
for formalizing such a language as Romanian because 
of the relatively free word order. Therefore, we con-

<sentence> 
      <word id=”745” infin="plen" part="Ncmsry">Plenul</word>  
      <word id=”746” infin="curte" part="Ncfsoy">Curţii</word>  
      <word id=”747” infin="suprem" part="Afson">Supreme</word>  
      <word id=”748” infin="de" part="S">de</word>  
      <word id=”749” infin="justiţie" part="Ncfsrn">Justiţie</word>  
      <sign>,</sign> 
      <word id=”750” infin="casa" part="Vmg">casând</word>  
      <word id=”751” infin="hotărâre" part="Ncfpry">hotărârile</word>  
      <word id=”752” infin="instanţă" part="Ncfpoy>instanţelor</word>  
      <word id=”753” infin="judecătoresc" part="A-poy">judecătoreşti</word>  
      <word id=”754” infin="cu" part="S">cu</word>  
      <word id=”755” infin="remitere" part="Ncfsry">remiterea</word> 
      <word id=”756” infin="cauză" part="Ncfsoy">cauzei</word>  
      <word id=”757” infin="pentru" part="S">pentru</word> 
      <word id=”758” infin="rejudecare" part="Ncfsrn">rejudecare</word>  
      <sign>,</sign> 
      <word id=”759” infin="avea" part="Va--3s">a</word>

Figure 1: Fragment of morphologically annotated text 



sider the grammar based on the unification (Shieber 
1986) to be the most suitable for formalization of Ro-
manian.  

There were words with morphological characteris-
tics only at our disposal; they were used for determin-
ing constrains in the process of making up the rules.  
For speeding up the grammar rules creation the semi-
automatic approach was used (Bobicev 2003): 
I. the program extracted all the word groups from the 
texts as it was described in the previous section;  
II. frequency list of all the extracted groups was cre-
ated; 
III. only structures of the extracted groups were taken 
to create the frequency list of the structures;  

Deduced in this way, the list of structures was the 
base for creating grammar rules. 

Word groups matching the grammar rules were de-
fined using Perl regular expressions on the base of 
morphological tags placed in an array. A condition for 
unification-based rule (Figure 2) is presented below:  

($t[$l]=~/Nc(..)oy/) && ($t[$l+1]=~/A$1../)  
There are about 92 % of correctly defined noun and 
verb phrases in a morphologically annotated text.  

It should be noted that many noun phrases ex-
tracted together were separated as a result of parsing. 
For instance, in the extracted phrase “În şedinţa 
judiciară părţile” (at the court meeting parties) as a 

result of a grammar rule based analysis were exposed 
to phrases “În şedinţa judiciară” (at the court meet-
ing) and “părţile” (parties). 

A fragment of chunked text is presented in Figure 3. 

5 Named Entities recognition 
Using similar technique, we have also created the pro-
gram that annotates the Named Entities, as there are a 
lot of mentioned persons, organizations, locations, 
dates, numbers of articles, etc.  

The capitalized words, quoted words, words con-
sisting of capitals and points, words that contained 
figures i.e. all words with Named Entities attributes 
were extracted from the text. Lists of locations, or-
ganizations, abbreviations, kinds of date, money and 
other digital information representation were created 
on the base of extracted words.  

As the documents were Moldavian Court adjudica-
tions, the texts are homogeneous and definition of the 
most Named Entities did not create special problems. 
A part of work is carried out at a stage of the morpho-
logical annotation when abbreviations are character-
ized as Y, locations and organizations as Np and 
figures as number. Then with the help of the rules 
based on the created list, word characteristics and their 
morphological tags, are defined and allocated several 
kinds of Named Entities: date, number, money, loca-
tion, organization, person. 

For example a figure with the next word ‘rub.’, 
‘lei’, ‘dolari’ are annotated as MONEY, a capitalized 
word with the previous abbreviation ‘S.A.’ is an 
ORGANISATION, and with the abbreviation ‘or.’, 
‘mun.’ is a LOCATION. All names in documents 
were reduced up to the initials to keep privacy: ‘G.A.’, 
they are designated PERSON. 

Named Entities are annotated before the chunking. 

 
Rule   NP - > N Aj 
 
< N gender > = < Aj gender > 
< N number > = < Aj number >  
 
[ agreement:   [   gender 
      number   ] ] 

Figure 2: Example of rule with agreement    

< sentence id="8"> 
   < chunk id="8_1" type="NP" > 
      <word id=”346” infin="reclamantă" part="Ncfsry">Reclamanta</word>  
   </chunk> 
   < chunk id="8_2" type="VP" > 
      <word id=”347” infin="se" part="Px3">s-</word> 
      <word id=”348” infin="avea" part="Va-3s">a</word> 
      <word id=”349” infin="adresa" part="Vmp-sm">adresat</word> 
   </chunk> 
   < chunk id="8_3" type="PP" > 
      <word id=”350” infin="în" part="S">în</word> 
      < chunk id="8_4" type="NP" > 
         <word id=”351” infin="judecată" part="Ncfsrn">judecată</word> 
      </chunk> 
    </chunk> 

Figure 3: A fragment of chunked text. 



Named Entities annotation is used for preprocessing 
while extracting training data for prepositional phrase 
attachment disambiguation. 

6 Prepositional phrase attachment 
After nominal and verbal groups definition the struc-
ture of the most sentences is approximately of the fol-
lowing type: 
NP VP NP NP Prep NP Prep NP Prep NP Prep NP Prep NP 
As about 2/3 of noun phrases in text are dominated by 
prepositions, the next step can be considered as a 
problem of prepositional phrase attachment. It is the 
task of choosing the attachment word of a preposition 
that corresponds to interpretation of the sentence. 
Though the necessity of world knowledge for correct 
prepositional phrase attachment is proved, this prob-
lem is more or less successfully solved using statistical 
or corpus-based approaches. 

We annotated manually prepositional attachment in 
chunked text of about 10 000 words. As a result of the 
annotation we obtained the following statistics. 

Total number of preposition: 1866. 
Number of prepositions that are attached to the near-

est word:    52%. 
Number of prepositions that are attached to: 

- noun 47% 
- verb 42% 
- adjective 6% 
- pronoun 3% 

In 2 % of cases we did not come to a common opinion 
concerning prepositional group connection.  

It should be noted that the distance between prepo-
sition and attachment word may be about 6 or even 
more words and often the choice has to be made 
among several nouns. 

In order to solve the problem of prepositional 
phrase attachment we applied statistical method de-
scribed in (Ratnaparkhi 1998). The method includes 
several steps. First, the training data is generated from 
the text. We made three experiments that differ by the 
method of training data generating.  

In the first experiment we tried to use all our texts 
(about ½ million words) for extracting training data 
without any morphological information. The fre-
quency dictionary of all possible word threesomes in 
the texts was created. Then those threesomes were 
chosen only, the second word in which is a preposi-
tion. 

 In the second one we used morphologically anno-
tated texts (100 000 words) and heuristic rules for un-
supervised extracting training data, described in 

(Ratnaparkhi 1998). The described algorithm assumes 
extraction of word threesomes from the text only in 
unambiguous cases and was changed to be adapted to 
the Romanian texts. Before extraction of word three-
somes the text is annotated morphologically and 
chunked. Unlike the English variant where all nominal 
groups are replaced with the head word, we have re-
placed only Named Entities wit their names (MONEY, 
DATE, ORGANISATION, LOCATION, PERSON).  

The third variant used texts with manually annota-
tion of prepositional phrase attachment (10 000 
words). As a result we obtained three lists of word 
threesomes. The first word in threesome is the word 
the preposition is attached to, the second is the prepo-
sition itself and the third is the object of preposition.  

Then the statistical model is applied for disam-
biguation of prepositional phrase attachment in the 
unseen text.  

A classifier is used to resolve ambiguous cases: 
 
  cl(w, p, w2) = arg maxw P(w, p, w2)        6.1 
 
where w – possible preposition attachment words, 
 P(w,p,w2) – probability, that the preposition p 

with the object w2 is attached to the word w, which is 
calculated as follows: 

 
P(w,p,w2) = P(true|w) P(p|true,w) P(w2|p,true,w)  6.2 

 
P(true|w) is intuitively determined as conditional 

probability, that the word w in free text has a preposi-
tional phrase attachment,  

P(p|true,w) is conditional probability that the word 
w has the preposition p attached,  

P(w2|p, true,w) denotes the conditional probability 
that the word w2 occur as an object of the preposition 
p attached to the word w. 

We use raw counts technique to estimate this prob-
abilities as it showed good results in (Ratnaparkhi 
1998). 

Having 134 prepositions in the test set we obtained 
results presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Results of prepositional phrase attachment experi-

ments. 
Experiment Number of correct 

annotated prepositions 
Per cent 

1 97 72% 
2 102 76% 
3 110 82% 

 



As it is seen the best result is obtained on the base of 
manually annotated texts, though the other methods 
allow us improving the attachment in comparison with 
the result obtained by attaching all the prepositions to 
the nearest word (52%). 

 

7 Conclusions 
In this paper we presented an ongoing work that cre-
ates a syntactically annotated corpus of Romanian 
texts. For all consecutive steps of text processing sepa-
rate programs were developed:  

- a program that defines sentence boundaries;      
- a program that executes morphological anno-

tation of words; 
- a program that annotates Named Entities; 
- a program that carries out partial parsing-

chunking; 
-  a program that attaches prepositional phrases.  

In spite of the fact that the results of programs are not 
the best, their application, nonetheless, allows to ob-
tain a Romanian text with partial syntactical tagging 
that further may be checked and edited manually. 
Even having such a corpus processed only automati-
cally and not corrected by hand, one can use it for 
training many statistical methods based on noisy data. 
We hope to improve annotation methods in the proc-
ess of further corpus creation and solve the problem of 
full parsing. We also consider that created programs 
can be used in other fields for Romanian language 
processing.  
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Abstract 

 
This paper reports a research effort in scenario 
recognition task in information extraction. The 
presented approach uses partial semantic analysis 
based on logical form representation of the 
templates and the processed text. It is implemented 
in the system FRET1 (Football Reports Extraction 
Templates), which processes specific temporally 
structured texts. A logical inference mechanism is 
used for filling template forms. Only scenario-
relevant relations between events are linked in the 
inference chains. The knowledge base plays an 
important role in this process. Some aspects of 
negation and modalities that occur in the texts are 
also taken into account. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The most important and difficult task in 
Information Extraction (IE) is scenario 
recognition. There are many systems that 
address this problem applying different 
approaches. Roughly, these approaches can be 
characterised as shallow or deep depending on 
the processing level at each of the stages. The 
variety can be found in the syntactic analysis, 
which varies from phrasal chunking to parsing 
and produces regularised forms. They can be 
anything from partially filled templates to full 
logical forms. On the one hand there are 
systems, which apply domain-specific 
lexically triggered patterns and on the other 
hand there are systems, which employ 
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complete parsers for context-free or even more 
expressive formalisms to apply general 
grammars of natural language.   

The discourse or multi-sentence level 
processing that follows the syntactic analysis 
can be also more or less deep. It depends on 
the usage of declaratively represented world 
and domain knowledge to help resolving 
ambiguities of attachments, word sense, 
quantifiers scope, and coreferences or to 
support inference-driven templates filling [7]. 
One of the last presented systems that have 
domain specific knowledge as semantic net is 
LaSIE [6, 9], and it attempts fragmentary 
parsing only and falls somewhere in between 
the deep and the shallow approaches. 

Most of the systems presented in the latest 
MUC (Message Understanding Conferences) 
avoid usage of deep processing mainly 
because it is hard to accomplish many of the 
required natural language understanding tasks. 
Some authors [8] believe that only 
grammatical relations relevant to the template 
should be considered. The great effort needed 
for building up the domain knowledge 
supporting the language understanding is 
another reason for using shallow processing. 

FASTUS [1, 2] is a good example for the 
shallow approach implementation. It provides 
phrase parser and recognises domain patterns 
for building raw templates, which are 
normalised by the postprocessor. However, 
even when FASTUS showed second best 
results on MUC-5, the authors reported on 
difficulties in defining all possible patterns for 
a given event.  



That’s why we went backward to the systems 
for reinventing the deeper techniques for 
scenario matching, but it seems to be too time 
and effort consuming to provide complete 
parsing, disambiguation etc., so we decided to 
stay somewhere in the middle. 

Our system focuses on templates filling 
because we consider it as an important and 
still open question. There are many systems 
[14] for automatic or semi-automatic 
generation of templates based on machine 
learning approach. However, we assume that 
all templates are given beforehand and the 
system tries only to recognise scenario and to 
fill the corresponding templates correctly.  

In this paper we present semantically 
driven approach for scenario pattern matching 
in the IE system FRET [15]. Our approach is 
to provide deep understanding only in “certain 
scenario-relevant points” by elaborating the 
inference mechanisms.  

The paper is organised as follows: Section 
2 presents a short overview of FRET 
architecture as a whole. Section 3 discuses our 
improvement in the translation to logical form, 
especially the coreference resolution and the 
recognition of negation and modalities, which 
appear in the chosen domain. Section 4 
describes the inference mechanism integrated 
in FRET. Evaluation results are in Section 5. 
Section 6 contains the conclusion and sketches 
some directions for further work. 
 

2. FRET Architecture 
 
Recognising scenarios is a hard IE task in a 
frequently changeable domain as the football 
one. Both the domain terminology and 
statements in football reports are fast 
changing. There is no certainty in the truth of 
the stated facts as they could be negated later. 
The specific usage of words, which are treated 
as terms in the domain, is embarrassing even 
for human beings. Also it is worthwhile to 
mention that football reports have paragraph 
structure with tickers for each minute. So the 
reports provide rich temporal information that 
simplifies the choice of text parts to be 
processed in search of scenario. All these 
factors have to be taken into account during 

the development of the Knowledge Base (KB) 
and the system architecture.  

The system consists of three main modules 
(Fig.1): text preprocessor, logical form 
translator and templates filler. The text 
preprocessor performs lexical analysis, Name 
Entity (NE) recognition and part-of-speech 
tagging of football reports. GATE system [4] 
is integrated in FRET and its modules perform 
these tasks.  

The coreference resolution task is 
performed by the logical form translator. Its 
algorithm is developed taking into account the 
domain specificity. However, it is very 
difficult to cope with the usage of nicknames 
of football players and the variety of foreign 
names with their transcriptions. These 
problems reflect on the performance of the NE 
recognition and respectively on the 
coreference resolution tasks. Another problem 
that we do not solve is the usage of metaphors.  

 

 
Figure 1. FRET Architecture  

 



The KB of FRET contains two main parts: 
static and dynamic resource banks. The static 
resource bank includes lexicon, grammar 
rules, rules for translation in Logical Forms 
(LFs), templates description and description of 
the domain events with their relations. All 
uninstantiated events LFs and relations 
between them are presented respectively as a 
graph nodes and arcs. More details about the 
types of events and relations are given in 
Section 4. Some information concerning the 
team/coach names, players’ list, playing roles, 
penalties, etc. is not constant so it could not be 
added to the static part of the KB. It is 
included into the dynamic resource bank and is 
automatically collected for each football report 
during the text processing. Both the logical 
form translator and the templates filler use the 
KB. 

 

3. Logical form translation  
 
Usually in NL texts, fragments of partial 
information about an event are spread over 
several sentences. The descriptions need to be 
combined before the scenario recognition. 
That's why FRET associates the time of the 
event to each produced LF. Every LF is 
decomposed into its disjuncts and each of 
them is marked with the associated time. 

A specially developed partial syntactic 
parser implemented in Sicstus Prolog is used 
in FRET [15] for logical form translation. All 
words in LF are represented as predicates, 
where the predicate symbol is the 
corresponding base form of the word and has 
one argument. Specially denoted predicates 
with a symbol “theta” and an arity 3 are used 
for representation of thematic roles (see 
Example 1). The arguments describe the 
thematic role and its relations with the 
corresponding predicates. In the case of proper 
name occurrence, the argument is substituted 
by the string of the name. 

Example 1: 
Sentence: 
17 mins: Beckham fires the ball into Veron. 
Logical form: 
time(17) & fire(A) &  
theta(A, agnt, ’Beckham’) & 

ball(D) & theta(A, obj, D) & 
theta(A, into, ’Veron’). 

Some aspects of coreference resolution [5] 
are also solved on this stage. Two types of 
coreference are important for the discussed 
system. The first one is pronominal, which is 
the most common type of coreference in the 
chosen domain. 

Pronominal coreference resolution is 
restricted according to the domain only in 
detection of the proper antecedent for the 
following pronouns: 

- personal: he, him 
- possessive: his  

These anaphoras are solved by binding the 
pronoun to the nearest left position agent in 
the extended paragraph, which includes the 
last sentence form the previous minute, all 
sentences from the current minute and the first 
sentence form the next minute.  

- relative: who 

This case is solved by binding the pronoun 
to the nearest left position noun in the current 
sentence.  

The second coreference type is proper 
names coreference, which is based on the 
players’ lists from the dynamic resource bank. 

Other problem that has to be solved during 
the parsing process is the identification of 
negations. As described in [3] and taking into 
account the specific domain texts, we 
distinguish explicit and implicit negations 
(they appear in our test corpus as shown in 
Table1).  

 
sentences count 
total 4188 
with explicit negation 603 
with implicit negation 1581 
with modalities 401 

 
Table 1. Occurrences of negation and modalities 

in the corpus 
 

We consider two types of explicit usage of 
negation: 

- Short sentence containing only “No”. In 
this case we mark the LF of previous 
sentence with marker for negation “NEG”; 



- Complete sentence, containing 
“Not/Non/No”. In this case the scope of 
the negation is the succeeding part of the 
current sentence and thus we mark only its 
LF with marker for negation “NEG”. 

In implicit usage of negation (words as “but”, 
“however”, “although”…) [10], both LFs of 
words preceding and succeeding the negation 
in the sentence (in some cases previous or next 
sentence) are marked with markers for 
negation: “BAHpos” and “BAHneg” (see 
Example 2, BAH is an abbreviation for But, 
Although, However). 

Example 2: 
Sentence: 
79 mins: Henry fires at goal, but misses from a 
tight angle.  
Logical forms: 
time(79) & fire(A) & 
theta(A,agnt,’Henry’) & 
theta(A,at,B) & goal(B) & 
marker(‘BAHpos’,7). 
 
time(79) & miss(A) & 
theta(A,agnt,’Henry’) & 
theta(A,form,B) & angle(B) & 
theta(B,char,C) & tight(C)& 
marker(‘BAHneg’,7). 

Another problem that has to be solved is to 
recognise sentences with modalities (words as 
“can”, “should”, “may”, “have to”, …) (that 
are about 10% of the corpus, see Table 1) and 
to mark their LFs with marker “MOD”. In this 
case we also mark the LF of the next sentence 
with the same marker, because we expect 
acceptance or rejection of the current modality 
in this sentence (see Example 3). 

Example 3: 
21 min: Jaap Stam will be next. Surely he 

has to score. GOAL!!! The ball reached the 
back of the net. 

Logical forms: 
time(21) & score(A) & 
theta(A,agnt,’Jaap Stam’) &  
theta(A,char,B) & surely(B)& 
marker(‘MOD’,6). 
 
time(21) & ‘GOAL’(C) & 
marker(‘MOD’,6). 

 
time(21) & reach(D) & 
theta(D,agnt,E) &  
ball(E) & theta(D,obj,F) & 
net(F) & theta(F,poss,G) & 
back(G). 

All these markers are necessary for further 
inference since in the first step we only 
recognise modalities and possible negations 
and postpone their interpretation. 
 

4. Inference mechanism 
 
In FRET all templates are described as tables 
with two types of fields (i) obligatory fields 
and (ii) optional fields that have to be filled in. 
Both types of fields, taken as a whole, contain 
the key information presented in the text [12]. 
We state that the scenario is recognised if at 
least the obligatory fields are filled in, while 
the optional fields can be left empty. 

In FRET we distinguish three types of 
events related to each scenario that are 
structured into a directed graph – preliminary 
stored in the static resource bank (see Fig. 2): 

- main event: the template description as LF 
of obligatory and optional fields and 
relations between them  

- base events: LFs of most important self-
dependent events in the chosen domain. 

- sub-events: kinds of base events that are 
immediately connected to the main event, 
i.e. there exists an arc between the nodes 
of the main and the sub-events. 

The matching algorithm of FRET is based on 
the relations between events. Each of these 
relations is represented as an arc with 
associated weight in the graph. We use four 
types of relations, defined as follows: 

- Event E2 invalidates event E1, i.e. event 
E2 happens after E1 and annuls it. 

- Event E1 entails event E2, i.e. when E1 
happens E2 always happens at the same 
time. 

- Event E1 enables event E2, i.e. event E1 
happens before the beginning of event E2 
and event E1 is a precondition for E2. 

- Event E2 is a part of event E1. 

 



 

 
Figure 2. A part of the graph, stored in the static resource bank  

 

The templates filling module of FRET 
performs two main steps:  

- matching LFs; 
- filling templates. 

The step of matching LFs is based on the 
modification of the unification algorithm. We 
are interested in those LFs, which are 
produced from the so-called extended 
paragraph. Thus we process each paragraph 
separately.  

Initially the module tries to match each LF 
from the extended paragraph to the main 
event. We call this step direct matching. The 
direct matching algorithm succeeds when at 
least one LF is matched to the main event. 
Then we can proceed with the filling templates 
algorithm. However, it starts if there are no 

markers for negation or modalities in the 
matched LF. Otherwise, the availability of 
such markers in the LF is an indication that 
there is no certainty in the truth of the 
statement matched to the main event. So, some 
additional steps are necessary for correctly 
processing the marked LFs and therefore 
recognising an event. These steps depend on 
the attached types of markers. 

- NEG – the result from the matching 
algorithm is ignored, so the event is not 
recognised. In this case we consider that 
it is better not to recognise some event 
than to recognise it wrongly. 

- BAHpos or BAHneg – we treat LFs 
with these markers according to the 
semantic interpretation of contrastive 
particles [13]. There are two major 

LF Obligatory: time(Minute) & 
Score(A) & theta(A,agnt,Player)  
Optional: Action1(C) & ball(D) & 
theta(C,agnt,Player) & 
theta(C,obj,D) & Location(E) & 
theta(C,Loc,E) &  Action2(F) & 
theta(F,agnt,Assistant) & 
theta(F,obj,D)&theta(F,to,Player) 

Main Event: Player scores. 

Sub Event: Player’s shot hits the net. 

LF: time(Minute) & Action1(A1) 
& theta(A1,agnt,B) & shot(B) & 
theta(B,poss,Player) & 
theta(A1,obj,G) & Net(G)  

Base Event: Player shots the ball. 

LF: time(Minute) & Action2(A2) 
& theta(A2,agnt,Player) & 
theta(A2,obj,D) & ball(D)  

Base Event: The ball is into the net. 

LF: time(Minute) & ball(D) & 
theta(D,into,G) & Net(G) 

enables is a part of 

entails 



interpretation types: as negation and as 
conjunction of independent statements. 
We are interested only in the contrast 
interpretation, that’s why we have to 
check whether we really have negation 
in the marked LFs. The latter are 
processed as follows: all events related 
with invalidate relation to the matched 
event are collected into a set; the LF 
from the extended paragraph, which is 
marked with the other BAH marker is 
juxtaposed to a member of the collected 
set; if this succeeds, the previous 
matching is ignored. 

- MOD – the event is correctly 
recognised only when the next LF from 
the extended paragraph contains explicit 
confirmation [11] (e.g. Yes; GOAL!!!; 
Bravo etc.) or the same scenario is 
recognised in other sentence from the 
current paragraph (in this case the 
proceeding sentence is used as 
additional information for filling the 
already matched scenario).   

Direct matching algorithm succeeds when all 
main event’s LFs variables related to 
obligatory fields are bound. In this step we use 
also synonyms lists from the KB that are 
necessary for the unification of variable 
predicate names in LFs. 

If the direct matching algorithm fails FRET 
starts the inference matching algorithm. The 
inference matching algorithm is described 
below in a more formal way.  

 
Lets make the following denotations: 

EP: LFs included into the current 
extended paragraph; 
M: the main event; 
G: a corresponding graph in KB; 
C: predefined coefficient. 

 

Inference-matching algorithm 

1. Construct the set 
S={Ei : Ei is a sub-event of M,  
   i=1..n}; 

2. i=1; 

3. Construct the set 
B={Bj : Bj is a base event from  
  G and exists arc(Bj,Ei,rj)ºG}; 

4. Apply direct matching algorithm 
to all possible couples (Lk, Bp) 
where Lk º EP and Bp º B. 
Collect successfully matched 
couples in the set B’. 

5. Calculate  R=�j=1..|B’|rj 
where arc(Bj,Ei,rj)ºG and BjºB’ 

6. IF R � C  
THEN  “Unify” and “Stop“  
ELSE i:=i+1 

7. IF i � n 
THEN goto Step 3 
ELSE  “Fail“ 

When the inference-matching algorithm 
succeeds, all possible predicates from the 
selected sub-event (Ei) are unified by 
corresponding variables from the predicates in 
the set of successfully matched base events 
(B’). Thus the sub-event LF is successfully 
matched. A similar unification is applied to the 
set of matched sub- and base-events (Ei∪B’) 
and the main event (M) in order to fulfil the 
main event’s LF (as shown at Fig. 2).  

The templates filling starts only if either the 
direct or the inference matching algorithm 
succeeds.  

Initially the template obligatory fields are 
filled by the required information. At this 
stage some additional information from the 
dynamic resource bank is used too. The 
completion of all obligatory fields is sufficient 
for correct scenario recognition. However, the 
optional fields, for which exist enough 
information, are also filled. 

 

Example 4: 
53 mins: Beckham shoots the ball across the 

penalty area to Alan Shearer who heads into 
the back of the net at the far post. 

The result of text processing in Example 4 
is shown at Fig 3. In this example the GOAL 
scenario is recognised in the paragraph marked 
with “53 mins”. The direct matching failed 
but the more complex inference matching 
algorithm succeeded in matching one of the 
sub-events (i.e. “Player heads into the net”). 
Thus the obligatory fields are filled with the 
corresponding information form the text (i.e. 
player name = “Alan Shearer”) and the



 
 

Figure 3: The result obtained after filling in a template from Example 4. 
 
dynamic resource bank (i.e. team = 
“England”). Note, that in this case there is 
enough information for completing all 
optional fields but this is an optimistic 
case. 
 
5. Evaluation 

 
FRET is tested only on the scenario “goal” in 
the texts of 50 reports, which totally contain 
148 instances of the event “goal”. 

The f-measure of the text processor module 
is smaller than 96% and depends on GATE 
performance. The developed algorithm for 
coreference resolution has f-measure < 89% 
(the percentage is high because we are 
interested only in particular cases of 
pronominal and proper noun coreference). The 
f-measure of the parser is smaller than 91%.  

The domain specific treatment of negation 
and modalities improve the f-measure of the 
FRET system. So the scenario templates are 
filled in with precision: 86%, recall: 61 % and 
f-measure: 71.37 %. The direct matching 
works in 12% of the cases and the inference is 
applied in 88%.  
 

6. Conclusion and further work 
 
Scenario recognition is important and difficult 
task for information extraction. So in this 
paper we make an attempt to find an easy and 
effective way for scenario recognition that 
may facilitate semantic processing of large 
text collections.  

With the usage of inference we could find 
either similar ways of expressing different 
scenarios or partial information about some 
event spread over several sentences. Thus we 



believe that the inference is an integral part of 
finding facts in texts. In order to make 
effective inference it is necessary to represent 
sentences into LFs and to have suitable 
representation of the domain knowledge. We 
have to emphasise the major role of the 
specially tailored structure of the events and 
relations between them as a graph. The choice 
of simple relations between events makes the 
inference mechanism in the graph structure 
easier. When the simpler inference fails the 
more complicated one is started. However, not 
all the information provided in the text is 
needed for simple template filling. So our 
approach uses shallow parsing and partial 
semantic analysis.  

The innovative aspects in FRET at this stage 
of development are:  

• attempts for domain-specific treatment 
of implicit negation and modalities. 

• elaborated inference mechanism that 
provides relatively deep NL 
understanding but only in “certain 
points”. Note that the inference is 
simple and effective due to the 
consideration of only scenario relevant 
relations between events.  

Our plans for future development of the 
system include making a deep investigation of 
the domain and completing the events graph. 
This will make our evaluation more precise 
and probably will improve the results reported 
above. We also plan to test the system 
behaviour on other domains that have a 
specific temporal structure. 
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Abstract

When accurately tagging corpora for training
and testing automatic POS taggers, research
issues tend to focus on how to ensure the
integrity and consistency of the data produced.
The issues we address here are instead: Provided
that integrity and consistency are guaranteed,
how to evaluate the complexity and efficiency
of different accurate tagging procedures?

1 Introduction

While for automatic tagging, both issues of efficiency
and accuracy have been addressed, for hand tagging, in
turn, research tends to focus around the issue of accuracy
(Voutilainen, 1999). This is understandable as it is full
accuracy that is sought by the hand tagging as this is its
specific responsibility in the production cycle of
automatic taggers. However, efficiency is definitely also
a relevant issue here: provided integrity and consistency
of the data can be ensured, what is the most efficient way
ÑÊrequiring the least amount of time Ñ to annotate a
corpus with full accuracy?

This question is not only relevant in itself but also
because there is a growing perception that the way to
obtain better automatic taggers is to have larger training
corpora than the ones that have been used so far. Results
by Banko and Brill (2001a) suggest that the learning
curve for machine learning techniques used to extract
linguistic knowledge of various kinds, including for POS
tagging, is log-linear at least up to 1 billion tokens of
training size. Moreover, for the specific task studied in
that paper, the best performing algorithm when the
training size is 1 million tokens turns out to be the worst
performing one when the training size is increased by 3
orders of magnitude. These authors underline that  this
Òsuggests that it may make sense for the field to
concentrate considerably more effort into enlarging our
training corpora and addressing scalability issues, rather
than continuing to explore different learning methods
applied to the relatively small extent training corporaÓ
(p.1).

As the motto becomes Òthe larger the betterÓ, even if it
will be possible to design better techniques to compress
training data, the need for massive hand labelling not
only does not disappear but increases given there seems
to exist no limit for the desirable increase of the size of
accurately labelled corpora and consequently for the
increase of annotation labor.

The question about the efficiency of accurate tagging
is thus relevant and opportune. To seek an answer for it,
one needs a sensible methodology to objectively estimate
the complexity of the manual tagging of a corpus; and to
evaluate and rank major procedures followed for
accurately tagging corpora according to their complexity.

In Section 2, a metric for tagging complexity is
defined. The major procedures for accurately annotating
a corpus are described in Section 3. In Section 4, the
evaluation metric is applied to these procedures. Finally,
the results obtained are discussed in Section 5.

2 An objective metric for annotation
efficiency

An objective metric for tagging complexity has to be
designed in to allow to determine: With respect to a
given corpus and two different annotation procedures,
which one is the most efficient; And with respect to a
given annotation strategy and two corpora (possibly at
different stages of development), which corpus implies
the largest annotation complexity.

Such a metric has to measure what is essential for the
complexity of the annotation task and abstract away from
contingent aspects. It has also to be predictive in the
sense that it should not need full or partial completion of
an annotating task for the complexity of this task to be
known beforehand.

Asking a human, or a group of humans, to tag a
portion of a corpus and then registering the amount of
time consumed by them will not do. Not only this fails to
support a predictive viewpoint, as it does not abstract
away from inessential aspects: Differently skilled
annotators will take different amounts of time to
complete a task of the same size; different ergonomic
environments will induce different working rhythms, etc.



Abstracting away from contingent aspects, what remains
as the essential dimension in the complexity of tagging is
the number of decision steps required. The number of
decision steps to annotate a corpus is proportional to the
number of tokens that exist in that corpus to be
annotated. It is also proportional to the number of tags in
the tag set, that is to the number of tags that have to be
excluded to determine the tag to be assigned (i.e. the size
of the search space to find the correct tag).

If stripped away from contingent details, hand
annotation can be conceptualised as the procedure
performed by an agent using the following facilitating
tool: When in a given point of a corpus, the tool jumps to
the next token to be tagged, skipping over the tokens that
need not be tagged; after a token is selected, the agent
scans through a list of tags (e.g. in a drop down menu)
and choose which one to assign. To abstract from
possible differences of the agents and isolate the intrinsic
complexity of the procedure, what is measured is not the
time consumed but the number of steps necessary to
complete the assignment task.

Accordingly, to determine the complexity of hand
tagging from scratch every token of a raw corpus, one
just needs to be given the size of that corpus and that of
the tag set. If the corpus has N tokens and the tag set T
tags, for each token, (T+1)/2 decision steps are needed
on average to find the tag to be assigned.1 Hence, the
complexity of accurately tagging that corpus is
proportional to N[(T+1)/2] of what we termed standard
tagging steps (sts).

Two important comments are in order here before
proceeding. First, this metric is not aimed at providing a
measure to determine the complexity involved in
annotating a specific token in a specific occurrence:
There is no pretension that the abstract procedure
described above has any kind of psychological reality.
Second, this metric is not aimed either at determining an
absolute measure of the complexity of annotating a
specific corpus: There is no pretension that the best
device to support the hand annotation of a corpus should
be one that permits picking one tag in a drop down menu,
as a simple voice command might well be envisaged as a
better alternative. As we hope to make clear in the
discussion below, this metric is to be used as an objective
basis to establish, in general terms, a comparative
assessment of the average efficiency of different methods
that might be conceived to accurately hand annotate a
corpus with POS tags.

3 Accurate tagging

Turning now to the identification of the major
conceivable procedures to annotate a corpus, we will be
assuming that the preparatory preliminaries had been

                                                            
1 Under the assumption that the tags are equiprobable: More

on this below.

accomplished, the tag set was defined, the facilitation
tool is in place, etc.

3.1 From-scratch method

The baseline strategy to accurately tag a corpus consists
simply in hand annotating it token by token with the
appropriate tags.

3.2 Train-tag-review method

On a par with this strategy, a method has been advocated
based on a ÒbootstrappingÓ approach. As far as we were
able to trace, its first proposition in a published paper
was due to (Day et al., 1997).

This procedure consists in hand tagging a portion of
the corpus and using the outcome as seed data to train a
first tagger. This tagger is used to tag another stretch of
text. The annotation produced is reviewed. The two
portions of text are put together and used to train a
second tagger, with better accuracy than the first. This
cycle can be iterated, with increasingly larger portions
accurately tagged and increasingly accurate automatic
taggers.

3.3 Sieve method

Another ÒbootstrappingÓ procedure of a different kind,
based in a two-step strategy, can yet be conceived. In the
second step, the human annotator just tags the portion of
the corpus whose tagging was not terminated in the first
step. The first step is accomplished by a ÒsievingÓ tool.
This tool reduces both the number of tokens that are left
to be tagged and the size of the list of admissible tags to
be assigned by the human annotator in the second step.

This procedure explores regularities concerning
so-called closed and open classes of words.

Closed classes: The few hundreds lexical items of
closed classes exhibit very high frequencies. With the
help of library reference grammars and online
dictionaries: (i) collect the list of those items not
pertaining to the classes of Common Nouns, Adjectives,
Verbs, Adverbs ending in -ly, Proper Names;2 (ii)
associate each such item with the exhaustive list of its
admissible tags (either from closed or open classes); (iii)
assemble a sieving tool that by simple lexical lookup,
when run over a corpus, tags the tokens of each type
collected in (i) with their admissible tag(s).

Open classes: Many items from open classes result
from a few derivational processes. As a rule, these
processes and the categories of the resulting words can
be identified from the word endings. With the help of
reference grammars and online dictionaries: (i) collect a
list of those word endings and corresponding categories;
(ii) for each word ending, collect the corresponding
exceptions, i.e. words with that ending but with a

                                                            
2 See the tag set used in the Annex



category not resulting from the corresponding
morphological process;3 (iii) extend the sieving tool so
that after it has tagged closed class tokens, it detects
tokens from open classes that bear endings like those in
(i) or are one of the exceptions in (ii), and assigns them
the admissible tag(s).4

This sieving/tagging tool designed along these lines
performs the first, sieving step. In the second step, tokens
tagged with only one tag are skipped by the human
anotator as they are already accurately tagged. To
annotate tokens that receive more than one tag, it is
enough to pick one of the tags previously assigned. For
tagging tokens with no tag yet, it is enough to pick one of
the few tags of the open classes left: As adverbs ending
in -ly were dealt with by the sieving tool, there will be
four tags to opt for Ñ Common Nouns, Adjectives,
Verbs and Proper Names.5

4 Efficiency

In order to check the effectiveness of the metric for
tagging complexity, it is now used over each tagging
procedure just described. For the sake of having a
concrete basis for discussion, let us assume that our task
was to accurately tag a corpus with, say, 1 million tokens
with an average sized tag set with 39 tags (Annex). In
what follows, it will become apparent that the
comparative results arrived at would not be affected in
case the discussion example opted for was different.

4.1 From-scratch

Upper bound  With the from-scratch procedure, we will
need to decide which tag to choose for each of the 1
million tokens out of a tag set with 39 tags. If the tags
had identical probability of being selected, the annotation
of our working corpus would require 20 Msts =

106x[(39+1)/2].

Lower bound   However, the tags are not
equiprobably selected as different classes of words have
different frequencies. The above value for complexity
can be reduced if the list of tags presented to the
annotator in the drop down menu of the facilitating tool
(from which he selects the one to assign) is ranked by the

                                                            
3 E.g. ally_CN is an exception to the rule that assigns ADV

to tokens ending in -ly.
4 This tool is easily extended to tag also numbers and other

tokens that can be described by regular expressions.
5 Full accuracy is ensured by the fact that if an item was

tagged in the first step, it is because it is in the list used by the
sieving tool; if it is entered into this list, it is possible and easy
to make an exhaustive collection of all its admissible catego-
ries. Full coverage of closed classes (or derivationally obtained
words from open classes), in turn, is not easy to ensure, but this
is harmless: if an item is not entered in the list used by the
sieving tool, that item does not receive any tag in the first step
and will be found (and accurately tagged) in the second step by
the human annotator.

decreasing frequencies of the tags. Hence, a more
frequent tag will need less decision steps to be assigned
than those required by a less frequent tag (cf. Annex).

To recalculate the complexity value, we take the
typical values for the relative frequencies of different
classes. This permits to rank the tags and determine how
many steps each tag requires to be assigned. In this
paper, we use the frequencies of the tags in the Annex
observed in an accurately tagged corpus of Portuguese.6

The task of annotating, e.g., the Adverbs in our

working corpus, will now require 7 x 0.0529 x 106 sts as

the assignment of tag ADV to each of the 0.0529 x 106

adverbs takes seven steps.

The lower bound for the complexity of our tagging
task is obtained by the summation of the similarly
computed values for every tag. This amounts to
5Ê194Ê129Êsts.7

The complexity of the from-scratch procedure is thus
in the range 5.2 Ð 20.0 Msts.

4.2 Train-tag-review

To estimate the complexity of the train-tag-review
procedure, there is a range of options concerning the size
of the portion to be used as seed data and the size of each
portion to be covered in subsequent tag-review iterations.

Upper bound  Step 1: Considering the learning
curves in (Brants, 2000), for the sake of simplicity, we
assume that an initial, 90% accuracy tagger can be
obtained with a training corpus of 10Ê000 tokens.
Annotating a text of this size with the facilitating tool
with the tags ranked by decreasing frequencies has a
complexity of 51Ê941Êsts.8

Step 2: To improve the accuracy of the tagger from
90% to 95%, the training corpus is enlarged from 10Ê000
to 100Ê000 tokens. This is done by running the initial
tagger over a new portion of 90Ê000 tokens and then
reviewing the outcome. 81Ê000 tokens (90% of 90Ê000)
will be correctly and 9Ê000 tokens incorrectly tagged. In
the reviewing process, each of the 81Ê000 tokens needs
1Êsts to confirm its tag, and each of the remaining 9Ê000
tokens need as many steps as if it was to be annotated
from scratch. For the latter, 46Ê747Êsts will be needed.9

The annotation of this second portion of 90Ê000 tokens
requires thus 136Ê747Êsts.10

                                                            
6 For a discussion of this option, see Section 6. The corpus

used has 260 000 tokens accurately tagged with the tag set in
the Annex. It contains excerpts from news articles, magazines,
and fiction novels. We are grateful to Fernanda Nascimento and
Am�lia Mendes (CLUL) for having granted access to it.

7 = 106 x (1x0.1537 + 2x0.1445 + 3x0.1439 +...) =
5Ê194Ê129

8 = 104 x (1x0.1537 + 2x0.1445 + 3x0.1439 +...) = 51Ê941
9 = 9 x 103 x (1x0.1537 + 2x0.1445 + 3x0.1439 +...) =

46Ê747.
10 = 90 000 + 46 747 = 136 747.



Step 3: Let us assume that 97% accuracy can be reached
with a corpus of 1Ê000Ê000 tokens. This can be achieved
by running the last tagger over a new portion of 900Ê000
tokens and then reviewing the result. 855Ê000 tokens
(95% of 900Ê000) will be correctly and 45Ê000
incorrectly tagged. As in step 2, each of the 855Ê000
tokens requires 1Êsts to confirm its tag; each of the
45Ê000 tokens needs as many steps as if it was tagged
from scratch: 233Ê736Êsts. The annotation of this third
portion with 900Ê000 thus requires 1Ê088Ê736Êsts.11

The task of tagging the working corpus is now
complete and the value for its complexity is obtained by
summing up the values obtained in each of the above
steps. The result is 1Ê272Ê230Êsts.12

Lower bound  A lower bound for the complexity of
the tag-train-review procedure is obtained by assuming
that we start already with a 98% accuracy tagger,
previously developed upon independent training data.
This means that the training steps will be bypassed.

After running this tagger over the 1 million corpus,
the tags assigned to 98% of it need to be confirmed,
while the other 2% are to be reviewed. Each of the
980Ê000 tokens (98% of 1Ê000Ê000) requires 1Êsts to
confirm its tag. Each of the remaining 20Ê000 tokens
requires as many steps as if it was to be tagged from
scratch. This involves 103Ê883Êsts.13 Taking these values
together, the lower bound is determined as
1Ê083Ê883Êsts.14

Considering the figures obtained for the upper and
lower bounds concerning the tag-train-review procedure,
its complexity is estimated as lying in the range
1.1Ð1.3ÊMsts.

4.3 Sieve

To estimate the complexity of the new sieve method, we
implemented a sieving tool along the lines described in
the Section 3.3.15

A lower bound for the complexity of this method is
calculated by assuming that this sieving tool is equipped
with a heuristics to detect Proper Names with 100%
precision and recall (on the basis of the first letter being
capitalized, plus a few rules to handle exceptions). The
upper bound, in turn, is calculated by assuming that the
sieving tool does not handle Proper Names.

Lower bound  The sieving tool was experimentally
run over a corpus with 260Ê000 tokens (Òexp-corpusÓ,
from this point).16 The following results were obtained:

                                                            
11 = 855 000 + 233 736 =1 088 736.
12 = 46 747 + 136 747 + 1 088 736 = 1 272 230.
13 = 20 x 103 x (1x0.1537 + 2x0.1445 +...) = 103 883.
14 = 980 000 + 103 883 = 1 083 883.
15 Following Day et al. (1997), we do not add programming

effort to the overall tagging complexity. The sieving tool used
in our experiment is now available to be reused for the annota-
tion of other corpora, so in the long run, its implementation cost
will be negligible anyway.

2 0%

16 %

64%

One tag

More than one tag

No tags

Chart 1 Ð Results after running the sieving tool

From these values, it can be extrapolated that around
64% of our working corpus of 1 million tokens may be
accurately tagged simply by running the sieving tool over
it, i.e. without any increase in the complexity of the task
of accurately annotating that corpus.

Given this tool is designed to tag a given token iff it
assigns to it all its admissible tags, to the other portion of
the corpus with tokens that received more than one tag,
we refer as the directly detected ambiguity portion
(20%). We refer to the portion of the corpus with tokens
that received no tag as indirectly detected ambiguity
portion (16%).

The tag to assign to each token in the directly
detected ambiguity portion is selected from the tags
already assigned by the sieving tool. To estimate the
complexity of the subsequent disambiguation task, the
different degrees of ambiguity involved should be
considered. The distribution of tokens with several tags
assigned to them is presented in the following table:

Ambiguity

(nb of tags)
2 3 4 5 6 MWU

Frequency

(%)
59.23 29.14 0.63 0.09 1.28 9.34

Table 1 - Degrees of ambiguity in directly detected ambiguity

Most of the directly detected ambiguity involves 2
tags per token. As the number of tags per token increases,
the frequency of such ambiguities decreases.17 MWU is a
special case of ambiguity where the elements in a
sequence of tokens are individually tagged or collectively
tagged as a single multi-word unit.

Getting back to the 1 million corpus, the above
considerations imply that ca. 200Ê000 tokens (20%) can
be annotated by picking the correct tag from the tags
assigned by the sieving tool. For 29.14% of these
200Ê000 tokens, for instance, this requires picking one
tag out of three, thus involving on average 2Êsts.
Repeating this calculation for each level of ambiguity,
the complexity of accurately annotating the directly

                                                                                                 
16 See footnote 6.
17 There is an odd increase in the frequency of ambiguities

involving 6 tags due to two specific Portuguese forms, viz.
como and nada. Both are very frequent and ambiguous: como
receives the tags INT, REL, CJ, PREP, ADV and V, and nada
receives IN, DIAG, ADV, CN, ADJ and V.



detected ambiguity portion in the working corpus is
estimated as 346Ê360Êsts.18

Turning to the indirectly detected ambiguity portion,
our experiment shows that after running the sieving tool,
ca. 160Ê000 tokens (16%) receive no tag. Given the tool
exhausted the tags to be assigned to closed classes plus
Proper Names, every token in this portion is potentially
ambiguous between three open classes: Adjective,
Common Noun or Verb. The task of hand tagging is
restricted now to picking one of these three tags.

With the tagged version of the exp-corpus used in the
experiment, it is possible to determine that Common
nouns are 49.8%, Verbs 36.7% and Adjectives 13.5% of
the indirectly detected ambiguity portion. This allows to
measure the complexity of the task of annotating the last
160Ê000 tokens of the working corpus, yet to be tagged.
The three possible tags remaining are ranked according
to the decreasing order of their frequencies in this
portion: Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives. This implies that, for
instance, tagging each Adjective requires 2Êsts and
annotating every Adjective in this indirectly detected
ambiguity portion involves 43Ê200Êsts.19 Putting all the
figures together, tagging the last 16% requires
261Ê920Êsts.20

Collecting the values for both directly and indirectly
detected ambiguity, the lower bound value for the
complexity of tagging our working corpus with the
sieving procedure is 608Ê280Êsts.21

Upper bound The upper bound is determined by
assuming that the sieving tool is not prepared to handle
Proper Names. As Proper Names are 7% of the exp-
corpus, this implies that the indirectly detected ambiguity
portion is enlarged now from 16% to 23% and the tags
available to tag this portion are now four: Common
Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs and Part of Name.22 The exp-
corpus allows also to know that Common nouns are
34.9%, Part of Names 29.9%, Verbs 25.7%, and
Adjectives 9.5% of the indirectly detected ambiguity
portion.

It is now possible to obtain the complexity for the
indirectly detected ambiguity portion in the working
corpus, with 230Ê000 tokens (23%). It amounts to
482Ê540Êsts.23

Note that under this upper bound scenario, the value
for the complexity of annotating the directly detected
ambiguity portion is the same as the value obtained under

                                                            
18 = 200 x 103 x (1.5 x 0.5923 + 2 x 0.2914 + 2.5 x 0.0063 +

3 x 0.0009 + 3.5 x 0.0158 + 2 x 0.0934) = 346 360. We as-
sumed that on average two inspection steps are required to re-
view potential multi-word lexical units.

19 = 160 x 103 x 2 x 0.135 = 43 200.
20 = 160 x 103 x (1 x 0.498 + 2 x 0.367 + 3 x 0.135).
21 = 346 360 + 261 920 = 608 280.
22 The tokens ambiguous between Proper Names and an-

other tag have a residual value so it can be safely assumed that
these 7% were displaced from the portion that received only
one tag.

23 = 230 x 103 x (1x0.349 + 2x0.299 + 3x0.257 + 4x0.095).

in the lower bound scenario: the tokens tagged as Part of
Names then are assigned only one tag thus being part of
the 64% of the corpus correctly tagged with the sieving
tool. Taking thus that value for the complexity of tagging
the directly detected ambiguity portion together with the
value just calculated above for the indirectly detected
ambiguity portion, we obtain 828Ê900Êsts24 as the upper
bound value.

Taking the values for the upper and lower bounds of
the sieve method, its complexity can be estimated as
lying in the range 608 Ð 829 Ksts.

5 Discussion

The values of the upper and lower bounds of tagging
complexity for the three procedures are compiled in the
table below as well as the efficiency gains by each of
them with respect to the others:

scratch t-t-r sieve
Ksts

lb ub lb ub lb

ub 20000 74.03 93.64 94.58 95.85 96.96
scratch

lb 5194 75.51 79.13 84.04 88.29

ub 1272 14.78 34.83 52.20
t-t-r

lb 1084 23.52 43.90

ub 829 26.66
sieve

lb 608

Table 2 - Tagging complexity (Ksts) and efficiency gains (%)

When comparing even the best score of the
from-scratch procedure with the worst results from the
other procedures, the from-scratch method is confirmed
as the least efficient one. Any of the other methods
permits dramatic savings in terms of hand tagging effort:
The train-tag-review allows to save at least 75.51% of the
annotation effort, while the sieve method permits to save
at least 84.04%.

The results are more instructive when it comes to
compare the two more efficient procedures. In the worst
case (the train-tag-review procedureÕs best score is
compared with the sieve procedureÕs worst score), the
latter permits to save almost one fourth (23.52%) of the
annotation effort needed if the former method is adopted.
If the procedures are compared on an equal footing
(taking the best scores), the advantage of the sieve
method over the train-tag-review one is larger: It permits
to save well over one third (43.90%) of the annotation
effort.

5.1 Invariance

While the metric for determining tagging complexity is
independent of the corpora to be tagged and the human
languages in which the data is encoded, the same may

                                                            
24 = 346 360 + 482 540 = 828 900.



not be the case for the complexity scores of the different
annotation procedures.

Different corpora have different distributions for the
frequencies of tags. When using one of the bootstrapping
procedures to tag two corpora, it is likely that the two
tasks show different complexity values. However, as for
each tag, the fluctuation of its relative frequency with
respect to different corpora tend to be limited25 and it is
much less than the difference between the complexity of
the different methods, the conclusions drawn from the
comparison exercise above concerning the ranking of
tagging procedures are expected to remain basically valid
for a wide range of different corpora.

The same invariance may not hold, however, when
different languages are considered, especially if they
belong to different language families. When considering
generic, large-scale corpora from different languages that
can be tagged with the same or approximate tag sets, the
relative frequencies of POS tags may present
considerable differences. If these differences are large
enough to have an impact on the ranking of the tagging
methods according to their complexity now obtained, this
is something that has to be empirically verified for each
particular case.

5.2 Concluding remarks

While it is important to keep in mind that the ranking of
fully accurate tagging procedures may not be
independent of the particular language being considered,
it is worth noting that the goal here is not to present a
definitive ranking of such procedures valid for all
languages (something conceivably not possible). Rather,
the aim was to show that it is feasible to design an
objective, standard metric to predict such ranking when
different procedures, different corpora or different
languages are taken into account; that the ranking
produced is reliable for guiding one to opt for the most
efficient procedure; and that the efficiency gains detected
(and corresponding gains in terms of labor costs)
appeared to be so dramatic that a decision on which
procedure to opt for in each case should be considered
with the help of such a metric.
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Annex

Tag Category Frequency
(%)

Complexity
(sts)

CN common noun 15.37 1

PNT punctuation 14.45 2

PREP preposition 14.39 3

V verb 11.33 4

DA definite article 11.27 5

PNM part of name 6.87 6

ADV adverb 5.29 7

CJ conjunction 4.77 8

ADJ adjective 4.17 9

PTP past participle 1.78 10

IA indefinite article 1.61 11

REL relative pronoun 1.55 12

CL clitic pronoun 1.50 13

DGT digit 0.86 14

DEM demonstrative 0.84 15

PRS personal pronoun 0.71 16

CARD cardinal 0.61 17

QD quantifier determiner 0.61 18

POSS possessive 0.59 19

GER gerund 0.30 20

IN indefinite nominal 0.23 21

DFR denominator of fraction 0.21 22

ORD ordinal 0.16 23

MTH month 0.11 24

WD week day 0.07 25

STT social title 0.06 26

ITJ interjection 0.06 27

INT interrogative pronoun 0.06 28

DIAG dialogue particle 0.05 29

SYB symbol 0.05 30

EADR email address 0.03 31

PADR part of address 0.02 32

MGT magnitude 0.01 33

PP preposition phrase 0.01 34

DGTR roman digit 0.00 35

LTR letter 0.00 36

NP noun phrase 0.00 37

EOE end of enumeration 0.00 38

UNIT unit of measure 0.00 39
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Abstract

Wepresentaphraserecognitionsystembasedonper-
ceptrons,and an online learningalgorithm to train
themtogether. Therecognitionstrategyapplieslearn-
ing in two layers,first at word level, to filter words
andform phrasecandidates,secondat phraselevel,
to rankphrasesandselecttheoptimalones.We pro-
vide a global feedbackrule which reflectsthe de-
pendenciesamongperceptronsand allows to train
them togetheronline. Experimentationon Partial
ParsingproblemsandNamedEntity Extractiongives
state-of-the-artresultsontheCoNLL publicdatasets.
We alsoprovide empiricalevidencethat training the
functionstogetheris clearlybetterthantrainingthem
separately, asin theconventionalapproach.

1 Intr oduction

Overthepastfew years,many machinelearningmeth-
odshave beensuccessfullyappliedto tasksin which
phrasesof sometypehave to be recognized.In Nat-
ural Language,relevant problemsof this type in-
clude NamedEntity Recognitionand Classification
(NERC), (Tjong Kim Sang& De Meulder 03), or,
in the syntactic level, partial parsing tasks (Tjong
Kim Sang& Buchholz00;TjongKim Sang& Déjean
01),or evenfull parsing(Ratnaparkhi99).

Thegeneralapproachconsistsof decomposingthe
global phraserecognitionprobleminto a numberof
local learnablesubproblems,andinfer theglobalso-
lution from the outcomesof the local subproblems.
For chunkingproblems–asshallow parsingor named
entityextraction–theapproachis typically to perform
a tagging. Here, local subproblemsincludelearning
whethera word opens, closes, or is inside a phrase
of sometype(nounphrase,verbphrase,. . . ), andthe
inferenceprocessconsistsof sequentiallycomputing
theoptimal tagsequencewhich encodesthephrases,
by meansof dynamicprogramming(Punyakanok&
Roth 01). Whenhierarchicalstructurehasto be rec-
ognized,additionallocaldecisionsarerequiredto de-
terminethe embeddingof phrases,which resultsin
a morecomplex inferenceprocesswhich recursively
builds the global solution(Ratnaparkhi99; Carreras
et al. 02;Kudo& Matsumoto02).

A usualmethodologyfor solvingthelocalsubprob-
lemsis to usea discriminative learningalgorithmto
learn a classifierfor eachlocal decision. Each in-
dividual classifieris trainedseparatelyfrom the oth-
ers,maximizingsomelocal measuresuchasthe ac-
curacy of the local decision. However, when per-
forming the phraserecognitiontask, the classifiers
are usedtogetherand dependently, and one classi-
fier predictions’mayaffect thepredictionof another.
Indeed,the global performanceof a systemis mea-
suredin termsof precisionand recall of the recog-
nizedphrases,which,althoughrelated,is not directly
thelocalaccuracy measurefor which thelocal classi-
fiersaretrained.

Recentworkson theareaprovidealternative learn-
ing strategiesin which the learningprocessis guided
from a global point of view. In the online setting,
(Collins 02) presentsa variantof the perceptronfor
tagging,in which the feedbackfor the perceptronis
given from the outputof the Viterbi decodingalgo-
rithm. Also, (Crammer& Singer03) presenta topic-
ranking algorithm, in which several perceptronsre-
ceive feedbackfrom the ranking they produceover
a training instance.Alternatively, works on sequen-
tial learningprovide probabilisticconditionalmodels
(Lafferty et al. 01) or derivationsof margin-basedal-
gorithmsfor thesequentialsetting(Altun et al. 03).

In this paperwe presenta global learning strat-
egy for the generaltaskof recognizingphrases.We
adoptourgeneralphraserecognitionmodelpresented
in (Carreraset al. 02). Given a sentence,learning
is first appliedat word level to identify phrasecan-
didatesof the solution. Then, learningis appliedat
phraselevel to scorephrasecandidatesanddiscrim-
inateamongcompetingones. The inferencefor the
globalsolutionconsistsof anexplorationof all coher-
entsolutionsto find thebestscoredone. By working
alsoat phraselevel, the modelallows to designfea-
turesoverpartialstructuresof thesolution,richerthan
theusualword-level features.

As a maincontribution, we proposea recognition-
basedfeedbackrule which allows to learn the de-



cisions in the systemas perceptrons,all in one go.
The learningstrategy worksonlineat sentencelevel.
When visiting a sentence,the perceptronsare first
usedto recognizethe set of phrases,and then up-
datedaccordingto the correctnessof their solution.
The recognitionfeedbackreflectsto eachindividual
perceptronits committederrorsfrom a global point
of view. As a result, the resultinglearnedfunctions
behave asfilters andrankers,ratherthandefault clas-
sifiers,whichweargueto bebetterfor thesetasks.

In theexperimentationon threerelevantproblems,
namelyChunking,ClauseIdentificationand Named
Entity Extraction,our learningarchitectureexhibits
state-of-the-artperformance,while being conceptu-
ally simpleandflexible.

2 The PhraseRecognitionModel

In thissectionwefirst formalizetheproblemandthen
presentthephraserecognitionsystem.

2.1 Formalization

Let � beasentencebelongingto thesentencespace� ,
formedby � words ��� , with � rangingfrom � to �
	�� .
Let  be a predefinedset of phrasecategories. In
syntacticparsing, may includenounphrases,verb
phrases,and clauses,amongothers. A phrase, de-
notedas ����������� , is thesequenceof consecutive words
spanningfromword ��� to word ��� , having ����� , with
category  "!# .

Let $�%'&)(*���+&,���-&.���0/ and $�%213(4����1����515���76 be two
differentphrases.We definethat $�% & and $�% 1 over-
lap if f � &98 � 1 �:� &;8 � 1 or � 1<8 � & ��� 1=8 � & , and
we noteit as$�% &?> $�% 1 . Furthermore,we definethat$�% & is embedded in $�% 1 if f � 1 ��� & ��� & �:� 1 , and
wenoteit as$�% &;@ $�% 1 .

Let A be the setof all possiblephrases,formally
expressedas A4(4BC���+���D���"E��F�G�H�I�J�� K!L3M . A
solution for aphraserecognitionproblemis aset N of
phraseswhich is coherent with respectto somecon-
straints. We considertwo typesof constraints:over-
lappingandembedding.

For the problem of recognizing sequentially
organizedphrases,which we refer to as chunking,
we do not allow phrasesto overlap or embed.
Thus,thesolutionspacecanbeformally expressedasO (PB,N?QRA:ETSU$�%�&0�V$�%21�!;NW$�%'&,X> $�%Y1[Z\$�%�&,X@ $�%21�M .

More generally, for the problem of recogniz-
ing phrasesorganizedhierarchically, a solution is
a set of phraseswhich do not overlap but may
be embedded. Formally, the solution space isO (PB,N"Q]A^ETSU$�% & �V$�% 1 !;NW$�% & X> $�% 1 M .

In orderto evaluateaphraserecognitionsystemwe
usethestandardmeasuresfor recognitiontasks:pre-
cision, recall andtheir harmonicmean_a`Jb & .
2.2 RecognizingPhrases

The PhraseRecognizeris a function which, given
a sentence� , identifies the set of phrasesN of � :cUd2e;f,gih �kj O

.
We assumetwo componentswithin this function,

both will be learningcomponentsof the recognizer.
First,weassumeafunction

cUd�l?m
which,givenasen-

tence� , identifiesa setof candidatephrases,not nec-
essarilycoherent,for thesentence,

cUd�l?m �n�'�?Q]A .
Second,we assumea numberof scoringfunctions,

which,givenaphrase,produceareal-valuedscorein-
dicatingthe plausibility of the phrase. In particular,
for eachcategory  "!o weassumeafunction p gTqJrsf �
which,givenaphrase,producesapositive scoreif the
phraseis likely to belongto category  , andanegative
scoreotherwise.

Thephraserecognizeris a functionwhichsearches
acoherentphrasesetfor asentence� accordingto the
following optimalitycriterion:

cUd2e;f,g �n���U(ut rsv w tDxy5zY{C|,}�~����5���7y,��� �� �s� � ���0�Dy p
gTqJrsf �C���������

(1)
That is, amongall coherentsubsetsof candidate

phrases,the optimal solution is definedas the one
whosephrasesmaximize the summationof phrase
scores.

Thefunction
cUd�l?m

isonlyusedto reducethesearch
spaceof the

cUdYe�f,g
function. Note that the

cUdYe�f,g
function constructsthe optimal phraseset by evalu-
ating scoresof phrasecandidates,and,regardingthe
lengthof thesentence,thereis a quadraticnumberof
possiblephrases,that is, the set A . Thus,consider-
ing straightforwardly all phrasesin A would resultin
a very expensive exploration. The function

c�d�l?m
is

intendedto filter outphrasecandidatesfrom A by ap-
plying decisionsat word level. A simplesettingfor
this function is a start-end classification:eachword
of thesentenceis testedasstart —if it is likely to start
phrases—andasend —if it is likely to endphrases.
Eachstartword � with eachendword � , having �)�:� ,
forms the phrasecandidates�����������C�� "!W . Alterna-
tivesto this settingmaybeto considera pair of start-
end classifiersfor eachcategory in  , or to perform
a Begin-Inside classification,eitherprojectedto cate-
goriesor not. In general,eachclassifierwill be ap-
plied to eachword in the sentence,anddecidingthe
beststrategy for identifyingphrasecandidateswill de-



pendon the sparsenessof phrasesin a sentence,the
lengthof phrasesandthenumberof categories.

Oncethephrasecandidatesareidentified,theopti-
mal coherentphraseset is selectedaccordingto (1).
Due to the natureof it, thereis no needto explicitly
enumerateeachpossiblecoherentphraseset, which
would result in an exponentialexploration. Instead,
by guiding the explorationthroughthe problemcon-
straintsandusingdynamicprogrammingtheoptimal
coherentphrasesetcanbe found in polynomialtime
over thesentencelength.For chunkingproblems,the
solutioncanbe found in quadratictime by perform-
ing a Viterbi-styleexplorationfrom left to right (Pun-
yakanok& Roth 01). When embeddingof phrases
is allowed,a cubic-timebottom-upexplorationis re-
quired(Carreraset al. 02). As notedabove, in either
casestherewill be the additionalcostof applyinga
quadraticnumberof decisionsfor scoringphrases.

Summarizing,thephraserecognitionsystemis per-
formedin two layers: the identificationlayer, which
filters out phrasecandidatesin linear time, and the
scoring layer, which selectsthe optimal coherent
phrasesetin quadraticor cubictime.

3 Learning via RecognitionFeedback

In this sectionwe describean online learningstrat-
egy for trainingthelearningcomponentsof thePhrase
Recognizer, namelythe classifiersin

c�d�l?m
and the

functions p gTqJrsf � ,  )!\ . Eachfunction is implemen-
tedusingaperceptron1 anda representationfunction.

A perceptronis a function
d

w
h���� j �

parametrizedby a vectorw in
� �

, which givenanin-
stancex ! ���

outputsaspredictionthe inner prod-
uct betweenthe x and w vectors,

d
w � x ��( w � x.

To remind the reader, the traditional training algo-
rithm for binary classificationworks as follows. It
startswith the vectorw initialized to zeros,w (�� .
Givena new example � x ��NY� , it predictsthe labelof x
as �NW(��5�����U� w � x � . Thelearningstrategy is mistake-
driven: if the predictedoutput �N differs from N , then
thepredictionvectoris updatedby orientingit toward
x, w ( w ��N x; if thepredictionis correct,w is left
unchanged.

Therepresentationfunction � h �4j ���
takesan

instance� belongingto somespace� andoutputsa
vectorin

� �
with which theperceptronoperates.We

will discussasettingfor this functionin section5.
Let us fix the

cUd�l?m
function to a start-end clas-

sification.Thefunctionconsistsof two classifiers,
d2�

1Actually, we usea variantof themodelcalledthevoted per-
ceptron, explainedbelow in section3.3.

and
d��

, eachof whichpredictswhetheraword � starts
or endsa phrase,respectively. The function

cUd�l�m
is

formedby two perceptronvectors,w
�

andw
�
, anda

sharedrepresentationfunction ��� . A classifierpre-
diction is computedas

d2� �n���U( w
� �,���?�n�'� , andsim-

ilarly for
d��

, andthesignis takenasthebinaryclas-
sification.

The functions p gTqJrsf � , for  �!K , computea score
for a phrase��������� beinga phraseof category  . For
each function there is a vector  ;� , and there is a
sharedfunction ��¡ . Thescoreis givenby theexpres-
sion p gTqJrsf �����������[( w �����?¡���������� .
3.1 Learning Algorithm

Thelearningproblemconsistsin settingtheparameter
vectorsw of eachperceptron.We proposea mistake-
driven online learningalgorithmfor training the pa-
rametervectorsall together.

The algorithmstartswith all vectorsinitialized to� , andthenrunsrepeatedlyin a numberof epochs¢
throughall the sentencesin the training set. Given
a sentence,it predictsits optimal phrasesolutionas
specifiedin (1) usingthe currentvectors. If the pre-
dictedphrasesetis notperfectthevectorsresponsible
of theincorrectpredictionareupdatedadditively. The
sentence-basedlearningalgorithmis asfollows:

£ Input: BC�n� & ��N & �7�0¤0¤0¤5�5�n�2¥3��N¦¥=��M , � � are sen-
tences,N � aresolutionsin

O
£ Define: §¨(�B w � � w � M�©#B, ;��E  W!ª3M .
£ Initialize: S w !«§ w (u� ;
£ for ¬[(�®¤0¤0¤s¢ , for �®(�®¤0¤0¤7¯ :

1. �N°( cUdYe�f,g,± �n� � �
2. ² f t r�³Y´µ³�v ¶nf0f,·�¸ t g�¹ ��§���� � ��N � ���N��

£ Output:thevectorsin § .

Thelearningfeedbackis specifiedin Figure1. We
stemfrom the traditionalPerceptronupdaterule for
binary classificationdescribedabove. By analyzing
thedependenciesbetweeneachperceptronandasolu-
tion,wederiveafeedbackrulewhichnaturallyfits the
phraserecognitionsetting. The feedbackmodelsthe
interactionbetweenthe two layersof therecognition
process.The start-end layerfilters out phrasecandi-
datesfor the scoringlayer. Thus,misclassifyingthe
boundarywordsof a correctphraseblocksthegener-
ationof thecandidateandproducesa missedphrase.
Therefore,wemovethestart orend predictionvectors
toward themisclassifiedboundarywordsof a missed



º Phrasescorrectlyidentified: »�¼µ½.¾�¿�À �UÁ�ÂDÃTÄ9ÅÂ :
– Do nothing,sincethey arecorrect.º Missedphrases:»�¼µ½.¾�¿�À �UÁ�ÂDÃTÆ�ÅÂ :
1. Updatemisclassifiedboundarywords:

if ¼ w ÇÉÈ�Ê�Ë�¼ÍÌJÎ�À�ÏÑÐ.À thenw Ç®Ò w Ç'ÓÑÊ�Ë�¼ÍÌJÎ�À
if ¼ w Ô�ÈsÊ Ë ¼ÍÌJÕÖÀ�ÏÑÐTÀ thenw Ô�Ò w Ô�ÓRÊ Ë ¼ÍÌ-ÕÖÀ

2. Updatescorefunction,if applied:
if ¼ w ÇÉÈ�Ê�Ë�¼ÍÌJÎÖÀ�×ÑÐÉØ w Ô È�Ê�Ë�¼ÍÌ Õ À�×ÑÐ.À then

w � Ò w � ÓRÊ�ÙD¼µ½.¾�¿�Àº Over-predictedphrases:»�¼µ½.¾�¿�À � Á�ÅÂ�Æ0Â Ã :
1. Updatescorefunction:

w � Ò w �ÛÚ Ê Ù ¼µ½.¾�¿�À
2. UpdatewordsmisclassifiedasSor E:

if ¼ÍÜ7Ý.Þàß-á+¼µ½�ÀYÒHÐTÀ thenw Ç Ò w Ç Ú Ê Ë ¼ÍÌ Î À
if ¼ÍÜ7Ý.ÞàßDâa¼ã¿7ÀYÒHÐTÀ thenw Ô;Ò w Ô Ú Ê Ë ¼ÍÌJÕÖÀ

Figure1: The RecognitionFeedback.N�ä is the gold
setof phrasesfor a sentence� , and �N is the setpre-
dictedby the

c�dYe;f,g
function.

vJq ² ·�å �n��� and
vJq ² ·Yæ �n���

are respectively the perfect indicator functions for
start andend classifications,i.e. they return1 if word� � starts/endssomephrasein N�ä and0 otherwise.

phrase. When an incorrectphraseis predicted,we
move away the predictionvectorsfrom the start or
end words,providedthatthey arenotboundarywords
of a phrasein the gold solution. Note that we delib-
eratelydo not careaboutfalsepositives start or end
wordswhichdonotfinally over-produceaphrase.

Regarding the scoring layer, each category pre-
diction vector is moved toward missedphrasesand
movedaway from over-predictedphrases.

Intrinsically, this simple feedbackrule approxi-
matesthedesiredbehavior of theglobal

c�dYe;f,g
func-

tion, that is, to make the summationof the scoresof
the correctphrasesetmaximalwith respectto other
phrasesetcandidates.

3.2 The ClassificationSettingAlternative

The usualalternative to the describedlearningalgo-
rithm is to train eachfunction of the systemsepa-
rately. To doso,eachfunctionis modeledasa classi-
fier. The start-end classifiers,working at word level,
decidewhetheraparticularwordstartsand/orendsor
not somephrasein the correctsolution. The p gTqJrsf
functions,working at phraselevel, decidewhethera
particularphrasecandidateis in thesolutionor not.

A mainshortcomingof theclassificationmodeling
is that the individual classificationloss functionsdo
notdirectlyreflecttheglobalgoalof thephraserecog-
nition problem,measuredin termsof precisionand
recall. This fact constitutesa major motivation for

learningall thefunctionstogether.
Second,it is not clear how to generatetraining

examples for training the score functions. Note
that thesefunctionsoperateat phraselevel, which is
quadraticover thelengthof asentence.Thus,consid-
ering a training instancefor eachpossiblephrasein
a collectionof thousandsof sentencesgeneratesmil-
lions of examples,mostof which arenegatives,and
makesusuallearningtechniquesno feasibleat all. A
practicalissueis to generatephraseexamplesonly for
thecorrectstart andend words,but thenthereareno
guaranteesonscoringphrasecandidatesgeneratedby
falsepositive boundarywords. By training all func-
tionstogether, in anonlinefashion,weareableto con-
trol theinteractionof bothlayersin anaturalway. On
section6.3we give empiricalevidencethatthelearn-
ing approachweproposeworksbetterthantheclassi-
ficationsetting.

3.3 VotedPerceptron and Kernelization

Althoughtheanalysisabove concernstheperceptron
algorithm,we usea modifiedversion,the voted per-
ceptron algorithm,presentedanddetailedin (Freund
& Schapire99). The key point of the votedversion
is that,while training,it storesinformationin orderto
make morerobustpredictionson testdata.In particu-
lar, eachperceptronvectorgeneratedafterevery mis-
take during training is stored,togetherwith a weight
for the vector. In our architecture,this weightcorre-
spondsto the numberof positive decisionscorrectly
predictedby thevector. Then,whentesting,thepre-
diction is an averaged vote over the predictionsof
eachvector.

As asecondaryissue,in thesamework thedualfor-
mulationof theperceptronis presented,whichallows
the use of kernel functions. Thesefunctionsallow
to efficiently work in richer featurespacesin which
the learningproblemmay be easierto solve. In this
paperwe work with polynomialkernels çè� x � x éã�Ñ(� x � x éT���5��ê , whereë is thedegree of thekernel.In bi-
naryspaces,thiskernelhastheeffectof workingwith
all theconjunctionsof theinitial featuresof up to sizeë (Cristianini& Shawe-Taylor00).

4 PhraseRecognitionin Natural Language

In this sectionwe briefly describeproblemsin the
NaturalLanguagedomainin which phrasesof some
typehave to berecognized.

Chunking In this problem,alsoknown asShallow
Parsing,the basesyntacticphrases,or chunks,of a



sentencehave to berecognized.Thechunksin a sen-
tencecannot overlapandarenon-recursive, that is,
they cannot be embedded.We followed the setting
of theCoNLL-2000sharedtask(Tjong Kim Sang&
Buchholz00),which providesdatafor English2. The
problemconsistsof recognizingthechunksof a sen-
tenceon the basisof wordsand part-of-speechtags
(PoS).Thereare 11 typesof chunks(nounphrases,
verb phrases,prepositionalphrases,. . . ). The data
consistsof sectionsof thePennWSJtreebank,namely
a trainingset(sections15–18,8,936sentences),anda
testset(section20,2,012sentences)to performeval-
uationandcomparewith othersystems.In order to
performtuningof our system,we generateddevelop-
mentdataby dividing thetrainingdatainto a training
set(sections15–17)andavalidationset(section18).

ClauseIdentification Thegoalof is theproblemis
to recognizethe clausesof a sentence.A clausecan
beroughlydefinedasaphrasewith asubject,possibly
implicit, anda predicate.Clausesin a sentenceform
ahierarchicalstructurewhichconstitutestheskeleton
of thefull syntactictree.Thus,embeddingof clauses
is allowed. We followed the settingof the CoNLL-
2001sharedtask3 (TjongKim Sang& Déjean01) on
ClauseIdentificationfor English. The problemcon-
sistsof recognizingthesetof clauseson thebasisof
words,part-of-speechtags,andchunks.Thereis only
onecategory of phrasesto beconsidered,namelythe
clauses.As in chunking,thedataconsistsof sections
of thePennWSJtreebank,namelya trainingset(sec-
tions15–18,8,936sentences),adevelopmentset(sec-
tion 20,2,012sentences)for tuningthesystem,anda
testset(section21, 1,671sentences)to evaluateand
comparewith othersystems.

Named Entity Recognition and Classification
(NERC) The goal of this problemis to recognize
Named-Entity(NE) phrasesin a sentenceand cat-
egorize them accordingto some predefinedset of
categories. In this problem,embeddingof phrasesis
not allowed. We followed thesettingof theCoNLL-
2003sharedtask4, which concernedthe problemfor
theEnglishlanguage,consideringfour NE types,o(B LOCATION � ORGANIZATION � PERSON � OTHERS M .
The data provided is a part of the Reuterscorpus,
including a training set (14,987sentences),a devel-
opmentset(3,466),anda testset(3,684sentences)to
performevaluation.

2http://cnts.uia.ac.be/conll2000/chunking
3http://cnts.uia.ac.be/conll2001/clauses
4http://cnts.uia.ac.be/conll2003/ner

5 Feature-Vector Representation

In this sectionwe describethe representationfunc-
tions ��� and �?¡ , which respectively mapawordor a
phraseandtheir local context into a featurevectorin� �

, which in practiceis a binaryspace.First we de-
fine a setof primitive functionswhichapplyto words
or sequencesof words:£ Word(   ): Theform of word   .£ PoS(  ): Thepart-of-speechtagof word   .£ ChunkTag(  ): Thechunktagof word   .£ OrthoFlags(  ): Binary flags of word   with

regard to how is it capitalized (initial-caps,
all-caps), the kind of charactersthat form
the word (contains-digits, all-digits, alphanu-
meric, roman-number), the presenceof punc-
tuation marks (contains-dots, contains-hyphen,
acronym), single character patterns (lonely-
initial, punctuation-mark, single-char), or the
membershipof the word to a predefinedclass
(functional-word5), or pattern(URL).£ OrthoTag( ��a¤0¤0¤s ;� ): A tag with regard to or-
thographicfeatures,which is either capitalized
(C), lowercased (l), functional (f), punctuation
mark (.), quote (’) or other (x).£ Affixes(  ): Theprefixesandsuffixesof theword  (up to 4 characters).£Fì -Gram(   � . . .   � ): The conjunction of the
outputsof the primitive ì on words   � ¤0¤0¤�  � .
We work with Word-Grams,PoS-Gramsand
OrthoTag-Grams. For instance,the OrthoTag-
Gramfor “JohnSmithpayed3 euros”isCClxl.

RepresentingWords For the function �����n� � � , we
computeprimitivesin a window of wordsaround� � ,
thatis, words � �ãí�î with ï[!ñðò	�ó[�U�7�=ó��aô . Eachprim-
itive label, togetherwith eachrelative position ï and
eachreturnedvalueformsafinal binaryindicatorfea-
ture.Specifically, wecompute:£ WordandPoSprimitives.£ PoS-Gramson all sequenceswithin thewindow

which includethecentralword.£ For ClauseId., alsoChunkTagprimitives(given
in theinput).£ For NERC, also OrthoFlags, Affixes, and
OrthoTag-Gramsonall sequenceswhich include
thecentralword.£ Left Start-Ends: flags indicating whether the
wordsin ðò	�ó����0	��.ô have beenpredictedasstart
and/orend wordsof a  -phrase, H!o .

5Functionalwordsaredeterminers,prepositionsandconjunc-
tions.



Representing Phrases For the function � ¡ ��������� ,
we capturethe context of the phraseandthe phrase
itself. For thecontext, weevaluate:

£ A ðò	�óU¡��s�Dô window of primitivesat the � word
and a separateð ���7�=ó[¡Dô window at the � word.
These windows include Words and PoS; on
ClauseId., alsoChunkTags;on NERC,alsoOr-
thoFlagsandOrthoTag-Gramsfeatures.£ Left Phrases(only for Chunking and NERC):
Representationof theelementsto the left of the� word. An elementis eitheran alreadyrecog-
nizedphrase(we reduceits words into a single
elementandrepresentit by thephrasetype)or a
word outsidea phrase(representedby its PoS).
Weconsiderupto 3 elements,andcodify therel-
ative positionof eachone,andalsoall conjunc-
tions.

As for the ��������� phraseitself, we evaluateprimi-
tivesfrom � to � without capturingthe relative posi-
tion. Specificallywecapture:

£ Thelengthof thephrase(real-valuedfeature).£ WordandPoSprimitives.£ PoS-Gramson all subsequencesof  ��0¤Í¤õ ;� of up
to size3,andalsothecompletePoS-Gramonthe
wholesequence.£ InternalPattern(only for ClauseId.): Concate-
nation of the relevant elementsin the sentence
fragment  ��,¤Í¤õ ;� . The following elementsare
considered:a)Punctuationmarksandcoordinate
conjunctions;b) The word “that”; c) Relative
pronouns;d) Verbphrasechunks;ande)Thetop
clauseswithin the � to � fragment,alreadyrecog-
nizedthroughthebottomupsearch(aclausein a
patternreducesall theelementswithin it into an
atomicelement).£ For NERC,also:a) theWord-Gramof thewhole
phrase;b) OrthoTag-Gramson subsequencesof
sizes2, 3 and4; c) theaffixesof eachword.

Experimentingon therespective developmentsets,
for Chunkingwesetboth ó�� and ó[¡ to 2, whereasfor
thetwo otherproblemswesetthemto 3.

6 Experimentation

We experimentedwith our phraserecognitionsystem
on the threeproblemspresentedabove. As stated,
eachsystemis composedof Start-Endfunctionsand
Scoringfunctions.

6.1 Learning Details

For ChunkingandClauseIdentificationwe seta pair
of start-end functionsfor eachtypeof phrase,whereas
for NERCwe setonly two start-end functionswhich
weresharedamongall NE types.

Regardingthefeaturespace,wefilteredoutfeatures
occurring less than 3 times in training. As for the
polynomial kernel, we fixed the degreeof all func-
tions to 2, sinceinitial experimentson the develop-
mentsetsshowedpoorperformancefor thelinearcase
(speciallyon ClauseId.) andno significantimprove-
mentsfor higherdegrees. Also, concerningfeatures
which representthe solutionbeing recognized(Left
Start-Ends,Left Phrases,InternalPattern),we found
better to encodethe outputsof the functionsbeing
learned,ratherthanthecorrectvaluesof thesolution.

In ClauseIdentification, to avoid somecomputa-
tion in thestart-end layer, we did not considerclause
boundarywordswhichwouldbreakthechunkingpro-
videdin theinput, that is, we do not considerclauses
whichwouldoverlapwith chunks.

On eachproblem,we ran the learningalgorithm
which trainsall the functionstogetherfor 15 epochs
on the training data,and evaluatedthe performance
on thedevelopmentsetsto selecttheoptimalpoint in
termsof _ & . As a generalbehavior, on eachproblem
theglobalperformancesubstantiallyincreasedduring
thefirst 5 epochs,andthenbecamesomewhatstable,
with minor improvements(below, Figure2 plots the
learningcurve onClauseIdentification).

6.2 Resultsand Comparisonto RelatedWorks

Table1showstheobtainedperformanceoneachprob-
lem. Theresultsarefairly goodin all cases.

On Chunking, we obtaineda very good perfor-
manceof 93.74which would situateus in first posi-
tion at competitiontime (Tjong Kim Sang& Buch-
holz 00). The two bestpublishedworkson this data
performthe taskasa tagging,solved with multiclass
learningtechniques. (Kudo & Matsumoto01) per-
formedseveral taggingswith SVM classifiers,which
were later combined. They reporta performanceof
93.85with an individual taggingand93.91by com-
bining many taggings. Their systemmakes useof
several hundredsof SVM classifiersappliedto each
word,whereasweonly need22perceptronsfor filter-
ing wordsand11 perceptronsfor scoringphrases.In
contrast,their featurespaceis simplerthanours,since
weexploit rich featuresonphrases.Thebestwork on
thedatais (Zhanget al. 02),which applyregularized
Winnow. They reporta baseperformanceof 93.57,



development test
T precision recall _É`-b & precision recall _É`Jb &

Chunking 10 - - - 94.19% 93.29% 93.74
ClauseId. 11 89.80% 84.05% 86.83 87.99% 81.01% 84.36
NERC 12 89.59% 88.17% 88.87 83.93% 83.43% 83.68

Table1: Resultsof the threeproblemson the developmentandtestsets. The T columnshows the optimal
numberof epochs,tunedon thedevelopmentsets.

andanimprovedperformanceof 94.17by makinguse
of externalgrammaticalinformation.

Table2 shows the performanceof our chunker on
eachindividual phrasetype. Looking at the recog-
nition of Noun Phrases(NP), our system,achiev-
ing 94.41,slightly outperformsrecentsystemstrained
specificallyfor this chunk. (Kudo & Matsumoto01)
obtained94.29with combinationof SVMs. (Sha&
Pereira03) obtained94.38with ConditionalRandom
Fields. They alsoreport94.09for the votedpercep-
tron taggingarchitecturepresentedin (Collins02).

On Clause Identification, our system obtains a
similar performance than the best system pub-
lished so-far (Carreraset al. 02), which obtained
(p=92.53%; r=82.48%; f1=87.22) on the develop-
ment and (p=90.18%;r=78.11%; f1=83.71) on the
test. Our performanceis lower on the development,
but much betteron the test. That systemmadeuse
of the samephraserecognitionmodel,andthe deci-
sionswerelearnedby AdaBoostclassifiers.Also, the
scoringfunctionwasa robustcombinationof several
classifiers.We provide somemorediscussionon this
comparisonin thefollowing experiment.

On NERC, we obtaineda performanceof 83.68
on the testset,which is competitive but far from the
top systemsof the competition(Tjong Kim Sang&

precision recall _É`-b &
ADJP 83.38% 67.58% 74.65
ADVP 83.54% 77.94% 80.65
CONJP 60.00% 33.33% 42.86
INTJ 100.00% 100.00% 100.00
LST 0.00% 0.00% 0.00
NP 94.47% 94.36% 94.41
PP 96.55% 97.86% 97.20
PRT 80.72% 63.21% 70.90
SBAR 91.18% 79.25% 84.80
VP 94.22% 93.52% 93.87
all 94.19% 93.29% 93.74

Table2: RecognitionresultsonChunkingpertypes.

De Meulder03), which achieved above 88 in F1. It
seemsthat the featureengineeringanduseof exter-
nal resourcesallows to substantiallyimprove the re-
sultson thisproblem.Oursystematcompetitiontime
(Carreraset al. 03) wasbasedon a similar learning
architecture,the differencebeing that at word level
weperformedBegin-Inside decisionsinsteadof Start-
End decisions. Therewe achieved a slightly better
performanceof (p=85.81%;r=82.84%;f1=84.30).

6.3 On Feedback:Recognitionvs Classification

In this experimentwe were interestedin comparing
thelearningstrategy via recognitionfeedbackagainst
trainingthefunctionsseparatelyasclassifiers,asdis-
cussedin section3.2. We did the comparisonon
ClauseIdentification.In bothcases,asnoteabove,the
model wascomposedby start-end functions,which
identify clausecandidates,andascorefunction.

In order to learn the functionsseparatelyas clas-
sifiers, we generatedthreedatasetsfrom the train-
ing data, one for eachfunction. For the start-end
sets,weconsideredall wordsin thedata,exceptthose
breakingchunks.For thescoringlayer, we generated
all phrasecandidatesformedwith all pairsof correct
phraseboundaries.We thenranthevotedperceptron
algorithmon eachset for up to 15 epochs.We also
trainedSVM6 classifiersadjustingthesoft margin ö
parameteron thedevelopmentset.

Figure2 shows the performancecurve on the de-
velopmentsetin termsof the _ & measurewith respect
to thenumberof epochsduringtraining. Clearly, the
behaviour of theRec-VPis muchbetterthantheoth-
ers: the recognitionmodel getsstablearound86.5,
whereasthe classificationmodelsachieve around79
for VP, and 81 for SVM. Given this evidence,the
learningarchitecturewe presentseemsto be better
thantheusualstrategiesbasedonseparateclassifiers.

As notedabove, in our previous work (Carreraset
al. 02)weachievedcomparableperformance(though
our new resultsarebetteron the test)with the same

6We used the SVM ÷õøúùÖû�ü package available at
http://svmlight.joachims.org .
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Figure 2: Evolution of the performanceon Clause
Identificationwith respectto thevisitedtrainingsen-
tences.Rec-VPis thevotedperceptronmodeltrained
via recognitionfeedback. Cl-VP and Cl-SVM are
respectively the voted perceptronand SVM models
trainedbatchvia classificationfeedback.

recognitionmodel,but the functionsimplementedas
AdaBoostclassifiers.Thelearningstrategy therewas
training first classifiersfor the start-end layer, and
then generatetraining examplesfor the scorefunc-
tion, takinginto accountthestart-end behaviour. This
requireda tuning procedureto selectthe amountof
incorrectboundariesintroducedto producenegative
clauseexamples. Also, the scorefunction wasa ro-
bust combinationof several classifiers. In any case,
our new learningstrategy is much simpler, flexible
andproducesstate-of-the-artresults.

7 Conclusions

We have presenteda novel learningarchitecturefor
generalphrasestructurerecognition. The method
makesuseof several decisionfunctionsoperatingin
two layers: at word level, to identify phrasecandi-
dates,andat phraselevel, to scorethe optimal ones.
Doing so, we are able to incorporaterich features
which representpartialstructuresof thesolution.

The main contribution of the work is to proposea
very simpleonline learningalgorithmfor training,at
the sametime, all the involved functionsin the form
of votedperceptrons.

Wehave empiricallyprovedthegeneralityandfea-
sibility of the approachby applying it to different
phraserecognitionproblemson NamedEntity recog-
nition and partial parsing,in which we improve the
state-of-the-art.The experimentationevidencesthat
exploiting the interactionbetweenlearnedfunctions
duringlearningresultsin abetterglobalbehaviour.
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Sending expectations

(if any) to SR and NLU

update ToH

Check CS repetition
Update frame from TaH

  ...

Execute action

Check task status

and task stack

Create new TaH, ToH

EXPECTED_NEW_TASK

Consult dialogue structure
Consult domain handler

  ...

Update TaH, ToH

EXPECTED_CURRENT_TASK

Consult dialogue structure
Consult domain handler

  ...

NOT_EXPECTED_CURRENT_TASK

Consult dialogue structure
  ...

NOT_EXPECTED_GLOBAL_SYSTEM

REPEAT_OUTPUT_CURRENT_TASK

RESUME_POPPED_TASK

Ready for a
new frame

Sending response

(if any) to RG

No action

to execute

Identifying system status

or current task status

Push or Pop task

to/from stack
Current system/task status

NLU

DB

SM

NLU

SR

RG
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Abstract

It is generally agreed that the success of a Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD) system depends,
in large, on having enough sense annotated data
available at hand, and a well-motivated sense
inventory into which the disambiguations are
made.

We report a Web-based approach to (1) con-
structing large sense tagged corpora by exploit-
ing agreement of Web users who contribute word
sense annotation, and (2) deriving a coarse-
grained sense inventory from a fine-grained in-
ventory by exploiting disagreements of indepen-
dent contributors about word senses. We investi-
gate the quantity and quality of the sense tagged
data collected with this approach over the past
year. We also present and evaluate an auto-
matic clustering algorithm able to derive sense
clusters that compare well with manually con-
structed clusters.

The live collection system, Open Mind Word Ex-
pert, and the data it has collected are available
online at http://teach-computers.org.

1 Introduction

One notoriously difficult problem in understanding
text is Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). Ambiguity
is very common, especially among the most frequent
words. Humans, however, are so competent at figur-
ing out word senses from context that they usually do
not even notice the ambiguities. While a large num-
ber of efficient WSD algorithms have been designed
and implemented to date within the recent Senseval
evaluation frameworks and elsewhere, recently there
has not been much progress on two related problems
which are known to have a strong impact on the qual-
ity of WSD systems.

One such problem is the availability of sense tagged
data. With a handful of tagged texts currently avail-
able, existing WSD systems are able to deal only with
few pre-selected words for which hand annotated data
was provided. The amount of sense tagged data avail-
able to date is limited to annotated examples for at
most 300–400 words,1 out of the total of 20,000 words
that carry more than one possible meaning (in En-
glish).

1See http://www.senseval.org for currently available
sense tagged data.

The second problem is being able to make consis-
tent and reasonable sense distinctions. Fine grained
sense inventories such as WordNet make it hard even
for humans to reliably and consistently distinguish
among word senses. For example, the description of
the Senseval-2 lexical sample task (Kilgarriff 02) com-
pared WordNet and HECTOR sense inventories and
concluded: An implication for future WSD research is
that it is time to turn our attention from algorithms,
and to sense distinctions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the system used to collect an-
notated data from Web users. In Section 3 and 4 re-
spectively, we investigate the quantity and quality of
data collected over the Web, and evaluate the WSD
performance that can be achieved by relying on these
data. In Section 5 we present how the coarse-grained
clustering is created and its evaluation. We summarize
our contributions in Section 6.

2 Building Sense Tagged Corpora
with the Help of Web Users

To overcome the current lack of sense tagged data and
the limitations imposed by the creation of such data
using trained lexicographers, we designed a system
that enables the collection of semantically annotated
corpora over the Web.

Sense tagged examples are collected using a Web-
based application, Open Mind Word Expert (OMWE),
that allows contributors to annotate words with their
meanings. OMWE and the data it has collected are
available online from http://teach-computers.org at
the time of writing. Tagging is organized by word:
for each ambiguous word for which a sense tagged cor-
pus is desired, contributors are presented with a set
of natural language (English) sentence-long contexts
each of which includes an instance of the ambiguous
word.

The overall process proceeds as follows. Initially,
example sentences are extracted from a large textual
corpus. If other training data is not available, a num-
ber of these sentences are presented to the users for
tagging in Stage 1. Next, this tagged collection is used
as training data, and active learning is used to identify
in the remaining corpus the examples that are “hard
to tag”. These are the examples that are presented to
the contributors for tagging in Stage 2.



For all tagging, users are asked to select the sense
they find to be the most appropriate in a given sen-
tence. The selection is made from a drop-down list
containing all WordNet senses of the current word,
plus two additional choices, “unclear” and “none of
the above.”

The results of any automatic classification or the
classification submitted by other users are not pre-
sented so as to not bias the contributor’s decisions.
Based on preliminary feedback from both researchers
and contributors, a future version of the system will
allow contributors to specify more than one sense for
a given instance.

2.1 Source corpora

The corpus from which we currently draw instances
for annotation is formed by mixing of three different
corpora, namely the Penn Treebank corpus, the Los
Angeles Times collection as provided during TREC
conferences, and Open Mind Common Sense2, a col-
lection of about 500,000 commonsense assertions in
English as contributed by volunteers over the Web
(Singh 02). We are currently in the process of inte-
grating the British National Corpus; we also plan to
integrate the American National Corpus as soon as it
becomes available.

2.2 Sense Inventory

The sense inventory used in the current system im-
plementation is WordNet (Miller 95). Users are pre-
sented with the current sense definitions from Word-
Net, and asked to decide on the most appropriate sense
in the given context. Future versions of the system
may adopt a new sense inventory, or use the coarse
sense classes derived from WordNet, since the current
fine granularity of WordNet was occasionally a source
of confusion for some contributors and sometimes dis-
couraged them from returning to the tagging task.

3 Quantity and Quality of Web-based
Sense Tagged Corpora

Collecting from the general public holds the promise of
providing much data at low cost. It also raises the im-
portance of two aspects of data collection: (1) ensuring
contribution quality, and (2) making the contribution
process engaging to the contributors.

To ensure contribution quality, we collect redundant
tagging for each item. The system currently uses the
following rules in presenting items to volunteer con-
tributors:
Two tags per item. We keep presenting an item for

tagging until two taggings for it have been ob-
tained.

One tag per item per contributor. We allow
contributors to submit tagging either anony-
mously or having logged in. Anonymous
contributors are not shown any items already

2http://commonsense.media.mit.edu

tagged by contributors (anonymous or not) from
the same IP address. A logged in contributor is
not shown items that this contributor has already
tagged.

In less than one year since the beginning of the activ-
ity, we collected almost 100,000 individual sense tags
from contributors. Of these, approximately 16,500
tags came from using the system in the classrooms as
a teaching aid (the web site provides special features
for this). Future rate of collection depends on the site
being listed in various directories and on the contrib-
utor repeat visit rate. We are also experimenting with
prizes to encourage participation.

We measured the quality of the collected data in
two ways. One is inter-tagger agreement (including
κ statistics), which measures agreement between the
tags assigned to the same item by two different an-
notators. The other is replicability, which measures
the degree to which an annotation experiment can be
replicated. According to (Kilgarriff 99), the capabil-
ity of recreating a set of annotated data is an even
more telling indicator of annotation quality than inter-
tagger agreement.

3.1 Inter-Tagger Agreement

We can directly compare the inter-tagger agreement
obtained so far with the agreement figures previously
reported in the literature. (Kilgarriff 02) mentions
that for the Senseval-2 nouns and adjectives there
was a 66.5% agreement between the first two taggings
(taken in order of submission) entered for each item.
About 12% of that tagging consisted of multi-word
expressions and proper nouns, which are usually not
ambiguous, and which are not considered during our
data collection process. So far we measured a 62.8%
inter-tagger agreement for single word tagging, plus
close-to-100% precision in tagging multi-word expres-
sions and proper nouns (as mentioned earlier, this rep-
resents about 12% of the annotated data). This results
in an overall agreement of about 67.3% which is rea-
sonable and closely comparable with previous figures.

3.2 Kappa Statistic

In addition to raw inter-tagger agreement, the kappa
statistic, which removes from the agreement rate the
amount of agreement that is expected by chance (Car-
letta 96), was also determined.

We measure two figures: micro-average κ, where
number of senses, agreement by chance, and κ are de-
termined as an average for all words in the set, and
macro-average κ, where inter-tagger agreement, agree-
ment by chance, and κ are individually determined for
each of the 280 words in the set, and then combined in
an overall average. With an average of five senses per
word, the average value for the agreement by chance
is measured at 0.20, resulting in a micro-average κ
statistic of 0.58. For macro-average κ estimations, we



assume that word senses follow the distribution ob-
served in the Open Mind annotated data, and under
this assumption, the macro-average κ is 0.35.

Only few previous sense annotation experiments re-
port on the κ statistic, and therefore it is hard to com-
pare the values we obtain with previous evaluations.
It is generally assumed that agreement above 0.80 rep-
resents perfect agreement, 0.60-0.80 represents signif-
icant agreement, 0.40-0.60 represents moderate agree-
ment, and 0.20-0.40 is fair agreement. While most
NLP applications seek data with an agreement that
is at least significant, this is rarely the case in the
task of sense annotation. Previous semantic annota-
tion experiments report a macro-average κ for nouns
of 0.30 (Ng et al. 99), as measured on the intersec-
tion between SemCor and the DSO corpus; a value
of 0.49 for the annotation of 36,000 word instances in
a French corpus (Veronis 00); a value of 0.44 for the
Spanish Senseval-2 task (Rigau et al. 01) (for the
last two κ values, it is not clear whether they were
computed using micro or macro average)

We also measure the κ statistic on the corpus con-
structed for the 29 nouns in the English lexical sample
task at Senseval-2. The Senseval-2 English lexical
sample data was constructed following the principle of
tag until at least two agree. To create a setting similar
to the Open Mind collection process, in this evalu-
ation we only consider the first two tags (arranging
tags in order of submission). With an agreement by
chance determined based on sense distributions drawn
from the corpus itself, the macro-κ statistic for this
sense tagged corpus is 0.62, and the micro-κ statistic
is 0.65. On the same noun set, the Open Mind data has
a macro-κ value of 0.43, and a micro-κ of 0.55. While
κ statistics for the Senseval-2 data are clearly higher,
the figures are not, however, directly comparable since
(1) Senseval-2 data also includes multi-word expres-
sions, which are usually easy to identify, and lead to
high agreement rates; and (2) in Open Mind Word
Expert, the instances to be tagged for this set of 29
nouns were selected using an active learning process,
and therefore these instances are “hard to tag”.

Additionally, we performed an experiment where
only clearly separable word senses were listed on the
Open Mind Word Expert site for selection in tagging
(we used six different senses for line, as used in (Lea-
cock, Chodorow & Miller 98)). In this case, κ = 0.73,
a higher figure than the case where fine grained sense
distinctions are used in tagging. This suggests that a
sense inventory with clearer sense distinctions is likely
to have a positive impact on the inter-tagger agree-
ment.

3.3 Replicability

To measure the replicability of the tagging process per-
formed by Web users, we carried out a tagging ex-
periment for which annotation performed by “trusted
humans” already existed. We used the data set for

Number of Precision Error rate
training examples baseline STAFS reduction

any 63.32% 66.23% 9%
> 100 75.88% 80.32% 19%
> 200 63.48% 72.18% 24%
> 300 45.51% 69.15% 43%

Table 1: Precision and error rate reduction for various
sizes of the training corpus.

the noun interest, made available by (Bruce & Wiebe
94). Because this 2,369-item data set was originally
annotated with respect to LDOCE, we had to map
the sense entries from LDOCE to WordNet in order
to make a direct comparison with the data we collect.
The mapping was straightforward with one exception:
all six LDOCE entries mapped one-to-one onto Word-
Net senses. There was one additional WordNet entry
not defined in LDOCE; for this entry we discarded all
corresponding examples from the Open Mind annota-
tion.

Next, we identified and eliminated all the examples
in the corpus that contained collocations (e.g. interest
rate) because these collocations have unique WordNet
senses. These examples accounted for more than 35%
of the data. Finally, the remaining 1,438 examples
were displayed on the Web-based interface for tagging.

Out of the 1,438 examples, 1,066 had two tags that
agreed, therefore a 74% inter-annotator agreement for
single words tagging.3 Out of these 1,066 items, 967
had a tag that coincided with the tag assigned in the
experiments reported in (Bruce & Wiebe 94), which
leads to an 90.8% replicability for single words tagging
(note that the 35% monosemous multi-word expres-
sions are not taken into account by this figure). This
is close to the 95% replicability scores mentioned in
(Kilgarriff 99) for annotation experiments performed
by lexicographers.

In all, robustness of our data is also corroborated
by the experience of a similar volunteer contribution
project (Singh 02), which observed that the rate of
maliciously misleading or incorrect contributions has
been surprisingly low.

4 Exploiting Agreement of Human
Annotators for WSD

We also carried out two sets of WSD experiments to
further evaluate annotation quality. For these experi-
ments, we used the items for which two Web annota-
tors agreed on the sense tag assigned. One set of ex-
periments disambiguated a held out subset of the col-
lected corpus, with evaluations performed using ten-
fold cross validations runs. This is the intra-corpus
experiment, were both training and test sets are from
the same source. The second set of experiments in-

3Addition of the 35% monosemous multi-word expres-
sions tagged with 100% precision leads to an overall 83%
inter-tagger agreement for this particular word.



volves inter-corpora evaluations, in which the training
corpus provided for the Senseval-2 evaluation exer-
cise is augmented with the examples contributed by
Web users, and the performance is subsequently tested
on the Senseval-2 test data.

4.1 Intra-corpus WSD

In this experiment, we employ STAFS, one of the best
performing WSD systems at Senseval (Mihalcea 02).
In current experiments, we use only a small set of fea-
tures, consisting of the target word itself, its part of
speech, and a surrounding context of two words and
their corresponding parts of speech. The WSD per-
formance is evaluated during 10-fold cross validation
runs. We also compute a simple baseline, consisting
of a simple heuristic that assigns by default the most
frequent sense (also computed during 10-fold cross val-
idation runs). Table 2 lists: all words for which we col-
lected sense tagged data with at least 100 annotated
examples available; the number of items with full inter-
annotator agreement; the most frequent sense baseline;
the precision achieved with STAFS.

For the total of 280 words for which data was col-
lected from Web users, the average number of exam-
ples per word is 87. The most frequent sense heuristic
yields correct results in 63.32% overall. When disam-
biguation is performed using STAFS, the overall pre-
cision is 66.23%, which represents an error reduction
of about 9% with respect to the most frequent sense
heuristic.

Moreover, the average for the 72 words which have
at least 100 training examples (the words listed in Ta-
ble 2) is 75.88% for the most frequent sense heuristic,
and 80.32% when using STAFS, resulting in an error
reduction of 19%. When at least 200 examples are
available per word, the most frequent sense heuristic
is correct 63.48% of the time, and the WSD system
is correct 72.18% of the time, which represents a 24%
reduction in disambiguation error. See Table 1 for pre-
cision and error rate reduction for various sizes of the
training corpus.

For the words for which more data was collected
from Web users, the improvement over the most fre-
quent sense baseline was larger. This agrees with prior
work by other researchers (Ng 97), who noted that ad-
ditional annotated data is likely to bring significant
improvements in disambiguation quality.

4.2 Inter-corpora experiments

In these experiments, we enlarge the set of training
examples provided within the Senseval evaluation ex-
ercise with the examples collected from Web users,
and evaluate the impact on performance of these new
training examples. Only examples pertaining to single
words are used (that is, we eliminate the Senseval-2
examples pertaining to collocations).

There is only a small error rate reduction of 2%

for fine grained scoring.4 A more significant error re-
duction of 5.7% was observed for coarse grained scor-
ing, found to be significant at a 0.2 level of signif-
icance using McNemar test. Notice that the exam-
ples used in our Web-based system are drawn from a
corpus completely different than the corpus used for
Senseval-2 examples, and therefore the sense distri-
butions are usually different, and often do not match
the test data sense distributions (as is the case when
train and test data are drawn from the same source).
Previous word sense disambiguation experiments per-
formed across diverse corpora have shown that varia-
tions in genre and topic negatively affect performance
(Martinez & Agirre 00). The low error reductions ob-
tained in our own inter-corpora experiments confirm
these results.

5 Exploiting disagreement of human
annotators to derive coarse sense
clusters

For some items for which tags were collected, human
annotators agreed – resulting in sense annotated data,
but for other items they did not. We are exploiting
these disagreements in a clustering method that au-
tomatically derives a coarse grained sense inventory,
which compares well with manually constructed clus-
ters.

The agreements/disagreements of human annota-
tors can be reflected in a confusion matrix. As an
example, Figure 1 shows the WordNet 1.7 senses of the
word “presence” which were available to human anno-
tators during the sense tagging. Figure 2 shows the
resulting confusion matrix for this word. Each entry
in the matrix represents labeling by two annotators;
perfect agreement would result in a diagonal matrix.

1) presence - (a kind of being) – the state of being present; current
existence; “he tested for the presence of radon”
2) presence, front - (a kind of proximity) – the immediate proximity
of someone or something; “she blushed in his presence”; “he sensed
the presence of danger”; “he was well behaved in front of company”
3) presence - (a kind of spirit) – an invisible spiritual being felt to
be nearby
4) presence - (a kind of impression) – the impression that some-
thing is present; “he felt the presence of an evil force”
5) bearing, presence, mien, comportment - (a kind of manner) –
dignified manner or conduct
6) presence - (a kind of attendance) – the act of being present

Figure 1: Six senses of the noun “presence” in Word-
Net 1.7.

5.1 Computing similarity from confusion
matrices

To cluster a fine-grained sense inventory, we first com-
pute pairwise similarities of senses from the original
confusion matrix. This step yields a matrix of pairwise

4Fine grained scoring is a performance evaluation using
word senses as defined in WordNet. Coarse grained scoring
is an evaluation that relies on similar senses being grouped
in clusters (e.g. by lexicographers).



Word Set size Baseline WSD Word Set size Baseline WSD Word Set size Baseline WSD
activity 103 90.00% 90.00% arm 142 52.50% 80.62% art 107 30.00% 63.53%
attitude 107 100.00% 100.00% bank 160 91.88% 91.88% bar 107 61.76% 70.59%
bed 142 98.12% 98.12% blood 136 91.05% 91.05% brother 101 95.45% 95.45%
building 114 87.33% 88.67% captain 101 47.27% 48.18% car 144 99.44% 99.44%
cell 126 89.44% 88.33% chance 115 56.25% 81.88% channel 103 84.62% 86.15%
chapter 137 68.50% 71.50% child 105 55.33% 84.67% circuit 197 31.92% 45.77%
coffee 115 95.00% 95.00% day 192 34.76% 44.76% degree 140 71.43% 82.14%
device 106 98.12% 98.12% doctor 133 100.00% 100.00% dog 130 100.00% 100.00%
door 112 54.62% 45.38% eye 117 96.11% 96.11% facility 205 81.60% 74.40%
father 160 96.88% 96.88% function 105 24.67% 32.00% god 110 71.82% 81.82%
grip 239 45.94% 61.88% gun 143 94.71% 94.71% hair 147 96.67% 96.67%
horse 138 100.00% 100.00% image 120 36.67% 71.67% individual 103 96.15% 96.15%
interest 1066 39.91% 71.08% kid 106 83.75% 84.38% law 106 38.12% 66.88%
letter 137 85.00% 81.00% list 102 100.00% 100.00% material 196 77.60% 76.40%
mother 119 99.00% 99.00% mouth 151 74.38% 77.50% name 136 98.42% 98.42%
object 183 96.19% 96.19% office 209 62.76% 61.03% officer 103 56.15% 55.38%
people 120 99.17% 99.17% plant 126 98.89% 98.89% pressure 106 72.50% 70.62%
product 216 80.74% 81.48% report 101 66.36% 60.91% rest 360 51.11% 67.22%
restraint 204 22.92% 46.25% room 124 100.00% 100.00% sea 205 90.80% 90.80%
season 102 92.50% 92.50% song 116 92.35% 92.35% structure 112 75.38% 72.31%
sun 101 63.64% 66.36% term 125 71.18% 90.59% treatment 108 67.78% 66.67%
tree 105 100.00% 100.00% trial 109 87.37% 86.84% type 135 92.78% 92.78%
unit 108 54.44% 46.67% volume 103 63.85% 54.62% water 103 53.85% 72.31%

Table 2: Words with more than 100 sense tagged examples: (1) set size, (2) precision attainable with the most
frequent sense heuristic, (3) precision attainable with the WSD system.

1 2 3 4 5 6 unclear other
1 12 16 2 4 3 12 5 3
2 11 3 2 2 16 4 1
3 4 2 3 1 1
4 7 2 4 3
5 6 8 3
6 19 4 2
unclear
other

Figure 2: A confusion matrix (C) summarizing the
tagging of the noun “presence.” The rows and columns
for tags “unclear” and “other” (unlisted sense) are
presented here, but are not used in deriving coarse-
grained sense inventory. Each entry in the matrix rep-
resents labeling by two annotators.

similarities. As the next step, we apply a clustering al-
gorithm that takes a matrix of pairwise similarities as
input.

There are different ways to derive a similarity ma-
trix from a confusion matrix. For example, (Godbole
02) utilizes the L1 measure to assess similarity of two
entries. That is,

SimL1(i, j) =
∑

k

|Cik − Cjk| (1)

where Cij is the confusion matrix entry for senses i
and j. However, this approach performs poorly with-
out additional normalization when one sense has sig-
nificantly more data than another. Alternatively, one
could compute from the entries in the confusion matrix
the conditional probabilities p(j|i) of an item’s second
annotator tagging it with sense j given that the first
annotator tagged it with sense i. Then, for each sense i
we have a vector Pi of conditional probabilities p(k|i),
where k runs through all possible senses. Over these
vectors, another approach widely used in information
retrieval community — cosine similarity — could be
deployed. That is, similarity of senses i and j could
be measured by computing the inner product between
Pi and Pj .

Rather than use the above, we compute the similar-
ity of two senses i and j in a way that is independent of
entries that involve values other than i or j. Such local
similarity measure allows us to avoid double-counting
of similarity in later clustering of the senses.

Specifically, we compute similarity of i and j as the
number of times these senses confused with each other,
divided by the total number of times both annotators
chose a sense from the set {i, j} (the total number of
times there could have been a confusion). For i 6= j
this definition can be stated as:

Simij =
Cij

Cii + Cij + Cjj
, (2)

and for i = j it simplifies to:

Simii =
Cii

Cii
= 1. (3)

When no data are available (Cii = Cij = Cjj =
0, and i 6= j) we presume that there is no similarity
(Simij

def= 0). When Cii = 0 we still posit perfect self-

similarity (Simii
def= 1). This similarity measure has

the following properties:

Simij ∈ [0, 1],

Simij = Simji (symmetry),

Simii = 1.

Note that similarity of senses i and j does not con-
strain similarity of senses i and k or k and j, and thus
a distance measure defined based on this similarity
would not necessarily obey the triangle inequality.

5.2 Clustering

The task is to take similarity measures and create a
partitioning of senses into clusters, each cluster repre-
senting a coarse sense.

Agglomerative clustering (see, for example, (Jain
& Dubes 88; Rasmussen 92)) is a clustering method



which iteratively finds two most similar clusters and
merges them. At initialization, each element is treated
as a cluster of one element. Throughout the cluster-
ing process, the similarity (or distance) between pairs
clusters needs to be computed.

We use complete linkage agglomerative clustering,
in which similarity between two clusters A, B is
taken to be the minimum of all the distances be-
tween elements of the two clusters, Sim(A,B) =
mina∈A,b∈BSim(a, b). This requires no recalculation
as clustering goes on, and is known to result in more
spheroid clusters (in our case, the hope is that the
clusters will be centered around the coarse meanings).

In addition to the issue of measuring the distance
between clusters when merging them, there is also the
issue of selecting a stopping criterion. The process
of agglomerative clustering, if run to completion, will
merge less and less similar clusters, terminating with
all elements eventually being merged into a single large
cluster.

We have chosen the following simple stopping cri-
terion: of all the non-zero pairwise similarity weights,
excluding self-similarities, we select the median one;
we stop merging clusters when the similarity between
the best candidates for a merge drops below this me-
dian similarity.

Figure 5.2 presents the symmetric matrix of simi-
larities of senses of presence, computed from the con-
fusion matrix according to Eqs. (2) and (3). Only the
similarities exceeding the median cutoff are shown.

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 0.410 0.174 0.279
2 0.410 1 0.167 0.348
3 0.167 1 0.154
4 0.174 0.154 1 0.682
5 1 0.242
6 0.279 0.348 0.242 1

Figure 3: Similarity of senses for the noun presence,
derived from the confusion matrix in Figure 2 accord-
ing to Eq. 2.

The resultant agglomerative clustering for the noun
“presence” exactly matches the clustering provided by
human experts:

Cl(presence) = {{1, 2, 6}, {3, 4}, {5}}.

5.3 Clustering Results

We present results of comparing our confusion ma-
trix based clustering to the “correct,” human-created
clustering provided in conjunction with the Senseval
competition. To further evaluate the performance, we
also present two baselines obtainable by clustering el-
ements randomly (with different assumptions).

In the information retrieval community, important
yardsticks for measuring the quality of results are pre-
cision and recall. They can be combined into a single
score (the F -measure) in a principled way as detailed
in (Van Rijsbergen 79, pp. 129–134). When applied to

measuring the quality of a clustering (see, for exam-
ple (Strehl 02, p. 109, eq. 4.24)), the F -measure (which
takes an additional parameter β indicating relative im-
portance of precision and recall) can be computed for
a given “correct” cluster by computing how well the
best attempted cluster replicates (captures) this cor-
rect cluster. The F -measure for the entire clustering is
then computed by taking the weighted average of the
F -measure for one correct cluster across all the correct
clusters, as follows:

Fβ =
∑
C∈C

‖C‖
Ntot

max
A∈A

(β2 + 1)‖A ∩ C‖
β2‖C‖+ ‖A‖ (4)

where C is the set of clusters in the correct (human
expert created) clustering, A is the set of clusters in
the attempted clustering (which is being evaluated)
and Ntot =

∑
C∈C ‖C‖ is the total number of elements

(senses) being clustered. As is frequently done, we use
the F1-measure (i.e., β = 1), which weights precision
and recall equally.

We compared our automatically derived clusters
against manual coarse-grained clustering provided by
lexicographers for the SENSEVAL-2 competition for
the English all words and English lexical sample tasks.

The average F1-measure of agreement between the
agglomerative clustering and the manual clustering is
0.787. To better gauge this performance, we compare
it to two baselines.

One baseline we compute is the “exhaustive cluster-
ings” baseline. For a word with N senses, it calculates
the average F1-measure across all possible clusterings
of N senses. Each clustering is treated as equally likely
and each one is compared to the provided “correct”
clustering C. This baseline has the advantage of not
being dependent on our particular attempted cluster-
ing, and thus can be used as a common baseline for
other approaches.

Comparing solely to the “exhaustive clusterings”
baseline, however, leaves open the possibility that clus-
tering based on the confusion matrices outperforms
the baseline by simply “guessing clusters of reason-
able sizes.” To investigate whether this is the case, we
constructed a “same cluster size” baseline, employing
a methodology similar to that of (Tomuro 01).

In the “same cluster size” baseline, clusters of
the same size as in the attempted (confusion-matrix
based) clustering are used, but senses are assigned to
these clusters at random. For each word, 5000 same-
cluster-size clusterings are generated and the mean F1-
measure for them is reported.

The “exhaustive clustering” baseline yielded an av-
erage F -measure of 0.666 across all words. The “same
cluster size” baseline, which incorporated informa-
tion about the attempted cluster sized, yielded an F -
measure of 0.694. The F -measure for confusion matrix
based clustering (0.787) improved on either baseline.

We present the detailed per-word results of the
confusion-matrix based clustering and the two base-
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F of same
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baseline

Word F of
agglom
clust

F of same
size

baseline

F of ex-
haustive
baseline

area 0.611 0.665 0.648 art 0.733 0.733 0.707 attention 0.556 0.621 0.657
authority 0.762 0.686 0.632 bank 0.773 0.620 0.575 bum 0.850 0.713 0.715
cell 0.900 0.733 0.654 chair 0.667 0.723 0.707 channel 0.771 0.674 0.628
child 0.833 0.721 0.707 church 0.778 0.778 0.767 circuit 0.667 0.702 0.657
claim 0.739 0.716 0.657 concentration 0.738 0.604 0.628 day 0.623 0.627 0.587
degree 0.905 0.662 0.628 detention 0.667 0.667 0.833 door 0.611 0.709 0.657
education 0.889 0.740 0.666 effect 0.722 0.756 0.657 example 0.548 0.666 0.642
extent 1.000 1.000 0.833 facility 1.000 0.702 0.670 family 0.694 0.586 0.615
fatigue 0.750 0.779 0.717 feeling 0.722 0.644 0.657 function 0.889 0.742 0.666
grip 1.000 0.726 0.640 growth 0.595 0.561 0.610 holiday 1.000 1.000 0.833
home 0.537 0.597 0.587 hope 0.722 0.656 0.646 importance 1.000 1.000 0.833
interest 0.633 0.590 0.640 lady 0.800 0.800 0.780 level 0.691 0.641 0.628
material 1.000 0.678 0.679 matter 0.849 0.652 0.651 meeting 0.706 0.653 0.646
mind 0.771 0.604 0.628 mouth 0.925 0.690 0.614 name 0.833 0.817 0.666
nation 0.750 0.775 0.717 nature 0.800 0.679 0.679 post 0.717 0.629 0.607
presence 1.000 0.652 0.646 process 0.694 0.650 0.654 reason 0.905 0.659 0.642
report 0.776 0.612 0.630 rest 1.000 0.844 0.648 restraint 0.694 0.650 0.654
school 0.762 0.672 0.628 sense 0.722 0.743 0.666 series 0.918 0.635 0.622
source 0.724 0.607 0.610 spade 0.778 0.778 0.767 story 0.905 0.655 0.651
stress 0.867 0.728 0.679 surface 1.000 0.671 0.654 term 0.667 0.705 0.657
test 0.571 0.644 0.628 text 1.000 0.720 0.715 type 0.778 0.634 0.651
unit 0.629 0.605 0.628 use 0.810 0.618 0.622 water 0.880 0.708 0.679
work 0.914 0.611 0.620 AVERAGE 0.787 0.694 0.666

Table 3: Per-word clustering results: (1) F -measure of correctness of agglomerative clustering; (2) baseline A: F of
random clustering with clusters of same size as in (1); (3) baseline B: mean F across all possible clusterings.

lines in Table 3.

6 Summary

We proposed approaches to two problems in enabling
WSD: the construction of large sense tagged corpora
and the creation of coarse-grained sense inventories. In
both cases, our solutions rely on data collected through
a Web-based system where users can contribute their
knowledge of sense annotations.

We evaluated the quantity and quality of the data
collected from Web users, and showed how these data
can be used to improve WSD performance. We also
investigated methods of clustering fine-grained word
senses based on confusion matrices of inter-annotator
agreement.

The former result points to a promise of large, inex-
pensive, and potentially well-focused (through active
learning) sense inventories; the latter result supports
the broader notion that disagreement of human con-
tributors, as well as their agreement, can carry useful,
extractable information.
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Abstract

A new grammar formalism, CHR Grammars
(CHRG), is proposed that provides a constraint-
solving approach to language analysis, built on
top of the programming language of Constraint
Handling Rules in the same way as Definite
Clause Grammars (DCG) on Prolog. CHRG
works bottom-up and adds the following fea-
tures when compared with DCG: – An inher-
ent treatment of ambiguity without backtrack-
ing. – Robust parsing; do not give up in case
of errors but return the recognized phrases. –
A flexibility to produce and consume arbitrary
hypotheses making it straightforward to deal
with abduction, integrity constraints, operators
à la assumption grammars, and to incorporate
other constraint solvers. – Context-sensitive
rules that apply for disambiguation, coordina-
tion in natural language, and tagger-like rules.

1 Introduction

Definite Clause Grammars (Colmerauer 75;
Pereira & Warren 80) (DCG) have been appre-
ciated for their declarative nature and execu-
tion environment inherited from the logic pro-
gramming language Prolog. Where Prolog and
DCG work top-down, the language of Constraint
Handling Rules (Frühwirth 98) (CHR) provides
a logic programming framework for bottom-up
computations that implies several advantages for
language processing (Abdennadher & Schütz 98;
Abdennadher & Christiansen 00). In fact, any
context-free grammar or DCG can be rewritten
in a straightforward way as a set of propagation
rules of CHR that serves as an error robust parser
with an inherent treatment of ambiguity without
backtracking, and no artificial nonterminals are
necessary as often in a DCG. Restrictions are that
empty productions and loops among nonterminals
cannot be handled.

A new and powerful grammar formalism, called
CHRG for CHR Grammars, is proposed with a
form of context-sensitive rules that can take into
account arbitrary grammar symbols to the left
and right of a sequence supposed to match a given
nonterminal. This allows tagger-like grammar

rules, it can be used for disambiguating simple
and ambiguous context-free grammar rules, and
provides also a way to handle coordination in nat-
ural language as shown by an example: The fol-
lowing rules are excerpt of a CHR grammar for
sentences such as “Peter likes and Mary detests
spinach”.
sub(A), verb(V), obj(B) ::> sent(s(A,V,B)).
subj(A), verb(V) /- [and], sent(s(_,_,B))

::> sent(s(A,V,B)).

The first rule is to be understood in the usual
way that a complete sub-verb-obj sequence can
be reduced to a sent node. The second rule is an
example of a context-sensitive rule: It applies to
a subj-verb sequence only when followed by ter-
minal symbol “and” and another sent node, and
in this case the incomplete sentence takes its sub-
ject, matched by variable B, from this following
sent node. The marker “/-” separates the subj-
verb sequence from the required right context; a
similar marker may indicate left context. In con-
trast to most other notations, CHRG mentions
the constituents before the whole to emphasize
the bottom-up nature.

The CHRG notation includes the full expressive
power of CHR, including the ability to integrate
with arbitrary constraint solvers and a highly flex-
ible way to handle sets of extra-grammatical hy-
potheses. For example, abduction for context
comprehension can be characterized in CHRG in
a surprisingly simple way that requires no meta-
level overhead as do other approaches to abduc-
tion in language processing. Elements of linear
logic as in Assumption Grammars (Dahl et al. 97)
are included in a similar way.

2 Background and related work

The notion of constraints, with slightly differ-
ent meanings, is often associated with language
processing. “Constraint grammars” and “uni-
fication grammars” are often used for feature-
structure grammars, and constraint programming



techniques have been applied for the complex con-
straints that arise in natural language processing;
see, e.g., (Allen 95; Duchier 00) for introduction
and overview. One approach using CHR for this
purpose in HPSG is (Penn 00). See also (Blache
00; Duchier & Thater 99; Maruyama 94; Schröder
et al. 00) for similar approaches.

CHR has been applied for diagram parsing by
Meyer (Meyer 00) but not elaborated into a gram-
mar formalism; Morawietz (Morawietz 00) has
implemented deductive parsing (Shieber et al. 95)
in CHR and shown that a specialization of a gen-
eral bottom-up parser leads to rules similar to
those produced by our translator; none of these
consider context in the sense we do. Abduction in
CHR has been applied by (Christiansen & Dahl
02) for diagnosis and correction of grammatical
errors. An attempt to characterize the gram-
mar of ancient Egyptian hieroglyph inscriptions
by means of context-sensitive rules in CHRG is
given by (Hecksher et al. 02). CHR is avail-
able as extension of, among others, SICStus Pro-
log (Swedish Institute of Computer Science 03)
which is the version applied in the present work.
For more details, refer to a forthcoming journal
paper (Christiansen 04) and the website (Chris-
tiansen 02b) for CHRG with source code, user’s
guide and example grammars.

Finally, we mention important advances based
on soft or graduated constraints and statisti-
cally based parsing, representing important ad-
vances for robustness and disambiguation, see,
e.g., (Collins 96; Charniak 97; Heinecke et al. 98;
Abney et al. 99). We have not tried to integrated
such ideas in CHRG but (Bistarelli et al. 02)
have shown how soft constraints can be handled
in CHR so a combination seems possible.

3 Syntax, semantics, and
implementation of CHRG

A CHR Grammar, or CHRG for short consists
of finite sets of grammar and constraints symbols
and a finite set of grammar rules.

An attributed grammar symbol, for short called
a grammar symbol, is formed as a logical atom
whose predicate symbol is a grammar symbol; a
grammar symbol formed by token/1 is called a
terminal, any other grammar symbol a nontermi-
nal. Sequences of terminal symbols token(a1),
. . ., token(an) may also be written [a1, . . ., an];
if ground, such a sequence is called a string.

A propagation (grammar) rule is of the form

α -\ β /- γ ::> G | δ.

The part of the rule preceding the arrow ::> is
called the head, G the guard, and δ the body;
α, β, γ, δ are sequences of grammar symbols and
constraints so that β contains at least one gram-
mar symbol, and δ contains exactly one grammar
symbol which is a nonterminal (and perhaps con-
straints); α (γ) is called left (right) context and β
the core of the head; G is a guard as in CHR that
may test properties for the variables in the head
of the rule. If left or right context is empty, the
corresponding marker is left out and if G is empty
(interpreted as true), the vertical bar is left out.
The convention from DCG is adopted that non-
grammatical constraints in head and body of a
rule are enclosed in curly brackets.

The implemented system combines CHRG with
rules of CHR and Prolog which is convenient
for defining behaviour of non-grammatical con-
straints. CHRG includes also notation for gaps
and parallel match not described here.

In Chomskian grammars, derivations are de-
fined over strings of symbols and this suffices
also for a large class of CHRGs. Several aspects
of CHRG make this too restrictive: Context-
sensitive rules of CHRG extend those of Chomsky
by the possibility to refer to any grammar sym-
bol which has been created at some stage during
derivation (not only the “current” stage); extra-
grammatical hypotheses created during a deriva-
tion serve as a common resource for all subsequent
derivation steps; CHRG includes other sorts of
rules (below) inherited from CHR which need to
be specified in a bottom-up fashion.

The most obvious way to define derivations in
CHRG seems to be to represent sequencing by
means of word boundaries (e.g., integer numbers)
and each stage in the derivation as a constraint
store. For each grammar symbol N of arity n, we
assume a corresponding constraint also denoted
by N of arity n + 2 called an indexed grammar
symbol with the two extra arguments referred to
as phrase (or word) boundaries.

For a grammar symbol S = N(ā), the nota-
tion Sn0,n1 refers to the indexed grammar symbol
N(n0,n1,ā) with integers n0 < n1; in case of a
terminal, n0 + 1 = n1 is assumed. For any se-
quence σ of grammar symbols S1, . . . , Sk and in-
creasing integers n0, n1, . . . , nk, we let σn0,nk re-



fer to the set {Sn0,n1
1 , . . . , S

nk−1,nk

k } with the ex-
istence of n1, . . . , nk−1 understood. This extends
so that for a sequence of grammar symbols and
extra-grammatical constraints, we remove all con-
straints from the sequence, put indexes on the
remaining grammar symbols, and add again the
constraints in their original position.

A constraint store is a set of constraints and in-
dexed grammar symbols and the initial store for
a terminal string σ is the store σ0,k where k is the
length of σ. An instance (and ground instance)
of a grammar rule is defined in the usual way. A
derivation step from one constraint store S1 to an-
other S2 by an instance of a propagation grammar
rule α -\β /- γ ::>G|δ is defined whenever

• ` ∃x̄G where x̄ are the variables in G not in
α, β, γ,

• αi,j ∪ βj,k ∪ γk,` ⊆ S1, and S2 = S1 ∪ δj,k.

Useful for optimization purposes, CHRG includes
two other sorts of rules that reflect the under-
lying CHR system. A simplification (grammar)
rule is similar to a propagation rule except that
the arrow is replaced by <:>; a simpagation (gram-
mar) rule is similar to a simplification except that
one or more grammar symbols or constraints in
the core of the head are prefixed by an exclama-
tion mark “!”. Derivation with these rules is de-
fined as above, except that the new state is given
S2 = S1 ∪ δj,k \ βj,k ∪ β′j,k where β′j,k are those
elements of βj,k prefixed by exclamation marks.

A parsing derivation for terminal string σ (and
given grammar) is defined as a sequence of steps
starting with state σ0,n. A final constraint store
is one in which no further step can apply; for any
grammar symbol N with N0,n in the final store,
we say that N is accepted from σ.

CHRG is implemented by a compiler that
translates a grammar into a CHR program which,
when executed, realizes the semantics defined
above. Basically, it extends grammar symbols
with arguments for word boundaries.

For propagation rules, the final state is inde-
pendent of the order in which rules apply but in
general, this order does matter. The implemented
system inherits a specific order from CHR defined
roughly as follows: Enter the tokens into the store
in sequence and apply as many rules as possible
before entering the next one; details are spelled
out in (Christiansen 04).

With respect to efficiency, we can rely on the
indexing techniques applied in CHR and expected
future optimizations of the CHR system involving
control and data flow analyses. Referring to re-
sults of (McAllester 00; Ganzinger & McAllester
01; Ganzinger & McAllester 02), complexity re-
sults have been shown that also are verified em-
pirically: A locally unambiguous grammar exe-
cutes linearly in terms of the length of the input
string. For arbitrary grammar without attributes
(including any context-free grammar without sin-
gle productions and loops), complexity is cubic
similarly to classical algorithms such as Early and
Cocke-Younger-Kasami.

4 Examples

The following shows the syntax used in the im-
plemented system. The “handler” command is
a reminiscent of the CHR system; grammar sym-
bols are declared by the grammar symbols con-
struct as shown. The final command has no ef-
fect in the present example, but it adds extra rules
needed for the extensions described below.

handler my_grammar.
grammar_symbols np/0, verb/0, sentence/0.
np, verb, np ::> sentence.
[peter] ::> np.
[mary] ::> np.
[likes] ::> verb.
end_of_CHRG_source.

For the string “Peter likes Mary”, the np, verb,
and np are recognized, and then the sentence
rule applies. This grammar consists of propa-
gation rules, so the tokens, nps, and verb are
not consumed. If a rule were added, say np,
[likes] ::> sentence1, a sentence as well as a
sentence1 would be recognized. If all rules were
changed into simplification rules (changing ::> to
<:>), only one would be recognized. For an am-
biguous grammar of propagation rules, a sentence
node is generated for each different reading.

Context-sensitive rules were shown in the intro-
duction for coordination handling. In the follow-
ing, left and right contexts are applied in a tagger-
like fashion to classify nouns as subj or obj ac-
cording to their position relative to the verb.

noun(A) /- verb(_) ::> subj(A).
verb(_) -\ noun(A) ::> obj(A).
noun(A), [and], subj(B) ::> subj(A+B).
obj(A), [and], noun(B) ::> obj(A+B).



Context parts perhaps combined with simplifi-
cation rules can be used for disambiguation of
straightforward and otherwise ambiguous gram-
mars. The following shows a grammar for arith-
metic expressions with traditional operator prece-
dence; the semicolon denotes alternatives in syn-
tactic context and the where notation stands
for syntactic replacement (enhances readability
only); notice how standard Prolog tests are ap-
plied in guards of the two last rules.

e(E1),[+],e(E2) /- Rc <:> e(plus(E1,E2))
where Rc = ([’+’];[’)’];[eof]).

e(E1),[*],e(E2) /- Rc <:> e(times(E1,E2))
where Rc = ([*];[+];[’)’];[eof]).

e(E1),[^],e(E2) /- [X]
<:> X \= ^ | e(exp(E1,E2)).

[’(’], e(E), [’)’] <:> e(E).
[N] <:> integer(N) | e(N).

This grammar uses standard follow items but
hopefully, it illustrates the flexibility that CHRG
provides for a competent grammar writer to engi-
neer compact, yet precise and widely covering lan-
guages specifications without too many artificial
grammar symbols. We do not give examples using
the full flexibility of extra constraints in head and
body of rules, but the principle is indicated in the
following sections that provide more “structured”
ways of using such constraints.

5 Abduction in CHRG

Abduction for language interpretation, as concep-
tual model and implementation, has been recog-
nized by several authors, e.g., (Charniak & Mc-
Dermott 85; Hobbs et al. 93; Christiansen 93;
Gabbay et al. 97) just to mention a small frac-
tion. Usually abduction requires a heavy meta-
level overhead which may be one of the reasons
why abduction seldom is used in practice.

A simple technical trick, initially described
by (Christiansen 02a), can be applied to a gram-
mar so it can run as a CHRG without any ex-
tra abduction machinery. A brief introduction is
given here; full details in (Christiansen 04).

Consider the following grammar rule in which
F refers to a fact about the semantical context
for a given discourse; it can be read as a CHRG
rule or an equivalent DCG rule.

a, b, {F} ::> ab (1)

If two subphrases referred to by a and b have been
recognized and the context condition F holds, it

is concluded that an ab phrase is feasible, gram-
matically as well as with respect to the context.
Analysis with such rules works well when con-
text is known in advance for checking that a given
discourse is syntactically and semantically sound
with respect to that context.

In case the context is unknown, we have a more
difficult abductive problem of finding proper con-
text theory so that an analysis of an observed dis-
course is possible. Rules of the form (1) are not
of much use unless an interpreter that includes
abduction is involved.

Our solution is to move the reference to the
contextual predicates into the other side of the
implication, thus replacing the rule above with
the following:

a, b ::> {F}, ab (2)

Intuitively it reads: If suitable a and b phrases are
found, it is feasible to assert F and, thus, under
this assumption conclude ab.

Obviously, the two formulations (1) and (2)
are not logically equivalent but it is straightfor-
ward to formulate and prove correctness. Formu-
lation (2) can be executed as a CHRG with the
abductive explanation of a discourse being read
out of the final constraint store.

For simplicity of explanation in the following,
assume the underlying grammar to be unambigu-
ous; the full CHRG system includes techniques
not described here to avoid different hypothesis
sets for different parses to be mixed up.

A specification based on abduction needs in-
tegrity constraints (ICs) to suppress senseless ex-
planations and CHR rules are effective for this
purpose as indicated by the following example.

Consider the discourse “Garfield eats Mickey,
Tom eats Jerry, Jerry is mouse, Tom is cat,
Mickey is mouse.” We intend to learn from it a
categorization of the individuals and which cate-
gories that are food items for others. An interest-
ing question is to which category Garfield belongs
as this is not mentioned explicitly. The following
vocabulary is defined; the abducibles declara-
tion is synonymous with CHR’s constraints dec-
laration except that it also introduces predicates
for negated abducibles with ICs that implement
explicit negation.

abducibles food_for/2, categ_of/2.
grammar_symbols name/1, verb/1,
sentence/1, category/1.



The following two CHR rules serve as ICs.
categ_of(N,C1), categ_of(N,C2) ==> C1=C2.
food_for(C1,C), food_for(C2,C) ==> C1=C2.

I.e., the category for a name is unique, and for the
sake of this example it is assumed that a given cat-
egory is the food item for at most one other cate-
gory. The following part of the grammar classifies
the different tokens.
[tom] ::> name(tom). ...
[is] ::> verb(is). ...
verb(is) -\ [X] <:> category(X).

The last rule applies a syntactic left context part
in order to classify any symbol to the right of an
occurrence of “is” as a category.

A sentence “Tom is cat” is only faithful to a
context if categ of(tom,cat) holds in it. Thus,
if sentence “Tom is cat” is taken as true, it is fea-
sible to assume categ of(tom,cat); in general:
name(N), verb(is), category(C) ::>

{categ_of(N,C)}, sentence(is(N,C)).

A sentence “Tom eats Jerry” is only faithful to a
context in which proper categ of and food for
facts hold:
name(N1), verb(eats), name(N2) ::>
{categ_of(N1,C1), categ_of(N2,C2),

food_for(C1,C2)},
sentence(eats(N1,N2)).

Let us trace the analysis of the sample discourse;
only the context facts are recorded. First sentence
“Garfield eats Mickey” gives rise to
categ_of(garfield,X1), categ_of(mickey,X2),
food_for(X1,X2).

The “X”s are uninstantiated variables. The next
“Tom eats Jerry” gives
categ_of(tom,X3), categ_of(jerry,X4),
food_for(X3,X4).

“Jerry is mouse” gives categ of(jerry,mouse),
and the first IC immediately unifies X4 with
mouse. In a similar way “Tom is cat” gives rise to
a unification of X3 with cat and food for(X3,X4)
has become
food_for(cat,mouse).

Finally “Mickey is mouse” produces
categ of(mickey,mouse) that triggers the
first IC unifying X2 with mouse and thus the
second IC sets X1=cat and there is no other
possibility. So as part of the solution to this
language interpretation problem, we have found
that Garfield is a cat.

6 Assumption grammars in CHRG

Assumption Grammars (Dahl et al. 97) (AGs)
include facilities to communicate hypotheses be-
tween different subtrees which differ from abduc-
tion in the sense that hypotheses are explicitly
produced and explicitly used, possible being con-
sumed. A collection of operators is provided to
control the scope of hypotheses which is not possi-
ble with an abductive approach. We explain here
how the AG operators are included in CHRG. For
simplicity, we describe the technique for unam-
biguous grammars; the full CHRG system is able
to handle ambiguity in assumption grammars.

In an AG, the expression +h(a) means to as-
sert a linear hypothesis which can be used once
in the subsequent text by means of the expres-
sion -h(a) (or -h(X), binding X to a) called an
expectation. Asserting the hypothesis by *h(a)
means that it can be used over and over again.
We deviate slightly from the syntax of (Dahl et
al. 97) as to achieve a more symmetric notation
and introduce three operators for so-called time-
less hypotheses, =+, =-, and =*, whose meanings
are similar except that assumptions can be used
and consumed in any order. The operators are
defined as constraints in CHR and can be called
from the body of grammar rules. The interaction
between the operators is implemented by CHR
rules, roughly of the following shape (shown for
the time-less versions only).
=+A, =-B <=> A=B.
=*A \ =-B <=> A=B.

By the first rule, a pair of assumption =+h(a)
and expectation =-h(X) are removed from the
constraint store producing the effect of binding
X to a. If assumption =*h(a) were used instead,
the second rule can apply to several instances of
=-h(· · ·). The actual rules in the system are a bit
more complicated so that an expectation =-h(X)
can try out different possible assumptions.

We sketch an example adapted from (Dahl et al.
97). We consider sentences with pronouns and co-
ordination such as “Martha likes and Mary likes
Paul; she hates her”. We add gender to names
and pronouns, and whenever a name appears as
subject or object (in this grammar grouped as
nps), an assumption is made that the given name
is acting. A pronoun as subject or object gives
rise to an expectation for someone acting of ap-
propriate gender. The principle is shown by the
following excerpt.



[mary] <:> name(mary, fem).
[she] <:> pronoun(fem).
name(X,Gender) <:>

*acting(X,Gender), np(X,Gender).
pronoun(Gender) <:>

-acting(X,Gender), np(X,Gender).

To handle the coordination problem, an incom-
plete sentence raises a time-less expectation for a
subject which is met by the assumption produced
by the full sentence at the end.

np(A,_), verb(V) /- [and] <:>
=-ref_object(B), sentence(s(A,V,B)).

np(A,_), verb(V), np(B,_) <:>
=*ref_object(B), sentence(s(A,V,B)).

One of the possible final states produced for
the sample text above contains sentence
symbols with the following attributes:
s(martha,like,paul), s(mary,like,paul),
and s(mary,hate,martha). The CHRG version
of AG goes beyond the original proposal by
adding integrity constraints.

7 Conclusion

CHR Grammars founded of current constraint
logic technology have been introduced, and their
application to aspects of natural language syntax
illustrated by small examples. CHRG is a tech-
nologically updated ancestor of Definite Clause
Grammars: A relative transparent layer of syn-
tactic sugar over a declarative programming lan-
guage, providing both conceivable semantics and
fairly efficient implementation. In CHRG we
have just replaced Prolog by Constraint Handling
Rules. The result of this shift is a very powerful
formalism in which several linguistic aspects usu-
ally considered to be complicated or difficult are
included more or less for free:

• Ambiguity and grammatical errors are hand-
led in a straightforward way, all different
(partial) parses are evaluated in parallel.

• Context-sensitive rules, which are inherent
part of the paradigm, handle coordination in
an immediate way.

• Abduction, which is useful for identifying in-
directly implied information, is expressed di-
rectly with no additional computational de-
vices needed.

Context-sensitive rules combined with ability to
handle left-recursion (as opposed to DCG) are a
great help for producing grammars with relatively
few, concise rules without artificial nonterminals;
a drawback is the lack of empty production.

There is a large unexplored potentiality in
CHRG and language processing by means of
CHR. We can mention the possibility of inte-
grating arbitrary constraint solvers, and adding
weights to prioritize between different parses (and
abductive explanations!) seems quite straightfor-
ward. As already mentioned, (Bistarelli et al. 02)
have shown how to handle soft constraints in CHR
and this opens up for integrating recent results in
statistically based parsing.

In another paper (Christiansen & Dahl 02) we
have extended with facilities for error detection
and correction. Robustness combined with flex-
ibility (e.g., error correction) makes application
in speech systems interesting: If, e.g., the pho-
netic component cannot distinguish a token from
being hats or cats, we simply add both to the in-
put state with identical boundaries. Parsing from
a state {token(0,1,hats), token(0,1,cats),
token(1,2,eat), token(2,3,mice)} will explore
the different options in parallel, with only those
satisfying syntactic and semantic requirements of
the actual grammar leading to a full parse tree.

No real-world applications have been developed
in CHRG yet, but we have good expectation for
scalability as selected grammars can run in linear
time. Furthermore, the full flexibility of the un-
derlying CHR and Prolog machinery is available
for optimizations. Independently, CHRG is avail-
able as powerful modeling and prototyping tool.

In a way, the idea is näıve, almost too näıve,
just applying grammar rules bottom-up over and
over until the process stops. However, we can rely
now on the underlying, well-established computa-
tional paradigm of CHR for such rules-based com-
putations. Recent extensions to the CHRG sys-
tem concern notation for optional elements and
improvement of indexing techniques for evalua-
tion of different abducibles/assumptions sets in
parallel, and new grammars are under develop-
ment in the system.

It is our hope that the availability of the CHRG
system can stimulate research in constraint-based
language analysis, ideally leading to a full inte-
gration of lexical, grammatical, semantical, and
pragmatic processing.
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Abstract
We report on significant performance gains (factor
> 5.5 with ceiling effect, 14.7 without) that can be
achieved by a redesign of the implementation of verb-
movement in an HPSG for German. We show that
the move from uniformly right branching structures
to variable left/right branching is not only defensible
on linguistic grounds, but also leads to a more general
grammar, if the formalism does not permit empty cat-
egories.

1 Introduction
Within the context of phrase structure grammar, the proper
treatment of free word order and discontinuous con-
stituency has been a matter of much controversial debate
over at least the last 15 years. The types of analysis being
proposed range from GB-style verb-movement analyses,
over essentially flat structures, to entirely novel concepts
such as topological accounts within word order domains.
Although many HPSG theoreticians nowadays assume lin-
earisation approaches such as (Reape 94; Kathol 95), most
current HPSG parsers rely on a context-free backbone for
efficiency reasons. A notable exception is the Babel system
(Müller 96; Müller 02), which permits direct processing of
discontinuity in a way similar to the proposals by (Reape
94) and (Kathol 95).1 Unfortunately, with respect to per-
formance, the BABEL system cannot really compete with
systems such as PET (Callmeier 00).2 Thus, in the context
of grammar implementation for real-world applications, di-
rect processing of discontinuity is but a hypothetical op-
tion.
In this paper, I will compare two different ways of repre-

senting German clausal phrase structure, a right-branching
analysis with verb movement, and a variable-branching
analysis. I will argue that most arguments in favour of a
uniformly right-branching phrase structure for German are
flawed within the context of feature-based formalisms and,
furthermore, that their implementation in trace-less gram-
mar formalisms, such as LKB (Copestake 01) or PET is far
from elegant. I will then present an alternative implemen-
tation in terms of left- and right-branching structures and
show that this will not only lead to a significant reduction
in grammar rules, but also will give rise to considerable
performance gains.

∗ This work was partially financed by a BMBF grant to the
project Whiteboard.

1(Reape 91) also reports on an implementation effort for di-
rect parsing of discontinuity. However, the system described there
does not use a large-scale grammar.

2Comparing the relative performance differences between
PET and Babel, (Müller 02) reports that his PET grammar per-
formed around 13 times faster than the Babel grammar, when
parsing the Verbmobil corpus.

2 German word order: some basic issues
Verb placement A well-known property of German
clausal structure is the variable position assumed by the fi-
nite verb: while finite verbs in complementiser-introduced
subclauses appear clause-finally (modulo extraposition),
their position in matrix clauses can be said to be initial
(V1 or V2), typically preceded by a topicalised constituent
or a wh-phrase, if any. The alternation between verb first
and verb second is a matter of extraneous factors, such
as sentence mood (e.g., polarity questions) or topic drop.
Topological studies of German(ic) refer to the position of
complementisers and matrix finite verbs as the left sentence
bracket.
The left sentence bracket is highly selective as to the el-
ements which can appear there: apart from complementis-
ers, only finite verbs can be found in this position, while
non-finite verbs as well as separable verb particles get
“stranded” in the right sentence bracket. Thus, in matrix
clauses, analytic tense forms such as the perfective, or even
lexical items, such as separable prefix verbs, will be re-
alised discontinuously.
Within transformational grammar, the complementary
distribution of V1/V2 and overt complementisers has been
taken as evidence for a movement analysis, deriving initial
placement from an underlyingly head-final position. Be-
fore the advent of purely linearisation-based accounts, this
perspective on German word order has had some consider-
able impact on HPSG analyses (Kiss & Wesche 91; Kiss
95; Netter 92; Frank 94; Oliva 92; Netter 98; Müller &
Kasper 00).

Scrambling Another salient and well-known feature of
German syntax is the relative freedom in which comple-
ments can appear in the so-calledMittelfeld, the topological
field between left and right sentence bracket. Not only can
complements of a single verb get easily permuted, subject
to factors such as phonological weight, and given/new par-
titioning (Uszkoreit 87), but they can also be interspersed
with all sorts of modifiers. This property has often been
taken as evidence against a classical VP constituent for
German (Pollard 96; Uszkoreit 87; Nerbonne 94), among
others.
Scrambling of complements is not limited to the depen-
dents of a single verb: certain verbs, such as auxiliaries,
modals, and aci-verbs are said to construct coherently, hav-
ing their own complements and those of their verbal com-
plements interleaved. In HPSG, coherence is standardly
modelled by means of argument composition (see (Hin-
richs & Nakazawa 90; Kiss 94), among others). As ar-
gued by (Müller 00), probably all control and raising verbs
in German permit optional coherence. Furthermore, in the
coherent construction, adjuncts are systematically ambigu-



ous in that they may modify either the upstairs or the down-
stairs verb, subject, of course, to semantics and pragmatics.

2.1 Flat structures vs. binary branching
Starting with (Uszkoreit 87), many researchers within the
phrase structure framework have taken the relative free-
dom of word order in the Mittelfeld as evidence to argue
against a classical VP constituent and in favour of entirely
flat structures, e.g., (Pollard 96; Nerbonne 94; Kasper 94).
Due to the interspersal of complements and modifiers, an
analysis in terms of entirely flat structures necessitates the
use of relational dependencies or else a type-raising ap-
proach along the lines of (Bouma et al. 01). These con-
sequences might have led researchers such as (Netter 92;
Netter 98; Frank 94), among others, to stick with binary
branching.
In the light of current implementations of the HPSG for-
malism, binary branching does indeed offer some consid-
erable advantages: not only is it possible to formulate the
Subcategorisation or Valence Principle without the need
for functional or relational constraints, but it also provides
a straightforward way to interleave head-complement and
head-modifier structures. As demonstrated in (Müller 02),
the implementation of flat structures in HPSG formalisms
without relational constraints, forces one to either spell out
all different permutations in the grammar rules for heads
of different valency, giving rise to an unmaintainably high
number of phrase structure schemata, or else to permute
the valence lists by means of lexical rules. A still un-
solved problem is the treatment of modifiers: as adjuncts
and complements can be freely interspersed, and because
the position of adjuncts in the German Mittelfeld is not
fixed, or otherwise predictable, adoption of an entirely flat
structure in the Mittelfeld will lead to yet another prolifer-
ation of phrase structure schemata. A possible solution to
the dilemma might be to assume a type-raising approach
along the lines of (Bouma et al. 01). However, as argued
by (Müller 02), such an approach will lead to termination
problems, unless lazy evaluation is used, or the number of
adjuncts is artificially restricted in the lexicon. Thus, for
grammar implementation targetted at systems such as LKB
and PET, which do not offer either relational constraints or
lazy evaluation, a binary branching analysis is the only vi-
able option.

2.2 Right branching vs. variable branching
Among the theoretical accounts that assume a binary
branching structure there appears to be overwhelming con-
sent that German verbal projections should have a uni-
formly right-branching structure. While this choice seems
to be guided, at least in part by the GB analyses that
serve as their model, together with general aesthetic con-
siderations, it is noteworthy, though, that with the excep-
tion of (Netter 98), all other proponents of uniform right-
branching (Kiss & Wesche 91; Oliva 92; Frank 94) as-
sume a left-branching structure to combine the initial verb
with the remainder of the clause. What is common to all
these approaches is that the uniformity of VP structures is
achieved at the expense of postulating an empty phrase-
final head whose valence information is lexically unspeci-
fied, “later” to be filled by the initial verb via some perco-
lation mechanism.
An alternative view, discussed in brief in (Netter 98),
would be to assume right branching structures if the finite

verb is in final position, yet left-branching structures, if it
happens to precede the Mittelfeld. As far as I am aware,
this position has not been adopted by any HPSG theoreti-
cian. Cf., however, the German LS-GRAM grammar doc-
umented in (Schmidt et al. 96), as well as (Hoeksema 85)
for a proposal along these lines in the context of Categorial
Grammar.

(1) [[[[ Bringt]
brings

Peter]
Peter

morgen]
tomorrow

die
the
Ladung]
cargo

‘Does Peter deliver the cargo tomorrow?’
(2) [Peter [ morgen [ die Ladung [ bringt ]]]]

(Netter 98) utterly rejects this solution as linguistically
unmotivated, providing the following arguments: first, rep-
resentation of canonical order would require inversion of
the valence lists; second, that left-branching structures
would give rise to constituents which cannot otherwise be
attested in the syntax of German. This latter point appears
rather weak to me, given that there is hardly any evidence
for a classical VP constituent in German anyway (Uszko-
reit 87; Pollard 96; Nerbonne 94). The third argument
Netter provides relates to the reversal of tree-structural c-
command relations, which he takes as decisive for deter-
mining scope. (Müller 02) essentially replicates this argu-
ment, stating that the relative scope of modifiers in German
is standardly determined from left to right.

(3) a. Peter
Peter

kommt
comes

oft
often

vergeblich.
in vain

‘Peter comes often in vain.’
b. Peter
Peter

kommt
comes

vergeblich
in vain

oft.
often

‘It is in vain that Peter comes often.’

Of course, as (Müller 02) adds in a footnote, the valid-
ity of this argument depends entirely on what the appropri-
ate representation should be to determine order-sensitive
scope, i.e., tree structure or surface order.3 Within current
HPSG theory, however, the notion of c-command does not
play any significant role (Pollard & Sag 94). With most
implementations of the HPSG formalism traversal of (non-
local) tree structure is dispreferred, as it is quite costly. Fur-
thermore, the formalism provides much more flexible tools
than bare phrase structure to capture the relevant relations,
most notably feature percolation.
On a more general ground we may ask, whether the pos-
tulated left-to-right rule is really a hard constraint of the
grammar, or merely a performance preference, however
strong. Once we provide a proper context, it appears that
this “rule” can easily be overridden:

(4) Da
there

muß
must

es
it
schon
already

erhebliche
severe

Probleme
problems

mit
with

der
the

Ausrüstung
equipment

gegeben
given

haben,
have

da
since

wegen
because.of

schlechten
bad

Wetters
weather

ein
a
Reinhold
R.

Messmer
M.

niemals
never

aufgäbe.
would give up

‘There must have been severe problems with the equip-
ment, since someone like Reinhold Messmer would
never give up just because of the bad weather.’

3A similar reservation could be formulated for the argument
concerning canonical order, even more so, as it is far from evident
how the competing factors shaping constituent order in the Ger-
man Mittelfeld should be amenable to a formal treatment without
soft constraints (Uszkoreit 87).



The preferred, and probably only reading regarding the
relative scope of wegen ‘because’ and niemals ‘never’ has
the former within the scope of the latter, contrary to what
linear order or a right-branching tree structure would sug-
gest.
If, however, modifier scope was a direct function of tree-
structural position it will be far from trivial, within a mono-
tonic formalism such as HPSG, to overrule the syntactic
constraint on scoping by means of contextual factors.
A similar argument can be built up from the attachment
properties of intersective modifiers: If we consider the co-
herent construction, we find that intersective modifiers can
modify either of the verbs in the verbal cluster:

(5) daß
that
ohne
without

Regenschirm
umbrella

ein
a
Vater
father

seine
his

Kinder
children

aus
out

dem
the
Haus
house

gehen
go

ließ
let

‘that a father let his children leave the house without um-
brellas.’

What is noteworthy about the example above is that the
PP ohne Regenschirm may, and, given world knowledge,
must be interpreted as a modifier of the downstairs verb.
However, due to the intervention of the upstairs verb’s sub-
ject, we cannot provide a binary-branching tree structure
where the subject c-commands the upstairs ließ, but the PP
would only c-command the downstairs gehen. If tree struc-
ture was indeed the representation where the semantics of
modification got read off, we would not be able to derive
any narrow scope readings of verbal modifiers, once these
get scrambled over an upstairs argument. Thus, following
(Kiss 95), some semantic percolation mechanism would be
required here, in addition to tree structure, in order to de-
rive the correct modifier attachment.
Thus, if the semantics of modification cannot be deter-
mined on the basis of tree structure alone, we can conclude
that the only empirical argument against left-branching in
German clausal structure finally turns out to be under-
motivated.

3 An experiment
Having established so far that the uniformly right-
branching analysis is not linguistically superior to one that
uses asymmetric left- and right-branching structures, I will
now proceed towards an evaluation of these two approaches
with respect to their efficiency in the context of a large-
scale computational grammar of German. I will show that
a variable left- and right-branching approach provides for
a more concise grammar specification than the symmetric
analysis, and that significant performance gains will ensue,
without any loss in linguistic coverage.

3.1 The grammars
3.1.1 Uniform right-branching
The baseline of our experiment is the competence gram-
mar initially developed by (Müller & Kasper 00) in the con-
text of the Verbmobil project. Owing to this background,
it is probably safe to say that it is primarily designed for
spoken language processing. Thus, no advantage is taken
of punctuation marks typically found in written text. Since
2000, Müller has further extended this grammar, both on
the lexical and the syntactic level. Furthermore, he ported

the Verbmobil grammar, originally written for the PAGE
system (Uszkoreit et al. 94), to LKB/PET. The specific
version of that grammar used in this experiment dates from
May 2002.
The grammar consists exclusively of binary and unary
rules. Different order of complements in the Mittelfeld is
taken care of by permutation of the  list, a task car-
ried out by a set of lexical rules. The treatment of verb
placement in this grammar differs drastically fromMüller’s
own theoretical workings, as well as from his implemented
BABEL grammar; see (Müller 02) for a detailed compar-
ison. In the LKB/PET implementation, he adopts a head
movement approach in the vein of (Kiss & Wesche 91;
Frank 94; Oliva 92). Due to the ban on traces in LKB/PET,
he uses unary rules to simulate a verbal trace in final po-
sition. The  list of the empty verb so introduced is
highly underspecified, minimally containing a restriction
on the maximal number of arguments (5), encoded as types.
 is passed up the tree by means of the head feature
1, which gets identified with the local value of the initial
verb after all complements have been saturated.
The implementation of a trace by means of a unary pro-
jection makes it necessary to spell out every possible rela-
tion a sentence-final constituent, a complement, a modifier,
or the verb cluster, could bear w.r.t. the initial verb. As
German is a free word order language it is actually hard
to predict what kind of element will appear finally, in case
there is no right sentence bracket, i.e., a verb cluster. Thus,
we observe a proliferation of very specialised epsilon-rules,
e.g. for complements, for adjuncts, several rules for the
verb-cluster (which perform, inter alia, the interleaving of
 lists) etc.4
Given that, under a uniformly right-branching analysis,

the eps-rules must be able to apply to non-verbal mate-
rial, during parsing, these rules also apply to non-final con-
stituents, filling the chart with mostly useless hypotheses.
Worse, as subcategorisation information of the hypothe-
sised empty verb is completely underspecified, they can
combine with other constituents to their left (and right).
Turning to the issue of order-sensitive scope, note that

Müller’s LKB/PET implementation does not exploit this
for semantics construction. Thus, irrespective of linear or-
der, or rather: c-command relations, both scopings are al-
ways available. If adjunct extraction is involved, i.e. if a
modifier appears in the Vorfeld, a topic position, the gram-
mar assigns two different syntactic analyses: one where
the modifier in the Mittelfeld takes syntactic scope over
the trace of the extracted adjunct, and one where the trace
takes scope over the modifier in the Mittelfeld. Again, the
MRS representations associated with these tree structures
are completely identical. From the point of view of the
semantic representations obtained, one may call this a spu-
rious ambiguity.
To conclude, the implemented version of a uniformly
head-final analysis is neither particularly elegant, nor does
it appear restrictive enough to warrant efficient process-
ing. Furthermore, the potential gain that uniform right-
branching might bear in terms of modifier scope, is only

4In formalisms that do not permit empty terminals (=traces)
the effect of trace insertion can be simulated by means of unary
non-headed productions applying to a constituent adjacent to the
hypothesised position of the empty element. These rules must
be differentiated as to the syntacto-semantic relation the daughter
bears w.r.t. the simulated verb trace.



hypothetical, as it does not have an impact on the seman-
tic representations derived. A similar observation can be
made regarding canonical order, owing to the fact that his
LKB/PET grammar does not specify any restriction on the
relative order of complements and/or adjuncts in the Mit-
telfeld.

3.1.2 Variable left- and right-branching
The revised grammar, which I will briefly describe here,
was derived from Müller’s original LKB/PET grammar
during the second half of 2002. Thus, apart from the
changes reported on here, both grammars share a consid-
erable code base.
As to the linguistic analysis, I have chosen to stick with
the “movement” analysis whenever this was necessary to
relate discontinuous elements of the cluster, and the domain
of application for the eps-rule could be restricted. Thus,
stranded verb particles and overt final verb-cluster are still
related to the initial finite verb via the original percolation
mechanism. For verb-initial structures without a right sen-
tence bracket, however, I assume a left branching structure,
permitting direct local saturation of the finite verb’s argu-
ments. Thus, the current implementation removes the per-
colation mechanism in exactly those cases where it is both
unnecessary, and highly costly. As a side effect, this re-
duces the number of rules for verb movement from 24 to
6.

3.2 Experimental setup
All test runs reported here were performed on the same
hardware platform, a 2.2 GHz Pentium 4 machine, run-
ning Linux v2.4.20. In order to be able to carry out the
experiments on comparatively large corpora, it was nec-
essary to restrict overall parsing times: therefore an up-
per bound of 70,000 was set regarding the number of pas-
sive edges used during each individual parse. If this upper
bound is reached, the PET parser flags that the search space
could not be explored exhaustively, but nevertheless deliv-
ers any results obtained so far. The performance on each
test run was recorded with the [incr tsdb()] tool (Oepen &
Flickinger 98).
Both grammars have been set up to use the same optimi-
sations in the PET parser, most notably quick check (Kiefer
et al. 99; Callmeier 00): For the present experiment, quick
check paths were established for each grammar individu-
ally, using the same set of 290 sentences from an unrelated
domain (tourist information).
Although the revised variable-branching grammar de-
rives genetically from the Müller LKB/PET grammar, the
changes involved are nevertheless considerable. Thus, to
ensure that performance gains are not simply due to a loss
in restrictiveness and/or the set of phenomena being cov-
ered, we conducted a regression test on the manually con-
structed TSNLP test suite, measuring lexical ambiguity,
coverage and overgeneration. With respect to the regres-
sion test, both grammars displayed the same degree of lex-
ical ambiguity (3.26 readings per lexical item). Similarly,
the figures for coverage and overgeneration are compara-
ble, giving identical values for overgeneration (7.3%), as
well as a slight improvement with respect to coverage (old:
73.8%; revised: 74%).
As test corpus for measuring the performance gains, we
have chosen a subset of the Verbmobil corpus, viz. VM
CD-15, a test suite of moderate complexity, with an average

sentence length of 5.18 words. The Verbmobil corpus is
a spoken language corpus for which the original grammar
had been optimised.

3.3 Results
The results of the experiment are summarised in Tables 1
and 2.

Cov (%) >70000 (%) Time (s) Tasks
Old 78.0 16.1 2.41 47512
Rev 85.2 2.5 0.45 8548
Factor 5.29 5.56

Table 1: Verbmobil CD 15 (all parses)

The first table presents the coverage and performance
measures achieved by the individual grammars on the en-
tire set of 2233 sentences, regardless of whether the search
space could be fully explored within the given limit of
70000 passive edges, or not. On this direct comparison,
the revised grammar not only yields a speed-up by a factor
greater than 5, both in parse time and the number of tasks,
but it also clearly achieves better coverage. This is proba-
bly partly related to a better use of available resources: in
only 2.5% of the test items was it the case that the search
space could not be fully explored within the given limit,
whereas with the original grammar, this percentage went
up to 16.1%. Accordingly the average sentence length of
exhaustively parsed sentences is significantly higher with
the revised grammar (4.9 vs. 5.18 words), when compared
to that of the original (3.9 words on average).
Although the relative performance gains are already
quite good on this direct comparison, it is clear that the
original grammar benefits quite strongly from a ceiling ef-
fect here: on 16.1% of the entire test suite, performance
measures with this grammar cannot possibly get any worse
than the time it takes to build 70000 passive edges.

Time (s) Tasks
Old 0.67 12988
Rev 0.04 884
Factor 16.4 14.7

Table 2: Verbmobil CD 15 (exhaustive parses)

Thus, in order to neutralise this ceiling effect, we can
restrict the comparison to exactly those sentences which
could be fully analysed by both of the grammars involved.
Under this condition, the performance factor increases
from about 5.5 to 14.7 (tasks).

3.4 Conclusion
I have argued in this paper that the adoption of an asym-
metric left- and right-branching analysis of German clausal
structure is to be preferred over a seemingly more ele-
gant uniformly right-branching one. I have argued that the
asymmetric treatment is not only defensible on linguistic
grounds, but that it also provides for a more concise spec-
ification and much more efficient use of resources during
run-time.
We believe that the signicant reduction of local ambigu-
ity during parsing will make it feasible to apply approxi-
mation techniques (Kiefer & Krieger 00) to the grammar, a
perspective to be explored in the near future.



The promising results reported here have also been con-
firmed on Verbmobil test suites of increased complex-
ity (VM-CD1, 9 words/sentence). It appears though that
the inefficiency of the original grammar defines an upper
bound on the sentence length beyond which no meaning-
ful results can be obtained, due to space exhaustion. We
therefore plan to make use of ambiguity packing (Oepen
& Carroll 00), which makes more efficient use of the parse
chart, to investigate how each of the two grammars will
scale up, once average sentence length is increased.
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yzy yzy|{} á4~4�4�]�N�]�>�V�2� �F�>�]�f�4�o���V�>�V�2� �9�>�V�f�4���
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�1ðiù�ëÐõ�B ��� ²ª°�¸�«Á¬¶«Â�§V½í²ª°�¸}¯�ÀÁÀ±²ª°�¬¶¹VÀ¼¨ª¬.ÂWËµ¨�¯�«§j°}¿Æ¹V¬¶«Á§VÈ yzy ¯�§j¿ yzy�{¸�Â�§j¬â¨¶²�¯�«§\¨)¬¶°�¨ª¬
a9a ÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDô�ö	ñ�ò�óµûgêíì`õLö�é`ñ�ñ.ó±ò�ô�ønó±ò�ð�ëíêíî5��økò�óuý

ô��`õ·õ��`êíö}ô}õÇî�÷lõ9ó±øÝõÇêÐô��`õ\ò�ð�ëíêíî(�±õÇì_�e�Dñ.õ\ò�óuîe�gý ó±ò�e�e�
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ó±ø·ô��`õÇý ùwó±ô��p	 a9a6� ÷lóuî�ö�ô}ò�ð±êíîDô�ö�õ��gô}õÇî�ì ô��`õ a9a ö�õ\ô
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04959417
 husk_tomato
 ground_cherry

00145061
 recompense
 compensation

00054202
 reparation
 amends

07838392
 tomatillo
 miltomate
 purple_ground_cherry
 jamberry
 Physalis_philadelphica

07838030
 strawberry_tomato
 dwarf_cape_gooseberry
 Physalis_pruinosa

08150656
 compensation

08157161
 reparation

08156719
 amends
 indemnity
 indemnification
 restitution
 redress
 damages

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

04959713
 strawberry_tomato
 dwarf_cape_gooseberry

07838196
 tomatillo
 jamberry
 Mexican_husk_tomato
 Physalis_ixocarpa

07837036
 ground_cherry
 husk_tomato

04959611
 tomatillo

07837446
 downy_ground_cherry
 strawberry_tomato
 Physalis_pubescens

07275091
 sweet_gum
 satin_walnut
 hazelwood
+red_gum

07291922
 gumwood
 gum

07274962
 sweet_gum
 liquidambar

07296437
 eucalyptus_gum
 eucalyptus_kino
 red_gum

08953071
 gum

05007938
 trout

05008082
 rainbow_trout

05008194
 sea_trout
 salmon_trout
 char

01839256
 lake_trout
 salmon_trout
 Salvelinus_namaycush01838607

  brown_trout
 salmon_trout
 Salmo_trutta

01838790
 rainbow_trout
 Salmo_gairdneri

01838391
 trout

case A

case B

case C

case D

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

�!êÐïué`ò�õ b � K�ëíë���ò�óuî`ï�ëíêíî5�Yö{ö}õÇëÐõÇ÷lô}õÇìØùe� a9a ÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDô
	

q\q^sVt!u4q\v^sÎêíö	î`ó±ôÃëíêíî(�±õÇì���êÐô��^ô���õ����Yñ.õ\ò�óuîe�Yý ønó±ò
ô���õ ó±ô��`õ\ò�÷\ð±î�ì�êíì�ðiô}õ·ô�ðiò�ï±õ\ôcqQw^smu4q\v\uQv�	

Constraint C2
Constraint C1

Constraint C3

00144620
 correction
 correcting
 rectification

00145061
 recompense
 compensation

00054202
 reparation
 amends

[TOP] 00016649
 act
 human_action
 human_activity

[TOP] 00017394
 possession

08150190
 recompense

08150656
 compensation

08157161
 reparation 08156719

 amends
 indemnity
 indemnification
 restitution
 redress
 damages

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

...

00144620
 correction
 correcting
 rectification

00145061
 recompense
 compensation

00054202
 reparation
 amends

[TOP] 00016649
 act
 human_action
 human_activity

08146041
 allowance
 adjustment

...

.

.

.
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ñ�ò�õÇö}õÇîDô}õÇìØêíî?�!êÐïué`ò�õ b 	
���êíöÝ÷lóuî(h�ò�ý�ö)ô��`õ{î`õ\õÇì+ønó±ò��å÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíî5ô�ö1ô}óI�`õÇëÐñ

ô���õ ì�êíö�ð±ý+ù�êíïué�ðiô�êÐóuî êíîã÷\ð±ö�õÇö�ö�é�÷H� ð±ö�ô��`óuö}õ ñ�ò�õ��
ö�õÇî5ô}õÇìåêíî ô��`õÊõ��gð±ý�ñ�ëÐõ�	�4�ó±ô}õ?ô���ðiô�ô���êdö�êíöPð ï±õÇîW�
õ\ò�ð±ëwö�ô�ðiô}õÇý	õÇî5ô
��ûjð±ëíêdìÌønó±òÆð±î��G��êÐõ\ò�ðiò�÷������`ö�êíî�÷lõ�óuî�ë��
÷\ëdð±ö�ö��jö�é`ù�÷\ëíð±ö�ö{ò�õÇëíðiô�êÐóuî�öH��êÐñ�ö{ðiò�õ ù.õÇêíî�ï�é�ö}õÇì)	

H�I�� �'dVR9Z�� O���U]e]T
	��� Y[Z���L RFZ�� Y[efLNT!U]RFY^Z
K�ëÐô��`óué`ïT�*�=õ���ðÇû±õ	ð*B =�= (ÿò�õÇ÷\ð±ëíë'��ñ�ò�õÇ÷\êíö�êÐóuî�êíö�î�ó±ô
ñ.õ\ò�ønõÇ÷lô��±õ\ô
	C���êíöÝêdöÝì�é�õ=ô}ó9ò�õÇý�ð±êdî�êíî`ï�ð±ý+ù�êíïué�êÐô�� êdî
ö}óuý	õ�î�óYì`õÇö,	��!êÐïué`ò�õ�&·ñ�ò�õÇö}õÇî5ô�ö´ð±îPõ��`ð±ý	ñ�ëÐõ{ó±øwö�é�÷H�
ð�î�óYì`õ# ?qQq\q��Qv��)t\tW%�ô���ðiôÝóY÷\÷\é�ò�ö3õÇêÐô���õ\ò]��êÐô�� aFa ó±ò aFaF�
÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíî5ô�ö,	 6�õ\ô�ð±êíëíöÆóuîØô��`õ+êíîDû±óuëÐû±õÇìLò�õÇëíðiô�êÐóuî�ö���êÐñ�ö
ðiò�õ ð±ëdö}ó ì`õ\ñ�êd÷lô}õÇì � 3;õ ÷\ð±î ó±ù�ö}õ\ò�û±õ ô���ðiôØö}óué`ò�÷lõ
q\qQq��4v\q2u�� êíö�÷ló±ò�ò�õÇ÷lô�ë�� ëíêíî5�±õÇì ö�êdî�÷lõÃêÐô�ö��e�Dñ.óuîe�YýÌö
 ?q\qQq������[s]wØð±î�ì qQq^s��[s��4t2vW%Æñ�ò�óµûgêíì`õ�ô��`õÌî`õÇ÷lõÇö�ö�ðiò��
õ\ûgêíì`õÇî�÷lõ�	�9�óuî5ô}ò�ðiò�êíë�����ö}óué�ò�÷lõrq\qQq��4v��4tQt�êdö�î`ó±ô�ì�êdö �
ð±ý�ù�êÐïué�ðiô}õÇì ù.õÇ÷\ð±é�ö}õ ù.ó±ô�� ÷\ð±î�ì�êdì�ðiô}õÇö ��ðÇû±õ ô���õ
ö�ð±ý	õ�ö�é`ñ�ñwó±ò�ô�êíî`ï�õ\ûgêíì`õÇî�÷lõ � ÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDôV9VB ønó±ò�óuî�õ
÷\ð±î�ì�êdì�ðiô}õ ð±î�ì*9 b økó±ò�ô���õ·ó±ô��`õ\ò,	

00023747
 arrival

00026059
 landing

00029218
 debarkation
 disembarkation
 disembarkment

[TOP] 00016649
 act
 human_action
 human_activity

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

...

00171746
 touchdown
 touch-down

00023747
 arrival

00026059
 landing

00029218
 debarkation
 disembarkation
 disembarkment

[TOP] 00016649
 act
 human_action
 human_activity

...

00171746
 touchdown
 touch-down

00026244
 landing

00026244
 landing

Constraint C2
Constraint C1

�!êÐïué`ò�õ & � ��õÇëíðiô�êíóuî�ö���êÐñ�ö}ô}ò�é�÷lô�é`ò�õØønó±òÊð±ý�ù�êÐïué`óué�ö
î`ógì`õ·õ��`ð±ý	ñ�ëÐõ

���êíö=÷\ð±ö�õÇö�÷lóué�ëíìÊù.õ�ö�óuëÐû±õÇì?êÐøp�gî`ók��ëíõÇì`õ\ï±õ·ðiùwóué�ô
ô��`õ�îDé�ý+ù.õ\ò�ó±ø7ì�ð±é`ïT�Dô}õ\ò�ö�ó±ø'õÇð±÷H�;î�óYì`õ���ð±ö�ô�ðD�±õÇî
êíîDô}ó ð±÷\÷lóué�îDô
	73;õ�ô}õÇö}ô}õÇìÌô��`õ�ønóuëíëÐók��êíî`ï�ô���ó��{ð,�gö'ó±ø



é�ö�êíî`ï�ô���êíö�êíî`ønó±ò�ý�ðiô�êÐóuî� âö}õ\õ��Ýðiù�ëíõ b økó±ò�ò�õÇö�é�ëÐô�ö�% �
BD	���� ÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDô  ��.õ\ò�ó 69ð±é`ï±ô��`õ\ò�ö�% � K ö�êíý��
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b 	���� ÷lóuî�ö�ô}ò�ð±êíîDô? "U -Dé�ð±ë�6�ð±é�ï±ô��`õ\ò�ö�% � K�ï±õÇî`õ\ò��
ð±ëíê�.Çðiô�êÐóuî ó±øÆô��`õ�ñ�ò�õ\ûYêÐóué�ö
�Ý÷lóuî�ö�êíö}ô�êíî`ïLó±ø�ðØò�õ��
êíî`ønó±ò�÷lõÇý	õÇîDôÃó±ø ð ÷lóuî�î`õÇ÷lô�êíóuî�ù.õ\ô<�=õ\õÇî î`ógì`õÇö
��êÐô��?õ,-Yé�ð±ë3îYé�ý�ùwõ\òÆó±ø´ì�ð±é�ïT�5ô}õ\ò�ö,	

yzy|{
	�� � yzy|{	 �V�} á4~4�4�]���V�>�]�\� �9�>�V�f�4���X�]�>�V�2� �F�>�]�f�4�o�
¬¶«§VÈWÀ°�½dÀ«Á§Vß t�w\º s�×�{ Ù}×�×8�7½ªÙ}×�×8� Ù�×W×8�'½�Ù�×W×��
Å=¹jÀ¼¨ª«®jÀ°�½dÀ«§jß s�tÇº t�v�t ��{µÞ ��×8�7½ªÙ�×W×8� �H{VÞ �ut��7½ªÙ}×W×��
nDÂ�¨�¯�À |W×Çº vuvuw ��w\Þ �uw��7½ªÙ�×W×8� �uwÇÞ �����7½ªÙ}×W×��

�1ðiù�ëÐõ b �	� ²ª°�¸�¬¶«ÁÂ�§V½í²ª°�¸}¯�ÀÀ)²ª°�¬¶¹VÀ¼¨ª¬{³3©j°�§�¹j¬¶«§VÈP¸�Â�§j¬â¨¶²�¯�«§\¨ª¬ÂW§�¨ª©V°!§Ç¹jÅ�Ë±°J²�Â�Ä�¿V¯�¹VÈW©\¨ª°�²ª¬�Þ

3��`õÇîPé�ö�êdî`ï�÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíî5ô�ö a9a6��� ���7�WBD��BM*�E9î�óYì`õÇö)ò�õ��
ýÌð±êíî ð±ý�ù�êÐïué�óué�ö
�'ð±ëíë=ù�é`ô�ô��`ò�õ\õÊó±ø�2��êí÷�� ðiò�õÊëÐõÇðiø
î�óYì`õÇö,	 X9î`õ ó±ø+ô��`õÇö�õ;ô��`ò�õ\õ;êíö?ö��gî�ö}õ\ô'q����������\u �5�
ñ�ò�õÇö}õÇîDô}õÇìØêíî?�!êÐïué`ò�õ�^$	

02108874
 band

02323757
 collar

02430283
 dog_collar

[TOP] 00002403
 entity

02430358
 clerical_collar
 Roman_collar
 dog_collar

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

...
02323518

 collar
 neckband

[TOP] 00002403
 entity

02108874
 band

02323757
 collar

02430283
 dog_collar

...

IIB Constraint C2
IIB Constraint C1

�!êÐïué`ò�õ�^ � UC�`ð±ý	ñ�ëÐõ·ó±ø!î`óuîW��ëÐõÇðiø!ð±ý�ù�êÐïué`óué�ö�î`óYì�õ�	

�Jô�÷\ð±î?ù.õ9ó±ù�ö}õ\ò�û±õÇì?ô���ðiôÆô��`õ ð±ý+ùrêÐïué�êÐô<�Ìù.õ\ô���õ\õÇî
ô�ðiò�ï±õ\ô�ö+q����������\u �?ð±î�ì�q��������2u[s]wÊêíö9÷\ð±é�ö}õÇì ù$� a9a6�
÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDô�ö�9IBåð±î�ì 9 b êíî �!êÐïué`ò�õ ^$�Ìð±î�ì ö�êíî�÷lõ
q�������� �2u �åêíö?î`ó±ôÎðåëÐõÇðiø �����S÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDôÎì`óYõÇöLî`ó±ô
ðiñ�ñ�ë���	?��ø�÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDô���� êíö�é�ö}õÇì êíî�ö}ô}õÇð±ì)�!ô��`õÊð±ý��
ùrêÐïué�êÐô<��êíöL÷ló±ò�ò�õÇ÷lô�ë�� ö}óuëÐû±õÇì)�·ö�êdî�÷lõ;ô��`õ�ö��gî�ö}õ\ôLønó±ò
����� ����������� êíö�÷ló±ò�ò�õÇ÷lô�ë��Êëíêíî(�±õÇì)�Y÷\ð±é�ö�êíî�ïPêÐô�ö��e�Dñ.õ\ò��
óuîe�gýÿô}ó�ù.õ ð±ëíö}ó�÷ló±ò�ò�õÇ÷\ë��Lì�êíö�ð±ý�ù�êÐïué�ðiô}õÇì)	
3��`õÇî?é�ö�êíî`ï a9aF� � ���£÷lóuî�ö}ô}ò�ð±êíîDô�ö
�Yô��`õ·ð±ý	óué�îDô=ó±ø

ò�õÇý�ð±êíî�êíî�ïÊð±ý�ù�êÐïué`óué�ö·î`óYì�õÇö�êdö�BD��B b Q$�Ýð±ëíë!ó±ø=ô��`õÇý
ëíõÇðiønö
	}�3õÇðiøgî`ógì`õÇö3ðiò�õ7ô��`õC�=õÇðD�±õÇö�ôÝñ.óuêíîDô.ó±øYô���õ'ð±ëÐï±óD�
ò�êÐô���ý?�`ö�êíî�÷lõ·ô��`õ
�Z��ðÇû±õ�î�ó�ì`õÇö�÷lõÇî�ì�ð±îDô�öÆô}ó�ñ�ò�óµûgêíì`õ
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02332845
 compartment

02225544
 cable_car
 car

[TOP] 00002403
 entity

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

[TOP] 00002403
 entity

...

02244640
 car
 elevator_car

02244789
 car
 gondola

02332845
 compartment

02225544
 cable_car
 car

...

02244640
 car
 elevator_car

02244789
 car
 gondola
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H�I32 �'dVR9Z���Z�Y^Z54.dMUVe
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either of two punctuation
marks or used to enclose
textual materialeither of two punctuation

marks or used to enclose
textual material

either of two punctuation
marks or used to enclose
textual material

either of two punctuation
marks or used to enclose 
textual material

(Rugby football) 
an attempt to 
kick a goal

(Association football) 
a kick by the defending
side after the attacking
side sends the ball over
the goal-line

(Rugby football) 
an attempt to 
kick a goal

(Association football) 
a kick by the defending
side after the attacking
side sends the ball over
the goal-line

00077539
 kick
 boot
 kicking

00077872
 goal-kick

[TOP] 00016649
 act
 human_action
 human_activity

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

...

00078038
 goal-kick

00077539
 kick
 boot
 kicking

00077872
 goal-kick

[TOP] 00016649
 act
 human_action
 human_activity

...

00078038
 goal-kick

04459350
 punctuation
 punctuation_mark

04459954
 angle_bracket
 bracket

[TOP] 00012670
 abstraction

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

...

04460364
 bracket
 square_bracket

04459350
 punctuation
 punctuation_mark

04459954
 angle_bracket
 bracket

[TOP] 00012670
 abstraction

...

04460364
 bracket
 square_bracket
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aromatic resin burned
as incense and used in
perfume

aromaric resin used in
perfume and incense

aromatic resin burned
as incense and used in
perfume

aromaric resin used in
perfume and incense

08952418
 gum_resin

08952931
 myrrh
 gum_myrrh
 sweet_cicely

[TOP] 00002403
 entity

SOURCE
WordNet 1.5

TARGET
WordNet 1.5

...

07631311
 myrrh
 gum_myrrh
 sweet_cicely

07631137
 myrrh_tree
 Commiphora_myrrha

holonym
meronym

08952418
 gum_resin

08952931
 myrrh
 gum_myrrh
 sweet_cicely

[TOP] 00002403
 entity

...

07631311
 myrrh
 gum_myrrh
 sweet_cicely

07631137
 myrrh_tree
 Commiphora_myrrha

holonym
meronym
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Abstract 
A larger-first approach to partial parsing is 
presented. This approach is opposite to current 
easy-first approaches which follow a bottom-
up parsing strategy, and is capable of 
producing a more detailed partial parse. 
Syntactic relations are identified in descending 
order of their size. Special consideration is 
given to the comma punctuation mark. Its 
presence is used in identifying large syntactic 
relations and establishing a boundary for 
containment of ambiguity. The system is 
tested on the Wall Street Journal section of the 
Penn Treebank III and compared against a 
well-known easy-first approach. 
 

1    Introduction 
A growing trend in natural language processing is 
to decompose a parser into intermediate 
components. First, part-of-speech information is 
assigned to each word in the sentence. Next, a 
partial parse of the sentence identifying larger 
phrases and clauses is produced. Finally, a semantic 
analysis is performed to determine verb meaning, 
thematic roles, and resolve attachment issues. 
Unlike part-of-speech tagging (Brants, 2000; Brill, 
1994) and semantic interpretation (Gomez, 2001), 
no formal standard has been defined which 
establishes the detail or richness that a partial parser 
can and should achieve. We present a larger-first, 
primarily top-down, approach to partial parsing 
which is opposite to current easy-first, or primarily 
bottom-up, approaches. The approach is 
implemented with specialized sets of deterministic 
finite state automata that assign a hierarchy of tags 
to the tokens in the sentence. 

Abney (1996a, 1996b) defines an easy-first 
finite state approach to partial parsing (named 
CASS1) in which smaller syntactic relations, like 
noun and verb phrases, are identified first then 
combined to form larger syntactic relations, like 
prepositional phrases and relative and subordinate 
clauses. Our larger-first approach uses simple 

                                                 
1 CASS Version 1h was used in our experiments. 

deterministic finite state automata to first identify 
larger relations and then focus on the smaller 
relations comprising them.  

The first step in larger-first partial parsing is to 
determine the syntactic roles of commas (van 
Delden & Gomez, 2002; Bayraktar et al., 1998), 
since commas are usually used to delimit or 
comprise large syntactic relations. Jones (1994) 
notes that the comma is the most abundant 
punctuation mark in Wall Street Journal Penn 
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993). A closer analysis of 
the Wall Street Journal Section of the Penn 
Treebank III reveals that 65% of all sentences 
contain at least one comma with: 20% containing 
two commas; 9% containing three commas; 4% 
containing four comma, and almost 2% containing 
five or more commas. We have found that the 
syntactic roles of commas can be determined with a 
95% accuracy when tested on this corpus. A 
specialized network of automata for commas is 
therefore a good foundation on which the rest of the 
partial parse should be built. Consider the following 
sentence: 
 
Some seals, such as the leopard seal(Hydrurga 
leptonyx), are quite predatory, feeding on penguins, 
other birds that land on water, and other seals.  
 
A partial parsing system must pay special attention 
to the roles that are being played by the commas in 
this sentence in order to realize that there is a 
relative clause (introduced by a comma) which 
contains a list of noun phrases that in turn contains 
another embedded relative clause. Such sentences 
are abundant in the Penn Treebank III. 

In our approach: 1) explicit attachment 
decisions are always avoided, and 2) containment 
of attachment ambiguity may only occur within 
comma-delimited syntactic relations. Containment 
of ambiguity (Abney, 1997) refers to limiting the 
attachment sites of a syntactic relation to its 
consuming clause. For example, I picked up the 
hammer, (REL which lay next to the nails on the 
table). The attachment sites of the prepositional 
phrases next to the nails and on the table are limited 
to within the comma-delimited relative clause. Also 



consider the sentences: Many foreigners came to 
Hawaii to work on the plantations versus Many 
foreigners came to Hawaii to work via 
transportation vessels. It cannot be determined 
based on syntax alone where the final prepositional 
phrase should be attached. Therefore on the 
plantations and via transportation vessels are left 
unattached - they could be attached within the 
infinitival clause or to another peer syntactic 
relation in the sentence, like the main verb came. 

Besides the ability to accurately disambiguate 
commas, the larger-first approach is also preferred 
because it is capable of producing a richer partial 
parse than an easy-first approach. Richness of a 
partial parse refers to the level of detail a partial 
parsing system produces. The larger-first approach 
is capable of identifying appositions and partially 
disambiguating coordinate conjunctions. An easy-
first approach, however, cannot be extended to 
provide such richness (see Section 2 for more 
details).  

The remainder of the paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 motivates the need for the larger-
first approach; Section 3 describes the syntactic 
relations that are identified by each component in 
the larger-first approach; Section 4 presents the 
larger-first partial parsing algorithm; Section 5 
evaluates the performance of the system and 
compares these results to the CASS system; and 
Section 6 concludes the paper.  

2    Motivation 
The easy-first approach (the CASS system) 
identifies similar syntactic relations to those 
identified by our larger-first approach (see Section 
3). An easy-first approach, however, is unable to 
provide the detail of the larger-first partial parse. In 
particular, attempting to identify appositions or 
partially resolve coordination ambiguity will 
violate the easy-first approach. The larger-first 
approach is also preferred due to the ambiguity of 
the part of speech tags (Santorini, 1995) used by the 
CASS system and by our approach.   

Attempting to disambiguate appositions from 
lists of noun phrases would violate the easy-first 
approach. Syntactically, an apposition is (usually) a 
noun phrase enclosed by commas that appositives a 
preceding noun phrase. This relation is 
syntactically smaller than a list of noun phrases 
which is composed of at least three noun phrases, 
one or two commas, and a conjunction. Consider 
the following sentence: John eats a banana, an 
apple, or a pear for breakfast.  An apple would be 
incorrectly identified as an apposition by the easy-

first approach since syntactically smaller relations 
are identified prior to larger relations. This would 
occur whenever there is a list of at least three noun 
phrases with a comma before the conjunction. The 
easy-first approach cannot be extended to make this 
distinction since smaller relations are always 
identified prior to larger relations. 

Unlike the larger-first approach, the easy-first 
approach is also incapable of being extended to 
partially disambiguate coordinate conjunctions. 
Here we define partial disambiguation as 
identifying the post-conjunct of a coordinate 
conjunction. For example, We sold the car with the 
cloth interior and the truck after our boss left. The 
conjunction is identified as coordinating a noun 
phrase. However, no attempt is made to identify the 
pre-conjunct (the car or the cloth interior). Baker 
(1995) suggests that coordination can be resolved 
by identifying the largest relation of similar syntax 
on either side of the conjunction. The larger-first 
approach is ideal for accomplishing such a task. 
Consider the following sentence: The boys went to 
the beach and the girls went to the mall. The larger-
first approach identifies the larger syntactic 
relations on either side of the conjunction first and 
is capable of determining that the conjunction 
coordinates two independent clauses. An easy-first 
approach, however, would incorrectly identify the 
conjunction as coordinating the smaller syntactic 
relations surrounding the conjunction – the noun 
phrases.    

The larger-first approach is also preferred due 
to the ambiguity that can be present in part-of-
speech tags. For example, the Penn Treebank 
Tagset (Santorini, 1995) provides one tag (IN) to 
identify either prepositions or subordinate 
conjunctions. Following an easy-first approach, 
will result in an error whenever a subordinate 
conjunction which could also be a preposition is 
present. For example, John went to the black board 
after the teacher threatened to expel him. In the 
easy-first approach, after the teacher would first be 
identified as a prepositional phrase. This error 
could possibly be changed later during processing. 
The larger-first approach identifies the syntactically 
larger subordinate clause after the teacher 
threatened to expel him first, no later changes are 
needed. 

3    The Syntactic Relation Set 
The larger-first approach is broken down into four 
specialized networks of deterministic finite state 
automata: 1) the Comma Network; 2) the 



Conjunction Network; 3) the Clause Network; and 
4) the Phrase Network.  

3.1    Comma Network  

The comma network identifies syntactic relations 
that are associated with the commas in the 
sentence: list of noun or prepositional phrases, or 
verb or infinitival clauses;  two coordinated 
adjectives; appositions; prepositional phrases; 
adverbial phrases; coordinated noun or 
prepositional phrases; explanatory phrases; year 
part of a date; direct speech; indirect speech; 
relative, reduced relative, that, infinitival, 
subordinate, reduced subordinate, independent, and 
verb clauses. 

The primary objective of all partial parsing 
systems is to determine the boundaries of the 
syntactic relations that are being identified. 
Commas are usually used to delimit a syntactic 
relation. In this case, the boundary of the syntactic 
relation is marked by a comma, the start of the 
sentence, or the end of the sentence. However, 
when commas are used to coordinate items in a 
series, a boundary needs to be established. This 
boundary is established by avoiding any type of 
attachment decisions. For example, Thomas 
purchased the house in the country, the yacht with 
the 20 foot sail, and the sports car with the 
sunroof. Only the highlighted words are included in 
the list of noun phrases. With a sun roof is not 
included in the list of noun phrases, because 
syntactically we cannot determine where it should 
be attached. In this case it should be attached to the 
sports car, but if it is replaced by with the money, 
then the attachment should occur at the verb. Our 
definition of partial parsing is not violated - with 
the sunroof can be attached to a sub clause (the list 
of noun phrases) or a peer (the verb). Note, 
however, that some attachment ambiguity has been 
contained. Attachment sites for with the 20 foot sail 
are limited to within the marked list of noun 
phrases.  

3.2    Conjunction Network 

The conjunction network identifies the type of 
syntactic relations that are being coordinated by a 
coordinate conjunction with no preceding comma: 
noun phrases; compound noun phrases; adjectives; 
prepositional phrases; adverbs; verb, infinitival, 
relative, subordinate, that, and independent clauses. 

Unlike the comma network, the boundaries for 
the conjunction network are very often influenced 
by attachment decisions. Conjunctions are only 
partially disambiguated by identifying the type of 

syntactic relations that are being coordinated, 
leaving the location of the pre-conjunct unresolved. 
For example, We sold the car with the cloth interior 
and the truck in the showcase. And the truck is 
identified as a noun phrase that is being 
coordinated. However, the pre-conjunct (the car) is 
not recognized and the prepositional phrase (in the 
showcase) is not attached even though it appears 
directly to the right of the truck. This attachment 
requires semantic information (Agarwal & 
Boggess, 1992) and should not performed by a 
primarily syntactic partial parser. For example, the 
sentence could have been We sold the car with the 
cloth interior and the sunroof in the showcase. 
Even though these sentences are syntactically 
equivalent, the pre-conjunct is now the cloth 
interior and in the showcase should be attached to 
the car. 

A similar case can be made for many of the 
remaining syntactic relations in this network. For 
example, This morning I drove to the library and 
found an interesting book with a study guide. 
versus This morning I drove to the library and 
found an interesting book with my uncle's car. In 
both cases, only and found an interesting book 
would be identified as a verb clause that is being 
coordinated. The prepositional phrases are not 
included in the verb clause because syntactically it 
cannot be determined where they should be 
attached.  

3.3    Clause and Phrase Networks 

Remaining clauses and phrases are identified by the 
clause and phrase networks: relative, reduced 
relative, subordinate, reduced subordinate,  
infinitival, and that clauses; explanatory, adverbial 
adjective, verb, prepositional, and noun phrases. 

Boundary identification by the clause network 
is also directly influenced by attachment issues. For 
example, consider that-clauses. No attempt is made 
to classify a that-clause as a relative or subordinate 
clause even though the distinction is made in the 
part-of-speech tag that is assigned to it: WDT or IN. 
Syntactic part-of-speech taggers, however, are not 
capable of correctly making this distinction. For 
example, syntactically it cannot be determined that 
The news that Mary bought the car was exciting. 
contains a subordinate clause and The news that 
Mary brought the family was exciting. contains a 
relative clause. Furthermore, the exact boundary of 
the that-clause cannot be determined without 
semantics. In our approach, the boundary of a that-
clause is reached when an attachment issue is 
encountered. For example, I gave the Tulips that I 



bought in Holland to the children. In Holland and 
to the children are not included within the that-
clause. A semantic analysis is needed to determine 
that in Holland should be included and to the 
children should not be included. 

Another issue arises with subordinate clauses 
due to the ambiguity of part of speech tags. The 
problem is when multiple IN tags (preposition or 
subordinate conjunction) appear consecutively 
separated by noun phrases. For example, I waited 
after work until night time before the client finally 
called. The difficulty lies in determining whether 
the subordinate clause starts at after, until or before 
– which could all be prepositions or subordinating 
conjunctions. In this case it begins at the final IN 
(before) in the sentence, but this is not always the 
case. A semantic analysis is needed to determine 
which IN actually starts the subordinate clause. 

4    The Larger-First Algorithm 
For each syntactic relation described in Section 3, 
one or more deterministic finite state automata have 
been defined. The system in its current state has a 
total of only fifty nine automata which are divided 
among the four networks and are capable of 
producing good results (see Section 5). If an 
automaton accepts, it assigns a structural tag to the 
words that were consumed by specifically marked 
arcs. Each syntactic relation in Section 3 has a pre-
defined structural tag. 

The larger-first partial parsing algorithm is 
shown in Figure 1. The speed of the algorithm is 
dependant on the size of the sentence, number of 
automata, and number of levels created during the 
parse. The number of automaton is fixed before the 
algorithm executes and therefore adds only a 
constant time complexity. Also, the size of the 
sentence (twenty five words or more are common 
in written text) is usually much greater than the 
number of levels (four or five) that are introduced. 
So even though there are three nested for 
statements, the speed of the algorithm is linear 
because it depends primarily on the size of the 
input sentence. 

Each automaton is processed on every level of 
tags. Initially, there is only one level of tags – part-
of-speech tags assigned to every token by a tagger. 
Each specialized network is capable of introducing 
one or more new levels of structural-tags to the 
sentence. In the larger-first approach, the networks 
are considered in descending order of the size of 
the syntactic relations that they identify. First, the 
comma network is considered, then the conjunction 

network, followed by the clause network, and 
finally the phrase network. 

 
  for each networki 

for each automatoni,j that assigns structural tagj 
for each levelk 

try automatoni,j at each position n on   levelk 
if autmatoni,j accepts at n + m 

insert structural tagj  at levelk to the designated 
input tokens and continue processing at the 
position n + m + 1 of levelk 

otherwise 
continue processing at position n + 1 of levelk 

 
Figure 1. The larger-first partial parsing algorithm. 
 
Within a specialized network, conflicting automata 
are also considered in descending order of size. 
Consider the following sentence that has been part-
of-speech tagged: Peter/NNP eats/VBZ a/DT 
banana/NN ,/, an/DT apple/NN ,/, or/CC an/DT 
orange/NN for/IN breakfast /NN ./. After part-of-
speech tagging, this sentence has one level of tags 
and would initially be passed to the comma 
network. The sentence contains two possible 
syntactic relations that could be identified by the 
comma network: a list of noun phrases or an 
apposition. A conflict therefore arises between the 
automata that recognize these different syntactic 
relations. The conflict is resolved by identifying the 
syntactic relations in descending order of their size. 
The list of noun phrases would therefore be 
recognized prior to attempting to recognize 
appositions. A new level of structural tags would be 
assigned by the list of noun phrases automaton: 
Peter/NNP eats/VBZ a/>LST-NP/DT 
banana/>LST-NP/NN ,/>LST-NP/, an/>LST-
NP/DT apple/>LST-NP/NN, />LST-NP/, or/>LST-
NP/CC an/>LST-NP/DT orange/>LST-NP/NN 
for/IN breakfast /NN ./.  The first level of tags now 
includes structural as well as part-of-speech tags, 
and the apposition automata will not be able to 
(incorrectly) identify an apposition on the first 
level.  

Automata across or within a network are 
capable of utilizing structural tags that have been 
assigned by previous automata. This interaction 
allows the system to be a generally larger-first 
approach without being a strictly top-down 
approach. Abney (1997) notes that a strictly top-
down or bottom-up approach is not desired. The 
larger-first algorithm automatically avoids a strictly 
top-down approach if structural tags from previous 
networks are included in the automata of later 
networks. Consider the following example that has 
been part-of-speech tagged: President/NNP 



Bush/NNP will/MD ,/, after/IN much/JJ debate/NN 
,/, postpone/VB a/DT war/NN with/IN Iraq/NNP ./. 
The sentence has one level of tags and is passed to 
the comma network which identifies a prepositional 
phrase that is enclosed by commas: President/NNP 
Bush/NNP will/MD ,/>CO-PP/, after/>CO-PP/IN 
much/>CO-PP/JJ debate/>CO-PP/NN ,/CO-PP/, 
postpone/VB a/DT war/NN with/IN Iraq/NNP ./. 
Note, however, that this syntactic relation splits the 
verb phrase will postpone. The verb phrase can be 
recognized by simply including the CO-PP 
structural tag in the verb phrase automata. When 
this sentence is passed to the phrase network, the 
first level of tags will be: NNP MD >CO-PP >CO-
PP >CO-PP >CO-PP CO-PP VB DT NN IN NNP. 
On this first level, the verb phrase will, after much 
debate, postpone is easily recognized by including 
a self arc that can be taken on the CO-PP tag in 
between the modal and the main verb: MD CO-PP* 
VB. This minor adjustment allows the verb phrase 
automaton to identify the verb phrase. A new level 
of appropriate structural tags(CO-VP) would be 
introduced: President/NNP Bush/NNP will/>CO-
VP/MD ,/>CO-VP/>CO-PP/, after/>CO-VP/>CO-
PP/IN much/>CO-VP/>CO-PP/JJ debate/>CO-
VP/>CO-PP/NN ,/>CO-VP/CO-PP/, postpone/CO-
VP/VB a/DT war/NN with/IN Iraq/NNP ./. 

The CASS system avoids a strict bottom-up 
approach by assigning temporary tags to syntactic 
relations that could be supplemented when a larger 
context is considered. Consider the following 
sentence: John went to the black board after the 
teacher threatened to expel him. If a strictly 
bottom-up approach is used, the easy-first approach 
would identify after the teacher as a prepositional 
phrase because of the ambiguous IN tag that is 
assigned to both prepositions and subordinate 
conjunctions. To avoid this error, the CASS system 
assigns a temporary structural tag (PP-COMP) to 
after the teacher, indicating this could be a 
prepositional phrase or start of a subordinate clause. 
Later in the process, CASS recognizes that after the 
teacher actually starts a subordinate clause and the 
PP-COMP tag is supplemented with a new 
structural tag: John went to the black board [SUB 
[PP-COMP after the teacher] threatened to expel 
him.]. This technique adds extra incorrect structure 
to the parse and would require an extra process to 
distinguish correct from incorrect structural tags.  

Below we illustrate the entire larger-first 
algorithm by showing how the partial tree structure 
of We ought to be phasing out the estate tax, and 
we should work toward a tax code that is unique 
and modern. is captured by structural-tags in each 

stage of processing.  The final output is shown in 
Figure 2. 

 

LEVELS:  1            2            3               4               5 

We NP  PRP        
ought  VP  MD 
to       >INF  TO 
be       >INF  >VP  VB 
phasing >INF  >VP    VBG 
out      >INF     VP  RP 
the      >INF  >NP  DT 
estate   >INF  >NP  NN 
tax         INF     NP  NN 
,        , 
and      >CO-S    CC 
we       >CO-S    NP  PRP 
should   >CO-S >VP  MD 
work     >CO-S   VP  VB 
toward  >CO-S  >PP  IN 
a      >CO-S  >PP  >NP      DT 
tax      >CO-S  >PP  >NP      NN 
code     >CO-S    PP     NP      NN 
that     >CO-S >THT  WDT 
is       >CO-S  >THT  VP      VBZ 
unique   >CO-S  >THT  >PRED     JJ 
and      >CO-S  >THT  >PRED    >CC-JJ    CC 
modern   CO-S    THT      PRED      CC-JJ     JJ 
.        . 
 
Figure 2. Partial tree structure represented by a 
hierarchy of structural-tags that are assigned by the 
larger-first partial parsing algorithm.  

  
The > symbol is used as a prefix to indicate that 

the current token is grouped with the token that 
follows it. No > prefix marks the end of the 
syntactic relation. This notation has been used in 
several partial parsing systems (Ramshaw & 
Marcus, 1995; Voutilainen & Jarvinen, 1995) to 
introduce a new, single layer of tags. However we 
extend this idea of to the next logical step - 
representing a partial tree structure of multiple 
levels within the structural-tags. 

The comma network first recognizes that an 
independent clause (CO-S) is present in the 
sentence, and introduces a new level of appropriate 
structural-tags. The remaining networks are now 
processed on both levels one and two. The 
conjunction network recognizes that an adjective is 
being coordinated (CC-JJ) on the second level and 
introduces a new layer of appropriate structural-
tags. The clause network now has three levels to 
process. An infinitival clause is recognized on the 
first level and a that-clause on the second level. 
Note that the that-clause automaton consumes the 
tags that were assigned by the conjunction network 



(CC-JJ). This is an example of where a smaller 
syntactic relation is identified first and then 
combined to form a larger one. This capability is 
needed to avoid following a strictly top-down 
approach which is undesirable. Finally the phrase 
network processes all four levels and groups 
together any remaining syntactic relations. 

Only specifically marked arcs of an automaton 
are able to assign a level of tags. For example 
consider the simple automaton in Figure 3 that is 
used to determine if two adjectives are being 
coordinated. Since pre-conjuncts are not 
recognized, only the tokens consumed by arcs 2 
and 3 are assigned the CC-JJ tag. In the example 
above, the CC-JJ relation is combined to form a 
predicate, but in another situation could have 
combined to form a noun phrase: The long and 
tiresome journey was finally over. 

 

 
Figure 3. Adjective Coordination FSA 
 
The comma-network identifies syntactic relations 
associated with the commas in the sentence, but the 
commas themselves are very seldom assigned a 
structural-tag by the automata. Since a single 
comma can play several roles in a sentence, 
assigning a structural-tag may hinder the 
acceptance of another automaton in the comma 
network. For example, in the following sentence 
the first comma is used to conclude a prepositional 
phrase but at the same time introduce an apposition: 
In the Winter of 1995, a great year for American 
football, my favorite team won the Super Bowl. If 
the first comma is assigned a structural-tag when 
the prepositional phrase In the Winter of 1995 is 
processed, the apposition may not be recognized 
since the introductory comma is now on a different 
level.  

5    Evaluation 
Our approach (hereafter referred to as LAFI – 
LArger-FIrst) was evaluated on Section 23 of the 
Wall Street Journal Penn Treebank III(Marcus et 
al., 1993). The CASS system(version 1h) was also 
evaluated on this corpus. The results are shown in 
Table 1. CASS was compared against LAFI by 
following three evaluation criteria: 1) precision on 
the sentence level, 2) richness or detail of partial 
parse, and 3) containment of ambiguity.  

5.1    Sentence Level Precision 

CASS and LAFI identify many similar syntactic 
relations, motivating a comparison between the two 
approaches. However, LAFI identifies appositions 
and partially disambiguates conjunctions which 
CASS is incapable of identifying. Furthermore, the 
exact boundaries of the syntactic relations and 
structure of partial parse differs across systems. 
Sentence level precision is used here to generate a 
rough comparison of both systems based on their 
own criteria and syntactic relation set. Since the 
CASS system identifies a different set of syntactic 
relations than LAFI, it would be illogical to 
compare them on the syntactic relation level. 
Instead, an error was assigned if either system 
made a mistake on the sentence level. Precision is 
defined as number of correct sentences divided by 
total number of sentences. As shown in Table 1, the 
evaluation yielded a similar precision for both 
systems: 87.5% for CASS and a slightly better 
88.6% for LAFI. This precision is intended here 
only as an indicator that LAFI is capable of 
producing an accuracy comparable to the CASS 
system.  

 
Table 1. Evaluation and comparison of the CASS 
and LAFI systems. Section 23 of the Wall Street 
Journal Penn Treebank III was used as the test 
corpus.  

System Precision Richer  
Partial  
Parse 

Better  
Containment  
of Ambiguity 

CASS 87.5% - 5.1% 
LAFI 88.6% 31.3% 36.3% 

 
The main contribution of the larger-first approach 
is that it is capable of producing a richer partial 
parse and a better containment of ambiguity while 
maintaining an accuracy comparable to that of the 
easy-first approach.   

An error was assigned if a sentence contained 
an erroneous grouping for which the system had a 
correct grouping. For example, consider the 
following sentence that was encountered during the 
evaluation (many groupings have been omitted for 
simplified viewing):  

CASS: The group is led by [NP Jay Shidler], [NG 
chief executive officer of Shidler Investment Corp.] 
[PP in Honolulu], and [NP A. Boyd Simpson], [NG 
chief executive of the Atlanta-based Simpson 
Organization Inc.] 



LAFI: The group is led by [NP Jay Shidler], [APS 
chief executive officer of Shidler Investment Corp. 
in Honolulu], [CC-NP and A. Boyd Simpson], [APS 
chief executive of the Atlanta-based Simpson 
Organization Inc.] 

This output was classified as incorrect for the 
CASS system, but were correct for the LAFI 
system. An error is made by the CASS system 
because it does not group the two nouns that are 
being coordinated, but CASS does have a tag for 
grouping two noun phrases in coordination - NG. 
Our system makes a better classification, because 
the commas are first analyzed and the appositions 
recognized. The coordination network is then able 
to identify the conjunction as coordinating two 
noun phrases. As stated in Section 3, no attempt is 
made to determine the pre-conjunct size.  

5.2    Partial Parse Richness 

The richness of a partial parse refers to the level of 
detail a partial parsing system produces. A system 
that disambiguates more syntactic relations than 
another system delivers a richer partial parse. 
Sentences that were correctly partially parsed by 
both systems’ standards were analyzed to see which 
system created a more detailed partial parse. For 
example, if the following sentence had be been 
correctly parsed by both systems, LAFI would 
produce a richer partial parse, because it identifies 
the apposition and the lists of noun phrases, where 
as CASS would identify two syntactic relations of 
the same type: 
 
CASS: [NG Frank Dickson, the CEO of the 
company,] is in charge of all aspects of [NG sales, 
marketing, and productions]. 

LAFI: Frank Dickson, [APS the CEO of the 
company], is in charge of all aspects of [LST-NP 
sales, marketing, and productions]. 

As shown in Table 1, LAFI produces a richer 
partial parse on 31.3% of the test sentences, 
indicating that LAFI is capable of achieving a more 
detailed partial parse than CASS while remaining 
as precise as the CASS system. 

5.3    Containment of Ambiguity 

Sentences that were correctly partially parsed by 
both CASS and LAFI were also analyzed for the 
extent of containment of ambiguity. Since LAFI 
uses comma information to help limit attachment 
sites, containment of attachment ambiguity is often 

much better in sentences containing commas. For 
example: 
 
LAFI: At those levels, stocks are set to be 
hammered by index arbitrageurs, [REL who lock in 
profits by buying futures [SUB when future prices 
fall]], and simultaneously sell off stocks.  
 
The comma concluding the first prepositional 
phrase does not help contain ambiguity since only 
one phrase is being enclosed. More ambiguity is, 
however, contained by LAFI because of the two 
other commas in the sentence. These commas are 
identified as enclosing a relative clause. Since the 
relative clause contains a subordinate clause, 
attachment sites for the subordinate clause are 
limited to within the relative clause. This 
containment is not performed by the CASS system: 
At those levels, stocks are set to be hammered by 
index arbitrageurs, [REL who lock in profits by 
buying futures] [SUB when future prices fall], and 
simultaneously sell off stocks. LAFI, therefore, 
performs a better containment of ambiguity on such 
sentences.  

As shown in Table 1, the LAFI system 
contained ambiguity of attachment sites better than 
the CASS system for 36.3% of the test sentences – 
primarily because of the information provided by 
the comma punctuation mark.  

In some situations, CASS performs a right-
most attachment of prepositional phrases. In these 
cases, the CASS system produces better 
containment of attachment ambiguity than LAFI (if 
the attachment is correct) since LAFI does not 
resolve any explicit attachment decisions. If an 
attachment is incorrect an error is generated 
(Section 5.1). The 5.1% better containment of 
ambiguity for CASS corresponds to the simple 
right-most attachment of prepositional phrases that 
is sometimes performed by the CASS system.  

6    Conclusions 
We have presented a larger-first, or primarily top-
down, approach to partial parsing which is opposite 
to current easy-first, or primarily bottom up, 
approaches. The accuracy of the larger-first 
approach is comparable to that of the easy-first 
approach while: 1) producing a more detailed 
partial parse than the easy-first approach is 
incapable of producing; and 2) providing a better 
containment of ambiguity by identifying the 
syntactic roles of commas early in the parse.  

The larger-first approach is composed of sets of 
specialized finite state automata. Since commas are 



abundant in written texts, a comma network is first 
used to identify syntactic relations delimited or 
coordinated by commas. Coordinating conjunctions 
are partially disambiguated next. A clausal network 
then identifies remaining subordinate, relative and 
infinitival clauses. Finally a phrase network 
identifies predicates, and noun, verb, adverbial and 
prepositional phrases.  

An algorithm is presented that incrementally 
applies each set of specialized automata to an input 
sentence. This algorithm has a linear time 
complexity, and captures the partial tree structure 
with multiple levels of structural-tags that are 
assigned to each word in the sentence.  
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Abstract 
Summary-Schemas consist of hierarchical labels (e.g. 
Problem statement, Goal, Solution, etc.) that model the 
rhetorical structure of scientific papers. In this paper, 
we present a tow step process for generating coherent 
summaries by using Summary-Schemas. The first step 
consists in filtering the source text in order to detect 
the best fillers (rhetorical units) for the slots of a 
schema reflecting the reader’s interest. We use the 
Contextual Exploration method that performs well in 
signaling rhetorical status of sentences without 
requiring full semantic interpretation of the source 
text. The labeled sentences are extracted to produce a 
summary that shows frequently lack of cohesion and 
coherence. The second step consists in improving the 
“unreadable” summary by validating four properties: 
canonical organization, completeness, non-redundancy 
and connectivity of the textual material. 

1. Introduction 
Automatic summarization systems based on passages 
(sentences) extraction process are liable to generate 
incoherent “abstracts”, i.e., abstracts where the thread of 
ideas does not reflect conventional rhetorical structures 
and the textual substance presents "holes" due to, for 
example, unresolved anaphors.  

To overcome the above inefficiencies and produce 
well formed summaries for scientific papers, we have 
proposed in (Ellouze & Ben Hamadou, 98) the use of 
Summary-Schemas: coherent configurations formed by 
rhetorical roles derived from high-level rhetorical 
structures of scientific papers. Our idea of instantiating 
linguistic material for the summary by using schemas 
joins others present in the literature (Paice 90; Teufel & 
Moens, 98).  

In this paper, we present briefly our Summary-
Schemas and then we illustrate our process for generating 
coherent summaries. This process consists of 2 steps. 
First, the source text is filtered using ContextO system to 
extract appropriate fillers for the slots of a schema. 
Second, the schema is instanciated by SCHEM-RES 
system that supervises canonical organization, complete-
ness, non-redundancy and connectivity of textual material 
in order to achieve cohesion and coherence of summaries. 

2. Summary-Schemas 

2.1. Rhetorical Structures 

A Summary-Schema is a n-uplet constituted with couples 
(Si, Ri) where Si is a slot and Ri is a rhetorical role. A 

rhetorical role is not bound to a particular domain but 
raises general processes of the scientific argumentation 
based on the Problem - Solution paradigm (Jordan 80). 
Slots are organized into hierarchies within different 
structures. We determined these structures from a corpus 
study of scientific papers written in french. The identified 
structures are aggregated in three superstructures (Ellouze 
& Ben Hamadou, 02b): "Plan-document", "Problem-
Solution" and "Plan document + Problem-Solution". The 
superstructure "Plan-document" gives an overview on the 
contents of the document sections. The hierarchy depth of 
structures derived from this superstructure depends on 
document sections. The superstructure  "Problem-
Solution" illustrates the problem resolution process. The 
structures derived from this superstructure show, besides 
Problem and Solution rhetorical roles, others such as 
Previous Works, Goal, Results, Evaluation, Future 
Works, etc. 

The following examples illustrate rhetorical structures 
derived respectively from the three superstructures 
mentioned above: 

- Goal + Thematic Announcement 1 + … + 
Thematic Announcement n 

- Previous works + Problem + Goal + Solution 
- Problem + Goal + Thematic Announcement 1 + 

…+ Thematic Announcement n 

2.2. Slot Signatures 

The rhetorical role of a slot is modeled with a signature 
(Ellouze & Ben Hamadou, 02a). The signature reflects a 
configuration of surface markers that allows labeling a 
textual segment of the source text. The markers could be: 

- Linguistic: i.e., communicative verbs (présenter 
(to present), proposer (to propose), etc.), 
prototypical phrases (cet article (this paper), 
etc.), proper nouns, etc. 

- Thematic: i.e., nominal groups of titles 
- Structural: i.e., titles, hierarchy of sections, 

bibliographical references 
- Location of textual segments in the source text. 

The following sentence extracted from the section 
"Introduction" of a paper illustrates Previous Works 
rhetorical role. The linguistic and structural markers are in 
bold. 

Les relations difonctionnelles et le concept associé de 
rectangle sont dus à l’origine aux travaux de Riguet 
[41]. 



In this sentence (that can be translated into English as 
follows: “Difunctional relations and concept associated 
with rectangle are originally due to Riguet’s works 
[41].”), the words “à l’origine” (Originally), “travaux 
de” (works), the proper noun “Riguet” and the 
bibliographical reference “[41]” are markers of the 
Previous Works rhetorical role. 

3. Filtering the Source Text by using 
ContextO 

Summary-Schemas should be instanciated with textual 
segments extracted from the source text. These textual 
segments must be labeled with rhetorical roles of the 
schema slots. For the extraction, we used modules 
developed in the ContextO framework (Minel et al. 01). 
ContextO is dedicated to make the semantic search of 
texts by using the contextual exploration techniques 
(Desclés 97). Contextual exploration method allows 
attributing semantic labels to textual segments without 
making a deep analysis. This method is mainly based on 
the search for linguistic markers qualified as relevant 
indicators. Given that the indicators are generally 
ambiguous (several labels could be attributed for the same 
segment), the context of the indicator is searched to find 
other markers called indices. These indices help to decide 
on the semantic label to be attributed. 

ContextO's architecture is based on an interaction 
between a linguistic-knowledge management system 
BDContext, a contextual exploration engine and 
specialized agents. BDContext allows the modelling and 
the re-use of linguistic knowledge. The contextual 
exploration engine has for task the text analysis and the 
triggering of rules allowing the attribution of semantic 
labels to the textual segments. The semantic labels 
correspond to the rhetorical roles in a Summary-Schema 
and are chosen by the user. The specialized agents allow 
the extraction of information reflecting a user profile. 

To use ContextO, we have modeled in BDContext our 
linguistic knowledge embedded in the slot signatures of 
our schemas and we have written our contextual 
exploration rules according to a description language 
proposed in (Crispino et al. 99). 

3.1. Representation of Linguistic Knowledge 

In BDContext, we have defined our linguistic knowledge 
in three tables. These tables contain marker declaration 
(Figure1), class declaration (Figure2) and rule declaration 
(Figure3). 

Marker Class Name 
Présentons &Verbe_Communicatif_Nous 
A + présenté &Verbe_Communicatif_Actif 
A été + étudié &Verbe_Communicatif_Passif 
Article &Document 
Son &Propriété_Autres_Auteurs 
D’autres équipes &Autres_Travaux_Auteurs 
&Propriété_Autres_A
uteurs + &Docu-ment 

&Autres_Travaux_Auteurs 

[#NP #DI] &Réf_Bib_Typographique 

Figure 1: Table of marker declaration 

Class Name Type Task 
name 

&Verbe_Communicatif Indicator ScR 
&Réf_Bib_Typographique Indice ScR 
&Autres_Travaux_Auteurs Indice ScR 

Figure 2: Table of class declaration 
 

Rule 
name 

Assigned 
label 

Task 
name 

Class name 

RTA1 Travaux_
Antérieurs 

ScR &Verbe_Comm
unicatif_Actif 

RTA2 Travaux_
Antérieurs 

ScR &Verbe_Comm
unicatif_Passif 

ROB Objet_But
_Article 

ScR &Verbe_Comm
unicatif_Nous 

Figure 3: Table of rule declaration 

The knowledge description language defined in (Crispino 
et al. 99) allows us to define simple or composed, 
continuous or intermittent markers (the symbol + denotes 
a succession of simple forms separated with other units). 
Markers are organized in classes (denoted by the symbol 
&) (Figure 1). The classes are declared as complementary 
indices or relevant indicators associated for one or several 
tasks (Figure 2). The table of the Figure 3 shows that a 
task aims to regroup contextual exploration rules and 
corresponds generally to a process of semantic labeling of 
a textual segment. For example, the first line of the table 3 
declares one rule named RTA1 of the task ScR 
(Summary-Schema). This rule is triggered by an 
occurrence, in a sentence, of the indicator class 
&Verbe_Communicatif_Actif (Active Communicative 
Verb) and attributes the label Travaux_Antérieurs 
(Previous Work) to the considered sentence. 

3.2. Example of Exploration Contextual Rule 

Figure 4 presents an example of rule written in the 
language proposed by (Crispino et al. 99). The rule named 
RTA1 allows identifying the textual segments reflecting 
the rhetorical role Previous Works. 

Rule Name: RTA1 
Triggered task: ScR 
Comment: 
Indicator Class: &Verbe_Communicatif_Actif   //Commu-
nicative verb 
// Space of search 
E1: = Create_Space (in the left of the indicator)  
// Indices 
L1: = &Autres_Travaux_Auteurs // Other works/authors 
L2: = &Entité_Nommée  // named entity, proper noun 
Condition: There is an indice y belonging to E1 such as 
class of y belongs to (L1 or L2) 
Actions: 
1: Attribute(PhraseParent "Travaux_Antérieurs") //Assign 
Previous Work rhetorical role to the sentence 

Figure 4: Example of contextual exploration rule 
 
This rule is established only in the beginning of the 
document, particularly in the section Introduction. It 
operates as follows:  



1. The rule is triggered if an occurrence of the class 
&Verbe_Communicatif_Actif is found. 

2. In the search space E1 (left of the indicator), 
complementary indice &Autres_Travaux_Au-
teurs is searched. 

3. If the indice &Autres_Travaux_Auteurs is not 
present in the textual segment, the indice 
&Entité_Nommée will be searched. 

4. If condition is verified, the label Travaux_An-
térieurs will be attributed to the analyzed textual 
segment. 

This rule allows attributing the label "TravauxAntérieurs" 
(Previous Works) to the following sentence:  
Dans son article initial [HEW 1977], Hweitt développait 
l’idée qu’il était possible de ... . 

In this sentence (that can be translated into English as 
follows: “In his initial article [HEW 1977], Hweitt deve-
loped the idea …”), the verb “développait”(developed) 
triggers the rule RTA1 and the occurrence of one among 
the markers “son article” (his article) and “Hweitt” 
allows assigning the Previous Work label to the sentence.  

3.3. Example of Summary Produced by 
ContextO 

Figure 5 shows a summary produced by ContextO. In this 
example, <et a0= rhetorical role / > is a XML tag 
indicating the semantic label (rhetorical role) assigned by 
ContextO to the sentence. <et a0=Solution proposée/>, 
<et a0=Solution réussie/> and <et a0=Objet/Thème de 
l’article/> indicate respectively the following rhetorical 
roles: Proposed Solution, Successful Solution, Paper 
Goal.  
<et a0=Solution proposée/>  L'élaboration d'un 
document correspond à la définition d'une application 
entre la structure sémantique initiale et la structure du 
document final. […]. 
<et a0=Solution réussie/>  Deux exemples serviront à 
illustrer l'utilisation de ce mécanisme comme aide pour 
l'élaboration de document. […].  
<et a0=Objet/Thème de l’article/> Nous avons présenté 
dans cet article  "MacWeb" , un prototype qui vise à aider 
la phase de conception du document. 

Figure 5: Example of summary produced by ContextO 

The summary shows problems of cohesion (demonstrative 
pronoun ce (this) in the second sentence) and coherence 
(the sentences are not stated following a logical rhetorical 
progress). In the following section, we present SCHEM-
RES, a system that performs the resolution of such 
problems. 

4. Generating Readable Summaries by 
SCHEM-RES 

Summaries produced by ContextO are sentence 
collections that do not often establish a cohesive and a 
coherent chain because of the absence of some links. Our 
system SCHEM-RES suggests restoring the readability of 
these summaries. Indeed, the injection of sentences in the 

slots of a schema is supervised through the validation of 
the following four properties: the completeness, the non-
redundancy, the canonical organization and the 
connectivity of the textual segments (Ellouze & Ben 
Hamadou, 99).  

4.1. System Architecture 

Figure 6 illustrates the SCHEM-RES components. The 
inputs of this system are: 

- A database containing schema rhetorical 
structures, 

- The summary produced by ContextO, 
- The segmented and tagged XML source text 

delivered by ContextO. The XML format allows 
SCHEM-RES to create some of its resources (the 
textual objects (figures, tables, enumerated lists), 
the index of titles). 

 
Figure 6: SCHEM-RES components 

4.2. Description of Process Steps 

The resolution of the problems of cohesion and coherence 
is based on three operations defined in (Ellouze & Ben 
Hamadou, 99). These operations are Addition, 
Suppression and Permutation of textual segments. 
Addition concerns also the textual objects (figures, tables, 
lists). 

4.2.1 Restoring Canonical Organization 

Initially, the sentences of the summary produced by 
ContextO are listed by respecting their order in the source 
text. So, if the sentence order does not correspond to the 
rhetorical progress of the Summary-Schema, the 
Permutation operation (Permut (Ph, C, Pos)) will be 
applied in order to reorganize the sentences of the “draft” 
summary according to the schema rhetorical structure. 
The Permutation operation has three parameters: Ph is the 
sentence to be switched around; C is the rhetorical 
category assigned to the sentence and Pos is the position 
of the slot in which the sentence will be injected. In the 
example of Figure 5, the last sentence labeled 
“Objet/Thème de l’article” (Paper Goal) is in the end 
because it is extracted from the section "Conclusion". The 
Permutation operation puts it at the beginning according 



to the rhetorical progress of the following schema: Paper 
Goal + Proposed Solution + Successful Solution.  

4.2.2 Completeness Restoration 

It consists of checking if all the slots of the schema are 
filled with the linguistic material embedded in the 
sentences of the initial summary. If one among these slots 
remains empty then the search for a textual segment 
having as rhetorical role that of the empty slot will be 
started in the source text. We noticed that the problem of 
completeness concerns the Thematic Announcement 
information. This information could be found in the 
contents of a title Ti that corresponds to the hierarchical 
level of the empty slot. We use then the nominal groups 
of the title Ti as surface markers to look for the adequate 
textual segment in the source text. The Addition operation 
(Add (Ph)) is executed if a textual segment is found. 

The detection of the title Ti and its hierarchical level is 
based on the tags <t1>, </t1>, <t2>, </t2> settled in the 
XML text source. To identify the nominal groups of titles, 
we proceed in the following way: 

1. Categories (Noun, Adj, Prep, etc.) of the title 
words are identified by means of the tagger of 
the Fips Client dll software (downloadable from 
the Web site www.latl.unige.ch).  

2. Simple regular expression (Adj / Noun) *Noun or 
complex one [Det][Adj]Noun[Adv Adj][Prep 
[Det]Adj Noun[Adj]] (Ellouze & Ben Hamadou, 
02a) are used to detect nominal groups.  

3. The nominal groups are stored in a thematic 
index (the title index). 

The search for sentences containing nominal groups of the 
title Ti is made in the section Introduction or in the 
peripheries (first/last paragraphs) of sections dealing with 
the title Ti. If there’s more than one sentence, then the 
best segment selected is the nearest to the others. If 
nominal groups of titles are not found, the individual 
words of titles are searched in the sentences. If no suitable 
segment is found, the slot remains empty. 

4.2.3 Redundancy Elimination 

The redundancy problem is principally due to the 
injection of the same sentence in two slots. This case 
occurs when the contextual exploration engine of 
ContextO assigns to a sentence two rhetorical categories. 
The position of the redundant sentence with regard to the 
sentence which precedes or which succeeds it in the same 
slot allows taking the decision of retaining or removing it. 
Then, the redundant sentence will be retained in the slot 
containing the nearest sentence to it. The redundant 
sentence badly placed on other slot will be rejected by the 
Suppression operation (Supp (Ph)). 

4.2.4 Continuity and Connectivity Restoration 

The Addition operation is applied to add, in the summary, 
textual objects (figures, tables, lists) (Add (OT)) or 
sentences (Add (Ph)).  

Add (OT) is applied if a sentence contains a truncated 
enumeration list. It is also applied if a sentence makes a 
reference for a figure or a table as the following one: 

"L’architecture de base est présentée dans la figure 2." 
(The basic architecture is presented in figure2.). The 
textual objects are recognized due to their specific tags in 
the XML source document. Indeed, the <ul> and </ul> 
tags bound a list, the <html:IMG src = "file"/> tag allows 
the display of an image. The detection of these tags 
allows ensuring continuity between sentences and omitted 
objects. 

Add (Ph) (addition of sentences) is applied when 
anaphors are discovered in the surface of the textual 
substance of the summary. The replacement of anaphoric 
elements by their antecedents as proposed by (Tutin et al. 
99; Mitkov et al. 99) is not foreseen because we do not 
arrange simple and effective method using little linguistic 
knowledge. However, some sentences contain the 
personal pronoun "il" (it) without being anaphoric. This is 
the case of the sentences beginning, for example, with "il 
est important que" (it is important to). So, it is necessary 
to take into account the exceptions. 

Another scenario requiring the addition of sentences 
(Add (Ph)) is that of sentences containing linear-
integration markers (d’abord (first), ensuite (then), En 
premier lieu (at first), etc.). To restore the sentences that 
establish the required organizational frame, we refer to 
the works of (Jackiewicz 02) to have the linear integration 
marker lists and then adding the necessary sentences. 

Besides, in certain cases, the suppression of a 
connector embedded in a sentence could be better useful 
than the addition of one or several sentences. It is the case 
of sentences like: "De plus, la programmation objet 

permet la réutilisation du code." (Furthermore, object 
programming allows reusing the code.). Then, to reach 
the connectivity of the textual material, the Suppression 
operation Supp (Con) (with Con is a connector) could be 
also used. 

Finally, sentences of the summary can contain 
acronyms. Extended forms of acronyms are searched in 
the source text. The identification of the extended form of 
an acronym is an operation rather difficult as it was 
shown in (Morin 99). We search then the sentence 
containing the first occurrence of the acronym. Usually, in 
this sentence, the acronym is associated to its extended 
form. Once found, the sentence is associated to the 
acronym by establishing a hypertext link between them. 

4.2.5 Restoration of Coherence of Verb Tenses 

The coherence of verb tenses is reached by putting the 
main verbs of the sentences causing problems in the 
suitable tenses. The example of the summary presented in 
Figure 5 illustrates this situation. In this example, the 
sentence introducing the goal of the paper is in the past. It 
should be in the present or in the future. We examine then 
sentences extracted from the section Conclusion and 
having as rhetorical roles Goal or Solution. First, the 
main verbs of these sentences are recognized by the 
syntactic analyzer of the Fips Client Dll software (already 
used for the tagging of the title words (see section 4.2.2)) 
and then they are putted in the suitable tense. 
 



5. Evaluation  

5.1. Summary Relevance 

To evaluate the summaries generated by our system, we 
use the authors’ abstracts published with source 
documents. We choose abstracts having the quality of 
those established by professional abstractors. We compare 
the terms that appear in the automatic summaries with 
those of authors' abstracts. The performance of SCHEM-
RES is measured with regard to two other automatic 
summarisation systems: Word Summarizer and 
Pertinence1.  

The recall, precision and F-score measures (Cole 95) 
are calculated for the three systems and for the collection 
of the source documents (see Figure 7). We can see that 
SCHEM-RES gives the best results. This can be 
explained by the fact of the use of the Summary-Schemas 
reflecting the rhetoric of authors' summaries. 

Figure 7: Recall, precision and F-score measures 

5.2. Summary Readability 

To evaluate our system performance in the resolution of 
coherence and cohesion problems, we calculate the 
number of errors according to the following criteria: 
canonical organization (OC), Completeness (CP), Non-
redundancy ( R¬ ), connectivity (CT). 

The following histogram illustrates the obtained 
results for a corpus of test constituted by 21 documents. 

 
Figure 8: SCHEM-RES performance 

Figure 8 shows that the canonical organization criterion is 
successfully achieved in all cases. For the other criteria, 
SCHEM-RES performs no error for 67% of documents 
for the completeness criterion, for 57% of documents for 
the non-redundancy criterion and for 47% of documents 
for the connectivity criterion. The errors are essentially 
due to bad tagging of title words, bad syntactic analysis of 
sentences, no recognition of semantic similar sentences 

                                                           
1 www.pertinence.com 

and no recognition of sentences containing antecedents of 
anaphors. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented an approach that uses 
Summary-Schemas to instanciate coherent summaries for 
scientific papers. Currently, we are extending our 
techniques to ensure more cohesion and coherence for the 
generated summaries. We are in the process of designing 
“surface” solutions to recognize semantic similar 
sentences. Also, we are searching other criteria to find 
missed information in the summary. In addition, we will 
focus closer on the utility of recognizing scientific paper 
types (e.g., implementation, overview, synthesis) in order 
to help users to choose the suitable Summary-Schemas. 
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Abstract

In this paper, a system for Named Entity Recog-
nition in the Open domain (NERO) is de-
scribed. It is concerned with recognition of var-
ious types of entity, types that will be appropri-
ate for Information Extraction in any scenario
context. The recognition task is performed
by identifying normally capitalised phrases in
a document and then submitting queries to a
search engine to find potential hypernyms of
the capitalised sequences. These hypernyms are
then clustered to derive a typology of named en-
tities for the document. The hypernyms of the
normally capitalised phrases are used to classify
them with respect to this typology. The method
is tested on a small corpus and its classifications
are evaluated. Finally, conclusions are drawn
and future work considered.

1 Introduction

Information Extraction (IE) is defined as the au-
tomatic identification of selected types of entities,
relations, or events in free text (Grishman 03).
Some of the most significant multi-site evaluations
of IE have been carried out in the Message Un-
derstanding Competitions (eg. MUC-7 (Chinchor
98b)).

In the context of IE, the events of interest de-
scribed in documents are encoded using templates
(Chinchor 98a). An IE system attempts to assign
the participants of an event to functional slots
in the template. The slots accept elements of
particular types. For instance, a template cor-
responding to management succession events in-
cludes slots for the person who is leaving the
post; the organisation in which the event is taking
place; etc. Each slot has a particular semantics
and participants that are appropriate for each slot
are subject to that semantics.

The templates used in MUC-7 have slots for
ENTITY and LOCATION elements. ENTITY
elements are divided into classes for PERSON,
ORGANIZATION, and ARTIFACT. The goal of
named entity recognition (NER) is to identify
these elements in texts automatically.

MUC-7 represents just one IE scenario and
many more types of entity must be recognised
for effective IE in different domains. In the do-
mains of medicine, e-retail, or entertainment, sys-
tems will need to identify pharmaceutical names,
product names, or pop groups. The set of re-
quired name types varies from case to case. The
NER approaches developed for MUC-7 are able
to recognise a small set of named entity (NE)
types with considerable accuracy. However, in
most cases, the classification models used rely on
specific domain knowledge. They cannot easily be
extended to recognise the pertinent entities occur-
ring in documents from other domains.

In the current state of the art, IE systems
must either be re-tuned or else implemented from
scratch for new scenarios. In this paper, the goal
is to automatically identify the entities that are
likely to be of interest in any scenario context,
with no knowledge a priori. A system called
NERO1 is described that embodies a framework
for NER in the open domain.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the methods by which NERO addresses
its goals - deriving a document specific ontology
for NEs (Section 2.1); identifying sequences of
words that are normally capitalised in the docu-
ment (Section 2.2); and then classifying normally
capitalised words with respect to the derived ty-
pology (Section 2.3). In Section 3, the small cor-
pus used to test the system is described and in
Section 4 the resulting evaluation is reported. In
Section 5, related work is reviewed and in Section
6 conclusions are drawn and directions for future
research considered.

2 The Method for Named Entity
Recognition in the Open Domain

The process of open-domain NER is tackled in
three stages. Firstly, a document-specific typol-
ogy for NEs is derived automatically (Section

1Named Entity Recognition in the Open domain



2.1). Secondly, NEs are identified (Section 2.2).
Thirdly, NEs are classified in line with the derived
typology (Section 2.3).

2.1 Typology Derivation

The typology is obtained by collecting the hy-
pernyms of capitalised phrases (Section 2.1.1),
clustering the hypernyms (Section 2.1.2), and la-
belling those clusters (Section 2.1.3).

2.1.1 Collection of Hypernyms

The method for identification of hyponyms de-
scribed in (Hearst 92) was applied in order to
identify potential hypernyms of sequences of cap-
italised words appearing in the document. Here,
sequences include single words. In the first sen-
tence of the abstract of this paper, the sequences
of capitalised words are {In, Named Entity Recog-
nition, Open, and NERO}. Numerous patterns
were used to produce queries that were submitted
to the google2 search engine. The summaries re-
turned by google were then used to derive the hy-
pernyms. Following (Hearst 92), when X is a cap-
italised sequence, the query such as X, was sub-
mitted to google. The FDG Parser (Tapanainen
& Järvinen 97) was used to find the part of speech
and lemma of words in the returned summaries.
The lemma of the immediately preceding noun
was chosen as the hypernym of X. Three other
patterns (Figure 1) were included in an effort to
improve coverage. In these patterns, Y is a phrase
whose head is a potential hypernym of X.

One problem that results from exploiting google
for information retrieval is that case and punctua-
tion are ignored in the queries. This is a particular
problem in the current context because many ef-
fective patterns are best expressed using a combi-
nation of words and punctuation marks. To illus-
trate, the pattern X and other Y shown in Figure
1 was originally expressed as NP{, NP}∗{, } and
other NP in (Hearst 92). Despite this, the cover-
age provided by google means that it is currently
preferred over alternative search engines.

When running the system, queries were sub-
mitted for each capitalised sequence and all of
its substrings. The first 1000 results from google
were processed in each case. A sample of out-
put from the system is shown in Figure 2. The
result of the method on processing substrings of
Internet Explorer cannot be displayed due to

2www.google.com

• Y such as X

• Y like X

• X or other Y

• X and other Y

Figure 1: Hypernymy Patterns

space restrictions. The ten most frequent poten-
tial hypernyms are shown with their frequency of
occurrence as returned by google.

Use of the Internet, rather then the documents
in which NEs appear, as the source of poten-
tial hypernyms is justified because the documents
used to test the NERO system in the present
study are rather small, and the four patterns
shown in Figure 1 are used very rarely within
them. In fact, for these documents only 1.19%
of the NEs appear in those patterns. This con-
trasts with 96.46% when the Internet is taken as
the source of potential hypernyms. Intuitively,
it is expected that a document specific approach
would yield high precision, and be less affected by
the problems of word sense ambiguity that the In-
ternet based method is vulnerable to (see Section
4.2 for more details). Unfortunately, poor recall
is the cost of applying patterns under a document
specific framework.

Coverage could be improved under a document
specific approach by identifying additional pat-
terns. In its favour, this would allow for the
exploitation of such features as punctuation in
the patterns. The drawbacks are that additional
manual effort would be required to formulate
them, and there is a risk that such patterns would
only apply well in the document for which they
were identified. For these reasons, this approach
was not implemented in the current study.

2.1.2 Clustering Hypernyms

Having obtained sets of potential hypernyms
for all sequences of capitalised words in the input
text, the system clusters the global set of hyper-
nyms in an attempt to find the general types of
NE that appear in that document. NEs will sub-
sequently be classified on the basis of the resultant
typology.

A hard, bottom-up, hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm was used (Manning & Schütze 99). It is
presented in Figure 3.

The similarity function sim is a group average



CAPITALISED SEQUENCE: Internet Explorer

SUBSTRING: Internet Explorer
Y such as X: (file 173, browser 120, web 69, program 54, window 40,

application 35, internet 25, suv 16, software 16,
browser 421)

X and other Y: (browser 175, application 77, window 54, Microsoft 46,
feature 38, software 38, web 37, internet 24, program 23,
key 8)

Y like X: (browser 311, program 35, application 27, product 15,
software 14, window 10, page 7, somthing 6, thing 6,
Netscape 5)

X or other Y: (browser 250, web 96, program 43, window 42, internet 38,
software 16, application 14, compatible-level 12, Microsoft 11,
product 10)

Figure 2: Hypernyms for Internet Explorer

• Given:

– a set H := {χ1, ..., χn} of hypernyms

– a group-average similarity function sim,
described in Section 2.1.2.

– Υ = 1

• for i := 1 to n do

hi := {χi} end

C := {h1, ...hn}
j := n+ 1

• while Υ > τ

1. Υ := max(hu,hv)∈C×Csim(hu, hv)

2. (hn1 , hn2 ) := argmax(hu,hv)∈C×Csim(hu, hv)

3. hj := hn1 ∪ hn2

4. C := C \ {hn1 , hn2} ∪ {hj}
5. j := j + 1

Figure 3: The alorithm used to cluster hypernyms

method that assesses similarity between hyper-
nyms on the basis of their taxonomic similarity
in WordNet (Fellbaum 98). Taxonomic similarity
was computed using a measure known as Learning
Accuracy which was implemented to assist evalua-
tion in (Hahn & Schnattinger 98). The clustering
process is halted when the similarity measure for
the two most similar clusters proposed for merg-
ing drops below a threshold, τ . Empirical obser-
vation indicated that a threshold of 0.5 was suit-
able. The stopping condition is set in an attempt
to prevent hypernyms indicative of distinct types
from being merged.

This type of clustering algorithm was suitable
for the task because no information on the desired
properties of the set of derived types is available

0.5 SURFACE:
port, interface, panel, window,
workstation, machine, server,
computer, ski, dial, storage, memory,
store, surface, device

Figure 4: The cluster labelled SURFACE

a priori.

2.1.3 Labelling Clusters

The WordNet package (Fellbaum 98) was used
in order to assign easy-to-read labels to the clus-
ters resulting from the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 2.1.2. For all senses of all words in a clus-
ter, increasingly general hypernyms were listed.
These lists were compared within the cluster and
the most specific hypernym common to all words3

was used to label the cluster as a whole. Each la-
bel was assigned a number, hereafter referred to
as height that is the mean depth of the words
in the cluster measured from the common hyper-
nym. This measure is used to weight the clas-
sification of named entities, as described in Sec-
tion 2.3. When no such common hypernym exists,
the cluster is simply labelled MISCn where n is a
unique reference number for that cluster.

When testing NERO, it was found that the
cluster labels were often unhelpful, as illustrated
in Figure 4. The clusters themselves were referred
to in the evaluation process to determine whether
or not a NE had been classified appropriately.

2.2 Identification of Named Entities
(Capitalised Word Normalisation)

Capitalisation is one signal that can distinguish
NEs from other phrases in texts. Unfortunately,

3Not necessarily all senses.



it is also used in the general layout of documents,
indicating the start of sentences or dialogue, sec-
tion headings, or instructions in block capitals.
For this reason it is necessary to disambiguate
capitalisation to determine whether a given word
is normally capitalised in all contexts, or whether
the capitalisation of a given word is context de-
pendent. This disambiguation is referred to as
normalisation in (Mikheev 00).

NERO exploits a method for normalisation
that uses memory based learning (Daelemans
et al. 01). Each instance of a capi-
talised word in the training data is associ-
ated with a vector of feature values and a
binary classification (NORMALLY CAPITALISED or
NOT NORMALLY CAPITALISED). Features appearing
in the vectors include

1. positional information,

2. the proportion of times the word is capi-
talised in the document,

3. the proportion of times the word is sen-
tence initial in the document and in the BNC
(Burnard 95),

4. whether the instance appears in a gazetteer
of person names or, following (Mikheev 00),
in a list of the top 100 most frequent sentence
initial words in the BNC,

5. the part of speech of the word and the sur-
rounding words,

6. agreement of the instance’s grammatical
number with the following verb to be or to
have.

Grammatical information such as part of speech
and number is available via the use of Conexor’s
FDG Parser (Tapanainen & Järvinen 97).

The training data contains 3168 instances. The
method was evaluated using ten-fold cross valida-
tion. It obtained an overall precision of 98.63%
and recall of 98.51% for NORMALLY CAPITALISED

instances and 100% precision and 98.31% recall
for NOT NORMALLY CAPITALISED instances.

2.3 Classification of Named Entities

Classification of NEs exploits the derived typol-
ogy. The typology is extended to mark the begin-
nings and ends of spans of NEs.

The approach described here assumes that nor-
mally capitalised sequences of words (Section 2.2)

correspond to NEs. A NE is either identical to,
or is a substring of, one of the set of capitalised
sequences in the document. Each NE can be as-
sociated with a capitalised sequence that covers
its position in the document.

If T is a type that subsumes hypernyms {t1, ...,
tm} and φ is a coefficient inversely proportional to
the height of T, let w be a word that matches or is
a substring of a capitalised sequence C. Further,
let C have hypernyms {c1, ..., cn} where each hy-
pernym has a frequency fci.

The likelihood that w should be classified as T
is given by:∑m

j=1

∑n
i=1 φ.g(ci, tj).fci

g(ci, tj) is a function that maps to 1 when ci is
identical to tj, and maps to 0 otherwise.

Having computed the likelihood for all types,
w is classified as belonging to the one for which
this measure is greatest. If no hypernym was ob-
tained for the complete phrase C, then hypernyms
of substrings of C that contain w are used instead.

3 The Test Corpus

The creation of evaluation data is very difficult
for the non-expert due to the “open” nature of the
NE typology. For the pilot study presented in this
paper, just nine documents were hand annotated
and an assessment of NERO’s performance was
made against this human annotated data.

Of the nine texts, eight were from the SEM-
COR corpus (Landes et al. 98) and one was a
technical document, Windows Help File (win).
This was chosen in order to demonstrate system
performance on a document containing many NEs
of a type not found in the MUC-7 NE typology.

One point to be made about the documents
taken from SEMCOR is that these are extracts
from larger texts, and are thus incomplete. As
will be noted in Section 4.1 this has some unfor-
tunate consequences.

4 Evaluation

The system is evaluated with respect to its abil-
ity to identify NEs using text normalisation, to
derive an appropriate typology of NEs for a given
document, and to classify NEs in line with the
derived typology.

Quantitative and automatic evaluation of the
derived typology and the classification of NEs
with respect to that typology relies on large



DOC #WORDS #NEs GENRE
a01 1944 258 Legal
j53 1980 2 Psych.
j59 1959 55 Art
k09 2005 92 Lit.
k12 2020 129 Lit.
k22 2024 137 Lit.
k25 1985 29 Lit.
n05 2051 75 Lit.
win 2884 274 Tech.

TOT 18852 1051

Table 1: Characteristics of the documents used to
test NERO

amounts of annotated data. Such data is dif-
ficult to produce because elements must be as-
signed types that are not known to annotators a
priori. We undertook a small-scale manual eval-
uation of the system’s performance.

4.1 Evaluating Normalisation

Some substantive evaluation has been performed
for the capitalised word normalisation system
(Section 2.2). That method was applied to the
documents used to test NERO. Overall, for the
capitalised words in the corpus, the system was
able to identify normally capitalised words with
a precision of 97.48% and recall of 88.39%. For
words that are not normally capitalised, the fig-
ures were 100% and 97.11% respectively.

The performance of the normalisation system
on the nine test documents was significantly worse
than was suggested by ten-fold cross validation
based on the training data. Part of the problem
is that the literary documents in the test corpus
contain a lot of dialogue. Here, new sentences are
introduced using quotation marks without ending
the introducing sentence with a full stop.

In addition, as noted in Section 3, the docu-
ments from SEMCOR (Landes et al. 98) are in-
complete, and many PERSON NEs are referred to
using only a surname or nickname. The full name
may have been introduced earlier in the text, but
this evidence is missing from the extract available
in SEMCOR. This affected NERO’s performance
as it rendered the gazetteers used in Feature 4
redundant in many cases. While most systems
for capitalised word normalisation are able to cor-
rectly classify nicknames and surnames when they
appear, these successful classifications are usually
facilitated by the appearance of the full names
elsewhere in the document (Mikheev 00).

4.2 Evaluating Typology Derivation

Table 2 shows, for each file in the test corpus, the
set of NE types that were manually annotated
in each document (NE TYPES) and the set of
NE types derived by NERO (DERIVED TYPOL-
OGY). Evaluation is problematic because manual
annotation may require a high level of expertise
within a given domain in order to classify new
types of entity, e.g. menu items in software tech-
nical manuals, and non-experts will tend to as-
sign general types such as ARTIFACT to these NEs.
Hiring experts will be an expensive undertaking
within the context of annotation in the open-
domain. The typology induced by NERO may
actually assist the non-expert annotator in select-
ing an appropriate type for a given NE. With
respect to the NE TYPES, several match those
that are used in MUC-7 but there are additional
types used here. NAT LAN covers NEs that refer
to nationalities or languages. The titles of cre-
ative works such as paintings or books are marked
CTVE TTL. The names of menu items or buttons
in computer software are marked OPT BUT.

A quantitative assessment was made of system
performance in the derivation of a typology. A
large number of clusters results from the cluster-
ing phase, but the statistical classification method
causes only a small subset of the total number of
clusters to be evidenced in the output classifica-
tion. For this crucial subset, the precision and re-
call of the clustering method was calculated. Pre-
cision is defined here as the ratio of the number of
machine derived clusters that correlate well with
a human derived type, to the total number of ma-
chine derived clusters. Recall is defined as the ra-
tio of the number of machine derived clusters that
correlate well with a human derived type to the
total number of human derived types annotated
in the key file. When calculating these figures, it
was noted that in many cases (27 out of 66), the
machine derived clusters were seen to correlate
only partially with human derived types. In these
cases, the machine derived cluster was counted as
a good match if more than half of the senses in
the cluster were felt to be indicative of the hu-
man derived type. Otherwise, it was not counted.
The precision of the clustering method is poor,
at 46.97%. Recall is mediocre, at 67.39%. The
performance of the clustering method will limit
precision and recall in the NE classification task.

Table 2 can be inspected in order to check



the degree of correlation between machine derived
clusters and human derived types.

It can be noted that the type BODY derived for
text a01 is too general, and incorporates hyper-
nyms that distinguish two important types, ORG
and LOC. The type CONCEPT derived from doc-
ument k09 highlights the problem of word sense
ambiguity. Here the hypernym character has
been merged with words that share its symbolic,
rather than human sense. It would be necessary
to perform word sense disambiguation (WSD) to
solve this problem.

4.3 Evaluating NE Classification

Table 3 summarises the performance of the sys-
tem. The column NORM ACC indicates the ac-
curacy with which the system is able to identify
the NEs in a document. #NEsIDd gives the exact
number of capitalised words identified by NERO.
It can be compared with the column #NEs in
Table 1 which shows the actual number of words
used in NE references in the document. The re-
maining columns in Table 3 show the number
of instances classified correctly (CORRECT) or
incorrectly (INCORRECT). In some cases, cor-
rectness of the classification is open to interpre-
tation and these are marked UNCERTAIN. An
example of this is the classification of the Win-
dows program as CONCEPT, a very general type
that does include several pertinent hypernyms
such as product but also many irrelevant ones
such as privilege or right. In many cases, the
queries submitted to google are unable to indi-
cate any potential hypernyms for a capitalised se-
quence. When this happens, the system uses any
hypernyms that have been found for substrings
of the sequence. When no potential hypernyms
are available for any substrings, then the instance
remains unclassified. The frequency of such oc-
currences in a document appears in the column
UNCLASSIFIED. Note that these cases are in-
cluded in the figures under INCORRECT.

5 Related Work

Research activity in IE and NER since the mid-
90s has left a large literary footprint. In the first
instance, readers are directed to the proceedings
of MUC-7 (Chinchor 98b) for a description and
evaluation of competing NER systems for English.
Similar competitions have been held with respect
to Japanese in the IREX (Sekine 99) conferences.

The continuing influence of the MUC competi-
tions on the fields of IE and NER is significant.
Papers such as (Zhou & Su 02), and the shared
task at the CoNLL Workshop at ACL 2003 ad-
dress the classification of NEs on the basis of the
typology originally used in MUC-7.

The method recently reported in (Collins 02)
was trained on data in which an extended set of
NE types is annotated. The system was assessed
on its ability to classify test data in line with a
typology derived from the training corpus. The
classification model identifies name types such as
PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and LOCATION,
but also brand names, scientific terms, and event
titles, as well as others that are not described in
the paper. Despite this, the approach is still sce-
nario specific and is unlikely to be able to cater to
other domains. The typology used in (Collins 02)
is incomplete with respect to the open domain.

The development of an extended NE hierarchy,
including more than 150 NE types, is described
in (Sekine et al. 02). The researchers involved
in this work have also developed a classification
system for the extended set of NEs. However, the
system is based on manually proposed rules spe-
cific to each type of entity. From this perspective,
despite covering an extended typology, the clas-
sification process cannot yet be regarded as fully
automatic, or robust in the open domain.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the domain-
independent task of text normalization has been
addressed before, and with greater accuracy than
the system reported in this paper, by (Mikheev
00). He used a Maximum Entropy classification
model which also incorporated information about
abbreviations and the occurrence of capitalised
sequences in the document.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a framework for NER
in the open domain, and has described an imple-
mented system, NERO, that embodies this frame-
work (Section 2). It includes automatic compo-
nents for derivation of a typology of NEs (Sec-
tion 2.1), for normalisation of capitalised words
(Section 2.2), and for classification of NEs in a
given document (Section 2.3). The paper has de-
scribed these components and conducted a small-
scale evaluation (Section 4). Related work has
also been reviewed (Section 5).

The unsupervised nature of the approach, its



DOC NE TYPES DERIVED TYPOLOGY
a01 ORG, TIME, LOC UNKNOWN,

PERS BODY (University, organization, establishment, area, community, ...),
ENTERPRISE (industry, business, agency), TIME PERIOD,
CODE#COMPUTER CODE, PERSON, LEGAL DOC, OCCUPATION

j53 NAT LAN, PERS PERSON, COLLECTION#ACCUMULATION (population, information)
j59 NAT LAN, PERS, COGNITION#KNOWLEDGE (project, system, organization),

TIME, CTVE TTL, CAUSAL AGENT (artist, cubist, painter),
PHENOMENON (effect, event),
UTILITY (purpose, function),
KNOWLEDGE BASE (chemisty, classics, discipline, subject),
PRODUCT (work, paper, journal, theme),
DEVICE (instrument, man, bowl, style, tool),
VISUAL COMMUNICATION (artwork, art, movement, gesture)

k09 LOC, PERS, CONCEPT (character, item, place), PERSON (breed, minister, author, help),
NAT LAN, LEGAL DOC (title, language, article, book), PHENOMENON (product, event)
CTVE TTL

k12 LOC,PERS,TIME, ENTITY#PHYSICAL THING (setting, position, location, area),
OTHER, ABBR, PERSON (agent, voter, source, officer), PART#COMPONENT (item, member),
ART, NAT LAN COGNITIVE CONTENT#MENTAL OBJECT (program, thought, idea, object),

BUILDING (hospital, institution), DUTY (task, function)
TRAIT (behaviour, action, initiative), ATTRIBUTE (power, quality, character)

k22 PERS, OTHER, PERSON, CREATION (dance, phrase, song),
ORG, LOC, STATEMENT (point, thing, confession),
TIME, ART, PHENOMENON (influence, event), PROPERTY (species, type, form),
NAT LAN, ABBR ORGANIZATION (faith, charity, hospital), PRODUCT (reference, novel, product),

ACTIVITY (location, place, function), POLITICAL UNIT (power, nation, state)
ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION (county, city, area),

k25 LOC, PERS, LANGUAGE UNIT (name, title, document, article),
CTVE TTL, TEXTUAL MATTER (headline, lyric, poem), MEDIUM (paper, newspaper, source),
NAT LAN, TIME, PERSON (voter, singer, person), RECREATION (festival, celebration, game),
ORG TIME PERIOD (holiday, day, period), REGION (jurisdiction, county, city)

n05 PERS, LOC, ART ORGANISM (member, scientist, person), ARTIFACT (web, material, song, product),
MESSAGE#SUBJECT MATTER (question, fabrication, book, source)

win ART, LOC, CONCEPT (component, thing, product), SYSTEM (internet, web, network),
PERS, OPT BUT, WORK (utility, function, task), USER (user, customer, client),
ORG, CTVE TTL, COMPUTER CODE (browser, application, software),
ABBR, OTHER COMMUNICATION (protocol, warranty, message),

CHANGE (change, connection, transfer), SURFACE (port, window, interface),
HUMAN ACTION (consideration, condition, provision),
EVIDENCE (file, proof, identification), REGION (county, community, neighborhood),
MISC12 (disposition, property), SYMBOL (icon, item, indicator),
TRANSMISSION (email, media, transmission), ARTIFACT (can, facility, source),
MISC18 (business, object), SOCIAL GROUP (band, company, organization)

Table 2: A comparison of manually annotated NE types and NE types obtained by clustering and
cluster labelling applied to the test documents

independence from annotated training data, and
the fact that it has addressed the open-domain
are all strengths of the system. The fact that, to
a certain extent, NERO is able to derive appropri-
ate typologies of NEs for a variety of documents
is also a favourable aspect of its performance.

Unfortunately, these strengths are over-
balanced by numerous weaknesses.

Firstly, the patterns used to collect suitable hy-
pernyms for capitalised sequences are vulnerable
to data sparseness. In many cases, no suitable
hypernyms were identified by the system. This
problem can be addressed by formulating addi-
tional patterns, and by using alternative IR tech-

nology that recognises punctuation symbols in
queries. Despite the rapid growth of the Inter-
net, this problem of data sparseness is unlikely
to be eliminated. Alternative approaches will be
required in order to obtain the semantic type of
entities for which the current hypernym collection
method fails.

As noted in Section 4.2, word sense ambigu-
ity is a major problem in the hypernym collection
and clustering processes that NERO performs. In
future work, it will be interesting to assess the fea-
sibility of using a method for WSD in the hyper-
nym collection and clustering phases. Soft clus-
tering algorithms, in which elements may belong



DOC NORM ACC #NEsIDd CORRECT INCORRECT UNCERTAIN UNCLASSIFIED
a01 91.13 227 64 (28.19) 146 (64.32) 17 (7.49) 96(42.29)
j53 96.92 3 1 (33.33) 2 (66.67) 0 (0) 0 (0)
j59 89.91 42 21 (50.00) 15 (35.71) 6 (14.28) 2 (4.76)
k09 93.88 46 21 (45.65) 25 (54.35) 0 (0) 5 (10.87)
k12 87.29 101 15 (14.85) 84 (83.17) 2 (1.98) 39 (38.61)
k22 92.47 90 18 (20.00) 65 (72.22) 7 (7.78) 57 (63.33)
k25 88.51 22 7 (31.82) 10 (45.45) 5 (22.73) 7 (31.81)
n05 98.29 37 26 (70.27) 11 (29.73) 0 (0) 4 (10.81)
win 92.48 253 167 (66.01) 39 (15.41) 47 (18.58) 6 (2.37)

TOT 92.25 821 340 (41.41) 397 (48.35) 84 (10.23) 216 (26.31)

Table 3: Performance of NERO on named entity classification tasks

to more than one cluster, are another potential
solution to the problem of word sense ambiguity.

It will be useful to experiment with different
classification methods for the identified NEs. The
weighting on different types can be adjusted not
only with respect to the height of the label, but
also with respect to the size of the cluster, or in-
formation from WSD.

The evaluation reported in this paper has been
insufficient. In future work it may be useful to
apply the system to the MUC-7 data in order to
assess the effectiveness of the typologies derived
from those documents. An alternative approach
will be to incorporate NERO into different IE sys-
tems and obtain extrinsic evaluation results.

The overall value of the framework proposed
in this paper remains an open question. The
current performance by NERO of the clustering,
normalisation, and classification tasks does leave
much scope for improvement. These areas must
be further explored, improved, and new assess-
ments made before there are sufficient grounds
for rejecting the approach suggested here.
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Abstract
The notion of an “event” has been widely used in the
computational linguistics literature as well as in in-
formation retrieval and various NLP applications, al-
though with significant variance in what exactly an
event is. We describe an empirical study aimed at de-
veloping an operational definition of an event at the
atomic (sentence or predicate) level, and use our ob-
servations to create a system for detecting and prior-
itizing the atomic events described in a collection of
texts. We report results from testing our system on sev-
eral sets of related texts, including human assessments
of the system’s output and a comparison with infor-
mation extraction techniques. We discuss how event
detection at this level can be used for indexing, sum-
marization, and question-answering.

1 Introduction

“The world changes, things happen, time passes.
We live in a world where events, both important
and mundane, define and demarcate our lives.”1

What is an event? It seems that, like life, this is a term that
is hard to define precisely, though easy to understand at the
intuitive level.

WordNet2 (Miller et al., 1990) defines an event broadly
as “something that happens at a given place and time”. Lin-
guists that have worked on the underlying semantic struc-
ture of events and their realization in text propose more
complicated definitions involving telicity, time, and exter-
nal world conditions; for example, Chung and Timberlake
(1985) state that “an event can be defined in terms of three
components: a predicate; an interval of time on which the
predicate occurs, . . . ; and a situation or set of conditions
under which the predicate occurs, . . . ” Pustejovsky (2000)
argues for a semantic theory of events that models persis-
tence as well as change and is grounded on the notion of
predicate opposition between objects and properties. He
notes that “lexical semanticists must look outward from the
verb to the sentence in order to characterize the effects of
a verb’s event structure; and logical semanticists must look
inward from the sentence to the verb to represent semantic
facts that depend on event-related properties of particular
verbs”.

Recent work in information retrieval within the TDT
framework has taken event to mean essentially “narrowly

1Frank P. Coyle, inUbiquity: an ACM IT Magazine and Fo-
rum, Volume 4, Issue 4, March 18 - 24, 2003.

2http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/˜wn/ .

defined topic for search” (Allan et al., 1998; Yang et al.,
1999). On the other hand, within the information extrac-
tion community, an event represents a relationship between
participants, times, and places; the Message Understanding
Conference (Marsh and Perzanowski, 1997) defines one of
its tasks as “extract prespecified event information and re-
late the event information to particular organization, per-
son, or artifact entities involved in the event.”

Not only is the exact meaning of events in dispute, but
also the extent of an event’s realization in text. As it has
been mentioned above, most linguists associate events with
the tensed matrix verb of a sentence or simple clause, and
by extension with that sentence or clause. However, events
can be expressed with a single noun phrase such as “war”
and “strike” (Pustejovsky, 2000), and sentences can de-
scribe multiple events in separate simple clauses (Filatova
and Hovy, 2001). In the Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT) framework (Allan et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1999),
the ongoing DARPA/NIST effort on text categorization and
clustering, events are represented as sets of related docu-
ments. Finally, MUC’s events are represented as predefined
templates, with attributes corresponding to participants, lo-
cation, and time filled in.

Detecting events automatically and obtaining a semantic
representation for them would be equivalent to creating a
“Who did what to whom when and where?” interpretation
of the text. Such an interpretation, as we argue in Section 8,
would offer new venues for research in text indexing, sum-
marization, visualization of information, and question an-
swering. In this paper, we explore an automatic method
for creating such an interpretation at the atomic (sentence
or predicate) level, extracting and representing multiple
“small” events rather than only the ones at the highest level.
We aim at small text pieces, unlike the TDT/information
retrieval approach, but we utilize similarities between re-
lated texts to determine which atomic events and relation-
ships are specific to a broader event or topic. We draw
from linguistic analysis and theory, but present an opera-
tional method for analyzing arbitrary texts. We trade off
“understanding” of the text to the extent that information
extraction achieves it for the generality of operating with-
out the constraints of a specific domain. Our representation
is necessarily weaker than the predefined templates used in
IE tasks, but covers many types of events which are labeled
with appropriate verbs and nouns selected from the texts.

In Section 3, we discuss a study of events in newswire
articles which explored how well people can detect (and
agree on) events at the atomic level. We then present



an automated system that relies in part on the findings of
this study to detect relationships between entities of certain
types (by default named entities), isolate the likely events,
collate events involving the same entities, and label the
combined event with nouns and verbs. Sections 5–7 re-
port sample results and an evaluation of the output of our
system. We conclude by discussing how we plan to use this
output for a variety of NLP tasks.

2 Related Work

As noted in the introduction, events and their semantic
structure have been analyzed by several linguists, who
have looked at semantic constraints in sentences to dis-
tinguish between events, extended events, and states; see
for example (Chung and Timberlake, 1985; Bach, 1986;
Pustejovsky, 2000). Often in such type of research event
analysis is centered on properties of the verb, and verbs
are classified according to their relationships with event
classes (Levin, 1993). From a computational perspective,
discourse analysis has relied on (often implicitly defined)
events; for example, McCoy and Strube (1999) investigated
time intervals that can be assigned to events (atomic events
occurred at a singe point in time versus repeated atomic
events, extended atomic events or states that occurred over
a span of time) to generate pronouns. In this work sim-
ple clauses were taken as the text region for events. Siegel
and McKeown (2000) have proposed automatic methods
for classifying verbs according to whether they can signal
events and processes (stativity and completeness). Filatova
and Hovy (2001) built a system for assigning time stamps
to the event clauses and recognized the problem of locating
the extent of events in text when they needed to determine
the scope of each detected time expression.

The work most commonly referred to as event detection
is that originating from the Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT) research effort sponsored by DARPA. An impor-
tant contribution of that research program is the recognition
of the distinction between an event and a topic; however,
this distinction is made principally on the basis of speci-
ficity and targeted information retrieval rather than linguis-
tic properties of the retrieved units. As Yanget al. (1999)
note, “[the] USAir-427 crash is an event but not a topic,
and ‘airplane accidents’ is a topic but not an event”. In
practice, the TDT data sets included “events” with a widely
varying scope, from “Comet into Jupiter” to “Oklahoma
City bombing”, and never aimed at extracting information
at less than the document level or structuring that informa-
tion with semantic role annotation (although some current
directions in TDT, such as new information detection (Al-
lan et al., 2001), operate on text passages smaller than the
entire document).

Systems participating in the Scenario Template task of
the Message Understanding Conference (MUC) competi-
tions (from 1992 to 1998) use information extracted and
inferred from a text to fill in the appropriate fields in pre-
defined templates corresponding to the domain of the text.
Since the domain is given and the semantics for each field
is known, systems can achieve fairly high performance (up

to 50%–60% recall and precision) on a useful text under-
standing task. In many ways, the approach taken in MUC
is similar to ours, in that we also aim to retrieve relation-
ships between participants, times, and locations in events,
and label the extracted events to reflect those relationships.
However, the MUC systems suffer from two drawbacks:
First, the fixed templates preclude detecting multiple events
of different types, or of types not anticipated during system
design.3 Second, they are heavily dependent on the do-
main, which requires a lot of time to create accurate tem-
plates defining possible events for that particular domain,
and even more effort in adapting the system to the sublan-
guage and knowledge model of that domain.

3 A Study of Event Annotation

We conducted a first study of text annotation for event in-
formation by asking a number of computer science gradu-
ate students (mostly in computational linguistics) to mark
text passages that describe events in news stories. We de-
liberately provided no definition ofeventfor this study, to
see if the respondents would naturally converge to an oper-
ational definition (as evidenced by high agreement on what
they marked). The annotators were given 13 news articles
randomly selected from the DUC-2001 (Document Under-
standing Conference) corpus. The texts varied in length
from 15 to 60 sentences. Five of the thirteen texts were
each annotated by two participants in the study. In addi-
tion to checking for agreement between the annotators and
anecdotal evidence of the difficulty or ease with which they
could label events, our study had two further aims: To de-
termine what text ranges, in the absence of instructions on
the length of what they should mark, people tend to fa-
vor as the appropriate text parts describing a single event;
and to gather evidence of features that occur with high fre-
quency in the marked passages and could be automatically
extracted by an automated system simulating the human
annotators.

3.1 Agreement

We noticed substantial disagreement between annotators
on what should be marked as an event. Recall that our in-
structions for this experiment only asked them to find the
important events in a given text, providing no definition.
In that context, people often disagreed on whether a given
passage should be marked as an event description or not.
Since our annotation instructions left unspecified the length
of event descriptions, a basic text unit that could be marked
or unmarked is not defined either and therefore it is hard
to quantitatively measure the agreement between the anno-
tators. Nevertheless, we made several qualitative observa-
tions on the basis of repeated patterns of disagreement:

• In some cases, an important part of the text that nev-
ertheless represented a continuation of a state was
marked as an event, for instance

We have no quarrel with the people of Iraq.

3For example, as we show in Section 6, they can detect akid-
nappingevent but not the victim’sreleaseas a separate event.



• Related events that occurred sequentially in text were
sometimes grouped in one marked text region, as in

The Soviet Union said today it had sent an
envoy to the Middle East on a series of stops
to include Baghdad. Soviet officials also
said Soviet women, children, and invalids
would be allowed to leave Iraq.

• Annotators often disagreed consistently on the mark-
ing of specific subtypes of events. One such subtype
that is common in news stories is anutteranceevent,
i.e., an event where the protagonist says, announces,
or describes something. The act of the utterance is an
event according to most definitions, but depending on
whether the thing being said is also an event and how
important that thing is, annotators marked the entire
sentence as an event or non-event.

• Further, analysis of the responses showed that often
a single annotator was not consistent in their own as-
sessments across similar types of text passages. For
example, one of the annotators marked the passage

The British Foreign Office said today condi-
tions in Kuwait appear to be deteriorating.

as an event, but did not mark the similar passage

The predominantly Moslem nation of Bang-
ladesh said today its troops would join
multinational forces in Saudi Arabia.

The annotators’ reduced ability to distinguish between
utterance-type events and other events is compounded
here.

3.2 Length of Marked Text Passages

While the annotators disagreed on what text pieces to se-
lect as event descriptions, they exhibited more agreement
on how long these pieces should be. Out of 190 text re-
gions marked as events, 46 (24%) consisted of one clause
within a longer sentence, 22 (11%) of one sentence mi-
nus one short prepositional phrase, 95 (50%) of exactly one
sentence, and 27 (14%) of multiple sentences.

According to this analysis, the simple clause is really
the minimal unit representing atomic events (noun phrases
such aswar or earthquakewere never marked as events).
However, twice as many full sentences as simple clauses
were marked as events, and an additional 11% of the
marked regions were almost full sentences. We therefore
conclude that full sentences appear to provide the most rea-
sonable scope for locating atomic events.

3.3 Text Features in Marked Passages

We analyzed the passages marked as event descriptions
looking for text features that could be included in an auto-
mated event detection system. Naturally, the verb itself of-
ten provides important information (via tense, aspect, and
lexical properties) about the event status of a clause or sen-
tence. In addition, the following features are correlated

Documents

Events consisting of
multiple NEs linked

through common labels

Merge relations according to
the event labels they share

Filter pairs and connectors

Score pairs of NEs and
connectors for each pair

Mark texts with Named
Entities and POS tags

User-supplied keywords
( e.g., passengers )

Cluster into topics

Figure 1: Outline of atomic event detection system.

with the presence of events:Proper nounsoccur more of-
ten within event regions, possibly because they denote the
participants in events. In contrast,pronounsare less likely
to occur in event regions than in non-events. As expected,
the presence oftime phrases increases the likelihood of
a text region being marked as an event description.Car-
dinal numbers were another lexical class strongly asso-
ciated with events. This can be attributed to the fact that
numbers are often given when new important information
is presented; they condense information and typically ac-
company factual rather than subjective sentences, which
are more likely to be associated with event descriptions.

4 Detecting and Labeling Events

Drawing from our event annotation study, we decided on
an algorithm for detecting, extracting, and labeling events
that is based on the features that seemed more strongly cor-
related with event regions. The outline of our approach is
shown in Figure 1. We anchor events on major elements
representing participants (proper nouns for people and or-
ganizations), locations (again typically proper nouns), and
time information. All these major elements can be retrieved
with a named entity tagger; we use BBN’s IdentiFinder
(Bikel et al., 1999), and we expect at least two such ma-
jor elements in a sentence to consider extracting an event.
We take the sentence as the scope of an event, and include
in the extracted elements cardinal numbers (and the nouns
they modify) as likely to be important in the event. Our
algorithm ignores sentences that contain one named entity



(or none). Otherwise, we extract all the possible pairs (pre-
serving the order of named entities) and all the words that
are in between each pair of named entities. After extract-
ing this information from the entire text (or set of related
texts, see below), for each pair of named entities (arela-
tion) we calculate how many times it occurs, irrespective
of the in-between words (theconnectors). For each con-
nector we calculate how many times this connector is used
in the extracted relation.

Our hypothesis is that if named entities are often men-
tioned together, these named entities are strongly related
to each other within the topic from which the relation was
extracted. Although our method can be applied to a single
text (which by itself assures some topical coherence), we
have found it beneficial to extract events from sets of re-
lated articles. Such sets can be created by clustering texts
according to topical similarity, or as the output of an infor-
mation retrieval search on a given topic.

We create a list of connected named entity pairs in de-
creasing frequency order, and a list of connectors between
such pairs also in decreasing frequency order. We first filter
the connector list, by keeping only verbs or nouns of fre-
quency above a threshold; nouns must also be hyponyms
of eventor activity in WordNet. We use Charniak’s (2000)
statistical parser to obtain part of speech information. Fi-
nally, we eliminate from our candidate event list those pairs
that are no longer supported with a significant number of
connectors or are not among the topn events (both of these
parameters are adjustable and are determined empirically).

We then examine the graph of connections induced by
the surviving pairs. For each two edges in that graph with
a common endpoint (e.g., (A, B) and (A, C)), we examine
if their list of connectors is substantially similar. We con-
sider two such lists substantially similar if one contains at
least 75% of the elements in the other. When that condi-
tion applies, we merge the two candidate events into one
link betweenA and a new element{B, C} (i.e., we con-
siderB andC identical for the purpose of their relationship
to A), and add the scores of the two original events to ob-
tain the score of the composite event. This pushes together
similar named entities (for example, alternate spellings or
two alternate descriptions for a person or location), reduc-
ing the redundancy of the extracted events without using
any explicit knowledge about such relationships in the real
world.

The relative order of extracted events is further modified
by two additional factors: we prioritize pairs that occur in
multiple documents within a set of related documents, and
we reduce the importance of pairs that occur frequently in
a large text collection. These steps highlight events that are
topic-specific; pairs of entities that are linked irrespective
of the specific events described in the set of texts being an-
alyzed (e.g., Bush and Cheney) will thus be pushed further
down in the list.

5 System Output

In this section we present and comment on sample sys-
tem output. We ran our system on a subset of the topics

THING: China Airlines Flight 676 from Bali to
Taipei crashes
PLACE: Taipei, Taiwan
WHEN: February 16, 1998
TOPIC EXPLICATION: The flight was from Bali
to Taipei. It crashed several yards short of the runway
and all 196 on board were believed dead. China Air-
lines had an already sketchy safety record. This crash
also killed many people who lived in the residential
neighborhood where the plane hit the ground. Stories
on topic include any investigation into the accident,
stories about the victims/their families/the survivors.
Also on topic are stories about the ramifications for
the airline.

Figure 2: Official description ofChina Airlines crashtopic.

Relation
Frequency

First
Element

Second
Element

0.0212 China Airlines Taiwan
0.0191 China Airlines Taipei
0.0170 China Airlines Monday
0.0170 Taiwan Monday
0.0170 Bali Taipei
0.0148 Taipei Taiwan
0.0148 Bali Taiwan
0.0148 Taipei Monday
0.0127 Bali Monday
0.0127 International Airport Taiwan

Table 1: Top 10 named entity pairs for theChina Airlines
crashtopic.

provided by the Topic Detection and Tracking Phase 2 re-
search effort (Fiscus et al., 1999). The topics consist of arti-
cles or transcripts from newswire, television, and radio (the
New York Times, Associated Press, CNN Headline News,
ABC World News Tonight, PRI The World, and Voice of
America English News Service). We used 70 of the 100
topics, those containing more than 5 but less than 500 texts.
Since human annotators created these topical clusters in a
NIST-sponsored effort, we can be assured of a certain level
of coherence in each topic. In this manner, we can concen-
trate on the benefits or shortcomings of our algorithm rather
than on issues related to the retrieval of on-topic texts.

TDT provides descriptions of each topic that annotators
use to select appropriate documents by issuing and mod-
ifying IR queries. The official description of one topic
(“China Airlines crash”) is given in Figure 2. Table 1 shows
the top 10 pairs of named entities extracted from the topic at
the first stage of our algorithm (before considering connec-
tors). The normalized relation frequency is calculated by
dividing the score of the current relation (how many times
we see the relation within a sentence in the topic) by the
overall frequency of all relations within this topic.

It is clear from the table that the top relations mention
the airline company whose plane crashed (China Airlines),
where the crash happened (Taiwan, Taipei, International
Airport), where the plane was flying from (Bali), and when



Relation Connector Connector
Frequency

China Airlines – Taiwan crashed/VBD 0.0312
trying/VBG 0.0312
burst/VBP 0.0267
land/VB 0.0267

China Airlines – Taipei burst/VBP 0.0331
crashed/VBD 0.0331
crashed/VBN 0.0198

Taipei – Taiwan − −

Table 2: Top connectors for three of the relations in Table 1.

First
named entity

Second
named entity

Connectors

China Airlines Taiwan; Taipei crashed/VBD
trying/VBG
burst/VBP
land/VB
killing/VBG

Table 3: Final event output for the relations of Table 1.

Connector Frequency across topic
crashed/VBD 0.0189
burst/VBP 0.0107
trying/VBG 0.0092
land/VB 0.0079

Table 4: Top connectors across the entireChina Airlines
crashtopic.

the crash happened (Monday). Interestingly we obtain a
clique for the three elementsChina Airlines, Taiwan, and
Taipei. Let us analyze the connectors for the three pairs
among these three elements (Table 2). The normalized con-
nector frequency is calculated by dividing the frequency of
the current connector (how many times we see this connec-
tor for the current relation) by the overall frequency of all
connectors for the current relation.

China Airlinesis linked to bothTaipeiandTaiwan, and
the lists of connectors are similar enough for our system to
merge the two extracted events to one. On the other hand,
there is no event connector linkingTaipeiandTaiwan. Our
system assumes that this relationship is a static one (indeed,
Taipei is the capital of Taiwan), and drops this candidate
event. The final output is shown in Table 3. The connec-
tors output by the system highlight the major event linking
China Airlinesand{Taiwan, Taipei}, that is, the crash. The
importance of these connectors is also verified by calculat-
ing the relative connector frequencies for the entire topic,
irrespective of the specific entities involved (Table 4).

Finally, we factor in topic specificity for the extracted
events. Tables 5 shows the most and least specific named
entity pairs for this topic. The less specific entries corre-
spond to generic relationships (e.g., there are only seven
week days), relationships totally independent of the topic
(e.g.,Bill Hazard reports fromWashington), and relation-

Relation Specificity
China Airlines – Monday 1.0000
Taiwan – Monday 1.0000
Bali – Taipei 1.0000
Beijing – Tuesday 0.5681
Bill Hazard – Washington 0.4815
Wednesday – Monday 0.2448
Tuesday – Monday 0.1922
China – Taiwan 0.1582
CNN – New York 0.0850

Table 5: Pairs which are and are not specific for theChina
Airlines crashtopic.

Event elements Verbs Nouns
Taiwan – killing/VBG 197/CD
passengers carried/VDB 196/CD

182/CD

Table 6: Event extracted for the noun “passengers” from
theChina Airlines crashtopic.

ships related but not limited to this topic (e.g.,China and
Taiwanhave a long relationship separate from this crash,
resulting in their mention in other topics as well). In our
example, the top event of Table 3 is specific to this topic,
but other events further down in the list (such as theChina–
Taiwan one) are deemed non-specific and pushed further
down or removed from the output.

We close this section with a comment on the anchor
points used by our algorithm. Such anchor points (by de-
fault named entities) are necessary in order to limit the
amount of relations considered. We chose named entities
on the basis of our analysis of events marked by people
(Section 3). However, the system is adaptable and the user
can specify additional words or phrases that should be used
as anchor points. In this example, it makes sense to extract
information involving the passengers of the plane. If the
word passengersis submitted to the system, then the third
from the top events extracted will refer to the deaths of the
passengers, as shown in Table 6.4

6 Comparison with Information Extraction

We compare our system’s output to ideal output for one of
the most well-known information extraction competitions,
the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) organized
by NIST between 1992 and 1998. In MUC’s Scenario Tem-
plate task events are extracted for several pre-specified do-
mains (MUC, 1997). For each domain a list of templates is
created in advance and event extraction is equated to filling
these templates, a typical approach in information extrac-
tion (Riloff, 1996; Grishman, 1997). Events are extracted
from one text at a time and not a collection of texts.5. Each

4197 is the correct number and it was used more often than the
other two numbers which were given in the early articles describ-
ing this crash when the exact numbers were not clear yet.

5There are IE systems which try to fill predefined templates
from several texts but during the MUC competition systems ana-



Bogota, 5 APR 90 (EFE) — Authorities reported to-
day that liberal senator Federico Estrada Velez, 54,
one of the main leaders of the ruling liberal party,
was released today in Medellin by the drug traffick-
ing organization known as the Extraditables.
Senator Estrada Velez was kidnapped on 27 March
near his home by the Extraditables, the Medellin Car-
tel’s armed wing.

Figure 3: MUC-7 text for kidnapping/release event.

Location: Colombia
Date: 27 MAR 90
Type: kidnapping
Organization: “Medellin Cartel” / “Drug Traf-
ficking Organization” / “The Extraditables” / “The
Medellin Cartel’s Armed Wing”
Target: “Federico Estrada Velez”
Effect of incident: Regained freedom: “Federico
Estrada Velez”

Figure 4: Ideal MUC-7 output for the article of Figure 3,
using theTerrorismevent template.

Event elements Verbs Nouns
Federico Estrada Velez released/VBN today/NN
Medellin 54/CD
Estrada Velez kidnapped/VBN −
27 March
Medellin Cartel
armed wing

Table 7: Output from our system for the text of Figure 3.

text can contain one, several, or no events. The best sys-
tems achieved performance of 51% in F-measure6 in the
last MUC-7 competition (1998); the highest F-measure re-
sult was reported during MUC-4 (1992) at around 57%.

Given the short article of Figure 3, the ideal output is the
template shown in Figure 4. Because each MUC template
covers a single event, the model output mixes in this case
information about two atomic events: Mr. Velez’s kidnap-
ping and his release. Note that as a result it is impossible to
tell to say if “27 MAR 90” in the output stands for the date
of kidnapping or release.

Our system produces output which specifies both events
separately: release and kidnapping. According to this out-
put (Table 7) it is possible to figure out who was the main
subject of both events (Federico Estrada Velez), what or-
ganization kidnapped him (Medellin Cartel), when he was
kidnapped (27 March), and when he was released (today).7

There are texts in MUC collection for which no tem-
plates match and therefore no events should be extracted.
Here is part of such a text:

lyzed and extracted events for one text at a time.
6The harmonic mean of precision and recall, i.e.,2PR/(P +

R).
7The last reference requires using the date of the article (5 APR

90) to resolve it, a capability that our system does not yet have.

Event elements Verbs Nouns
Virgilio Barco briefed/VB −
Francois Mitterrand
Wednesday

Table 8: Event extracted by our system from the Barco-
Mitterand passage.

Paris (France), 5 April 90 (AFR) – Colombian
leader Virgilio Barco briefed French president
Francois Mitterand here Wednesday on the ef-
forts made by Bogota to fight the county’s pow-
erful cocain traffickers. Mr. Barco told reporters
after the meeting at the Elysee Palace that the
French leader, who visited Bogota in October
1989, had said once again that he was “very in-
terested” in the drug problem.

This text is from the terrorism domain collection. And
though really no terrorist attacks are described in this text
it does not mean that there are no events described. These
events include the meeting between François Mitterand
and Virgilio Barco, Mitterand’s earlier visit to Bogota, and
Barco’s speaking to reporters.

Though MUC systems are not supposed to output any
events for the whole text from which the above passage
was excerpted, our system outputs several events; Table 8
shows the extracted event that corresponds to the above
passage.

In fairness to the MUC systems we note that they per-
form additional tasks such as the semantic classification of
the information (deciding which slot to select for a given
piece of extracted text). Our approach does not assign la-
bels such asperpetrator or target to named entities. It
provides for a more superficial “understanding” of the ele-
ments of the event and the roles they play in it, in exchange
for increased portability, generality, and robustness.

7 System Evaluation

7.1 Methodology

To evaluate our system we chose randomly 9 topics out of
the 70 TDT-2 topics containing more than 5 and less than
500 texts (see Section 5). For each of these topics we ran-
domly chose 10 texts, and ran our system on these 10 texts
only, producing a ranked list of events with verb and noun
labels, as described in Section 4. We then gave the texts and
the top 10 events in the system output for a given topic to
a volunteer evaluator (a graduate student in computational
linguistics). Each evaluator processed exactly one topic.

Our subjects were asked to first read the texts8 and then
provide a numerical score for the system in the following
areas:

1. Whether the named entities in the events extracted by
our system are really related to each other in the texts.

8Which was the reason we limited the number of texts per
topic to 10.



Question Average
rating

Percentage
non-zero

Percentage
above 0.5

Link quality 0.7506 92.22% 74.44%
Importance 0.6793 95.00% 62.87%
Label quality 0.6178 90.91% 51.09%

Table 9: Evaluation scores for our system. Importance
and label quality are measured only on extracted relations
of reasonable quality (with link quality score above 0.5,
74.44% of the total extracted events).

A separate score between 0 and 1 was given for each
extracted event.

2. Whether the extracted relations between named enti-
ties, if valid, are also important. Again a 0 to 1 score
was assigned to each extracted event.

3. Whether the labels provided for a (valid) event ade-
quately describe the relationship between the named
entities.

For these three questions, the evaluators gave a separate
score for each extracted event. Rather than “yes”/“no” an-
swers, they were free to use a scale of their own choosing
between 0 (utter failure) and 1 (complete success).

In addition, we asked evaluators to enumerate important
events that the system missed, and provide a subjective rat-
ing between 0 and 1 on how closely related the articles in
their set were.

7.2 Results

Table 9 shows the scores obtained during the evaluation.
We report the average rating our system obtained on each
of the three questions, across both the ten extracted events
in each set and the nine evaluators/topics. We also report
the percentage of extracted events that received a non-zero
score and a score above 0.5.

We note that the easiest task for the system is to find
valid relationships between named entities, where we ob-
tain about 75% precision by either the average score or the
number of scores above 0.5. Next comes the task of select-
ing important links, with precision of 63–68%. The hardest
task is to provide meaningful labels for the events; we suc-
ceed in this task slightly in more than half of the valid ex-
tracted events, or approximately 40% of the total extracted
events.

Since the difficulty of the task is correlated with the co-
herence of the document sets being analyzed, we observed
significant differences in the scores between topics. In
some cases our system obtained scores above 70% or 80%
in all three questions. In two cases, the scores were below
20%; in one of those, the documents covered a very wide
range of events (many different events related to the Israeli-
Palestinian peace negotiations), while the other topic dealt
with an earthquake in Afghanistan. In that latter case, our
system looking by default for named entities could not ex-
tract enough events as no named participants were men-
tioned. Regardless, our system overall extracted at least

Figure 5: Screen shot of the system’s output visualizing
the entities connected with the verb “crash” in theChina
Airlines crashtopic.

somewhat useful information, as manifested by the fact that
over 90% of the reported events received non-zero scores.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have reported on an empirical study of event annota-
tion and a new approach for detecting events in text that
draws from disparate earlier approaches in linguistics, in-
formation retrieval, and information extraction. We have
implemented a robust, statistical system that detects, ex-
tracts, and labels atomic events at the sentence level with-
out using any prior world or lexical knowledge. The sys-
tem is immediately portable to new domains, and utilizes
information present in similar documents to automatically
prioritize events that are specific (and therefore likely more
interesting) to a given set of documents. Our examination
of results and a first small-scale evaluation indicate that the
approach is promising as a means for obtaining a shallow
interpretation of event participants and their relationships.

We believe that this approach can enable significant new
techniques for a number of natural language processing
tasks. A first direction is to use the extracted event informa-
tion as a means of indexing the documents; rather than us-
ing keywords, we can now use the important events in each
document, and index on participants, time phrases, and lo-
cations. This will allow the retrieval of related documents
in which the same person or organization plays a prominent
role, or which describe events in comparable time frames.
The list of events itself may provide a different kind of in-
dicative summary than the summaries currently based on
extracted or reformulated sentences. We have already im-
plemented a visualization prototype that allows a user to
observe a two-dimensional representation of the important
named entities in a set of documents and their labeled inter-
relationships. Figure 5 shows a screen capture from our



visualization interface, depicting the main event elements
linked through the verb “crash” in theChina Airlines crash
topic.

Finally, this work has been motivated by our work on
question answering, where we are examining directions
that would take us away from the (largely successful with
current technology) answering of simple factual questions.
The event representation provides a way to answer ques-
tions about “who did what to whom, when and where”, as
we noted earlier. More importantly, we hope that it will be
a useful tool in answering more difficult and abstract ques-
tions, for instance about the similarities or differences of
actions by two different actors, or about the development
of a series of related actions in time.
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Y�Z�Z�ïFÝ�ÜCÜ]ã�Þcè×Ý!çC÷�[%Ü ñ ÜCÝ�ÜQÞ>åZæ×ÜàïFä�õ	çFÜ�Þ�îIäcÝ�ãZõZç7äcð
Þ>Ý�äOõ	áZöM\0>�>fú]>�>�>�ïFÝ!ÜCÜàãZÞcè×Ý!ç7ðWäcÝ7ï�Û	ÜuçFÜàÜ;:fã�ÜCÝ<èéß�Üuá3ï�çC÷
Ú�Û+Ü]ã	Ý!èéîIÜÇðWäcÝ�Þ�æéÞ>Ý!ócÜCÝÍîIäcÝ�ãZõZçCú¿èéç7ï�Û+Ü]ÜCÝ�Ý�äcÝièéá)ïFÝ!ä>ü
ö	õ	îIÜuö�ï�Û+Ý!äOõ+óOÛQßàèéç�æéÞ>å�ÜuæéèJá+ó/å3â]ï�Û+Ü/Þcõ+ïFäOßàÞ>ï�èéî�ã	Ý!ä>ü
îIÜuç�çC÷
�Îõ	ÝàÞcèéß èéç�ïFäíßàÞ>ã á+äfö+Üuç�èéáÅï�Û	ÜQç�äOõ+Ý!îIÜÖãZÞ>Ý!ç�Ü

ïFÝ�ÜCÜcúfö+Üuá+äcïFÜuö ^`_,a þ$bc_Ddfe1_g�ÁïFäÍá+ä@ö	Üuç¿èéá�ï�Û+Ü�ï�Þ>Ý�ócÜCï
ïFÝ�ÜCÜcúh^Pi6a þ$b,ifdfe�ij�<÷�[�Û+ÜCÝ!Ü b _ alkDm _n dfm _o d�p�p�pqm _rQs úÞcá	ötb i aukDm in dfm io d�p�p�pvm iw s Þ>Ý!Ü�ï�Û+Ü�òcÜCÝ�ïFÜ;:ÇçFÜCï�ç�äcð�ï�Û	ÜçFäOõ+Ý<îIÜ]Þcá	ö�ï�Þ>Ý�ócÜCïiïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�Ý!ÜuçFã�ÜuîIï�è×òcÜuæ×âcú¿Þcá	öxe _ ÞcáZö
e�i�Þ>Ý�Ü�ï�Û+Üuè×Ý�Üuö+ócÜÍçFÜCï�çC÷
Ú�Û	Ü�ÞcæéócäcÝ!è×ï�Û	ß ö+Ü�yZá	Üuç�ÞQå�è z·ÜuîIï�èéòcÜ�ßÇÞ>ã	ãZèéá+ó]å�ÜIü

ï ñ ÜCÜuáQÞ7ç�õ+å�çFÜCï�äcð�ï�Û+Ü�á	ä@ö+Üuç�äcð�ï�Û	Ü�çFäOõ+Ý<îIÜÞcá	ö�ï�Þ>ÝFü
ócÜCïïFÝ!ÜCÜuç�{Q|}C�bc_�~�b i ú�Þcá	öÖã	Ý�äfîIÜCÜuö	ç�Þcç�ðWäOæéæéä ñ ç�C
@>÷�ì�Þ>Ý!ç�Ü�ï�Û+ÜÅçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuç���G	äcÝ�ï�Û	Ü ãZõ+Ý!ã�äOç�Üuçôäcð
ï�Û	ÜuçFÜ�Ü;:fã�ÜCÝ<èéß�Üuá3ï�ç ñ ÜõZçFÜuö�ï�Û+Ü�ãZõ+å�æéèéîCæ×â7Þ�ò;Þcèéæ×ü
Þ>å�æ×Ü/ãZÞ>Ý!çFÜCÝäcð¢þ��¢ÛZÞ>Ý!á	èéÞ>ùT�����<÷
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G�è×óOõ+Ý�Ü @0C,=h:+Þcß�ãZæ×Üuç�äcð�æéèéá	ùcÜuöÖç�õ+å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuçu÷
Y@÷�E�æJè×óOáQï�Û+Ü ñ äcÝ!ö	ç�èJáQï�Û+Ü�çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuç���[%Ü�î!Û	äOçFÜ
ïFä�õ	ç�Ü%ï�Û+Ü ñ äcÝ!ö ÞcæéèéóOá	ß�Üuá3ï�çÖäOõ+ïFãZõ+ïÖå@â�ï�Û+Ü
=��6�/ì�Ú ßÇÞcî!Û	èéá	Ü�ïFÝ<Þcá	ç�æéÞ>ï�è×äOá çFäcðSï ñ Þ>Ý�Ü þ8E�æ¹ü
�Îá	Þcè��uÞcá������0���������<÷TE8ç�ÜCïW��äcð¢æJèéá+ùcÜuö ñ äcÝ!ö
ãZÞcè×Ý!ç�èJç�ã	Ý�äfö	õ	îIÜuö�÷

\@÷��@Üuæ×ÜuîIïc�þ8> �����u� ����� ñ äcÝ!öÖæéèJá+ù@ç�ðWÝ!äOß8Þcß�äOá+ó
ÞcæéæÎäcð�ï�Û	Üíæéèéá+ùfçCúîIäOæéæéÜuîIïôÞcæéæ�äcðÍï�Û+Ü%çFâfá3ï�ÞcîIï�èéî
á+äfö+ÜuçÕþ}á+äOáfü�ïFÜCÝ!ßàèJá	ÞcæÍç�â@ßÍå�äOæéçg�Qï�ÛZÞ>ïÆèJá	îCæéõ	ö+Ü
ï�Û+Ü%æéèéá+ùfçCú�Þcá	ö�Ü;:+îCæéõ	ö+Ü�Þcæéæäcï�Û	ÜCÝ ñ äcÝ!ö�æéèéá	ù@ç
èéáQï�Û+Ü�æéÜuÞuòcÜuç�ðSÝ�äOß8ï�Û	Ü7ãZÞ>Ý!çFÜuöôïFÝ�ÜCÜuçC÷

� ÷���äOß�ãZÞ>Ý!Ü�ï�Û	Ü¢ç�â@á3ï�ÞcîIï�èéî�îCÞ>ïFÜCócäcÝ!è×Üuç�äcð�Þcæéæfá+äfö+Üuç
îCÞ>ã	ï�õ+Ý�Üuö%èJáYãZÝ�ä@îIÜuç!ç�\@÷�[�Û+Üuá%èéö	Üuá)ï�èéîCÞcæ�á+äfö+Ü
îCÞ>ïFÜCócäcÝ!è×Üuç�Þ>Ý!Ü�ðSäOõ	á	ö�ú@Ý�ÜCóOÞ>Ý!ö�ï�Û+ÜÎæ×ÜuÞ�òcÜuç¢äcðï�Û+Ü
á+äfö+ÜuçÖÞcçQÜDA3õZè×ò;ÞcæéÜuá)ïQãZÛ+Ý<ÞcçFÜuçC÷ ý ðÍîCÞcá	öZèéö	Þ>ïFÜuç
äcðÞ�çFÜuá)ïFÜuáZîIÜ�äcÝ�Þcõ�:+èéæéèJÞ>Ý�âÆòcÜCÝ�å�ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜ�îCÞ>ïFÜIü
ócäcÝ�â�Þ>Ý�ÜÞcî�A@õ	è×Ý�Üuöàï�Û+ÜîCÞcá	ö	èJö	Þ>ïFÜ ñ Û	èéî<ÛàîIä�òcÜCÝ<ç
ï�Û+Ü�ßàÞ":fèJßÍõ	ß Þ>Ý�ÜuÞQèéçç�Üuæ×ÜuîIïFÜuö�÷ ý áYäcï�Û+ÜCÝ/Þcß�ü
åZè×óOõ+äOõZç�îCÞcçFÜuç�ï�Û+Ü�îCÞcá	öZèéö	Þ>ïFÜ ñ ÛZèéî!ÛàîIä[òcÜCÝ!ç�ï�Û+Ü
ßàèéá	èJßÍõ	ß�Þ>Ý�ÜuÞÇèéç�çFÜuæ×ÜuîIïFÜuö�÷

�@÷���ÜCã�ÜuÞ>ï�\@÷�Þcá	ö � ÷ðSäcÝ/Þcæéæ ñ äcÝ!ö�æéèéá+ùQîIäOß�å�èéá	Þ;ü
ï�è×äOá	çC÷

���B  ¡c!8%�¢£#)(¥¤�41¦1�'��#.#�§�¨��'�"�Q-��"!NK&%
E�ðSïFÜCÝ�ï�Û	ÜÍïFÝ�ÜCÜiãZÞcè×Ý<çÛ	Þ�òcÜiå�ÜCÜuáYæéèéá+ùcÜuö�ú ñ ÜiÜ;:fïFÝ!ÞcîIï
æJèéá+ùcÜuöÇç!õ+å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�äcðï�Û+ÜuçFÜ�ãZÞcè×Ý!ç�þSäcÝ�ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�çCú+Þcæéæ	äcð
ï�Û	Ü�ïFÝ�ÜCÜ�ãZÞcè×Ý<ç�èéá�GÁèéóOõ+Ý�ÜW@�Þ>Ý�Ü�ðWÝ!Þ>óOßàÜuá)ï�çg��ï�Û	Þ>ï ñ èéæéæ
å�Ü�õZçFÜuö�Þcç�ÞàócÝ!ÞcßàßÇÞ>ÝïFä]ö	ÜCÝ!è×òcÜ7ï�Û+ÜÍãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ãZÛ	Ý!ÞcçFÜuçC÷
G	äcÝ�ÜuÞcî!Û ãZÞcè×Ý/äcð¢æéèéá+ùcÜuöÆïFÝ!ÜCÜuçCú ñ ÜàîIäOæéæ×ÜuîIï�ÞcæJæ�ãZÞcè×Ý!ç
äcð¿îIäOá	á	ÜuîIïFÜuöYç�õ	å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�þSïFäcócÜCï�Û+ÜCÝ ñ è×ï�ÛQï�Û	Üuè×Ýæéèéá	ù@çg�<ú
ñ Û+äOçFÜ�Ý�ä@äcï7á+ä@ö	Üuç�Þ>Ý!Üàæéèéá+ùcÜuö�ú�Þcá	öÆï�Û	Þ>ï7ç!Þ>ï�èéçFðSâ�Þcæéæ
äcð�ï�Û+Ü�ðWäOæéæéä ñ èéá	óiîIäOá	öZè×ï�è×äOá	ç�C
@>÷�G+äcÝ¿ÜuÞcî!ÛàãZÞcè×ÝÁäcðZæéèéá+ùcÜuöiá+äfö+ÜuçÁèéá�ï�Û	Ü�ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ïCú
Üuè×ï�Û+ÜCÝD{+å�äcï�ÛÖá+äfö+Üuç�Û	Þ�òcÜ7á+äàî!ÛZèéæéö+Ý�Üuáú3äcÝÞcæJæ�äcð

ï�Û	Üiî<Û	èéæéö+Ý!ÜuáÖðWÝ!äOß ï�Û+Ü�îIäcÝ�Ý�ÜuçFã�äOá	öZèéá+ó�äcÝ!è×óOèJá	Þcæ
ïFÝ!ÜCÜc÷

Y@÷,=�òcÜCÝ�â/á+äOáfü�æéèJá+ùcÜuö7á+äfö+Ü�èéá/å�äcï�Û7ç!õ+å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�äcð@ï�Û	Ü
ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�ÛZÞcç�Þcæéæ+äcð�ï�Û+Üî<Û	èéæéö	Ý�Üuá�ðWÝ!äOßøï�Û+ÜîIäcÝFü
Ý!ÜuçFã�äOá	ö	èéá+óiäcÝ!è×óOèJá	Þcæ�ïFÝ�ÜCÜc÷

\@÷,7�äcï�Û�äcð¿ï�Û+Ü�ç�õ+å	ïFÝ!ÜCÜuç�äcð¿ï�Û+ÜiðWÝ<Þ>óOß�Üuá)ïÎîIäOá	ç�èJçFï
äcð¿ß�äcÝ!Ü/ï�Û	ÞcáÖäOá+Ü�á	ä@ö+Üc÷

Ú�Û	Ü�îIäOæéæéÜuîIï�è×äOá�äcðÍÞcæéæ�ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�çQðWÝ�äOß-ï�Û	Ü�îIäcÝFü
ãZõ	çÍèéçÍïFÜCÝ!ß�Üuö�ï�Û+Ü9©v�DªM«¬��¯®$°�±��q²X³g´µ©D�8¶f�g�P·��0®$¶g³<úF¸�÷
=�Þcî<ÛiðWÝ!Þ>óOßàÜuá)ïº¹"»	Û	ÞcçjÞ�îIäOõ	á3ï ñ Û	èJî!Û7Ý!ÜCã	Ý�ÜuçFÜuá3ï�ç�ï�Û	Ü
á@õ	ß�å�ÜCÝ�äcð/ï�èéß�Üuç]ï�Û	Þ>ïQðWÝ<Þ>óOß�Üuá)ï�äfîCîCõ+Ý�Ý�Üuö�èéá ï�Û	Ü
îIäcÝ�ãZõZçC÷¼[�Û+Üuá�ö	ÜCÝ!è×òfèéá+ó�Þ�ãZÞ>Ý!ç�Ü ñ ÜÍõ	çFÜ7ï�Û	èJç�îIäOõ	á)ï
ïFäQîIäOß�ãZõ+ïFÜiï�Û+Ü�ãZÝ�äcåZÞ>åZèéæJè×ï�â]äcð�çFÜuæ×ÜuîIï�èéá	óÇï�Û	èéçðWÝ<Þ>ó>ü
ß�Üuá3ïÎðWÝ�äOß ï�Û+Ü�åZÞ>ó+úÞcçÎï�Û	Üiá+Ü;:fï/çFïFÜCãíèéá�ÞQö+ÜCÝ!è×ò>Þ;ü
ï�è×äOá�ú2½Çþ�¹ » �<÷]Ú�Û+ÜÇã	Ý�äcåZÞ>åZèJæéè×ï�âYèéç7ç�èéßàãZæ×â�è×ï�ç�îIäOõ	á)ïCú
� ¹ » �Éúö	è×òfèéö+Üuöôå@âôï�Û+Ü�ç�õZß äcð�îIäOõ	á)ï�ç7äcð�Þcæéæ�ç�õ+å	ïFÝ!ÜCÜuç
ñ è×ï�Û�ï�Û+Üôç!Þcß�ÜÖÝ�ä@äcï�á	ä@ö+ÜÖæéÞ>å�Üuæ/þSï�Û+ÜôæéÞ>å�Üuæ�äcð�ï�Û	Ü
Ý�ä@äcï�á+äfö+Üuç�äcð�ï�Û+Ü�ïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�èéá ¹ » ñ èéæéæ@å�Ü�ö+Üuá+äcïFÜuöt¾	þ�¹ » �f�
èéáQï�Û+Ü�åZÞ>óàäcð�Þcæéæ�æéèéá+ùcÜuöÖç!õ+å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuçC÷

½]þ�¹ » �Fa � ¹"»q�
¿xÀ8Á�Â"ÃµÄ ÅÇÆ�À$ÁgÈIÉ&ÅÇÆ�ÀËÊ$È � ¹�ÌÍ� þ@'�

�H��Î O6�Q�"�QÏº/��"�Q5D#9��#.�"!NÐ�����!$K&%
ÿ�ÜCÝ!è×ò>Þ>ï�è×äOá	ç�äcð�ãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜuç�Þ>Ý�Ü�îIäOá	çFïFÝ!õ	îIïFÜuöÆõ	ç!èéá+ó
ï�Û+Ü¢åZÞ>óÎäcðZæéèJá+ùcÜuöÍç!õ+å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜ�ãZÞcè×Ý!çjå@â�ß�ÜuÞcá	ç�äcðZÞÎîIäOß�ü
ã�äOç�è×ï�è×äOá�äcã�ÜCÝ!Þ>ïFäcÝu÷ ý á3ï�õ	è×ï�è×òcÜuæ×âÕï�ÛZèéçÇäcã�ÜCÝ!Þ>ïFäcÝôö	ÜIü
yZá+Üuç�ï�Û+Ü�îIäOá	ö	è×ï�è×äOáZç�ðSäcÝ�îIäOßÍåZèéá	èéá	ó7ðWÝ<Þ>óOß�Üuá)ï�çuúfÞcáZö
èéç�èéæéæéõZçFïFÝ!Þ>ïFÜuö�èJáXG�è×óOõ+Ý!Ü�Y@÷�G+äcÝ!ßàÞcæJæ×âcú�ï�Û+ÜÍäcã�ÜCÝ!Þ>ïFäcÝ
èéç7ö	Ü�yZá+Üuö%äOá ï ñ ä�ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�çP¹ n aÒÑ8^ _qÓ dq^Wi ÓÇÔ ÞcáZö¹ o aÕÑ8^ _jÖ dq^Pi Ö�Ô è�<Á÷V¾	þ�¹ o �ièJç�ï�Û+ÜÖç�Þcß�ÜôÞcçàÞcç�ï�Û	Ü
æéÞ>å�Üuæ�äcð�ï�Û	Ü]æ×ÜCðSï�ß�äOçFïiá+äOáfü ñ äcÝ!ö�æéÜuÞ>ð¢á	ä@ö+Ü]äcð�^�_ Ó ÷
Ú�Û+Ü¢Ý�Üuç!õ	æ×ïÁäcð�ï�Û	èJçÁîIäOßàã�äOç!è×ï�è×äOá�èéç�Þ/æéèéá+ùcÜuöÍïFÝ�ÜCÜ�ãZÞcèéÝ
Ñ8^`_Ø×"dq^ i × Ô ñ Û+ÜCÝ�Ü�^�_Ø×¢èéçh^`_fÓ ñ èéï�Û�è×ï�ç�æ×ÜCðSï�ß�äOçFï�á+äOá+ü
ñ äcÝ!öQæ×ÜuÞ>ðá+äfö+ÜÙm »_qÓ Ý�ÜCãZæJÞcîIÜuöÇå@âàï�Û+ÜÎçFäOõ+Ý!îIÜÎç�õ+åZïFÝ�ÜCÜäcð�¹ o ú)^ _ËÖ ÷h7�âiò@è×Ý!ï�õ+Ü�äcð�ï�Û+Ü�ßàÞcáZá+ÜCÝ�èéá ñ Û	èéî<Û�ðWÝ<Þ>ó>ü
ß�Üuá3ï�çjÞ>Ý!Ü�îIäOá	çFïFÝ!õZîIïFÜuö�ú[ï�ÛZèéçæ×ÜCðSï�ß�äOçFï�á	äOáfü ñ äcÝ<ö7æ×ÜuÞ>ð
á+äfö+Ücú ñ èéæJæå�ÜiæJèéá+ùcÜuöYïFäôÞ�á	ä@ö+Ü�èéá�ï�Û+Ü�ï�Þ>Ý�ócÜCï7ç�õ	å+ü
ïFÝ�ÜCÜ�äcð+ï�Û+Ü�ðWÝ!Þ>óOßàÜuá)ï�{�|Îþ$m _qÓ» �Fa}m i ÓÌ ÷�êäfö+Ü,m i ÓÌ úcèéçÝ!ÜIü
ãZæéÞcîIÜuöiå@â7ï�Û+Ü¢ï�Þ>Ý�ócÜCï�ç�õ	å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜc^Wi Ö úcïFäÎâ@èéÜuæéöP^Wi × ÷1[%Ü
ñ Ý!èéïFÜ�ï�ÛZèéç�îIäOß�ã�äOç�è×ï�è×äOá�ÞcçÙÑ8^`_fÓ�dq^ i Ó Ô�Ú Ñ8^t_jÖ�dq^ i Ö Ô aÑ8^ _Ø× dq^Pi ×�Ô äcÝuú�ß�äcÝ�Ü�îIäOß�ãZÞcîIï�æ×âcú�¹ n Ú ¹ o aÛ¹0Ü;÷�ÚÛ+Ü
ã	Ý�äcå�Þ>åZèéæéè×ï0â]Þ]ö+ÜCÝ!è×ò>Þ>ï�è×äOá�¹ n Ú ¹ o Ú�Ý�Ý�Ý0Ú ¹�Þ èéç�óOè×òcÜuá
å@â£C

½Çþ�¹ n Ú ¹ o Ú�Ý�Ý�Ý"Ú ¹ Þ �ha ß» É nfà Þ
½Çþ�¹ » � þ�Y��

E�ç�èéá	óOæ×Ü¢ï�Þ>Ý�ócÜCï�ç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜ6á i îCÞcáÇÛ	Þ�òcÜ�ßàÞcá3â�ã�äOç·üç�è×å�æ×Ü�ö+ÜCÝ!è×ò>Þ>ï�è×äOá	ç¿ðSÝ�äOß ÞÍçFäOõ+Ý!îIÜ�çFÜuá)ïFÜuáZîIÜÙá _ ÷¼�fõZß�üßàèéá	ó7ä�òcÜCÝ�ÞcæéæZã�äOç!ç�è×åZæ×Ü�ö+ÜCÝ<è×ò;Þ>ï�èéäOá	ç�âfè×Üuæéö	ç�ï�Û+ÜãZÞ>Ý<Þ;ü



ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜ�ã	Ý!äcåZÞ>åZèéæéèéï�âc÷2[%ÜçFÜuæ×ÜuîIï�ï�Û+Ü�å�ÜuçFï¿ãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜ
Þcçï�Û+Ü7äOá+Ü ñ è×ï�ÛQï�Û+Ü�Û	èéóOÛ+ÜuçFï�½Çþ$á i � á _ �<÷
���Iâ �?!$5D�µL9¦º!$U£41����!$K£%
ý ïÖèéç�á+ÜuîIÜuç�ç�Þ>Ý�âÌïFäãy�á	öÌï�Û	Ü�ß�äOç�ï]ã	Ý!äcåZÞ>åZæ×ÜYãZÞ>Ý!Þ;ü
ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜcú�óOè×òcÜuá Þcæéæ¢äcð�ï�Û+Üôö+ÜCÝ!èéò;Þ>ï�è×äOáZç�Þ>Ý!èéç�èéá	óYðSÝ�äOß
ï�Û	ÜàçFäOõ+Ý!îIÜàçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜc÷ ý áÆã	Ý!ÞcîIï�èJîIÜcúï�Û+ÜàçFäOõ+Ý<îIÜàçFÜuáfü
ïFÜuáZîIÜ èéç�ãZÞ>Ý!çFÜuö õ	ç�èJá+ó�Þ î<Û	Þ>Ý�ïÆãZÞ>Ý!çFÜCÝ%ÞcîCîIäcÝ!öZèéá+ó
ïFäQï�Û+ÜiócÝ!ÞcßàßÇÞ>Ý�äcð�ïFÝ�ÜCÜÍðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�ç/ö+Ü�yZá	Üuöôå@âôï�Û+Ü
ç�äOõ+Ý!îIÜ¢ðWÝ<Þ>óOß�Üuá)ï�ç�äcðZï�Û+Ü�ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�ç¿èéáÍï�Û+Ü�åZÞ>óÎäcðZÞcæéæ
æJèéá+ùcÜuö�ç�õ+å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuçuú�áZÞ>ï�õ+Ý!Þcæéæ×âÆã	Ý!ä@ö	õZîCèéá+ó�ÞÅþ}á+äcï�á+ÜuîLü
Üuç!ç�Þ>Ý!èéæ×â�îIäcÝ�Ý�ÜuîIïg��ãZÞ>Ý<çFÜÆïFÝ�ÜCÜÆðWäcÝÖï�Û+ÜÆï�Þ>Ý�ócÜCï�ãZÞ>Ý!Þ;ü
ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜc÷
�fèéá	îIÜÖßàÞcá3â�ö+ÜCÝ<è×ò;Þ>ï�èéäOá	çiðWäcÝàï�Û	ÜQç!Þcß�ÜôçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜ

Þ>Ý!Ü]ã�äOç�ç�èéåZæ×Ücú�è×ïièéç�á	äcïÍç�õ�ä]îCè×Üuá)ïÍïFä�yZáZöíï�Û+Ü�ß�äOçFï
ãZÝ�äcåZÞ>åZæ×Ü/ö+ÜCÝ<è×ò;Þ>ï�èéäOáíþSðWäcÝ ñ Û	èéî<ÛQÜ�äÇîCè×Üuá3ï�çFÜuÞ>Ý!î!ÛYÞcæ¹ü
ócäcÝ<è×ï�Û	ßàç�Ü;:fèéç�ï�Üc÷©ó+÷�þ87�äföT�����f�<ú@å�õ+ï�Ý!Þ>ï�Û+ÜCÝ ñ Ü�ßiõ	çFï
ç�ÜuÞ>Ý!î!Û]ä�òcÜCÝ�ï�Û+Ü�ç�õ	ßÇç¿äcð�Þcæéæ+ö+ÜCÝ!è×ò>Þ>ï�è×äOá	ç�ðSäcÝ�ï�Û	Ü�ï�Þ>ÝFü
ócÜCï¢ãZÞ>Ý<Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!ÞcçFÜc÷º[%ÜÎÞcö+äcã	ï�ï�Û+Ü�ç�ï�Þcá	ö	Þ>Ý!ö�Þ>ã	ã	Ý�äOÞcî<Û
þSÜc÷©ó+÷�þ}ìÁäOõ+ï�ç!ßàÞ������f��äcð�åôäOá3ïFÜ��¢Þ>Ý<æ×äÖç�Þcß�ãZæéèJá+ó]äcð
ï�Û	Ü�ö	ÜCÝ!è×ò>Þ>ï�è×äOá	ç�ïFä�Üuç�ï�èéßàÞ>ïFÜ�ï�Û+ÜiãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ãZÛ	Ý!ÞcçFÜiã	Ý�äcå+ü
Þ>å�èéæéè×ï�è×Üuçu÷ÎÚÛ+ÜièJö+ÜuÞÇå�Üuèéá	óÇï�Û	Þ>ï7ÞQç�õ�ä]îCè×Üuá)ï�æéâôæéÞ>Ý�ócÜ
ç!Þcß�ãZæ×Ü ñ èJæéæ�Þ>ãZã	Ý�äD:+èéßàÞ>ïFÜ�ï�Û+Ü7õ	á	ö+ÜCÝ<æ×â@èJá+óÍö	èJçFïFÝ!è×åZõ+ü
ï�èéäOá�ÞcîCîCõ+Ý<Þ>ïFÜuæ×âc÷�G+äcÝ�ï�Û+Ü]Ü;:@ã�ÜCÝ!èéßàÜuá)ï�çÍèéá%ï�Û	èéç�ãZÞ;ü
ã�ÜCÝuú�@D�0>�>]ç�Þcß�ãZæéÜuç ñ ÜCÝ!Ü7õ	çFÜuö�÷
���Bæ O��"�Q-��"!N-Í�µSÙçPK£%15'!$(1#.�"����!$K£%15
ÚÛ+Ü�Ü;:fã�ÜCÝ<èéß�Üuá3ï�ç�ö+Üuç�îIÝ<è×å�Üuö/Û+ÜCÝ�Ü�Ý!ÜCã	Ý�ÜuçFÜuá3ïï�Û+Ü,y	Ý!çFï
æJÞ>Ý�ócÜIü�ç�îCÞcæ×ÜiïFÜuçFï�äcð¿ï�Û+ÜÍÿ��ÎÚ ïFÜuî!Û	á	èIA3õ+Ücú�Þcá	ö�ã	Ý�äcå+ü
æéÜußàç/Þ>Ý�äOçFÜ�ö	õ+Ü�ïFäQï�Û+Üàç�èB�CÜiäcð�ï�Û+Ü�ï�ÞcçFù�÷PE ç!è×óOá	è�y+ü
îCÞcá3ïÎã	Ý�äcåZæéÜuß ñ Þcç�îCÞcõZçFÜuö�å@âôï�Û+ÜiæéÞ>Ý�ócÜ�á3õZß�å�ÜCÝäcð
ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�ç�è×ï�èéç�ã�äOç�ç�èéåZæ×Ü�ïFäÇócÜuá+ÜCÝ!Þ>ïFÜcú�å�äcï�ÛÖä�òcÜCÝ<Þcæéæzú
ÞcáZöÕðWÝ!äOß æ×äOá+ó%çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuçC÷ÌÚjäíä[òcÜCÝ!îIäOß�Ü�ï�ÛZèéçCú ñ Ü
Þ>Ý!åZè×ïFÝ!Þ>Ý!èJæ×â èéß�ã�äOçFÜuö�ÞÕæéèéßÇè×ïÇäcðT@�>fú]>�>�> ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�ç
ðSÝ�äOß Þcá3â ç�èéá+óOæéÜÇçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜcú�Þcá	ö ñ Ü�Þcæéç�ä�ö	èJç�îCÞ>Ý!ö+Üuö
Þcá3â ðSÝ!Þ>óOß�Üuá3ï�çiï�Û	Þ>ï�ä@îCîCõ	Ý�Ý�Üuö�æ×Üuç�çiï�Û	Þcá�ÞYï�Û	Ý�Üuç�Ûfü
äOæJö�þ}èéá�ï�Û	èéç�îCÞcçFÜ6����á@õ	ßÍå�ÜCÝ¿äcð�ï�èéßàÜuç�èéá�ï�Û+ÜîIäcÝ!ãZõ	çC÷
[%Ü7ÞcæJçFäiõZçFÜuö]ÞÍï ñ ä>ü�çFïFÜCã�Þ>ãZã	Ý�äOÞcî!Û�ïFä�ö+ÜCÝ!èéò@èéá	ó7ï�Û+Ü
ã�Þ>Ý!Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!Þcç�Üuç�{èéáXy	Ý!çFïÎçFïFÜCã ñ Üiã�Þ>Ý!çFÜuö�ï�Û+Ü�çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜ
ñ è×ï�ÛX�¢Û	Þ>Ý<á	èéÞ>ù&è¦ç�ãZÞ>Ý!çFÜCÝ�úZèéáÖï�Û+ÜÍçFÜuîIäOá	ö ñ Ü�ö	ÜCÝ!è×òcÜuö
ï�Û	Ü]ãZÞ>Ý<Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!ÞcçFÜ�èéá�ÞYßàÞcáZá+ÜCÝÍï�ÛZÞ>ï ñ Þcç�îIäOá	ç�èéçFïFÜuá3ï
ñ è×ï�ÛQï�Û+ÜÎãZÞ>Ý!çFÜÎðSÝ�äOß�ï�Û+Ü/ãZÞ>Ý<çFÜCÝu÷�Ú�Û	èJç�Ý�ÜuöZõ	îIÜuöQï�Û+Ü
ç!è��CÜ¢äcð	ï�Û+Ü�î!Û	Þ>Ý!ï�á	ÜCÜuö+ÜuöiïFä�ã�Þ>Ý!çFÜ�ï�Û+Ü�çFÜuá)ïFÜuáZîIÜcú)Þcá	ö
ÞcæJçFäàÝ�Üuö	õZîIÜuöQï�Û+Ü�ç�è��CÜ/äcð�ï�Û+Ü7ç�ÜuÞ>Ý!î!ÛYçFãZÞcîIÜc÷
Ú�ä�Û	Þcá	ö	æéÜ�ï�Û+Ü�îCÞcç�Ü�äcðõ	á	ù@á+ä ñ á ñ äcÝ!ö	çCúfÞcá	ö]ÞcæéçFä

ÜuáZç�õ+Ý�Ü�ï�Û+ÜÖçFâfçFïFÜuß ñ äOõZæéöÅÞcæ ñ Þ�â@ç�äOõ	ïFãZõ+ï�Þ>ïàæ×ÜuÞcçFï
äOá	Ü%ãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ãZÛ+Ý<ÞcçFÜcú�ï�Û+Ü%çFÜCïÖäcðÍðWÝ!Þ>óOßàÜuá)ï�çQócÜuá+ÜCÝ<Þ>ïFÜuö
ðSÝ�äOß ãZÞcè×Ý<èéá+óÇï�Û	ÜiçFäOõ	Ý!îIÜ�çFÜuá)ïFÜuáZîIÜ ñ è×ï�ÛÆè×ï�çFÜuæ×ð ñ ÜCÝ�Ü
ÞcöZö+ÜuöQïFä�ï�Û+Ü/ïFÝ!ÞcèéáZèéá+óÍç�ÜCï�å�ÜCðSäcÝ�ÜÎï�Û+Ü/çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜ ñ Þcç
ã�Þ>Ý!Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!Þcç�Üuö�÷

é �Pêhë (	'3.���(Z$ �O�
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Ú�Û+Ü�ö	Þ>ï�Þ ñ Ü�õ	çFÜuö�ðWäcÝ�ï�Û+ÜuçFÜ�Ü;:fã�ÜCÝ!èéß�Üuá3ï�çèéç�Þç�õ+å�çFÜCï
äcð�ï�Û+Ü�E¿Ú�� ìÁÞ>Ý<Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!ÞcçFÜP�¢äcÝ�ãZõ	çC÷�ÚÛ+Ü/îIäcÝ�ãZõ	ç�îIäOá+ü
ç�èéç�ï�çÇäcðiÞ>å�äOõ	ï��0>fú]>�>�> çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuçíþ��0>�>fú]>�>�> ñ äcÝ!ö	çÇ�
äcð¿ãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜuöôç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜuç�ö+Ý!Þ ñ áÖðSÝ�äOß ï�Û	Ü�ùfèéá	öQäcð
ãZÛ+Ý<ÞcçFÜYå�ä@äcù@ç�ã	Ý!ä@ö	õZîIÜuö ïFäÕÞcèéö�ïFÝ!ÞuòcÜuæéÜCÝ!çC÷ Ú�Û	ÜCÝ�Ü
Þ>Ý�Ü�Þ>ã	ã	Ý�ä':fèJßàÞ>ïFÜuæ×âx@�>�>�>ÖçFÜCÜuöÆçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuçÎï�Û	Þ>ïÎÛ	ÞuòcÜ
å�ÜCÜuá ãZÞ>Ý<Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!ÞcçFÜuö ïFä�ãZÝ�ä@öZõ	îIÜ%ï�Û	èéçYö	Þ>ï�Þf÷ìG+Ý�äOß
ï�Û	èéç¢îIäcÝ�ã�õ	çCú ñ ÜÎócÜuá+ÜCÝ!Þ>ïFÜ�ï�Û+Ü�ïFÝ<Þcèéá	èéá+óiö	Þ>ï�Þ�ðSäcÝ�ï�Û	Ü
ßàÞcî<Û	èéá+Ü�ïFÝ<Þcá	ç�æéÞ>ï�è×äOáÇçFâ@ç�ïFÜuß å@â`y	Ý!çFï�îCæéõZçFïFÜCÝ!èéá+ó/ï�Û	Ü
ãZÞ>Ý!Þ>ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜuöíç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜuçu÷ôêäcïFÜ]ï�Û	Þ>ï�ï�Û+Ü�îCæéõ	çFïFÜCÝ<èéá+ó
èéç�ö+äOá+Ü ñ èéï�Û	èéáíócÝ!äOõ+ãZçiäcðãZÞ>Ý<Þ>ãZÛ+Ý!ÞcçFÜuöÅçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuçC÷E�æéæ¿çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuç�èéá%ÞÖîCæJõ	çFïFÜCÝ/ï�Û+ÜCÝ�ÜCðSäcÝ�Ü ñ èJæéæ�Û	ÞuòcÜàï�Û	Ü
ç�Þcß�Ü�ß�ÜuÞcá	èéá	ó+÷QÚÛ+ÜàãZõ+Ý!ã�äOç�Ü�äcð�ï�Û+Ü]îCæéõZçFïFÜCÝ!èéá+óôèJç
ïFä%Ý�Üuö	õZîIÜÖï�Û+ÜÖç�è��CÜQäcð�ï�Û	ÜÖïFÝ!Þcèéá	èéá	óYçFÜCïàèéáÅÞ%ßàÞcá+ü
á+ÜCÝ ñ ÛZèéî!Û�Üuá	ç�õ	Ý�Üuç�ï�Û	Þ>ïÖï�Û+Ü%çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜ%ãZÞcè×Ý!çQõ	ç�Üuö
ðSäcÝ�ïFÝ!Þcèéá	èéá	óÍÞ>Ý�Ü/Ý�ÜuæJÞ>ï�è×òcÜuæ×âÇç�èJßàèéæéÞ>Ý�ïFä�ÜuÞcî!ÛÖäcï�Û+ÜCÝ�èJá
ïFÜCÝ!ßàçiäcð�ÜuöZè×ïÍö	èJçFï�Þcá	îIÜ�C�ï�Û+ÜQá3õZß�å�ÜCÝiäcðèéá	çFÜCÝ!ï�è×äOá�ú
ö+Üuæ×ÜCï�èéäOáàäcÝ ñ äcÝ!ö+ü�ðWäcÝFü ñ äcÝ!ö]ç�õ+åZçFï�èéï�õ+ï�è×äOá�äcã�ÜCÝ!Þ>ï�è×äOáZç
Ý�ÜDA@õ	è×Ý�ÜuöYïFäÖïFÝ!Þcá	ç�ðWäcÝ!ß äOá+Üàç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜàèJá)ïFäÖÞcá+äcï�Û+ÜCÝ�÷
[%ÜÜußàãZæ×ä�âcÜuöàï�Û+Ü�ðSäOæéæ×ä ñ èéá+ó/Þ>ócóOæ×äOß�ÜCÝ!Þ>ï�èéòcÜ�îCæéõ	ç�ïFÜCÝFü
èéá+óàÞcæéócäcÝ!è×ï�Û	ßÖ÷

@>÷,E�ç�ç�èéóOá ÜuÞcî<Û çFÜuá)ïFÜuáZîIÜ èJá ï�Û+Ü çFÜCï�äcðíãZÞ>Ý<Þ;ü
ã�Û+Ý!ÞcçFÜuöÖçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuç�ïFäÇè×ï�ç�ä ñ áôîCæéõZçFïFÜCÝD{

Y@÷,G	äcÝÇÜuÞcî!Û�ã�äOç�ç�è×å�æ×Ü]ã�Þcè×Ý�äcð�îCæJõ	çFïFÜCÝ!çCú¢îCÞcæéîCõ	æJÞ>ïFÜ
ï�Û	Ü�ö	èéçFï�ÞcáZîIÜ7å�ÜCï ñ ÜCÜuáôï�Û+Üuß þSï�Û+Ü�ÞuòcÜCÝ<Þ>ócÜiÜuöZè×ï
öZèéçFï�Þcá	îIÜ/å�ÜCï ñ ÜCÜuá�ßàÜuß�å�ÜCÝ!ç�äcðÁï�Û+Ü�îCæJõ	çFïFÜCÝ!çg�g{

\@÷�å�ÜCÝ�ócÜÍï�Û+Ü/ï ñ ä]îCæ×äOç�ÜuçFïîCæéõ	ç�ïFÜCÝ!ç�{
� ÷,�ÜCã�ÜuÞ>ï�ðSÝ�äOßuY@÷�õ	á3ï�èéæcï�Û+ÜCÝ�Ü�èéç�äOá	æéâ�äOá	Ü�îCæéõ	ç�ïFÜCÝu÷
Ú�Û	Ü�Ý�Üuç�õZæ×ï�äcð	ï�ÛZèéç�îCæéõZçFïFÜCÝ!èéá+ó�èéçjÞ�ïFÝ�ÜCÜcúcäcÝ¿ö+Üuá	ö	Ý�ä>ü

ócÝ!ÞcßÖ÷ôÚÛ+ÜÇæ×ÜuÞ>ð�á+äfö+Üuç7äcð¢ï�Û	èJç7ïFÝ�ÜCÜ�Þ>Ý�Ü]çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuçC÷
ëÜuÞ�òcÜuç�ï�ÛZÞ>ï�Þ>Ý�Ü�îCæ×äOçFÜ�ïFä7ÜuÞcî<Ûàäcï�Û+ÜCÝ�èéáiï�Û+Ü�ïFÝ�ÜCÜcú3Þ>Ý!Ü
ÞcæéçFäÖç�èJßàèéæéÞ>Ý�èéá�ïFÜCÝ!ßàç�äcð�Üuö	èéï�ö	èJçFï�Þcá	îIÜc÷�Ú�Û	Üiß�äcï�è×ü
ò>Þ>ï�è×äOá�å�ÜuÛ	èéá	ö/ï�ÛZèéçjÞ>ãZã	Ý�äOÞcî!Û�èJç�ï�Û	Þ>ï¿çFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuç¿ï�ÛZÞ>ï
Þ>Ý�ÜQç�èéßàèJæéÞ>Ý�èéá�ïFÜCÝ!ßàçÍäcð�Üuö	è×ïiö	èéçFï�ÞcáZîIÜ�ç�Û	äOõ	æéöíÞcæéç�ä
ßàÞ>ùcÜ%Þ�ócä3äfö�ç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜ�ãZÞcè×ÝQèéáÌï�Û+Ü�ïFÝ!ÞcèJá	èéá+óíäcðÍÞ
ßàÞcî<Û	èéá+ÜYïFÝ!Þcá	ç�æéÞ>ï�èéäOáÌö+ÜCòfèéîIÜc÷ ê�äOáfü�æ×ÜuÞ>ð7á+äfö+ÜuçÇö	ÜIü
yZá+Ü7ç�ÜCï�ç�äcð�ç�èéßàèéæJÞ>Ý¢ç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜuçu÷
�¢æJõ	çFïFÜCÝ!ç�äcð�ç�èJßàèéæéÞ>Ý�çFÜuá)ïFÜuáZîIÜuç/äcð�ò>Þ>Ý�âfèéá+ó�ócÝ!Þcá3õ+ü

æéÞ>Ý!èéï�â%îCÞcáíå�ÜàÜ;:fïFÝ!ÞcîIïFÜuö�ðWÝ�äOß ï�Û+ÜÇö+ÜuáZö+Ý�äcócÝ!Þcß å@â
çFÜuæ×ÜuîIï�èJá+ó�îCæJõ	çFïFÜCÝ!çÁäcðZçFÜuá3ïFÜuá	îIÜuç ñ ÛZèéî!ÛiÞ>Ý�Ü¢ï�Û+Ü¢æ×ÜuÞuòcÜuç
äcð�ç�õ	å	ïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�äcð¿ï�Û+Üiö	Üuá	ö+Ý�äcócÝ!Þcßô÷�[%Ü�çFÜuæ×ÜuîIïFÜuö�ç�õ	î!Û
ç�õ+åZïFÝ�ÜCÜuç�ÞcîCîIäcÝ!ö	èéá+ó�ïFä/Þï�Û+Ý!Üuç�Û+äOæéöÍäcðZÞuòcÜCÝ<Þ>ócÜ�èéá)ïFÝ<Þ;ü
îCæéõ	ç�ïFÜCÝÁÜuöZè×ïjö	èJçFï�Þcá	îIÜ�äcð	ï�Û+Üuè×ÝÁÝ�ä@äcï�á	ä@ö+Üuçu÷1G+Ý�äOß ï�Û	Ü
Ý�Üuç�õZæ×ï�èéá+óiîCæéõ	çFïFÜCÝ!ç ñ Ü�ócÜuá	ÜCÝ!Þ>ïFÜuöÖïFÝ!ÞcèéáZèéá+ó�Ü;:+Þcß�ãZæéÜuç
å@â�ãZÞcè×Ý<èéá+ó]ç�Üuá)ïFÜuá	îIÜuçÍèéáYï�Û+ÜàîCæéõ	çFïFÜCÝ�÷WG+äcÝ7ï�Û+Ü�ãZõ	ÝFü
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Abstract

In this paper we present a very simple and ef�
fective part�of�speech tagger based on Support
Vector Machines �SVM�� Simplicity and e��
ciency are achieved by working with linear sep�
arators in the primal formulation of SVM� and
by using a greedy left�to�right tagging scheme�
By means of a rigorous experimental evaluation�
we conclude that the proposed SVM�based tag�
ger is robust and �exible for feature modelling
�including lexicalization�� trains e�ciently with
almost no parameters to tune� and is able to tag
thousands of words per second� which makes it
really practical for real NLP applications� Re�
garding accuracy� the SVM�based tagger signif�
icantly outperforms the TnT tagger exactly un�
der the same conditions� and achieves a very
competitive accuracy of 	
��� on the WSJ cor�
pus� which is comparable to the best taggers
reported up to date�

� Introduction

Automatic part�of�speech �POS� tagging is the

task of determining the morphosyntactic category

of each word in a given sentence� It is a very well�

known problem that has been addressed by many

researchers at least for the two last decades� It is a

fundamental problem in the sense that almost all
NLP applications need some kind of POS tagging

previous to construct more complex analysis and

it is permanently on�fashion since current appli�

cations demand an e�cient treatment of more and

more quantities of �possibly multilingual� text�

In the recent literature� we can �nd several ap�

proaches to POS tagging based on statistical and

machine learning techniques� including among

many others	 Hidden Markov Models �Weischedel

et al� 
�� Brants �� Maximum Entropy taggers
�Ratnaparkhi 
��� Transformation�based learning

�Brill 
��� Memory�based learning �Daelemans et

al� 
��� Decision Trees �M�arquez � Rodr��guez


��� AdaBoost �Abney et al� 

�� and Support

Vector Machines �Nakagawa et al� ��� Most of

the previous taggers have been evaluated on the

English WSJ corpus� using the Penn Treebank

set of POS categories and a lexicon constructed

directly from the annotated corpus� Although

the evaluations were performed with slight vari�

ations� there was a wide consensous in the late


�s that the state�of�the�art accuracy for English

POS tagging was between 
���� and 
�����

In the recent years� the most succesful and

popular taggers in the NLP community have

been the HMM�based TnT tagger �Brants ��

the Transformation�based learning �TBL� tagger

�Brill 
��� and several variants of the Maximum

Entropy �ME� approach �Ratnaparkhi 
��� In our

opinion� TnT is an example of a really practical

tagger for NLP applications� It is available to any�

body� simple and easy to use� considerably accu�

rate� and extremely e�cient� allowing a training
from � millon word corpora in just a few seconds

and tagging thousands of words per second� In

the case of TBL and ME approaches� the great

success has been due to the �exibility they o�er

in modelling contextual information� being ME

slightly more accurate than TBL�

Far from being considered a closed problem�

several researchers tried to improve results on the

POS tagging task during last years� Some of them

by allowing richer and more complex HMM mod�

els �Thede � Harper 

� Lee et al� �� oth�

ers by enriching the feature set in a ME tagger

�Toutanova � Manning �� and others by using

more e�ective learning techniques	 SVM �Naka�

gawa et al� ��� and a Voted�Perceptron�based
training of a ME model �Collins ��� In these

more complex taggers the state�of�the�art accu�

racy was raised up to 
��
��
���� on the same

WSJ corpus� In a complementary direction� other

researchers suggested the combination of several

pre�existing taggers under several alternative vot�

ing schemes �Brill � Wu 
�� Halteren et al� 
��

M�arquez et al� 

�� Although the accuracy of

these taggers is even better �around 
����� the

ensembles of POS taggers are undeniably more

complex and less e�cient�

In this paper we suggest to go back to the TnT



philosophy �i�e�� simplicity and e�ciency with

state�of�the�art accuracy� but within the SVM

learning framework� We claim that the SVM�

based tagger introduced in this work ful�lls the re�

quirements for being a practical tagger and o�ers

a very good balance of the following properties�

��� Simplicity	 the tagger is easy to use and has

few parameters to tune� ��� Flexibility and robust�

ness	 rich context features can be e�ciently han�

dled without over�tting problems� allowing lex�

icalization� ��� High accuracy	 the SVM�based
tagger performs signi�cantly better than TnT and

achieves an accuracy competitive to the best cur�

rent taggers� ��� E�ciency	 training on the WSJ

is performed in around one CPU hour and the tag�

ging speed allows a massive processing of texts�

It is worth noting that the Support Vector Ma�

chines �SVM� paradigm has been already applied

to tagging in a previous paper �Nakagawa et al�

��� with the focus on the guessing of unknown

word categories� The �nal tagger constructed in

that paper gave a clear evidence that the SVM ap�

proach is specially appropriate for the second and
third of the previous points� the main drawback

being a low e�ciency �in that paper a running

speed of around � words per second is reported��

In the present paper we overcome this limitation

by working with linear kernels in the primal set�

ting of the SVM framework taking advantage of

the extremely sparsity of example vectors� The

resulting tagger is almost as accurate as that of

�Nakagawa et al� �� but � times faster in a

preliminar prototype implemented in Perl�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows	 In
section �� the formal SVM learning setting is pre�

sented� Section � is devoted to explain the details

of our approach to tagging� Section � describes

the experimental work carried out in order to val�

idate the presented SVM tagger� Section � in�

cludes some discussion on the presented approach

in comparison to other related work� and� �nally�

section � concludes and outlines the directions of

the future research�

� Support Vector Machines

SVM is a machine learning algorithm for binary

classi�cation� which has been successfully applied

to a number of practical problems� including NLP

�Cristianini � Shawe�Taylor ��

Let f�x�� y��� � � � � �xN � yN �g be the set of N

training examples� where each instance xi is a vec�

tor in RN and yi � f�����g is the class label� In

their basic form� a SVM learns a linear hyper�

plane that separates the set of positive examples

from the set of negative examples with maximal

margin �the margin is de�ned as the distance of

the hyperplane to the nearest of the positive and

negative examples�� This learning bias has proved

to have good properties in terms of generalization

bounds for the induced classi�ers�

The linear separator is de�ned by two elements	
a weight vector w �with one component for each

feature�� and a bias b which stands for the dis�

tance of the hyperplane to the origin� The clas�

si�cation rule of a SVM is sgn�f�x�w� b��� where

f�x�w� b� � hw � xi � b and x is the example

to be classi�ed� In the linearly separable case�

learning the maximal margin hyperplane �w� b�

can be stated as a convex quadratic optimization

problem with a unique solution	 minimize jjwjj�
subject to the constraints �one for each training

example�	 yi�hw � xi� � b� � ��

The SVM model has an equivalent dual formu�

lation� characterized by a weight vector � and

a bias b� In this case� � contains one weight for

each training vector� indicating the importance of

this vector in the solution� Vectors with non null

weights are called support vectors� The dual clas�

si�cation rule is	 f�x��� b� �
PN

i�� yi�ihxi �xi�b�

and the � vector can be calculated also as a

quadratic optimization problem� Given the opti�

mal �� vector of the dual quadratic optimization

problem� the weight vector w� that realizes the
maximal margin hyperplane is calculated as	

w� �

NX

i��

yi�
�

ixi ���

The b� has also a simple expression in terms of

w� and the training examples f�xi� yi�g
N
i��� See

�Cristianini � Shawe�Taylor � for details�

The advantage of the dual formulation is that

permits an e�cient learning of non�linear SVM

separators� by introducing kernel functions� Tech�

nically� a kernel function calculates a dot product

between two vectors that have been �non linearly�
mapped into a high dimensional feature space�

Since there is no need to perform this mapping ex�

plicitly� the training is still feasible although the

dimension of the real feature space can be very

high or even in�nite�

In the presence of outliers and wrongly classi�

�ed training examples it may be useful to allow



some training errors in order to avoid over�tting�

This is achieved by a variant of the optimization

problem� referred to as soft margin� in which the

contribution to the objective function of margin

maximization and training errors can be balanced

through the use of a parameter called C�

� Problem Setting

In this section the details about our approach to

POS tagging� regarding the collection and feature
codi�cation of training examples� are presented�

��� Binarizing the Classi�cation Problem

Tagging a word in context is a multi�class classi�

�cation problem� Since SVMs are binary classi�

�ers� a binarization of the problem must be per�

formed before applying them� We have applied a
simple one�per�class binarization� i�e�� a SVM is

trained for every part�of�speech in order to dis�

tinguish between examples of this class and all

the rest� When tagging a word� the most con��

dent tag according to the predictions of all binary

SVMs is selected�

However� not all training examples have been

considered for all classes� Instead� a dictionary is

extracted from the training corpus with all possi�

ble tags for each word� and when considering the

occurrence of a training word w tagged as ti� this

example is used as a positive example for class

ti and a negative example for all other tj classes

appearing as possible tags for w in the dictionary�

In this way� we avoid the generation of excessive

�and irrelevant� negative examples� and we make

the training step faster�� In the following sections
we will see how a ���� word corpus generates

training sets of about �� examples on average�

instead of �����

��� Feature Codi�cation

Each example has been codi�ed on the ba�

sis of the local context of the word to be dis�
ambiguated� We have considered a centered

window of seven tokens� in which some basic

and n�gram patterns are evaluated to form bi�

nary features such as	 �previous word is the �

�two preceeding tags are DT NN � etc� Table �

contains the list of all patterns considered�

As it can be seen� the tagger is lexicalized and

all word forms appearing in window are taken into

�See �Abney et al� 		� for a discussion on the e�ciency
problems when learning from large POS training sets�

word features w
��� w��� w��� w�� w��� w��� w��

POS features p
��� p��� p��

ambiguity classes a�� a�� a�� a�

maybe�s m��m��m��m�

word bigrams �w
��� w���� �w��� w���� �w��� w��

�w�� w���� �w��� w���
POS bigrams �p

��� p���� �p��� a���� �a��� a���
word trigrams �w

��� w��� w���� �w��� w��� w���
�w
��� w��� w���� �w��� w�� w����

�w
��� w��� w���� �w�� w��� w���

POS trigrams �p
��� p��� p���� �p��� p��� a����

�p
��� a��� a���

Table �	 Feature patterns used to codify exam�
ples�

account� Since a very simple left�to�right tag�

ging scheme will be used� the tags of the follow�

ing words are not known at running time� Fol�

lowing the approach of �Daelemans et al� 
��

we use the more general ambiguity�class tag for

the right context words� which is a label com�

posed by the concatenation of all possible tags

for the word �e�g�� IN�RB� JJ�NN� etc��� Each of

the individual tags of an ambiguity class is also

taken as a binary feature of the form �follow�
ing word may be a VBZ � Therefore� with am�

biguity classes and �maybe�s � we avoid the two

passes solution proposed in �Nakagawa et al� ���

in which a �rst tagging is performed in order to

have right contexts disambiguated for the second

pass� Also in �Nakagawa et al� ��� it is sug�

gested that explicit n�gram features are not nec�

essary in the SVM approach� because polynomial

kernels acoount for the combination of features�

However� since we are interested in working with

a linear kernel� we have included them in the fea�
ture set� In section ��� we will evaluate the im�

portance of this kind of features�

� Experiments

This section presents the experiments carried out

in order to evaluate the SVM approach to POS

tagging� As in many other works� the Wall Street

Journal data from the Penn Treebank III has been

used as the benchmark corpus� We have randomly

divided �at a sentence level� this ���� million word

corpus into three subsets	 training ���� �������
words�� validation ���� ����
�� words� and test

���� �����
� words�� All the tagging experi�

ments reported are evaluated on the complete test

set� The validation set has been used to optimize

parameters� The Penn Treebank tagset contains

�� tags� However� after compiling training exam�

ples in the way explained in section ���� only ��

of them receive positive and negative examples�



model acc� !sv l time

d � �� fs� 
���� �������� ���	�� 

d � �� fs� 
��
�� �������� �h	��	�
 

d � �� fs� 
����� �����
 �h	���	� 
d � �� fs� 
����� ���
���� �h	���	� 

d � �� fs� 
����� �������� �h	���	�� 

d � �� fs� 
����� ��
����� �h	���	�� 

Table �	 Accuracy results �on ambiguous words� of al�

ternative SVM models varying kernel degree and feature

set� �sv� stands for the average number of support vec�

tors per tag and l time� is the CPU time needed for the

whole training�

Thus� only �� SVM classi�ers have to be trained
in the binarized setting� The �� unambiguous tags

correspond to punctuation marks� symbols� and

the categories TO and WP��

��� Linear vs� Polynomial Kernels

The �rst experiment explores the e�ect of the ker�

nel in the training process and in the generaliza�

tion accuracy� So as to do that� we have trained

several SVM classi�cation models with the whole

���k word training set by varying the degree �d� of

the polynomial kernel� The software package used

in all the experiments reported was SVMlight�� A

very simple frequency threshold �common to all
the experiments� was used to �lter out unfrequent

features� In particular� we have discarded features

that occur less than n times� where n � � is the

minimum number so that the total amount of fea�

tures is not greater than ���� When training�

the setting of the C parameter has been left to its

default value� In the following subsections we will

see how the optimization of this parameter leads

to a small improvement in the �nal tagger� being

the SVM algorithm quite robust with respect to

parameterization�

Results obtained when classifying the ambigu�

ous words in the test set are presented in Table

�� This test has been performed in a batch mode�

that is� examples of ambiguous words are taken

separately� and the features involving the POS

tags of the left contexts are calculated using the

correct POS tag assignment of the corpus�

�The SVMlight software is freely available at the follow�
ing URL� http���svmlight�joachims�org�

�More complex methods can be used to �lter out ir�
relevant features� However� the feature selection problem
is beyond the scope of this work� in which the simplest
alternatives are preferred�

Regarding accuracy� similar results to those of

�Nakagawa et al� �� can be drawn� When us�

ing the set of atomic features �fs��� the best re�

sults are obtained with a degree � polynomial

kernel �
��
���� Greater degrees produce over�

�tting to the training data� since the number of

support vectors highly increases and the accu�

racy decreases� When using the n�gram extended

set of features �fs��� the linear kernel becomes

very competitive �
������ compared to the de�

gree � polynomial kernel� being clearly prefer�
able regarding the sparsity of the solution and

the learning time ���� times faster�� Interestingly�

the advantage of the extended set of features is

only noticeable in the case of the linear kernel�

since accuracy decreases when it is used with the

polynomial kernels�

As a conclusion� we can state that a linear ker�

nel� with an n�gram based set of basic features�

su�ces to obtain highly accurate SVM models be�

ing relatively fast to train� In the next section we

will see how the linear solution has the additional

advantage of allowing to work in the primal set�
ting with a very sparse vector of weights� This

fact is crucial to obtain a fast POS tagger�

��� Evaluating the SVM Tagger

Hereafter we will focus only on the linear SVM

model� In this experiment� the POS tagger is

tested in a more realistic situation� that is� per�

forming a left�to�right tagging of the sequence

of words� with an on�line calculation of features

making use of the already assigned left�context
POS tags� Following the simplicity and e�ciency

principles� a greedy left�to�right tagging scheme

is applied� in which no optimization of the tag se�

quence is performed at the sentence level� We

have implemented this �rst POS tagger proto�

type in Perl���� which will be referred to as

SVMtagger� The SVM dual representation based

on a set of support vectors output by SVMlight

is converted into the primal form� �w� b�� using

equation � explained in section ��

The tagger has been tested under the closed vo�

cabulary assumption� in which no unknown words

are allowed� This is simulated by directly includ�

ing in the dictionary the words of the test set that

do not occur in the training set� The results ob�

tained by increasing sizes of the training set are

presented in table �� Learning and tagging times

are also graphically presented in Figure �� All the

experiments were performed �under Linux� with
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Figure �	 Learning and tagging time plots of

SVMtagger by increasing sizes of the training set�

a �Ghz Pentium�IV processor with �Gb of RAM�

The time �gures have been calculated using the

Benchmark package of Perl� and re�ect CPU time�

As it could be expected� the accuracy of the

tagger grows with the size of the training set� pre�

senting a logarithmic behaviour� Regarding e��

ciency� it can be observed that training time is

almost linear with respect to the number of exam�
ples of the training set� Besides� the compression

of the SVM model with respect to the training

set also increases with the training set size� and

goes from ������ �from ������ examples to ���

support vectors� to ������ �from �
�
���� exam�

ples to ������� support vectors�� However� this

compression level would not permit an e�cient

tagger in the dual form� since thousands of dot

products would be needed to classify each word�

More interestingly� the model in primal form is

quite compact since the weight vectors� resulting
from compacting all support vectors� contains no

more than ��� features �among the 
� pos�

sible features�� Provided that the test examples

are very sparse �they contain about �� features

in average� irrespective of the training set size��

the classi�cation rule is very e�cient� since a sin�

gle dot product with a sparse vector is needed to

classify each word� Basing this dot product on the

non null dimensions of the example to classify� the

tagging time can be mantained almost invariant�

In particular� the tagging speed corresponding to

the ���kw is about ���� words per second�

By optimizing the C parameter of the SVM

algorithm� i�e�� the tradeo� between training er�

ror and margin maximization� slightly better re�

sults can be obtained� We have optimized the

C parameter on the validation set �by maximiz�

ing accuracy� �� With this value properly set

the accuracy results obtained by SVMtagger �us�
ing the whole training set� were 
����� on am�

biguous words and 
����� overall �an increase

of ��� points�� To have an idea of the quality

of these values� we also run TnT exactly on the

same conditions �including unknown words in the

backup lexicon� and the results obtained were sig�

ni�cantly lower	 
����� for ambiguous words and


����� overall�

��� Including unknown words

The tagger results presented in the previous sec�

tion are still not realistic� since we can not assume

a closed vocabulary� In order to deal with this

problem we have developed an SVM�based model

to recognize unknown words� Unknown words are

treated as ambiguous words with all possible POS

tags corresponding to open�class words ��� in the

Penn Treebank tagset�� but specialized SVMs are

learned with particular features to disambiguate

among the POS tags of unknown words� The ap�

proach is similar to that of �Nakagawa et al� ��

and the features used� which are presented in ta�
ble �� are taken from the following works �Brill


�� M�arquez et al� 

� Nakagawa et al� ���

Training examples for unknown words have

been collected from the training set in the follow�

ing way	 First� the training corpus is randomly

divided into twenty parts of equal size� Then� the

�rst part is used to extract the examples which do

not occur in the remaining nineteen parts� that is�

taking the 
�� of the corpus as known and the re�

�The tunning of the C parameter is also automatically
done by iteratively exploring shorter and shorter intervals
of values in which the best accuracies are observed in the
validation set� The setting of our algorithm involves �ve
parameters� minC�maxC� log� n iters� n segments� The
�rst two ones� minC and maxC� determine the overall
interval to examine� If log is true the �rst iteration is ap�
proached logarithmically� The last two arguments� n iters
and n segments� stand for the total number of iterations
and the number of intervals that must be explored at each
iteration� respectively� In our experiments the combination
������ �� true� �� �� was used�
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Table �	 Accuracy results of SVMtagger under the closed vocabulary assumption by increasing sizes of the training

corpus� amb�� and all� columns contains accuracy achieved on ambiguous words and overall� respectively� �exs� and

�sv� stand for the average number of examples and support vectors per POS tag� �feat�� for the total number of

binary features �after �ltering�� �xi� for the average number of active features in the training examples� and �w� for

the average number of dimensions of the weight vectors� l time� and t time� refer to learning and tagging time�

All features for known words �see table ��
pre�xes s�� s�s�� s�s�s��

s�s�s�s�

su�xes sn� sn��sn� sn��sn��sn�
sn��sn��sn��sn

begins with Upper Case yes	no
all Upper Case yes	no
all Lower Case yes	no
contains a Capital Letter
not at the beginning yes	no
contains more than one Capital
Letter not at the beginning yes	no
contains a period yes	no
contains a number yes	no
contains a hyphen yes	no
word length integer

Table �	 Feature templates for unknown words

maining �� to extract the examples� This proce�

dure is repeated with each of the twenty parts� ob�

taining approximately ��� examples from the

whole corpus� The choice of dividing by twenty

is not arbitrary� 
����� is the proportion that

results in a percentage of unknown words very

similar to the test set ���
����

Results obtained are presented in table �� The

label SVMtagger� corresponds to the case in

which the C parameter has been optimized ��

Similar to the previous section the results ob�

tained by the SVMtagger clearly outperform the
results of TnT tagger and they are comparable to

the accuracy of the best current taggers �which

range from 
��
� to 
������ Again� the tunning

of the C parameter provides a small increment

of performance� but at a cost of increasing the

training time to almost � CPU hours�

Following a suggestion by one of the referees�

experiments were replicated on a di�erent parti�

�The C parameter value is ����	 for known words and
���	� for unknown words�

amb� known unk� all

TnT 
���� 
��
� ����� 
����

SVMtagger 
���� 
���� ����� 
��
�

SVMtagger� 
���� 
���� ����� 
���

Table �	 Accuracy results of SVMtagger compared to

TnT� under the open vocabulary assumption� known� and

unk�� refer to the subsets of known and unknown words�

respectively� amb� to the subset of ambiguous known

words� and all� to the overall accuracy�

tion of the Wall Street Journal corpus in order

to compare our work to some other related pre�

vious ones� Sections ��� were used for training�

�
��� for validation� and ����� for test� respec�

tively� The tunning of the C parameter lead the

system to achieve a token accuracy of 
����� sig�

ni�cantly outperforming TnT �
������� Result
is competitive to the one reported in �Collins ��

�
������� although still a little lower than the one

found in �Toutanova et al� �� �
������� see fur�

ther details in Section ��

The Perl implementation of SVMtagger�

model achieves a tagging speed of ����� words
per second� Given the type of operations com�

puted by the tagging algorithm we fairly believe

that a re�implementation in C�� could speed up

the tagger� making the e�ciency valid for massive

text processing� Of course� the TnT tagger is still

much more e�cient� achieving a tagging speed of

more than �� words per second on the same

conditions�



� Discussion

The work presented in this paper is closely related

to �Nakagawa et al� ��� In that paper� an SVM�

based tagger is presented and compared to TnT�

obtaining a best accuracy of 
���� �when train�
ing from a � million word corpus�� Apart from

the training set size� the main di�erences of both

approaches are explained below�

Nakagawa�s work is focused on tagging un�

known words� A certainly ad�hoc procedure is

performed to tag the word sequence in two passes�

In the �rst pass� the tagger disambiguates the

whole sentence and in the second pass� the previ�

ously assigned tags are assumed correct in order

to extract the right�context tag features� This

tagging overhead is also projected into train�

ing� since two versions� with and without right�
context tag features� must be trained� Addition�

ally� it is argued that one advantage of using

SVM is that it is not necessary to codify complex

n�gram features� since polynomial kernels them�

selves succeed at doing this task� Thus� they base

their best tagger in a dual solution with degree �

polynomial kernels� instead of a linear separator

in the primal setting�

Since they are using kernels and SVM classi�ca�

tion in the dual setting� the tagger simply can not

be fast at running time� In particular� a tagging

speed of �
�� words per second �� hours needed

to tag a ���k word test set� is reported� Training
is also much more slower than ours �the time re�

quired for training from a �k word set is about

���� hours�� probably due to the way in which

they select training examples for each POS�

By the time we were preparing this docu�

ment another paper was brought to our atten�

tion� which reports the best results on the WSJ

corpus to date with a single tagger� We refer to

�Toutanova et al� ��� in which a tagger based on

a cyclic dependency network is presented� This

tagger achieves accuracy values between 
�����

and 
����� in the WSJ corpus �with a training
set of 
��k words�� allows to explicitly model left

and right context features in the sequence tagging

scheme� and it is lexicalized� Over�tting in the

extremely large feature spaces induced is avoided

by model regularization�

The good results of the tagger are partly due

to the outstanding recognition of unknown words

�accuracy values between ������ and �
�����

However� the treatment of unknown words is a bit

tricky� including the use of a company named en�

tity detector and several ad�hoc feature patterns

based on the observation of the errors commited

by the tagger� This fact may cause the POS tag�

ger to be highly WSJ�dependent� Regarding e��

ciency� few comments are included in the paper�

The training time for the best model is said to be

about �� hours on a �GHz processor ���� itera�

tions at �� minutes per iteration�� while tagging

times are not reported�

	 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have presented a SVM�based POS

tagger suitable for real applications� since it pro�

vides a very good balance of several good prop�

erties for NLP tools	 simplicity� �exibility� high

performace� and e�ciency� The next step we plan

to do is to re�implement the tagger in C�� to

signi�cantly increase e�ciency and to provide a

software package for public use��

Regarding the study of the SVM�approach to

POS tagging some issues deserve further inves�

tigation� First� the learning model for unkword

words experimented in this paper is preliminar

and we think that can be clearly improved� Sec�

ond� we have applied only the simplest greedy

left�to�right tagging scheme� Since SVM predic�
tions can be converted into probabilities� a nat�

ural extension would be to consider a sentence�

level tagging model in which the probability of

the whole sentence assignment is maximized�

Finally� we are exploring the possibility of sim�

plifying the models by a posteriori feature �lter�

ing on the weight vector �w�� That simpli�cation

incides collaterally on the tagging speed and accu�

racy� First experiments on the models trained on


��k words indicate that eliminating the features

with lower weights does not hurt the performance

very much� see Figure �� Indeed� a very little

improvement is obtained discarding between ��

and �� of the w dimensions� But the size of the

models may be still further reduced� In particu�
lar� a very competitive overall accuracy of 
����

can be still obtained discarding up to �� of the

w dimensions� And� very interestingly� it is not

until we discard over 

� of the w dimensions

that accuracy falls down 
��� These observa�

tions hold for both the test and validation sets�

�By now� the prototype version of the tagger is
public for demostration at the following Web address�
www�lsi�upc�es��nlp�SVMtagger�html�
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to zero�

and surely are opening the avenue for a further

increasing on the tagging speed�
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Abstract 

This paper studies the potential of identifying 
lexical paraphrases within a single corpus, fo-
cusing on the extraction of verb paraphrases. 
Most previous approaches detect individual 
paraphrase instances within a pair (or set) of 
“comparable” corpora, each of them contain-
ing roughly the same information, and rely on 
the substantial level of correspondence of 
such corpora. We present a novel method that 
successfully detects isolated paraphrase in-
stances within a single corpus without relying 
on any a-priori structure and information. A 
comparison suggests that an instance-based 
approach may be combined with a vector-
based approach in order to assess better the 
paraphrase likelihood for many verb pairs. 

1 Introduction 
The importance of paraphrases has been re-
cently receiving growing attention. Broadly 
speaking, paraphrases capture core aspects of 
variability in language, by representing (possi-
bly partial) equivalencies between different 
expressions that correspond to the same mean-
ing. Representing and tracking language vari-
ability is critical for many applications 
(Jacquemin 99). For example, a question might 
use certain words and expressions while the 
answer, to be found in a corpus, might include 

paraphrases of the same expressions (Hermja-
kob et al. 02). Another example is multi-
document summarization (Barzilay et al. 99). 
In this case, the system has to deduce that dif-
ferent expressions found in several documents 
express the same meaning; hence only one of 
them should be included in the final summary.  
Recently, several works addressed the task of 
acquiring paraphrases (semi-) automatically 
from corpora. Most attempts were based on 
identifying corresponding sentences in parallel 
or “comparable” corpora, where each corpus is 
known to include texts that largely correspond 
to texts in another corpus (see next section). 
The major types of comparable corpora are 
different translations of the same text, and 
multiple news sources that overlap largely in 
the stories that they cover. Typically, such 
methods first identify pairs (or sets) of larger 
contexts that correspond to each other, such as 
corresponding documents, by using clustering 
or similarity measures at the document level, 
and by utilizing external information such as 
requiring that corresponding documents will 
be from the same date. Then, within the corre-
sponding contexts, the algorithm detects indi-
vidual pairs (or sets) of sentences that largely 
overlap in their content and are thus assumed 
to describe the same fact or event.  



 

(Lin & Pantel 01) propose a different approach 
for extracting “inference rules”, which largely 
correspond to paraphrase patterns. Their 
method extracts such paraphrases from a sin-
gle corpus rather than from a comparable set 
of corpora. It is based on vector-based similar-
ity, which compares typical contexts in a 
“global” manner rather then identifying all ac-
tual paraphrase instances that describe the 
same fact or event. 
The goal of our research is to explore further 
the potential of learning paraphrases within a 
single corpus. Clearly, requiring a pair (or set) 
of comparable corpora is a disadvantage, since 
such corpora do not exist for all domains, and 
are substantially harder to assemble. On the 
other hand, the approach of detecting actual 
paraphrase instances, as was previously 
achieved within comparable corpora, seems to 
have high potential for extracting reliable 
paraphrase patterns. We therefore developed a 
method that detects concrete paraphrase in-
stances within a single corpus. Such para-
phrase instances can be found since a coherent 
domain corpus is likely to include repeated 
references to the same concrete facts or events, 
even though they might be found within gen-
erally different “stories” (see Table 1 for a 
paraphrase example extracted by our system 
originating from distinct stories).  
The first version of our algorithm was re-
stricted to identify lexical paraphrases of 
verbs, in order to study whether the approach 
as a whole is at all feasible. The challenge ad-
dressed by our algorithm is to identify isolated 
paraphrase instances that describe the same 
fact within a single corpus. Such paraphrase 
instances need to be distinguished from in-
stances of distinct facts that are described in 
similar terms. These goals are achieved 

through a combination of statistical and lin-
guistic filters and a probabilistically motivated 
paraphrase likelihood measure. We found that 
the algorithmic computation needed for detect-
ing such local paraphrase instances across a 
single corpus should be quite different than 
previous methods developed for comparable 
corpora, which largely relied on a-priori 
knowledge about the correspondence between 
the different stories from which the paraphrase 
instances are extracted. 
We have further compared our method to the 
vector-based approach of (Lin & Pantel 01), 
which measures global similarity across all 
instances. The precision of the two methods on 
common verbs was comparable, but they ex-
hibit some different behaviors. In particular, 
our instance-based approach seems to help as-
sessing the reliability of candidate paraphrases, 
which is more difficult to assess by global 
similarity measures such as the measure of Lin 
and Pantel. 

2 Background and Related Work 

Recently, several works addressed the task of 
automatically acquiring paraphrase patterns 
from corpora. (Barzilay & McKeown 01) use 
sentence alignment to identify paraphrases 
from a corpus of multiple English translations 
of the same text. In another more recent work, 
(Pang et al. 03) also use a parallel corpus of 
Chinese-English translations to build finite 
state automata for paraphrase patterns, based 
on syntactic alignment of corresponding sen-
tences. 
(Shinyama et al. 02) learn structural para-
phrase templates for Information extraction 
from a comparable corpus of news articles 
from different news sources over a common 
period of time. Similar news article pairs from 

1996-08-20  1996-09-16  
…The broadcast, which gave no source for the infor-
mation, followed a flurry of rumours that Lien had ar-
rived in various European nations. China regards 
Nationalist-ruled Taiwan as a rebel province ineligible 
for foreign ties and has sought to isolate it diplomati-
cally since a civil war separated them in 1949. Ado-
maitis said Ukraine maintains only economic relations 
with Taiwan with no political or diplomatic ties… 
 

“I recognise there are political issues, but I nevertheless see it as a 
golden opportunity for Taiwan to increase its role in this important 
international organisation, and to play the part that it should as a ma-
jor Asian economy,” Summers said. China, which has regarded Tai-
wan as a rebel province since a civil war split them in 1949, says 
the island is not entitled to membership as a sovereign nation in inter-
national bodies. Beijing has said it would accept Taiwan's membership 
in the WTO as a customs territory, but not before China itself is al-
lowed to join the world trade club. 

Table 1: example of extracting the lexical paraphrase <separate, split> from distinct stories 



 

the different news sources are identified based 
on document similarity.  Sentence pairs (from 
a given pair of similar articles) are then identi-
fied based on the similarity of Named Entities 
in the matching sentences.   (Barzilay and Lee 
03) also utilizes a comparable corpus of news 
articles to learn paraphrase patterns, which are 
represented by word lattice pairs. Patterns 
originating from the same day but from differ-
ent newswire agencies are matched based on 
entity overlap. 
We compare our results to those of the algo-
rithm by (Lin & Pantel 01), which extracts 
paraphrase-like inference rules for question 
answering from a single source corpus. The 
underlying assumption in their work is that 
paths in dependency trees that connect similar 
syntactic arguments (slots) are close in mean-
ing. Rather then considering a single feature 
vector that originates from the arguments in 
both slots, vector-based similarity was com-
puted separately for each slot, using the simi-
larity measure of (Lin 98). The similarity of a 
pair of binary paths was defined as the geo-
metric mean of the similarity values that were 
computed for each of the two slots. 

3 Algorithm 
Our proposed algorithm identifies candidates 
of corresponding verb paraphrases within pairs 
of sentences. We define a verb instance pair as 
a pair of occurrences of two distinct verbs in 
the corpus. A verb type pair is a pair of verbs 
detected as a candidate lexical paraphrase. 
3.1 Preprocessing and Representation 
Our algorithm relies on a syntactic parser to 
identify the syntactic structure of the corpus 
sentences, and to identify verb instances. We 
treat the corpus uniformly as a set of distinct 
sentences, regardless of the document or para-
graph they belong to. For each verb instance 
we extract the various syntactic components 

that are related directly to the verb in the parse 
tree. For each such component we extract its 
lemmatized head, which is possibly extended 
to capture a semantically specified constituent. 
We extended the heads with any lexical modi-
fiers that constitute a multi-word term, noun-
noun modifiers, numbers and prepositional 
‘of’ complements.   
Verb instances are represented by the vector of 
syntactic modifiers and their lemmatized fill-
ers. For illustration, Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple sentence and the vector representations for 
its two verb instances.  
3.2 Identifying candidate verb 

instance pairs (filtering) 
We apply various filters in order to verify that 
two verb instances are likely to be paraphrases 
describing the same event. This is an essential 
part of the algorithm since we do not rely on 
the high a-priori likelihood for finding para-
phrases in matching parts of comparable cor-
pora. 
We first limit our scope to pairs of verb in-
stances that share a common (extended) sub-
ject and object which are not pronouns. 
Otherwise, if either the subject or object differ 
between the two verbs then they are not likely 
to refer to the same event in a manner that al-
lows substituting one verb with the other.  
Additionally, we are interested in identifying 
sentence pairs with a significant overall term 
overlap, which further increases paraphrase 
likelihood for the same event. This is achieved 
with a standard (Information Retrieval style) 
vector-based approach, with tf-idf term 
weighting (Frakes and Baeza-Yates 92)  
 tf (w) = freq(w) in sentence 
 idf(w) = log(N / freq(w) in corpus) 

where N is the total number of tokens 
in the corpus. 

Sentence overlap is measured simply as the 
dot product of the two vectors. We intention-
ally disregard any normalization factor (such 

subject secretary_general_boutros_boutros_ghali 
object implementation_of_deal 
modifier after 

(A) verb: delay 

subject iraqi_force 
object kurdish_rebel 
pp-on august_31 

(B) verb: attack 
Figure 1: extracted verb instances for sentence “But U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali  

delayed implementation of the deal after Iraqi forces attacked Kurdish rebels on August 31.” 



 

as in the Cosine measure) in order to assess the 
“absolute” degree of overlap, while allowing 
longer sentences to include also non-matching 
parts that might correspond to complementary 
aspects of the same event. Verb instance pairs 
whose sentence overlap is below a specified 
threshold are filtered out.  
An additional assumption is that events have a 
unique propositional representation and hence 
verb instances with contradicting vectors are 
not likely to describe the same event. We 
therefore filter verb instance pairs with contra-
dicting propositional information – a common 
syntactic relation with different arguments.  As 
an example, the sentence “Iraqi forces cap-
tured Kurdish rebels on August 29.” Has a 
contradicting ‘on’ preposition argument with 
the sentence from Figure 1B ("August 29" vs. 
"August 31").  
3.3 Computing paraphrase score of 

verb instance pairs 
Given a verb instance pair (after filtering), we 
want to estimate the likelihood that the two 
verb instances are paraphrases of the same fact 
or event. We thus assign a paraphrase likeli-
hood score for a given verb instance pair 
Iv1,v2, which corresponds to instances of the 
verb types v1 and v2 with overlapping syntactic 
components p1,p2,…pn. The score corresponds 
(inversely) to the estimated probability that 
such overlap had occurred by chance in the 
entire corpus, capturing the view that a low 
overlap probability (i.e. low probability that 
the overlap is due to chance) correlates with 
paraphrase likelihood.  We estimate the over-
lap probability by assuming independence of 
the verb and each of its syntactic components 
as follows: 
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Where the probabilities were calculated using 
Maximum Likelihood estimates based on the 
verb and argument frequencies in the corpus. 

3.4 Computing paraphrase score for 
verb type pairs 

When computing the score for a verb type pair 
we would like to accumulate the evidence 
from its corresponding verb instance pairs. 
Following the vein of the previous section we 
try to estimate the joint probability that these 
different instance pairs occurred by chance. 
Assuming instance independence, we would 
like to multiply the overlap probabilities ob-
tained for all instances. We have found, 
though, that verb instance pairs whose two 
verbs share the same subject and object are far 
from being independent (there is a higher like-
lihood to obtain additional instances with the 
same subject-object combination). To avoid 
complex modeling of such dependencies we 
picked only one verb instance pair for each 
subject-object combination, taking the one 
with lowest probability (highest score). This 
yields the set T(v1,v2)=(I1...In) of best scoring 
(lowest probability) instances for each distinct 
subject and object components. Assuming in-
dependence of occurrence probability of these 
instances, we estimate the probability 
P(T(v1,v2))=Π P(Ii), where P(I) is calculated by 
Equation (1) above. The score of a verb type 
pair is given by: 

(2) )),((log),( 2121 vvTPvvscore −=  

4 Evaluation and Analysis  

4.1 Setting 
We ran our experiments on the first 15-million 
word (token) subset of the Reuters Corpus.1 
The corpus sentences were parsed using the 
Minipar 2  dependency parser (Lin 93). 6,120 
verb instance pairs passed filtering (with over-
lap threshold set to 100). These verb instance 
pairs derive 646 distinct verb type pairs, which 

                                                
1 Known as Reuters Corpus, Volume 1, English Language, 
1996-08-20 to 1997-08-19, provided by Reuters on CD.  
2 http://www.cs.umanitoba.ca/~lindek/minipar.htm 



 

were proposed as candidate lexical para-
phrases along with their corresponding para-
phrase score.  
The correctness of the extracted verb type 
pairs was evaluated over a sample of 215 pairs 
(one third of the complete set) by two human 
judges, where each judge evaluated one half of 
the sample. In a similar vein to related work in 
this area, judges were instructed to evaluate a 
verb type pair as a correct paraphrase only if 
the following condition holds: one of the two 
verbs can replace the other within some sen-
tences such that the meaning of the resulting 
sentence will entail the meaning of the original 
one. Otherwise the pair is judged as incorrect. 
Notice that the judgment criterion requires that 
the lexical paraphrase would hold in some 
contexts, but not necessarily all. To assist the 
judges in assessing a given verb type pair they 
were presented with example sentences from 
the corpus that include some matching con-
texts for the two verbs (e.g., sentences in 
which both verbs have the same subject or ob-
ject). Notice that the judgment criterion allows 
for “directional” paraphrases, such as <invade, 
enter> or <slaughter, kill>, where the meaning 
of one verb entails the meaning of the other, 
but not vice versa. Additionally, a verb type 
pair was judged as correct if a verb is part of a 
multi-word expression, which by itself is a 
paraphrase of the other verb. For example, the 
pair <reject, turn> is judged as correct, since 
the expression “turn down” is a correct para-
phrase of “reject”. The judges based their deci-
sion in such cases on the multi-word 
expressions found in the example sentences 
they were viewing. The motivation for judging 
such verb type pairs as correct is that they rep-
resent cases in which our current algorithm 
performed correctly and identified verb in-
stance pairs that are indeed paraphrases of 
each other; identification of complex multi-

word expressions was beyond the scope of the 
current study. 
4.2 Results of the paraphrase 

identification algorithm 
 
Figure 2 shows the precision vs. recall results 
for each judge over the given test-sets. The 
evaluation was conducted separately also by 
the authors on the full set of 646 verb pairs, 
obtaining comparable results to the independ-
ent evaluators. In terms of agreement, the 
Kappa value (measuring pair wise agreement 
discounting chance occurrences) between the 
authors and the independent evaluators’ judg-
ments were 0.61 and 0.63, which correspond 
to a substantial agreement level (Landis & 
Koch 77). 
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Figure 2: precision (y axis) recall (x axis) curves of 
system paraphrases by judge (verb type pairs 
sorted by system score). 
 
The overall precision for the complete test 
sample is 61.4% accuracy, with a confidence 
interval of [56.1,66.7] at the 0.05 significance 
level. 
Table 2 shows the top 10 lexical paraphrases, 
and a sample of the remaining ones, achieved 
by our system along with the annotators’ 
judgments. Table 3 shows “correct” sentence 
pairs describing a common event, which were 
identified by our system as candidate para-
phrase instances. 

 

1- <fall, rise> 6+ <drop, fall> 62+ <honor, honour> 362+ <bring, take> 
2+ <close, end> 7+ <regard, view> 122+ <advance, rise> 422+ <note, say> 
3+ <post, report> 8+ <cut, lower> 182+ <benefit, bolster> 482- <export, load> 
4+ <recognize, recognize> 9- <rise, shed> 242+ <approve, authorize> 542+ <downgrade, relax>
5+ <fire, launch> 10+ <fall, slip> 302+ <kill, slaughter> 602+ <create, establish> 

Table 2: Example of system output with judgments. 



 

An analysis of the incorrect paraphrases 
showed that roughly one third of the errors 
captured verbs with contradicting semantics or 
antonyms (e.g. <rise, fall>, <buy, sell>, <cap-
ture, evacuate>) and another third were verbs 
that tend to represent correlated events with 
strong semantic similarity (e.g. <warn, at-
tack>, <reject, criticize>). These cases are in-
deed quite difficult to distinguish from true 
paraphrases since they tend to occur in a cor-
pus with similar overlapping syntactic compo-
nents and within quite similar sentences.  
Table 4 shows example sentences demonstrat-
ing the difficulties posed by such cases, which 
turn to be quite similar in their nature to anec-
dotal paraphrases of the same event that might 
be spread along a single corpus (cf. Table 3). 
Systems tailored for comparable corpora are 
less likely to confront such problematic sen-

tence pairs for they are less likely to occur in 
corresponding stories.   
It should be noticed that our evaluation was 
performed at the verb type level. We have not 
evaluated directly the "correctness" of the in-
dividual paraphrase instance pairs extracted by 
our method (i.e. whether the two instances in a 
paraphrase pair indeed refer to the same fact). 
Such evaluation is planned for future work.  
Finally, a general problematic (and rarely ad-
dressed) issue in this area of research is how to 
evaluate the coverage or recall of the extrac-
tion method relative to a given corpus.  
4.3 Comparison with (Lin & Pantel 01) 
We applied the algorithm of (Lin & Pantel 01), 
denoted here as the LP algorithm, and com-
puted their similarity score for each pair of 
verb types in the corpus. To implement the 

Last Friday, the United States announced punitive 
charges against China's 1996 textile and apparel quo-
tas, citing transhipments of Chinese textiles in voilation 
of a 1994 trade agreement 

China on Saturday urged the United States to rescind 
punitive charges against Beijing's 1996 textile and ap-
parel quotas and threatened retaliatory action. 

Rand Financials notably bought October late while 
Chicago Corp and locals lifted December into by stops. 

Rand Financials notably sold October late while locals 
pressured December. 

Municipal bond yields dropped as much as 15 basis 
points in the week ended Thursday, erasing increases 
from the week before. 

Municipal bond yields jumped as much as 15 basis 
points over the week ended Thursday on top of similar 
increases the week before. 

French shares opened lower, ignoring gains on Wall 
Street and other European markets, due to renewed 
pressure on the franc and growing worries about possi-
ble strike action in the autumn, dealers said. 

French shares closed sharply lower on Wednesday due to 
a weaker franc amid evaporating hopes of a German rate 
cut on Thursday, but the market managed to remain 
above the 2,000 level and did keep some of Tuesday's 
gains. 

Table 4: Examples of “misleading” instance pairs 

Ieng Sary on Wednesday formally announced his split 
with top Khmer Rouge leader Pol Pot, and said he had 
formed a rival group called the Democratic National 
United Movement. 

In his Wednesday announcement Ieng Sary, who was 
sentenced to death in absentie for his role in the Khmer 
Rouge's bloody rule, confirmed his split with paramount 
leader Pol Pot. 

Campbell is buying Erasco from Grand Metropolitan 
Plc of Britain for about $210 million. 

Campbell is purchasing Erasco from Grand Metropoli-
tan for approximately US$210 million. 

The stock of Kellogg Co. dropped Thursday after the 
giant cereal maker warned that its earnings for the third 
quarter will be 20 percent below a year ago. 

The stock of Kellogg Co. fell Thursday after it warned 
about lower earnings this year and sparked concerns that 
it could resort to increased promotions to protect its lead-
ing market share, analysts said. 

Slovenian President Milan Kucan opened a second 
round of consultations with political parties on Monday 
to try to agree on a date for a general election which 
must take place between October 27 and December 8. 

- Slovenian President Milan Kucan on Monday started a 
second round of consultations with political parties con-
cerning the election date. 

Table 3: Examples of “correct” paraphrase instance pairs 



 

method for lexical verb paraphrases, each verb 
type was considered as a distinct path whose 
subject and object play the roles of the X and Y 
slots (cf. Section 2). 
As it turned out, the similarity score of LP 
does not behave uniformly across all verbs. 
For example, many of the top 20 highest scor-
ing verb pairs are quite erroneous (see Table 
5), and do not constitute lexical paraphrases 
(compare with the top scoring verb pairs for 
our system in Table 2). The similarity scores 
do seem meaningful within the context of a 
single verb v, such that when sorting all other 
verbs by the LP score of their similarity to v 
correct paraphrases are more likely to occur in 
the upper part of the list. Yet, we are not aware 
of a criterion that predicts whether a certain 
verb has few good paraphrases, many or none. 
Given this behavior of the LP score we chose 
the following procedure to create a test sample 
for the LP algorithm that is comparable to our 
own test sample. For each verb type pair   
(v1,v2) in our sample we chose randomly one 
of the two verbs as a "pivot" (assume the pivot 
is v1). We then identified the rank k of v2 
among all verb type pairs that include v1, when 
sorted by the paraphrase score of our method. 
That is, v2 is the k'th most likely paraphrase for 
v1 according to our method. Finally, we took 
the k'th verb in the LP similarity list of v1, say 
vj, and inserted the pair (v1,vj) to the LP test 
sample. Thus, both test set samples contain 
verb type pairs with equivalent similarity rank-
ings relative to the other sample. Notice that 
this procedure is favorable to the LP method 
for it is evaluated at points (verb and rank) that 
where predicted by our method to correspond 
to a likely paraphrase.  
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Figure 3: Precision recall curve for our paraphrase 
method and LP similarity. 
 
The resulting 215 verb pairs were evaluated by 
the judges along with the sample for our 
method, while the judges did not know which 
system generated each pair. The overall preci-
sion on the LP method for the sample was 
51.6%, with a confidence interval of 
[46.1,57.1] at the 0.05 significance level3.  The 
LP results for this sample were thus about 10 
points lower than the results for our compara-
ble sample, but the two confidence intervals 
overlap slightly. It is interesting to note that 
the precision of the LP algorithm over all pairs 
of rank 1 was also 51%, demonstrating that 
just rank on its own is not a good basis for 
paraphrase likelihood.     
Figure 3 shows overall recall vs. precision 
from both judges for the two systems. The re-
sults above show that the precision of the vec-
tor-based LP method may be regarded as 
comparable to our instance-based method, in 
cases where one of the two verbs was identi-
fied by our method to have a corresponding 
number of paraphrases. The obtained level of 
accuracy for these cases is substantially higher 

                                                
3 We noticed that the LP method, which computes similarity 
scores separately for subjects and objects data, seems to per-
form better at identifying paraphrases than the classic vector-
based similarity approach (Lin 98, Dagan 2000), which com-
putes similarity once based on all features together. 

1 0.62 misread,  misjudge 6 0.23 mark_down, decontrol 11 0.20 flatten, steepen 16 0.18 trumpet, drive_home 
2 0.29 barricade,  sandbag 7 0.22 subsidize, subsidise 12 0.20 mainline, pip 17 0.17 marshal, beleaguer 

3 0.27 disgust, mystify 8 0.21 wake_up, divine 13 0.20 misinterpret, relive 18 0.17 dwell_on, feed_on 
4 0.27 jack, decontrol 9 0.21 thrill, personify 14 0.19 remarry, flaunt 19 0.16 scrutinize, misinterpret
5 0.25 Pollinate, pod 10 0.20 mark_up, decontrol 15 0.18 distance, dissociate 20 0.16 disable, counsel 

Table 5: top 20 verb pairs from similarity system. 



 

than for the top scoring pairs by LP. This sug-
gests that our approach can be combined with 
the vector-based approach to obtain higher re-
liability for verb pairs that were extracted from 
actual paraphrase instances. 
As an example, the top four verbs similar to 
‘buy’ based on the LP algorithm (along with 
their score) are: sell (0.069), purchase (0.052), 
acquire (0.039) and import (0.035). However, 
the top four verbs based on our method are: 
purchase (171), acquire (102), sell (100) and 
take (91). This representative example demon-
strates that although the output of the two sys-
tems is similar, many instances that contribute 
to the high similarity of antonymous pairs such 
as <buy, sell> are filtered out by our system 
and obtain an overall lower rank then true 
synonyms. 

5 Conclusion and Future work 

This paper presented an algorithm for extract-
ing lexical verb paraphrases from a single cor-
pus. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first attempt to identify actual paraphrase in-
stances in a single corpus and to extract para-
phrase patterns directly from them. The 
evaluation suggests that such an approach is 
indeed viable, based on algorithms that are 
geared to overcome many of the "misleading" 
cases that are typical for a single corpus (in 
comparison to comparable corpora). Further-
more, a preliminary comparison suggests that 
an instance-based approach may be combined 
with a vector-based approach in order to assess 
better the paraphrase likelihood for many verb 
pairs. Future research is planned to extend the 
approach to handle more complex paraphrase 
structures and to increase its performance by 
relying on additional sources of evidence.  
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Abstract 
In this paper, we will discuss the question of 
counting anaphoric expressions of terms as term 
occurrences, and conduct experiments to find out 
whether counting them will significantly increase 
the frequency (thus other statistical measures) of 
terms in scientific texts (which will lead to the 
improvement of the performance of an automatic 
term extraction system). Anaphoric expressions 
will be resolved by a human, and by an ad hoc 
automatic system. The results show that, when 
resolved by humans, the frequency of terms are 
improved, but when an ad hoc automatic system, 
specialised to resolve anaphoric expressions of 
terms, is employed, the results is not very high. 
The conclusion is that while anaphora resolution is 
needed for automatic term extraction, a lot of work 
still has to be done. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

Statistical measures are the first features taken into 
account when one wants to design an automatic term 
extraction system. This is quite reasonable, because in 
a scientific text, terms1, their descriptions, and their 
relations are the main points to be discussed, and thus, 
a statistics-based automatic term extraction system2 
should be very successful. But in reality, this is not the 
case. Researchers have soon found out that statistics 

                                                 
1 In this paper, we do not intend to discuss what is a “term”. 
We consider “terms” as linguistic labels of domain-specific 
concepts. 
2 We do not discuss any specific application of automatic 
term extraction. “Automatic term extraction system” in this 
paper is a general ones. 

alone do not yield a very high success rate. Why is 
that? What makes statistical measures not very good 
features? What are discussed more frequently than 
terms in a scientific text? Or, do we count them 
incorrectly? Until recently, counting terms only 
involves counting the exact appearance of the term in 
the context, not their variations. In fact, approaches 
also counting term variations have just been 
introduced (Jacquemin 1999). The considered 
variations are usually context-free, and can be 
described by (context-independent) rules. Another 
phenomenon, the use of anaphoric expressions of 
terms, is not very well covered3, although this 
phenomenon seems to be very common in scientific 
texts. Although their realisations are different from 
terms, they refer to the same concept as their 
antecedent, and if we accept the definition of terms as 
linguistic labels of concepts, perhaps we should 
consider this phenomenon as term variations. This also 
suggests that we should count them to make our 
frequency lists more accurate (note that frequency is 
the basis of all statistical measures). In line with this 
suggestion, in this paper, we will discuss anaphoric 
expressions of terms: what they are, how they appear 
in texts. And then we will assess the effect of counting 
them on the frequency list, to see whether or not it 
improves term frequency (and thus the performance of 

                                                 
3 In fact, (Bonzi and Liddy, 1989) had conducted an 
experiment to discover whether or not anaphora resolution 
will affect document descriptions in information retrieval. 
In that experiment, the corpus used contains scientific 
abstracts (in our opinion, is different from full scientific 
texts), and the focus of the experiment is documents, not 
terms. 



a statistics-based term extraction system). In order to 
get both the theoretical and practical level of 
improvement, the anaphoric expression of terms will 
be resolved by a human and then by an ad hoc 
automatic resolving system, specially designed for the 
experiment. 

 
2 To count or not to count? 
 
The use of anaphoric expressions in scientific texts is 
quite common, it makes the texts shorter, more 
readable without losing any meaning, or causing any 
ambiguity. Various types of anaphoric expressions 
have been used in scientific texts such as nominal 
anaphora, verb and adverb anaphora (has this been 
found?), zero anaphora, and discourse topic anaphora 
(Evans 2001), as one can expect. In this paper, only 
anaphoric expressions that may refer to terms will be 
discussed. 

Let us examine an example where different types 
of anaphoric expressions of terms are used in a text: 

An electromagnetic wave can be defined in terms of 
the frequency of its oscillation, designated by the 
Greek letter nu (v). The wave moves in a straight 
line with a constant  speed (designated as c if it is 
moving through a vacuum); the distance between  
successive 'peaks' of the wave is the wavelength of 
the wave and is equal to its speed divided by its 
frequency. 

The lexical noun-phrase anaphor “the wave”, the 
anaphoric pronoun “it”, and the possessive pronoun 
“its” are used interchangeably for the term 
“electromagnetic wave”. This example shows that, in 
a scientific text, various kinds of anaphoric 
expressions point to terms.  

The anaphoric expression of terms can also be 
considered as a kind of term variation, because they 
refer to the same concept as their antecedent, but in a 
more complicated, context-dependent way. For 
example, “the wave” in different contexts can 
represent different concepts. Unlike other term 
variation types, which are well addressed, this kind of 
variation is often overlooked, perhaps because of its 
complicated, context-dependent nature. 

The use of anaphoric expressions of terms raises 
the question of whether we count them as occurrences 
of terms. While discussion of other kinds of term 
variants shows that counting term variants can 
improve the performance of automatic term extraction 
system, anaphors of terms are rarely counted. The 
reason maybe because we are unable to count them as 
precisely as we count terms, due to the limitations of 

automatic anaphora resolution techniques, rather than 
the issue of whether or not we should count them. As 
shown in the above example, where “the wave”, “it”, 
and “its” are used for the concept of “electromagnetic 
wave”, the author actually mentions the concept of 
“electromagnetic wave” eight times, but only uses the 
full form of the term, “electromagnetic wave”, once. 
How will we determine the frequency of 
“electromagnetic wave”, one or eight, in this case? In 
our opinion, lexically, it is one, but conceptually eight. 
Up to now, term extraction approaches only count its 
frequency of occurrence as one. And the question we 
try to answer in this paper is what will happen when 
we can count it as eight. Although counting them may 
not help us learn more about the generally used 
“linguistic label” of a concept, because anaphoric 
expressions are very context-dependent, it may help us 
count the frequency with which a concept is 
mentioned in a text more accurately, allowing for the 
identification of key concepts in a scientific text in a 
more reliable manner. 

One can raise the issue that, in our example, the 
antecedent for the anaphor is rather clear, and the 
consequence of attempting to resolve anaphors in 
other cases, where the antecedent is not clear enough 
is not known, as in the following paragraph: 

In the late 1980s, a different arrangement of the 
molecules in their layer plane was discovered. The 
phase is known as the antiferroelectric liquid 
crystal (AFLC) phase. This phase occurs in some 
materials at a temperature below the FLC phase.  

In this paragraph, what is the antecedent of “the 
phase”, is it “different arrangement of the molecules in 
their layer plane”, or is it a cataphor of 
“antiferroelectric liquid crystal (AFLC) phase”, and 
how should we count it? The number of questions that 
arise from a supposedly simple case like this show that 
the problem of whether or not we should count term 
anaphora is not as simple to resolve as may we think 
from the first example. (Note that the second example 
is still a very simple one). 

Even in the case of unambiguous antecedents 
(from the human point of view, of courses) as in the 
first example, another question is still to be answered: 
is it worth the effort to resolve anaphors 
automatically? In other words, are current anaphora 
resolution techniques good enough, or how good do 
they have to be in order to really improve the 
performance of an automatic term extraction system. 
Studies of anaphoric expressions in scientific 
abstracts, such the one by Orasan (2002), cast a doubt 



on the effect of resolving anaphora in automatic 
abstracting, will we face the same dilemma here? 

Whether or not term anaphora is counted already 
raises a number of theoretical questions, but actually, 
how to count them is even more problematic, as we 
can see in the next section.  

 
3 Analysing anaphoric expressions in 

scientific texts 
 
As noted from previous research, it is almost 
impossible for anyone to analyse every kind of 
anaphoric expression in a text, where any expression 
can be an anaphoric one. We must decide what to look 
for, in terms either of a human or an automatic system, 
which are best suited to our purpose, that is counting 
the number of occurrences of important concepts in a 
text. After preliminary analysis of the corpus, we 
decided to take into account the following anaphoric 
expressions. 

Definite noun phrases are very likely to be an 
anaphoric expression of a term, thus will be analysed. 

Pronouns like “it”, “they”, “them” will be 
examined as these may potentially refer to terms. 

Possessive pronouns: as we are interested in 
terms, human possessive pronouns (hers, his, mine, 
yours) will not be marked. Other types will be 
considered, but as we can see from the analysis, in 
scientific texts possessive pronouns are relatively rare.  

Whether or not to analyse relative pronouns is 
another theoretical question. Consider the example:  

Thermodynamic temperature is the fundamental 
temperature; its unit is the kelvin which is defined 
as the fraction 1/273. 

Shall we count “the kelvin” once or twice? There 
are arguments for and against this. For example, we 
can change the sentence into another totally equivalent 
sentence:  

Thermodynamic temperature is the fundamental 
temperature; its unit is the kelvin defined as the 
fraction 1/273 

and say that there is no need to count it twice. Or 
using another less equivalent paragraph:  

Thermodynamic temperature is the fundamental 
temperature; its unit is the kelvin. The kelvin is 
defined as the fraction 1/273. 

to argue that we should count it twice. This problem is 
very difficult, and in the end we decided that we will 
analyse them.  

Other kinds of potential anaphoric expressions are 
less relevant to the main aim of the research, so they 
will not be analysed. 

So far, we discuss what should be analysed by 
humans, but now we consider the use of machines. 
Bear in mind that our ultimate aim is automatic term 
extraction, and at this stage of natural language 
processing technology, we should not pay too much 
attention to anaphoric expressions that are very 
difficult to resolve (such as zero pronouns), and 
concentrate on anaphors that are easy to detect, and 
hopefully, resolve, by automatic techniques. 

When anaphoric expressions are analysed by 
humans, it may be helpful that we also note the 
relation between them and their antecedents in the 
case of definite noun phrase anaphoric expressions, 
because this information might help, in the future to 
design a system that resolves anaphora especially for 
term extraction. We decided to analyse the following 
relationship: 1) same head (As a result, the ion beam 
can be "tuned" to the required light quanta energy by 
simply varying the beam velocity.); 2) “of the” , either 
explicitly or implicitly (Temperature is a measure of 
the energy of thermal motion and, at a temperature of 
zero, the energy reaches a minimum quantum 
mechanically, the zero-point motion remains at 0 K; 
For AFLCs the pitch is the distance for the director to 
precess 180 degrees instead of 360 degrees as for 
FLCs.) (In the second example, the pitch and the 
director are the pitch and director of AFLCs); and 3) 
alternation (either synonym or hypernym) (In 1783, 
working with the mathematician Laplace, and a 
guinea pig in a mask, he checked out quantitatively 
that the animal used breathed-in oxygen to form what 
we now term carbon dioxide). 

 
4 Resolving anaphoric expressions 

manually and the effect of counting 
them 

4.1 Resolving anaphoric expressions 
manually 

Our corpus is a small sample of scientific texts, from 
different sources, in the domain of physical chemistry, 
containing about 30000 words. As discussed in the 
previous section, it is very difficult and time-
consuming to analyse anaphoric expressions, and the 
domain-specific nature only makes the problem worse. 
The analysers should have certain knowledge of the 
field, and also a brief understanding of anaphora as a 
linguistic concept, to help them annotate the texts 
more quickly. 



 
 it its they their them 

frequency 100 55 62  44 17 
#antecedents 
which are terms 

85 48 37 38 9 

Table 1: pronouns and their antecedent frequency 
 

The statistics suggest that resolving the anaphoric 
expressions “it”, “its” and “their” may really help 
automatic term extraction systems, because a large 
percentage of their antecedents are terms. It also 
suggests that resolving “they” and “them” may not be 
very useful. These observations can be explained, that 
“they” and “them” are used for both humans and 
concepts, whereas “their” and “its” are usually used to 
describe the properties of the concepts (terms) 
discussed.   

The analysis of the use of the relative pronoun 
“which” leads to a typically difficult situation. On one 
hand, the which-clauses often contain valuable 
information for terminology processing, such as the 
properties of terms. But on the other hand, it seems to 
be very difficult to resolve the anaphor “which”, and 
only 53 out of 109 of their antecedents are terms. The 
number suggests that, with current natural language 
processing techniques, we should leave “which” alone. 

Of the 2195 definite noun phrases from the 
corpus, only 229 of them are considered as anaphoric 
expressions of noun phrases already mentioned in the 
texts. The relations between these anaphors and their 
antecedents are summarised in table 2. We analyse 
only three types of relations, which are “same head”, 
hypernym and “of the...”. 

 (of the ...) same head hypernyms total
kind of 
relation with 
antecedents 

98 118 13 229 

#antecedents 
which are 
terms 

9 94 9 117 

Table 2: relation between definite noun phrases and their 
antecedents. 

As we can see from the table, almost half of the 
anaphors have terms as their antecedents, which 
suggest that it may worth the effort to resolve these 
kinds of anaphor, where we have some cases which 
seem to be easy to resolve, such as in the case of the 
same head relation. Hypernym cases may also be 
useful, but may also produce some problems.  

The number of (this, that, these, those) noun 
phrases in the corpus is 237, of them only 44 refer to 
certain terms, and there are 20 cases where the relation 
is same head, the rest are somehow synonyms or 

hypernyms of their antecedents. These numbers 
suggests that anaphors beginning with (this, that, 
these, those) may be too much trouble to resolve. 

 
4.2 The effect of counting anaphors as term 

occurrences 
The previous subsection discusses various kinds of 
term anaphors we may find in scientific texts, and in 
this section, the effect of counting them is discussed. 
In other words, we will try to answer the question: 
how does counting term anaphors affect the frequency 
list of term candidates. 

As we can see in table 3 (which is a random 
sample of term frequency and frequency ranks before 
and after we count anaphoric expressions of those 
terms), if anaphors are one hundred percent 
successfully resolved (i.e. by human), the frequency of 
certain term candidates will change noticeably, thus 
helping to increase the performance of an automatic 
term extraction system, especially in the case of low 
frequency terms. The theoretical question of whether 
or not counting anaphoric expressions of terms will be 
useful for automatic term extraction may has been 
answered positively. The next section will discuss 
what will happen when anaphors are resolved using an 
automatic system. 
 

Term old 
count 

new 
count 

old fre 
rank 

new fre 
rank 

hydrochloric acid 1 11 776 67 
electron 43 51 8 7 
molecule 31 39 10 10 
electromagnetic 
wave 

1 8 776 100 

atom 70 77 2 2 
polymer 57 64 4 3 
water 72 78 1 1 
sulphuric acid 1 7 776 114 
electric field 10 15 60 35 
cell membrane 4 8 200 100 
normal mode cell 3 7 285 114 
dye 8 12 90 57 
black body 9 13 75 47 
nylon 3 7 200 100 
plastic 12 16 49 32 
liquid crystal 37 41 9 9 
photocurable 
monomer 

1 5 776 178 

ion beam 5 8 157 100 
lactic acid 1 4 776 222 
mercury 4 7 200 114 

Table 3: a random sample of the effect of counting 
anaphoric expressions of terms over term frequency. 



5 Resolving anaphoric expressions by 
automatic techniques 

 
As discussed in previous sections, popular kinds of 
anaphoric expressions for terms are “same head 
definite noun phrases”, “it”, “its”, and “their”, whereas 
resolving “they” and “them” may or may not help the 
process after all. 

In order to resolve definite noun phrases, we have 
developed an ad hoc simple resolution system, looking 
for neighbouring noun phrases with the same head as 
the anaphor. The successful rate for this base-line 
method is 67%. 

To resolve pronouns “it”, “its”, “they”, “them”, 
“their”, we use MARS (Mitkov et al, 2002), a robust 
pronoun resolution system originally designed for use 
in the domain of technical manuals. MARS works by 
examining all the noun phrases prior to the pronoun in 
the same paragraph as the pronoun and treating these 
as possible antecedents. Each potential antecedent is 
assigned a weight using salience tests to compute the 
likelihood that it is the antecedent of the given 
pronoun. The most highly weighted noun phrase is 
selected as the antecedent. Some adjustment of that 
system allowed it to work more effectively to resolve 
term anaphors in the current context.  

The overall success rate of MARS in this case was 
50%. This figure is quite understandable, because in 
scientific texts, there are a lot of situations where 
domain knowledge is required to resolve anaphors.  

The above results show that we cannot say that 
current successful rates of automatic techniques for 
anaphora resolution are high enough to significantly 
improve the performance of an automatic term 
extraction system. Either we have to give up the idea 
of resolving anaphora in automatic term extraction, or 
design a more effective resolution system specialised 
for scientific texts. 

 
it its they them their 
45% 46% 75% 25% 54% 

Table 4: performance of pronoun anaphora resolution on 
scientific texts. 

 
6 Conclusion 
 
Through the paper, we have shown that, if we can 
resolve anaphoric expressions in scientific texts 
reliably, the frequency list of term candidates can 
change noticeably in favour of technical terms, and as 
a result, the performance of an automatic term 

extraction system can be improved. The problem is 
that current techniques for automatically resolving 
anaphors do not have good enough performance to 
practically help automatic term extraction. We will 
have to choose between waiting for these techniques 
to mature, or to design another, which will resolve 
anaphora in scientific texts more robustly. We do not 
have that technique yet, but we have already 
discovered some of its properties, for example, it 
should resolve “same head” lexical noun phrase 
anaphora, and the anaphor “it” more accurately. This 
opens space for future research. 
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate whether and how topic–
and author–specific corpora in English and German
increase precision of word disambiguation for typ-
ing on an ambiguous keyboard in five domains split
into 61 topics and 18 authors. In general we could
not always reach a better performance imposing the
more specific suggestions. The author–specific lan-
guage models improved the disambiguation process,
whereas the given partitions of the domains into top-
ics did not always lead to better results. We propose
a stratified language model incorporating author– and
topic specific sub–models.

1 Introduction

Ambiguous keyboardsenable motor impaired people
and users of watch–sized devices to communicate by
means of a reduced number of keys (down to 3) where
each key is overloaded with several letters. Words are
entered by pressing the corresponding ambiguous key
once for each letter. If arbitrary words are coded this
way, different words receive the same encoding, i.e.
the decoding function of such a keyboard is not in-
jective. Thus, the user has to disambiguate the input
by selecting the targeted word from a list of word sug-
gestions (ordered, e.g., by word frequencies in a given
lexicon) after the word has been typed (Witten 82).
The advantages of an ambiguous keyboard with word
disambiguation for users ofaugmentative and alter-
native communication(AAC) devices are outlined in
(Kushler 98). Ambiguous typing is more efficient than
other keyboard layouts in situations where only few
keys are available (Harbusch & Kühn 03b).

In our projectAKKO 1, the keyboard is tailored to
a user with cerebral palsy. No more than four but-
tons can be accessed directly. Three buttons provide
ambiguous letter keys labeled by sets of letters for
typing in the text editing window. The fourth button
invokes meta–level commands such as letter deletion
and word disambiguation. Figure 1 depicts our com-
munication aidUKO-II after the wordaid has been
typed using the button sequence 2–3–2 and before the

1Supported by the DFG under grant HA 2716/2-1.

Figure 1: Ambiguous typing withUKO-II .

user selects the targeted word in the list of sugges-
tions. For an overview onUKO-II , we refer to (Har-
busch & Kühn 03a).

The selection of the target word in the suggestions
list constitutes an additional effort for the user which
grows with the position of the targeted word in the
suggestion list. In the best case the targeted word is
ranked the top position and a search in the sugges-
tions list is not needed at all. In the worst case, the
user has to choose between 50 words in the English
suggestions list (cf. Section 2). Another problem oc-
curs when the targeted word is not contained in the un-
derlying dictionary. Spelling the targeted word with a
limited number of keys reduces the overall text entry
performance considerably.

In order to meet both requirements — low average
position ranks in the suggestions lists and a high vo-
cabulary coverage —, we used domain–specific cor-
pora in (Harbuschet al. 03b). In this work, a finer dis-
tinction in these domains is investigated with author–
and topic–specific suggestions lists. It turns out that
an interpolation of a general word list and an author–
specific word list improves the disambiguation pro-
cess, whereas the result for the topic–specific word
lists is not so clear.

The paper is organised as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we delineate our experiments on rank precision



in several domains with topic and author partitions.
In Section 3, the evaluation results are presented. In
Section 4, we discuss our experiments and related
work and finally, we address open questions and fu-
ture work.

2 Rank precision in topic– and
author–specific corpora

The disambiguation step, resulting in the list of word
suggestions as illustrated in the right upper window
in Figure 1, is based on a word list ordered by the
word frequencies obtained from large corpora. In the
UKO–II prototype, the ordering is based on the word
frequencies for English and German2 in the CELEX

lexical database (Baayenet al. 95) taken from mixed
corpora of written and spoken sources. Table 1 gives
an overview of the corpus sizes in types/tokens (Man-
ning & Scḧutze 01) and the length of word lists.

Table 1: Word form tokens and types in the English
and German word–frequency lists inCELEX.

Corpus size (mio.) Word lists length
tokens types max avg var

English 16.7 0.07 50 2.0 11.8
German 3.9 0.3 75 1.9 8.7
Germannew 4.0 0.3 75 1.9 8.8

We denote byrank(w, c, p) the position of a word
w in the corresponding word list of codec ordered by
a language model with the probability functionp. A
performance metric of such a language model for dis-
ambiguating a given text is theprecision of rankr, i.e.
the percentage of correct disambiguations if only the
r most likely suggestions according to the underly-
ing language model are considered. Table 2 presents
the upper values of the precision of rank 1 to 5 for
theCELEX lexica in English and German. Notice that
these measurements are upper bound values as the
language model and the test set cannot be assumed
to be identical. Thus actual typing performs weaker
as we will see in Section 3.

Table 2: Precision of rank =1, . . . , 5 for the CELEX

lexica in English and German.

Rank 1 2 3 4 5
English 68.75 86.77 92.73 95.24 96.63
German 73.50 87.67 92.76 95.41 96.85

2Since the orthography in the German word list did not re-
spect the spelling reform resolved in 1996, we duplicated in
“Germannew” all words that were spelled differently after the
reform with the corresponding frequencies of the old spellings.
In the following, we always use the modified German word fre-
quency list.

In our evaluation, we exploit five domains, three
English and two German text collections, with parti-
tions into 61 topics and 18 authors. The corporaA and
C contain research papers in computational linguis-
tics from electronically available proceedings (ACL
02) and (COLING 02). Not all of the 455 papers
could be converted to plain text successfully. The
ACL collectionA contains 153 documents without the
main conference papers and was divided into 12 top-
ics (BIO, DEMO, Dialog, EMNLP, LEX, MPL, S2S,
SUM, Semitic, Student, TNLP, WSD). The COLING
collectionC with 146 documents distinguishes 32 ar-
eas of interest. The third English corpusG we inves-
tigate is a part of the publicly availableGUTENBERG

collection (http://promo.net/pg/) with prose texts from
eight authors (Austen, Dickens, Doyle, London, Poe,
Twain, Vernes, Wilde). For our considerations we
extracted approx. 630,000 tokens per author. Cor-
pus B is a selection of German texts from the pub-
licly availableBIDOK library (http://bidok.uibk.ac.at/)
containing 711 scientific articles about the integra-
tion of disabled people divided into 14 topics:em-
ployment, eugenics, gender studies, basics, culture,
living space, medicine, psycho-social work, law,
school, self-determined living, sexuality, therapy and
preschool. For the author-specific corpusBa we chose
nine authors from theBIDOK library with on average
15 texts. CorpusF consists of German homework in
the subjectsbiology (1,020 documents),physics(607
documents) andchemistry(272 documents) from the
FUNDUS database (http://www.fundus.org/).

English
b j k n
o s v w
x

a d f
p q r t
- ’

c e g h
i l m y
z

German
a g j l
m q r
w z ä

c f h k o
s t u v x
y ü ß

b d e
i n p
ö -

Figure 2: Keyboard layout used inUKO-II for English
and German.

For all text collections, we only consider words that
can be encoded with the English resp. German key-
board of Figure 2. Other characters are substituted
(e.g. é by e) or removed in a special step along with
punctuation marks and numbers. Additionally, we ig-
nore the distinction between upper and lower case let-
ters.3 A summary of the corpora sizes after removing
non–word tokens is given in Table 3.

3In UKO-II , the vocabulary actually distinguishes between up-
per and lower case letters in the following manner. Only the more
frequent spelling is stored in the lexicon and suggested accord-
ingly (e.g.,Tasten“keys” outstripstasten“to fumble”). In order
to change the initial character a command via the meta–function
key switches the mode.



Table 3: Topic– and author–specific corpora sizes
(mio. tokens) after removing non–words.

Tokens (mio.) A C B F G Ba

Total size 0.8 0.8 5.9 3.9 6.6 0.20
Without non–words 0.6 0.6 3.8 2.9 5.0 0.13

For our experiments, every fifth word in each cor-
pus has been extracted and added to the test set. We
performed the following four experiments: The first
run is performed with the general language model
derived from theCELEX word statistics. In the sec-
ond experiment, the language model derives from the
training texts in the specific corpus currently under
consideration. In a third experiment, the former two
models are combined by interpolating with an experi-
mentally derived optimal weightλ. λ in [0, 1] is cho-
sen optimally for any corpus by comparing the preci-
sion for fifty values with step length 0.02. The final
run exploits both the first and the second model for
each word and takes the model resulting in the better
rank for this word (oracle). The oracle serves as an
ideal baseline to compare the interpolated language
model to4. Formally, we denote byp1(w|c) the condi-
tional probability of disambiguating the ambiguously
typed word (code) c by word w in the general lan-
guage model. Byp2(w|c) we denote the conditional
probability of wordw given codec in the topic– or
author–specific model. In terms of this nomenclature,
the investigated rank evaluations for the four experi-
ments are stated as follows:

(1) rank(w, c, p1)
(2) rank(w, c, p2)
(3) rank(w, c, p3) where

p3(w|c) = λ p2(w|c) + (1 − λ) p1(w|c) and

(4) min(rank(w, c, p1), rank(w, c, p2)).

3 Experimental results

In Figure 3, the evaluation results for the precisions of
rank 1 using experiment (1) to (4) are depicted by box
plots for the topic–specific collectionsA, C, B and F

(cf. Section 2). The boxes represent the median, quar-
tiles and extremes for the average rank 1 precision val-
ues in the topics for each of the four experiments. Our
baseline is given by the average rank 1 precision for
an interpolation of theCELEX model with the model
trained over the whole domain ofA, C, B andF and is
depicted by a solid line.

4Note that without knowing the intended word, this value can
only be computed for a code in a labeled corpus but not for an
ambiguously typed code.
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Figure 3: Evaluation based on the precisions of rank
1 for the topics in the corporaA, C, B andF using the
experiments (1), (2), (3) and (4) of Section 2.

TheCELEX model employed in experiment (1) with
a rank 1 precision between 0.52 and 0.67 for each of
the four domains turns out to be inferior to the topic
models used in (2). The topic models in (2) come
closer to the baseline, but only in domainA, the topic
model surpasses the baseline. The interpolation of (1)
and (2) used in experiment (3) outperforms the base-
line model for the domainsA andC, but not forB and
F. The oracle in experiment (4) sets the upper bounds
for each of the other models as was to be expected.

Since the low performance of (3) forB andF sur-
prised us, we performed an additional run using ran-
dom partitionsBr andFr for these two domains. The
results are shown in Figure 4 (a). In fact, it is the
case that the random partitions of the domains lead
to results below the baseline which do not differ very
much from the interpolated topics models forB and
F. In contrast, the interpolation ofCELEX and author–
specific models (3) forBa andG in Figure 4 (b) out-
performs the baseline. Interestingly, this is also the
case for the author–specific model (2) andG.

Table 4 shows the percentage of unknown word
types and tokens for each domain corpus using mod-
els (1), (2) and (3).

For the domainsA, C and B, there is no clear ad-
vantage for the topic–specific model over the general
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Figure 4: Evaluation of experiments (1) to (4) based
on the precisions of rank 1 for (a) the random parti-
tions Br andFr in the corpora and (b) the author do-
mainsBa andG.

CELEX model in terms of the OOV type rates; for cor-
pusC, the OOV type rate of the topic model is rather
increased. Obviously, the OOV rates improve if we
use the interpolated models in (3) as the underlying
vocabulary is extended.

Furthermore, we observe that at least with respect
to the OOV type rates for the basic language model
according toCELEX we can reduce the percentage of
unknown words in a test text considerably by memo-
rising new words after their first occurrence. This is
essentially the task of the language model in layer (ii)
(cf. Section 4) we shall investigate in the future in our
project.

Table 4: Average out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word rates
for each domain with models (1) to (3).

OOV types tokens
% (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
A 8.35 7.43 3.33 13.87 8.58 3.65
C 9.82 10.72 4.07 14.92 12.09 4.36
B 7.05 6.06 3.07 14.98 6.86 3.37
F 10.36 5.69 4.21 23.25 6.45 4.66
Ba 9.05 7.08 2.69 18.15 8.28 3.12
G 1.71 1.78 0.68 4.71 2.04 0.73

4 Discussion

As our goal is to improve the precision of the disam-
biguation step, we proposed to complement the base
language model with language models extracted from
domain–, topic– and author specific corpora which
leads to alayered language modelof the following
form (Harbusch & K̈uhn 03a):

(i) The stop word modelcomprises a list of a few
hundred highly frequent stop words that are not
supposed to vary in their distribution with respect
to text domains, styles, etc. These words are pro-
posed with highest likelihood if the correspond-
ing code matches.

(ii) The local text modelis incrementally constructed
while writing a document. Recently mentioned
words are proposed with higher likelihood than
the general model would do.

(iii) Various specific modelsallow appropriate sug-
gestions in different semantic domains such as
school homework. Furthermore, author–specific
models are constructed. Texts by different au-
thors in various domains and topics have been
collected. The word frequencies and contextual
information in these corpora are estimated in this
layer.

(iv) The general language model(cf. Section 2) is
based on theCELEX frequencies.

In this paper we focused on stage (iii) of the layered
language model, i.e. we evaluated language models
for topic– and author–specific corpora. Whereas the
two author–specific models — possibly interpolated
with the general model — improved the disambigua-
tion process, the given partition of the domains into
topics increased performance for the two English do-
mains but yielded no improvement for the two Ger-
man topic–partitioned domains. This could be ex-
plained a lower homogeneity in the topics of the two
German domains and will be investigated.

A comparable approach in the area of augmentative
communication aids is presented in (Lesher & Rinkus
02). They report substantial improvements based on
domain–specific topic databases. Their claim is that
the method also works in other domains of classifica-
tion such as style, formalness, or genre. Our studies
do not completely support with this claim. Particu-
larly for smaller corpora or inhomogeneity within a
corpus we obtained lower values for a pure domain–
specific disambiguation. For the interpolated lan-
guage model, the claim is confirmed by our evalua-
tions.



(Seymore & Rosenfeld 97) investigate the problem
of automatic topic identification and present a method
for fine–tuned topic adaptation by interpolating with
thousands of topic domain models. For cases where
the topic domain is unknown or the topic changes
within a document, it appears easier to apply dynamic
adaptation of the domain models, e.g. byon-line al-
gorithms(Kalai et al. 99).

Work on typing with word disambiguation mostly
focused on the nine letter keys of a standard phone
keyboard, e.g. (Kushler 98) and (Forcada 01), and can
be traced back to the early 1980s (Witten 82, pp. 120–
122). A related development in the area of ambiguous
keyboards with four letter keys and a word completion
facility is the work in (Tanaka-Ishiiet al. 02). In (Har-
buschet al. 03a), various approaches to text entry and
language modeling are presented. In (Tanaka-Ishii it
et al. 03), an approach is presented to reduce the OOV
rate by reusing previously typed words.

5 Conclusions

We investigated the use of topic– and author–specific
language models for the disambiguation of ambigu-
ously typed text. We have run experiments with
three English and two German text collections and
compared the results to our baseline of interpolated
general and domain–specific language models. The
author–specific language models improved the disam-
biguation process, whereas the given partitions of the
domains into topics did not always lead to better re-
sults. It has to be checked how inhomogeneity or
which specific features in the domains or the two lan-
guages may have caused the effects. Automatic clas-
sification in the domains and semantic cooccurrences
will be investigated next for the topical layer of our
stratified language model approach.

Future work will address the integration of an
adaptive component updating a text–specific language
model where recency information of words is consid-
ered for the ranking of word suggestions. The use of
syntax for disambiguation is examined in a parallel
ongoing project. The long–term goal is a disambigua-
tion component that utilises several layers of language
models for text entry with an ambiguous keyboard.
On an implementation level, our communication aid
will be extended to includen-gram based word lists
and to allow the entry of formulae, numbers and other
special expressions.
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Abstract

Despite its state-of-the-art performance, the Data Ori-
ented Parsing (DOP) model has been shown to suf-
fer from biased parameter estimation, and the good
performance seems more the result of ad hoc adjust-
ments than correct probabilistic generalization over
the data. In recent work, we developed a new es-
timation procedure, called Backoff Estimation, for
DOP models that are based on Phrase-Structure an-
notations (so called Tree-DOP models). Backoff Es-
timation deviates from earlier methods in that it treats
the model parameters as a highly structured space of
correlated events (backoffs), rather than a set of dis-
joint events. In this paper we show that the problem
of biased estimates also holds for DOP models that
are based on Lexical-Functional Grammar annota-
tions (i.e. LFG-DOP), and that the LFG-DOP param-
eters also constitute a hierarchically structured space.
Subsequently, we adapt the Backoff Estimation algo-
rithm from Tree-DOP to LFG-DOP models. Backoff
Estimation turns out to be a natural solution to some
of the specific problems of robust parsing under LFG-
DOP.

The DOP model (Bod, 1995; Bod, 2001) currently ex-
hibits good performance on current benchmark tree-
banks, e.g. (Marcus et al., 1993). These treebanks are
annotated with impoverished phrase-structure parse-
trees and the DOP model that fits these annotations,
called Tree-DOP, works with the common rewrite op-
eration of substitution ( inherited from Context-Free
Grammars). Despite the simplicity of the rewrite for-
malism underlying Tree-DOP, probability estimation
turns out not to be as straightforward as it initially
seemed. Earlier studies (Johnson, 2002; Sima’an and
Buratto, 2003) have shown the bias of the three pre-
vious estimation procedures for Tree-DOP, namely
(Bod, 1995), (Bonnema et al., 1999) and (Bod, 2001).
Recently, a new study (Sima’an and Buratto, 2003)
shows that the main problem with estimation for Tree-
DOP is that the various parameters cannot be assumed
to be disjoint, as earlier work does; in fact, the Tree-
DOP parameter space is shown to abide by a partial
order that structures these parameters according to
correlations of occurrence between the different pa-
rameters. A suitable algorithm, Backoff Estimation,

takes into account this fact during the parameter esti-
mation for Tree-DOP. Preliminary experiments show
improved performance, despite the impoverished first
implementation.

In this paper, we study parameter estimation for
the extension of DOP to linguistic annotations that
are richer than phrase-structure. We concentrate on
the extension of DOP to Lexical-Functional Gram-
mar (LFG) annotations, i.e. LFG-DOP (Bod and Ka-
plan, 2003). Naturally, the problem of biased param-
eter estimation carries over from Tree-DOP to LFG-
DOP. In fact, the bias in Tree-DOP is further com-
pounded with specific aspects of LFG-DOP that al-
low for robust processing that can be achieved by ab-
straction over actually occurring treebank structures.
We show how the Backoff Estimation procedure ap-
plies to LFG-DOP and discuss the resulting model.
It turns out that Backoff Estimation naturally realizes
the specific model architecture that has been observed
to work best in previous experiments with LFG-DOP
(Bod and Kaplan, 1998; Bod and Kaplan, 2003).

Section 1 provides a review of the Tree-DOP
model. Section 2 reviews the Backoff Estimation al-
gorithm. Section 3 reviews LFG-DOP and section 4
extends the Backoff Estimation algorithm to LFG-
DOP. Finally, section 5 provides the conclusions from
this work.

1 Tree-DOP: Phrase-Structure

Like other treebank models, Tree-DOP extracts a fi-
nite set of rewrite productions, calledsubtrees, from
the training treebank together with probabilities. A
connected subgraph of a treebank treet is called a
subtreeiff it consists of one or more context-free pro-
ductions1 from t. Following (Bod, 1995), the set of
rewrite productions of Tree-DOP consists ofall the
subtrees of the treebank trees. Figure 3 exemplifies
the set of subtrees extracted from the treebank of Fig-
ure 1.

1Note that a non-leaf node labeledp in treet dominating a se-
quence of nodes labeledc1, · · · , cn consists of a graph that rep-
resents the context-free production:p → c1 · · · cn.
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Figure 3: The subtrees of the treebank in Figure 1

The Tree-DOP model employs the set of subtrees
as a Stochastic Tree-Substitution Grammar (STSG):
a TSG is a rewrite system similar to Context-Free
Grammars (CFGs) ; the only difference is that the pro-
ductions of a TSG are subtrees of arbitrary depth2.
A TSG derivation proceeds by combining subtrees
using the substitution operation◦ starting from the
start symbolS of the TSG. In contrast with CFG
derivations, multiple TSG derivations may generate
the same parse. For example, the parse in Figure 1
can be derived at least in two different ways as shown
in Figure 2. In this sense, the Tree-DOP model de-
viates from other contemporary models, e.g. (Chelba
and Jelinek, 1998; Charniak, 2000), that belong to the
so-called History-Based Stochastic Grammar (HBSG)
family (Black et al., 1993). The latter models generate
every parse-tree through a unique stochastic deriva-
tion.

A Stochastic TSG (STSG) is a TSG extended with
a probability mass functionP over the set of sub-
trees: the probability of subtreet, that has root label
Rt, is given byP (t|Rt), i.e. for every non-terminalA:∑

{t|Rt=A} P (t | A) = 1.

2The depth of a tree is the number of edges along the longest
path from the root to a leaf node.

Given a probability functionP , the probability of
a derivationD = S ◦ t1 ◦ · · · ◦ tn is defined by
P (D | S) =

∏n
i=1 P (ti|Rti). The probability of a

parse is defined by the sum of the probabilities of all
derivations in the STSG that generate that parse.

When parsing an input sentenceU under a
Tree-DOP model, the preferred parseT is the
Most Probable Parse (MPP) for that sentence:
arg maxT P (T |U). However, the problem of com-
puting the MPP is known to be intractable (Sima’an,
2002). In contrast, the calculation of the Most Proba-
ble Derivation (MPD)D for the input sentenceU i.e.,
arg maxD P (D|U), can be done in time cubic in sen-
tence length.

The problem of how to estimate the probabilities of
the subtrees from a treebank isnot as straightforward
as originally thought. So far, there exist three estima-
tion procedures (Bod, 1995; Bonnema et al., 1999;
Bod, 2001). As shown in (Bonnema et al., 1999;
Johnson, 2002; Sima’an and Buratto, 2003), all three
estimation procedures turn out to be biased in an un-
intuitive manner.



2 Backoff Estimation for DOP

For the sake of completeness we review in this sec-
tion the Backoff Estimation procedure presented in
(Sima’an and Buratto, 2003).

Consider the common situation where a subtree3 t
is equal to a tree generated by a derivationt1 ◦ · · · ◦ tn
involving multiple subtreest1 · · · tn. For example,
subtrees17 (Figure 3) can be constructed by differ-
ent derivations such as(s16 ◦ s2), (s14 ◦ s1) and
(s15◦ s1◦ s3). We will refer to subtrees that can be
constructed from derivations involving other subtrees
with the termcomplex subtrees.

We observe that because the statistics for these
different derivations come from the treebank, these
statistics must be correlated. Next we will character-
ize these correlations in order to arrive at a suitable
estimation procedure.

t2

t1

X X

Y
t

Figure 4: Sketch of two derivation of the same subtree

For every complex subtreet, we restrict our atten-
tion only to the derivations involving pairs of sub-
trees; in other words, we focus on subtreet such that
there exist subtreest1 andt2 such thatt = (t1 ◦ t2)
(see figure 4). In DOP, the probability oft is given
by P (t|Rt). In contrast, the derivation probability is
given byP (t1|Rt1)P (t2|Rt2). However, according to
the chain ruleP (t1 ◦ t2|Rt1) = P (t1|Rt1)P (t2|t1).
Therefore, the derivationt1 ◦ t2 embodies an inde-
pendence assumption realized by the approximation4:
P (t2|t1) ≈ P (t2|Rt2). This approximation involves a
so-calledbackoff, i.e. a weakening of the condition-
ing context fromP (t2|t1) to P (t2|Rt2). Hence, we
will say that the derivationt1 ◦ t2 constitutesa back-
off of subtreet and we will write (t ≥bfk t1 ◦ t2) to
express this fact.

The backoff relation≥bfk between a subtree and
a pair of other subtrees allows for a partial order be-
tween the derivations of the subtrees extracted from
a treebank. A graphical representation of this par-
tial order is a directed acyclic graph which consists
of a node for each pair of subtreesti, tj that consti-
tute a derivation of another complex subtree. A di-

3The term “subtree” is reserved for the tree-structures that
DOP extracts from the treebank.

4Note thatRt2 is part oft1 (the label of the substitution site).

rected edge points from a subtreeti in a node5 to
another node containing a pair of subtrees〈tj , tk〉 iff
ti ≥bfk tj ◦ tk. We refer to this graph as thebackoff
graph. An example based on the subtrees of Figure 3
is shown in Figure 5, wheres0 stands for a subtree
consisting of a single node labeledS (the start sym-
bol). We distinguish two sets of subtrees: initial and
atomic. Initial subtrees are subtrees that do not partic-
ipate in a backoff derivation of any other subtree. In
Figure 3, subtrees17 is the only initial subtree.Atomic
subtrees are subtrees for which there are no backoffs.
In Figure 3, these are subtrees of depth one (double
circled in the backoff graph).

In the DOP model (under any known estimation
procedure), the probablity of a parse-tree is defined
as the sum of the probabilities of all derivations that
generate this parse-tree. This means that DOP linearly
interpolates derivations involving subtrees from dif-
ferent levels of the backoff graph; this is similar to
the way Hidden Markov Models interpolate different
Markov orders over, e.g. words, for calculating sen-
tence probability. Hence, we will refer to the different
levels of subtrees in the backoff graph as theMarkov
orders.

Backoff DOP Crucially, the partial order over the
subtrees, embodied in the backoff graph, can be ex-
ploited for turning DOP into a “backedoff model” as
follows. A subtree is generated by a sequence of
derivationsordered by the backoff relation. This is in
sharp contrast with existing DOP models that consider
the different derivations leading to the same subtree
as a set ofdisjoint events. Next we present the esti-
mation procedure that accompanies this new realiza-
tion of DOP as a recursive backoff over the different
Markov orders.

Estimation vs. smoothing It is common in prob-
abilistic modeling tosmootha probability distribu-
tion P (t|X, Y ) by a backoff distribution thereof e.g.
P (t|X). The smoothing ofP (t|X, Y ) aims at dealing
with the problem of sparse data (whenever the proba-
bility P (t|X, Y ) is zero). The backoff valueP (t|X)
can be used as an approximation ofP (t|X, Y ) under
the assumption thatt andY are independent. Smooth-
ing, then, aims at enlarging the space of non-zero
events in the distributionP (t|X, Y ). Hence, the goal
of smoothing differs from our goal. While smooth-
ing aims at filling the zero gaps in a distribution, our
goal is to estimate the distribution (a priori to smooth-
ing it). Despite these differences, we employ a back-

5In a pair〈th, ti〉 or 〈ti, th〉 that constitutes a node.
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Figure 5: A portion of the backoff graph for the subtrees in Figure 3

off method for parameter estimation byredistributing
probability mass among DOP model subtrees.

Katz Backoff The Katz Backoff method (Katz,
1987; Chen and Goodman, 1998) is a smoothing
technique based on the discounting method of Good-
Turing (GT) (Good, 1953; Chen and Goodman,
1998). Given a higher order distributionP (t|X, Y ),
Katz backoff employs the GT formula for discount-
ing from this distribution leading toPGT (t|X, Y ).
Then, the probability mass that was discounted (1 −∑

t PGT (t|X, Y )) is distributed over the lower order
distributionP (t|X).

Estimation by Backoff We assume initial proba-
bility estimatesPf based on frequency counts as in
DOPrf (Bod, 1995). The present backoff estima-
tion procedure operates iteratively, top-down over the
backoff graph, starting with the initial and moving
down to the atomic subtrees. In essence this procedure
transfers, stepwisely, probability massfrom complex
subtrees to their backoffs.

Let P c represent the current probability estimate
resulting fromi previous steps of re-estimation (ini-
tially, at stepi = 0, P 0 := Pf ). After i steps, the
edges of the backoff graph lead to thecurrent layer
of nodes. For everyt, a subtree in a node from the
current layer in the backoff graph, an edgee outgoing
from t stands for the relation (t ≥bfk t1 ◦ t2), where
〈t1, t2〉 is the node at the other end of edgee. We
know that

P c(t|Rt) = P c(t1|Rt1)P
c(t2|t1)

P c(t1 ◦ t2) = P c(t1|Rt1)P
c(t2|Rt2)

This mean thatP c(t2|t1) is backedoff toP c(t2|Rt2).
Hence, we may adapt the Katz method to estimate the
Backoff DOP probabilityPbo as follows:

Pbo(t2|t1) ={
P c

GT (t2|t1) + α(t1) Pf (t2|Rt2) [Pc(t2|t1) > 0]
α(t1) Pf (t2|Rt2) otherwise

whereα(t1) is a normalization factor that guarantees
that the sum of the probabilities of subtrees with the
same root label is one. Simple arithmetic leads to the
following formula:

α(t1) = 1 −
∑

t2:f(t1,t2)>0

P c
GT (t2|t1)

Using the above estimate ofPbo(t2|t1), the other
backoff estimates are calculated as follows:

Pbo(t|Rt) := Pf (t1|Rt1) P c
GT (t2|t1)

Pbo(t1|Rt1) := ( 1 + α(t1) ) Pf (t1|Rt1)

Before the next stepi + 1 of Katz backoff takes place
over the next layer in the backoff graph, the current
probabilities are updated as follows:P i+1(t1|Rt1) :=
Pbo(t1|Rt1).

Note thatPbo is a proper distribution in the sense
that for all nonterminalsA:

∑
t P (t|A) = 1. This is

guaranteed by the redistribution of the reserved proba-
bility mass at every step of the procedure over the lay-
ers of the backoff graph. Furthermore, we note that
the present method isnot a smoothing method since
it applies Katz Backoff for redistributing probability
massonly among subtrees thatdid occur in the tree-
bank. The present method does not address probabil-
ity estimation for unknown/unseen events.

Summary of experiments: In (Sima’an and Bu-
ratto, 2003) we describe a first implementation of
Backoff estimation for DOP and report on a series of
experiments. Because of the large number of DOP
subtrees the current implementation applies Backoff
estimation only tot ≥bfk t1 ◦ t2 iff t2 is a lexical
subtree i.e.,t2 =X → w whereX is a Part of Speech
(PoS) tag andw a word. This recognizes the impor-
tance of good estimates of the probabilities of lexical-
ized subtrees. The experiments on the Dutch OVIS
tree-bank show that the Backoff estimation method
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Figure 6: An LFG representation forJohn loves Mary.

described above outperforms the original estimator
(subtree relative frequency) used in (Bod, 1995; Bod,
2001). The improved behavior has been validated on
multiple different train/test splits. Furthermore, both
the new Backoff estimator and the subtree relative fre-
quency estimator outperform the estimator suggested
in (Bonnema et al., 1999).

Next we extend the new Backoff estimator to LFG-
DOP, and show that this estimator solves some of the
hard problems that LFG-DOP suffers from.

3 LFG-DOP: Lexical-Functional Grammar

Before we show how Backoff Estimation can be ap-
plied to estimate the model parameters, we specify the
four elements of LFG-DOP:

Representation: Lexical Functional Grammar
(LFG) (Bresnan, 2001) is a constraint-based
theory of language which aims to analyse lan-
guage in lexical and functional terms rather than
solely in terms of phrase structure. The LFG-
DOP model (Bod and Kaplan, 1998) employs
representations, such as the one in Figure 6,
which comprise two parallel levels, constituent
structure (c-structure) and functional structure
(f-structure), and a mapping between them.
The c-structures describe surface structure,
the f-structures describe grammatical relations
and φ maps between these levels of linguistic
representation. This relationship is generally
expressed as a triple of the form<c,φ,f>. An
f-structure unitf is φ-accessible from a node
n if either f is linked to n or f is contained
within an f-structure linked ton. This reflects
the intuitive idea that nodes can only access
information in the units of f-structure to which
they areφ-linked.

Decomposition into fragments: LFG-DOP frag-
ments consist of connected subtrees (as in

Tree-DOP) whose nodes are inφ correspon-
dence with (partial) f-structures. In operational
terminology, the Tree-DOP decomposition of a
treebank tree into subtrees proceeds using two
operators: root and frontier. These operators
select the nodes that delimit a subtree:root
selects the root node, andfrontier selects the
frontier nodes. The connected subgraph between
these selected nodes constitutes the subtree.

For LFG-DOP, these operators are extended as
follows (Bod and Kaplan, 2003). When a node
is selected by theroot operation, all nodes out-
side that node’s subtree are erased, as in Tree-
DOP. Further, allφ-links coming from the erased
nodes are removed and all f-structure units notφ-
accessible from the remaining nodes are erased.
The root operation also deletes the PRED at-
tributes (semantic forms) local to f-structures
corresponding to erased nodes. Thefrontier op-
eration selects a set of frontier nodes and deletes
all subtrees they dominate, also removing theφ-
links and semantic forms (but not features) cor-
responding to any deleted nodes. An example is
given in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: A fragment generated byroot and frontier
from the representation in Figure 6.

Composition: LFG-DOP derivations proceed using
composition operations that extend the substitu-
tion operation of Tree-DOP. The LFG-DOP com-
position operation (◦) involves two stages: c-
structures are combined exactly as in Tree-DOP
and their corresponding f-structures are unified
recursively.

According to LFG theory (Bresnan, 2001), c-
structures and f-structures must satisfy certain
well-formedness conditions:uniquenessspeci-
fies that each attribute in the f-structure can have
at most one value,coherenceprohibits the pres-
ence of grammatical functions which are not re-
quired by the lexical predicate, andcompleteness
requires that all functions governed by a lexical
predicate must be present in its f-structure. Any
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Figure 8: A fragment generated by thediscardopera-
tion from the representation in Figure 7.

parse generated by a sequence of composition
operations must satisfy these conditions.

Probability Model: As with Tree-DOP, the proba-
bility of a derivation is the joint probability of
choosing each fragment involved in that deriva-
tion. Hence, the probability of a derivation is the
product of the probabilities of choosing each of
the fragments involved in that derivationP (f1 ◦
...◦fn) =

∏
i P (fi) and the probability of a parse

T is the sum of the probabilities of its distinct
derivationsP (T ) =

∑
D derives T P (D).

In Tree-DOP, each Competition Set (CS) simply
contains all fragments with the same root node
because there are no conditions to be met other
than those enforced at each derivation step by the
composition operator. However, the definition
of the competition set for LFG-DOP depends on
which of the LFG well-formedness conditions
are enforced on-line while the derivation is be-
ing constructed and which are enforced off-line
when the derivation is complete.

3.1 Robustness (thediscardoperator)

The LFG c-structures generated byroot and frontier
are exactly the set of fragments generated for Tree-
DOP. However, they suffer from reduced composi-
tionality due to the constraints imposed by their asso-
ciated f-structures, resulting in robustness problems.
This issue can be addressed by further generalising
fragments generated viaroot and frontier by relax-
ing combinations of the constraints embodied in the
f-structures. A third operator,discard, extracts frag-
ments from f-structures by allowing attribute-value
pairs to be deleted while keeping the associated c-
structures andφ-links constant, as shown in Figure 8.
Discardis subject to one restriction, namely that pairs
whose values areφ-linked to remaining c-structure
nodes are not deleted.

3.2 Earlier parameter estimation for LFG-DOP

There exist two suggestions for parameter estima-
tion for LFG-DOPsimple relative-frequency (simple-

RP) and discounted relative-frequency (discounted-
RF). Discounted-RF is a variant of simple-RF, espe-
cially adapted for avoiding the problem of estimating
discardgenerated fragments as we explain next.

Let |f | be the number of occurrences of fragment
f in the corpus and CS a competition set containing
f . According to simple-RF, the probability assigned
to f is given by the relative frequency estimate (in the
multi-set of all possible fragments):

P (f) =
|f |∑

fx:fx∈CS |fx|

The probabilities of LFG-DOP fragments can be cal-
culated in terms of their relative frequencies among
all fragments generated from the corpus.

However this parameter-estimation method, known
as simple-RF, is as biased as the relative-frequency
estimation for Tree-DOP. Furthermore, this method
does not account for the fact that those fragments
produced bydiscardare generalisations of fragments
generated byroot andfrontier, and may be used in the
analysis of ill-formed input. Because exponentially
many fragments can be generated by applying dis-
card to each fragment produced via root and frontier,
the discard-generated fragments absorb much of the
probability mass under the simple-RF estimator, just
like larger subtrees absorb a large probability mass in
Tree-DOP.

A second parameter estimation method,
discounted-RF, treats fragments produced by
root and frontier as seen events and those gener-
ated via discard as unseen events. The relative
frequencies of seen events are discounted using
the Good-Turing estimator (Good, 1953) and the
discounted probability mass is given to the unseen
events. As discounted-RF assigns a fixed probability
mass to discard-generated fragments, the exponential
number of such fragments does not adversely affect
the probabilities of fragments generated by root and
frontier. However, this method is as biased as the first,
and it still does not account for the fact thatdiscard
fragments are generalisations ofroot and frontier
fragments and may be used to analyse ill-formed
input.

We think that the problem of how to employdis-
card within LFG-DOP is merely a symptom of the
bias of existing estimates for LFG-DOP as a whole.
Next we explain how Backoff Estimation can be ap-
plied to LFG-DOP, thereby also solving the problem
with how to employ discard fragments.



4 BackOff Estimation for LFG-DOP

Back-off parameter estimation can be applied to LFG-
DOP fragments generated byroot andfrontier exactly
as described for Tree-DOP, using a directed acyclic
graph to represent the partial order between them.
A directed edge points from a fragment〈cx, φx, fx〉
to a pair of fragments〈〈cy, φy, fy〉, 〈cz, φz, fz〉〉
if 〈cy, φy, fy〉 and 〈cz, φz, fz〉 compose to give
〈cx, φx, fx〉. Composition of these fragments involves
both leftmost substitution over the c-structures and
unification over the f-structures.

The production of LFG-DOP fragments viadis-
card involves generating all possible f-structure frag-
ments for each fragment produced viaroot and fron-
tier while keeping c-structure andφ-links constant.
Therefore, the backoff relation is defined in terms of
f-structure unification rather than fragment composi-
tion. For discard-generated fragments, a directed edge
points from a fragment〈c, φ, f〉 to a pair of fragments
〈〈c, φ, fy〉, 〈c, φ, fz〉〉 if f-structures fy and fz unify to
f and f 6= fy 6= fz:

〈c, φ, f〉 ≥ bfk〈c, φ, {fy

⋃
fz}〉

The probability of the derivation〈c, φ, {fy
⋃

fz}〉
is given as follows:

P (〈c, φ, {fy

⋃
fz}〉|Rc) =

P (c, φ|Rc)P ({fy

⋃
fz}|c, φ, Rc) ≈

P (c, φ|Rc)P (fy|c, φ)P (fz|c, φ, fy) ≈
P (c, φ|Rc)P (fy|c, φ)P (fz|c, φ)

Thus the derivation〈c, φ, {fy
⋃

fz}〉 embodies an in-
dependence assumption realised by the approxima-
tion P (fz|c, φ, fy) ≈ P (fz|c, φ). This approxi-
mation constitutes a backoff, hence the derivation
〈c, φ, {fy

⋃
fz}〉 is said to be a backoff of fragment

〈c, φ, f〉. Here, backoff is used to redistribute proba-
bility mass among discard-generated LFG-DOP frag-
ments by transferring probability mass from complex
fragments to their backoffs in a stepwise manner.

4.1 Discussion

Backoff Estimation of the LFG-DOP model param-
eters, includingdiscard generated fragments, natu-
rally addresses a major aspect of how to employ LFG-
DOP. Below we discuss the observations from earlier
work and explain why Backoff Estimation constitutes
a suitable solution.

Experiments described in (Bod and Kaplan, 2003)
suggest that, at least for small corpora over limited
domains, where a parse can be produced without re-
course todiscard-generated LFG-DOP fragments, the
inclusion of such fragments does not significantly
improve parse accuracy. Clearly, if discarding f-
structures entirely and parsing only with c-structures
does not result in one or more parses, then the inclu-
sion ofdiscard-generated fragments will have no im-
pact. Therefore, it has been suggested thatdiscard-
generated fragments should only be included in the
parse space where the input can be parsed using c-
structures only but no parse is possible over fully-
instantiated〈c, φ, f〉 fragments.

(Way, 1999) also observes thatdiscard should be
used to derive fragments only where absolutely neces-
sary. He suggests that there must be a countable num-
ber of cases – such as subject-verb agreement, rel-
ative clause agreement and movement phenomena –
in which unification fails anddiscard-generated frag-
ments should be applied. He outlines some ways in
which composition viadiscardcould work given such
a list of cases, whereby the process is triggered by the
occurrenceof unification failure and controlled by the
typeof failure that occurred.

These observations seem to lead towards an
LFG-DOP model wherediscard-generated fragments
are treated as “second rate” fragments that will be
used only upon failure of the other fragments to
produce analyses for the input. Although based
on empirical experience, this constitutes an ad hoc
mechanism that might mask the symptoms but will
not provide the remedy for the main problem: biased
parameter estimates. We think that the same can be
realized in a natural manner by Backoff Estimation.
In Backoff Estimation, the parameters are structured
in the backoff graph that directs the estimation algo-
rithm for realizing a kind ofsoft, probabilistic backoff.

Indeed, and as an ad hoc simplification of Back-
off Estimation, it is possible to employ the partial
ordering of fragments to achieve better performance
also whendiscrad-generated fragments are employed.
Clearly, for Tree-DOP and forroot- and frontier-
generated fragments in LFG-DOP, the partial ordering
of fragments is used solely for parameter estimation.
Fordiscard-generated LFG-DOP fragments, however,
this partial ordering can be further exploited in order
to motivate the phased addition of such fragments to
the parse space. For example, fragments can be added
in layers to the parse space, starting with the most spe-



cific (i.e. the first layer of each backoff graph) and
working toward the least specific. As soon as at least
one parse can be produced, no more fragments are in-
troduced and the most probable parse is determined,
thus favoring parses with more complete f-structures.
This approach accounts for the fact that, where one
or more parses can be produced viadiscard (but not
root and frontier alone), these parses can be consid-
ered to occupy a spectrum ranging from most specific
to least specific, depending on the number of attribute-
value pairs that have been discarded from the frag-
ments used to derive them. Other configurations can
also be envisaged. For example, following from the
proposals in (Way, 1999), the fragment space could be
partitioned based on the type of simple attribute-value
pairs which have been discarded from each fragment.

5 Conclusions

This paper shows how the parameters for the LFG-
DOP model can be estimated as a highly structured
space of correlated events. The Backoff Estimation
procedure that was originally developed for Tree-
DOP (based on Phrase-Structure annotations) turns
out especially suitable for LFG-DOP. In particular,
Backoff Estimation provides a solution to the prob-
lem of robust LFG-DOP parsing without resorting to
ad hoc, crisp mechanisms.

Future work will address various aspects of this
work. Naturally, empirical experiments with the re-
sulting LFG-DOP models need to be conducted in
order to verify the empirical value of this method.
There are various specific implementations of the al-
gorithm that need to be sorted out. Furthermore, a new
Maximum-Likelihood estimation procedure should be
developed that takes the backoff graph into account
(as that graph expresses constraints on the eligible pa-
rameter values).

Aknowledgements: We thank Rens Bod for illumi-
nating discussions on LFG-DOP and the ideas dis-
cussed in this paper.
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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of meta-
descriptive markers to describe the rhetorical
structure of scientific texts. These markers can
be used to point out relevant text segments as
well as to clarify the rhetorical role of the one
which contain them. Our method do not require
particular knowledge. Because of the difficulty
of characterizing syntactically and semantically
these markers, we observe n-grams and we base
the discursive strength of a marker on its distri-
bution in a corpus. The validation of a phrase
rests on its frequency and on the frequency of its
“neighbor” phrases (over and sub-sequences).

1 Introduction

Tim Berners-Lee’s vision (W3C) of the Semantic
Web is to make web data machine processable in
order to facilitate human document processing,
and rests on the premise that to do so we need to
accommodate, somehow, the semantics of these
data. Now, web textual documents are poorly
structured and offer few reading keys; so there
is a real need of systems that are able to explicit
text topic and rhetorical structures: what is a text
about ? How are the various topics related to ?
Which aspects are given ? (Teufel 99; Boguraev
& Neff 00; Saggion 00).

In this paper, we focus on automatic acquisi-
tion of meta-descriptors (also known as indica-
tor phrases) occurring in scientific texts. We call
them meta-descriptors in opposition to topic de-
scriptors which refer to domain-dependent data
(e.g. themes, etc.). These markers directly inform
about text rhetorical structure. On the one hand
they point out salient sentences or text segments,
and on the other hand they describe status of ex-
tracts in which they occur, indicating whether it
is a result, an example, an hypothesis, etc.. For
instance, we retrieve markers such as In DT pa-
per, or be characterize by or to account for (here
described as lemmas and with determiner gener-
alized by “DT”).

So far, existing solutions for automatic extrac-
tion are human time consuming and require much

knowledge resources (Teufel 99; Saggion 00). As
meta-descriptors do not follow specific syntactic
patterns, we analyse them as a sub-set of colloca-
tions and present a lexical filtering method deal-
ing with their internal cohesion and delimitation.
The method does not require any specific knowl-
edge. Our contribution concerns handling lists of
expressions with different frequency and distribu-
tion features.

In the following, first we present in more de-
tails the meta-descriptors, their roles and the is-
sues that their study arises. Second we propose a
method to automatically extract them, and even-
tually we partially evaluate some aspects and dis-
cuss about our results.

2 Motivation

Consider the following extracts from the Com-
putation and Language scientific articles collec-
tion. The expressions delimitated by the square
brackets are the phrases we automatically ex-
tract. In these examples, prepositions, punctua-
tion marks and pronouns were voluntary not con-
sidered. Boldface is used to help the user to visu-
ally connect consecutive markers.

(1) We [focus] [here] on a [particular] [kind of]
configuration, word cooccurrence.

(2) In[sum], the felicity of both gapping and VP-ellipsis
[appears to] [be dependent on] the [type of]
coherence [relation] extant between the [source]
and the [target] clauses.

(3) We [illustrate] the [relevant] syntactic and se-
mantic [properties of] these [forms] [using] the
[version of] Categorial Semantics [described in]
Pereira [CITE].

These examples present potential roles of use of
markers. Example (1) illustrates how markers can
act as indicators to point out relevant topic infor-
mation, as performed by “we focus here on” with
the end of the sentence. In the example (2), we see
that the phrase, “In sum,”, permits to label the
extract with a summary argumentative role. And



the example (3) shows how such annotations per-
mit to distinguish domain expressions from genre
expressions.

As mentioned previously, in this paper we only
take an interest in the acquisition process of meta-
descriptors. The contextual selection of the rele-
vant ones and the identification of their rhetorical
roles are left for further works. By looking at the
previous examples we can identify some specific
issues to this acquisition task:

• markers hardly follow definable symbolic patterns.
Besides that various syntactic category can be con-
sidered, we observe that some meta-descriptors can
slightly be flexible (e.g. [focus ADVERB? on] → [fo-
cus on] or [focus here on]). Moreover some others can
be combined to produce complex markers (e.g. [de-
scribed in] can be combined with [AUTHOR CITE ]
as well as [section CREF ] 1.

• no obvious clues, as grammatical roles or syntactic
patterns, permit to distinguish topic phrases from
meta-ones.

Other researchers recognize that specific short
phrases can provide important clues for discourse
processing. In his summarization system, Su-
mUM, (Saggion 00) uses meta-descriptors for a
first stage of scientific text interpretation. This
system obtained best results in evaluation pro-
gramme of DUC 2002. Nevertheless it required
much time development observing texts and at-
tached summaries for extraction of relevant lexi-
con and definition of retrieval patterns.

In order to make more coherent automatic sum-
marization of scientific articles, (Teufel 99) ob-
served “meta-comments” describing consensual
rhetorical roles (e.g. purpose, methodology, re-
sults, etc.). She built two lists of markers: one
manually and another semi-automatically. The
former was built by observation of sentences an-
notated relevant in regard to the global rhetor-
ical organization of texts. The latter was made
of recurrent word sequences occurring in the rel-
evant sentences and having seed lexicon (inter-
vening in manual meta-comments). Though the
results were encouraging, this approach required
also costly manual pre-processing.

3 Meta-descriptors extraction

The meta-descriptors extraction process is made
of three subsystems: a module to generate candi-

1CITE and CREF are symbols which fully belong to the
lexicon of our corpus; they respectively stand for “citation”
and “cross-referencing”. The AUTHOR symbol has been
used here as generic to facilitate the understanding of our
example, while the ADVERB symbol is like some other
part-of-speeches considered as flexible part of some meta-
descriptors.

date expressions, another to filter topical expres-
sions and one to perform a lexical filtering in order
to determine the valid forms of the markers.

3.1 “N-grams” as candidate expressions

As mentioned in the previous section and con-
firmed by the observation of lists present in lit-
erature (Teufel 99; Saggion 00), meta-descriptors
appear to be more or less fixed, syntagmatically2

and paradigmatically3 and do not follow specific
syntactic pattern. For this reason we did not
choose to use a symbolic approach to retrieve
them. Although they can underlie semantic re-
lation, syntactic filters carry the risk of losing in-
formation by sharping the edges of the linguistic
phenomenon which we want to observe. So we
have chosen to work with n-grams, contiguous se-
quences of N word token(s).

The main advantage of this approach is that the
recall of the meta-descriptive expressions depends
only on the maximum number of tokens which
one can suppose between two components of the
same expression. In our experiments, we handle
n-grams from 1 to 6 tokens.

Nevertheless the main drawback of the n-grams
is that even filtered on their frequency, we do not
know anything about the delimitation of obtained
expressions. Indeed, given the size of a n-gram,
it can be a valid expression, as well as a sub-
sequence of such a form, or an over-sequence, or
an unspecified noise. For example, the point of
view n-gram contains the sub-sequences point of
and of view and could be contained by the over-
sequence the point of view of the. However al-
though point of view can be regarded as a valid
conceptual form, it can not be the same with the
other quoted sequences (see Table 2).

Recurrence, arbitrary and internal cohesion are
properties which make us consider the meta-
descriptors as a subset of collocations, at least
from a statistical point of view.

3.2 The lexical intersection method

The role of this stage is both to reduce the com-
plexity of our processing by reducing the quantity
of considered data, and most of all to filter the
thematic expressions from the candidate list.

2Succession axis of the linguistic units: insertion, omis-
sion, inversion of the components.

3Substitution axis of linguistic units: a component can
be substituted by another with similar grammatical cate-
gory or having a semantic relation (synonym, antonym).



Our method is based on a distinction of dis-
tribution and frequency properties between the
text-genre expressions and the topical ones. We
assume that the more a phrase occurs among dis-
tinct documents, the more this phrase is indepen-
dent from the domain and specific to the genre of
our corpus.

In order to identify the type of an expression,
we perform a lexical intersection between all the
documents of the corpus. That is to say we
count the number of distinct documents in which
a phrase occurs. A threshold is set to filter the
less frequent expressions. By taking into account
the time processing, the quantity of noisy expres-
sions and valid ones, we found that the threshold
of 7 minimal occurrences was a good choice con-
sidering the size of our corpus.

At the end of this phase, despite some non-valid
forms, the acquired list remains very satisfactory
and can be used to assist a manual extraction.

3.3 The lexical filtering method

In order to reach an optimal automatization,
we conceived an automatic process to select the
valid forms: which are the expressions to be re-
tained and which are only components (or “over-
components”) of those ?

We made the assumption that if two candidate
n-grams have a neighboring frequency and if one
of them is a sub-sequence of the others, then cer-
tainly these forms are a unique one. We thus set
a computational definition of the concept of valid
form for a n-gram. A n-gram is so called valid:

(1) if in its neighborhood it is not the sub-sequence of some
other n-grams;

(2) and if itself is an over-sequence in the neighborhood of
others n-grams.

This neighborhood is defined according to the dif-
ference between frequency of the n-grams. Em-
pirically we found a radius of 20% would be sat-
isfactory. Thus two forms are known as “neigh-
bors” if they hold a frequency deviation inferior
to 20%. We will name an expression a “nested
form” if it exists an neighbor over-sequence, and
respectively a “nesting form” if it exists a neigh-
bor sub-sequence.
The definition gives rise to a distinction between 4
cases (cf. Table 1). The last case, (4), corresponds
to the forms which satisfy the definition while be-
ing “not nested” and “nesting”, and are so con-
sequently valid. The labelled forms (2) and (3)
are not complete forms, i.e. that in their neigh-
borhood there is at least one form which nests

Type Candidate n-gram Comment

(1) do not nest not nested undefined phrase
(2) do not nest nested initial unit
(3) nest nested intermediate unit
(4) nest not nested valid form

Table 1: Type of n-grams

them. The case (1) is undefined. How can a
form be found without either close over-sequence
or sub-sequence ? Since it is about proximity in
term of frequency, they can be forms made up of
only one single word with frequency higher than
the majority of the usual forms (e.g. preposi-
tions or current genre-dependent words). They
can also be forms whose frequency threshold re-
moved their over-sequences. Or they can be com-
posed phrases for which all the sub-components
and the over-components occur with much higher
or much weaker occurrences.Since some of them
can be significant we retain the labelled n-grams
(1) having a frequency higher than the average
frequency of the valid forms (labelled (4)). In fact
this allows us to include uni-grams not considered
until now in our process.
Table 2 shows a sample of the selection stage
with F for the n-grams frequency and N for the
frequency of the most distant neighbor. Our
algorithm parses this list from highest frequent
phrases to weakest. For each phrase, it looks
around looking for potential neighbors. Depend-
ing on its frequency, a phrase is so considered
nested, not nested, nesting or not nesting.

4 Experiments

4.1 Corpus and pre-processing

Since the difficulty of building a topically het-
erogeneous corpus with text-genre specified, here
scientific, we decided to consider several domain-
dependent corpus, and then to compare our re-
sults with each other. So, we built 10 cor-
pus from scientific journals (sc-jl), each one
with its own domain. We also used the
Computation and Language ( cmp-lg) collection
(http://xxx.lanl.gov/cmp-lg). Each corpus was
made of 100 documents, each one containing ap-
proximately 5000 tokens. They were processed by
Schmid’s morphological annotator to obtain part-
of-speech and lemma of tokens.

Proper names were filtered. In particular, for
the uni-gram we filtered pronouns, punctuation
marks, numbers, interjections and symbols: as



Index F N-gram N In the neighborhood Form Case

111 66 order 51 do not nest nested not valid (2)
251 53 order to 41 nest nested not valid (3)
269 52 in order 40 do not nest nested not valid (2)
270 52 in order to 40 nest not nested valid (4)
819 31 PUNCT in order 23 do not nest nested not valid (2)
820 31 PUNCT in order to 23 nest not nested valid (4)
944 29 order of 22 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
1269 25 DT order 18 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
2313 17 DT order of 12 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
2956 14 order PUNCT 10 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
3289 13 order in 9 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
3444 13 COMMA in order 9 do not nest nested not valid (2)
3445 13 COMMA in order to 9 nest not nested valid (4)
3643 12 order of DT 8 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
5360 9 of DT order 7 do not nest not nested not valid (1)
6189 8 order in which 7 do not nest nested not valid (2)
6495 8 DT order in 7 do not nest nested not valid (2)
6496 8 DT order in which 7 nest not nested valid (4)

Table 2: N-grams typing and selection

we saw in our lexical filtering mechanism (subsec-
tion 3.3), an expression is retained whenever one
of its sub-sequences occurs with a close frequency.
Thus these filtered expressions could not be used
as starters and a bi-gram will be retained only if
its other component is not relevant. Concerning
higher size n-grams, we filtered the overlapping
sentences ones.

In addition we introduce the concept of “flexi-
ble word token”. Some authors attempted to type
collocations (McKeown & Radev 00). Generally
the various categories are characterized by dif-
ferences of flexibility degrees between their com-
ponents (mainly according to a range of poten-
tial substitutions) and by the grammatical cat-
egories of the expressions which compose them.
We considered determiners DT, adverbs RB, per-
sonal pronouns PP, auxiliary verbs AUX, num-
bers CD, commas COMMA and the other punc-
tuation marks PUNCT like tokens more flexible
than the others. The observed variations are
mainly omission for punctuation, substitution for
pronouns, numbers and determiners, and both
omission and substitution for auxiliary verbs and
adverbs.

4.2 Results and discussion

1723 indicative markers were obtained with a fre-
quency threshold of 7 and a 20% neighborhood
radius with the cmp-lg corpus. In comparison
(Teufel 99) manually listed 1728 indicators in 123
documents of the same corpus.

The presence of neighbors depends on the max-
imum size of the n-grams considered, the thresh-

in such DT way that show in table
be due to definition of
turn out to be refer to as
rest of DT paper like to thank
be consistent with correspond to
be consider to contribute to
on DT basis of in more detail
be consider as context of
on DT assumption that in many case
be compatible with contain in
in DT sense that in DT section
be base on concept of
in DT same way for DT purpose
in DT previous section early version of
be as follow component of
in DT next section different type of
in DT context of different set of
at least CD characterization of
be show to be different kind of
as part of purpose
be show in figure CD or more
appear to be provided

Table 3: Sample of our final list of valid expres-
sions (as lemma)

old of minimal accepted frequency and the ra-
dius of authorized neighborhood. We do not have
a real theory to determine the optimum thresh-
olds and it would be certainly necessary to uti-
lize algorithms of supervised learning to discover
them. Nevertheless these thresholds should be
established according to the frequency and of the
complexity of the forms.

When we remove the flexible tokens at the ex-
tremities of the forms, the list is reduced to 1063
markers. Table 3 shows an extract of it. The
suppression of the flexible tokens at extremities
is very debatable according to whether we want



to identify conceptual forms or indicative markers
with the aim of indexing tasks. Moreover it does
not mean the same whether we remove flexible to-
kens at the beginning or at the end of expressions.
A determiner at the beginning of a phrase (except
if the expression exists only in this form) carries
no further information, on the other hand at the
end of a phrase it specifies that the expression will
be followed by a noun group. The forms identified
as valid (case (4)) and accompanied by flexible
tokens at the extremities can be compared to the
phenomena of over-training. Indeed, noun groups
occur rarely without determiners. Table 4 shows
how interesting the fact is to keep the flexible to-
kens at the boundaries: the punctuation belongs
to clues which intervene for the retrieval and the
selection tasks of markers in context (Luc 02).

PUNCT for example COMMA
PUNCT note that
PUNCT in DT case COMMA
PUNCT in particular COMMA
i.e. COMMA
PUNCT in other word COMMA
PUNCT DT approach
PUNCT DT process
PUNCT figure show DT

Table 4: Flexible phrases with punctuation marks

Regarding flexible internal tokens of selected ex-
pressions, an indexation stage makes possible to
discover their degree of stability and to identify
with more precision their canonical form.

In order to measure how well the lexical inter-
section works to filter topic phrases, we produced
two lists of markers from cmp-lg : one with the
lexical intersection and another without. Then,
we compare them with a list of recurrent mark-
ers occurring in various corpus of sc-jl. Since the
corpus of sc-jl are topically independent the more
a marker occurs in distinct corpus, the more the
marker is topic-independent.

We made our evaluation with a various num-
ber of candidates n-grams as input of the lexical
filtering. We compared the obtained lists (with
and without lexical intersection processing) with
also several lists of sc-jl makers having various
occurrences properties over the sc-jl corpus.

The main observation we made is that whatever
the number of n-grams is considered as input, the
precision is always much better when a lexical in-
tersection has been performed. This confirms that
the intersection plays an effective role in filtering

topic expressions.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper we have an automatic process to
extract meta-descriptive expressions from scien-
tific texts. So, our system generates semantic an-
notations which will be used for formatting (or
re-formatting) documents and this for the pur-
pose of dynamic summarization system sensitive
to user’s profiles. The extraction process of the in-
dicative markers that we described is entirely au-
tomatic in comparison to existing extraction sys-
tems of markers. The next stage concerns mea-
suring which markers are more significant than
others to describe a segment. This measure can
not be done without considering the context. In
addition to contextual clues such as the relative
position of the markers, we plan to select them
by combining them with the topical descriptors
which we identify in a parallel processing (Her-
nandez & Grau 03).
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Abstract
We present Xenon, a natural language genera-
tion system capable of distinguishing between near-
synonyms. It integrates a near-synonym choice mod-
ule with an existing sentence realization module.
We evaluate Xenon using English and French near-
synonyms.

1 Introduction

Natural language generation systems need to choose
between near-synonyms – words that have the same
meaning, but differ in lexical nuances. Choosing the
wrong word can convey unwanted connotations, im-
plications, or attitudes. The choice between near-
synonyms such as error, mistake, blunder, and slip
can be made only if knowledge about their differences
is available.

In previous work (Inkpen & Hirst 01) we automati-
cally built a lexical knowledge base of near-synonym
differences (LKB of NS). The main source of knowl-
edge was a special dictionary of near-synonym dis-
crimination, Choose the Right Word (Hayakawa 94).
The LKB of NS was later enriched (Inkpen 03) with
information extracted from other machine-readable
dictionaries, especially the Macquarie dictionary.

In this paper we describe Xenon, a natural lan-
guage generation system that uses the knowledge
of near-synonyms. Xenon integrates a new near-
synonym choice module with the sentence realiza-
tion system named HALogen1 (Langkilde & Knight
98), (Langkilde-Geary 02b). HALogen is a broad-
coverage general-purpose natural language sentence
generation system that combines symbolic rules with
linguistic information gathered statistically from large
text corpora (stored in a language model). For a given
input, it generates all the possible English sentences
and it ranks them according to the language model, in
order to choose the most likely sentence as output.

Figure 1 presents Xenon’s architecture. The input
is a semantic representation and a set of preferences
to be satisfied. A concrete example of input is shown

1http://www.isi.edu/licensed-sw/halogen/

in Figure 2. The final output is a set of sentences and
their scores. The first sentence (the highest-ranked) is
considered to be the solution.

2 Meta-concepts

The semantic representation that is one of Xenon’s
inputs is represented, like the input to HALogen, in
an interlingua developed at ISI (Information Science
Institute, University of Southern California). As de-
scribed in (Langkilde-Geary 02b), this language con-
tains a specified set of 40 roles, and the fillers of the
roles can be words, concepts from Sensus (Knight &
Luk 94), or complex representations.

Xenon extends the representation language by
adding meta-concepts. The meta-concepts corre-
spond to the core denotation of the clusters of near-
synonyms, which is a disjunction (an OR) of all the
senses of the near-synonyms of the cluster.

We use distinct names for the various meta-
concepts. The name of a meta-concept is formed by
the prefix “generic”, followed by the name of the first
near-synonym in the cluster, followed by the part-
of-speech. For example, if the cluster is lie, false-
hood, fib, prevarication, rationalization, untruth, the
name of the cluster is “generic lie n”. If there are
cases where there could still be conflicts after dif-
ferentiating by part-of-speech, the name of the sec-
ond near-synonym is used. For example, “stop” is
the name of two verb clusters; therefore, the two
clusters are renamed: “generic stop arrest v” and
“generic stop cease v”.

text

HALogen
realization
Sentence 

English

Sensus

Lexical knowledge-base of near-synonyms

Interlingual

choice module
Near-synonym

representation

Preferences

Figure 1: The architecture of Xenon.



Input: (A9 / tell :agent (V9 / boy) :object (O9 / generic lie n)
Input preferences:

((DISFAVOUR :AGENT)
(LOW FORMALITY)
(DENOTE (C1 / TRIVIAL)))

Output:

The boy told fibs. � 40.8177

Boy told fibs. � 42.3818

Boys told fibs. � 42.7857

Figure 2: Example of input and output of Xenon.

3 Near-synonym choice

Near-synonym choice involves two steps: expand-
ing the meta-concepts, and choosing the best near-
synonym for each cluster according to the prefer-
ences. We implemented this in a straightforward way:
the near-synonym choice module computes a satisfac-
tion score for each near-synonym; then satisfaction
scores become weights; in the end, HALogen makes
the final choice, by combining these weights with the
probabilities from its language model. For the exam-
ple in Figure 2, the expanded representation, which
is input to HALogen, is presented in Figure 3. The
near-synonym choice module gives higher weight to
fib because it satisfies the preferences better than the
other near-synonyms in the same cluster. Section 4
will explain the algorithm for computing the weights.

4 Preferences

The preferences that are input to Xenon could be
given by the user, or they could come from an anal-
ysis module if Xenon is used in a machine translation
system (corresponding to nuances of near-synonyms
in a different language). The formalism for express-
ing preferences and the preference satisfaction mech-
anism is adapted from the prototype system I-Saurus
(Edmonds & Hirst 02).

The preferences, as well as the distinctions between
near-synonyms stored in the LKB of NS, are of three
types. Stylistic preferences express a certain formal-
ity, force, or concreteness level and have the form:
(strength stylistic-feature), for example (low formal-
ity). Attitudinal preferences express a favorable, neu-
tral, or pejorative attitude and have the form: (stance
entity), where stance takes the values favour, neutral,
disfavour. An example is: (disfavour :agent). Denota-
tional preferences connote a particular concept or con-
figuration of concepts and have the form: (indirect-
ness peripheral-concept), where indirectness takes the
values suggest, imply, denote. An example is: (imply
(C / assessment :MOD (OR ignorant uninformed))).

The peripheral concepts are expressed in the ISI inter-
lingua.

In Xenon, preferences are transformed internally
into pseudo-distinctions that have the same form
as the corresponding type of distinctions. The
distinctions correspond to a particular near-synonym,
and also have frequencies – except the stylistic
distinctions. In this way preferences can be directly
compared to distinctions. The pseudo-distinctions
corresponding to the previous examples of prefer-
ences are:

(– low formality)
(– always high pejorative :agent)
(– always medium implication (C / assessment

:MOD (OR ignorant uninformed))).

For each near-synonym w in a cluster, a weight is
computed by summing the degree to which the near-
synonym satisfies each preference from the set P of
input preferences:

Weight
�
w� P ��� ∑

p � P

Sat
�
p � w ���

The weights are then transformed through an ex-
ponential function that normalizes them to be in the
interval 	 0 � 1 
 . The exponentials function that we used
is:

f
�
x ��� exk

e � 1

The main reason this function is exponential is that
the differences between final weights of the near-
synonyms from a cluster need to be numbers that are
comparable with the differences of probabilities from
HALogen’s language model. The method for choos-
ing the optimal value of k is presented in Section 7.

For a given preference p  P, the degree to which
it is satisfied by w is reduced to computing the simi-
larity between each of w’s distinctions and a pseudo-
distinction d

�
p � generated from p. The maximum

value over i is taken:

Sat
�
p � w ��� maxi Sim

�
d
�
p ��� di

�
w �����

where di
�
w � is the i-th distinction of w. We explain

the computation of Sim in the next section.

5 Similarity of distinctions

The similarity of two distinctions, or of a distinction
and a preference (transformed into a distinction), is
computed similarly to (Edmonds 99):



(A9 / tell :agent (V9 / boy)

:object (OR

(e1 / (:CAT NN :LEX “lie”) :WEIGHT 1.0e � 30)

(e2 / (:CAT NN :LEX “falsehood”) :WEIGHT 6.93e � 8)

(e3 / (:CAT NN :LEX ”fib”) :WEIGHT 1.0)

(e4 / (:CAT NN :LEX “prevarication”) :WEIGHT 1e � 30)

(e5 / (:CAT NN :LEX “rationalization”) :WEIGHT 1e � 30)

(e6 / (:CAT NN :LEX “untruth”) :WEIGHT 1.38e � 7))

Figure 3: The interlingual representation from Fig. 2
after expansion by the near-synonym choice module.

Sim
�
d1 � d2 � �

���� Simden
�
d1 � d2 �

Simatt
�
d1 � d2 �

Simsty
�
d1 � d2 �

(1)

If the two distinctions are of different type, their
similarity is zero.

Distinctions are formed out of several components,
represented as symbolic values on certain dimensions.
In order to compute a numeric score, each symbolic
value has to be mapped into a numeric one. The nu-
meric values (see Table 1) are not as important as their
relative difference, since all the similarity scores are
normalized to the interval 	 0 � 1 
 .

For stylistic distinctions, the degree of similarity
is one minus the absolute value of the difference
between the style values.

Simsty
�
d1 � d2 ��� 1 � 0 ��� Style

�
d2 � � Style

�
d1 ���

For attitudinal distinctions, similarity depends on
the frequencies and the attitudes. The similarity of
two frequencies is one minus their absolute differ-
ences. For the attitudes, their strength is taken into
account.

Simatt
�
d1 � d2 � � Sf req

�
d1 � d2 �	� Satt

�
d1 � d2 �

Sf req
�
d1 � d2 � � 1 � 0 �
�Freq

�
d2 � � Freq

�
d1 ���

Satt
�
d1 � d2 � � 1 � 0 �
�Att

�
d2 � � Att

�
d1 ����� 6

Att
�
d � � Attitude

�
d �� sgn

�
Attitude

�
d ����� Strength

�
d �

The similarity of two denotational distinctions is
the product of the similarities of their three com-
ponents: frequency, indirectness, and conceptual
configuration. The first two scores are calculated as
for the attitudinal distinctions. The computation of
conceptual similarity (Scon) will be discussed in the
next section.

Simden
�
d1 � d2 � � Sf req

�
d1 � d2 ��� Slat

�
d1 � d2 ��� Scon

�
d1 � d2 �

Slat
�
d1 � d2 ��� 1 � 0 �
� Lat

�
d2 � � Lat

�
d1 ����� 8

Lat
�
d ��� Indirectness

�
d �� Strength

�
d �

Examples of computing the similarity between dis-
tinctions are presented in Figure 4.

6 Similarity of conceptual configurations

Peripheral concepts in Xenon are complex configura-
tions of concepts. The conceptual similarity function
Scon is in fact the similarity between two interlingual
representations t1 and t2. Examples of computing the
similarity of conceptual configurations are presented
in Figure 5. Equation 2 computes similarity by simul-
taneously traversing the two representations.

Scon
�
t1 � t2 � �

���� S
�
concept

�
t1 ��� concept

�
t2 ��� if N1 � 2 � 0

αS
�
concept

�
t1 ��� concept

�
t2 ����

β 1
N1 � 2 ∑s1 � s2

Scon
�
s1 � s2 � otherwise

(2)
In equation 2, concept

�
C � , where C is a interlingual

representation, is the main concept (or word) in the
representation. The first line corresponds to the sit-
uation when there are only main concepts, no roles.
The second line deals with the case when there are
roles. There could be some roles shared by both repre-
sentations, and there could be roles appearing only in
one of them. N1 � 2 is the sum of the number of shared
roles and the number of roles unique to each of the
representations (at the given level in the interlingua).
s1 and s2 are the values of any shared role. α and β
are weighting factors. If α � β � 0 � 5, the whole sub-
structure is weighted equally to the main concepts.

The similarity function S deals with the case in
which the main concepts are atomic (words or ba-
sic concepts) or when they are an OR or AND of
complex concepts. If both are disjunctions, C1 ��
OR C11 ����� C1n � , and C2 � �

OR C21 ����� C2m � , then
S
�
C1 � C2 � � maxi � j Scon

�
C1i � C2 j ��� The components

could be atomic or they could be complex concepts;
that’s why the Scon function is called recursively. If
one of them is atomic, it can be viewed as a disjunc-
tion with one element, so that the previous formula
can be used. If both are conjunctions, then the formula
computes the maximum of all possible sums of pair-
wise combinations. If C1 � �

AND C11 C12 ����� C1n � ,
and C2 �

�
AND C21 C22 ����� C2m � , then the longest con-

junction is taken. Let’s say n � m (if not the pro-
cedure is similar). All the permutations of the com-
ponents of C1 are considered, and paired with com-
ponents of C2. If some components of C1 remain
without pair, they are paired with null (and the sim-
ilarity between an atom and null is zero). Then the



Frequency Indirectness Attitude Strength Style
never 0.00 suggestion 2 pejorative � 2 low � 1 low 0.0
seldom 0.25 implication 5 neutral 0 medium 0 medium 0.5
sometimes 0.50 denotation 8 favorable 2 high 1 high 1.0
usually 0.75
always 1.00

Table 1: The functions that map symbolic values to numeric values.

if d1 �
�
lex1 low formality � and d2 �

�
lex2 medium formality � then Sim

�
d1 � d2 ��� 1 ��� 0 � 5 � 0 � � 0 � 5

if d1 �
�
lex1 always high favourable :agent � and d2 �

�
lex2 usually medium pejorative :agent � then

Sim
�
d1 � d2 � � Sf req

�
d1 � d2 �	� Satt

�
d1 � d2 � �

�
1 ��� 0 � 75 � 1 � �	� � 1 ��� � � 2 � 0 � � �

2  1 ��� ��� 6 � 0 � 125

if d1 �
�
lex1 always medium implication P1 � and d2 �

�
lex2 seldom medium suggestion P1 � then

Sim
�
d1 � d2 � � Sf req

�
d1 � d2 �	� Slat

�
d1 � d2 �	� Scon

�
d1 � d2 � �

�
1 ��� 0 � 25 � 1 � �	� � 1 � �

2  0  5  0 � � 8 �	� 1 � 0 � 03

Figure 4: Examples of computing the similarity of lexical distinctions.

if C1 = (C1 / departure :MOD physical and :PRE-MOD unusual) and C2 = (C2 / departure :MOD physical)
then Scon

�
C1 � C2 � � 0 � 5 � 1  0 � 5 � 1 � 2 � � 0 � 5 � 1 ��� 0 � 625

if C1 = (C1 / person :AGENT OF (A / drinks :MOD frequently) and C2 = (C2 / person :AGENT OF (A /
drinks)) then Scon

�
C1 � C2 ��� 0 � 5 � 1  0 � 5 � 1 � 1 � � 0 � 5  0 � 5 � 1 � 2 � 1 � � 0 � 875

if C1 = (C1 / occurrence :MOD (OR embarrassing awkward)) and C2 = (C2 / occurrence :MOD awkward)
then Scon

�
C1 � C2 � � 0 � 5 � 1  0 � 5 � 1 � 1 � 1 � 1 � 0

if C1 = (C1 / (AND spirit purpose) :MOD hostile) and C2 = (C2 / purpose :MOD hostile)
then Scon

�
C1 � C2 � � 0 � 5 � � 1  0 ��� 2  0 � 5 � 1 � 0 � 75

Figure 5: Examples of computing the similarity of conceptual configurations.

Experiment No. Correct Correct Ties Base- Accuracy Accuracy Acc.
of by line (no ties) (total) nd

cases default % % % %

Test1 Simple sentences (dev. set) 32 5 27 4 15.6 84.3 96.8 95.6
Test2 Simple sentences (test set) 43 6 35 5 13.9 81.3 93.0 84.3
Test3 French – English (test set) 14 5 7 2 35.7 50.0 64.2 28.5
Test3 English – English (test set) 14 5 14 0 35.7 100 100 100
Test4 French – English (test set) 50 37 39 0 76.0 78.0 78.0 15.3
Test4 English – English (test set) 50 37 49 0 76.0 98.0 98.0 92.3

Table 2: Xenon evaluation experiments and their results.



similarity of all pairs in a permutation is summed
and divided by the number of pairs, and the maxi-
mum (from all permutations) is the resulting score:
S
�
C1 � C2 � � maxp � perms

1
n

�
∑m

k � 1 Scon
�
C1pk � C2k � 

∑n
k � m

�
1 Scon

�
C1k � null ��� .

Here is a simple example to illustrate this proce-
dure: Scon

���
ANDabc � � ANDba ��� � 1

3 max
�
Scon

�
a � b � Scon

�
b � a �  Scon

�
c � null ��� Scon

�
a � a �  Scon

�
b � b � 

Scon
�
c � null ����� 1

3 max
�
0  0  0 � 1  1  0 � � 0 � 66

The similarity of two words or two atomic concepts
is computed from their positions in the ontology of the
system. A simple approach would be this: the simi-
larity is 1 if they are identical, 0 otherwise. But we
have to factor in the similarity of two words or con-
cepts that are not identical but closely related in the
ontology. We implemented a measure of similarity
for all the words, using the Sensus ontology2 . Two
concepts are similar if there is a link of length one
or two between them in Sensus. The degree of sim-
ilarity is discounted by the length of the link. The
similarity between a word and a concept is given by
the maximum of the similarities between all the con-
cepts (senses) of the word and the given concept. The
similarity of two words is given by the maximum sim-
ilarity between pairs of concepts corresponding to the
words. Before looking at the concepts associated with
the words, stemming is used to see if the two words
share the same stem, in which case the similarity is 1.
This enables similarity across parts-of-speech.

7 Evaluation of Xenon

The main components of Xenon are the near-synonym
choice module and HALogen. An evaluation of
HALogen was already presented by (Langkilde-
Geary 02a). Here, we evaluate the near-synonym
choice module and its interaction with HALogen.

We conducted two kinds of evaluation experiments.
The first type of experiment (Test1 and Test2) feeds
Xenon with a suite of inputs: for each test case, an
interlingual representation and a set of nuances. The
set of nuances correspond to a given near-synonym. A
graphic depiction of these two tests is shown in Fig-
ure 6. The sentence generated by Xenon is considered
correct if the expected near-synonym was chosen. The
sentences used in Test1 and Test2 are very simple;
therefore, the interlingual representations were eas-

2We could have used an off-the-shelf semantic similar-
ity package, such as the one provided by Ted Pedersen
(http://www.d.umn.edu/ � tpederse/tools.html) or the one de-
scribed in (Budanitsky & Hirst 01), but it contains similarity mea-
sures mainly for nouns (on the basis of WordNet’s noun hierar-
chy), and it would be time-consuming to call it from Xenon.
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Figure 6: The architecture of Test1 and Test2.

ily built by hand. In the interlingual representation,
the near-synonym was replaced with the correspond-
ing meta-concept.

The analyzer of lexical nuances for English sim-
ply extracts the distinctions associated with a near-
synonym in the LKB of NS. Ambiguities are avoided
because the near-synonyms in the test sets are mem-
bers in only one of the clusters used in the evaluation.

In Test1, we used 32 near-synonyms that are mem-
bers of the 5 clusters presented in Figure 9. Test1
was used as a development set, to choose the expo-
nent k for the function that translated the scale of the
weights. As the value of k increased (staring at 1) the
accuracy on the development set increased. The fi-
nal value chosen for k was 15. In Test2, we used 43
near-synonyms selected from 6 other clusters, namely
the English near-synonyms from Figure 10. Test2 was
used only for testing, not for development.

The second type of experiment (Test3 and Test4)
is based on machine translation. These experi-
ments measure how successful the translation of near-
synonyms from French into English and from En-
glish into English is. The machine translation exper-
iments were done on French and English sentences
that are translations of each other, extracted from the
Canadian Hansard (1.3 million pairs of aligned sen-
tences from the official records of the 36th Cana-
dian Parliament)3. Xenon should generate an English
sentence that contains an English near-synonym that
best matches the nuances of the initial French near-
synonym. If Xenon chooses exactly the English near-
synonym used in the parallel text, this means that
Xenon’s behaviour was correct. This is a conservative
evaluation measure, because there are cases in which
more than one translation is correct.

The French–English translation experiments take
French sentences (that contain near-synonyms of in-
terest) and their equivalent English translations. We
can assume that the interlingual representation is the
same for the two sentences. Therefore, we can use the
interlingual representation for the English sentence

3http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/download/hansard/
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to approximate the interlingual representation for the
French sentence. As depicted in Figure 7, the inter-
lingual representation is produced using an existing
tool that was previously used by (Langkilde-Geary
02a) in HALogen’s evaluation experiments. In or-
der to use this input construction tool, we parsed the
English sentences with Charniak’s parser (Charniak
00), and we annotated the subjects in the parse trees.
In the interlingual representation produced by the in-
put construction tool we replaced the near-synonym
with the corresponding meta-concept. For Test4, the
baseline is much higher because of the way the test
data was collected. The analyzer of French nuances
from Figure 7 needs to extract nuances from a LKB of
French synonyms. We created by hand a LKB for six
clusters of French near-synonyms (those from Figure
10), from two paper dictionaries of French synonyms,
Bénac (Bénac 56) and Bailly (Bailly 73).

A similar experiment, translating not from French
into English but from English into English via the
interlingual representation, is useful for evaluation
purposes. An English sentence containing a near-
synonym is processed to obtain its semantic repre-
sentation (where the near-synonym is replaced with
a meta-concept), and the lexical nuances of the near-
synonym are fed as preferences to Xenon. Ideally, the
same near-synonym as in the original sentence would
be chosen by Xenon. The percentage of times this

happens is an evaluation measure. The architecture of
these experiments is presented in Figure 8.

Test4 is similar to Test3, but instead of having one
sentence for a near-synonym, it contains all the sen-
tences in a given fragment of Hansard (4 Megabytes
of House debates) in which words of interest oc-
curred. Therefore, Test4 has the advantage of contain-
ing naturally occurring text, not artificially selected
sentences. It has the disadvantage of lacking those
near-synonyms in the test set that are less frequent.
The English and French near-synonyms used in Test3
and Test4 are the ones presented in Table 10.

In order to measure the baseline (the performance
that can be achieved without using the LKB of NS),
we ran Xenon on all the test cases, but this time
with no input preferences. Some of the choices could
be correct solely because the expected near-synonym
happens to be the default one.

The results of the evaluation experiments are pre-
sented in Table 2. For each test, the second column
shows the number of test cases. The column named
“Correct” shows the number of answers considered
correct. The column named “Ties” shows the num-
ber of cases of ties, that is, cases when the expected
near-synonym had weight 1.0, but there were other
near-synonyms that also had weight 1.0, because they
happen to have the same nuances in the LKB of NS.
In such cases, Xenon cannot be expected to make
the correct choice. More precisely, the other choices
are equally correct, at least as far as Xenon’s LKB is
concerned. Therefore, the accuracies computed with-
out considering these cases (the seventh column) are
underestimates of the real accuracy of Xenon. The
eighth column presents accuracies while taking the
ties into account, defined as the number of correct an-
swers divided by the difference between the number
of cases and the number of ties.

There are two reasons to expect Xenon’s accuracy
to be less then 100%. The first is that there are cases
in which two or more near-synonyms get an equal,
maximal score because they do not have any nuances
that differentiate them (either they are perfectly in-
terchangeable, or the LKB of NS does not contain
enough knowledge) and the one chosen is not the
expected one. The second reason is that sometimes
Xenon does not choose the expected near-synonym
even if it is the only one with maximal weight. This
may happen because HALogen makes the final choice
by combining the weight received from the near-
synonym choice module with the probabilities from
its language model. Frequent words may have high



English (n.): benefit, advantage, favor, gain, profit
English (v.): flow, gush, pour, run, spout, spurt, squirt, stream
English (adj.): deficient, inadequate, poor, unsatisfactory
English (adj.): afraid, aghast, alarmed, anxious, apprehensive, fearful, frightened, scared, terror-stricken
English (n.): disapproval, animadversion, aspersion, blame, criticism, reprehension

Figure 9: Near-synonyms used in the evaluation of Xenon (Test1).

English (n.): mistake, blooper, blunder, boner, contretemps, error, faux pas, goof, slip, solecism
French: erreur, égarement, illusion, aberration, malentendu, mécompte, bévue, bêtise, blague, gaffe, boulette, brioche, maldonne,
sophisme, lapsus, méprise, bourde
English (n.): alcoholic, boozer, drunk, drunkard, lush, sot
French: ivrogne, alcoolique, intempérant, dipsomane, poivrot, pochard, sac à vin, soûlard, soûlographe, éthylique, boitout, imbriaque
English (v.): leave, abandon, desert, forsake
French: abandonner, délaisser, déserter, lâcher, laisser tomber, planter là, plaquer, livrer, céder
English (n.): opponent, adversary, antagonist, competitor, enemy, foe, rival
French: ennemi, adversaire, antagoniste, opposant, détracteur
English (adj.): thin, lean, scrawny, skinny, slender, slim, spare, svelte, willowy, wiry
French: mince, élancé, svelte, flandrin, grêle, fluet, effilé, fuselé, pincé
English (n.): lie, falsehood, fib, prevarication, rationalization, untruth
French: mensonge, menterie, contrevérité, hâblerie, vanterie, fanfaronnade, craque, bourrage de crâne

Figure 10: Near-synonyms used in the evaluation of Xenon (Test2,3,4).

probabilities in the language model. If the expected
near-synonym is very rare, or maybe was not seen
at all by the language model, its probability is very
low. When combining the weights with the probabil-
ities, a frequent near-synonym may win even if it has
a lower weight assigned by the near-synonym choice
module. In such cases, the default near-synonym (the
most frequent of the cluster) wins. Sometimes such
a behaviour is justified, because there may be other
constraints that influence HALogen’s choice.

Table 2 also includes the results for the baseline
experiments. For Test1 and Test2 the baseline is
much lower than Xenon’s performance. For exam-
ple, for Test1, Xenon achieves 96.8% accuracy, while
the baseline is 15.6%. An exception is the baseline
for Test4, which is high (76%), due to the way the
test data was collected: it contains sentences with fre-
quent near-synonyms, which happen to be the ones
Xenon chooses by default in the absence of input pref-
erences. For Test3 and Test4 the baseline is the same
for the French and English experiments because no
nuances were used as input.

Another way to measure the performance of Xenon
is to measure how many times it makes appropriate
choices that cannot be made by HALogen, that is,
cases that make good use of the nuances from the
LKB of NS. This excludes the test cases with de-
fault near-synonyms, in other words the cases when
Xenon makes the right choice due to the language
model. It also excludes the cases of ties when Xenon
cannot make the expected choice. The last column

in Table 2 shows accuracies for these “non-default”
cases. For the experiments with only English near-
synonyms, Xenon is performing very well, managing
to make correct choices that cannot be made by de-
fault. Accuracies vary from 92.3% to 100%. For the
experiments involving both French and English exper-
iments, Xenon makes only a few correct choices that
cannot be made by default. This is due to the fact that
there is some overlap in nuances between French and
English synonyms, but most of the overlap happens
for the near-synonyms that are defaults.

8 Conclusion

Xenon can successfully choose the near-synonym that
best matches a set of input preferences. In future work
we plan to extend the near-synonym choice to take
into account the collocational behaviour of the near-
synonyms.
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Abstract 

We have implemented a system that measures 
semantic similarity using a computerized 1987 
Roget's Thesaurus, and evaluated it by 
performing a few typical tests. We compare the 
results of these tests with those produced by 
WordNet-based similarity measures. One of the 
benchmarks is Miller and Charles’ list of 30 
noun pairs to which human judges had assigned 
similarity measures. We correlate these 
measures with those computed by several NLP 
systems. The 30 pairs can be traced back to 
Rubenstein and Goodenough’s 65 pairs, which 
we have also studied. Our Roget’s-based system 
gets correlations of .878 for the smaller and 
.818 for the larger list of noun pairs; this is quite 
close to the .885 that Resnik obtained when he 
employed humans to replicate the Miller and 
Charles experiment. We further evaluate our 
measure by using Roget’s and WordNet to 
answer 80 TOEFL, 50 ESL and 300 Reader’s 
Digest questions: the correct synonym must be 
selected amongst a group of four words. Our 
system gets 78.75%, 82.00% and 74.33% of the 
questions respectively.  

1 Introduction 

People identify synonyms — strictly speaking, near-
synonyms (Edmonds and Hirst, 2002) — such as 
angel – cherub, without being able to define 
synonymy properly. The term tends to be used 
loosely, even in the crucially synonymy-oriented 
WordNet with the synset as the basic semantic unit 
(Fellbaum, 1998, p. 23). Miller and Charles (1991) 
restate a formal, and linguistically quite inaccurate, 
definition of synonymy usually attributed to Leibniz: 
“two words are said to be synonyms if one can be 
used in a statement in place of the other without 
changing the meaning of the statement”. With this 
strict definition there may be no perfect synonyms in 
natural language (Edmonds and Hirst, ibid.). For 
NLP systems it is often more useful to establish the 
degree of synonymy between two words, referred to 
as semantic similarity. 

Miller and Charles’ semantic similarity is a 
continuous variable that describes the degree of 
synonymy between two words (ibid.). They argue 
that native speakers can order pairs of words by 
semantic similarity, for example ship – vessel, ship – 
watercraft, ship – riverboat, ship – sail, ship – 
house, ship – dog, ship – sun. The concept can be 
usefully extended to quantify relations between non-
synonymous but closely related words, for example 
airplane – wing. 

Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) investigated 
the validity of the assumption that “... pairs of words 
which have many contexts in common are 
semantically closely related”. This led them to 
establish synonymy judgments for 65 pairs of nouns 
with the help of human experts. Miller and Charles 
(ibid.) selected 30 of those pairs, and studied 
semantic similarity as a function of the contexts in 
which words are used. Others have calculated 
similarity using semantic nets (Rada et al., 1989), in 
particular WordNet (Resnik, 1995; Jiang and 
Conrath, 1997; Lin, 1998; Hirst and St-Onge, 1998; 
Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) and Roget’s 
Thesaurus (McHale, 1998), or statistical methods 
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Turney, 2001; 
Bigham et al., 2003) 

We set out to test the intuition that Roget’s 
Thesaurus, sometimes treated as a book of 
synonyms, allows us to measure semantic similarity 
effectively. We demonstrate some of Roget’s 
qualities which make it a realistic alternative to 
WordNet, in particular for the task of measuring 
semantic similarity. We propose a measure of 
semantic distance, the inverse of semantic similarity 
(Budanitsky & Hirst 2001) based on Roget’s 
taxonomy. We convert it into a semantic similarity 
measure, and empirically compare to human 
judgments and to those of NLP systems. We 
consider the tasks of assigning a similarity value to 
pairs of nouns and choosing the correct synonym of 
a problem word given the choice of four target 
words. We explain in detail the measures and the 
experiments, and draw a few conclusions. 



2 Roget’s Thesaurus Relations as a 
Measure of Semantic Distance 

Resnik (1995) claims that a natural way of 
calculating semantic similarity in a taxonomy is to 
measure the distance between the nodes that 
correspond to the items we compare: the shorter the 
path, the more similar the items. Given multiple 
paths, we take the length of the shortest one. Resnik 
states a widely acknowledged problem with edge 
counting. It relies on the notion that links in the 
taxonomy represent uniform distances, and it is 
therefore not the best semantic distance measure for 
WordNet. We want to investigate this claim for 
Roget’s, as its hierarchy is very regular. 

Roget’s Thesaurus has many advantages. It is 
based on a well-constructed concept classification, 
and its entries were written by professional 
lexicographers. It contains around 250,000 words 
compared to WordNet’s almost 200,000. Roget’s 
does not have some of WordNet’s shortcomings, 
such as the lack of links between parts of speech and 
the absence of topical groupings. The clusters of 
closely related words are obviously not the same in 
both resources. WordNet relies on a set of about 15 
semantic relations. Search in this lexical database 
requires a word and a semantic relation; for every 
word some (but never all) of 15 relations can be 
used in search. It is impossible to express a 
relationship that involves more than one of the 15 
relations: it cannot be stored in WordNet. The 
Thesaurus can link the noun bank, the business that 
provides financial services, and the verb invest, to 
give money to a bank to get a profit, as used in the 
following sentences, by placing them in a common 
head 784 Lending. 

1. Mary went to the bank yesterday. 
2. She invested $5,000.00 in mutual funds. 

This type of connection cannot be described using 
WordNet’s semantic relations. While an English 
speaker can identify a relation not provided by 
WordNet, for example that one invests money in a 
bank, this is not sufficient for use in computer 
systems.  

We used a computerized version of the 1987 
edition of Penguin’s Roget’s Thesaurus of English 
Words and Phrases (Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2001) 
to calculate the semantic distance. Roget’s structure 
allows an easy implementation of edge counting. 
Given two words, we look up in the index their 
references that point into the Thesaurus. Next, we 
calculate all paths between references using Roget’s 
taxonomy. Using another version of Roget’s, 
McHale (1998) showed that edge counting is a good 
semantic distance measure.  

Eight Classes head this taxonomy. The first three, 
Abstract Relations, Space and Matter, cover the 
external world. The remaining ones, Formation of 
ideas, Communication of ideas, Individual volition, 
Social volition, Emotion, Religion and Morality deal 
with the internal world of human beings. A path in 
Roget’s ontology always begins with one of the 
Classes. It branches to one of the 39 Sections, then 
to one of the 79 Sub-Sections, then to one of the 596 
Head Groups and finally to one of the 990 Heads. 
Each Head is divided into paragraphs grouped by 
parts of speech: nouns, adjectives, verbs and 
adverbs. Finally a paragraph is divided into 
semicolon groups of semantically closely related 
words. Jarmasz and Szpakowicz (ibid.) give a 
detailed account of Roget’s structure. 

The distance equals the number of edges in the 
shortest path. Path lengths are as follows. 
• Length 0: the same semicolon group. 

journey’s end – terminus  
• Length 2: the same paragraph. 

devotion – abnormal affection 
• Length 4: the same part of speech. 

popular misconception – glaring error 
• Length 6: the same head. 

individual – lonely 
• Length 8: the same head group. 

finance – apply for a loan 
• Length 10: the same sub-section. 

life expectancy – herbalize 
• Length 12: the same section. 

Creirwy (love) – inspired 
• Length 14: the same class. 

translucid – blind eye 
• Length 16: in the Thesaurus. 

nag – like greased lightning 
As an example, the Roget’s distance between feline 
and lynx is 2. The word feline has these references: 

1) animal 365 ADJ. 
2) cat 365 N. 
3) cunning 698 ADJ. 

The word lynx has these references: 
1) cat 365 N. 
2) eye 438 N. 

The shortest and the longest path are: 
• feline → cat ← lynx 
• feline → cunning → ADJ. → 698. Cunning → 

[698, 699] → Complex → Section three : 
Voluntary action → Class six : Volition: 
individual volition → T ← Class three : Matter 
← Section three : Organic matter ← Sensation 
← [438, 439, 440] ← 438. Vision ← N. ← eye ← 
lynx 



 
 

Noun Pair 
Miller 

Charles 
Penguin 
Roget 

WordNet 
Edges 

Hirst  
St.Onge 

Jiang  
Conrath 

Leacock 
Chodorow 

Lin Resnik 

car – automobile 3.920 16.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 6.340 
gem – jewel 3.840 16.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 12.886 
journey – voyage 3.840 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.169 2.773 0.699 6.057 
boy – lad 3.760 16.000 29.000 5.000 0.231 2.773 0.824 7.769 
coast – shore 3.700 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.647 2.773 0.971 8.974 
asylum – madhouse 3.610 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.662 2.773 0.978 11.277 
magician – wizard 3.500 14.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 9.708 
midday – noon 3.420 16.000 30.000 16.000 1.000 3.466 1.000 10.584 
furnace – stove 3.110 14.000 23.000 5.000 0.060 1.386 0.238 2.426 
food – fruit 3.080 12.000 23.000 0.000 0.088 1.386 0.119 0.699 
bird – cock 3.050 12.000 29.000 6.000 0.159 2.773 0.693 5.980 
bird – crane 2.970 14.000 27.000 5.000 0.139 2.079 0.658 5.980 
tool – implement 2.950 16.000 29.000 4.000 0.546 2.773 0.935 5.998 
brother – monk 2.820 14.000 29.000 4.000 0.294 2.773 0.897 10.489 
lad – brother 1.660 14.000 26.000 3.000 0.071 1.856 0.273 2.455 
crane – implement 1.680 0.000 26.000 3.000 0.086 1.856 0.394 3.443 
journey – car 1.160 12.000 17.000 0.000 0.075 0.827 0.000 0.000 
monk – oracle 1.100 12.000 23.000 0.000 0.058 1.386 0.233 2.455 
cemetery – woodland 0.950 6.000 21.000 0.000 0.049 1.163 0.067 0.699 
food – rooster 0.890 6.000 17.000 0.000 0.063 0.827 0.086 0.699 
coast – hill 0.870 4.000 26.000 2.000 0.148 1.856 0.689 6.378 
forest – graveyard 0.840 6.000 21.000 0.000 0.050 1.163 0.067 0.699 
shore – woodland 0.630 2.000 25.000 2.000 0.056 1.674 0.124 1.183 
monk – slave 0.550 6.000 26.000 3.000 0.063 1.856 0.247 2.455 
coast – forest 0.420 6.000 24.000 0.000 0.055 1.520 0.121 1.183 
lad – wizard 0.420 4.000 26.000 3.000 0.068 1.856 0.265 2.455 
chord – smile 0.130 0.000 20.000 0.000 0.066 1.068 0.289 2.888 
glass – magician 0.110 2.000 23.000 0.000 0.056 1.386 0.123 1.183 
rooster – voyage 0.080 2.000 11.000 0.000 0.044 0.470 0.000 0.000 
noon – string 0.080 6.000 19.000 0.000 0.052 0.981 0.000 0.000 

Correlation 1.000 0.878 0.732 0.689 0.695 0.821 0.823 0.775 
 

Table 1: Comparison of semantic similarity measures using the Miller and Charles data 
 
 
 

 
Rubenstein 

Goodenough 
Penguin 
Roget 

WordNet 
Edges 

Hirst  
St.Onge 

Jiang  
Conrath 

Leacock 
Chodorow Lin Resnik 

Correlation 1.000 0.818 0.787 0.732 0.731 0.852 0.834 0.800 
 
 

Table 2: Comparison of semantic similarity measures using the Rubenstein and Goodenough data 
 
 



We convert the distance measure to similarity by 
subtracting the path length from the maximum 
possible path length (Resnik, 1995):  

sim (w1, w2) = 16 – [min distance(r1, r2)]       (1) 
where r1 and r2 are the sets of references for the 
words or phrases w1 and w2. 

3 Evaluation Based on Human 
Judgment 

3.1 The Data 

Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) established 
synonymy judgments for 65 pairs of nouns. They 
invited 51 judges who assigned to every pair a score 
between 4.0 and 0.0 indicating semantic similarity. 
They chose words from non-technical every day 
English. They felt that, since the phenomenon under 
investigation was a general property of language, it 
was not necessary to study technical vocabulary. 
Miller and Charles (1991) repeated the experiment 
restricting themselves to 30 pairs of nouns selected 
from Rubentein and Goodenough’s list, divided 
equally amongst words with high, intermediate and 
low similarity. 

We repeated both experiments using the Roget’s 
Thesaurus system. We decided to compare our 
results to six other similarity measures that rely on 
WordNet. Pedersen’s Semantic Distance software 
package (2002) was used with WordNet 1.7.1 to 
obtain the results. The first WordNet measure used is 
edge counting. It serves as a baseline, as it is the 
simplest and most intuitive measure. The nextThe 
next measure, from Hirst and St-Onge (1998), relies 
on the path length as well as the number of changes 
of direction in the path; these changes are defined in 
function of WordNet semantic relations. Jiang and 
Conrath (1997) propose a combined approach based 
on edge counting enhanced by the node-based 
approach of the information content calculation 
proposed by Resnik (1995). Leacock and Chodorow 
(1998) count the path length in nodes rather than 
links, and adjust it to take into account the maximum 
depth of the taxonomy. Lin (1998) calculates 
semantic similarity using a formula derived from 
information theory. Resnik (1995) calculates the 
information content of the concepts that subsume 
them in the taxonomy. We calculate the Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficient between the 
human judgments and the values achieved by the 
systems. The correlation is significant to at the 0.01 
level. These similarity measures appear in Tables 1 
and 2. 

3.2 The Results 

We begin by analyzing the results obtained by 
Roget’s. The Miller and Charles data in Table 1 
show that pairs of words with a semantic similarity 
value of 16 have high similarity, those with a score 
of 12 to 14 have intermediate similarity, and those 
with a score below 10 are of low similarity. This is 
intuitively correct, as words or phrases that are in the 
same semicolon group will have a similarity score of 
16, those that are in the same paragraph, part-of-
speech or head will have a score of 10 to 14, and 
words that cannot be found in the same head, 
therefore do not belong to the same concept, will 
have a score between 0 and 8. Roget’s results 
correlate very well with human judgment for the 
Miller and Charles list (r=.878), almost attaining the 
upper bound (r=.885) set by human judges (Resnik, 
1995) despite the outlier crane – implement, two 
words that have nothing in common in the 
Thesaurus.  

The correlation between human judges and 
Roget’s for the Rubenstein and Goodenough data is 
also very good (r=.818) as shown in Table 2. 
Although we do not present the 65 pairs of words in 
the list, the outliers merit discussion. Five pairs of 
low similarity words are deemed to be of 
intermediate similarity by Roget’s, all with the 
semantic distance value of 12. These pairs of words 
are therefore all found under the same Head and 
belong to noun groups. The associations made by the 
Thesaurus are correct but not the most intuitive: 
glass - jewel is assigned a value of 1.78 by the 
human judges but can be found under the Head 844 
Ornamentation, car – journey is assigned 1.55 and is 
found under the Head 267 Land travel, monk –
oracle 0.91 found under Head 986 Clergy, boy – 
rooster 0.44 under Head 372 Male, and fruit – 
furnace 0.05 under Head 301 Food: eating and 
drinking. 

The results might suggest that a Roget's-based 
measure will not scale up to larger sets of nouns. We 
repeated our experiment with a list of 353 word pairs 
assembled by Gabrilovich (2002). The correlation 
with human judges is a rather low .539, but is still 
better than the best WordNet-based score of .375, 
obtained using Resnik's function, and comparable to 
Finkelstein et al.’s (2002) combined metric which 
obtains a score of r=.550. We cannot simply 
attribute the low scores to the measures not scaling 
up to larger data sets. The Finkelstein et al. list 
contains pairs that are associated but not similar in 
the semantic sense, for example: liquid – water. The 
list also contains many culturally biased pairs, for 
example: Arafat – terror. The authors of the list say 
that it represents various degrees of similarity. 



 
 
 Hirst 

St-Onge 
Jiang  

Conrath 
Leacock 

Chodorow 
Lin Resnik 

Original results N. / A. 0.828 0.740 0.834 0.791 
Budanistky Hirst 0.744 0.850 0.816 0.829 0.774 
Pedersen Distance 0.689 0.696 0.832 0.846 0.787 

 
Table 3: Comparison of correlation values for the different measures using the Miller and Charles data 

 
They employed 16 subjects to rate the semantic 
similarity on a scale from 0 to 10, 0 representing 
totally unrelated words and 10 very much related or 
identical words (Finkelstein et al., ibid.). They do 
not explain the methodology used for preparing this 
list. Human subjects find it more difficult to use a 
scale from 0 to 10 rather than a more typical one 
such as 0 to 4. These issues cast a doubt on the 
validity of this list, and we therefore do not consider 
it as a suitable benchmark for performing 
experiments on semantic similarity. 

Resnik argues that edge counting using WordNet 
1.4 is not a good measure of semantic similarity as it 
relies on the notion that links in the taxonomy 
represent uniform distances. Tables 1 and 2 show 
that this measure performs well for WordNet 1.7.1 . 
This could be explained by the substantial 
improvement in the newest version of WordNet, 
including more uniform distances between words.  

Table 3 shows that it is difficult to replicate 
accurately experiments that use WordNet-based 
measures. Budanitsky and Hirst (2001) repeated the 
Miller and Charles experiment using the WordNet 
similarity measures of Hirst and St-Onge (1998), 
Jiang and Conrath (1997), Leacock and Chodorow 
(1998), Lin (1998) and Resnik (1995). They claim 
that the discrepancies in the results can be explained 
by minor differences in implementation, different 
versions of WordNet, and differences in the corpora 
used to obtain the frequency data used by the 
similarity measures. There are also discrepancies 
with the results obtained by Pedersen’s software 
(2002). We concur with Budanitsky and Hirst, 
pointing out that the Resnik, Leacock and Chodorow 
as well as the Lin experiments were performed not 
using the entire Miller and Charles set, but a 28 
noun-pair subset, as the word woodland was not in 
WordNet when they performed their experiments.  

4 Evaluation Based on Synonymy 
Problems 

4.1 The Data 

Another method of evaluating semantic similarity 
metrics is to see how well a computer system can 

score on a standardized synonym test. Such tests 
have questions where the correct synonym is one of 
four possible choices. This type of questions can be 
found in the Test of English as a Foreign Language 
[TOEFL] (Landauer and Dumais, 1997) and English 
as a Second Language tests [ESL] (Turney, 2001), as 
well as the Reader’s Digest Word Power Game 
[RDWP] (Lewis, 2000-2001). Although this 
evaluation method is not widespread in 
Computational Linguistics, it has been used in 
Psychology (Landauer and Dumais, ibid.) and 
Machine Learning (Turney, ibid.). In this experiment 
we use 80 TOEFL, 50 ESL and 300 RDWP 
questions. 

A RDWP question is presented like this: “Check 
the word or phrase you believe is nearest in 
meaning. ode – A: heavy debt. B: poem. C: sweet 
smell. D: surprise.” (Lewis, 2001, n. 938). Our 
system calculates the semantic distance between the 
problem word and each choice word or phrase. The 
choice word with the shortest semantic distance 
becomes the solution. Choosing the word or phrase 
that has the most paths with the shortest distance 
breaks ties. Phrases that cannot be found in the 
Thesaurus present a special problem. We calculate 
the distance between each word in the choice phrase 
and the problem word; the conjunction and, the 
preposition to, the verb be are ignored. The shortest 
distance between the individual words of the phrase 
and the problem word is considered as the semantic 
distance for the phrase. This technique, although 
simplistic, lets us deal with phrases like rise and fall, 
to urge and be joyous that may not be found in the 
Thesaurus as presented. The Roget’s system is not 
restricted to nouns when finding the shortest path – 
nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs are all 
considered. Using the previous RDWP example, the 
system would output the following:  
• ode N. to heavy N., length = 12, 42 path(s) of 

this length  
• ode N. to poem N., length = 2, 2 path(s) of this 

length



 
 

 
Penguin  
Roget 

WordNet 
Edges 

Hirst  
St.Onge 

Jiang  
Conrath 

Leacock 
Chodorow 

Lin Resnik 
PMI-

IR 
LSA 

Correct 63 17 57 20 17 19 15 59 50 

Questions with ties 0 1 18 0 1 1 3 0 6 

Score 63 17.5 62.33 20 17.5 19.25 16.25 59 51.5 

Percent 78.75 21.88 77.91 25.00 21.88 24.06 20.31 73.75 64.38 

Questions not found 4 53 2 53 53 53 53 0 0 

Other words not found 22 24 2 24 24 24 24 0 0 

Table 4: Comparison of the similarity measures for answering 80 TOEFL questions 

 
Penguin  
Roget 

WordNet 
Edges 

Hirst  
St.Onge 

Jiang  
Conrath 

Leacock 
Chodorow Lin Resnik PMI-IR 

Correct 41 16 29 18 16 18 15 37 

Questions with ties 0 4 5 0 4 0 3 0 

Score 41 18 31 18 18 18 16.33 37 

Percent 82.00 36.00 62.00 36.00 36.00 36.00 32.66 74.00 

Questions not found 0 11 0 11 11 11 11 0 

Other words not found 2 23 2 23 23 23 23 0 

Table 5: Comparison of the similarity measures for answering 50 ESL questions 

 
Penguin  
Roget 

WordNet 
Edges 

Hirst  
St.Onge 

Jiang  
Conrath 

Leacock 
Chodorow Lin Resnik 

Correct 223 68 123 68 68 63 59 

Questions with ties 0 3 44 1 3 9 14 

Score 223 69.33 136.92 68.5 69.33 66.17 64 

Percent 74.33 23.11 45.64 22.83 23.11 22.06 21.33 

Questions not found 21 114 6 114 114 114 114 

Other words not found 18 340 377 340 340 340 340 

Table 6: Comparison of the similarity measures for answering 300 Reader’s Digest questions 

• ode N. to sweet smell N., length = 16, 6 path(s) 
of this length 

• ode N. to surprise VB., length = 12, 18 path(s) 
of this length 

→→→→ Roget thinks that ode means poem: CORRECT 
Note that the shortest distance between ode and 
heavy debt is that between ode and heavy.  

We put the WordNet semantic similarity 
measures to the same task of answering the 
synonymy questions. The purpose of our experiment 
was not to improve the measures, but to use them as 
a comparison for the Roget’s system. We choose as 
the answer the choice word that has the largest 
semantic similarity value with the problem word. 
When ties occur, a partial score is given; .5 if two 

words are tied for the highest similarity value, .33 if 
three, and .25 if four. The results appear in Tables 4-
6. We did not tailor the WordNet measures to the 
task of answering these questions. All of them, 
except Hirst and St-Onge, rely on the IS-A hierarchy 
to calculate the path between words. The measures 
have been limited to finding similarities between 
nouns, as the WordNet hyponym tree only exists for 
nouns and verbs; there are hardly any links between 
parts of speech. We did not implement any special 
techniques to deal with phrases. It is therefore quite 
probable that the similarity measures can be 
improved for the task of answering synonymy 
questions. 



We also compare our results to those achieved by 
state-of-the-art statistical techniques. Latent 
Semantic Analysis [LSA] is a general theory of 
acquired similarity and knowledge representation 
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997). It was used to answer 
the 80 TOEFL questions. The algorithm, called PMI-
IR (Turney, 2001), uses Pointwise Mutual 
Information [PMI] and Information Retrieval [IR] to 
measure the similarity of pairs of words. It has been 
evaluated using the TOEFL and ESL questions. 
Bigham et al. (2003) combine four statistical 
methods, including LSA and PMI-IR, to measure 
semantic similarity and perform their evaluation on 
the same 80 question set. 

4.2 The Results 

The Roget’s Thesaurus system answers 78.75% of 
the TOEFL questions (Table 4). The two next best 
systems are Hirst St-Onge and PMI-IR, which 
answer 77.91% and 73.75% of the questions 
respectively. LSA is not too far behind, with 64.38%. 
Bigham et al. (ibid.) obtain a score of 97.50% using 
their combined approach. They further declare the 
problem of this TOEFL set to be “solved”. All the 
other WordNet-based measures perform poorly, with 
accuracy not surpassing 25.0%. According to 
Landauer and Dumais (ibid.), a large sample of 
applicants to US colleges from non-English 
speaking countries took the TOEFL tests containing 
these items. Those people averaged 64.5%, 
considered an adequate score for admission to many 
US universities.  

The ESL experiment (Table 5) presents similar 
results. Once again, the Roget’s system is best, 
answering 82% of the questions correctly. The two 
next best systems, PMI-IR and Hirst and St-Onge 
fall behind, with scores of 74% and 62% 
respectively. All other WordNet measures give very 
poor results, not answering more than 36% of the 
questions. The Roget’s similarity measure is clearly 
superior to the WordNet ones for the RDWP 

questions (Table 6). Roget’s answers 74.33% of the 
questions, which is almost equal to a Good 
vocabulary rating according to Reader’s Digest 
(Lewis, 2000-2001), where the next best WordNet 
measure, Hirst and St-Onge, answers only 45.65% 
correctly. All others do not surpass 25%. 

These experiments give a clear advantage to 
measures that can evaluate the similarity between 
words of different parts-of-speech. This is the case 
for Roget’s, Hirst and St-Onge, PMI-IR and LSA 
measures. To be fair to the other WordNet-based 
systems, we decided to repeat the experiments using 
questions that contain only nouns. The results are 
presented in Table 7. The WordNet measures 
perform much more uniformly and yield better 
results, but the Roget’s system is still best. 

5 Discussion 

We have shown in this paper that the electronic 
version of the 1987 Penguin Roget’s Thesaurus is as 
good as, if not better than, WordNet for measuring 
semantic similarity. The distance measure used, 
often called edge counting, can be calculated quickly 
and performs extremely well on a series of standard 
synonymy tests. Table 8 shows that out of 8 
experiments, the Roget’s is better than WordNet 
every time except on the Rubenstein and 
Goodenough list of 65 noun pairs. 
The Roget’s Thesaurus similarity measures correlate 
well with human judges, and perform similarly to 
the WordNet-based measures. Roget’s shines at 
answering standard synonym tests. This result was 
expected, but remains impressive: the semantic 
distance measure is extremely simple and no context 
is taken into account, and no word sense 
disambiguation is performed when answering the 
questions. Standardized language tests appear quite 
helpful in evaluating of NLP systems, as they focus 
on specific linguistic phenomena and offer an 
inexpensive alternative to human evaluation. 

 Penguin 
Roget 

WordNet 
Edges 

Hirst 
St.Onge 

Jiang 
Conrath 

Leacock 
Chodorow Lin Resnik 

Miller Charles 1 5 7 6 3 2 4 
Rubenstein Goodenough 3 5 6 7 1 2 4 

TOEFL 1 5 2 3 5 4 7 
ESL 1 3 2 3 3 3 7 

Reader's Digest 1 3 2 5 3 6 7 
TOEFL - Nouns 1 4 5 2 4 3 6 

ESL - Nouns 1 3 2 3 3 3 7 
Reader's Digest - Nouns 1 4 5 3 2 6 7 

Table 8: Summary of results – ranking of similarity measures for the experiments 



Most of the WordNet-based systems perform 
poorly at the task of answering synonym questions. 
This is due in part to the fact that the similarity 
measures can only by calculated between nouns, 
because they rely on the hierarchical structure that is 
almost only present for nouns in WordNet. The 
systems also suffer from not being able to deal with 
many phrases.  

The semantic similarity measures can be applied 
to a variety of tasks. Lexical chains (Morris and 
Hirst, 1991) are sequences of words in a text that 
represent the same topic. Links between significant 
words can be established using similarity measures. 
Many implementations of lexical chains exist, 
including one using our electronic Roget’s (Jarmasz 
and Szpakowicz, 2003). Algorithms that build 
lexical chains consider one by one words for 
inclusion in the chains constructed so far. Important 
parameters to consider are the lexical resource used, 
which determines the lexicon and the possible 
relations between the words, called thesaural 
relations by Morris and Hirst (ibid.), the thesaural 
relations themselves, the transitivity of word 
relations and the distance — measured in sentences 
— allowed between words in a chain (Morris and 
Hirst, ibid.). A semantic similarity measure can be 
used to define the thesaural relations. Our lexical 
chain building process builds proto-chains, a set of 
words linked via these relations. Our implementation 
refines the proto-chains to obtain the final lexical 
chains.  

Turney (2001) has used his semantic similarity 
metric to classify automobile and movie reviews. 
Bigham et al. (2003) use their similarity metric to 
answer analogy problems. In an analogy problem, 
the correct pair of words must be chosen amongst 
four pairs, for example: cat:meow: (a) 
mouse:scamper, (b) bird:peck, (c)  dog:bark, (d) 
horse:groom, (e) lion:scratch. To correctly answer 
dog:bark, a system must know that a meow is the 
sound that a cat makes and a bark the sound that a 
dog makes. Both of these applications can be 
implemented with our version of Roget’s Thesaurus. 
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Abstract
This paper describes an offline compaction method
that removes both redundancies and spurious ambi-
guities from MMorph lexical databases. The de-
scribed technique increases the efficiency of systems
using MMorph, since it shrinks the size of the lexi-
cons and comes up with fewer readings for a morpho-
logical form. Our approach not only is interesting to
MMorph, but also to other lexicons, which build on
an attribute-value representation of lexical informa-
tion. The compaction method is part of the SProUT
shallow processing system.

1 Motivation

In multilingual text processing systems, performance
is heavily affected by the size and reusability of ob-
jects that encode linguistic knowledge. Thus, building
compact lexical databases supporting efficient opera-
tions is an important research and engineering task.

Our compaction method has been developed as part
of the SProUT system (Shallow Processing with Uni-
fication and Typed feature structures), a platform for
the construction of multilingual shallow text process-
ing systems (Becker et al. 02). The system con-
sists of linguistic processing resources for seven lan-
guages (Chinese, English, French, German, Japanese,
Italian, Spanish), and provides a grammar develop-
ment and testing environment. In SProUT, typed fea-
ture structures (TFSs) are used as the uniform data
interchange format between components and there-
fore, morphological information in SProUT is repre-
sented via TFSs. Transduction rules in SProUT do not
rely on simple atomic symbols, but instead on TFSs,
where the left-hand side of a rule is a regular expres-
sion over TFSs, representing the recognition pattern,
and the right-hand side is a sequence of TFSs, speci-
fying the output structure. Consequently, equality of
atomic symbols is replaced by unifiability of TFSs and
the output is constructed using TFS unification w.r.t. a
type hierarchy (see section 3.1 for an informal expla-
nation).

Morphological resources are built on top of the full
form lexical databases of MMorph. However, many
lexical entries possess spurious ambiguities within

MMorph. When integrating MMorph lexicons as they
are, a runtime system might have a serious space prob-
lem, and in particular, performs redundant unifica-
tions. This paper describes an approach, which com-
pacts MMorph resources by replacing several read-
ings through a compact reading, by deleting redun-
dant readings, and by substituting specialized read-
ings through more general ones, using type general-
ization and subsumption checking. These techniques
go hand in hand with a moderate enlargement of the
original type hierarchy.

2 MMorph

MMorph has been developed at ISSCO/Geneva (Petit-
pierre & Russell 95). It provides an environment for
the development and compilation of lexical databases,
and allows to access the results of morphological
analysis. The full form lexicons used in our ap-
plication are available for five languages, viz., En-
glish (approx. 200,000 entries), German (830,000),
French (225,000), Italian (330,000), and Spanish
(570,000). Initial lexical entries are collected from
various sources (ISSCO, Sardic, and the Web). In ad-
dition, many regular entries are automatically derived
from already existing ones by means of extended two-
level rules (Koskenniemi 84).

Entries in an MMorph full form database relate
word forms to their base forms and their morphosyn-
tactic descriptions (MSDs), which are sets of flat
feature-value pairs. In MMorph, most lexical entries
have more than one inflectional reading; e.g., in the
original German lexicon, the average number of read-
ings is 3.2. We have observed that there are many
redundant readings among these ambiguities. Figure
1 demonstrates an extreme case, the German word
“evaluierten” (to evaluate, evaluated), which has 11
readings. The MSD of the first reading assigns, e.g.,
the attribute person the value 1|3, meaning 1 or 3,
where | serves as a syntactic delimiter, indicating a
disjunctive description. When carefully studying the
MSDs and comparing them to each other, we discover
that several entries are redundant, e.g., reading 3, 4, 6,



7, 9, and 10 are specific cases of reading 11 and can
therefore be deleted.

3 Compacting MMorph

Before presenting the details of the compaction algo-
rithm, additional technical information is required.

3.1 Background

Central to TFSs is an operation which combines the
information from two feature structures w.r.t. a type
hierarchy: unification. The resulting unique single
structure contains the information provided by the in-
put structures, but nothing more. If the input struc-
tures contain conflicting information, unification is
said to be failed.

Informally, a feature structure can be seen as a
collection of feature-value pairs, where a feature ex-
presses a functional (linguistic) property and the value
of a feature might again be a feature structure (or an
atom), thus we allow for recursive embeddings. An
important characteristic of feature structures is that
they provide coreference constraints, meaning that
two features share exactly one common value. This
concept allows for the transport of information and
is exhaustively used in unification-based grammars,
where features on the left-hand side (LHS) of a gram-
mar rule share values with other features on the right-
hand side (RHS).

Feature structures can also be given a type, which
ultimately leads to TFSs. First of all, a type can be
seen as a compact abbreviation for a TFS, support-
ing clarity and easy modifiability of descriptions (type
definition). Furthermore, types can be arranged in a
type hierarchy, allowing multiple inheritance of infor-
mation from all supertypes; for more information on
this theme, see (Carpenter 92).

Since MMorph entries in the SProUT shallow pro-
cessor are translated into TFSs, it is essential to guar-
antee that TFS unification is an efficient operation:
firstly, unifiability is used by the SProUT interpreter
during the matching phase of the LHS of a rule and
secondly, unification is employed during structure
building on the RHS (see (Becker et al. 02) for more
information). Efficiency is addressed on the feature
term level by a lazy-copying unifier which is a variant
of (Emele 91) and during type unification by a sophis-
ticated greatest lower bound (GLB) caching mecha-
nism, based on a bit-vector encoding of types (Kiefer
et al. 99).

The complexity of computing a new GLB is linear
in the number of types (in the best case even logarith-

mic), according to a method introduced by (Aı̈t-Kaci
et al. 85). The idea here is to establish an injection� between the original type hierarchy � and another
partial order � (of bit-vectors) which allows a faster
computation of GLBs. In case that � is a lower semi-
lattice (or a bounded complete partial order, BCPO),
which is guaranteed to be the case for our initial type
hierarchy, the inverse mapping ����� is also an injec-
tion. The computation of a GLB for two type �	��
 then
reduces to the computation of

� ���� � � ����� � � 
����
whereas � denotes the bit-wise AND operation on
the two bit-vectors � � ��� and � � 
�� . Given a bit-code� , ����� � � � is given by

� ��� � � ������������� � � � ���"! �#%$

meaning that �&��� � � � is the set of maximal elements
from � , whose codes are less than � . In case � is a
BCPO, this set consists of a single unique element, as
explained above.

The cached items (pairs of types mapping onto their
GLBs) can be retrieved even in constant time on the
average, due to a technique that is used in compiler
technology when mapping a multi-dimensional array
onto the (one-dimensional) main memory. Assume
that a type � is represented by an integer '�( � �)� and that
the set of types is given by � . The GLB of two types
� and 
 can then be realized by a (hash) table lookup,
whereas the unique key (an integer) is computed as

'�( � ����*+� �,�.-/'0( � 
��
and the corresponding value is exactly GLB � �1��
�� .

We note here that type hierarchies which are not
bounded complete (i.e., there exist pairs of types
which do not have a unique maximal lower bound,
i.e., a GLB) can be transformed into order-preserving
BCPOs by using a completion method devised in (Aı̈t-
Kaci et al. 89). As stated above, type hierarchies in
SProUT are always BCPOs, due to an offline applica-
tion of the flop preprocessor of PET (Callmeier 00),
which performs (besides other things) the completion
of arbitrary type hierarchies.

The TFS unifier above is part of the JTFS package,
a freely available implementation of TFSs (Krieger
02). JTFS reads in a binary representation of a typed
unification grammar (the output of the flop preproces-
sor), including type hierarchy and lexicon, and builds
up the objects in main memory. JTFS supports a dy-
namic extension of the type hierarchy at run time to



1. Verb[mode=indicative vform=fin tense=imperfect number=plural person=1|3 particle verb=none ...]

2. Verb[mode=subjunctiveII vform=fin tense=imperfect number=plural person=1|3 particle verb=none ...]

3. Adjective[gender=masc number=singular case=gen|acc degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

4. Adjective[gender=neutrum number=singular case=gen degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

5. Adjective[gender=masc|fem|neutrum number=plural case=dat degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

6. Adjective[gender=masc number=singular case=gen|dat|acc degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

7. Adjective[gender=fem|neutrum number=singular case=gen|dat degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

8. Adjective[gender=masc|fem|neutrum number=plural case=nom|gen|dat|acc degree=pos spelling=unchanged ...]

9. Adjective[gender=masc number=singular case=gen|dat|acc degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

10. Adjective[gender=fem|neutrum number=singular case=gen|dat degree=pos spelling=unchanged stts open=adja]

11. Adjective[gender=masc|fem|neutrum number=singular case=nom|gen|dat|acc degree=pos spelling=unchanged ...]

Figure 1: The 11 readings for evaluierten. We only display the morphosyntactical features. The format of the
entries is determined by MMorph. The entries result from a full form MMorph dump.

allow for unknown words. Other operations, such as
subsumption and equivalence checking, fast unifiabil-
ity testing, deep copying, path selection, feature itera-
tion, and different printers are available.

3.2 Restrictions

Due to the fact that the lazy-copying TFS unifier in
SProUT only provides conjunctive descriptions, we
translated the original MMorph lexicons into disjunc-
tive normal form (DNF) to have a first running sys-
tem. For instance, the disjunctive reading 11 in figure
1 resulted in ��-���-�� -���-�� ����� (conjunctive) read-
ings. In general, moving to DNF is not a bad idea and
must not lead to a degradation of efficiency as (Kiefer
et al. 99) have shown for several large HPSG gram-
mars (they even gained a speedup of a factor of two
as a result of using a lazy-copying unifier, instead of a
non-lazy disjunctive unifier).

However, one can have the best of the two worlds,
at least in our setting here: a lazy-copying unifier plus
disjunctive descriptions which, however, are encoded
as additional types in the original type hierarchy. In
general, expressing a disjunctive feature constraint,
e.g., �
	 ���� �
	 
��
through an equivalent feature constraint employing a
new disjunctive type, e.g.,�
	 � ��� 
��
is not always possible, due to a theoretical and a very
practical fact.

3.2.1 Coreferences

The difference between type and token identity might
get lost in case a coreference is located inside a TFS,

which is imploded into a new type; e.g., if the value
under feature

	
in � 	 �
�

1 ����
1 �

would be substituted by type 
 , representing TFS��� ���
we could no longer distinguish the above description
from � 	���� ���� � �
since both are now of the form� 	 
� ���

Clearly, we can maintain the coreference 1 by
reduplicating feature

�
, say, on top of the TFS, call-

ing it
��� �

 ! 	 � �
1 � ��

1� �
1 "$#%

so that the substitution would yield
�
 ! 	 
�

1 ����
1 " #%

This, however, will result in a global reformula-
tion of all other TFSs which are suspect to potentially
unify with the above structure and by making sure that� �

is a new feature, not used anywhere before.



3.2.2 Combinatorics

In case that the number of appropriate values for a
given feature is large (e.g., the KEY feature in HPSG
grammars) or even potentially infinite (e.g., the mor-
phological string form), it would not be a good idea to
represent all possible combinations of values through
a type hierarchy. Assuming, we have � different val-
ues for a given feature, the number of possible combi-
nations (= number of new types) is � ��� � � � (the �
original types are already there, plus the bottom type�

, always expressing inconsistent knowledge).
However, the above two points are not applicable

here. Firstly, MMorph entries do not specify corefer-
ence constraints (only implicit through atomic values
which can be seen as always coreferent). Secondly,
we employ the above power set construction only for
single features which comes up with a relatively small
number of types, but do not mould several features
and their values into a single type (at least not at the
moment).

3.3 Compaction Method

Given a full form database, containing entries such as
the example in figure 1, we store information for the
same word form (example: evaluierten) in an index
structure of the following form (POS abbreviates part-
of-speech):

word form � POS ��� stem ��� � set of MSDs	
	�	 	
	
	
stem �� � set of MSDs

...
...

...
POS � � stem � � � set of MSDs	
	�	 	
	
	

stem ��� � set of MSDs

An MSD (i.e., a set of flat feature-value pairs) is en-
coded as a table of the following form:

feature ��� set of appropriate values	
	�	 	
	�	
feature ��� set of appropriate values

Given a set of MSDs � for a word form, the com-
pacting method applies the following operations to ar-
bitrary � � ����� ��� , until � remains constant (i.e.,
until a fixpoint is reached):

1. equality test
if � � ����� , then remove � � from � .

2. subsumption test
if the set of values for the features in � � is a
subset of values of features in ��� , then remove
� � from � ( ��� is more general than � � ).

3. set union
if � � differs from ��� at only one feature

	
, then

merge the two values, remove � � from � , and
replace the value of

	
in ��� by � , where � � �

� �"! 	$# ��� ! 	 denotes the union of the two sets
(generalize � � and � � ).

3.4 Generating a Type Hierarchy

During the analysis of a full form lexicon, we collect

1. POS information together with their features and

2. features together with their appropriate values.

From 1. and 2., we generate type definitions (i.e., a
type hierarchy, plus appropriateness specifications).

For example, the PERSON feature in German or En-
glish has the three values 1, 2, and 3. The type hierar-
chy will then be (we omit

�
):

1 2 3

1 31 2 2 3

1 2 3

%

The type definitions are generated as �'&)( state-
ments (Krieger & Schäfer 94) and are processed by
the flop preprocessor of PET (see section 3.1), so that
they can be incorporated into the SProUT system:

1_2_3 :< *top*.
1_2 :< 1_2_3.
1_3 :< 1_2_3.
2_3 :< 1_2_3.
1 := 1_2 & 1_3.
2 := 1_2 & 2_3.
3 := 1_3 & 2_3.

The new types names are generated by a power set
construction of the appropriate values for the features
of interest. The specific form of the type names orig-
inates from a lexicographical ordering of the symbols
(so that we have, e.g., 1 2, but not 2 1). Given the
natural order * between elements of the power set,
we can easily generate the above order of type def-
inition statements. E.g., since ���)� � # * ���)� � � � # is
the case, we know that the definition for 1 2 3 must
come before 1 2. And since intersection corresponds
to the GLB, we know, for instance, that 1 must inherit
from 1 2 and 1 3: ���)� � #$+ ���)� � # � ��� # .

Given the MSDs (see figure 1), we generate further
type definitions to represent inflectional information.
There will be a type definition for each POS, consist-
ing of features we are interested in (i.e., only a subset



of the MMorph features) and which are restricted by
their most general type (e.g., 1 2 3 in the example),
e.g.,

infl_verb :=
infl & [PERSON 1_2_3,

PARTICLE_VERB sep_part_...,
TENSE imperfect_present,
STTS_OPEN adja_adjd,
NUMBER plural_singular,
SPELLING new_old_unchanged,
MODE imperative_indicative_...,
VFORM fin_inf_infzu_prp_psp].

We note here that by adding new types, the GLB
computation will still has a constant time complexity
on the average, due to the table lookup technique de-
scribed in section 3.1.

4 Results

After applying the compaction method to the German
lexicon in DNF, the average number of readings has
been reduced from 5.8 (in DNF) to 1.6 (with addi-
tional types), whereas the original German MMorph
lexicon had 3.2 readings on the average (recall that the
original MMorph entries employed atomic disjunc-
tions). The most drastic improvements are obtained
for adjectives: 4.0 (original lexicon) vs. 1.7 readings
(compacted lexicon). The size of the new lexicon is
less than one third of the old in DNF: 0.86 GByte vs.
0.25 GByte. Only 195 type definitions are produced
by the above method for the German lexicon. Overall,
the average speedup measured for the German named
entity grammars in SProUT was about a factor of 3.

The approach described here has even a repercus-
sion on the original MMorph data base, since the com-
pacted lexicons can be retranslated, thus helping to
remove spurious ambiguities from MMorph. At the
moment, we do not merge several features into a new
(super-)feature (e.g., PERSON-NUMBER or PERSON-
NUMBER-TENSE). It is worth considering this option,
since it will further lower the ambiguity rate which
will have a direct impact on runtime performance.

A related approach, although performed entirely
manually, has been conducted by Dan Flickinger.
(Flickinger 02) reports on experiments with a large
HPSG grammar, which originally contained feature
structure disjunctions (see section 3.2). By going to
conjunctive descriptions (as we did), by introducing
additional types, and by changing the grammar (in
his approach: by hand), Flickinger achieved signif-
icant performance gains: parsing was approx. four
times faster and required three times less space. He
also combined several features and their values into
new super-features and super-values. We are currently

investigating the impact of such a packing of mor-
phosyntactical information in SProUT. The described
automated compaction method can be easily extended
to handle such super-features/-values.
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Abstract
The Semantic Dictionary RUSLAN-1,
the last version being Russian-to-English
direction, is a tool for semantic and
informational analysis of any coherent
Russian text. The rich semantic
information contained in the dictionary
makes possible local, within one phrase,
semantic interpretation as well as
semantic analysis of coherent texts. Some
zones of the dictionary provide the
possibility of logical and situational
analysis of a text and a link to different
domains and tasks. At the moment the
dictionary accounts 12000 entries.
Entering semantic descriptions in dBase
form you receive also the textual file, and
vice versa. The dictionary may be called
from any program dealing with syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic analysis of
Russian texts, so it has a status of
reusable dictionary resource.

Introduction
No serious systematic text processing would be
possible without a full employment of the
Lexicon as a whole. As for correlations with
other semantic dictionaries we would mention
Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary of
Modern Russian (Mel’c’uk et al. 1984) and its
variations used for machine translation systems
(Shalyapina 1974; Leontyeva et al. 1979);
dictionaries of MT-systems ETAP (Apresjan et
al. 1992; Boguslavskij et al. 1992), dictionaries
for Knowledge-Based Machine Translation –
KBMT (Nirenburg 1989; Papagaaij 1986), and
some others. We see some correlation between

ideas proposed in (Pustejovsky 1992) and our
approach to syntactic and semantic levels of
description.

1. The purpose of RUSLAN
Though similar in many aspects to dictionaries
with rich semantic data belonging to some MT
systems RUSLAN differs from them essentially.
RUSLAN as well as the main semantic
dictionary of the FRAP system (French-to-
Russian automatic translation implemented by
1985, see (Machine Translation 1987)), implies
a clear-cut distinction between the syntactic and
semantic levels of text representation. Moreover,
semantics itself is split into several sublevels,
making possible very important information
processes in a system of text understanding,
such as tuning to the required domain,
information extraction, compressing the initial
text content, etc. The structure of RUSLAN
reflects the philosophy and levels of
representation adopted in the information-
linguistic model (ILM) described in (Leontyeva
2000-2002).

2. Stages of the NLT understanding
We distinguish three major steps in the process
of text analysis: 1) linguistic analysis of all NLT
sentences, which includes all traditional levels of
parsing and produces a sequence of
representations for a given NLT – graphematic,
morphological, syntactic, local semantic
(GraphR, MorphR, SynR, local SemR), the last
one has the form of initial semantic space with
gaps and other kinds of semantic "invalidity"
that find explicit expression in SemSpace. This
step (or stage) may be characterized as "local
understanding" of a text; 2) construction of an
internal textual representation in terms of



situational (SIT) structure or textual fact (TF)
constituents. The construction of SIT or TF units
is a kind of a “strategic” component of text
generation systems in the sense of (McKeown
1985; Iordanskaja et al. 1988; Hovy 1988). In
our case the generation process begins within
analysis and is accompanied with deletion of
some redundant or unimportant parts of
SemSpace. This second step of text analysis is
"global understanding": one SIT may be
gathered from the lexical material of the whole
text and represented in the global SIT structure
with the required degree of compression; 3)
transfer of the SIT structure into information
structure in terms of the given domain and/or
according to the user's request or information
interest. We call it "relative understanding".
The final representation of every above level
could be translated into some another NLT,
another dBase or even into units of another
semiotic system (e.g. the "language of actions"),
– the results of translation may rather show what
kind of understanding has occurred: local, global
or specialized (relative).
Building the TF structure or the preceding
structure – Situational representation (SitR) –
would ensure translating them into another
natural language in the mode of KBMT. We
suppose that translating this way is more
achievable than any "full translation".
The dictionary under consideration aims at
ensuring those and similar intentions.

3. The Structure of RUSLAN
The present version of the dictionary contains 10
zones, comprising over 50 fields. The list of
zones is given below.
GEN: General information on the word (C) to be
described;
MORPH: Morphological characteristics,
including the word-forming potential;
SYN: Syntactic properties of the word C
(syntactic class, specific syntactic structures,
grammatical forms of complements);
LEX: Lexical combinability, cliches, idioms,
lexical functions;
SEM: Semantic characteristics of C, semantic
valencies, hypothetic realization of valencies
within one phrase and through the whole text,
lexical functions for expressing actants,

corrections and other semantic operations on the
C-containing primary semantic representation;
THES: Thesauric links of C as a concept within
a certain domain, C-containing terms, explicit
definitions of concepts, encyclopedic functions;
SIT: Structure of situations related to C and
relevant to given domain, relationships among
situations, with particular emphasis on relations
of temporal precedence and consequence;
PRAGM: Pragmatics of the situation in the
domain: events, inferences, presuppositions;
evaluation (informational weight of the word-
event or its actants);
EQUIV: Equivalents of the initial lexeme (and
terms within the entry) into other languages;
COMM: Comments of the lexicologist (+ name)
- in a free form.
We will limit ourselves to minimal necessary
explanations below; we have to use English
equivalents for notations and abbreviations
though our formal apparatus is in Russian.

4. Categorization of lexemes
The upper level of semantic classification in
Russian general semantic dictionary RUSLAN is
semantic category (CAT) of lexeme related to
the way it is represented in the semantic
notation. This field can acquire the following
main values:
LBL – word-labels, take up position A or B in
the semantic relation R (A, B). The words of this
category have the maximal initial informational
weight. This is the largest, open and mobile
class; they cover the lexical nucleus of the
chosen domain. LBLs form three subcategories:
SITuations (war, elect, discussion), OBJects
(book, President, bill), ATRibutes (blue, high).
Other words-labels yield simple LBL symbol
(problem). Further semantic differentiation is
derived from fields SEMF (semantic features)
and VAL (valencies), see below.
REL – relations (or semantic relations, SemRel)
occupy position R in the formula R(A,B). These
words have lower, as compared to LBL, initial
informational weight since they denote links
(relations) between units of other categories. In
the majority of cases, REL is ascribed to
auxiliary parts of speech (prepositions,
conjunctions, punctuation marks). Nouns that
coincide with the name of some semantic
relations (cause, part) fall into the category of



aspect words; they become relations only at the
next step of analysis.
ASP – aspect words: the lexeme defines the
name of the semantic relation and fills in its first
place in the formula R(A,B): ASPECT (size, B).
Aspect words are inhomogeneous both
grammatically (nouns, adjectives, verbs,
adverbs) and semantically. They can acquire in
SemF and VAL fields of SEM zone more
specific relations: PARAMETER (size, B);
PART_OF(member, B) as well as STAGE
(A,B), MODALITY(A,B), IDENTIFIER (A,B),
FUNCTION (A,B), NAME (A,B) etc. They
have lower informational weight than Labels.
We do not describe at the moment so called
words-operators. This category comprises
pronouns (he, they, etc.), particles (even, only),
adverbs (respectively, particularly, contrary),
quantors (every, all), etc. These units operate on
SemSpace structure at the stage of proper
(global) semantic analysis when there already
exist units that can become arguments of the
semantic relations being introduced. The
informational weight of these lexemes given in
the dictionary is minimal, but the
transformations they start may change the
informational weight of term B in the semantic
formula.
ELSE is a quasi-category for unclear cases.
The most important categories are those that
form nuclea of semantic nodes and those that
become semantic relations between them.

5. Some semantic zones and fields
SemF – semantic features (ex. “thing, animate,
process, intellectual, bad”, etc.; lexical functions
– LF – are used in this field as well). Ex.:
ENTRY = bank; SemF = ORG, FINance.
ENTRY = okazyvat’; SemF = LF Oper.
VAL – a set of semantic valencies of the word;
candidates for filling in the slots of valencies are
introduced by symbol Ai (i =1,2...7). The form
of notation in VAL field: R(Ai,C) or R(C,Ai).
The notation R,Ai,C; R,C,Ai is also possible.
Ex.: ENTRY = message; VAL = agent, A1,C;
addressee,A2,C; topic,A3,C; content,A4,C.
Further on each valency is described separately
in the form of “SemF1”, “SemF2” etc.
(abbreviations of “SemF of A1”, “SemF of A2”

etc.; the same applies for grammatical
characteristics: GramF1, GramF2, etc.).
ADD – additional semantic relations among the
actants. Ex.: ENTRY = compensation;
VAL=agent,A1,C; addressee,A2,C; cause,A3,C;
value,A4,C; ADD = 1. patient, A2,A3; 2.
belongs to, A4,A2. Ex.: compensation to NN
(A2) for the damage (A3); the value of
compensation belongs to NN.
CORR – rules of correction of the valency
structure written in the form: initial SemRel, =>
(symbol of transition), resulting SemRel /
if…(condition); Ex.: ENTRY = ruin; VAL =
agent, A1, C; passive_actant, A2, C. CORR =
agent, A1,C, =>, cause, A1,C / SemF1=non-
animated; e.g. the flood (A1) has ruined the
village (A2). The flood is announced CAUSE
instead of AGENT of a situation ‘ruin’ by this
rule.
RESTOR – the rules for reconstructing a
member of the valency structure, in particular,
the agent of an action if being expressed by
infinitive.
In the zone SIT the most important fields are:
ESit – description of elementary situations in the
form of a set of semantic relations R,A,B, e.g.
ENTRY = export; VAL = agent, A1,C; ob,
A2,C; end_point, A3,C;
ESit  = 1. belongs_to, A2,A1 / SEMF1 =
organization; 2. loc, A1,A2 / SEMF1 = space,
state; 3. belongs_to, A2,A3; 4. loc, A3,A2;
Further on, elementary situations are referred to
as ES1, ES2, etc.
PRECED – elementary situation preceding main
Sit (C); POST – elementary situation following
main Sit, e.g. ENTRY = export; PRECED = ES1
or ES2; POST = ES3 or ES4.
In the zone PRAGM the important fields are:
WEIGHT – initial semantic importance of
lexeme. Ex.: war 5, start 4; nice 3, etc.
EVENT – event (main situation denoted by the
word C and/or one of its actants with the greatest
informational weight that may be a nucleus of
some event in the indicated domain), e.g.
EVENT = A3 (actant A3 of C is announced to
be the center of TF to be built); Ex.: ENTRY =
to help; VAL = agent,A1,C; addressee,A2,C;
content,A3,C; reason,A4,C; EVENT = A3;
INFER – standard inference in the form of a
production rule: If (SIT1), then (SIT2); if (SIT2)
then NON (SIT3);



PRESUP – presupposition (names of situations
already introduced in some field, or being
formulated by the linguist, that are indispensable
for C to be true);
EVAL – evaluation ("+",  "-", "0", or "?", the
latter signifies that the evaluation depends upon
certain conditions), e.g. ENTRY = export;
EVAL = ? / (А2) (evaluation of C is inherited
from A2): EVAL (to export drugs) = “-“ (bad).
LOG – more complicated situations that
characterize logic of the event and are to be
formulated in terms of SIT and production rules.

6. Implementations
The first version (French-to-Russian) of
semantic dictionary was important component of
semantic analysis in MT system FRAP, then the
Russian-to-English version was developed and
included in the text understanding system
POLITEXT.
Some modifications were made to include a part
of that dictionary (Russian and English parts
separately) into Russian-to-English MT system
(Sokirko 2001). Similar Russian part of the
system was used as the main instrument of
semantic interpretation of texts in the Internet
network version (www.aot.ru). The Bulgarian
Academy of sciences began working on the
Bulgarian simplified version of the dictionary.
RUSLAN-1 is being implemented and filled in
Moscow State University, at the moment it
accounts about 12000 semantic entries. It may
be called from any program dealing with
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic analysis of
Russian texts, so it has a status of reusable
dictionary resource.
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Example of the dictionary entry

ЗГЛ = арест 1(1)
СХ = ДЕЙСТ, AntiBon
ВАЛ = АГЕНТ,А1,С; АДРЕСАТ,А2,С;
ПРИЧИНА,А3,С
СХ1 = ВЛАСТЬ
СХ2 = 1. ОДУШ (человека); 2. НОС_ИНФ,
ФИН (счета, счет); 3. НЕОДУШ, СОБИР
(имущество)
ДОП = 1. АГЕНТ,А2,А3 (ПРЕСУППОЗИЦ)
ОСит = станд.: С(А1,А2,А3), или
ВМЕСТЕ,С,А, или &,С,А, или &(А, С)
ЭСИТ = 1. МОДЛ,ВОЗМ,ДОП1;
2. АДРЕСАТ,А2,суд
ПРЕДШ = ДОП1; ПОСЛЕ = ЭС2
ВЕС = 5
ВАР = захват, задержание (задерживать)
АСЦ = заключение2, вина, обвинение,
преступление, наказание, следствие2,
тюрьма, СИЗО, освобождение
АЛФ1 = стража, органы правопорядка,
стражи порядка, милиция, полиция, ФСБ
АЛФ2 = арестованный, заключенный,
подсудимый, жертва
СЛСЧ = взять под арест; находиться под
арестом; освободить из-под ареста, из-под
стражи; наложен арест на ...
ТЕРМ = домашний арест
ИЛЛ = Жена спасла Собчака от ареста
АНГ = arrest.
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Abstract
Support Vector Machines (SVM’s) are used to chunk
topological fields in German, a multi-class classifica-
tion problem on highly unbalanced data. As SVM’s
are originally developed for binary classification we
have to extend them to our multi-class problem. The
negative effects of unbalanced data are compensated
by introducing error penalties. Yet, it is unclear how
to optimize these parameters. We compare several
optimization approaches, amongst them optimization
of SVM-parameters with genetic algorithms (GA’s).

1 Introduction

Topological fields define parts within the German sen-
tence which determine its basic structure of main-
and subclauses. Once topological fields are found,
it is much easier to perform bottom-up parsing steps
like complex NP-chunking or to find grammatical re-
lations. We do topological fields chunking for Ger-
man with Support Vector Machines (SVM’s). This
task presents itself as a 4-class classification problem
on highly unbalanced data. We solve the multi-class
task by a divide-and-conquer-strategy (one-vs-one).
To achieve good results, we have to optimize the hy-
perparameters of the SVM ( � and C’s). We use Ge-
netic Algorithms (GA’s) for this optimization task and
compare three different approaches: one where all C’s
and � ’s are the same for all binary learners, one where
the C’s are chosen differently in each binary learner
and one experiment where both, C and � , are differ-
ent in the binary classifiers. The best results achieved
with the SVM are compared to corresponding results
obtained with a memory based learner.

2 Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVM’s)1 (Vapnik 98) are
binary classifiers which try to separate two classes

�
This work has been supported by the German Research

Council (DFG) as part of the Sonderforschungsbereich 441 ”Lin-
guistische Datenstrukturen”. It was done during a stay of the au-
thor at the CNTS at the University of Antwerp. Many thanks to
Walter Daelemans and his colleagues and special thanks to Boris
Terzic, Jorn Veenstra and Tylman Ule.

1For all our experiments described in this paper we used
the freely available SVM implementation LibSVM, version 2.36
(Chang & Lin 01), see http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/� cjlin/libsvm.

with a linear hyperplane, which is chosen such that the
distance to the nearest training points becomes max-
imal. A Kernel maps the data into a higher dimen-
sional feature space where it is more probably linear
separable. For reasons of brevity we will not further
introduce SVM’s, please see e.g. (Schölkopf & Smola
02) for an excellent introduction. In our experiments
we will focus on the RBF-Kernel with the Kernel-
parameter � . As the data is not linearly separable, we
use the soft margin approach, where a slack variable
� is introduced and weighed by a constant C which
penalizes training errors. A further extension of this
approach, necessary especially with unbalanced data,
is to weigh training errors of the two relevant classes
differently by assigning a weight C � to the positive
class and a weight C � to the negative class.

Although some approaches have been presented to
solve multi-class problems in one step ((Weston &
Watkins 98), (Lee et al. 01)), we chose to solve
the multi-class classification task by decomposing
the problem into several binary problems (one-vs-
one) and combining their results by majority voting.
This approach is computationally less time consum-
ing, easy to implement and shows comparable results
(Hsu & Lin 01).

How to optimize the C-parameters and � is an item
of ongoing research. Heuristics as proposed in (Chew
et al. 00) do not lead to the best possible output.
Even if we find the optimal weighting for all single
binary classifiers it might well be the case that this is
not the best overall weighting for the combined multi-
class classifier. A brute force search over a variety
of weighting combinations would quickly lead to an
exponentially growing search space and computation
would soon be too time consuming. 2

2With 4 target classes (as in our data) we would have to train
6 binary classifiers. With 10 weighting combinations for each of
them, we would have to test �	��
 combinations. The search space
becomes even bigger if we take into account the search for an
optimal � in the RBF-kernel of each of the binary classifiers.



3 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms (GA’s)3 try to find an optimal so-
lution through an evolutionary process over big search
spaces. They start with a randomly created set of pos-
sible solutions (chromosomes). Using a fitness func-
tion, the GA calculates the fitness of each chromo-
some in the initial set and builds a first population by
recombining parental chromosomes (crossover) and
performing random changes (mutation). The best
(fittest) chromosomes out of this population are used
as offspring and will form the basis of the next gener-
ation. This process is repeated for a fixed number of
generations or until another stopping criterion is full-
filled.

In our experiments, performed on a cluster of 28
computers, we chose 20 as the population size and 50
as the number of offspring. Crossover is done by uni-
form crossover which means that the bits from both
parents are randomly copied. The crossover rate is
0.6. Mutation rate for C and for � is 0.05. The fit-
ness function in our experiments is the F ����� score4

(Van Rijsbergen 79).

4 Topological Fields Chunking for German

4.1 Topological Fields in German

The theory of topological fields for German (Höhle
85) describes constituents of a sentence which are de-
fined by the finite verb (the left bracket; LK), the infi-
nite verbal complex (VC) and the subordinator in sub-
classes (C-field). For each of the three clause types in
German (verb first - V1, verb second - V2, verb last -
VL), Höhle defines a topological field model in which
the sentence brackets LK, VC and C separate the sec-
tion preceeding the LK (Vorfeld; initial field; VF), the
part of the sentence included by the sentence brackets
(Mittelfeld; middle field; MF) and the section follow-
ing the VC (Nachfeld; final field; NF). In German,
the ordering of the sentence brackets and of the ini-
tial field, the middle field and the final field is clearly
syntactically restricted, whereas the position of other
constituents in the German sentence (like verbal com-
plements) is relatively free. Once the topological field
structure of a sentence is known, we have the bound-
aries of all subclauses in the sentence and can inves-
tigate these smaller structures in a divide and conquer

3As basis of the GA described in this paper we used a ���	� -
EA-implementation done by Bart Naudts, Intelligent Systems
Lab, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Univer-
sity of Antwerp, Belgium.

4In order to calculate the F 
��� score we used the CoNLLeval-
script written by Erik Tjong Kim Sang which is freely available
at http://cnts.uia.ac.be/conll2000/chunking/conlleval.txt.

strategy. It is then much easier to find e.g. the verbal
complements and the number of possible ambiguities
is considerably reduced. Moreover the distribution of
many syntactic phenomena is strongly dependent on
the topological fields. Thus the annotation with topo-
logical fields is a top-down step which simplifies fol-
lowing bottom-up parsing steps considerably. A sim-
ple illustrative sentence can be found in Fig. 1.

4.2 Previous Work on Topological Fields
Chunking for German

(Veenstra et al. 02) have compared three different ap-
proaches to topological fields chunking. They used
Finite State Automata (FSA), probabilistic context
free grammars (PCFG) and a memory-based learner
(MBL). The results of Veenstra et al. are given in Ta-
ble 1.

4.3 Data

The TübaD/Z is a database of currently ca. 9000 hand
annotated sentences taken from the taz newspaper cor-
pus. The annotation scheme of the TübaD/Z mainly
follows the Verbmobil standard (Stegmann et al. 98).
One of our aims was to compare our results with the
previously achieved ones, so we chose the same train-
ing data as Veenstra et al. (4523 sentences from the
TübaD/Z data base). We used their test set, consist-
ing of 1613 sentences, as validation set and 4594 sen-
tences as test set on which we tested the SVM models
as well as the memory based learner from (Veenstra
et al. 02). We performed our experiments on TnT-
tagged data (Brants 00) from the TübaD/Z. This tag-
ger has an overall accuracy of 94.7% on the TübaD/Z.
Following (Ramshaw & Marcus 95), we represented
our data in the IOB-format which results in a mul-
ticlass learning problem with four target classes (O,
I-VC, I-C, I-LK). These four target classes are dis-
tributed over the training data as follows: 80 640 train-
ing points in class O, 6759 in class VC, 2251 in class
C and 5827 in class LK, thus presenting a learning
problem on highly unbalanced data.

ALL LK VC C

FSA 94.1 96.2 92.0 93.8
PCFG 94.4 97.0 92.2 92.3
MBL 93.3 96.0 90.0 91.6
baseline 75.5 75.2 72.3 83.2

Table 1: Results (F ����� score) of Veenstra et al.
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Figure 1: Sentence from the TübaD/Z: ”Hence, it is quite uncertain, of how many pictures there exist how many
duplicates.” (LK: ”ist”; C: ”von wievielen Bildern”; VC: ”existieren”)

5 Experiments

5.1 Features and Data Representation

Following (Veenstra et al. 02), we used the window
approach (2 left, 1 right) and POS-information as fea-
tures (55 possible POS-tags). For LibSVM we en-
coded the features into a 220 dimensional (sparse)
vector.

5.2 Baseline

As a baseline we assigned each instance its most fre-
quent tag and obtained the results on the evaluation
set as shown in Table 1 and on the test set as shown
in Table 5. Additionally we trained LibSVM with the
default-values (C � �

, � � ������ ) and tested it on the
test set (see Table 5).

5.3 LibSVM Model Selection Tool

The LibSVM package contains an easy to use model
selection tool that offers the possibility to find the best
C and � parameter combination for SV classification.
The user can determine the range of C and � values5 .
The tool will then train a model with each combina-
tion of the given parameters. For each model it will
output the accuracy calculated with cross validation
techniques. LibSVM handles multi-class classifica-
tion problems with the same approach we chose (one-
vs-one with majority vote). But note that LibSVM
does not use class (and binary classifier) specific C
and � values but the same C and � -values for both
classes in all binary classifiers..

We ran the LibSVM model selection tool on our
training data with 5-fold cross validation and chose

5In the model selection tool, values x are chosen ���	� ; the
values which are used as parameters in LibSVM are then 
�� .

the values -1 �� 5 for C, and the values -4 �� 1 for
� . The best among the 42 calculated models was the
one with the value 8 for C and the value 0.0625 for �

in LibSVM. This model got a result of 92.14 as F ����� -
score on the test set (Table 5).

5.4 Optimizing C-values

In these experiments we chose a fixed � and tried to
find the best class specific C-values for each binary
classifier by using a GA as presented in Sect. 3. The
chromosomes in the GA consist of integer arrays of
length 12; each position indicating the C � respec-
tively C � value for one of the binary classifiers. With
regard to the number of instances in the single target
classes, we set the range of possible C-values to [0
�� 40]. In order to save training time we decided to
reduce the training set for the GA to 65000 instances
according to a learning curve we produced with the
parameters C = 8 and g = 0.0625 (Fig. 2). With the
best parameter combination found by the GA on this
reduced training set, we then trained a model on the
whole training set and tested it on the test set. Ac-
cording to experiences with previous experiments on
the same data we chose the following values for � :
0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1. The results obtained
in each generation on the reduced training set can be
seen in Table 2. The best result was achieved with
� ������������ . We present an optimal chromosome
in Table 3. The corresponding model (trained on the
complete training set and tested on the test set) got an
F ����� -score of 92.25 (see Table 5).



I-LK/O I-LK/I-VC I-LK/I-C O/I-VC O/I-C I-VC/I-C

C  /C � 14/13 10/19 20/18 15/27 16/11 23/10

Table 3: Optimizing C: best chromosome after 15 generations ( � � ���������� ). The first row shows which classes
the respective binary classifier focusses on. C � refers to the first mentioned target class, C � to the latter.
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Figure 2: Learning curve trained with LibSVM

gen. 0.0625 0.125 0.25 0.5 1

1 92.90 92.83 92.27 91.80 87.90
2 92.96 92.96 92.40 91.93 87.97
3 93.00 92.96 92.48 91.99 87.98
4 93.08 92.96 92.48 91.99 87.98
5 93.13 92.96 92.51 91.99 88.00
6 93.16 92.97 92.52 92.01 88.00
7 93.16 92.97 92.54 92.01 88.00
8 93.17 92.98 92.54 92.01 88.02
9 93.18 92.98 92.60 92.03 88.02
10 93.18 92.98 92.61 92.03 88.02
11 93.18 92.98 92.61 92.03 88.03
12 93.19 92.98 92.61 92.03 88.04
13 93.19 92.98 92.61 92.03 88.04
14 93.19 92.98 92.61 92.04 88.04
15 93.19 92.98 92.61 92.04 88.04

Table 2: Optimizing C: results of the GA.

5.5 Optimizing C’s and � ’s

In the experiments described in this section not only
the class specific C-values were to be optimized but
also the � -values. Thus the � -values of the different
binary learners may differ from each other. Corre-
spondingly the chromosomes consist of integer arrays
of length 18: 12 positions for the C-values and 6 po-
sitions for the � -values of the binary classifiers. The
� -value is encoded such that the integer value in the
chromosome has to be multiplied with 0.05 to give the
final value. The possible range for � is [0.05 �� 1.5].
Again, the GA was trained on the reduced training set
and tested on the evaluation set. As the chromosomes
are significantly longer than in the previous experi-
ments, more generations were necessary until the GA
converged. The results of the first 30 generations can
be seen in Fig. 3; the best score was 93.09. C and � -
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Figure 3: Optimizing C and � : Results of the GA.

values corresponding to an optimal chromosome are
presented in Table 4. With this parameter combina-
tion we obtained a score of 92.25 on the test set (see
Table 5).

5.6 Results

We trained the classifiers with the best results from
Sect. 5.3, Sect. 5.4 and Sect. 5.5 on the complete train-
ing set and tested these models on the test data. Ad-
ditionaly we tested the MBL on the same data. For
the MBL we used the decision tree variant (IGTree)
of Timbl (Daelemans et al. 01) with information gain
as feature weighting method and 1 as the number of
nearest neighbours. The results are reported in Table
5.

6 Comparison and Discussion

6.1 Comparison of Our Results

The classifier trained with the hyperparameters found
by the model selection tool, thus with the same C-
and � - values for both classes in all binary classi-
fiers, reached a surprisingly high score of 92.14. The

ALL LK VC C

model selection 92.14 94.40 90.82 88.71
optimizing C 92.25 94.62 90.72 89.10
opt. C and � 92.25 94.62 90.85 89.10
MBL 92.94 95.57 91.66 88.24
LibSVM default 77.74 78.85 76.66 77.35
baseline 75.4 81.1 62.4 81.9

Table 5: Results on the test set



I-LK/O I-LK/I-VC I-LK/I-C O/I-VC O/I-C I-VC/I-C

C  /C � 8/12 14/23 11/22 22/36 6/10 11/32
� 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.3

Table 4: Optimizing C and � : best C- and � -combination after 30 generations.

optimization with the GA in 5.4 could only outper-
form this score by 0.11. Optimizing both, C’s and � ’s,
for all binary classifiers could not further improve the
score. No doubt, optimization of the training error
penalty parameter and � is important (cf. the results
with LibSVM default values in Table 5). Yet, vary-
ing � for each binary classifier does not seem to be
advantageous.

None of the learners in our experiments were able
to outperform the MBL which scored 92.94 on the
test data. It seems that this classifier is slightly bet-
ter suited to learn topological fields with features as
chosen in our experiments.6

The best results in Sect. 5.4 were found with
� � ���������� , a small value for � which could imply
the danger of overfitting. The average � -value in the
best chromosome found in 5.5 is ca. 3 times bigger,
yet, this classifier did not score better on the test set.
Another interesting point is that the optimal C-values
found in 5.4 and 5.5 do not conform with the heuris-
tics proposed in (Chew et al. 00) nor with the number
of training points in the single target classes. Thus,
heuristics can hardly help to find the best parameter
values.

6.2 Comparison with Previous Work

Very recently, Xu and Chan have also performed SVM
optimization experiments using GA’s. In (Xu & Chan
03b), they used GA’s in order to optimize class spe-
cific C-values with a fixed � . In (Xu & Chan 03a),
they optimized � for fixed C-values. In these ex-
periments they could improve accuracy by 0.4% and
0.25%. However, they did not compare both ap-
proaches on the same data, nor did they include ex-
periments corresponding to ours in 5.3 and 5.5. This
may be the reason why their conclusion is slighty dif-
ferent from ours: they seem to propose that optimiz-
ing classifier specific � ’s and class specific C’s with
GA’s leads to considerably better results. On our data
though, the model selection tool with the same C- and
� -values for all binary classifiers got competitive re-

6The differences between the best scores of the SVM on the
validation st and the MBL in (Veenstra et al. 02) are much smaller
(0.11 and 0.21). Yet, it is difficult to compare these scores as the
same data was used as test data for the MBL but as validation set
for the SVM’s.

sults as well.

7 Future Work

It would be interesting to experiment with different
kinds of data representation or to focus on feature se-
lection, e.g. to use the previously predicted chunk in
the same sentence as an additional feature. Regarding
SVM’s a next step could be to use different Kernels.
Concerning the GA’s it would be interesting to use dif-
ferent GA implementations and search strategies. We
will concentrate on the first mentioned direction.
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�è�õçêgë¿î+ý�� åçé�é�åçä�û ó ð+ë¿ö�é��������¬ã"Úkë�Úkòyð+ë�Ú+ý
Úkì+ÚÌäDò]ð+ë õnå�� åïàRÚÌö ö"ð�� ê+ånä�ézð+òrõçê+ä�û1è�êgû+Ú�è�éRÚ+ý~à�ã"Úkë�Ú
ó åçõçõ'é�à�åçõçõ�
�Ú ó ð+ëYö�érà�ã�êgàøêgë�Úzä�ð+à�õnåçéRàRÚÌö åçäÿà�ã�ÚzõïÚ[ü"åÆú
â[ð1ä3ê+ä�ö�õçåçä�û1è�åçéRà�åçâÈéRàRë¿è�â[à�è�ë�ÚÌé�à�ã�êgà±ò¶ê+õçõ�
�Úkî+ð1ä�öEà�ã"Ú
â[ðWì+Úkë¿êgû+Úùð+òøà�ã"Ú û+ë¿ê���� êgà�ånâkê+õ�ë�ÚÌé�ð1è"ë¿â[ÚÌé��! �äDà�ã"Ú
ð+à�ã�Úkëcã�ê+ä�ösý+åçä�è�é�ånä"ûÈÜrÞ'ßùéRîUéRàRÚ�� éÓånä�ê+äJåçä�ö�è�éRàRë¿ånê+õ
â[ð1äoàRÚ[üUà�ê"� ê$#ð+ë~ë�ÚÌæ;è�åïë�Ú��JÚÌäoàcåçäJà�ã�Ú�� åçécÚ�qâkåïÚÌä�â[î��
�¬ã�åçéùÛGêgÛ2ÚkëùÛ�ë�ÚÌéRÚÌäoà�éñê ÜrÞ'ß éRîUéRàRÚ�� à�ã�êgàñåçäUú
àRÚkû+ëYêgàRÚÌé é�ã�ê+õçõçð ó ê+ä�ö ö�ÚkÚkÛ�Þ)ß â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌä/à�é òyð+ë
% Û�ê+ä�åçé�ã ó åïà�ãDà�ã"Ú ê+å�� ð+ò�å��JÛ�ë�ðWì;åçä�û&
2ð+à�ã7â[ð�ì+Úkë�ú
êgû+Úbê+ä�ö ë�ð�
�è�é�à�ä"ÚÌé�éEÚ� âkåïÚÌäoà�õïî+ý�à�ã;è�é�� êgôUåçä"û à�ã"Ú
é�î;éRàRÚ��'�Jð+ë�Ú�ê+ö"ÚÌæ;è�êgàRÚ�ò]ð+ë¬Û�ë¿ê+â[à�åçâkê+õ	ÜrÞ	þé��
(*) Å ªB©RÔkÂ-©¼k·	®ÁY¸±§-ÀQ¨Y¥»¼k·'¨Y¾L¨Y¥»¼-¦¶·)²O³/Õ,+.-2¦s¥»¦s·B¤g¨�·s·B¤-©Ó¦¶µ�¦¶½·B©¸0/ ¦2À»¥»¼-¾LÂW¥»¦¶·B¥Q®'®R¨¿§g¨Y¯W¥»ÀQ¥Î·B¥»©¦	¨�ªB©)¼WÁY·GÁL¯ÌËÌ¥QÁYÂ-¦�·BÁc·B¤W©	Â-¦w©°ª Ã ®°ÅyÉÃ ) ¼g«ÌªBÁLÂ�·B¦w§+ÁLÂ-À»ÁY¦2143�5�687:9�;LÄwÄ�É

�¬ã�Ú¬åçä/àRÚkû+ëYêgà�åïð1ä ð+òsé�ã�ê+õnõïð ó Þ)ßbâ[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌäoà�éÓÛ�ë¿ðgú
ìUåçö"ÚÌé�à�ã"Ú�ö�ÚkÚkÛÿÞ'ß÷â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌä/à�é ó åïà�ã�õçêgë�û+ÚkëÈâ[ð�ì+ÚkëRú
êgû+Úzò]ð+ë�é�î;äoà�ê+â[à�åçâ�é�àRë¿è�â[à�è"ë�ÚÌéÌý�ê+ä�öÿê+õnõïð ó é�è�é±àRðqå���ú
Û�õïÚ�� ÚÌä/àcö"Úkò¶ê+è�õïàÓõïÚ[ü"åçâkê+õ;ÚÌäoàRë¿åïÚÌéÓòyð+ëcè�ä"ôUä"ð ó ä ó ð+ë¿ö�é
ê+ä�ö õïÚ[ü"åçâkê+õcÚÌäoàRë�îùàRÚ��JÛ�õnêgàRÚÌé�òyð+ë�éRÛ�ÚÌâkåçê+õÓàRÚ[üUà�â[ð1ä"ú
éRàRë¿è�â[à�éqé�è�â¿ã7ê+éiö�êgàRÚÌéký¬äoè<�=
�Úkë¿éký�Û�ë¿ð+Û2ÚkëYé ä�ê��JÚÌéÌý
Úkà�â��Óòyð+ëÓì;åïë¿à�è�ê+õçõïî�è�ä�õçå�� åçàRÚÌö�õïÚ[ü"åçâkê+õUâ[ð�ì+Úkë¿êgû+Ú+ý ó ã�åçõïÚ
êÌì+ð1ånö�åçä"û ånä�â[ë�ÚÌê+éRÚDånä ê��=
�åçû1è�åïà6î+ýqê+ä�ösý à�ã;è�éký à�ã�Ú
Û�êgë¿é¿åçä"ûJéRÚÌêgë¿âYãÿéRÛ�ê+â[Ú��?>
% å�� åçõçêgë�êgÛ�Û�ë�ð1ê+â¿ã"ÚÌé@� ê�î�
�Ú ò]ð1è�ä�öñåçäíà�ã"ÚqõçåçàRÚkëRú
êgà�è"ë�Ú�é�ã"ð ó åçä"û àRð ó ã�êgà�Ú[üUàRÚÌä/àøö"ÚkÚkÛ¡Þ'ßA� ê�î�
�ÚÌäUú
Ú � àJòyð+ëB� é�ã�ê+õnõïð ó Þ'ß àRÚÌâYã�ä�åçæ;è"ÚÌé ó åçà�ãbë¿ÚÌéRÛ�ÚÌâ[àzàRð

�ð+à�ã�Ú� âkåçÚÌä/à¬Û�ë�ð;â[ÚÌé¿é�åçä"û"ý"Ú��ÎûC�ïý.D % ë¿åçä�åïì-ê+é=E�F2G�H�IKJ�LNM
� åïëYêÌì+Úkû1ä�êPO%Þ'ê�ì+ÚÌõçõçå2J�LNM�Qcðoð1äRE�F0G�H�ISJ�J�M.Tíêgà�ê+äUú
ê�
�Ú@U�UVM	ß�ë¿åçä�éWO ÜÈð;ð+ë¿öXUCY[ZYý	ê+ä�öÿë¿ð�
�è�éRà�ä"ÚÌé¿ékýGÚ��ÎûC�ïý
D]\rë�ðWì+Úkë"O�Þ'ê+é¿âkêgë¿åçö"ÚÌé0UCY[Z^�_D � ë¿î;é`� ê+ä�äaE�FbG�H�I=U�c�Z
é�ã"ð ó ã�ð ó åçä"òyð+ëB� êgà�åïð1ä Ú[ü;àRë¿ê+â[à�åçð1ä ê+ä�ö õçê+ä"û1è�êgû+Ú
â¿ã�ÚÌâ�ôUåçä"ûJêgÛ�Û�õçånâkêgà�åïð1ä�é~ò]ð+ëK\rÚkëB� ê+äEàRÚ[üUàd� êÌî_
�ÚÌä"Ú[ú
� à±òyë�ð��%ãoîN
�ë¿åçö�Þ'ß��
þä¡à�ã"Ú òyð1õçõïð ó åçä"ûEéRÚÌâ[à�åïð1ä ó Ú ö"ÚÌé¿â[ë¿å�
�Ú�à�ã�Ú êgë¿â¿ã�åïú
àRÚÌâ[à�è"ë�Ú�ð+ò)à�ã"Ú�é�î;éRàRÚ�� ê+ä�ö�åïà�é±â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌäoà�éký�åçäEéRÚÌâLú
à�åïð1äPe ó Ú�ö"ÚÌé�â[ëYå�
�Úøà�ã"Ú�åçäoàRÚkû+ë¿êgà�åïð1ä3ð+òÓé�ã�ê+õçõçð ó ê+ä�ö
ö"ÚkÚkÛzÞ'ßÿâ[ð�� Û2ð1ä�ÚÌä/à�é����¬ã�åçé�ÛGêgÛ2Úkë'ÚÌä�ö�é�
;îrÛ�ë�ÚÌéRÚÌäoàú
åçä"û à�ã"Ú�û+ÚÌä"ÚkëYê+õ)â[ð1ä�âkõnè�é�åïð1ä�é�ê+ä�öÿö�åné�âkè�é�é�ånä"û�òyè"à�è�ë�Ú
ó ð+ë�ô:�
f � ./¢hg~4w(+,�¢;( A .1,b0s&�Øjiq$'5lk±$'&�,�&)(1*
�¬ã"Ú÷éRî;é�àRÚ�� åçäoàRÚkû+ë¿êgàRÚÌébé¿ã�ê+õçõïð ó Þ'ß â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌä/à�é
åçä÷à�ã"Ú&�ÈÞnm�ß�õçêgë�û+Ú��oé¿âkê+õïÚùû+ë¿ê���� êgë�ö"Úkì+ÚÌõçð+Û<�JÚÌäoà
ÚÌäoì;åïë¿ð1äo�JÚÌäoàpD % å��JÛ�ôUåçä�éqE�FrG�H�I J�e�ZYý ê+ä�ö Û�ë¿ðgú
ìUåçö"ÚÌé ö�åïë�ÚÌâ[àÿånä"Û�è"à�àRð7à�ã"Ú ö"ÚkÚkÛ Þ)ß â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌä/à�é

;îs�JÚÌê+ä�é�ð+ò�ê¡éRÚkàzð+òt�)Ú[üUà % àRë¿è�â[à�è"ë�ÚqàRðùÞ'åçä"û1è�åçéú
à�åçâ % àRë¿è�â[à�è"ë¿ÚuDv� % �oÞ % Zrë¿è�õçÚÌé ó ã�ånâ¿ãíõçåçò]àwD¶åx�ÎÚ��ïýcâ[ð1ä"ú
ì+Úkë�à^Z % \zy3Þ��h
�ê+é�ÚÌös� êgë�ô+ÚÌöV�oè"ÛñàRë�ÚkÚÌézåçäoàRð�Û�êgë�à�ånê+õ
õçåçä�û1è�åçéRà�åçâ�é�àRë¿è�â[à�è"ë�Ú¡ö�êgà�êbà6î;Û�ÚÌéký�Ú[üUÛ�ë�ÚÌé�é¿åçä"ûñä"ð1äV�
å���� ÚÌö�åçêgàRÚ~ö�ð�� åçä�ê+ä�â[Ú~ë�ÚÌõçêgà�åïð1ä�é{
�Úkà ó ÚkÚÌä�õçåçä"û1è�åçéRà�åçâ
ö"ÚÌé�â[ëYåïÛ�à�åïð1ä�é��
|Oåïû1è"ë¿Ú=Y¬û1åïì+ÚÌé�ê+ä ðWì+Úkë�ìUåïÚ ó ð+ò�à�ã"ÚråçäoàRÚkû+ë¿êgàRÚÌöqêgë�ú
â¿ã�åïàRÚÌâ[à�è"ë�Ú��
}4~ ©�¹	¥»À»Àc¼-ÁY·�¾L¥»Ë[©�ªB©°¦wÂ-ÀÎ·B¦�ÁYÅ~·B¤-©�¦¶µ�¦¶·B©¸á§+©°ªwÅ ÁYªB¸¬¨¿¼-®©¹ÓÉ ªRÉ ·RÉ�ªBÂW¼k·B¥Q¸±©	¯+©¤-¨RË�¥»ÁYÂWªRÐÌ·B¤-©¦w©'®R¨¿¼È¯+©'ÅÆÁLÂW¼g«±¥»¼ Ã�� ¨�ªB¥»¸±ÁL¼
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Ç�� � ³�·wªB©©°¦
³o¥ÎÅ ·B¥Q¼W¾ £��'Ík³UÇ0�2ÁY¸±§+ÁL¼W©¼k·

´�³UÇÌ¦
+O©©°§�³;´ +O©©°§�³;´��2ÁL¸±§+ÁY¼-©¼k·B¦

³UÇÌ¦ Ã Ç$�U¦6Ä
|eåçû1è"ë�Ú�Y����¬ã�Ú�åçä/àRÚkû+ëYêgàRÚÌöÿêgë¿âYã�åïàRÚÌâ[à�è"ë�Ú��

���x� ���{�:�,�,�����2�������s ¡��¢{£V¢�¤[¥
% ã�ê+õçõïð ó Þ'ß7åçé�Û2Úkë¿ò]ð+ëB� ÚÌö�
;îEêiâkê+é�âkê+ö"Úzð+òcâ[ð��JÛ�ðgú
ä�ÚÌä/à�éÈâ[ð1ä�é�åçéRà�ånä"û�ð+ò4�
¦ �n£ ¦ �<§:£�¢�¨,©�£�ª D,«C¬h:®$¯oZYý ó ã�åçâ¿ãsý-ð1ä�à�ã�Ú�ð1ä"Ú�ã�ê+ä�ösý
ånö"ÚÌä/à�å � ÚÌé�ê+ä�ö âkõçê+é�é�å � ÚÌé�à�ã"ÚñàRð+ô+ÚÌä�éÿð+òJà�ã"Úbåçä"Û�è"à
àRÚ[üUàkýÓê+ä�ösýeð1äíà�ã"Ú ð+à�ã"Úkë�ã�ê+ä�ösý'Û�Úkë�òyð+ëB� é°� ð+ë�Û�ã"ðgú
õçð+û1åçâkê+õcê+ä�ê+õïîUé�åçérð1äùàRð+ô+ÚÌä�é ó ã�ånâ¿ãùã�ê�ì+Ú�
�ÚkÚÌäùåçö"ÚÌäUú
à�å � ÚÌö�ê+é±ò¶è�õçõïòyð+ëB� ó ð+ë¿ö�é��
�¬ã"Ú � ë¿é�à à�ê+é�ô ð+òl«o¬�:®$¯ åçé àRð ö"ÚÌõnå�� åïà à�ã"Ú


Gê+é�åçâ7àRÚ[ü;à�è�ê+õ�è�ä�åïà�é ê+ä�öáàRð ð+ë�û1ê+ä�å�±kÚÝà�ã"ÚÝåçä"Û�è"à
àRÚ[üUà¬åçäoàRðJê % \zyÿÞ��h
�ê+éRÚÌö�� êgë�ôh�oè"ÛEàRë�ÚkÚøéRàRë¿è�â[à�è"ë�Ú��
«o¬h<®�¯�åçé�ê+õnéRðiè�éRÚÌöÿàRðEåçö"ÚÌäoà�åïòyî�éRÛ�ÚÌâkåçê+õ'Ú[üUÛ�ë�ÚÌé¿é�åïð1ä�é
² ì-êgë¿åçð1è�é�õïîÝôUä"ð ó ä ê+éA³´�JÚÌé¿éRî ö"Úkà�ê+ånõçé`µUýu³Rä�ê��JÚÌöÚÌäoà�åïà�åïÚÌéBµ ² é�è�â¿ã ê+é¡ä;èo�=
�Úkë¿éÌý�ö�êgàRÚÌéùê+ä�ö Û�ë�ð+Û�Úkë
ä�ê��JÚÌéký�ê+ä�ö÷êgÛ�Û�õçånâkêgà�åïð1äDéRÛ�ÚÌâkå � â�àRÚ[ü;àEâ[ð1ä�éRàRëYè�â[à�éký
ó ã�åçâ¿ã�ð;âkâkè�ë)êgàeà�ã"Ú ó ð+ë¿ö�õçÚkì+ÚÌõh
�è�à ó ã�åçâYã�ã�ê�ì+Ú¶
�ÚkÚÌä
â[ð1ä�é�åçö"Úkë�ÚÌöºÛ2ÚkëYåïÛ�ã"Úkë¿ê+õÈàRðDê õçÚ[üUåçâ[ð1ä��·�¬ã"ÚÌéRÚùàRÚ[üUà
â[ð1ä�éRàRë¿è�â[à�ébêgë�Ú åçö"ÚÌäoà�å � ÚÌö¸
;î¸�JÚÌê+ä�éùð+òqÛGêgàRàRÚkë¿ä��
� êgà�â¿ã�åçä�û�àRÚÌâ¿ã�ä�åçæoè�ÚÌé.
�ê+éRÚÌöJð1ä ë�Úkû1è�õçêgëcÚ[üUÛ�ë�ÚÌé¿é�åïð1ä�é
ð+ë�òyê+éRàÓõïð;ð+ôh�oè"Û êgàÓà�ê�
�õïÚÌéÓê+ä�öJêgë¿Ú�à�êgû+û+ÚÌöqê+écéRÛ�ÚÌâkåçê+õ
à�îoÛ�ÚÌé�ð+ò�¹?T¸º �oõïÚÌêÌì+ÚÌé��
y�ð+ë�ÛGã"ð1õïð+û1åçâkê+õoê+ä�ê+õïîUé�åçé	åçé'Û�Úkë�ò]ð+ë^�JÚÌöz
;î�õçðoð+ôh�oè"Û


;î_� ÚÌê+ä�é�ð+ò'ê=»CE�¼�Hoé�â[ëYåïÛ�à ó ã�åçâYãqê+âkâ[ÚÌé�é�ÚÌé±êzã�ê+é�ã"ÚÌö
õçÚ[üUåçâkê+õsö�êgà�ê�
�ê+éRÚøð+ò'ò¶è�õçõçò]ð+ëB� é�ð+òeê�
2ð1è�àd½�U�UUý?U�U�U ÚÌäUú
àRëYåïÚÌé ê+ä�ö ë�Úkà�è"ë¿ä�é à�ã"ÚÿõïÚ[ü"åçâkê+õ¬åçä�ò]ð+ëB� êgà�åïð1äÒê+é�éRðUâkåÆú
êgàRÚÌö àRð7à�ã�Ú�� D¶õçåçéRà3ð+òqßeð % à�êgû1éíâ[ð1ä�é�ånéRà�åçä"û÷ð+òqê
õçÚ���� êJê+ä�ö�ê õïÚ[üUånâkê+õ�à�êgûNZ^�
¦ �n£¿¾�¢n§�¢{���_¢ÁÀp�<ª�ÂÃ�°ª�����£�¥�¥��:ª DvÄ�ÅoÆ<ÇNÇ�ÆhÈCZYý
ó ã"Úkë�Ú ó ð+ë¿ö�é ó ã�åçâYã�ã�êÌì+Úzä"ð+à�ë¿ÚÌâ[ÚÌåïì+ÚÌö3ê+ä3ê+ä�ê+õïîUé�åçé
êgë¿ÚqÛ�êgëYéRÚÌöíð1äñà�ã"Úw
�ê+é¿åçé�ð+ò¬åçäoÉ�ÚÌâ[à�åïð1ä�ê+õÓð+ë�ö"Úkë¿åçì-ê-ú
à�åçð1ä�ê+õsÚÌä�ö�ånä"û1é��
¦ �n£¿Ê�¨,¥��<�XË�¨,Ì:Ín�C¤[�<ªÎ�<¢{ÂÐÏ@��Í�¢{§:£Nª D,Ño¬�¯:Ò$Ó<ZYý
ånäDâ¿ã�êgë�û+Ú3ð+òz
�ð+à�ã÷ö�åçé�ê��"
�åïû1è�êgà�ånä"ûùß)ð % à�êgû1éEê+ä�ö
� êgë�ô;ånä"û åçäoàRë¿ê$�oâkõçê+è�é�ê+õ�ÛGêgë�à�åçê+õ	â[ð1ä�é�à�åïà�è"ÚÌäoà�é��
ÑC¬�¯<Ò$Ó ó ê+é � ë¿é�à�õïî â[ð1ä�â[ÚÌåïì+ÚÌö ê+éíêÝõïÚ[ü"åçâkê+õ�ö�åçéú
ê��"
�åïû1è�êgà�åïð1ä àRð;ð1õÔ
�ê+éRÚÌö ð1ä ê+ä�ê+õïîUé�åçé>Û�ë�ð��Jðgú
à�åçð1ä:ÕWë�ÚÌö�è�â[à�åçð1äÖ
;îÖ�JÚÌê+ä�ébð+ò ó ÚÌåïû1ãoàRÚÌö�éRîV�=
�ð1õçåçâ

â[ð1äoàRÚ[ü;àEë¿è�õçÚÌéuD¶ßeð+ë�à�êaJ�½�Z^� þäDêíò¶è"ë�à�ã�Úkëqö"Úkì+ÚÌõïð+Û�ú
�JÚÌäoà�é�à�êgàRÚ+ý"à�ã"ÚbÑo¬�¯:Ò$ÓJòyð+ëB� ê+õnåçé`� ó ê+é~Ú[ü;àRÚÌä�ö�ÚÌöié�ð
à�ã�êgàøåïà�âkê+äùê+õçéRð�
�Ú�è�éRÚÌö àRð�� êgë�ô3â¿ã;è�ä"ôUérê+ä�ö3è�é�Ú
à�ã�êgà åçä�ò]ð+ëB� êgà�åïð1äñòyð+ë ßeð % ö�åçé¿ê��=
�åçû1è�êgà�åïð1äADxyÿêgë¿åïú
�Jð1äSO ß)ð+ë¿à�êwU�UhZ^�
�¬ã�Ú¬ð1è"àRÛ�è"à~ð+òsà�ã"ÚÈé¿ã�ê+õçõïð ó Þ'ß â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌäoà�é~â[ð1ä"ú
é�åçé�à�é�ð+ò±à�ã"Ú % \zy3Þ7à�êgû+û1åçä"ûùê+ä�öñä�ð+ëB� ê+õçå�±Ìêgà�åçð1äíð+ò
à�ã"Ú�ÚÌõïÚ��JÚÌäoà�éOð+ò�à�ã"Ú±åçä�Û�è"à	àRÚ[üUà��bD×Y[Z'Û�êgë�à�åçê+õçõçî�é¿ã"ð ó é
êzéRÚÌä/àRÚÌä�â[ÚrêgòyàRÚkë�û+ð1åçä"û�à�ã�ë�ð1è"û1ãqà�ã"ÚÌéRÚ�â[ð��JÛ�ð1ä"ÚÌä/à�éÌý
ó ã"Úkë¿Ú¬à�ã"Ú�êgàRàRë¿å�
�è"àRÚÌéd¹ÙØ:ÚnÛ<Ü�º1ê+ä�ö�¹ÙÛ:ÝnÞ�º1åçä�âkõçè�ö�ÚÌözånä
à�ã"ÚW¹?T¸º+ÚÌõïÚ��JÚÌäoàOêgë¿Ú¬è�éRÚÌözàRð�ÚÌä�â[ð;ö�Ú�à�ã�Ú�à�îoÛ�Ú�ð+ò�àRðgú
ô+ÚÌä ê+ä�öñà�ã�ÚqõïÚ[ü"åçâkê+õcåçä�ò]ð+ëB� êgà�åïð1äñê+é�é�ð;âkåçêgàRÚÌöbàRð3åçàký
ë�ÚÌéRÛ�ÚÌâ[à�åïì+ÚÌõçî��?ß
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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss the new challenges
posed by the progression from information ex-
traction to content extraction, as demonstrated
by the ACE program. We explore whether tra-
ditional IE approaches are sufficient, and de-
scribe the adaptation of a generic IE system
to this kind of application. Results suggest
that a deeper level of processing is necessary to
achieve excellent results in all areas, although
rule-based systems can still produce results of a
reasonable quality with a small amount of adap-
tation. In particular, the task of entity detec-
tion and tracking on texts of varying genre and
quality is one of the most challenging.

1 Introduction

US Government initiatives such as the Message
Understanding Conferences (MUC) (SAIC 98)
and TIPSTER (ARPA 96) paved the way for the
development of many current Information Extrac-
tion (IE) systems. In a short space of time, sys-
tems were able to recognise named entities with
precision and recall scores in the 90th percentile in
narrow domains such as newswires about terrorist
attacks. The challenge then became one of adapt-
ing systems to new domains, and extended tasks
such as co-reference, template filling, question-
answering and summarisation. In recent years
the demand has been growing for commercial ap-
plications to perform such tasks. There are two
main consequences of this: first, systems need to
be more adaptable and portable than ever before;
second, the level of detail of analysis has become
more important. It is no longer enough to be able
to recognise and classify text at string level – in
order to make use of classified entities we need
to be able to recognise them at a semantic level.
Systems also need to be more robust and able
to deal with issues such as degraded texts rather
than perfect transcriptions with correct spelling,
punctuation, and grammar. The interesting chal-
lenge is whether existing methods for informa-
tion extraction are sufficient to deal with these

new demands, or whether deeper processing tech-
niques such as full syntactic and semantic parsing,
and deeper forms of knowledge such as dictionar-
ies, ontologies and even pragmatics or real world
knowledge will become necessary.

In this paper, we discuss the new challenges
posed to IE systems by the ACE (Automatic Con-
tent Extraction) program, and describe how a
generic system was adapted for this task. We dis-
cuss to what extent such a system can be modified
in order to perform the deeper level of analysis
necessary, and whether the advent of such chal-
lenges means that new techniques may be neces-
sary. Our findings reveal that adaptation to the
ACE task was relatively straightforward, but in
order to gain equivalent scores to those achieved
in e.g. MUC, current techniques may not be suf-
ficient.

2 The ACE Program

The ACE program began in September 1999, ad-
ministered by NSA, NIST, and the CIA. It was
designed as “a program to develop technology
to extract and characterise meaning from human
language”. Formal evaluations of ACE algorithm
performance are held at approximately 6 month
intervals, and are open to all sites who wish to
participate, but the results of the evaluations are
closed. For this reason we can only publish here
details of internal evaluations rather than offi-
cial scores. ACE includes both Entity Detection
and Tracking (EDT) and Relation Detection and
Characterisation (RDC). EDT is broadly compa-
rable with the MUC Named Entity (NE) task,
while RDC is broadly comparable with the MUC
template elements task, although both ACE tasks
are more challenging than their MUC forerunners.
We shall limit our discussion to the EDT task;
however, the inclusion of RDC as a task in ACE
supports our claim about the complexity of con-
tent extraction.

The main objective of ACE is to produce struc-



tured information about entities, events, and rela-
tions among them. The program aims to encour-
age a powerful new generation of robust and re-
targetable NLP applications, by promoting faster
system development from richly annotated cor-
pora. It also aims to promote the design of more
general purpose linguistic resources, and the de-
velopment of general purpose standalone systems.
Potential uses of ACE output include more pre-
cise forms of information retrieval, data mining,
development of large knowledge bases, and au-
tomatic large-scale annotation for the Semantic
Web.

2.1 Data

The scope of the ACE program is broader from
that of MUC in that the texts are of vary-
ing source and quality, ranging from standard
newswires to degraded texts produced from auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) and optical char-
acter recognition (OCR) output. Although ACE
focuses on the core extraction task, rather than on
ASR or OCR algorithms, these low quality texts
provide a unique challenge for systems.

2.2 Entity Detection and Tracking
(EDT)

The EDT set of tasks involves detecting each
unique entity (of specified types) mentioned in the
source text, and tracking its mentions. All men-
tions of an entity (in the form of a name, descrip-
tion or pronoun) must be recognised and classified
(based on reference to the same entity).

There are 5 recognition subtasks of EDT:

• entities (Person, Organization, Location, Fa-
cility and GPE1);

• entity attributes: type (Name, Nominal or
Pronominal);

• entity mentions - entity tracking;

• mention roles - for GPEs, each mention has
an optional role associated with it (Person,
Organization, Location or GPE);

• mention extents - detection of the whole NP
span

1Geo-Political Entity (essentially, any kind of location
which has a government, such as a city or country)

3 Information vs. content extraction

One reason for the popularity of MUC may be
because very high scores were achievable, partic-
ularly for the named entity task, in which sys-
tems were typically able to achieve scores in the
90th percentile. This meant that there soon be-
came less incentive for sites to push their systems
to new developments, particularly as comparing
MUC scores soon became one of the gold stan-
dards of system evaluation. The ACE program
was designed partly to fulfil this need for chal-
lenge, such that new advances will be obtained in
the development of robust systems capable of fast
adaptation to new tasks, and a deeper analysis of
language.

3.1 A deeper analysis

One of the main differences between ACE and
MUC is that where the MUC NE task dealt with
the linguistic analysis of text, ACE deals with its
semantic analysis. The MUC NE task tagged se-
lected segments of text whenever that text rep-
resented the name of an entity. In ACE, these
names are viewed as mentions of the underlying
entities. The main task is to detect (or infer) the
entities themselves, along with selected attributes
(shown in Figure 1).

Entity detection output is in the form of a
(unique) ID for the entity, a set of entity at-
tributes, and information about the way in which
the entity is mentioned: document ID, mention
level (one of Name, Nominal or Pronominal),
mention head and mention extent. An example
entity output is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 More varied text

Unlike in MUC, where the texts were all related
to a specific domain and comprised only texts
from one particular source type, the ACE news
texts encompass a wide variety of domains, such
as sport, politics, business, religion, and popular
culture, and cover differing genres and styles such
as broadcast news and newspapers. While this
may seem trivial, in practice it can have a high
impact on the results obtained (Maynard et al.
02b).

3.3 Human annotation

The difficulty level of the EDT task is confirmed
by the experience of human annotators. On the
MUC NE task, human annotators could typically



ID (a unique ID key)
TYPE (Person, Organization, GPE, Location, Facility)
CLASS (Generic, Specific)
LEVEL (Name, Nominal, Pronoun)
ORIGIN (Database, Corpus)
SUBTYPE (Country, City) - for GPEs
CONTINENT (e.g. Asia, Europe) - for countries
COUNTRY (e.g. Egypt, Australia) - for cities
{names}
{titles}
{mentions}

Figure 1: Entity Attributes

<entity ID="ft-airlines-27-jul-2001-2"
GENERIC="FALSE"
entity_type = "ORGANIZATION">
<entity_mention ID="M003"

TYPE = "NAME"
string = "National Air Traffic Services">

</entity_mention>
<entity_mention ID="M004"

TYPE = "NAME"
string = "NATS">

</entity_mention>
<entity_mention ID="M005"

TYPE = "PRO"
string = "its">

</entity_mention>
<entity_mention ID="M006"

TYPE = "NAME"
string = "Nats">

</entity_mention>
</entity>

Figure 2: Sample entity output



achieve around 97% precision and recall (Marsh
& Perzanowski 98). In an experiment conducted
by BBN2, a team of annotators, who were ex-
perienced at ACE-style annotation, achieved re-
sults on a corpus of 15,000 words worth a value of
82.8%, scoring 4.1% False Alarms, 11.3% misses,
and 2% substitutions.

4 Adapting a generic NE system for
content extraction

In this section, we describe the development of
the MACE system, which was adapted from the
ANNIE system available as part of GATE (Cun-
ningham et al. 02a). The robust design and
flexible architecture of GATE and ANNIE meant
that tuning the system to deal with the multi-
ple domains and text types necessary for ACE
was very straightforward. In contrast, the adap-
tation from a linguistic to a semantic analysis of
the text involved more substantial effort, not least
in terms of understanding the complexities of the
task rather than programming time and skill.

4.1 System Overview

Like ANNIE, MACE consists of a number of
processing resources run sequentially: tokeniser,
sentence splitter, part-of-speech tagger, gazetteer
lookup, JAPE semantic grammar, and ortho-
graphic co-reference. Of these, we modified the
gazetteers, semantic grammar and orthographic
co-reference modules, and added new modules to
perform genre identification, pronominal corefer-
ence and nominal coreference. We also added a
switching controller mechanism to enable the au-
tomatic selection of different processing resources.
These modules are all described in the following
section.

4.2 Named Entity Detection

Since it is a relatively new program, there is much
less training data available for ACE than MUC,
and manual annotation is time-consuming. In this
respect, traditional rule-based systems have an
advantage over machine learning techniques such
as BBN’s Identifinder (Bikel et al. 99), which re-
quire very large quantities of annotated data.

On the other hand, rule-based systems suffer
from other problems. First, the entity types are
different. ANNIE recognises the standard MUC
entity types of Person, Location, Organisation,

2personal communication

Date, Time, Money and Percent, plus the addi-
tional entity types Address and Identifier. ACE
has the additional types Facility (which subsumes
some entities usually considered to be Organisa-
tions and Locations), and GPE (which subsumes
some, but not all, entities more usually found as
Person, Location and Organisation). This entails
both “lumping” and “splitting” of the standard
entity types, which means that many rules have to
be completely rewritten. For example, an ANNIE
rule which recognises Locations which appear in
gazetteer lists has to be rewritten for MACE, such
that certain types of Locations (rivers, moun-
tains, continents, etc.) remain as Locations, while
others such as cities and countries are tagged as
GPEs. The GPEs then need to be broken down
further into subtypes through role assignment.
This means that one ANNIE rule becomes 5 or
6 separate rules in MACE.

However, the modular nature of the GATE ar-
chitecture makes it relatively straightforward to
adapt processing resources such as the grammar
and gazetteer lists, firstly because procedural and
declarative knowledge in GATE are kept separate,
and secondly, because within the processing re-
sources, foreground and background information
are largely distinguished. This means that back-
ground knowledge (such as that required for the
tokenisation, name matching etc.) can remain un-
touched and only foreground information (that
which is very specific to the domain or applica-
tion) needs to be modified. For example, changes
can be made to specific parts of the grammar
while ensuring that the remaining parts of it will
be unaffected. This is of enormous benefit in re-
ducing the time and effort spent adapting the sys-
tem to a new application.

The semantic grammars are written in JAPE
(Cunningham et al. 02b) and consist of phases
which are run sequentially and compiled into
finite-state transducers. The ANNIE NE recog-
nition grammar contains 21 phases and a total of
187 rules for 9 annotation types – an average of
20.8 rules per entity type. The MACE grammars
consist of 15 phases and a total of 180 rules for
5 entity types – an average of 36 rules per en-
tity type. However, an experienced JAPE user
may be able to write a dozen new rules in several
minutes, so the number of new rules is not itself
significant - rather, it is the increased complexity
of the new MACE rules that is most important.



PER ORG GPE LOC FAC
NAME 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05
NOM 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01
PRO 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.004 0.002

Table 1: ACE Application paramaters

4.3 Entity Tracking

The entity tracking part of the EDT task requires
detection and coreference of pronominal and nom-
inal entity mentions and coreference of proper
names. In theory, pronominal and nominal enti-
ties can also exist in their own right, where there
is no named mention of an entity, though in prac-
tice, nominal entities are fairly rare, and pronom-
inal entities extremely rare. Tracking of name
mentions is handled by the ANNIE orthomatcher
module, with a few modifications. Tracking of
nominal and pronominal mentions are handled by
two new coreference modules. We shall not dis-
cuss these resources here due to space restrictions,
but more details can be found in (Maynard et al.
02a).

5 Evaluation

There are several differences in the way evaluation
is carried out in MUC and ACE. MUC uses the
well known metrics from Information Retrieval of
precision, recall and F-measure. The F-measure
used (where the balance of precision and recall
can be adjusted, though they are usually equally
weighted) gives a single percentage which makes
it easy to compare the scores of different systems.
ACE, however, uses a cost-based scoring metric
which favours certain entity types over others,
and can potentially be biased towards different
types of error. For a more detailed discussion
of IE metrics and the cost-based algorithm, see
(Maynard et al. 02a).

For ACE, the application parameters applied
to each entity type and level were chosen accord-
ing to their perceived importance, and are shown
in Table 1. The cost parameters for Miss, False
Alarm and Error are all equal.

Aside from the metric, there are two other ma-
jor factors – related to the task definitions them-
selves – which impact the scores of MUC and
ACE and mean that the two cannot be directly
compared. First, the way coreference is handled
directly affects the score. In MUC, coreference
is treated as a separate task from NE recogni-

tion, and is scored separately. This means that
if two entities are correctly identified and classi-
fied, but the co-reference between them is missed,
they still generate a perfect score for the NE task.
In ACE, however, entity tracking (which is essen-
tially coreference) is an integral part of the en-
tity recognition task. Although a separate score
is given for entity mention recognition, the two
subtasks are related because if two entity men-
tions are recognised, but not related to the same
entity, a spurious entity will be generated, which
will negatively affect the entity score. Let us say
that we have two strings in the text: “Bush” and
“George Bush”, and that our system correctly
identifies both as a Person entity, but fails to make
any coreference between them. In MUC, we get a
perfect score for NE recognition, but get no score
for coreference. In ACE, instead of generating one
entity with two mentions, we generate two enti-
ties, each with one mention. We therefore do not
get a perfect score for entity recognition, because
we have a spurious entity generated which counts
against us. So in ACE, poor coreference resolu-
tion will lower our entity score. In MUC, scores
for the coreference task were quite low, which ex-
plains why coreference has such an impact on the
results in ACE.

The second factor is the impact of metonymy
and problematic entities. In MUC, these issues
were skirted over by allowing multiple possible en-
tity types, or optional annotations, where the case
was unclear. Getting either one of the possibilities
correct was sufficient. In ACE, however, there is
only ever one correct answer, and in cases where
it is unclear, there is no leeway for a different in-
terpretation from that of the official annotators.

5.1 Results for the MACE system

Since the ACE evaluation is closed, we cannot re-
lease official figures on our ACE score. However,
internal evaluations on ACE data, using Precision
and Recall, gave figures of 82.4% Precision and
82.0% Recall on newswire texts. We then per-
formed some experiments with the MUC data, in
order to get some reference for how well our sys-
tem performs in comparison to others. We made
some minor modifications to the system in or-
der to recognise the different entity types used
in MUC, and some of the different guidelines (for
example, MUC does not deal with metonymy as
ACE does). We did not score the system on Dates
and Numbers, since previous experiments with



Text P R F
ACE 82.4 82 82.2
MUC 89 90 89.5

Table 2: Comparison of results on ACE and MUC
texts

our system (Maynard et al. 03) have shown that
we can achieve near perfect precision and recall
for these types, and because there are no corre-
sponding entities in ACE. The results for each
evaluation are detailed in Table 2.

Note that the scores on the MUC texts are for
ENAMEX only. Had we scored TIMEX and NU-
MEX as well, our overall results would have im-
proved. The best systems in MUC-7 achieved F-
measures in the mid-90s, and without even any
tuning to the domain, we have achieved a higher
score than our original system entered in MUC-7
(Humphreys et al. 98). If MACE had been tuned
to the task and domain, it is likely we could have
achieved an even higher score.

We also compared our default ANNIE system
with the MACE system on a set of news texts
(NEWS) and on the official ACE texts (ACE).
The news texts were a blind test set of 92 articles
about business news taken from the Web, similar
to those on which the ANNIE system was trained.
The ACE texts were the 86 broadcast news texts
used for the September 2002 ACE evaluation (an-
other blind set), as used in the previous experi-
ment whose results are shown in Table 2. Table
3 shows the results for Precision, Recall and F-
measure. The aim was to see how much improve-
ment the MACE system produced over ANNIE on
[ACE], and how well the MACE system worked
on MUC-style annotations in [NEWS]. We ran the
systems with no modifications at all, so for ex-
ample the MACE systems recognised most of the
[NEWS] Locations as GPEs. Responses were only
measured where there was both a Key (gold stan-
dard) and Response (system output) for that an-
notation type, i.e. we did not include cases where
the system produced GPE annotations but there
were no Key GPE annotations (as when running
the ACE results on the [NEWS] texts).

On [ACE], the MACE system achieved an F-
measure of 82.2% compared with the ANNIE sys-
tem’s 57.8%. The initial adaptation took approx-
imately 6 person weeks (excluding work on the
new modules for coreference etc), although the

ANNIE system MACE system
Text P R F P R F
ACE 55.8 59.7 57.8 82.4 82 82.2
News 89.0 91.8 90.4 61.9 60.0 61.0

Table 3: Comparison of results on ACE and
NEWS texts

system was further improved in the 6 months be-
tween the first and second ACE evaluations (by
adding a nominal coreference module and fine-
tuning some of the rules and lists). On [NEWS],
the ANNIE system achieved an F-measure of
90.4%, while MACE achieved 61%.

The main reason why there is a greater dif-
ference in score between the systems on [NEWS]
than on [ACE] is because MACE is in many ways
a much more specific system, designed specifically
for ACE rather than a more flexible multi-purpose
system. Also, as discussed earlier, the difference
in semantics of the Location entities in the two
systems caused a great deal of error when running
systems on their non-respective texts. We there-
fore also ran an experiment where we modified
the MACE grammars to transform all GPE enti-
ties into Locations, and reran the experiment on
[NEWS]. The scores increased to 72% Precision
and 84% Recall, giving an F-measure of 78% (a
more realistic measure of the differences between
the systems).

These results all show that substantial improve-
ments can be made on a baseline system in a rel-
atively short space of time, taking into account
the quite substantial differences in requirements
for the two systems.

6 Conclusions

The MACE system we have described here is en-
tirely rule-based, in contrast with the majority
of current IE systems which combine rule-based
with learning mechanisms, e.g. (Bikel et al. 99;
Borthwick et al. 98; Day et al. 98). While rule-
based systems can perform at equivalent levels
on mixed-case text (Bikel et al. 99), rule con-
struction is generally time-consuming. On the
other hand, learning mechanisms such as Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) generally require large
volumes of training data. (Ittycheriah et al. 03)
used a maximum entity framework on a training
set of 417 documents (provided by NIST), achiev-
ing a score of 74% Fmeasure on the non-degraded



texts (internal evaluation).
MACE, demonstrates that if a system and its

underlying architecture are well-designed, the ef-
fort needed for adaptation from a generic system
is not necessarily expensive. The debate remains
open as to the intrinsic superiority of any par-
ticular method for more intricate language pro-
cessing tasks such as the ACE program. We are
currently experimenting with adding a learning-
based approach using HMMs on top of the ex-
isting rule-based system, and preliminary results
suggest that this will bring some improvements to
the score.

For NE tasks such as that of MUC, there is no
clear winner any more, but the more semantically-
based tasks that are now emerging, and which are
difficult even for humans, will bring new surprises,
and certainly new challenges. Clearly, however, a
single score in a single evaluation does not prove
a system’s overall superiority. In the real world,
there are many other factors to be considered,
such as speed of processing, overall ease of use,
adaptability and portability to new (and even
unknown) languages, domains and text types all
play an important role. For the end user, one of
the most important factors may indeed be not the
system’s overall performance, but the ease with
which minimally trained users can adapt the sys-
tem to their own needs without assistance from
the developers.
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Abstract
This paper describes an unsupervised approach for
natural language disambiguation, applicable to am-
biguity problems where classes of equivalence can
be defined over the set of words in a lexicon. Lexi-
cal knowledge is induced from non-ambiguous words
via classes of equivalence, and enables the automatic
generation of annotated corpora. The only require-
ments are a lexicon and a raw textual corpus. The
method was tested on two natural language ambigu-
ity tasks in several languages: part of speech tagging
(English, Swedish, Chinese), and word sense disam-
biguation (English, Romanian). Classifiers trained on
automatically constructed corpora were found to have
a performance comparable with classifiers that learn
from expensive manually annotated data.

1 Introduction

Ambiguity is inherent to human language. Success-
ful solutions for automatic resolution of ambiguity
in natural language often require large amounts of
annotated data to achieve good levels of accuracy.
While recent advances in Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) have brought significant improvements in
the performance of NLP methods and algorithms,
there has been relatively little progress on address-
ing the problem of obtaining annotated data required
by some of the highest-performing algorithms. As a
consequence, many of today’s NLP applications ex-
perience severe data bottlenecks. According to recent
studies (e.g. Banko and Brill 2001), the NLP research
community should “direct efforts towards increasing
the size of annotated data collections”, since large
amounts of annotated data are likely to significantly
impact the performance of current algorithms.

For instance, supervised part of speech tagging on
English requires about 3 million words, each of them
annotated with their corresponding part of speech, to
achieve a performance in the range of 94-96%. State-
of-the-art in syntactic parsing in English is close to
88-89% (Collins 96), obtained by training parser mod-
els on a corpus of about 600,000 words, manually
parsed within the Penn Treebank project, an annota-
tion effort that required 2 man-years of work (Mar-
cus et al. 93). Increased level of problem complexity

results in increasingly severe data bottlenecks. The
data created so far for supervised English sense dis-
ambiguation consist of tagged examples for about 200
ambiguous words. At a throughput of one tagged ex-
ample per minute (Edmonds 00), with a requirement
of about 500 tagged examples per word (Ng & Lee
96), and with 20,000 ambiguous words in the common
English vocabulary, this leads to about 160,000 hours
of tagging – nothing less but 80 man-years of human
annotation work. Information extraction, anaphora
resolution, and other tasks also strongly require large
annotated corpora, which often are not available, or
can be found only in limited quantities.

Moreover, problems related to lack of annotated
data multiply by an order of magnitude when lan-
guages other than English are considered. The study
of a new language (according to a recent article in the
Scientific American (Gibbs 02), there are 7,200 dif-
ferent languages spoken worldwide) implies a simi-
lar amount of work in creating annotated corpora re-
quired by the supervised applications in the new lan-
guage.

In this paper, we describe a framework for unsu-
pervised corpus annotation, applicable to ambiguity
problems where classes of equivalence can be de-
fined over the set of words in a lexicon. Part of
speech tagging, word sense disambiguation, named
entity disambiguation, are examples of such applica-
tions, where the same tag can be assigned to a set
of words. In part of speech tagging, for instance,
an equivalence class can be represented by the set of
words that have the same functionality (e.g. noun). In
word sense disambiguation, equivalence classes are
formed by words with similar meaning (synonyms).
The only requirements for this algorithm are a lexicon
that defines the possible tags that a word might have,
which is often readily available or can be build with
minimal human effort, and a large raw corpus.

The underlying idea is based on the distinction be-
tween ambiguous and non-ambiguous words, and the
knowledge that can be induced from the latter to the
former via classes of equivalence. When building lex-



ically annotated corpora, the main problem is repre-
sented by the words that, according to a given lexi-
con, have more than one possible tag. These words
are ambiguous for the specific NLP problem. For in-
stance, “work” is morphologically ambiguous, since
it can be either a noun or a verb, depending on the
context where it occurs. Similarly, “plant” carries on
a semantic ambiguity, having both meanings of “fac-
tory” or “living organism”. Nonetheless, there are
also words that carry only one possible tag, which
are non-ambiguous for the given NLP problem. Since
there is only one possible tag that can be assigned,
the annotation of non-ambiguous words can be accu-
rately performed in an automatic fashion. Our method
for unsupervised natural language disambiguation re-
lies precisely on this latter type of words, and on the
equivalence classes that can be defined among words
with similar tags.

Shortly, for an ambiguous word W, an attempt is
made to identify one or more non-ambiguous words
W’ in the same class of equivalence, so that W’ can
be annotated in an automatic fashion. Next, lexical
knowledge is induced from the non-ambiguous words
W’ to the ambiguous words W using classes of equiv-
alence. The knowledge induction step is performed
using a learning mechanism, where the automatically
partially tagged corpus is used for training to annotate
new raw texts including instances of the ambiguous
word W.

The paper is organized as follows. We first describe
the main algorithms explored so far in semi-automatic
construction of annotated corpora. Next, we present
our unsupervised approach for building lexically an-
notated corpora, and show how knowledge can be
induced from non-ambiguous words via classes of
equivalence. The method is evaluated on two natural
language disambiguation tasks in several languages:
part of speech tagging for English, Swedish, and Chi-
nese, and word sense disambiguation for English and
Romanian.

2 Related Work

Semi-automatic methods for corpus annotation as-
sume the availability of some labeled examples, which
can be used to generate models for reliable annotation
of new raw data.

2.1 Active Learning

To minimize the amount of human annotation effort
required to construct a tagged corpus, the active learn-
ing methodology has the role of selecting for annota-

tion only those examples that are the most informa-
tive. While active learning does not eliminate the need
of human annotation effort, it reduces significantly
the amount of annotated training examples required
to achieve a certain level of performance.

According to (Dagan et al. 95), there are two main
types of active learning. The first one uses member-
ships queries, in which the learner constructs exam-
ples and asks a user to label them. In natural language
processing tasks, this approach is not always appli-
cable, since it is hard and not always possible to con-
struct meaningful unlabeled examples for training. In-
stead, a second type of active learning can be applied
to these tasks, which is selective sampling. In this
case, several classifiers examine the unlabeled data
and identify only those examples that are the most in-
formative, that is the examples where a certain level
of disagreement is measured among the classifiers.

In natural language processing, active learning was
successfully applied to part of speech tagging (Dagan
et al. 95), text categorization (Liere & Tadepelli 97),
semantic parsing and information extraction (Thomp-
son et al. 99).

2.2 Co-training

Starting with a set of labeled data, co-training al-
gorithms, introduced by (Blum & Mitchell 98), at-
tempt to increase the amount of annotated data using
some (large) amounts of unlabeled data. Shortly, co-
training algorithms work by generating several classi-
fiers trained on the input labeled data, which are then
used to tag new unlabeled data. From this newly anno-
tated data, the most confident predictions are sought,
which are subsequently added to the set of labeled
data. The process may continue for several iterations.

Co-training was applied to statistical parsing
(Sarkar 01), reference resolution (Mueller et al. 02),
part of speech tagging (Clark et al. 03), statisti-
cal machine translation (Callison-Burch 02), and oth-
ers, and was generally found to bring improvement
over the case when no additional unlabeled data are
used. However, as noted in (Pierce & Cardie 01), co-
training has some limitations: too little labeled data
yield classifiers that are not accurate enough to sus-
tain co-training, while too many labeled examples re-
sult in classifiers that are “too accurate”, in the sense
that only little improvement is achieved by using ad-
ditional unlabeled data.

2.3 Self-training

While co-training (Blum & Mitchell 98) and itera-
tive classifier construction (Yarowsky 95) have been



long considered to be variations of the same algo-
rithm, they are however fundamentally different (Ab-
ney 02). The algorithm proposed in (Yarowsky 95)
starts with a set of labeled data (seeds), and builds a
classifier, which is then applied on the set of unlabeled
data. Only those instances that can be classified with a
precision exceeding a certain minimum threshold are
added to the labeled set. The classifier is then trained
on the new set of labeled examples, and the process
continues for several iterations.

As pointed out in (Abney 02), the main difference
between co-training and iterative classifier construc-
tion consists in the independence assumptions under-
lying each of these algorithms: while the algorithm
from (Yarowsky 95) relies on precision independence,
the assumption made in co-training consists in view
independence.

Our own experiments in semi-supervised genera-
tion of sense tagged data (Mihalcea 02) have shown
that self-training can be successfully used to bootstrap
relatively small sets of labeled examples into large
sets of sense tagged data.

2.4 Counter-training

Counter-training was recently proposed as a form of
bootstrapping for classification problems where learn-
ing is performed simultaneously for multiple cate-
gories, with the effect of steering the bootstrapping
process from ambiguous instances. The approach
was applied successfully in learning semantic lexi-
cons (Thelen & Riloff 02), (Yangarber 03).

3 Equivalence Classes for Building
Annotated Corpora

The method introduced in this paper relies on classes
of equivalence defined among ambiguous and non-
ambiguous words. The method assumes the availabil-
ity of: (1) a lexicon that lists the possible tags a word
might have, and (2) a large raw corpus. The algorithm
consists of the following three main steps:

1. Given a set
�

of possible tags, and a lexicon �
with words ��� , i=1, � ��� , each word ��� admit-
ting the tags �
	 , j=1, ��� � � , determine equivalence
classes ���� , j=1, � � � containing all words that ad-
mit the tag � 	 .

2. Identify in the raw corpus all instances of words
that belong to only one equivalence class. These
are non-ambiguous words that represent the
starting point for the annotation process. Each

such non-ambiguous word is annotated with the
corresponding tag from

�
.

3. The partially annotated corpus from step 2 is
used to learn the knowledge required to annotate
ambiguous words. Equivalence relations defined
by the classes of equivalence ���� are used to de-
termine ambiguous words � � that are equivalent
to the already annotated words. A label is as-
signed to each such ambiguous word by applying
the following steps:

(a) Detect all classes of equivalence ���� that in-
clude the word ��� .

(b) In the corpus obtained at step 2, find all ex-
amples that are annotated with one of the
tags � 	 .

(c) Use the examples from the previous step to
form a training set, and use it to classify the
current ambiguous instance ��� .

For illustration, consider the process of assigning a
part of speech label to the word “work”, which may
assume one of the labels NN (noun) or VB (verb).
We identify in the corpus all instances of words that
were already annotated with one of these two labels.
These instances constitute training examples, anno-
tated with one of the classes NN or VB. A classifier is
then trained on these examples, and used to automat-
ically assign a label to the current ambiguous word
“work”. The following sections detail on the type of
features extracted from the context of a word to create
training/test examples.

3.1 Examples of Equivalence Classes in Natural
Language Disambiguation

Words can be grouped into various classes of equiva-
lence, depending on the type of language ambiguity.

Part of Speech Tagging
A class of equivalence is constituted by words that
have the same morphological functionality. The gran-
ularity of such classes may vary, depending on spe-
cific application requirements. Corpora can be anno-
tated using coarse tag assignments, where an equiv-
alence class is constructed for each coarse part of
speech tag (verb, noun, adjective, adverb, and the
other main close-class tags). Finer tag distinctions are
also possible, where for instance the class of plural
nouns is separated from the class of singular nouns.
Examples of such fine grained classes of morphologi-
cal equivalence are listed below:
����� = � cat, paper, work �



��� � � = � men, papers �
����� = � work, be, create �
� ����� = � lists, works, is, causes �

Word Sense Disambiguation
Words with similar meaning are grouped in classes
of semantic equivalence. Such classes can be de-
rived from readily available semantic networks like
WordNet (Miller 95) or EuroWordNet (Vossen 98).
For languages that lack such resources, the synonymy
relations can be induced using bilingual dictionaries
(Nikolov & Petrova 00). The granularity of the equiv-
alence classes may vary from near-synonymy, to large
abstract classes (e.g. artifact, natural phenomenon,
etc.) For instance, the following fine grained classes
of semantic equivalence can be extracted from Word-
Net:
�	��
� = � car, auto, automobile, machine, motorcar �
����������� � = � mother, female parent �
�	����� ��� = � begin, get, start out, start, set about, set

out, commence �

Named entity tagging
Equivalence classes group together words that rep-

resent similar entities (e.g. organization, person, lo-
cation, and others). A distinction is made between
named entity recognition, which consists in labeling
new unseen entities, and named entity disambigua-
tion, where entities that allow for more than one pos-
sible tag (e.g. names that can represent a person or
an organization) are annotated with the corresponding
tag, depending on the context where they occur.

Starting with a lexicon that lists the possible tags
for several entities, the algorithm introduced in this
paper is able to annotate raw text, by doing a form of
named entity disambiguation. A named entity recog-
nizer can be then trained on this annotated corpus, and
subsequently used to label new unseen instances.

4 Evaluation

The method was evaluated on two natural language
ambiguity problems. The first one is a part of speech
tagging task, where a corpus annotated with part of
speech tags is automatically constructed. The annota-
tion accuracy of a classifier trained on automatically
labeled data is compared against a baseline that as-
signs by default the most frequent tag, and against the
accuracy of the same classifier trained on manually
labeled data.

The second task is a semantic ambiguity problem,
where the corpus construction method is used to gen-

erate a sense tagged corpus, which is then used to
train a word sense disambiguation algorithm. The
performance is again compared against the baseline,
which assumes by default the most frequent sense,
and against the performance achieved by the same dis-
ambiguation algorithm, trained on manually labeled
data.

The precisions obtained during both evaluations are
comparable with their alternatives relying on manu-
ally annotated data, and exceed by a large margin the
simple baseline that assigns to each word the most fre-
quent tag. Note that this baseline represents in fact a
supervised classification algorithm, since it relies on
the assumption that frequency estimates are available
for tagged words.

Experiments were performed on several languages.
The part of speech corpus annotation task was tested
on English, Swedish, and Chinese, the sense annota-
tion task was tested on English and Romanian.

4.1 Part of Speech Tagging

The automatic annotation of a raw corpus with part
of speech tags proceeds as follows. Given a lexicon
that defines the possible morphological tags for each
word, classes of equivalence are derived for each part
of speech. Next, in the raw corpus, we identify and
tag accordingly all the words that appear only in one
equivalence class (i.e. non-ambiguous words). On av-
erage (as computed over several runs with various cor-
pus sizes), about 75% of the words can be tagged at
this stage. Using the equivalence classes, we identify
ambiguous words in the corpus, which have one or
more equivalent non-ambiguous words that were al-
ready tagged in the previous stage. Each occurrence
of such non-ambiguous equivalents results in a train-
ing example. The training set derived in this way is
used to classify the ambiguous instances.

For this task, a training example is formed using the
following features: (1) two words to the left and one
word to the right of the target word, and their corre-
sponding parts of speech (if available, or “?” other-
wise); (2) a flag indicating whether the current word
starts with an uppercase letter; (3) a flag indicating
whether the current word contains any digits; (4) the
last three letters of the current word. For learning, we
use a memory based classifier (Timbl (Daelemans et
al. 01)).

For each ambiguous word ��� defined in the lexi-
con, we determine all the classes of equivalence �
��
to which it belongs, and identify in the training set
all the examples that are labeled with one of the tags



� 	 . The classifier is then trained on these examples,
and used to assign one of the labels � 	 to the current
instance of the ambiguous word � � .

The unknown words (not defined in the lexicon) are
labeled using a similar procedure, but this time assum-
ing that the word may belong to any class of equiva-
lence defined in the lexicon. Hence, the set of train-
ing examples is formed with all the examples derived
from the partially annotated corpus.

The unsupervised part of speech annotation is eval-
uated in two ways. First, we compare the annotation
accuracy with a simple baseline, that assigns by de-
fault the most frequent tag to each ambiguity class.

Second, we compare the accuracy of the unsuper-
vised method with the performance of the same tag-
ging method, but trained on manually labeled data. In
all cases, we assume the availability of the same lex-
icon. Experiments and comparative evaluations are
performed on English, Swedish, and Chinese.

4.1.1 Part of Speech Tagging for English

For the experiments on English, we use the Penn
Treebank Wall Street Journal part of speech tagged
texts. Section 60, consisting of about 22,000 tokens,
is set aside as a test corpus; the rest is used as a
source of text data for training. The training corpus
is cleaned of all part of speech tags, resulting in a raw
corpus of about 3 million words. To identify classes
of equivalence, we use a fairly large lexicon consist-
ing of about 100,000 words with their corresponding
parts of speech.

Several runs are performed, where the size of
the lexically annotated corpus varies from as few as
10,000 tokens, up to 3 million tokens. In all runs, for
both unsupervised or supervised algorithms, we use
the same lexicon of about 100,000 words.

Training Evaluation on test set
corpus Training corpus built

size automatically manually
0 (baseline) 88.37%

10,000 92.17% 94.04%
100,000 92.78% 94.84%
500,000 93.31% 95.76%

1,000,000 93.31% 96.54%
3,000,000 93.52% 95.88%

Table 1: Corpus size, and precision on test set using
automatically or manually tagged training data (En-
glish)

Table 1 lists results obtained for different training
sizes. The table lists: the size of the training cor-
pus, the part of speech tagging precision on the test

data obtained with a classifier trained on (a) automat-
ically labeled corpora, or (b) manually labeled cor-
pora. For a 3 million words corpus, the classifier rely-
ing on manually annotated data outperforms the tag-
ger trained on automatically constructed examples by
2.3%. There is practically no cost associated with the
latter tagger, other than the requirement of obtaining
a lexicon and a raw corpus, which eventually pays off
for the slightly smaller performance.

4.1.2 Part of Speech Tagging for Swedish

For the Swedish part of speech tagging experiment,
we use text collections ranging from 10,000 words
up to to 1 million words. We use the SUC corpus
(SUC02), and again a lexicon of about 100,000 words.
The tagset is the one defined in SUC, and consists of
25 different tags.

As with the previous English based experiments,
the corpus is cleaned of part of speech tags, and
run through the automatic labeling procedure. Table
2 lists the results obtained using corpora of various
sizes. The accuracy continues to grow as the size of
the training corpus increases, suggesting that larger
corpora are expected to lead to higher precisions.

Training Evaluation on test set
corpus Training corpus build

size automatically manually
0 (baseline) 83.07%

10,000 87.28% 91.32%
100,000 88.43% 92.93%
500,000 89.20% 93.17%

1,000,000 90.02% 93.55%

Table 2: Corpus size, and precision on test set us-
ing automatically or manually tagged training data
(Swedish)

4.1.3 Part of Speech Tagging for Chinese

For Chinese, we were able to identify only a fairly
small lexicon of about 10,000 entries. Similarly, the
only part of speech tagged corpus that we are aware
of does not exceed 100,000 tokens (the Chinese Tree-
bank (Xue et al. 02)). All the comparative evalua-
tions of tagging accuracy are therefore performed on
limited size corpora. Similar with the previous ex-
periments, about 10% of the corpus was set aside for
testing. The remaining corpus was cleaned of part of
speech tags and automatically labeled. Training on
90,000 manually labeled tokens results in an accuracy
of 87.5% on the test data. Using the same training
corpus, but automatically labeled, leads to a perfor-
mance on the same test corpus of 82.05%. In an-



other experiment, we increase the corpus size to about
2 million words, using the segmented Chinese cor-
pus made publicly available by (Hockenmaier & Brew
98). The corpus is then automatically labeled with
part of speech tags, and used as additional training
data, resulting in a precision of 87.05% on the same
test set.

The conclusion drawn from these three experiments
is that non-ambiguous words represent a useful source
of knowledge for the task of part of speech tagging.
The results are comparable with previously explored
methods in unsupervised part of speech tagging: (Cut-
ting et al. 92) and (Brill 95) report a precision of 95-
96% for part of speech tagging for English, using un-
supervised annotation, under the assumption that all
words in the test set are known. Under a similar as-
sumption (i.e. all words in the test set are included
in the lexicon), the performance of our unsupervised
approach raises to 95.2%.

4.2 Word Sense Disambiguation

The annotation method was also evaluated on a word
sense disambiguation problem. Here, the equivalence
classes consist of words that are semantically related.
Such semantic relations are often readily encoded in
semantic networks, e.g. WordNet or EuroWordNet,
can be induced using bilingual dictionaries (Nikolov
& Petrova 00).

First, one or more non-ambiguous equivalents are
identified for each possible meaning of the ambiguous
word considered. For instance, the noun “plant”, with
the two meanings of “living organism” and “man-
ufacturing plant”, has the monosemous equivalents
“flora” and “industrial plant”.

Next, the monosemous equivalents are used to ex-
tract several examples from a raw textual corpus,
which constitute training examples for the semantic
annotation task. The feature set used for this task con-
sists of a surrounding window of two words to the left
and right of the target word, the verbs before and after
the target word, the nouns before and after the tar-
get word, and sense specific keywords. Similar with
the experiments on part of speech tagging, we use the
Timbl memory based learner.

The performance obtained with the automatically
tagged corpus is evaluated against: (1) a simple base-
line, which assigns by default the most frequent sense
(as determined from the training corpus); and (2) a su-
pervised method that learns from manually annotated
corpora (the performance of the supervised method is

estimated through ten-fold cross validations)

Most Disambig. precision
Train. Test freq. Training corpus

Word corpus size sense auto. manual
bass 107 107 90.65% 92.52% 90.65%
crane 200 95 74.73% 71.57% 81.05%
motion 200 200 70.14% 75.62% 88.05%
palm 200 200 71.14% 80.59% 87.06%
plant 200 188 54.36% 69.14% 76.59%
tank 100 200 62.69% 63.69% 76.61%
AVERAGE 184 171 70.61% 76.60% 83.35%

Table 3: Corpus size, disambiguation precision us-
ing most frequent sense, and using automatically or
manually sense tagged data. Automatic corpus an-
notation is performed using knowledge induced from
non-ambiguous equivalents.

4.2.1 Word Sense Disambiguation for English

For this task, monosemous equivalents for six am-
biguous words were determined based on WordNet
synsets. The raw corpus consists of the British Na-
tional Corpus, with about 100 million words, contain-
ing news article, scientific reports, novels, and spo-
ken transcripts. Each monosemous equivalent is used
to extract several examples (consisting of 4 sentences
surrounding the focus word), up to a maximum of 100
examples per word sense.

Table 3 lists the six ambiguous words, the size of
the training corpus automatically generated, the pre-
cision obtained on the test set using: (1) a simple
heuristic that assigns the most frequent sense to all in-
stances; (2) the classifier trained on (2a) automatically
generated corpora, or (2b) manually labeled data.1

The disambiguation accuracy clearly exceeds the
baseline, even for such small amounts of annotated
corpora. While previous results reported in the lit-
erature for these words are sometimes larger (e.g.
(Yarowsky 95)), note that the size of our corpus is
limited to at most 100 examples per word sense, to
allow for a one-to-one comparison with supervised
methods (as opposed to thousands of annotated ex-
amples). Moreover, to avoid the bias introduced by
the “one sense per discourse” paradigm, the exam-
ples that were manually annotated were selected ex-
clusively from individual BNC texts, and therefore the
“one sense per discourse” heuristic did not help the
annotation process.

1The manually annotated corpus for these words is available
from http://www.cs.unt.edu/˜rada/downloads.html



4.2.2 Word Sense Disambiguation for Romanian

Since a Romanian WordNet is not yet available,
monosemous equivalents for five ambiguous words
were hand-picked by a native speaker using a paper-
based dictionary. The raw corpus consists of a collec-
tion of Romanian newspapers collected on the Web
over a three years period (1999-2002). The monose-
mous equivalents are used to extract several examples,
again with a surrounding window of 4 sentences. An
interesting problem that occurred in this task is the
presence of gender, which may influence the classifi-
cation decision. To avoid possible miss-classifications
due to gender mismatch, the native speaker was in-
structed to pick the monosemous equivalents such that
they all have the same gender (which is not necessar-
ily the gender of their equivalent ambiguous word).

Table 4 lists the five ambiguous words, their
monosemous equivalents, the size of the training cor-
pus automatically generated, and the precision ob-
tained on the test set using the simple most fre-
quent sense heuristic and the instance based classi-
fier. Again, the classifier trained on the automatically
labeled data exceeds by a large margin the simple
heuristic that assigns the most frequent sense by de-
fault. Since the size of the test set created for these
words is fairly small (50 examples or less for each
word), the performance of a supervised method could
not be estimated.

Training Most freq. Disambig.
Word size sense precision
volum (book/quantity) 200 52.85% 87.05%
galerie (museum/tunnel) 200 66.00% 80.00%
canal (channel/tube) 200 69.62% 95.47%
slujba (job/service) 67 58.8% 83.3%
vas (container/ship) 164 60.9% 91.3%

AVERAGE 166 61.63% 87.42%

Table 4: Corpus size, disambiguation precision using
most frequent sense, and using automatically sense
tagged data (Romanian)

5 Conclusion

This paper introduced a framework for unsupervised
natural language disambiguation, applicable to ambi-
guity problems where classes of equivalence can be
defined over the set of words in a lexicon. Lexical
knowledge is induced from non-ambiguous words via
classes of equivalence, and enables the automatic gen-
eration of annotated corpora. The only requirements
are a dictionary and a raw textual corpus. The method
was tested on two natural language ambiguity tasks,

on several languages. In part of speech tagging, clas-
sifiers trained on automatically constructed training
corpora performed at accuracies in the range of 88-
94%, depending on training size, comparable with the
performance of the same tagger when trained on man-
ually labeled data. Similarly, in word sense disam-
biguation experiments, the algorithm succeeds in cre-
ating semantically annotated corpora, which enable
good disambiguation accuracies. In future work, we
plan to investigate the application of this algorithm to
very, very large corpora (Banko & Brill 01), and eval-
uate the impact on disambiguation performance.
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Abstract

We describe a language-neutral au-
tomatic summarization system which
aims to produce coherent extracts. It
builds an initial extract composed solely
of topic sentences, and then recursively
fills in the topical lacunae by provid-
ing linking material between semanti-
cally dissimilar sentences. While exper-
iments with human judges did not prove
a statistically significant increase in tex-
tual coherence with the use of a latent
semantic analysis module, we found a
strong positive correlation between co-
herence and overall summary quality.

1 Introduction

A major problem with automatically-produced
summaries in general, and extracts in particular,
is that the output text often lacks fluency and orga-
nization. Sentences often leap incoherently from
topic to topic, confusing the reader and hampering
his ability to identify information of interest. In-
terest in producing textually coherent summaries
has consequently increased in recent years, lead-
ing to a wide variety of approaches, including IR-
influenced techniques (Saltonet al. [1997]; Car-
bonell and Goldstein [1998]), variations on lexi-
cal chaining (Brunnet al. [2002]; Karamuftuoglu
[2002]), and discourse structure analysis (Marcu
[1997, 1999]; Chanet al. [2000]). Unfortunately,

0The research described in this paper was carried out
while the author was at the University of Toronto.

many of these techniques are tied to a particular
language or require resources such as a list of dis-
course keywords and a manually marked-up cor-
pus; others are constrained in the type of summary
they can generate (e.g.,general-purposevs.query-
focussed).

In this paper, we present a new, recursive
method for automatic text summarization which
aims to preserve both the topic coverage and
the coherence of the source document, yet has
minimal reliance on language-specific NLP tools.
Only word- and sentence-boundary detection rou-
tines are required. The system produces general-
purpose extracts of single documents, though it
should not be difficult to adapt the technique
to query-focussed summarization, and may also
be of use in improving the coherence of multi-
document summaries.

2 Latent semantic analysis

Our system fits within the general category of IR-
based systems, but rather than comparing text with
the standard vector-space model, we employ la-
tent semantic analysis (LSA) [Deerwesteret al.,
1990], a technique originally developed to cir-
cumvent the problems of synonymy and polysemy
in IR. LSA extends the traditional vector-space
document model withsingular value decomposi-
tion, a process by which the term–sentence co-
occurrence matrix representing the source docu-
ment is factored into three smaller matrices of a
particular form. One such matrix is a diagonal ma-
trix of singular values; when one or more of the
smallest singular values are deleted and the three
matrices multiplied together, the product is a least-
squares best fit to the original matrix. The appar-
ent result of this smearing of values is that the ap-



proximated matrix has captured the latent transi-
tivity relations among terms, allowing for identi-
fication of semantically similar sentences which
share few or no common terms withal. We be-
lieve that the deep semantic relations discovered
by LSA may assist in the identification and cor-
rection of abrupt topic shifts between sentences.

3 Algorithm

The input to our summarizer is a plain text docu-
ment, which is converted into a list of tokenized
sentences. A tokenizer and sentence-boundary
disambiguation algorithm may be used for these
first steps.

The list ofm sentences (indexed from1 to m) is
then segmented into linearly discrete topics. This
can be done manually if the original document is
structured (e.g.,a book with chapters, or an arti-
cle with sections), or a linear text segmentation al-
gorithm, such as C99 [Choi, 2000] can be used.
The output of this step is a list of sentence indices
〈t1, . . . , tn+1〉, where, for theith of then topics,
ti is the index of the first sentence of the topic seg-
ment andti+1 − 1 is the index of the last sentence
of the topic segment. We stipulate that there are no
sentences which do not belong to a topic segment,
so for allti, we haveti < ti+1, and

ti =


1 if i = 1;
m + 1 if i = n + 1;
index of first sentence
of theith topic

otherwise.

As mentioned previously, we use LSA to mea-
sure semantic similarity, so before we can be-
gin constructing the extract, we need to con-
struct a reduced-dimensionality term–sentence co-
occurrence matrix. Once this is done, a prelimi-
nary extract is produced by choosing a representa-
tive “topic sentence” from each segment—that is,
that sentence which has the highest semantic sim-
ilarity to all other sentences in its topic segment.
These topic sentences correspond to a list of sen-
tence indices〈r1, . . . , rn〉 such that

ri = arg max
ti≤j<ti+1

ti+1−1∑
k=ti

sim (j, k) ,

wheresim (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1] is the LSA cosine sim-
ilarity score for the sentences with indicesx andy.
In order to preserve important information which
may be found at the beginning of the document,
and also to account for the possibility that the doc-
ument contains only one topic segment, we always
consider the first sentence of the document to be a
topic sentence—i.e.,r0 = 1—and include it in our
initial extract.1 Let us refer to this initial extract as
E0 = 〈e0,1, . . . , e0,n+1〉 wheree0,i = ri−1.

As we might imagine, this basic extract will
have very poor coherence, since every sentence
addresses a completely different topic. However,
we can improve its coherence by selecting from
the set〈1, . . . ,m〉 \ E0 a number of indices for
“glue” sentences between adjacent pairs of sen-
tences represented inE0. We consider an ap-
propriate glue sentence between two others to be
one which occurs between them in the source
document, and which is semantically similar to
both. Thus we look for sentence indicesG1 =
〈g1,1, . . . , g1,n〉 such that

g1,i = arg max
e0,i<j<e0,i+1

f
`
sim′ (j, e0,i) , sim′ (j, e0,i+1)

´
,

where

f (x, y) = xy · (1− |x− y|)

and

sim′ (x, y) =


0 if sim (x, y) > α;
0 if sim (x, y) < 0;

sim (x, y) otherwise.

for α ∈ [0, 1]. The purpose off() is to reward
glue sentences which are similar to their bound-
ary sentences, but to penalize if the similarity is
too biased in favour of only one of the boundaries.
The revised similarity measuresim′() ensures that
we do not select a glue sentence which is nearly
equivalent to any one boundary—such a sentence
is redundant. (Of course, useful values ofα will
be 1 or close thereto.)

Once we haveG1, we can construct a revised
extractE1 = 〈e1,1, . . . , e1,2n+1〉 = 〈E0 ∪G1〉.2

1In practice, it may be the case thatr1 = 1, in which case
inclusion of r0 is not necessary. In this paper we assume,
without loss of generality, thatr1 6= 1.

2For notational convenience, we take it as understood that
the sentence indices in the extractsEi are sorted in ascending
order—that is,ei,j < ei,j+1 for 1 ≤ j < |Ei|.



More generally, however, we can repeat the glu-
ing process recursively, usingEi to generateGi+1,
and henceEi+1. The question that arises, then,
is when to stop. Clearly there will come a point
at which someei,j = ei,j+1 − 1, thus preclud-
ing the possibility of finding any further glue sen-
tences between them. We may also encounter
the case where for allk betweenei,j andei,j+1,
f (sim′ (k, ei,j) , sim′ (k, ei,j+1)) is so low that the
extract’s coherence would not be significantly im-
proved by the addition of an intermediary sen-
tence. Or, we may find that the sentences with in-
dicesei,j andei,j+1 are themselves so similar that
no glue is necessary. Finally, it is possible that the
user wishes to constrain the size of the extract to a
certain number of sentences, or to a fixed percent-
age of the original document’s length. The first of
these stopping conditions is straightforward to ac-
count for; the next two can be easily handled by
introducing two fixed thresholdsβ andγ: when
the similarity between adjacent sentences fromEi

exceedsβ, or when the value off() falls belowγ,
no glue sentence is suggested for the pair in ques-
tion.

The case of maximum summary length is a bit
trickier. If we are not concerned about undershoot-
ing the target length̀, then we can simply halt
the algorithm once|Ei| ≥ `, and then takeEi−1

(or Ei, if |Ei| = `) as the final extract. Most
real-world applications, however, demand that we
maximize the extract size. GivenEi−1 of length
` − p, the optimal extractE of length` is the one
which glues together thep largest gaps inEi−1.

A version of the gluing algorithm which takes
into account all four stopping conditions is shown
in Algorithm 1.

Once the final set of sentences for the ex-
tract has been selected, we send the sentences,
in their original order of occurrence, to the topic
segmenter. The discovered topic segments are
then used by a simple text formatter to partition
the summary into sections or paragraphs for easy
reading.

3.1 Complexity analysis

Given an initial extract of lengthn, the first re-
cursion of Algorithm 1 will add at mostn − 1
sentences to the extract, yielding a new extract of

length2n−1. In general, at most2i−1n sentences
will be added on theith recursion, bringing the
extract length to2in − 1 sentences. Therefore, to
achieve an extract of length̀> n, the algorithm
needs to recurse at least⌈

log2

` + 1
n

⌉
times. The worst case occurs whenn = 2 and the
algorithm always selects a glue sentence which is
adjacent to one of the boundary sentences (with
indicese1 ande2). In this case, the algorithm must
recursemin (`, e2 − e1) times, which is limited by
the source document length,m.

On each recursioni of the algorithm, the main
loop considers at mostm −

(
2in− 1

)
candidate

glue sentences, comparing each one with two of
the 2in − 1 sentences already in the extract. To
simplify matters, we note that2in − 1 can never
exceedm, so the number of comparisons must be,
at worst, proportional tom. The comparison func-
tion, sim(), runs in time proportional to the num-
ber of word types,w, in the original document.
Thus an upper bound on the time complexity of a
näıve implementation of Algorithm 1 isO(wm2).

Running time can be cut down considerably in
the general case, however. Sincesim(i, j) remains
constant, we can save time by precomputing a tri-
angular similarity matrix of all pairs of sentences
in the document, or better yet, by using memo-
ization (i.e.,caching intersentential similarity val-
ues as they are computed). The algorithm could
be further improved by having the loop skip over
adjacent extract sentences for which no glue was
found on a previous recursion. At any rate, the
running time of the summarizer as a whole will
likely be dominated by the singular value decom-
position step of the LSA stage (at leastO(wm2))
and possibly too by the topic segmenter (for C99,
alsoO(wm2)).

4 Evaluation

In general there are two approaches to evaluat-
ing summaries:intrinsic evaluations, which rate
the summary in and of itself, andextrinsicevalua-
tions, which test the summary in relation to some
other task [Sp̈arck Jones and Galliers, 1996]. Pop-
ular intrinsic approaches includequality evalua-



Algorithm 1: glue()
input : initial extractE, maximum extract length̀
output : largest coherent extract of length≤ `

precondition: |E| < `

assumption : Lists are kept sorted in ascending order. Where list elements are coordinate pairs,
the sorting key is the first coordinate.

G← 〈〉;
for i← 1 to |E| − 1 do

s← sim(E[i], E[i + 1]);
if E[i] = E[i + 1]− 1 or s > β then continue;
g ← arg max

E[i]<j<E[i+1]
f(sim′(j, E[i]), sim′(j, E[i + 1]));

if f(sim′(g,E[i]), sim′(g,E[i + 1])) ≥ γ then G← G ∪ 〈(s, g)〉;
end
if |G| = 0 then

return E;

else if|E|+ |G| ≥ ` then

return E ∪

〈
x

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (y, x) ∈
|G|⋃

i=|E|+|G|−`+1

G[i]

〉
;

else
return glue(E ∪ 〈x | (y, x) ∈ G〉 , `);

end

tion, where human graders grade the summary
in isolation on the basis of relevance, grammat-
icality, readability,etc.; and gold-standard com-
parison, where the summary is compared (by hu-
mans or automatically) with an “ideal” summary.
Extrinsic methods are usually domain- or query-
dependent, but two popular methods which are rel-
atively generic arerelevance assessment, where
the summarizer acts as the back-end to an infor-
mation retrieval system, andreading comprehen-
sion, where the summaries are used as input to a
question-answering task. In both cases the idea is
to compare performance of the task given the sum-
maries versus the whole documents.

Though it could be argued that reading com-
prehension is somewhat dependent on coherence,
almost all evaluation methods are designed pri-
marily to assess topic coverage and informa-
tion relevance. This may be because to date,
researchers have concentrated on evaluation of
highly-compressed summaries, where coherence
necessarily takes a back seat to topic coverage.

Another reason why coherence is not measured di-
rectly is the dearth of good, automatable evalua-
tion metrics for the trait. One approach commonly
used in essay assessment [Miller, 2003a] is to av-
erage the semantic similarity (using the cosine co-
efficient, with or without LSA) of all adjacent sen-
tence pairs. This technique is not appropriate for
our algorithm because by definition its summaries
are guaranteed to have good intersentential cosine
scores. This approach has the additional disadvan-
tage of rewarding redundancy.

A more recent approach to automated coher-
ence assessment is to check for the presence or
absence of discourse relations [Marcu, 2000]. The
problem with this approach is that the vast major-
ity of discourse relations are not signalled by an
obvious discourse marker [Marcu and Echihabi,
2002].

Since we also could not come up with a new
task-based evaluation which would measure co-
herence in isolation, we felt we were left with no
choice but to use the intrinsic method of quality



evaluation. We therefore recruited human judges
to provide ratings for our summaries’ coherence,
and for the sake of convenience and simplicity, we
also used them to assess other aspects of summary
quality.

4.1 Experiment

Source data We had hoped to use the TIPSTER
documents commonly used in summary evalua-
tions at the annual Document Understanding Con-
ference (DUC). However, most of them were very
short and focussed on single, narrow topics, mak-
ing them unsuitable for an evaluation of summary
coherence. We therefore randomly selected one
1000-word and one 2000-word article from a cur-
rent encyclopedia, plus one of the five longest
newspaper articles from the DUC 2001 trial data.

Comparison systems On the basis of our own
informal observations, we determined that our sys-
tem (hereinafterlsa ) performed best with a reten-
tion of 20–30% of the singular values and thresh-
olds ofα = 0.9, β = 1.0, andγ = 0.1. More par-
simonious cutoffs tended to result in summaries
greatly in deficit of the allowed length.

We selected four third-party comparison sys-
tems based on their availability and similarity to
our own technique and/or goals: Microsoft Word,
commonly available and therefore an oft-used
benchmark; Lal and R̈uger [2002], a Bayesian
classifier summarizer intended to assist students
with reading comprehension; Copernic, a com-
mercial summarizer based partly on the work of
Turney [2000]; and Sinope (formerly Sumatra),
which, like lsa , employs a technique for identi-
fying latent semantic relations [Lie, 1998]. In our
results tables we refer to these systems asword ,
plal , copernic , andsinope , respectively.

Baselines There are two popular methods for
constructing baseline extracts of a given length,
both of which are used in our study. The first
(random ) is to randomly selectn sentences from
the document and present them in their original
order of appearance. The second way (init ),
based on the observation that important sentences
are usually located at the beginning of paragraphs,
is to select the initial sentence of the firstn para-
graphs.

In order to measure the contribution of LSA to
our system’s performance, we also employed a
version of our summarizer (nolsa ) which does
not use the singular value decomposition module.

Test procedure We ran the eight summarizers
on the three source documents twice each—once
to produce a “short” summary (around 100 words)
and once to produce a “long” summary (around
300 words). We then recruited human judges who
self-identified as fluent in English, the language
of the source documents. The judges were pro-
vided with these documents and the 48 summaries
grouped according to source document and sum-
mary length. Within each document–summary
length group, the summaries were labelled only
with a random number and were presented in ran-
dom order. We asked the judges to read each
source document and then assign to each of its
summaries an integer score ranging from 1 (very
poor) to 5 (very good) on each of three dimen-
sions: comprehensiveness (i.e., topic coverage),
coherence, and overall quality. The judges were
given the compression ratio for each summary and
told to take it under consideration when assigning
their ratings.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Interjudge agreement

To compare interjudge agreement, we com-
puted correlation matrices for each of coher-
ence, comprehensiveness, and overall quality rat-
ings. Interjudge agreement on coherence was
generally low, with the mean Pearson correla-
tion coefficientr ranging from 0.0672 to 0.3719.
Agreement on comprehensiveness and quality was
better, but still only moderate, withr in the
ranges[0.2545, 0.4660] and [0.2250, 0.4726], re-
spectively. Why the correlation is only moderate
is difficult to explain, though given the similarly
low agreement in the DUC 2001 evaluations [Lin
and Hovy, 2002], it was not entirely unexpected.
Though we had made an effort to narrowly define
coherence in the written instructions to the judges,
it is possible that some of them nevertheless con-
flated the term with its more conventional meaning
of intelligibility, or with cohesion. As discussed
in Miller [2003b], this last possibility seems to be



supported by the judges’ written comments.

4.2.2 Comparative performance of
summarizers

We used SAS to perform a three-way repeated-
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each
of the three dimensions: coherence, comprehen-
siveness, and overall quality. Quite unexpect-
edly, the (document, summary length, summa-
rizer) three-way interaction effect was significant
at the 0.05 confidence level for all three dimen-
sions (p = 0.0151, p < 0.0001, andp = 0.0002,
respectively). This means it would have been very
difficult, if not impossible, to make any general-
izations about the performance of the individual
summarizers. On the assumption that the type
of document was irrelevant to summarizer perfor-
mance, we added the document scores for each
(summarizer, summary length, rater) triplet to get
new coherence, comprehensiveness, and overall
quality measurements in the range[3, 15]. We then
performed two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs
for each dimension. The two-way interaction ef-
fect was still significant for comprehensiveness
(p = 0.0025) and overall quality (p = 0.0347),
but not for coherence (p = 0.6886).

Coherence In our coherence ANOVA, the only
significant effect was the summarizer (p <
0.0001). That summary length was not found to
be significant (p = 0.0806) is somewhat surpris-
ing, since we expected a strong positive correla-
tion between the coherence score and the com-
pression ratio. Though we did ask our judges to
account for the summary length when assigning
their scores, we did not think that very short ex-
tracts could maintain the same level of coherence
as their longer counterparts. It may be that sum-
mary length’s effect on coherence is significant
only for summaries with much higher compres-
sion ratios than those used in our study.

With respect to the comparative performance of
the summaries, only 7 of the 28 pairwise com-
parisons from our ANOVA were significant at
the 0.05 confidence level. The initial-sentences
baseline was found to perform significantly bet-
ter than every other summarizer (p ≤ 0.00083)

3All p values in this chapter from here on are Tukey-

exceptcopernic and plal . The only other
significant result we obtained for coherence was
that the sinope summarizer performed worse
than copernic (p = 0.0050) and plal (p =
0.0005). Using these pairwise comparisons, we
can partition the summarizers into three overlap-
ping ranks as shown in Table 1.

Rank(s) Summarizer Mean rating
A init 11.1111
A B plal 9.9722
A B copern 9.6667
C B word 8.9444
C B lsa 8.7222
C B nolsa 8.6667
C B random 8.4722
C sinope 7.7500

Table 1: Summarizer coherence rankings

Comprehensiveness and overall quality The
mean comprehensiveness score for long sum-
maries was higher than that for short summaries by
a statistically significant 1.9792 (p < 0.0001, α =
0.05). In fact, in no case did any summarizer pro-
duce a short summary whose mean score exceeded
that of the long summary for the same document.
This could be because none of the short summaries
covered as many topics as our judges thought they
could have, or because the judges did not or could
not completely account for the compression level.
In order to resolve this question, we would proba-
bly need to repeat the experiment with abstracts
produced by human experts, which presumably
have optimal comprehensiveness at any compres-
sion ratio.

Likewise, the overall quality scores were depen-
dent not only on the summarizer but also on the
summary length, but it is not clear whether this is
because our judges did not factor in the compres-
sion ratio, or because they genuinely believed that
the shorter summaries were not as useful as they
could have been for their size.

As with coherence, we can partition the summa-
rizers into overlapping ranks based on their statis-
tically significant scores. Because the (summary
length, summarizer) interaction was significant,

adjusted.



we produce separate rankings for short and long
summaries. (See Tables 2 and 3.)

4.2.3 Relationship among dimensions

Intuition tells us that overall quality of a sum-
mary depends in part on both its topic flow
and its topic coverage. To see if this assump-
tion is borne out in our data, we calculated
the Pearson correlation coefficient for our 864
pairs of coherence–overall quality ratings and
comprehensiveness–overall quality ratings. The
correlation between coherence and overall quality
was strong atr = 0.6842, and statistically sig-
nificant (t = 27.55) below the0.001 confidence
level. The comprehensiveness–overall quality cor-
relation was also quite strong (r = 0.7515, t =
33.44, α < 0.001).

4.3 Analysis

Unfortunately, moderate to low interjudge agree-
ment for all three dimensions, coupled with an un-
expected three-way interaction between the sum-
marizers, the source documents, and the compres-
sion ratio, stymied our attempts to make high-
level, clear-cut comparisons of summarizer perfor-
mance. The statistically significant results we did
obtain have confirmed what researchers in auto-
matic summarization have known for years: that it
is very hard to beat the initial-sentences baseline.
This baseline consistently ranked in the top cate-
gory for every one of the three summary dimen-
sions we studied. While thecopern andplal
systems sometimes had higher mean ratings than
init , the difference was never statistically sig-
nificant.

The performance of our own systems was un-
remarkable; they consistently placed in the sec-
ond of the two or three ranks, and only once in
the first as well. Though one of the main foci of
our work was to measure the contribution of the
LSA metric to our summarizer’s performance, we
were unable to prove any significant difference be-
tween the mean scores for our summarizer and its
non-LSA counterpart. The two systems consis-
tently placed in the same rank for every dimension
we measured, with mean ratings differing by no
more than 6%. As a case study in Miller [2003b]
suggests, this nebulous result may be due more to

the LSA summarizer’s unfortunate choice of topic
sentences than to its gluing process, which actu-
ally seemed to perform well with the material it
was given.

5 Conclusion

Our goal in this work has been to investigate how
we can improve the coherence of automatically-
produced extracts. We developed and imple-
mented an algorithm which builds an initial extract
composed solely of topic sentences, and then fills
in the lacunae by providing linking material be-
tween semantically dissimilar sentences. In con-
trast with much of the previous work we reviewed,
our system was designed to minimize reliance on
language-specific features.

Our study revealed few clearly-defined dis-
tinctions among the summarization systems we
reviewed, and no significant benefit to using
LSA with our algorithm. Though our evaluation
method for coherence was intended to circum-
vent the limitations of automated approaches, the
use of human judges introduced its own set of
problems, foremost of which was the low inter-
judge agreement on what constitutes a fluent sum-
mary. Despite this lack of consensus, we found
a strong positive correlation between the judges’
scores for coherence and overall summary qual-
ity. We would like to take this as good evidence
that the production of coherent summaries is an
important research area within automatic summa-
rization. However, it may be that humans simply
find it too difficult to evaluate coherence in isola-
tion, and end up using other aspects of summary
quality as a proxy measure.
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Abstract
This paper presents consistent and well-defined dis-
course segmentation guidelines based on lexical and
syntactic cues. Inspired from a set of rhetorical re-
lations, these guidelines are concerned with consis-
tently defining and identifying elementary discourse
units (EDUs), grammatical units (GUs) and parenthet-
ical units (PUs). They are fully encoded into an auto-
matic discourse segmenter which is based on a syn-
tactic parser. The system takes as input parsed nat-
ural English texts and automatically outputs the text
marked with the different types of segmented units.
Its evaluation consists of an experiment that com-
pares it to a reimplementation of a surface-based seg-
mentation approach, against a gold standard. The
system achieves a considerable recall improvement
of 20%, and a precision improvement of 2% over
the shallow approach. To my knowledge, this is the
only published comparison between a surface-based
approach and one that is augmented with a syntactic
parser.

1 Introduction & Motivation

Discourse segmentation is the task of consis-
tently identifying discourse boundaries between non-
overlapping, independent but related text units. The
aim of discourse segmentation is to partition any text
into basic, consistently-characterised segments. This
is different from topic segmentation in that the units
are hierarchical and can be intra-sentential. Once
these units are identified, they can be used in a vari-
ety of tasks, such as information retrieval (Corston-
Oliver & Dolan 99), assisting document summari-
sation (Marcu 97b; Boguraev & Neff 00), machine
translation (Marcu 00), language generation (Di-
Marcoet al. 95), and discourse interpretation (Marcu
00).
Segmentation of text has been claimed to constrain
and be constrained by several phenomena, including
cue phrases (Hirschberg & Litman 93; Marcu 97a;
Grosz & Sidner 86; Reichman 85); reference and
tense (Webber 87; Webber 88; Hwang & Schubert 92;
Asher 93) and lexical cohesion (Morris & Hirst 91).
However, there is a little consensus on the nature of
segments and the criteria for recognising them (Pas-
sonneau & Litman 93).

This paper describes novel, well-defined, reasonably-
specific guidelines for discourse segmentation which
allow for automation. The guidelines are based on
lexical and syntactic cues, and cover a range of syn-
tactic phenomena. They consistently segment a cor-
pus of articles into three types of units: elementary
discourse units (EDUs), grammatical units (GUs) and
parenthetical units (PUs). The guidelines (Mimouni
03) are presented in the form of decision trees and
using them results in a consistent discourse segmen-
tation of the corpus. This will enable annotators to
replicate the annotation procedure and obtain a suffi-
ciently high measure of agreement.
The experiment provides an adequate automatic mea-
sure for the effect of syntactic augmentation. For this
reason, the guidelines are applied to the output of a
syntactic parser (Briscoe & Carroll 02), and compared
with a reimplementation of surface-based discourse
parsing approach (Marcu 00) against a gold standard
marked up by two human judges. This is particu-
larly useful as several of the existing segmentation
approaches have not been implemented or evaluated
against other systems.
The document is structured as follows: Section 2
briefly describes related work. Section 3 provides
the discourse relations used in the segmentation pro-
cess and their formal definitions. Section 4 presents
the discourse segmentation guidelines. Section 5 de-
scribes the experiment and results. Finally, section 6
is the conclusion and future work.

2 Related Work

Existing models for text analysis rely heavily on an-
alysts’ intuitions. Formalising these intuitions into
algorithms in a consistent manner is a hard task.
The resulting systems often exploit pattern match-
ing techniques using discourse cues to capture dis-
course (Marcu 97a). The segmentation guidelines of-
ten tend to be syntactically underspecified and text
and genre dependent (Corston-Oliver 98). Finally,
only a few of these systems are evaluated properly.
Objective guidelines are necessary for automation



purposes. Marcu produced a discourse tagging ref-
erence manual and reports a good measure of agree-
ment between annotators (Marcu 01). Building on his
work, I propose a novel approach of discourse seg-
mentation based on rhetorical and grammatical seg-
mentation. This stems from the division of discourse
relations into two types; rhetorical relations and gram-
matical relations following Asher’s definition (Asher
93, 265–267) as explained in section 4.

3 Discourse relations

Discourse relations are the glue that binds simple
text constituents together to make more complex con-
stituents (Asher 93) and are essential to maintain-
ing the coherence of discourse. For the purpose of
corpus annotation, I classify discourse relations into
two main types: rhetorical relations and grammati-
cal relations. Rhetorical relations segment a discourse
on the basis of the rhetorical function of particular
propositions in relation to propositions already es-
tablished in the discourse (Asher 93). They can oc-
cur inter-sententially as in example 1a below or intra-
sententially betweenEDUs as in example 1b.

(1) a. Mary missed her morning lecture.| She woke
up late.|

b. The Lenin tomb is obviously adequate for
double occupancy,|Moscow is a crowded
city.|

Grammatical relations on the other hand are those re-
lations that are grammatically cued. They have a syn-
tactic function and therefore can be signalled in the
parse. They do not necessarily link twoEDUs and oc-
cur intra-sententially.
The list of possible discourse relations seems
open ended. Among discourse relations pro-
posed by Mann & Thompson 88), I adopt the fol-
lowing set: ENCAPSULATING ELABORATION or
E-ELABORATION, INSTANCE (EXEMPLIFICATION),
PURPOSE, CONCESSION, CONSEQUENCE, CON-
TRAST, REASON, CONDITION and JOINT and pro-
vide two examples of definitions below.

E-elaboration This relation holds between two
constituents, one of which is more dominant than the
other. The dominated constituent denotes a state or
event that expands on the event or state represented in
the dominant constituent by elaborating on it (or some
portion of it), restating it in other words, or specifying
it in greater details (example 2). My definition also
encapsulates Asher’s Narration relation (example 3),

telic Explanation (example 4) and the Background re-
lation (example 5). In other words:
∀α, β EDU(α)∧EDU(β)∧Elaboration(α, β) ⇒

(Dominant(β)∧Explains(α, β))∨
Narration(α, β)∨(Dominant(α)∧Background(β,α))

(2) a. Mary had a wonderful meal.

b. As a starter, she ate salmon pate.

(3) Max stood up. John greeted him.

(4) John arrived late for work. He took the bus.

(5) Someone left a coffee cup in my office; would
the owner please come and get it?

Concession The CONCESSION relation holds be-
tween two constituents, one of which is more salient
than the other. The constituent 6a leads the reader to
make assumptions that are violated by 6b. In other
words, 6b is not an expected consequence of 6a.
∀α, β EDU(α)∧EDU(β)∧Concession(α, β) ⇒ Dominant

(α)∧Consequence(α,¬β)

(6) a. Although the paper was weak,

b. it was quite interesting.

4 The Discourse Segmentation Guidelines

The discourse segmentation guidelines have been de-
veloped in the light of the relations proposed in the
previous section. They are divided into rhetorical
segmentation guidelines which are based on theEDU

identification outlined in 4.1 and the grammatical seg-
mentation guidelines introduced in section 4.2. Seg-
mentation guidelines for parenthetical units are intro-
duced in section 4.3.

4.1 Rhetorical Segmentation

A simple way to segment discourse would be at the
sentence level. However, this can result in the loss
of rhetorical information encoded within the sentence.
For example, theREASON relation between the two
clauses “The Lenin tomb is obviously adequate for
double occupancy” and “Moscow is a crowded city”
would not be identified in the example below.

(7) The Lenin tomb is obviously adequate for double
occupancy, Moscow is a crowded city.

As a result, a smaller, yet independent discourse unit
is needed. In general, a discourse unit is taken to
be a proposition. A proposition is the smallest unit
of knowledge that can stand in isolation (Omrad 95,



240). It is saturated and can take a truth value (Asher
93). Example 8a consists of a clause (a verb and its
arguments) and expresses the proposition represented
(simplistically) in 8b.

(8) a. Khrushchev threatens America.|
b. threatens (Khrushchev, America)

Exceptions to this principle include clausal subjects
and objects (example 9).

(9) Some time ago, Mr. Khrushchev decidedthathe
wouldattackAmerica.

This is motivated by the fact that the relation between
a subject or an object and its verb is generally a purely
syntactic one. In the parse tree, the underlined that-
clause is identified as a complement to the verb in the
main clause.
Although questions are not propositions because they
are not saturated, they are marked as discourse units
because they serve as text sentences. Non clausal an-
swers to questions (which can be elliptical questions)
are marked asEDUs as illustrated in example 10b.

(10) a. Is that definite?|
b. Yes,|why?|

Verbless phrases, for instance post modifiers of nom-
inal phrases, adjectives such as NP complements, and
prepositional phrases are notEDUs as illustrated in ex-
amples 11, 12.

(11) After amomentof thought, her mind cleared.|

(12) Another piece of evidence appearsin a dispatch
from Bonnin theObserver.|

Comparatives are not marked as separateEDUs be-
cause they do not introduce a rhetorical but rather
a syntactic relation that can be resolved by a parser
(usually adverbial or adjectival modifier) as illustrated
in example 13.

(13) They are leaving so fastthatthepresidentof the
West GermanEmployers’Federationissuedan
appealthisweek.|

4.2 Grammatical Segmentation

As opposed to discourse relations which are defined as
extra grammatical, identifying grammatical relations
relies mainly on syntax. In other words, grammatical
relations hold between text segments that are linked
to each other by a syntactic property identified using a
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Figure 1: Determining whether a text fragment is an
EDU

parser. These segments do not necessarily need to be
EDUs as outlined below.

The most basic example of a grammatical relation
is a main finite clause and another clause acting as an
adverbial.

(14) a. People are leaving West Berlin‖becauseit is
dying.|

b. People are leaving West Berlin‖because of
its death.|

Grammatical units also include coordinated units (ex-
amples 15a, 15b) as well as infinitive (example 16a)
and participle verb phrases (example 16b).

(15) a. They predicted escalation,‖and escalation is
what we are getting.|

b. He has exploded a 50 megaton bomb‖and
has rockets in sufficient numbers.|

(16) a. The front lowers‖to form a writing surface.|
b. Used in conjunction with your regular Squat-

ting, ‖this exercise improves your body
shape.|

The decision trees in Figures 1 and 2 determine
whether a text fragment can be segmented as a dis-
course unit or a grammatical unit. The left child re-
sults from a positive answer to the question at the par-
ent level, while the right one is negative.

4.3 Parenthetical Units (PUs)

PUs occur in different forms and do not follow uni-
form syntactic patterns. Also, a particular syntactic
form sometimes proves the presence of a parentheti-
cal unit and sometimes not. For these reasons, it is
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hard to devise one syntactic definition that includes
all types ofPUs.
The difficulty of defining parentheticals syntactically
lies in the fact that the syntactic definition, in this
case, is not necessarily a better, more consistent def-
inition (Asher 00). For example, a purely syntac-
tic definition must either accept the underlined units
in 17a, 17b, 17c, 17d as parenthetical units or reject
them all, both of which are not correct.

(17) a. Please leave,I ambeggingyou.

b. You must leave,I ambeggingyou.

c. ?You must be tired,I ambeggingyou.

d. ?The party must be over,I ambeggingyou.

A parenthetical unit (PU) is a text unit adjoined to a
main clause that is semantically propositional or prop-
erty denoting. It does not contribute to the truth con-
ditional content of the sentence it is part of. Rather, it
clarifies some element in the sentence or indicates an
attitude of the speaker. Its suppression does not alter
the truth conditions of the constituent it occurs in but
can change its felicity conditions. Units in dashes and
parentheses, regardless of whether they contain a verb
or not, arePUs. A PU can be constituted as anEDU if
it conforms to the corresponding guidelines but this is
not a requirement.PU identification relies heavily on
punctuation and is style and corpus specific. The tree
in Figure 3 representsPU segmentation. It includes
comment clauses (example 18), non restrictive rela-
tive clauses (example 19), as-clauses (example 20),
post NP modifiers (example 21) and units enclosed in
dashes (example 22).

(18) At thattime, [I think], labourwascheap.|

(19) Here is a message from Emily, [who recently
fled to Germany].|

(20) I’m a pacifist, [as you know].|
(21) In the recommended book, [edited by John

Smith], there is a useful reference.|
(22) What is needed, [Philip Morrison writes in

the Cornell Daily Sun [(October 26)]], is a
discontinuity.|

Not all units introduced byasare parentheticals. For
example, clauses of manner and comparison headed
by asare not (example 23). Also, coordinatedNPs en-
closed in commas (example 24) andPPs that are en-
closed in commas are notPUs (example 25). Finally,
vocative elements are notPUs because they specify the
addressee whom the preceding or following sentence
is directed to and indicate the fact that it is addressed
to them, therefore not introducing a new discourse re-
lation (example 26).

(23) She cooks a turkey exactlyasmy motherdid.|
(24) His proposal is opposed to that of Richard

Nixon, Governor Rockefeller, past chairmen
Strauss and McCone of the Atomic Energy
Commission.|

(25) And in England, after the Restoration, the body
of Cromwell was disinterred and hanged at
tyburn.|

(26) Doctor, please come over right away.|

5 Experiment & Results

The experiment consists of a comparison between a
segmentation system based on the guidelines above
(implemented to interpret the output of a syntactic
parser), a reimplementation of a surface-based al-
gorithm based on potential markers and their ortho-
graphic environment, against a gold standard marked-
up according to the guidelines by two human judges1.

5.1 Applying the Guidelines to the Parser’s
Output

The system takes as input the parse of the sen-
tence and outputs the sentence marked with dis-
course boundaries according to the guidelines ex-
plained above. The parser (Briscoe & Carroll 93)
outputs a syntactic analysis from which a predicate

1The experiment only evaluates two types of units;PUs and
EDUs because the shallow approach does not identifyGUs.
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argument structure can be recovered, and which can
support semantic interpretation. The parser’s perfor-
mance is described in Carrollet al. 98). The paper re-
ports a 88.6% recall and 79.2% precision for the base-
line parser and 88.1% recall and 88.2% precision with
added subcategorisation information. An example of
the output of the parser is shown in Figure 4a. First,
the test texts are parsed and the sentences are stored
in data structures. For each sentence, the syntactic
parse is also formatted and stored into a data struc-
ture. The formatting phase includes mapping the out-
put of the syntactic parser into grammar rule formats.
This way, the rules are mapped into the formatted out-
put and boundary positions are easily identified. Fi-
nally, the parses are checked against the guidelines
for each type of unit (discourse, grammatical and par-
enthetical), and boundaries are inserted. The guide-
lines are implemented in a notation particular to the
parser. They take the form of transformation gram-
mar rules and record the position of the boundary (be-
ginning, middle or end) along with its type (discourse
(D), grammatical (G), parenthetical (P)). For exam-
ple, as shown in Figure 4b, a boundary of typeD is
inserted in sentence 27a, resulting in a boundary sep-
arating the first clause started with a marker from the
second one (example 27b).

(27) a. If this capacity had not failed them, they
would see that their enemy has made a dis-
astrous miscalculation.|

b. If this capacity had not failed them,|they
would see that their enemy has made a dis-

a)
"If" "this" "capacity" "had" "not" "failed"
"them" "," "they" "would" "see" "that"
"their" "enemy" "has" "made" "a" "disastrous"

"miscalculation"
(|T/txt-sc1/---|

(|S/pp_s/+|
(|PP/p1|

(|P1/p_s| |If:1_CS|
(|S/np_vp| (|NP/det_n| |this:2_DD1|

(|N1/n| |capacity:3_NN1|))
(|V/have_ppart/-| |have+ed:4_VHD|

(|VP/not_vp| |not+:5_XX|
(|V/np| |fail+ed:6_VVN|

|they+:7_PPHO2|))))))
|,:8_,|
(|S/np_vp| |they:9_PPHS2|

(|V/modal_bse/-| |would:10_VM|
(|V/s| |see:11_VV0|

(|S/comp| |that:12_CST|
(|S/np_vp| (|NP/det_n|

|their:13_APP1|
(|N1/n| |enemy:14_NN1|))
(|V/have_ppart/-| |have+s:15_VHZ|

(|V/np| |make+ed:16_VVN|
(|NP/det_n| |a:17_AT1|

(|N1/ap_n1/-|
(|AP/a1| (|A1/a|

|disastrous:18_JJ|))
(|N1/n|

|miscalculation:19_NN1|))))))))))))

b)
LHS: S/pp s
RHS: S/ppDs
Position: Mid
Type: D

Figure 4: Applying the guidelines to the output of the
parser



Field Content
Example See example 28
Marker #tAlthought
Position B
Break action COMMA

Table 1: An example of Marcu’s corpus analysis

astrous miscalculation.|
5.2 The Shallow Approach

Marcu’s algorithm is a surface-based algorithm that
exploits cue phrases and their orthographic environ-
ment to determine the elementary “clause-like” dis-
course units and rhetorical relations. The hypothesis
underlying this is that connectives, cohesion and shal-
low processing alone can serve to accurately deter-
mine discourse units and hypothesise relations, with-
out resorting to the use of syntactic cues. This al-
gorithm was selected for comparison because there
is sufficient documentation for accurate-enough reim-
plementation. It takes as input a sentence of nat-
ural text, an array of potential markers and outputs
the clause-like units according to a (previously con-
ducted) corpus analysis that associates actions with
the potential marker. Table 1 represents the analysis
of the sentence below.

(28) Although faculties insist on governing them-
selves, they grant little prestige to members.

5.3 Data

The data consists of 50 texts from the Brown Cor-
pus (Francis & Kucera 89) marked up according to
the guidelines by 2 human judges. The average text
length is 110 sentences, with an average 20 words and
1.21 discourse markers per sentence. The longest text
is about 137 sentences, and the longest sentence con-
sists of more than 40 words.
The texts are heterogeneous and are written in com-
pletely different styles. They belong to different gen-
res, and usually discuss one topic at length. They
range from a very formal text about theology to a
very informal text about body building. This is im-
portant because the texts have natural –yet mutually
dissimilar– punctuation styles and since they discuss
different topics, they contain a natural rate of collec-
tive occurrence of the cue phrases.

5.4 Results

Table 2 presents the results obtained using a corpus
analysis of 20 texts and a two different test sets of 10
and 20 texts. The aim of the division is not to favour

10 20
Parser Shallow Parser Shallow

| Rec: 89.5 70.7 91.7 76.1
Prec: 81.5 92.6 85.8 85.1
F1: 85.3 80.2 88.6 80.3

[ Rec: 76.8 43.6 76.3 39.3
Prec: 82.0 65.3 83.2 61.8
F1: 79.3 52.3 79.5 46.9

] Rec: 72.8 42.4 72.5 37.8
Prec: 77.4 62.7 79.2 61.8
F1: 75.0 50.6 75.7 46.9

[] Rec: 74.8 43.0 74.4 38.5
Prec: 79.7 64.0 81.2 63.2
F1: 77.2 51.4 77.7 46.9

|[] Rec: 85.7 63.5 87.8 67.5
Prec: 81.1 85.8 84.9 81.4
F1: 83.3 73.0 86.3 73.8

Combined Rec: 88.9 65.5 91.2 70.8
Prec: 82.7 89.8 86.8 84.8
F1: 85.7 75.7 88.9 77.1

Table 2: The final results of the experiments

one approach over another. Since the system imple-
menting the guidelines does not require any training,
the ratio training/test is not important. However, this
ratio may affect the corpus analysis of the surface-
based approach. The table reports the evaluation of:
EDUs (|), left boundary ofPUs ([), right boundary of
PUs (]), both boundaries forPUs ([]) and and an av-
erage ofEDU and PU results (|[]). Combinedis an
additional result, which records the correct identifica-
tion of a boundary regardless of its nature (EDU or
PU). Overall, the algorithm implementing the guide-
lines shows significantly better results than the shal-
low approach. The recall difference is 16% forEDU

identification (91.7% vs 76.1%), which constitutes a
sizeable improvement. This shows that the important
recall increase comes at no cost in precision, in fact,
it is accompanied by a slight improvement in preci-
sion (0.7%). The syntactic approach achieves a sub-
stantial recall error reduction of 65% over the shallow
approach. This is mostly due to the syntatic nature of
the lexico-syntactic approach.
For PU identification, the results are even more im-
portant. The syntactic approach obtains a recall that
is nearly double the recall of the shallow approach
(74.4% vs 38.5%). Precision is also 18% higher. The
error reduction is of 60% for recall and 50% for pre-
cision. These results strongly suggest that the syn-
tactic approach segments natural English texts more
accurately. They are supported by those in theCom-
binedrow of the table, which do not discriminate be-
tween the type of boundary found. Recall is still 20%
higher (91.2% vs 70.8%), and precision is 2% higher
(86.8% vs 84.8%). This constitutes an important im-
provement of 11.8% on theF1 measure.
Finally, the results shown above strongly support the
claim that a set of consistently defined and motivated



guidelines, applied to the output of a syntactic parser
lead to a considerable improvement over a surface-
based approach. Although more experiments and big-
ger corpora are needed for conclusive observations,
this is certainly an encouraging result.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a comparison between a surface-
based approach, a lexico-syntactic approach and a
gold standard. The results show that the lexico-
syntactic approach obtains an improvement of 11.8%
in F1 measure compared with the shallow approach
(88.9% vs 77.1%). These results certainly support the
hypothesis that a syntactic approach provides a more
accurate segmentation than a surface based approach.
A larger document collection and a higher number of
annotators would allow for more comparative evalu-
ation of the segmentation system. Furthermore, var-
ious improvements can be introduced to the experi-
ment such as the analysis of the remaining errors, and
applying the guidelines on different parsers to obtain a
measure of their suitability. For the surface-based ap-
proach, an analysis of the behaviour of the cues would
identify the error sources. This would lead to statis-
tics about the frequency of occurrence of the actions
produce the most accurate results, which would help
analyse ambiguous markers such asandandor. How-
ever, this may be corpus specific. It would also be in-
teresting to use a genre of texts in analysis and a dif-
ferent genre in testing and observe the effects on the
lexico-syntactic and the shallow approaches.
Finally, this work is a part of an effort towards pro-
viding a platform for accurate discourse analysis. It
aims at bringing discourse parsing closer to the level
reached by otherNLP tasks such as syntactic parsing.
A solid basis for rhetorical annotation and discourse
representation of texts would result in availability of
annotated corpora which would improve the discourse
parsing technology and therefore enable further re-
search in discourse analysis.
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Abstract
We propose a method of estimating a consistent prob-
abilistic model of argument structures, which repre-
sent non-local dependencies such as unbounded de-
pendencies and control relations. Non-local depen-
dencies violate the independence assumption, which
is assumed in traditional probabilistic models. Our
solution is to apply feature forest models, which en-
able the probabilistic modeling of sentence structures
without the independence assumption.

1 Introduction

This study provides a theoretical framework for the
probabilistic modeling of deep linguistic structures
generated by lexicalized grammars such as Lexi-
cal Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bresnan 82), Lex-
icalized Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) (Schabes
et al. 88), Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(HPSG) (Pollard & Sag 94), and Combinatory Cate-
gorial Grammar (CCG) (Steedman 00). Since deep
linguistic structures express various linguistic rela-
tions, such as non-local dependencies of words, their
probabilistic models are expected to attain high accu-
racy of parsing. Existing models of probabilistic pars-
ing (Magerman 95; Collins 96; Collins 97; Charniak
97; Collins 99; Chiang 00; Hockenmaier & Steedman
02b; Clark et al. 02) decompose the probability of a
parse result into probabilities of primitive events (e.g.
rule probabilities) with assuming the independence of
the probabilities. Such models, however, cannot be
applied to deep linguistic analysis, because it often vi-
olates the independence assumption and the resulting
probabilistic model will be inconsistent (Abney 97).

In previous studies, we described a feature for-
est model1 for the probabilistic modeling of sen-
tence structures without the independence assumption
(Miyao & Tsujii 02). We demonstrated the effective-
ness of the model on derivation trees of LTAG (Miyao
& Tsujii 03). The probability of a complete parse

1In this paper, the word “feature” mainly refers to feature func-
tions in log-linear models, and does not refer to feature structures.

is estimated without the independence assumption, if
parse results given by a grammar are represented with
a feature forest of a tractable size.

In this study, we apply the feature forest model
to argument structures, which can include reentrant
structures caused by non-local dependencies. It is the-
oretically difficult to apply the feature forest model
to argument structures: a feature forest cannot rep-
resent graph structures including reentrant structures
in a straightforward way. However, we discovered
that if argument structures are constructed in a cer-
tain way, they can be represented using feature forests.
We evaluate the models in a series of experiments on
a disambiguation task using a treebank grammar of
HPSG, and discuss how syntactic/semantic features
contribute to the accuracy of parsing.

2 Feature forest model

Argument structures are one of the semantic represen-
tations of lexicalized grammars. They express the se-
mantics of a sentence by linguistic relations of words
in the sentence. Figure 1 shows an example of an ar-
gument structure, which expresses non-local depen-
dencies such as a control expression (“I” and “argue”)
and an unbounded dependency (“fact” and “argue”).

Suppose that set W of words and set Γ of categories
(e.g., nonterminal symbols of CFG, or feature struc-
tures of HPSG) are given. Lexicalized grammars and
argument structures are then defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Lexicalized grammar) A lexicalized
grammar is a tuple, G = 〈L,R〉, where

• L = {l = 〈w, γ〉|w ∈ W, γ ∈ Γ} is a lexicon, a
set of lexical entries, and

• R is a set of grammar rules, i.e., r ∈ R is a
partial function: Γ × Γ → Γ.

Definition 2 (Argument structure) An argument
structure of sentence w given by a lexicalized
grammar is defined as a labeled graph structure,
A = {a|a = 〈lh, ln, ρ〉}, where
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Figure 1: An argument structure for the sentence “She
neglected the fact that I wanted to argue.”

• a is an edge representing the dependency of
words,

• lh, ln ∈ L are lexical entries of the head word
and argument word of the dependency, and

• ρ is the label of the dependency of lh and ln

Traditional models of probabilistic parsing define
the probability of a parse result as the product of prim-
itive probabilities (e.g., p(ln|lh, d)) assuming their in-
dependence. Such models, however, cannot be ap-
plied to argument structures, because some depen-
dencies apparently violate the independence assump-
tion. For example, in Figure 1, the probabilities of the
two dependencies coming into “I” are not independent
(i.e., p(I|want,ARG1) and p(I|argue,ARG1)). This
problem also arises when unification constraints of
feature structures are introduced to the grammar as in
HPSG (Abney 97). The problem is inevitable for lex-
icalized grammars and unification-based grammars.

Feature forest models (Miyao & Tsujii 02) can be a
solution for constructing consistent probabilistic mod-
els of argument structures because they do not require
the independence assumption. In feature forest mod-
els, the probability of an argument structure is defined
as the following log-linear model or maximum entropy
model (Berger et al. 96).

Definition 3 (Probabilistic argument structure)
Probability p(A|w) of argument structure A of given
sentence w is defined as follows.

p(A|w) =
1

Zw
p0(A|w) exp

(∑
i

λiσ(si, A)

)

Zw =
∑
A′

p0(A′|w) exp

(∑
i

λiσ(si, A
′)

)

where p0 is a reference distribution, which is often de-
fined as a uniform distribution, λi is a model parame-
ter, si is a connected graph, and σ(si, A) is a function
to return the number of appearances of graph si in A.

If we use bigram dependencies as features, the unit of
si is an edge (e.g. si = {〈argue,I,ARG1〉}). When
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Figure 2: A feature forest

we require more characteristics such as trigram de-
pendencies, the unit of si must be expanded to more
than one edges. The parameters λi quantify the pref-
erence of the dependencies expressed by si.

Naive algorithms for the maximum likelihood esti-
mation of log-linear models require the computation
of summation Zw of all possible A′. Apparently, this
computation is intractable because the number of ar-
gument structures increases exponentially due to local
ambiguities in a sentence.

The above probability is estimated efficiently if the
set of argument structures is represented with a fea-
ture forest of a tractable size. A feature forest rep-
resents a set of exponentially increasing trees in a
packed structure of a tractable size. Figure 2 shows
an example of a feature forest, where ci, di, and fi

denote conjunctive nodes, disjunctive nodes, and fea-
tures. Each disjunctive node holds alternatives of con-
junctive nodes, and each conjunctive node is assigned
features and has disjunctive nodes as daughters. By
choosing one conjunctive node for every disjunctive
node, we can obtain a feature tree (actually, a set of
features) from the feature forest.

This probabilistic model is equivalent to the model
we defined for LTAG derivation trees (Miyao & Tsujii
03), except that here, the target event is an argument
structure instead of a derivation tree. Because deriva-
tion trees did not have reentrant structures, their fea-
ture forest representation was straightforward. How-
ever, when we focus on argument structures and other
deep linguistic structures, we need an algorithm for
encoding a set of directed graphs in a feature forest.

3 Packed representation of argument
structures

A feature forest can represent exponentially increas-
ing argument structures, if we assume some locality
in the construction of argument structures.

• In each step of the construction of an argument
structure, only the heads of the daughters’ argu-
ment structures are referred to.
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Figure 3: Lexical categories including non-local rela-
tions: wh-extraction of the object of the word “love”
(left) and control expression of the word “try” (right)

• All of the daughters’ argument structures are per-
colated the mother.

Argument structures usually obey the above condi-
tions, even when they include non-local dependen-
cies. For example, Figure 3 shows lexical categories
of HPSG2, which are for the wh-extraction of the ob-
ject and for the control expression. Their argument
structures obey the above conditions.

Under the conditions, the local structure of an ar-
gument structure is encoded into a conjunctive node
when the values of all of its nodes have been instan-
tiated. We introduce the notion of inactives to denote
such local structures.

Definition 4 (Inactives) An inactive is a subgraph in
an argument structure whose nodes have been instan-
tiated.

Because inactive parts will not change in the rest of
the parsing process, they can be placed in a conjunc-
tive node. By placing the newly generated inactives
into the corresponding conjunctive nodes, a set of ar-
gument structures can be represented in a feature for-
est by packing local ambiguities while the non-local
dependencies are preserved. The unit of “subgraphs”
depend on the features (i.e. si). In the following ex-
ample, the unit is supposed to be a local domain of a
predicate (i.e., a predicate and all of its arguments).

Figure 4 illustrates the process of parsing the sen-
tence “She neglected the fact that I wanted to argue,”
where “argue” has an ambiguity (argue1, intransitive
and argue2, transitive). Curly braces express the am-
biguities of partially constructed argument structures.
The resulting feature forest is shown in Figure 5. The
shaded parts denote conjunctive nodes, and a curly
brace represents a disjunctive node.

The clause “I wanted to argue” has two possible
argument structures: one corresponding to argue1 (α
in Figure 4) and the other corresponding to argue2 (β
in Figure 4). The nodes of the argument structure α

2The ARGST feature is for argument structures.
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Figure 4: A process of generating argument structures
of the sentence “She neglected the fact that I wanted
to argue.”
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Figure 5: A packed representation of argument struc-
tures

are all instantiated, that is, it contains only inactives.
The corresponding conjunctive node (α′ in Figure 5)
will have two inactives, for want and argue1. The
other argument structure β has an unfilled object in
the argument (A23) of argue2, which will be filled by
the non-local dependency. Hence, the corresponding
conjunctive node β′ has only one inactive correspond-
ing to want, and the remaining part corresponding to
argue2 is passed on for further processing. When we
process the phrase “the fact that I wanted to argue,”
the object of argue2 is filled by “fact” (γ in Figure 4),
and then the argument structure of argue2 is placed
into a conjunctive node (γ′ in Figure 5).

One of the beneficial characteristics of this packed
representation is that the representation is isomorphic
to the parsing process, i.e., derivation. Hence, we can
assign features of derivations to a conjunctive node,

3⊥ (bottom) represents an uninstantiated value (Carpenter 92).



together with features of argument structures. In Sec-
tion 5, we will investigate how derivation features and
argument structure features contribute to the disam-
biguation of HPSG parsing.

4 Implementation issues

In order to accelerate the implementation of the fea-
ture forest model of argument structures, we used sev-
eral heuristics for the model estimation and parsing.

4.1 Filtering with a reference distribution

The most costly phase in the model estimation is
the parsing of the training corpus. To construct fea-
ture forests of argument structures, we need to con-
duct an exhaustive search of all argument structures,
which leads to considerable computational costs. In
our previous work, we divided the model into a syn-
tax model and a semantics model where the syntax
model (based on a unigram model) greatly restricted
the search space (Miyao & Tsujii 03). Another study
used a supertagger as a preprocessor to restrict lexical
categories and hence the search space (Clark & Cur-
ran 03).

In real-world corpora, only a limited number of lex-
ical categories are observed frequently. For exam-
ple, nouns typically occur as head nouns and noun-
modifying nouns. Thus, we can safely ignore most
lexical categories in the parsing of the training corpus.

We first estimated the unigram probabilities of lex-
ical categories, p(γ|w). In the parsing of the training
corpus, we thresholded lexical categories according to
their probabilities, that is, we selected a set of cate-
gories where the sum of the unigram probabilities ex-
ceeded 0.95 or the number of categories reached 10.
In the parameter estimation, the probabilities of lexi-
cal categories were introduced as a reference distribu-
tion, p0(A|w) (Jelinek 97). Consequently, our proba-
bilistic model is re-defined as follows.

p(A|w) =
1

Zw

∏
j

p(γj |wj) exp

(∑
i

λiσ(si, A)

)

Other methods may be explored for the integration of
the probabilities of lexical categories and argument
structures, such as in (Johnson & Riezler 00).

4.2 Finding the best argument structure

In the evaluation, we need to search the most proba-
ble argument structure from a parse forest. Since we
currently do not have an efficient algorithm for find-
ing the best argument structure based on our model,
we take the following approach in the experiments.

We first compute a packed parse forest without con-
structing argument structures by using an efficient
HPSG parser (Torisawa et al. 00). Next, we search
the most probable argument structure from the parse
forest by using a bottom-up algorithm which is simi-
lar to the algorithm described in Section 3. For each
node of the parse forest, we store at most 20 argu-
ment structures. An argument structure is added to
the node when i) there is no argument structure hav-
ing the same head word and lexical category, or ii)
its preference score is larger than the others having
the same head/category. Although the computation of
normalizing factor Zw is usually required to obtain
probability values, we used unnormalized sums of λi

as preference scores. We did not use any preprocessor
such as a supertagger in the experiments.

5 Experiments

5.1 Grammar and corpus

We developed an HPSG grammar that was robust and
wide-coverage by using the algorithm to acquire a
lexicalized grammar from a treebank (Miyao et al.
03). We defined the mappings from the symbols of
the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al. 94) into HPSG
categories, and augmented the treebank with anno-
tations of the percolation of slash features by using
the annotations of traces in the Penn Treebank (sim-
ilar to (Hockenmaier & Steedman 02a)). Lexical en-
tries and HPSG derivations were then obtained by in-
versely applying grammar rules to the treebank.

The grammar acquired from the Penn Treebank
Sections 02–21 (39,598 sentences) consisted of 1,010
lexical categories for 10,336 words. The coverage
of the grammar against Section 23 (2,416 sentences)
was 81.1% (1,959 sentences) in a weak sense (i.e., the
grammar could output structures consistent with the
bracketing in the treebank), and 53.6% (1,295 sen-
tences) in a strong sense (i.e., the grammar could out-
put perfectly correct derivations).

The HPSG derivations output by the grammar ac-
quisition algorithm were converted into argument
structures, which were used as a training set for the
probability model. By applying the grammar acqui-
sition algorithm to Section 23, we obtained argument
structures of the sentences in this section, and from
this set, we made a test set by eliminating nonsen-
tences, very-long sentences (more than 40 words),
sentences not covered by the grammar, and sentences
that caused time-out in parsing. The test set consisted
of 1,212 sentences. Since the test set was smaller than
that of existing evaluations on the Penn Treebank,



γ phrasal category
w surface form of the head word

pos part-of-speech of the head word
lc lexical category of the head word
r grammar rule
δ distance between the head words of daughters
pc existence of punctuation between daughters
ρ argument position

Table 1: Notations in the description of features

Group Description
Dnonlex 〈〈γh, , posh, lch〉, 〈γn, , posn, lcn〉, r, δ, pc〉
Dlex 〈〈 , wh, posh, 〉, 〈 , wn, posn, 〉, r, , 〉
Anonlex 〈〈 , posh, lch〉, 〈 , posn, lcn〉, ρ, δ〉
Alex 〈〈wh, posh, 〉, 〈wn, posn, 〉, ρ, 〉

Table 2: Classification of features

we need further elaboration of the improvement of
the HPSG grammar to broaden the coverage for em-
pirically comparing the absolute performance of our
method with that of existing parsers.

5.2 Probabilistic models

In order to evaluate the contribution of various fea-
tures of derivations/argument structures to parsing ac-
curacy, we first defined a set of features to be incorpo-
rated into the probabilistic models. We then selected
a subset of features to construct each model.

Table 2 shows the classification of features, where
the notations are explained in Table 1. In this study,
we tried only bigram features of derivations/argument
structures, that is, si is defined as an edge. Each rule
application of an HPSG derivation is formalized as

〈〈γh, wh, posh, lch〉, 〈γn, wn, posn, lcn〉, r, δ, pc〉
where Xh is for the head daughter and Xn for the non-
head daughter. Hence, Dnonlex captures nonlexical
properties of derivations, while Dlex represents bilex-
ical dependencies. A predicate-argument relation is
represented as follows.

〈〈wh, posh, lch〉, 〈wn, posn, lcn〉, ρ, δ〉
Thus, Anonlex and Alex express nonlexical properties
and bilexical dependencies of predicate-argument re-
lations, respectively.

Table 3 lists the probabilistic models and their fea-
tures. The first six models are feature forest models,
and the last two are the models that follow the tra-
ditional models of probabilistic parsing, that is, the
probability of the sentence structure is decomposed
into the probabilities of primitive events (each rule ap-
plication or predicate-argument relation). The primi-
tive probabilities of both models were estimated with

Model name Dnonlex Dlex Anonlex Alex

feature forest models
deriv1

√
– – –

deriv2
√ √

– –
deriv3

√
– –

√
argst1 – –

√
–

argst2 – –
√ √

argst3 –
√ √

–
traditional models

deriv
√

– – –
argst – –

√
–

Table 3: Probabilistic models

Estimation time Data size
feature forest models

deriv1 129 min 12,539 M
deriv2 132 min 13,150 M
deriv3 127 min 13,292 M
argst1 59 min 7,554 M
argst2 63 min 8,167 M
argst3 63 min 8,041 M

traditional models
deriv 62 min 2,621 M
argst 13 min 262 M

Table 4: Computational/space costs of model estima-
tion

maximum entropy estimation with the same set of fea-
tures as the deriv1 and argst1.

As in the previous work (Miyao & Tsujii 03), the
parameters of all the models were estimated by using
the limited-memory BFGS algorithm (Nocedal 80)
with a Gaussian distribution as a prior probability dis-
tribution for smoothing (Chen & Rosenfeld 99). All
of the experiments were performed on a Pentium-III
PC with 1.26-GHz CPU and 4-GB memory.

5.3 Results

Table 4 shows the computational/space costs of model
estimation. Although the feature forest models re-
quired higher costs than the traditional models, their
estimation was tractable in terms of both estimation
time and size of the training data. The results revealed
that feature forest models allowed the tractable esti-
mation of the probabilistic models of sentence struc-
tures without the independence assumption.

Table 5 shows the accuracy of predicate-argument
relations, where LP, LR, UP, and UR stand for la-
beled precision/recall and unlabeled precision/recall,
respectively. “Labeled” means here that the type of
predicate, the argument position, the head word, and
the argument word were output correctly, and “unla-
beled” means that the words were related correctly
each other regardless of the labels. This measure
roughly corresponds to those used in other studies



LP LR UP UR

baseline 76.90 76.79 80.68 80.56
feature forest models

deriv1 86.89 86.85 89.58 89.53
deriv2 87.07 87.02 89.73 89.68
deriv3 86.78 86.73 89.52 89.46
argst1 84.19 84.24 87.27 87.32
argst2 84.33 84.39 87.33 87.39
argst3 83.81 83.87 86.95 87.01

traditional models
deriv 80.61 80.95 84.75 85.11
argst 78.99 79.22 83.53 83.78

Table 5: Accuracy of predicate-argument relations

measuring the accuracy of predicate-argument depen-
dencies (Clark et al. 02; Hockenmaier 03). The base-
line row shows the results output by reference proba-
bility p0(A|w) introduced in Section 4.

The feature forest models (deriv1 and argst1) have
significantly higher accuracy than the traditional mod-
els (deriv and argst). A possible reason is that the
violation of the independence assumption resulted in
the decline of the accuracy of the traditional models.
HPSG grammars have unification constraints repre-
sented with feature structures, but the traditional mod-
els ignored such constraints. Another possibility is
that we omitted the computation of the normalizing
factor, and this led the search strategy to a wrong way.
In the feature forest models, normalizing factor Zw

is common to all argument structures and is not re-
quired for searching the best argument structure. In
the traditional models, however, a normalizing factor
changes for every primitive probabilities. Without the
normalization, the preference scores cannot be com-
pared fairly. Although the traditional models could
attain higher accuracy by careful refinement of these
problems, the feature forest models are free from the
problems.

Comparing the deriv1 model with the argst1 model,
we see that the nonlexical features of derivations were
more essential to accurate parsing than those of ar-
gument structures. Since argument structures mainly
express semantic relations, we suppose that the pref-
erence of the semantic relations could not be captured
by the nonlexical features.

Lexical features, which were expected to capture
approximately semantic preferences, contributed to
improvements slightly, but not significantly. Semantic
preferences are apparently crucial for accurate pars-
ing, but the bilexical features were not sufficient to
capture the semantic preferences. As reported in
(Gildea 01), bilexical dependencies may be too sparse
to capture semantic preferences. For further investiga-

tion of the probabilistic modeling of argument struc-
tures, we must explore other features to capture suc-
cessfully the semantic preferences, such as semantic-
class features.

6 Related works

A series of studies on parsing with LFG (Johnson et
al. 99; Riezler et al. 00; Riezler et al. 02) proposed
a maximum entropy model to select the most plausi-
ble parse from candidates given by an LFG grammar.
The difference between these studies and our work is
that we used a feature forest model to avoid the esti-
mation problem: an exponential increase of parse re-
sults. In the previous studies, the number of parse can-
didates was controlled by using heuristic rules or by
careful implementation of a fully restrictive and wide-
coverage grammar, which requires considerable effort
to develop. We argue that this problem can be solved
by using feature forest models as is introduced in this
paper. (Geman & Johnson 02) proposed an algorithm
for the maximum entropy estimation for packed rep-
resentations of LFG parses. The algorithm is similar
to our feature forest model, but empirical results have
not been reported yet.

Recent studies on CCG proposed the probabilis-
tic models of dependency structures or predicate-
argument structures, which were almost the same as
argument structures described in this paper. (Clark et
al. 02) tried the modeling of dependency structures,
but the model was inconsistent because of the viola-
tion of the independence assumption. (Clark & Cur-
ran 03) applied a feature forest model to dependency
structures. Their approach was similar to ours, with
some minor differences (e.g. use of supertaggers), but
they have not yet reported empirical results on disam-
biguation tasks. The latest work (Hockenmaier 03)
proposed a consistent generative model of predicate-
argument structures. The probability of a non-local
dependency was conditioned on multiple words for
preserving the consistency of the probability model
(i.e., directly estimating probability p(I|want, argue)
in Section 2). The problem was that such probabili-
ties could not be estimated directly from the data, and
they were estimated as the average of the individual
probabilities conditioned on a single word. As the
author describes, the estimation method needs to be
improved. Another problem is that the model is no
longer consistent when unification constraints (such
as those in HPSG) are introduced. Our solution is free
from the above problems, and is applicable to various
grammars, besides HPSG and CCG.



7 Conclusion

We demonstrated both theoretically and empirically
that our previously developed feature forest model
was applicable to deep linguistic structures including
non-local dependencies, such as argument structures.
Through experiments on a disambiguation task, we
showed that feature forest models could be obtained
at a reasonable cost, and attained high accuracy with
features of derivations and argument structures. While
the main focus of this paper was on argument struc-
tures and HPSG, the conditions we introduced can be
satisfied by other deep linguistic structures. The pre-
sented approach can be a general solution for the prob-
abilistic modeling of deep linguistic analysis.
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Abstract
This paper describes the experience of tagging the
Spanish corpus of the C-Oral-Rom project with mor-
phological and POS information. This is a sponta-
neous speech corpus of 300.000 words that covers a
great variety of language registers (formal and infor-
mal speech, media, telephone recordings). In total,
there are 19.206 different words (types). Social fea-
tures as sex, age or education have been taken into
account for the sampling. All the recordings have
been set in their real context without any restriction
or scripted design.

In order to estimate the difficulty of the task, firstly
we divide the performance of the tagging system
into four classes: names, ambiguous words, non-
ambiguous words, and unknown words. Then we
present the training of the system, and finally the
evaluation.

1 Introduction

Annotating spontaneous speech corpora presents
some problems not found when annotating writ-
ten corpora, but strategies originally developed
for written texts may be adapted to the task.
We present our experience in morphological and
POS tagging of a spontaneous speech corpus of
Spanish.

C-Oral-ROM is a multi-lingual corpus (Cresti
et al., 2002) of the four main Romance lan-
guages: French, Italian, Portuguese and Span-
ish. Each sub-corpus has approximately 300.000
words that extend over a great variety of language
registers, including informal speech (150.000
words), formal (65.000 words), media (60.000
words) and telephone recordings (25.000 words).
In order to obtain a well-represented sampling we
have taken into account balanced sociolinguistic
features such as sex, age and education. Other
criteria relevant for the corpus design have been:

acoustic quality (most text are digital recordings),
legal status (we got the written permission of the
speakers) and spontaneity (no previous script nor
restrictions to their opinions and way of expres-
sion).

Transcription is orthographic, not phonetic.
However, no other convention from written texts,
such as punctuation marks, sentences and para-
graphs, has been followed. Instead, prosodic tags
(tone units, retracting, overlapping, disfluencies)
and dialog turns are annotated. Each transcrip-
tion has been revised by three different linguists,
and finally, a sound-text alingment of every utter-
ance is made by hand.

With respect to the linguistic annotation, the
main goal is to provide a complete morphological
and POS tagging. These tasks will be performed
automatically and validated by expert annotators.

For the morphological analysis we employ
GRAMPAL (Moreno, 1991; Moreno & Gõni,
1995) which is based on a rich morpheme lex-
icon of around 40.000 lexical units, and mor-
phological rules. This system has been success-
fully used in language engineering applications,
ARIES (Gõni, Gonźalez & Moreno, 1997). The
tagging will be the most useful test for showing
the ability of GRAMPAL to deal with a wide-
coverage corpus of Spanish. We use this ex-
periment for enhancing GRAMPAL with new
modules: a POS tagger and an unknown words
recogniser, both specifically developed for spo-
ken Spanish.

Fortunately, proper names recognition, which
is a hard problem for written corpora, is not a
problem in our case: since it is an orthographic



transcription of spontaneous speech, we do not
consider it appropriate to follow the punctuation
conventions of the written language. Only names
are transcribed with a capital letter. Since each
text is revised carefully by three different lin-
guists, they resolve any possible ambiguity using
the context and their communicative skills. As a
consequence, name recognition is a trivial task:
just find the words with a capital letter, since hu-
man transcribers did the job.

2 Morphological system performance

Tokenization in spoken corpora is slightly dif-
ferent to the same task in written corpora. No
sentence or paragraph boundaries make sense in
spontaneous speech. Instead, dialog turns and
prosodic tags are used for identifying utterances
boundaries.

After tokenization, we take the whole cor-
pus and feed GRAMPAL, filtering all the proper
names. In the output of the morpho-syntactic
module four classes of words are distinguished:

1. Non-ambiguous words: those words that re-
ceived a unique POS interpretation. Spanish
is an inflective language: different syntac-
tic categories use different sets of inflection
morphemes.

2. Ambiguous words: those which got more
than one morpho-syntactic interpretation.

3. Unknown words: those which are not recog-
nised by the program, because they are not
in the lexicon.

4. Names: this class includes also acronyms.

Table 1 shows the initial results. First, the data
for the whole corpus (160 texts); then the training
sub-corpus (57 texts), and the initial figures for
the test sub-corpus (10 texts).

As the figures show, we can split the POS tag-
ging task into problematic and non-problematic
words. The former ones are the ambiguous and
unknown words (around 20% of the corpus). The
non-problematic words constitute the remaining
80%.

In the following sections we will present our
currently-under-construction POS tagger and un-
known word recogniser. In the final section, we
will provide the results of an evaluation against a
fragment of the corpus, following the same crite-
ria as the initial test shown in Figure 1.

3 Building a POS tagger for spoken Spanish

Our POS disambiguation method is a rule-based,
constraint grammar (CG), applied successfully
in other taggers (Brants & Samuelsson, 1995;
Chanod & Tapannien, 1995). These taggers make
extensive use of lexical rules extracted from a
training corpus.

Different strategies are used in order to in-
fer the relevant data for the disambiguation task.
Some systems apply mechanical, statistical meth-
ods (decision trees, HMM). In others, like ours,
the human expert supervises the extraction of
rules from data, and sometimes writes the rules.
The latter are called ”linguistic taggers” as op-
posed to ”statistical taggers.” Different evalua-
tions show that both perform similarly when they
are well-trained.

The main difference with usual taggers is that
ours is applied to spoken language, instead of
written texts. The syntax of spontaneous speech
shows two important difficulties with respect to
written language:

1. Shorter utterances: the typical syntactic and
pragmatic units of the written texts, thesen-
tence and theparagraph, do not apply in
spoken language, especially in dialogues or
conversations. Instead, we find smaller frag-
ments based on prosodic (tone) units that
correspond to a few words. As a con-
sequence, in transliterated spoken corpus,
prosodic tags are used in a simmilar way as
punctuation marks are in written corpora.

2. Non-canonical grammatical phrases: when
one writes, a written norm is always behind.
For instance, regardless of what is gram-
matically correct or incorrect, no one writes
twice the same word in Spanish. However,
repetition is very frequent in most speakers:
”la la la medida que toḿo el Gobierno” (lit.



COMPLETE CORPUS

Tokens % Types %
One analysis 226507 75,1 13786 71,8
Ambiguous 65272 21,6 2180 11,4
Unknown 3132 1,0 1542 8,0
Names 6642 2,2 1698 8,8
TOTAL 301553 100 19206 100

TRAINING SUB-CORPUS

Tokens % Types %
One analysis 65124 75,4 4701 69,1
Ambiguous 18561 21,5 1048 15,4
Unknown 772 0,9 459 6,7
Names 1929 2,2 594 8,7
TOTAL 86386 100 6802 100

TEST SUB-CORPUS

Tokens % Types %
One analysis 17375 76,4 2791 74,9
Ambiguous 4693 20,6 584 15,7
Unknown 238 1,0 145 3,9
Names 441 1,9 205 5,5
TOTAL 22747 100 3725 100

Table 1: Initial results

”the the the measure taken by the Govern-
ment”). This example produces this tagging:
ART ART ART N... No grammar or tagger
prepared for written text would accept this
phrase, which is very frequent in any spoken
context. In addition, we have also retracting
(when the speaker changes his or her mind
in the middle of the utterance production)
or even concordance breaking (la casa ḿıo,
mixing feminine and masculine in the NP)1.
Word order is more relaxed in spoken lan-
guage.

Summing up, a tagger trained on a written cor-
pus will not provide satisfactory annotation for a
spoken corpus2.

After training, our disambiguation system con-
sist of two sets of rules:

1In most cases, the difference is that the written text can be
edited, while the spoken discourse cannot be edited in the same
way, all the ”errors” remain in the transcription.

2 (Uchimoto et al, 2002) provide a similar experience tagging
a Japanese spontaneous speech corpus.

• Lexical rules for every ambiguous word,
stating the syntactic context for every POS:

Asign the tagTj to word wi

when then preceding POS tag is
Tk,

or
Asign the tagTh to word wi

when the following POS tag isTl.

For context, the tag of the previous or pos-
terior word is used, as convenience. Here
is an example (MD means ”marcador dis-
cursivo”, Discursive Marker; ”#” stands for
start or end of utterance)

– Asign the tag MD to ’hombre’ (English
’man’) when preceding tag is ’#’

– Asign the tag N to ’hombre’ when pre-
ceding tag is ART

These rules have been inferred automati-
cally from the training corpus. For stating
a lexical rule, a minimum of positive and
no negative cases have to occur. These rules



can be adjusted by hand. In addition, rules
for very low frequency POSs, like la-N (mu-
sical note A) when preceding tag is ART,
can be written. The procedure is a combina-
tion of automatic and supervised learning.

• Syntactic rules: these are general bigram
tags ordered by frequency in the training
corpus. In our experiment we have used 50
rules. The top five general rules are: ’ART
N’, ’P V’, ’# C’, ’ADV #’, and ’V PREP’.

Asign tagTj to wi if

either there is the ruleTjTx

and the next tag isTx

or there is the ruleTxTj and
the previous tag isTx

The disambiguation algorithm is:

• apply the higher lexical rule that matches a
syntactic context

• in case of no lexical rule available, apply the
higher general syntactic rule,

• else, apply the most frequent POS for that
word

This tagger will be evaluated against other
types of taggers when the final version will be
ready.

4 An Unknown Word Recogniser (UWR)
for spoken Spanish

The rate of unknown words in the whole corpus is
8.02% (or 1542 word types). This rate is similar
to the names (8.84%) and a little bit lower than
that for ambiguous words (11.35%.) First step
was to classify the unknown words in the training
corpus (772 word tokens, 459 word types) into
different classes:

1. Foreign words:walkman, parking, etc.

2. Missing words in the lexicon:caramba, hi-
joputa, yuanes, etc.

3. Errors in the transcription: names in lower
case and misspellings.

4. New words or neologisms: mostly formed
by derivative morphemes.

We estimate that more than fifty percent of the
cases are neologisms or innovations produced by
the speakers. In spontaneous spoken language
it is especially frequent the use of emphatic and
expressive affixes, such as the prefixessuper-,
mega-, diminutive suffixes like -ito, -ico, -illo,
or the superlative suffix-ı́simo. Resolving those
cases, we can provide a POS tag to the most im-
portant group of unknown words in our corpus.

In order to analyse them, GRAMPAL has been
extended with derivation rules and morphemes3.
Here we only provide some examples; a complete
account of the derivative rules will be reported in
another paper.

The Prefix rule is:

Take any prefix and any (inflected)
word and form another word with the
same features.

This rule is effective for POS tagging since in
Spanish the prefixes never change the syntactic
category of the base. The rule assings the cate-
gory feature to the new word. With this informa-
tion, the corresponding POS tag is assigned to the
unknown word. 239 prefixes have been added to
the GRAMPAL lexicon.

The Diminutive rules are similar to the Prefix
one rule:

A given suffix is concatenated to ei-
ther a nominal root, likegat- (’cat’),
abuel- (’grandfather’) or an inflected
word, like azul (’blue’) to generate
a new word with theLexeme and
Category features from the base and
the Gender and Number features
from the suffix.

This rule only applies to those suffixes that do
not change the POS of the base (nominal lexeme
or inflected word).

For changing-category suffixes, particular
rules are needed:

3The original GRAMPAL morphological processor only deals
with inflectional morphology, including clitics.



Form an Adjective or a Noun from
the concatenation of a verb root and a
nominal suffix. The syntactic category
and the agreement features are trans-
ferred from the suffix.

There are also rules for other types of deriva-
tion, Verbs derivate from Nouns or from Adjec-
tives.

Currently we have extended GRAMPAL with
the most productive suffixes in Spanish, includ-
ing -ble, -dero, -dizo, -dor, -ivo, -oso, -torio, -
ante, -cíon, -dad, -ez, -ista, and-ificar. It must be
noticed that a simple suffix stripping will not pro-
vide the same good results comparable to those
obtained using derivation rules, since we make
use of a lexicon that reduces over-generation.

In order to resolve the remaining three classes
of unknown words we need a different, simpler
approach than using rules:

• Foreign words are included in a list. This
list has been extracted by hand from writing
manuals and from corpora. It is regularly
updated.

• Any word which appear in the training cor-
pus but not in the lexicon is added, expand-
ing the base resource.

5 Evaluation results

After passing the unknown words recogniser
through the test sub-corpus, only 41 words re-
main unknown from the initial 238.

For disambiguation, 1446 lexical rules and 50
general syntactic rules have been inferred from
training corpus. In a first evaluation with the
22747 words (4693 of them ambiguous) of the
test sub-corpus, the system made 357 errors in
assigning the proper POS tag, that is 1.5% of all
the tokens, 7.7% of the ambiguous words.

6 Conclusions and future work

This paper has reported the promising results of
an experiment to tag a spontaneous speech cor-
pus. The disambiguation method and the unknow
words recognition module provide significant im-
provements against the initial scores. As a whole,

the morpho-syntactic tagging system gives a suc-
cess rate of 98.3%.

As other authors have previously pointed out
(Uchimoto et al, 2002), spontaneous speech cor-
pora need special tools. Some remarking features
of spontaneous speech are:

• In syntax: free, relaxed word order, retract-
ing, word repetition, sub-sentential frag-
ments, absence of punctuation. Prosodic
tags are used for tokenization and disam-
biguation.

• In the lexicon: absence of the proper names
recognition problem, low presence of new
terms, importance of the derivative suffixes
that do not change the syntactic category
(mostly appreciative morphemes).
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Abstract 

The paper presents on-going work towards deeper un-
derstanding of the factors influencing the performance 
of the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). Unlike previ-
ous attempts that concentrate on problems such as ma-
trix elements weighting, space dimensionality selec-
tion, similarity measure etc., we primarily study the 
impact of another, often neglected, but fundamental 
element of LSA (and of any text processing techni-
que): the definition of “word”. For the purpose, a 
balanced corpus of Bulgarian newspaper texts was ca-
refully created, to allow for in-depth observations of 
the LSA performance, and series of experiments were 
performed in order to understand and compare (with 
respect to the task of text categorisation) six possible 
inputs with different level of linguistic quality, inclu-
ding: graphemic form as met in the text, stem, lemma, 
phrase, lemma&phrase and part-of-speech annotation. 
In addition to LSA, we made comparisons to the 
standard vector-space model, without any dimensio-
nality reduction. The results show that while the 
linguistic processing has a substantial influence on the 
LSA performance, the traditional factors are even 
more important, and therefore we did not prove that 
the linguistic pre-processing substantially improves 
text categorisation. 

1 Introduction 
The contemporary statistical text data processing 
relies almost exclusively on bag-of-words models 
and individual words counts. Multiword terms are 
less often used as basic language elements due to the 
complexity of their recognition. Thus, the definition 
of word/term from the point of view of the particular 
algorithm may turn to be of crucial importance. It 
can be just the surface word type (form) or word 
token as seen in the text (possibly converted to 
lowercase), the lemma (the canonical form) after 
inflexions removal, the root or the stem (a prefix 
shared by the different forms of the same word). In 
the latter case a stem can group together a set of 
inflected forms only (of the same root), but often 
includes derivational variants as well. In addition, 
the homographs can be further disambiguated: this 
can be limited to part-of-speech (POS) only, or may 
involve word sense disambiguation (when a supervi-
sed algorithm is used) or word sense discrimination 
(e.g. clustering, when unsupervised). Finally, the 
terms can be multi-word phrases or named entities. 

There is a default assumption in the computatio-
nal linguistics community that a better linguistically 
motivated definition of word may improve the 
information retrieval (IR) results, whatever improve-
ment means, but this assumption remains to be pro-
ven or at least checked in carefully designed experi-
ments. Our present work is focused on LSA in an 
attempt to better understand the role of the prelimi-
nary linguistic processing in the sequence of text 
transformations in the computation of document si-
milarity scores. 

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
briefly introduces LSA as an IR technique. Section 3 
contains related work. Section 4 presents the 
resources and the text collections used. Section 5 
describes our experiments and section 6 discusses 
the results. Section 7 contains the conclusion and 
points some future directions of our work. 

2  LSA and Text Categorisation 
LSA is among the most popular techniques for inde-
xing, retrieval and analysis of textual information 
during the last decade. While the classic statistical 
approaches look for dependencies between two 
words (or documents), LSA concentrates on term-
document associations, considering the word-word 
and document-document ones as their derivatives. 

LSA assumes an internal structure of the word 
usage that cannot be observed directly due to the 
freedom of lexical choice: a variety of words and 
word combinations can refer to the same notion 
(different people use the same words to describe the 
same object 10-20% of the time only (Furnas et al. 
86)). The fundamental assumption is the existence of 
a set of mutual latent dependencies between the 
words and the contexts they are used in (phrases, 
paragraphs or texts). The claim is that their identifi-
cation and proper treatment permit LSA to deal 
successfully with synonymy and partially with poly-
semy, which are among the major problems with the 
word-based approaches (Landauer et al. 98). 

LSA is fully automatic and does not use any 
linguistic nor conceptual resources. It is a two-stage 
process including learning and analysis of the 
indexed data. When learning, LSA performs an 



automatic document indexing. The process starts 
with the construction of a matrix X with columns 
associated with the documents, and rows – with the 
terms (words or key-phrases). The cell (i,j) contains 
the frequency (possibly weighted) of term i in 
document j. Given m terms and n documents X is an 
m×n matrix. Let the rank of X is r, r ≤ min(m,n). The 
fundamental idea of LSA is to submit X to singular 
value decomposition (SVD), which results in three 
matrices: T(m×r), D(r×n) (orthonormal) and S(r×r) 
(diagonal), such that X = TSDt. The main diagonal of 
S contains non-zero elements known as singular 
values, while T and D are the left and the right 
singular matrices. Let us rearrange the rows and 
columns of T, D and S so that the singular values are 
ordered descendingly. We remove most of the 
elements of S, while keeping the biggest l (l << r) 
and obtain S1(l×l). Similarly, we remove all but the 
first l columns of T and all but the first l rows of Dt, 
which gives us T1(m×l) and D1(l×n). Now T1, S1 and 
Dt

1 have suitable dimensionalities to be multiplied. 
The matrix X1 = T1S1Dt

1 is the least squares best-fit 
approximation of X in the new l-dimensional space. 

This projection is supposed to remove the unne-
cessary noise while revealing the latent factors. It 
compresses the original space in a much smaller one 
where only a limited number of singular values are 
kept (typically between 100 and 400; experiments 
for English show 300 is optimal in general 
(Landauer & Dumais 97)). A vector of reduced 
dimensionality is associated with each term and with 
each document. It is possible to perform SVD in a 
way that the truncated matrices T1, S1 and D1 are 
found directly (Berry et al. 93). 

The second phase is the analysis. Most often this 
includes a study of the proximity between a couple 
of documents, a couple of words or between a word 
and a document. A simple mathematical transforma-
tion using the singular values and vectors from the 
training phase permits to obtain the vector for a non-
indexed term or document. The proximity between 
two documents (or two terms) can be calculated as 
the dot product between their normalised LSA vec-
tors. Other measures are also possible: Euclidean 
and Manhattan distances, Minkowski measures, Pe-
arson’s correlation coefficient etc. (see (Deerwester 
et al. 90; Landauer et al. 98; Nakov 00)). 

Although LSA is a comparatively old and well-
studied technique, its effective usage requires so-
phisticated tuning which is viewed as a kind of art. 
Some of the most important performance factors are: 

•  Definition of term; 
•  Matrix elements weighting; 
•  Space dimensionality choice; 
•  Similarity measure choice. 

The definition of term usually attracts less attention. 
To the best of our knowledge, it is not studied at all 
for the highly inflectional Slavonic languages, which 
motivates our current research. Although LSA is an 
IR technique, it has been used for a variety of tasks, 
including text categorisation (Bartell et al. 92; Berry 
et al. 95; Foltz & Dumais 92). We found the latter 
more natural for automatic evaluation since it allows 
relatively easy results comparison and is to some ex-
tent more objective than the classic IR. There are se-
veral subtasks in text categorisation: topic identifica-
tion, authorship attribution, text genre classification, 
language identification etc. The experiments report-
ted below are restricted to topic identification. 

We used the k-nearest-neighbour classifier, 
which is among the best performing text categorisa-
tion algorithms (Yang 99). The idea is to calculate a 
similarity score between the document to be classi-
fied and each of the labelled documents in the 
training set. When k = 1 the class of the most similar 
document is selected. Otherwise, the classes of the k 
closest documents are used, taking into account 
their scores. The two most popular approaches are:  

1) direct sum;  
2) sum after dividing the scores by the rank of 

the document in the sorted list of the closest k ones.  
Consider k = 6 and let the 6 closest documents 

have scores/classes as follows: .98/cls2, .76/cls1, 
.65/cls3, .53/cls1, .47/cls2 and .33/cls1. By just 
adding the individual scores, we obtain: 

cls1: .76+.53+.33=1.62, 
cls2: .98+.47=1.45 and  
cls3: .65,  

so cls1 wins. If we divide by the rank, we have: 

cls1:.76/2+.53/4+.33/6=.5675, 
cls2: .98/1+.47/5=1.074 and 
cls3: .65/3=.2167, so cls2 wins. 

In our experiments, we built a LSA matrix from 
the documents in the training set. The new document 
to be classified is projected in the LSA space and 
then compared to each one from the training set 
using cosine as a similarity measure. Then the kNN 
classifier for a particular value of k is used in order 
to predict the class. In addition to LSA, we used for 
comparison purposes the standard vector-space 
model – without any dimensionality reduction. 

3  Related Work  
A variety of algorithms have been applied in the past 
to supervised text categorisation: Naïve Bayes 
(Domingos & Pazzani 97), k-nearest-neighbour 
(kNN) (Mitchell 96), Rocchio (Rocchio 71), support 



vector machines (Joachims 97), decision trees 
(Lewis & Ringuette 94), decision lists, neural 
networks (Wiener et al. 93), maximum entropy, 
expectation maximisation, linear least squares etc. 
(see (Yang 99) for an overview). For application of 
LSA to text categorisation see (Bartell et al. 92; 
Berry et al. 95; Foltz & Dumais 92). 

Normally, the text categorisation algorithms 
comprise two steps: feature selection and classifier 
learning over the feature space. The first step is the 
critical one: once the good features are identified, 
any standard machine learning classification algo-
rithm would perform (more or less) well (Scott & 
Matwin 99). In the case of LSA, this is highly de-
pendent on the parameters tuning as mentioned abo-
ve. See (Nakov 00) for an overview, and (Dumais 
91; Spark-Jones 72; Nakov et al. 01) for a deeper 
study of the weight functions impact on LSA 
performance. 

An important element of our study comprises 
stemming, which is a popular IR technique for 
wordforms count reduction and has proved to be 
beneficial for languages like French (Savoy 93), 
Dutch (Kraaij & Pohlmann 94), Slovene (Popovic & 
Willett 92), Russian and Ukrainian (Kovalenko 02) 
(see (Nakov 03) for an overview). Despite the 
contradictory evidence in the past (Harman 91), 
nowadays it is largely accepted that stemming 
improves IR, although not necessarily significantly: 
while Krovetz reports 30-40% (Krovetz 93) in a 
later evaluation Hull finds only 1-3% (Hull 96).  

4 Linguistic Resources and Text 
Collections 

A key resource for the experiments reported below 
is the Morphological Dictionary of Bulgarian, crea-
ted at the Linguistic Modelling Department (CLPP-
BAS), which contains approximately 900,000 word-
forms (60,000 lemmas). A list of 442 stop-words 
was derived from it. The texts from the corpus were 
lemmatised according to this dictionary. Here we 
discuss in more details the related stemmer. 

There are no systematic studies of the impact of 
stemming on IR for Bulgarian. It is an interesting 
problem because of the definite and indefinite arti-
cles, which appear augmented at the very end of the 
words. We used a rule-based inflectional stemmer 
for Bulgarian (Nakov 03) (the stemming rules are 
learned automatically from the morphological dic-
tionary above). The stemmer uses three letter con-
textual rules of the form: remove -и, if the preceding 
three letters are -ост- and there is at least one vowel 
remaining to the left (e.g. радости→радост).  

We manually built a special collection Set15 of 
news articles from Bulgarian online sources, 

including 702 different documents manually grou-
ped in 15 categories: 693 documents were assigned 
exactly one category, 9 had two categories. We were 
unhappy with the latter group since it requires a 
multi-way classification algorithm, which would 
lead to unnecessary complications. So, we investiga-
ted each of the 9 documents and removed the less 
suitable category for each one, keeping the more li-
kely one only. The list of categories and the number 
of documents for each of them is shown in Table 1. 

Category Size % 
Agriculture&Foresty 11 1.57%
Culture 33 4.70%
Defence 13 1.85%
Economy 130 18.52%
Education&Science 5 0.71%
Energy&EnergyResources 21 2.99%
Finance 209 29.77%
ForeignAffairs 60 8.55%
Health 13 1.85%
Interior 71 10.11%
Justice 25 3.56%
Labor&SocialPolicy 21 2.99%
RegDevelop&PublicWorks 8 1.14%
Sport 67 9.54%
Transport&Communications 15 2.14%
TOTAL 702 100.00%

Table 1: Set15 – the 15 categories and their sizes. 
 
Although the stemmer targets the inflectional 

morphology only, the resulting stems sometimes 
conflate different derivational variants as well, e.g. 
both здраве (health) and здравен (healthy) stem to 
здрав. This means, sometimes it is potentially more 
powerful than lemmatisation (although it is 
conservative and not as aggressive as the traditional 
stemmers for English, e.g. the Porter stemmer 
(Porter 80)). On the other hand, from a linguistic 
perspective, it is less correct than lemmatisation, so 
we wanted to compare them. In order to improve the 
coverage we used all the possible 93,066 rules for 
the three-letter left contexts (see (Nakov 03)). 

 
Category Size % 

Agriculture&Foresty 12 9.45%
Culture 33 25.98%
Defence 15 11.81%
Sport 67 52.76%
TOTAL 127 100.00%

Table 2: Set4 – the 4 categories and their sizes. 

In addition, we built another collection Set4, a 
subset of the original one, containing the documents 
from 4 categories only (see Table 2). Note that the 
sizes differ a little bit. This is because when only 4 
categories are considered some of the two-category 
documents lose the redundant category, and so there 
is no need to remove them from the other one. Thus, 



Agriculture&Foresty has one and Defence has two 
additional documents as compared to Table 1. 

Set15 contains 19,429 word types and 406,783 
word tokens (the numbers and the non-Cyrillic 
symbols are excluded). We excluded the stop-words 
from a predefined list containing 442 wordforms: 
the Bulgarian closed-class words as found in the 
morphological dictionary above, namely (note that 
some forms belong to more than one POS class) – 
conjunctions (31), interjunctions (17), particles (38), 
prepositions (68), pronouns (288) and auxiliary 
verbs (26). Further, we filtered out all single letter 
words as well as the ones met in a single document 
(as they cannot contribute to the similarity between 
two documents). As a result, the word types count 
dropped to 19,301 and the word tokens count – to 
259,000. Similarly, when the filtering was applied to 
Set4 the word types/tokens dropped from 
15,483/80,016 to 5,530/36,527. 

A potential problem with this stop-words remo-
val is that many of the stop-words can be regular 
ones depending on their POS: e.g. 

под/preposition (under), cf. под/noun (floor), 
тези/pronoun (these) cf. тези/noun (theses), 
бил/auxiliary (has been) cf. Бил/person (Bill). 

There are 53 such stop-words in our dictionary. 
So, for the POS disambiguation, lemma and 
lemma&phrase experiments described below we 
checked the POS before filtering. For the stemming 
experiments no checking was performed. 

In sum, Set4 contains (types/tokens): 15,438/ 
80,016 words, 4,487/71,879 stems extracted by the 
above-mentioned stemmer, 4,558/73,018 lemmas, 
951/1455 phrasal terms and 190/458 named entities. 
Semantic processing concerned named entities only, 
as synonymy of institution names was relevantly 
marked. 

5  Experiments and Evaluation 
For the evaluation we used a 10-fold stratified cross-
validation. For the purpose, Set15 was split into 10 
sets of almost equal size such that the class 
distribution in each set follows as much as possible 
the class distribution in the original set as given in 
Table 1. We ran 10 tests, each time training on 9 of 
them and testing on the remaining one. We then 
calculated the classification accuracy on the test set 
for each run and took the average over the 10 runs in 
order to obtain the cross-validation accuracy. 

Set4 is smaller and we did not want to lose too 
much data for training, so we performed a stratified 
20-fold cross-validation. An alternative would be to 
follow a leave-one-out strategy: train on 126 docu-
ments and test on the remaining one. But since we 

remove a document from one class only, this class 
will suffer, unlike the rest, and thus the results will 
not be a good approximation of the real performan-
ce. We decided that 20 is a good balance between 
the need to model to some extent the original distri-
bution and to waste as less documents as possible 
during testing. 

As we will see below, the choice of weighting 
functions applied prior to SVD can have a dramatic 
impact on the further performance. The weighting 
can be expressed as a product of two numbers Local 
and Global Weight Functions (LWF and GWF). The 
LWF L(i,j) represents the weight of term i in 
document j, while GWF G(i) expresses the weight of 
term i across the entire document set. Some of the 
most popular weighting schemes for LSA, together 
with their numerical codes used in our tables, follow 
(Nakov et al. 01): 

LWF = 0: L(i,j) = Xij — term frequency 
LWF = 1: L(i,j) = log (1+Xij) — logarithm 

GWF = 0: G(i)=1 — trivial 

GWF = 1: G(i) = ∑
j

jiL 2),(/1 — normalised 

GWF = 2: G(i) = g(i) / d(i) — GfIdf 
GWF = 3: G(i) = 1+ log (N / d(i)) — Idf 
GWF = 4: G(i) = – Σj  p(i,j) log p(i,j) 

GWF=5: G(i) = 1 + {Σj  p(i,j) log p(i,j)} / logN 
where 

N is the training documents count; 
g(i) the frequency of term i across all documents; 
d(i) is the number of documents containing i; 
p(i,j) is the probability (normalised frequency) of 

observing term i in document j. 

Both GWF=4 and GWF=5 represent some kind 
of entropy. In our experiments, GWF=4 performed 
slightly worse than GWF=5 but otherwise exhibited 
the same behaviour across the table columns, so we 
removed it from the tables in order to save space. 

The results of the evaluation for Set4 using kNN 
with k = 1 are summarized in Table 3, which shows 
the classifier’s micro-average accuracy over the 20 
cross-validation runs. The first two columns contain 
the LWF and GWF numerical codes, as described 
above. Column 3 shows the LSA space dimensiona-
lity (orig. means: no dimensionality reduction, i.e. 
the original vector-space, which is 15,438 for raw 
words; 4,487 for stems etc. See the end of section 
4.). In fact, each row in Table 3 corresponds to a 
particular combination of LWF*GWF and LSA 
dimensionality. The original space without any LSA 



reduction is shown in bold. 
Columns 4-8 and 10-14 of Table 3 correspond to 

experiments with stop-words kept and removed and 
contain the following: 
•  raw words: the words as met in the text; 
•  stem: stemmed words; 
•  lemma: lemmatised words; 

•  lemma&phrase: lemma and phrase together; 
•  POS disam.: disambiguation in terms of POS: e.g. 
distinguish between свят/adjective (holy) and 
свят/noun (world). 
Column 9, entitled phrase only, contains the results 
when only multi-word phrases and named entities 
are used as features. 

 

STOP-WORDS KEPT  STOP-WORDS REMOVED 
LWF GWF LSA 

dim. raw 
words stem lemma lemma&

phrase
POS 

disam.
phrase 

only 
raw 

words stem lemma lemma &
phrase 

POS 
disam.

0 0 10 78.74% 88.98% 84.25% 85.04% 69.29% 83.46% 92.13% 92.13% 96.85% 96.85% 86.61% 
0 0 20 82.68% 85.83% 85.83% 85.83% 81.10% 82.68% 92.91% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 89.76% 
0 0 40 85.04% 86.61% 86.61% 86.61% 85.83% 83.46% 96.06% 100.00% 98.43% 99.21% 92.13% 
0 0 orig. 74.80% 89.76% 85.83% 85.04% 72.44% 37.80% 96.06% 96.06% 98.43% 99.21% 91.34% 
0 1 10 76.38% 89.76% 81.10% 84.25% 70.08% 83.46% 96.85% 98.43% 96.85% 97.64% 89.76% 
0 1 20 85.04% 87.40% 86.61% 86.61% 80.31% 83.46% 95.28% 99.21% 98.43% 98.43% 88.19% 
0 1 40 81.10% 89.76% 85.04% 84.25% 77.17% 83.46% 95.28% 98.43% 98.43% 98.43% 93.70% 
0 1 orig. 61.42% 87.40% 85.04% 84.25% 66.93% 34.65% 96.06% 96.06% 98.43% 99.21% 91.34% 
0 2 10 55.91% 61.42% 65.35% 64.57% 56.69% 81.89% 92.13% 94.49% 93.70% 95.28% 82.68% 
0 2 20 56.69% 66.14% 70.08% 70.87% 59.06% 83.46% 92.91% 95.28% 93.70% 95.28% 84.25% 
0 2 40 58.27% 67.72% 70.87% 71.65% 59.84% 84.25% 92.13% 98.43% 98.43% 98.43% 86.61% 
0 2 orig. 57.48% 68.50% 72.44% 72.44% 59.84% 37.01% 93.70% 98.43% 98.43% 98.43% 86.61% 
0 3 10 95.28% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 89.76% 83.46% 97.64% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 94.49% 
0 3 20 96.85% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.06% 83.46% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 96.85% 
0 3 40 92.91% 99.21% 99.21% 100.00% 94.49% 84.25% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 97.64% 
0 3 orig. 92.13% 98.43% 96.85% 97.64% 91.34% 37.80% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 98.43% 
0 5 10 97.64% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 92.13% 84.25% 96.06% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 92.91% 
0 5 20 98.43% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 96.06% 83.46% 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.06% 
0 5 40 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 99.21% 96.85% 84.25% 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.85% 
0 5 orig. 96.85% 100.00% 99.21% 100.00% 94.49% 35.43% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.85% 
1 0 10 96.85% 95.28% 96.85% 96.85% 93.70% 82.68% 94.49% 96.85% 97.64% 97.64% 95.28% 
1 0 20 90.55% 97.64% 97.64% 97.64% 92.13% 83.46% 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.85% 
1 0 40 92.13% 96.06% 96.85% 96.85% 88.98% 84.25% 96.85% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 96.06% 
1 0 orig. 90.55% 94.49% 95.28% 95.28% 90.55% 33.86% 96.06% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 96.85% 
1 1 10 92.91% 96.85% 96.85% 97.64% 90.55% 83.46% 96.85% 98.43% 97.64% 97.64% 94.49% 
1 1 20 89.76% 94.49% 93.70% 94.49% 88.19% 83.46% 93.70% 96.85% 99.21% 99.21% 96.06% 
1 1 40 81.89% 89.76% 88.98% 88.98% 83.46% 83.46% 95.28% 94.49% 95.28% 96.85% 96.06% 
1 1 orig. 62.99% 85.04% 90.55% 90.55% 80.31% 35.43% 95.28% 92.91% 96.85% 97.64% 88.98% 
1 2 10 84.25% 89.76% 88.19% 89.76% 74.02% 81.89% 93.70% 96.06% 96.06% 96.85% 89.76% 
1 2 20 87.40% 88.19% 88.19% 89.76% 76.38% 83.46% 94.49% 98.43% 96.06% 96.06% 88.19% 
1 2 40 82.68% 88.19% 88.98% 88.19% 77.95% 84.25% 93.70% 98.43% 97.64% 97.64% 88.19% 
1 2 orig. 82.68% 93.70% 92.13% 92.13% 82.68% 40.16% 96.85% 98.43% 98.43% 98.43% 91.34% 
1 3 10 97.64% 99.21% 99.21% 100.00% 98.43% 83.46% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 3 20 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 98.43% 83.46% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 3 40 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 84.25% 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 3 orig. 98.43% 100.00% 99.21% 100.00% 97.64% 35.43% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.21% 
1 5 10 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 83.46% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 5 20 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 83.46% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 5 40 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 84.25% 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 98.43% 
1 5 orig. 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.21% 37.01% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Table 3: Set4 – micro-averaging categorisation accuracy for 1-NN. 

6 Discussion 
The most interesting observations are: 

(1) The choice of weighting scheme is among 
the most important factors. When the appropriate 
combination of LWF*GWF is used (1*3, 1*5, 
0*3, 0*5), other factors such as stop-words 
removal and LSA dimensionality reduction, beco-
me almost irrelevant.  

(2) Stemming and lemmatisation are almost 
equally good for the highly inflectional Bulgarian. 

(3) “The statistics dominates the linguistics”: 
for the best performing combination of 

LWF*GWF (1*3 and 1*5) the definition of word 
becomes irrelevant. Note however that this might 
be due to the task selected – text categorisation, 
and may not hold for IR in general. Thus, more 
tests with respect to a variety of IR related tasks 
are needed. However, if we look at the worse 
weighting schemes in Table 3, e.g. GWF∈ {0,1,2} 
and stop-words kept, we can see that stemming 
delivers up to 26% improvement. This suggests 
that stemming could still be important but its con-
tribution could just be obscured by the impact of 
weighting. This hypothesis though fails for Set15: 
as Table 5 shows, the impact of stemming is less 



than 1% in case we use 1*3 and 1*5 values for 
LWF*GWF (see the original space and the LSA 
dimensionality of 100; 100 is among the most 
popular dimensionalities and proved to be among 
the best performing on Set15). 

(4) The stop-words removal has a really dra-
matic impact but only when GWF∈ {0,1,2}. When 
the best weighting schemes are used (1*3 or 1*5), 
its impact is up to 1.5% (see Tables 3, 4 and 5).  

(5) With the exception of 1*3 and 1*5 the POS 
disambiguation performs consistently worse than 
the other experiments. This means that even tho-
ugh words with different POS have different 
meanings, these might be close enough (polyse-
my) so that it is better to keep them together. This 
is consistent with the observations of Krovetz that 

while resolving homography is beneficial, disam-
biguating polysemy damages the IR performance 
(Krovetz 93).  

(6) Using phrases only is consistently far worse 
than stop-words removal. 

(7) Combining phrases and lemmatisation 
gives slightly improved results over lemmatisation 
only, but these are still almost indistinguishable 
from the ones obtained using stemming. 

(8) LWF = 1 leads to substantial benefits but 
only when GWF∈ {0,1,2} and the stop-words are 
kept. When the stop-words are removed, the im-
pact is insignificant. This is easy to explain: the 
stop-words are the most frequent ones and the lo-
garithmic weighting (LWF=1) makes a big diffe-
rence mostly for them. 

 
STOP-WORDS KEPT  STOP-WORDS REMOVED 

LWF GWF LSA 
dim. raw 

words stem lemma lemma&
phrase

POS 
disam.

phrase 
only 

raw 
words stem lemma lemma &

phrase 
POS 

disam.
0 0 40 87.40% 91.34% 89.76% 89.76% 85.83% 83.46% 96.06% 100.00% 98.43% 98.43% 92.91% 
0 0 orig. 81.89% 92.13% 91.34% 90.55% 81.10% 42.52% 96.06% 96.06% 98.43% 99.21% 92.91% 
0 1 40 85.83% 90.55% 88.98% 88.98% 84.25% 83.46% 94.49% 97.64% 98.43% 98.43% 92.13% 
0 1 orig. 76.38% 90.55% 92.13% 90.55% 76.38% 34.65% 96.06% 96.06% 98.43% 99.21% 92.91% 
0 2 40 61.42% 71.65% 70.08% 70.08% 59.84% 83.46% 92.91% 98.43% 97.64% 97.64% 86.61% 
0 2 orig. 59.84% 70.08% 67.72% 67.72% 59.84% 40.94% 95.28% 97.64% 98.43% 98.43% 87.40% 
0 3 40 93.70% 98.43% 98.43% 99.21% 95.28% 84.25% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 98.43% 
0 3 orig. 95.28% 98.43% 97.64% 98.43% 92.91% 37.80% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.21% 
0 5 40 99.21% 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 97.64% 84.25% 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 97.64% 
0 5 orig. 96.85% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 93.70% 38.58% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 97.64% 
1 0 40 93.70% 97.64% 96.85% 96.85% 90.55% 83.46% 97.64% 98.43% 99.21% 99.21% 96.85% 
1 0 orig. 92.91% 96.06% 95.28% 95.28% 92.13% 33.86% 95.28% 97.64% 98.43% 98.43% 96.85% 
1 1 40 92.91% 95.28% 95.28% 94.49% 94.49% 83.46% 95.28% 96.06% 96.85% 96.85% 93.70% 
1 1 orig. 83.46% 89.76% 90.55% 90.55% 87.40% 39.37% 95.28% 93.70% 96.85% 96.85% 92.91% 
1 2 40 84.25% 93.70% 88.19% 88.98% 77.17% 84.25% 96.06% 98.43% 98.43% 98.43% 90.55% 
1 2 orig. 83.46% 93.70% 92.13% 91.34% 82.68% 40.94% 96.85% 98.43% 98.43% 98.43% 93.70% 
1 3 40 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 84.25% 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 3 orig. 98.43% 99.21% 100.00% 100.00% 97.64% 36.22% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
1 5 40 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 84.25% 99.21% 100.00% 99.21% 99.21% 99.21% 
1 5 orig. 98.43% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 99.21% 40.16% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Table 4: Set4 – micro-averaging categorisation accuracy for 10-NN (dividing by the rank). 
 

(9) It is interesting to compare the original vector 
space and the reduced LSA one. These are often 
comparable (almost equal for e.g. 1*3 and 1*5) but 
sometimes there are bigger differences, e.g. for 0*1, 
stop-words kept, raw words: 61.42% vs. 85.04% 
(LSA dim. 20). The impact is even more dramatic 
for phrase only experiments: for any combination of 
LWF*GWF the performance of LSA (for all 
dimensionality reductions listed) is more than twice 
the performance without dimensionality reduction: 
e.g. 33.86% vs. 84.25%. This is explained by the 
fact that the average number of multi-word phrases 
per document is very limited, and thus the docu-
ments share very few of them, which is not enough 
to judge similarity in a reliable way. When using 
LSA though, the projected space contains a 
summary of the co-occurrences as well as some 
transitive implications, observed globally across 
documents. So, even though the LSA vector dimen-

sions are much fewer, they contain much less zero 
components and thus discriminate better. A similar 
effect (with a similar explanation) is observed for 
the raw text without stop-words removal, where 
LSA proves consistently better (especially for 0*1 
and 1*1) for all dimensionality reductions. 

(10) Changing the number of neighbours k consi-
dered in the kNN (e.g. k = 10, see Table 4) leads to 
improvement but only unless an appropriate GWF is 
used (e.g. 3 or 5). In the latter case the results are 
already fairly good for 1-NN, so there is no much 
space for improvement left. While k = 10 was 
among the best performing values for Set4, for the 
bigger Set15 we obtain a consistent improvement as 
k grows from 1 up to 40. 

(11) The categories count is another important 
parameter: going from 4 to 15 categories lowers the 
best accuracy for raw words and stemming from 
100.00% (Table 3) to 75.50% and 76.35% (Table 5). 



(12) For Set15, stemming is beneficial, but the 
stop-words removal has an even bigger impact. The 
latter is not that obvious from tables 3 and 4 since 
the values are too close to 100.00%. However, the 
most important parameter remains the weighting 
scheme: when GWF∈ {3,5} the impact of stemming, 
stop-words removal and even of LWF is limited. 
 

stop-words kept no stop words LWF GWF LSA 
dim. raw  stem raw  stem 

0 0 20 41.45% 50.14% 60.83% 62.68%
0 0 100 50.00% 59.54% 66.67% 70.66%
0 0 orig. 45.73% 58.55% 69.94% 72.79%
0 1 20 40.17% 51.99% 61.54% 62.25%
0 1 100 46.87% 57.12% 65.95% 71.08%
0 1 orig. 45.58% 58.12% 69.94% 72.93%
0 2 20 26.07% 27.64% 49.86% 58.26%
0 2 100 26.78% 28.63% 60.97% 67.09%
0 2 orig. 27.49% 29.91% 66.10% 70.94%
0 3 20 62.39% 64.67% 68.09% 69.94%
0 3 100 69.09% 73.08% 73.22% 75.21%
0 3 orig. 71.37% 74.36% 75.21% 75.78%
0 5 20 65.53% 69.23% 66.67% 70.23%
0 5 100 72.36% 75.93% 74.07% 76.35%
0 5 orig. 73.79% 75.50% 75.50% 75.93%
1 0 20 60.68% 65.81% 63.96% 66.95%
1 0 100 64.81% 69.37% 71.37% 71.79%
1 0 orig. 69.23% 71.79% 71.37% 72.93%
1 1 20 59.12% 64.10% 64.81% 65.95%
1 1 100 60.40% 66.24% 54.27% 67.38%
1 1 orig. 66.67% 71.79% 71.23% 72.79%
1 2 20 38.46% 50.14% 62.54% 65.67%
1 2 100 47.15% 58.12% 66.81% 71.51%
1 2 orig. 50.28% 60.83% 70.94% 73.22%
1 3 20 68.52% 69.23% 68.66% 69.52%
1 3 100 72.93% 74.07% 74.36% 73.79%
1 3 orig. 72.51% 72.93% 72.22% 73.22%
1 5 20 68.66% 70.66% 68.80% 71.08%
1 5 100 73.36% 75.21% 74.36% 74.93%
1 5 orig. 72.79% 73.08% 72.51% 73.08%

Table 5: Set15 – Micro-average accuracy, 10-NN  
(dividing by the rank). 

 
7  Conclusion and Future Work 
Some earlier research on the impact of the linguisti-
cally motivated text indexing on IR performance 
shows that a better word pre-processing is not 
necessarily needed for effective retrieval (Spark-
Jones 99; Strzalkowski 99). It is not clear whether 
these doubts are due to the weakness of the linguis-
tic analysis, which still does not produce a semanti-
cally motivated concept-based representation of the 
text, or the linguistic analysis as such is not relevant 
to IR and to text classification in particular (Peng et 
al. 03). But the current work allows us to gain 
important insights regarding the need and the role of 
the linguistic pre-processing. 

The experiments above show that while the 
definition of word has a substantial influence on the 
LSA performance, the traditional statistical IR 

factors are even more important: it is enough to look 
at the major impact of the stop-words removal for 
some weighting schemes. It is worth mentioning 
though, that the feature engineering is both 
language- and task-dependent: e.g. the stop-words 
may be among the best features for other text 
categorisation tasks, e.g. language identification or 
authorship attribution. In the latter case, other 
features, such as linguistic style markers, are usually 
even more important. 

The experiments above show that the word defi-
nition becomes almost irrelevant once we are stuck 
to topic identification, limit ourselves to the bag-of-
words model, have only few well-separated catego-
ries (Set4) and use the best weighting schemes (e.g. 
1*3 and 1*5). In the case of more and less distingui-
shed classes though (Set15), both stop-words remo-
val and stemming become important (although still 
far less than the weighting scheme). More experi-
ments are needed in order to study the impact of 
lemmatisation, phrases and POS disambiguation in 
the latter case. 

Our future plans include evaluation of the impact 
of lemmatisation, phrases and POS disambiguation 
on Set15 and bigger sets, which would make our 
experiments and results more complete. It would be 
also interesting to try using word senses (e.g. with 
respect to some semantic network) instead of the 
words themselves, but the bad performance of the 
POS disambiguation above leaves us sceptical. 
Another reason for scepticism are the negative 
results already obtained for English: an extensive 
study shows that using WordNet senses does not 
lead to any significant improvement on the Annota-
ted Brown Corpus (Kehagias et al. 01). The problem 
with the latter work (as well as with the POS disam-
biguation above) though, is that, in addition to 
homonymy, the polysemy has also been addressed. 
This is just the contrary to what stemming does. 

Two other important parameters are missing from 
our study: choice of similarity measure and feature 
selection. Both have been found important for text 
categorisation and are interesting to study. It is 
worth trying other classifiers as well, e.g. Rocchio, 
Naive Bayes, decision trees etc. 

Finally, we would like to consider other IR tasks 
in an attempt to check whether the appropriate word 
definition is more important for the classic IR than 
for text topic identification. This would also allow 
us to perform a comparison with a recent work 
(Peng et al. 03), which shows that using simple 
language- and task-independent character-level (as 
opposed to word-level) text compression techniques 
achieves a comparable or even better text categorisa-
tion results than the traditional techniques do. 
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Abstract 
A system for recognition and morphological classifi-
cation of unknown German words is described. Given 
raw texts it outputs a list of the unknown nouns 
together with hypotheses about their possible stems 
and morphological class(es). The system exploits both 
global and local information as well as morphological 
properties and external linguistic knowledge sources. 
It learns and applies ending-guessing rules similar to 
the ones originally proposed for POS guessing. The 
paper presents the system design and implementation 
and discusses its performance by extensive evaluation. 
Similar ideas for ending-guessing rules have been 
applied to Bulgarian as well but the performance is 
worse due to the difficulties of noun recognition as 
well as to the highly inflexional morphology with 
numerous ambiguous endings. 

1 Introduction 
The recognition and relevant processing of 
unknown words is a primary problem for each 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) system. No 
matter how big lexicon it has, it always meets 
unknown wordforms in the real texts as new words 
are constantly added to the language. Linguistic 
phenomena such as derivation, compounding and 
inflection (to some extent), constantly generate new 
wordforms, new proper names appear and foreign 
words are adopted on a daily basis1. The majority of 
the current systems either use spell-checkers, lists of 
exceptions and gazetteers of proper names to sup-
port the recognition of strings that look like words 
but do not appear in the system’s lexicons or rely on 
data-driven approaches in order to model the enco-
untered phenomena and decide on the type and cate-
gory of the new wordforms met in the text. 

While the majority of the available systems for 
 
1 Misspelled words as well as orthographic variants resul-
ting from e.g. the recent reform of the German orthogra-
phy are also “new words” for systems performing auto-
matic text analysis. 

automatic processing of unknown words aim at the 
recognition of the most probable Part Of Speech 
(POS) tag, our system called MorphoClass2 tries 
to guess the morphological class of unknown words 
likely to be nouns in a certain text. It identifies the 
unknown German wordforms, “gathers” them into 
groups as candidates belonging to a single paradigm 
and attempts to propose both a suitable stem and a 
morphological class. To the best of our knowledge, 
MorphoClass is the only system that attempts to 
address these morphological issues. 
 We define the stem as the common part shared 
by all inflected wordforms (up to valid alternations). 
Together with the morphological class it determines 
unambiguously all the wordforms that could be 
obtained through inflection of the same base para-
digm. MorphoClass is as a kind of a tool for 
lexical acquisition: it identifies new wordforms in 
the raw text, derives some properties and performs 
morphological classification. It can be used as a tool 
for automatic dictionary extension with new words. 

MorphoClass solves the “guessing” problem as 
a sequence of subtasks including: 

• identification of unknown words (at present, 
limited to nouns only); 

• recognition and grouping of the inflected 
forms of the same word (they share the same stem); 

• compound splitting; 
• morphological stem analysis; 
• stem hypothesis generation for each group of 

inflected forms;  
• ranking the list of hypotheses about the 

possible morphological class for each group of 
words.  
 
2 MorphoClass was developed within the EC funded 
project “BIS-21 Centre of Excellence” ICA1-2000-70016 
and was additionally supported by the bilateral cooperati-
on programme between the Hamburg University and the 
Sofia University “St. Kl. Ohridski”. 



This is a several-stage process, which relies on: 
• morphology – compound splitting, inflection, 
affixes; 
• global context – wordforms collected from 
the whole input, word frequency statistics, en-
ding-guessing rules etc.;
• local context – surrounding words: articles, 
prepositions, pronouns; 
• external sources – especially designed lexi-
cons, German grammar information etc. 

MorphoClass is not a POS guesser in the traditi-
onal sense. The purpose of the latter is to propose a 
hypothesis about the possible POS of an unknown 
word by observing its graphemic form in the 
particular local context and possibly in a lexicon. 
But MorphoClass is not restricted to the local 
context: it collects and considers all the word 
occurrences throughout the whole input, trying to 
identify groups of inflectional forms of the same 
word and to derive a hypothesis for the correspon-
ding morphological class. MorphoClass as a kind 
of morphological class guesser might work after a 
POS tagger completes its tasks and tags the unkno-
wn nouns (but it can be run before the tagger as 
well and thus support its decisions). MorphoClass 
can also be used as a lemmatiser, since it outputs 
both the stem and the morphological class for each 
known word. At the same time MorphoClass is not 
a stemmer in the classic Information Retrieval (IR) 
sense since it does not conflate the derivational 
forms: e.g. generate and generator would be grou-
ped together by most of the IR stemmers but not by 
MorphoClass.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
sketches related work. Section 3 presents the system 
resources and architecture. Section 4 discusses the 
MorphoClass ending-guessing rules in more detail. 
Section 5 presents the system at work. Section 6 
contains the evaluation, and section 7 – further im-
provements by linear context consideration.  Section 
8 contains the conclusion and future work. 

2 Related Work 
We studied numerous relevant papers looking for in-
sights that might be useful especially in the evalu-
ation of MorphoClass. But, as we mentioned abo-
ve, we are not aware of any other system that tries to 
guess the morphological class by observing the en-
dings only (after collecting the relevant wordforms 
spread in the text) and without considering any word 
formation rules. Still, our approach is more or less 
related to and influenced by several classical NLP 
tasks, the nearest ones being morphological analysis 
and POS tagging. Below we list some related work 
putting the emphasis on German compounds split-
ting and guessing rules for POS recognition. 

German morphology. Finkler and Neumann use n-
ary tries in the MORPHIX system (Finkler 88). 
(Adda-Decker & Adda 00) propose rules for mor-
pheme boundary identification: after the occurrence 
of some sequences like: -ungs, -hafts, -lings, -tions,
-heits. (Neumann 99) considers the problem of 
compound analysis by means of longest matching 
substrings found in a lexicon. The problem of Ger-
man compound splitting is considered in depth by 
(Goldsmith 98; Lezius 00; Ulmann 95; Hietsch 84). 
The latter concentrates on the function of the last 
part of the compound. Recent projects such as 
DeKo focus on the collection of word formation 
rules, lexicons and software tools for the analysis of 
complex German words (DeKo 01). 

POS guessing. (Kupiec 92) uses pre-specified suffi-
xes and performs statistical learning for POS gues-
sing. The XEROX tagger comes with a list of built-
in ending-guessing rules (Cutting et al. 92). In 
addition to the ending (Weischedel et al. 93) exploit 
the capitalisation. (Thede & Harper 97) consider 
contextual information, word endings, entropy and 
open-class smoothing. A similar approach is presen-
ted in (Schmid 95). A very influential is the work of 
Brill (Brill 97) who builds more linguistically moti-
vated rules exploiting both a tagged corpus and a le-
xicon. He does not look at the affixes only but also 
checks their POS class in a lexicon. Mikheev propo-
ses a similar approach but learns the ending-gues-
sing rules from a raw as opposed to tagged text 
(Mikheev 97). (Daciuk 99) speeds up the process by 
means of finite state transducers. 

General morphology. Schone and Jurafsky use 
latent semantic analysis for a knowledge-free mor-
phology induction (Schone & Jurafsky 00). (Gold-
smith 01) performs a minimum description length 
analysis of the morphology of several European 
languages using corpora. (DeJean 98) and  (Hafer & 
Weiss 74) follow a successor variety approach: the 
word is cut if the number of distinct letters after a 
pre-specified sequence surpasses some threshold. 
(Gaussier 99) induces derivational morphology from 
a lexicon by means of splitting based on p-similari-
ty. (Jacquemin 97) focuses on the morphological 
processes. (Van den Bosch & Daelemans 99) propo-
se a memory-based approach mapping directly from 
letters in context to categories encoding morpholo-
gical boundaries, syntactic class labels and spelling 
changes. (Yarowsky & Wicentowski 00) present a 
corpus-based approach for morphological analysis 
of both regular and irregular forms based on four 
models including: relative corpus frequency, context 
similarity, weighted string similarity and incremen-
tal retraining of inflectional transduction probabiliti-
es. Another interesting work exploiting capitalisati-
on as well as fixed and variable suffixes is presented 
in (Cucerzan & Yarowsky 00). 



3 MorphoClass Resources and 
Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the MorphoClass linguistic resour-
ces used and the main modules architecture. The 
Stem Lexicon (SL) is compiled from both the 
NEGRA corpus (NEGRA 01) and the full-form 
Morphy lexicon (Lezius 00) and currently contains 
13,147 German nouns (words like der/die/das 
Halfter are represented as three lexicon items with a 
separate morphological class each). SL facilitates 
the compounds recognition since the compound 
splitting module relies on the noun stems it conta-
ins. The Expanded Stem Lexicon (ESL) includes all 
wordforms derived from the SL entries and has been 
used substantially during the ending-guessing rules 
learning stage. The Word Lexicon (WL) contains im-
portant closed-class words such as articles, prono-
uns, prepositions etc., which are often met in the 
text as part of the local context surrounding the un-
known words.  
 

Class Singular Plural 
Nom Gen Dat Akk Nom Gen Dat Akk 

m1 0 [e]s(1) [e] 0 e e en e 
… … … … … … … … …
m3a 0 [e]s(1) [e] 0 er er ern er 

… … … … … … … … …
m9 0 [e]s(1) [e] 0 en en en en 
… … … … … … … … …
n20 0 [e]s(1) [e] 0 e e en e 
n21 0 [e]s(1) [e] 0 er er ern er 

… … … … … … … … …
n25 0 [e]s(1) [e] 0 en en en en 

Table 1: Morphological classes of German nouns 

The MorphoClass morphological classes have been 
designed for the DB-MAT system (DB/R/-MAT 92-
98); we reduced the original 41 classes to 39, which 
are not sensitive to stress alternation. Each class 
contains 8 noun endings (see Table 1), which are to 
be augmented to the stem with possible alternations 
and other changes expressed by rules. For instance, 
the ending –s for Genetive Singular is augmented to 
stems from class m1 after adding a preceding –e- 
and taking into account rule 1, which includes state-
ments like: “when the basic nominative form 
ends by s/sch/x/chs/z/tz/… the vowel –e- is ob-
ligatory”. A complete list of the morphological 
classes and rules is presented in (Nakov et al. 02). 

Figure 1 sketches the sequence of tasks for the 
identification and morphological classification of 
unknown words but in what follows we will focus 
on the processing of unknown nouns only. The suc-
cessful recognition of unknown nouns substantially 
depends on the fact that the German nouns are 
capitalised (so each capitalised word from the text is 

considered as either a noun, initial sentence word or 
named entity). 

MorphoClass outputs one of the following three 
kinds of indications for each group of wordforms 
sharing a common stem: 

• COMPOUND – successfully split using the 
available lexicon, so the morphological class 
of the last word in the compound is assigned; 

• ENDING RULE – an ending-guessing rule 
has been applied and the predicted class is 
assigned; 

• NO INFO – no decision was taken beyond 
the incompatible classes elimination. 

Figure 1: System resources and main modules. 

4 Ending-Guessing Rules 
For the morphological class prediction we adopted 
an ending-guessing rules mechanism which has been 
originally proposed for POS guessing (Mikheev 97). 
We built 482 rules when running the rule induction 
against the SL and 1,789 rules when the SL entries 
were weighted according to their frequencies in a 
raw text (see Table 2). We considered all endings up 
to 7 characters long and met at least 10 times in a 
raw training text, provided that there were at least 3 
characters remaining to the left, including at least 
one vowel. For each noun we extracted all possible 
suffixes (e.g. from Vater we obtain -r, -er and -ter)
and for each ending – a list of the morphological 
classes it appeared with and their corresponding fre-
quencies. It is intuitively clear that a good ending-
guessing rule would be: unambiguous (predicts a 
particular class without or with only few excepti-
ons); frequent (must be based on a large number of 



occurrences); long (the longer the ending, the less 
the probability that it will appear by chance, and 
thus the better its prediction). 

Although the maximum likelihood estimation is a 
good predictor of the rule quality, it takes into ac-
count neither the rule length nor the rule frequency. 
So, following (Mikheev 97) we adopted the score: 
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where: 
 - l is the ending length; 
 - x is the number of successful rule guesses; 
 - n is the total number of training instances compati-
ble with the rule; 
 - p is a modified version of the maximum likelihood 
estimation p̂ which ensures that neither p nor (1–p)
could be zero; 
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(n–1) degrees of freedom and confidence level α). 
 

Ending Confidence Predicted class(es) Class 
frequency(s) 

heit 0.999496 f17 1761 
nung 0.999458 f17 1638 
schaft 0.999427 f17 1439 
keit 0.999412 f17 1510 
chaft 0.999409 f17 1439 
tung 0.999408 f17 1498 
gung 0.999394 f17 1464 
haft 0.999383 f17 1439 
lung 0.999182 f17 1084 

Table 2: The most confident ending-guessing rules 
(learned on the lexicon and weighted on a raw text). 

We keep the rules whose score is above some 
threshold. Currently, we use 0.90 – a high level that 
guarantees we can rely on the rules’ predictions. 
This makes the system conservative in a sense that 
no specific morphological class (out of the feasible 
ones for the target group of wordforms) is proposed 
unless MorphoClass is confident enough in the 
choice. If more texts are presented to the system it 
would possibly observe more wordforms of the tar-
get unknown noun and will rule out some of the pos-
sible classes. If we want a choice at any price, we 
can move the threshold down or allow ambiguous 
ending-guessing rules that predict more than one 
morphological class. 

More on the ending-guessing rules, and a full list 
of the ones used, can be found in (Nakov et al. 02). 

5 Examples 
MorphoClass goes through the input text, collects 
unknown noun wordforms, groups them and attem-
pts to generate a stem for each group, as shown in 
Table 3. For each stem in column one it checks 
whether there exists a morphological class that could 
generate all the wordforms listed in column three. If 
at least one is found, MorphoClass accepts the 
current coverage as currently feasible. Otherwise the 
system tries to refine it in order to make it 
acceptable. It is possible that the same stem is gene-
rated by a set of words that could not be covered 
together as members of the same paradigm. At the 
first step we are not interested whether the stem is 
really the correct one but just in whether it is com-
patible with all the wordforms it covers taken 
together, i.e. whether there exists a morphological 
class that could generate them all. For instance, if 
there is only one unknown wordform of a certain 
paradigm, e.g. Tages, all possible stems will be 
generated: Tages, Tage and Tag. All the three stems 
are valid since they have been obtained by reversing 
legal declination rules only. Stem refinement is 
possible after collecting more wordforms occurren-
ces from the same paradigm. 
 

Stem # Wordforms covered 
Haus 7 { Haus, Hause, Hausen, Hauses, Hausse, 

Häuser, Häusern } 
Groß 6 { Große, Großen, Großer, Großes, Größe, 

Größen } 
Große 6 { Große, Großen, Großer, Großes, Größe, 

Größen } 
Spiel 6 { Spiel, Spiele, Spielen, Spieler, Spielern, 

Spiels } 
Ton 6 { Ton, Tonnen, Tons, Tonus, Töne, Tönen }
Band 5 {Band, Bandes, Bände, Bänder, Bändern} 
Bau 5 { Bau, Bauen, Bauer, Bauern, Baus } 
Beruf 5 {Beruf, Berufe, Berufen, Berufes, Berufs} 
Besuch 5 { Besuch, Besuchen, Besucher, Besuchern, 

Besuches } 
Brief 5 { Brief, Briefe, Briefen, Briefes, Briefs } 
Fall 5 { Fall, Falle, Falles, Fälle, Fällen } 
Geschäft 5 { Geschäft, Geschäfte, Geschäften, 

Geschäftes, Geschäfts } 
Schrei 3 { Schrei, Schreien, Schreier} 

Table 3: Largest “coverage” stems, ordered by the 
number of word types “covered”. 

 
How to refine the Table 3 rows? An obvious (but not 
very wise) solution is just to reject any stem that 
seems to cover “contradicting” wordforms. But we 
are not willing to do so since we might lose a useful 
stem. For example, we do not have to reject the stem 
Spiel just because it is incompatible with the set of 
words shown in Table 3. We have to decide that 
Spiel, Spiele, Spielen and Spiels are correct members 
of the Spiel-paradigm, while Spieler are Spielern are 



not and probably belong to a different one. The first 
group of wordforms – Spiel, Spiele, Spielen and 
Spiels might be generated from Spiel by four classes, 
two masculine and two neutrum (m1, m9, n20 and 
n25), while the second one – Spieler, Spielern – may 
be generated from Spiel by two classes, one masculi-
ne and one neutrum (m3a and n21, see Table 1). 
Thus, both groups are acceptable taken separately. 
The first group is bigger and therefore more likely to 
be correct. So we decide that the first four word-
forms belong to the paradigm of Spiel. Applying 
ending-guessing rules, we will have to choose 
between four possible morphological classes (m1,
m9, n20 and n25). For Spieler and Spielern Mor-
phoClass will continue to explore other possible 
stems. If the two groups of wordforms had the same 
number of members, we would have taken the most 
likely morphological class, which appeared more 
frequently according to the statistics collected from 
the Morphy’s lexicon and NEGRA. In the worst case 
MorphoClass will propose two candidates. 

What is important is that we choose between the 
two groups. By doing so we presuppose that the 
stem Spiel has exactly one morphological class. In 
fact it is relatively rear for a noun to have more than 
one class: SL contains just 73 such stems out of 
13,147. It is even more unlikely that a new unknown 
word will have more than one morphological class, 
and additionally that such a new word is used with 
two or more of these classes in the same text. So, we 
always look for one paradigm only, preferring the 
biggest set that a morphological class could cover. 

Table 4 is another illustration of the refinement 
algorithm. It lists the top unknown stems found in 
the NEGRA corpus ordered by the number of word-
forms covered (and then alphabetically). Table 4 
provides good examples for illustrating the interacti-
on between the compound-splitting and ending-
guessing modules. Let us consider the 3rd raw – 
Bildungsurlaub (educational holiday, study leave) 
which is a compound constructed by Bildung (study) 
and Urlaub (vacation, leave). The last noun Urlaub 
determines both the gender (masculine) and the mor-
phological class of the whole compound. However, a 
plural form of this paradigm Bildungsurlaube (see 
the last raw of Table 4) covers the base form Laube 
(summer house), which is a feminine noun in Ger-
man. The 3rd raw as well as the last one include the 
form Bildungsurlauber (person who is in study 
leave) which does not belong to these paradigms.  

How does MorphoClass deal with all these 
strings of letter? As a first step, it identifies the allo-
wed compounds using the nouns available in the 
system’s lexicons plus some knowledge about the 
correct construction of German compounds. In this 
case, it will face the stem Bildungsurlaub first, as is 
suggested by the 4 wordforms, and will find that 
Bildung as well as Urlaub are included in the lexi-

con, i.e. Bildung-s-urlaub is a valid compound 
which however does not generate Bildungsurlauber 
as a member of the same paradigm. At this moment 
Bildung-s-urlaub will be remembered as a compo-
und and Bildungsurlauber will be kept as a single 
form that may belong to another paradigm (this case 
was considered above in Table 3). 

Unknown Stem # Words that Generated the Stem

Ortsbeirat 5
{ Ortsbeirat, Ortsbeirates, 
Ortsbeirats, Ortsbeiräte, 
Ortsbeiräten } 

Bildungsurlaub 4
{ Bildungsurlaub, Bildungs-
urlaube, Bildungsurlauben, 
Bildungsurlauber } 

Gemeindehaushalt 4

{ Gemeindehaushalt, 
Gemeinde-haushalte, 
Gemeindehaushaltes, 
Gemeindehaushalts } 

Kinderarzt 4 { Kinderarzt, Kinderarztes, 
Kinderärzte, Kinderärzten } 

Kunstwerk 4 { Kunstwerk, Kunstwerke, 
Kunstwerken, Kunstwerks } 

Lebensjahr 4 { Lebensjahr, Lebensjahren, 
Lebensjahres, Lebensjahrs } 

Ortsbezirk 4 { Ortsbezirk, Ortsbezirke, 
Ortsbezirken, Ortsbezirks } 

Stadtteil 4 { Stadtteil, Stadtteile, 
Stadtteilen, Stadtteils } 

Bildungsurlaube 3 { Bildungsurlaube, Bildungs-
urlauben, Bildungsurlauber }

Table 4: Unknown stems, ordered by the number of 
the covered word tokens. 

Seeing Bildungsurlaube in the last raw of Table 4 
MorphoClass will try to decompose it as 
Bildungsur-laube since Laube is in the lexicon too 
(but will not find Bildungsur- as a possible initial 
part for building a compound, moreover Laube has 
no form Lauber and thus the from Bildungsurlauber 
cannot be generated). If the decomposition 
Bildungsur-laube had been successful MorphoClass 
would had kept this stem with suggestion of another 
compound (again excluding Bildungsurlauber from 
the paradigm). But since the decomposition 
Bildungsur-laube fails, MorphoClass will consider 
the initial two forms at the last raw of Table 4 as 
belonging to the paradigm in the 3rd raw, as 
Bildungsurlaub is once treated as a valid component. 
If Laube is not in the lexicon, MorphoClass will not 
consider the possibility of its existence.  

Now imagine that neither Bildung, Urlaub nor 
Laube were present in the lexicon. MorphoClass 
will try to apply ending-guessing rules to 
Bildungsurlaub at the 3rd raw, will determine some 
morphological class and will exclude 
Bildungsurlauber from the paradigm as an impossi-
ble member (it will be considered separately later). 
Reaching the last raw, MorphoClass will not consi-



der Bildungsurlaube as a possible stem, as it is 
already covered by a stem (namely Bildungsurlaub). 
In this way MorphoClass will not guess that 
Bildung, Urlaub, and Laube are possible base forms 
of German nouns. 

6 Evaluation 

The MorphoClass system has been manually eva-
luated over the following texts: 

• Kafka: Erzählungen by Kafka, 3,510 word ty-
pes, 13,793 word tokens; 

• Goethe 1: Die Wahlverwandtschaften by Goethe, 
10,833 word types, 79,485 word tokens; 

• Goethe 2: Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre by Go-
ethe, 17,252 word types, 194,266 word tokens 
(Goethe 2). 

These electronic versions contained no misspelled 
words but if there were, MorphoClass would consi-
der them as unknown and would try to group them 
and propose possible stem(s). Table 5 contains detai-
led statistics of the kinds of wordforms found by 
manual investigation of the different texts, after 
MorphoClass had suggested stems for the unknown 
nouns. Note, that these categories are overlapping, 
so that a particular word token can belong to more 
than one of them. 

 not a 
noun

proper 
name

wrong
stem 

mul- 
tiple 
class 

sin- 
gular
only

plural
only total

Kafka 8
1.7%

13 
2.77% 

72 
15.11%

26 
5.32% 

80 
16.81%

3
0.64%

473 
100%

Goethe 1 29 
1.69%

22 
1.28% 

320 
18.73%

194 
11.49% 

232 
13.77%

11 
0.64%

1,706
100%

Goethe 2 42 
1.48%

106 
3.74% 

481 
16.95%

201 
7.08% 

343 
12.09%

20 
0.70%

2,838
100%

Table 5: Kinds of wordforms – detailed statistics. 

As we said above, MorphoClass considers some 
words as candidates for nouns (normally proper no-
uns and foreign words are included) and tries to de-
cide what the corresponding inflectional class is. So-
metimes the assignment is impossible (mostly when 
just one wordform is found) and the system indicates 
that there is no enough information of how to 
propose an inflectional class since neither the com-
pound splitting nor the ending-guessing rules (with 
confidence above the threshold of 0.9) were applica-
ble. This is a positive feature of MorphoClass since 
it avoids misleading decisions in the case of absent 
information. Table 6 summarises the MorphoClass 
reactions for the three testing data sets. We should 
emphasize that MorphoClass always produces a list 
of the feasible candidate classes but in the case of 
“no info” it does not prefer any of them. 

The ending-guessing rules were applied only if 
the compound-splitting ones had failed.  Not  surpri- 

 Nouns Compo- 
ounds 

Ending-
guessing 

“No info”- 
stems 

Kafka 473 185 190 (40%) 98 (21%) 
Goethe 1 1,706 551 837 (49%) 318 (19%) 
Goethe 2 2,838 896 1,274 (45%) 668 (23%) 

Table 6: Noun wordforms in the different texts. 

singly, the compound-splitting rules have coverage 
of more than 32%, which gives an idea of how often 
the compound nouns occur on German. Their preci-
sion is higher than 92% for all text types. A substan-
tial amount of the remaining stems are covered by 
the ending-guessing rules. Table 6 shows that the en-
ding-guessing rules are applied for more than 40% 
of the stems (45% on the average). Their precision 
in isolation was much lower (see the details below). 
It should be noted however, that MorphoClass has 
no dictionary of named entities and that its ending-
guessing rules were trained on the relatively small 
lexicon of Morphy where the nominalised verbs con-
stitute a considerable part of the dictionary entries. 
Therefore, we do not pretend that the ending-gues-
sing rules applied at present are based on representa-
tive statistics about the possible endings of the Ger-
man nouns. All results should be considered as rela-
tive, according to the available resources. No doubt, 
a list of named entities and a better initial lexicon 
would influence considerably the results presented. 

The stems are split into the following categories:  
• SET: a set of classes is assigned instead of a sin-

gle one.  
• PART: a correct class is discovered but not all 

the correct ones; 
• WRONG: a single class is assigned but it is 

wrong;
• YES: a single class is assigned and it is the only 

correct one; 
• SKIP: the stem has been excluded from the cur-

rent manual evaluation (proper names, non-Ger-
man nouns, non-nouns or wrong stem). 

We define precision and coverage as follows: 

precision1 = YES / (YES + WRONG + PART) 
precision2 = (YES + (scaled_PART)) /  
 (YES + WRONG + PART) 
precision3 = (YES + PART) /  
 (YES + WRONG + PART) 
coverage = (YES + WRONG + PART) /  
 (YES + WRONG + PART + SET) 

The coverage shows the proportion of the stems 
whose morphological class has been found, while 
the precision reveals how correct it was. A scaling is 
performed according to the proportion of possible 
classes guessed g to the total classes count: if a stem 
belongs to k (k > 2) classes and MorphoClass found 
g of them (it finds exactly one in case of ending-
guessing rule but in case of compound splitting or no 



rule applicable, it can find more) precision1 consi-
ders this as a failure (will add 0), precision2 counts 
it as a partial success (will add scaled_PART = g/k)
and precision3 accepts it as a success (will add 1). 

Table 7 shows the results of the manual evalua-
tion using the measures defined above. As we can 
see, the bigger the text the higher the precision but 
less the coverage. In addition, we considered two ba-
selines. Baseline 1 always predicts class f16 since it 
is the most frequent one. Baseline 2 proposes the 
most frequent class but limited to the ones compati-
ble with both the proposed stem and the wordform 
group. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show the performance of 
MorphoClass is well above both baselines. 
 

Kafka Goethe 1 Goethe 2 
Coverage 88.99% 84.80% 82.43% 
Precision 1 74.23% 75.75% 82.36% 
Precision 2 76.08% 77.21% 83.42% 
Precision 3 81.44% 79.96% 85.22% 

Table 7: Evaluation results. 

 Kafka Goethe 1 Goethe 2 
Coverage 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Precision 1 13.76% 9.61% 10.82% 
Precision 2 13.76% 9.65% 10.86% 
Precision 3 13.76% 9.69% 10.91% 

Table 8.1: Baseline 1. 

 Kafka Goethe 1 Goethe 2 
Coverage 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
Precision 1 16.40% 19.30% 21.29% 
Precision 2 16.40% 19.34% 21.41% 
Precision 3 16.40% 19.37% 21.56% 

Table 8.2: Baseline 2. 

A more detailed evaluation has been performed 
on Erzählungen by Kafka. As Table 9 shows, the 
compound-splitting rules have a very high precision: 
93.62% (no partial matching: all the rules considered 
predicted just one class even when more than one 
splitting was possible) and coverage of 43.12%. En-
ding-guessing rules have much lower precision: 56% 
for precision1 and 70% for precision3. This gives us 
an overall coverage of 88.99% and precision of 
74.23% (precision 1), 76.08% (precision 2) and 
81.44% (precision 3). 

Note that the cascade algorithm is “unfair” since 
it does not give the ending-guessing rules an oppor-
tunity to be applied unless the compound-splitting 
rules had failed. That is why we performed a second 
run with compound-splitting rules disabled and obta-
ined much higher coverage (76.15%) and precision 
(66.27%, 68.43%, 74.70%). Note also, that there are 
some short stems, so the ending-guessing rules 
might act as compound splitting. This explains why 
independent runs of ending-guessing rules (without 
cascade compound splitting) results in the signifi-

cant improvement of the performance of the ending-
guessing rules. 

 Run 1 Run 2 
compound 
splitting 

ending- 
guessing 

overall 
(cascade) 

ending- 
guessing 
only 

Coverage 43.12% 45.87% 88.99% 76.15% 
Precision 1 93.61% 56.00% 74.23% 66.27% 
Precision 2 93.62% 57.47% 76.08% 68.43% 
Precision 3 93.62% 70.00% 81.44% 74.70% 

Table 9: Detailed evaluation on Kafka. The coverage 
is higher than in Table 6, since the “no info” column 

is split into SET, PART and SKIP. 

7 Improvement by Linear Context 
As described above, MorphoClass considers all 
successfully guessed morphological classes as 
equally likely. An additional module, which takes 
into account the immediate left noun context 
(defined as the two words immediately to the left) 
allows for a better choice between equal alternatives 
of morphological classes. Statistical observations are 
acquired from NEGRA. These are limited to the arti-
cles, prepositions and pronouns, which can be used 
as a left predictor of the gender, case and number of 
the particular noun token. For instance, according to 
the NEGRA corpus “eine” is most often followed by 
a feminine noun in accusative singular (see Table 
10), so the MorphoClass hypotheses will be sorted 
in descending order according to the probability of 
the left contexts features. 
 

еine 0.6714 Fem.Akk.Sg 
0.3213 Fem.Nom.Sg 
0.0073 Fem.Dat.Sg 

Table 10: Statistics derived from NEGRA corpus. 

NEGRA allowed us to acquire applicable statistics 
about the left context of 75% of all nouns contained 
in it (about 6% of the nouns had no left context of 
the kind we require). Our investigation of the left 
context rules shows that: 

• the morphological class predicted by the left con-
text rules coincides with the gender of the three 
most likely classes proposded by MorphoClass in 
60% of all cases; 

• the morphological class predicted by the left con-
text rules is among the classes MorphoClass 
offers in 78% of all cases; 

• The cases when a lower probability is assigned to 
an assumed class due to left context refinement is 
14%. In this way using the linear context im-
proves the performance in about 14% of all 
guesses. 



8 Conclusion and Future Work 
We presented some results concerning guessing 
morphological classes of unknown German nouns. 
Intuitively it is clear that 100% accuracy is impossi-
ble but the more wordforms we collect the better the 
guessing will be. An important feature of 
MorphoClass is that its performance can be incre-
mentally improved by bootstrapping (remembering 
the new unknown wordforms belonging to the same 
paradigm) so the MorphoClass’ success rate can be 
raised incrementally. Note that the wordforms are 
collected from the whole text (or from a set of texts) 
in a context-independent way. MorphoClass turns 
out to be a useful lexicon-acquisition tool for proces-
sing German texts. 

We tried to apply the same procedure for gues-
sing the morphological classes of unknown nouns in 
Bulgarian. The result is much worse (success rate 
less than 50%) due to the very rich inflectional 
morphology of Bulgarian and the impossibility to 
distinguish the unknown nouns in raw texts. So the 
relatively high precision of MorphoClass substanti-
ally depends on the fact that nouns can be predicted 
in German text with much higher certainly. 

Possible directions of MorphoClass develop-
ment are to refine the ending-guessing rules (given a 
much bigger lexicon), to test its performance as a 
component integrated in a lexical-acquisition envi-
ronment for German and to apply it for other lan-
guages with relatively compact and regular mor-
phological classes and potentially for other parts of 
speech. 
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Abstract

Email threads are the most common way to rep-
resent (archived) discussion groups or mailing
lists. Due to the large volumes of such archives,
better representation of the threads is required
in order to allow the users to �nd topics of inter-
est and to decide which threads to read. This
paper discusses our initial approach to gener-
ating thread overviews that serve as indicative
summaries for the thread. The overviews give
the user a better idea of what is discussed in a
related set of email exchanges than the currently
used conventions can provide. A relatively large
user study on �fty email threads was performed
and it con�rmed the utility of the proposed ap-
proach.

1 Introduction

Mailing lists and discussion groups are becoming
increasingly popular. They contain a lot of po-
tentially useful or interesting information (Millen
00) but �nding relevant information might be a
daunting task. The main reason for this is that
whether reading current postings or past archives,
one has few clues what exactly is discussed in an
email thread before actually reading all the post-
ings in it. One of the most common representa-
tions of mailing list archives is a sequence of the
threads in the archive, where each thread is shown
as an indented list with subject lines and sender's
name, time of posting and number of follow-ups
for the message. Even when the subject of the
initial posting (root) of the thread is well chosen
and informative, the indented representation is
not very helpful since the subjects of all follow-up
messages are simply \Re: Original Subject". Hy-
permail1 and MHonArc2 are the two most com-
monly used programs for mailing list archiving
and they create browsable representations of the
kind just described.
A somewhat better representation is a more hi-

erarchical listing, where the �rst level contains the
subject of the �rst email in each thread (the root)

1http://www.hypermail.org/
2http://www.oac.uci.edu/indiv/ehood/mhonarc.html

and the number of postings in the thread and then
when a thread/subject is chosen, the indented
representation of just this thread is shown in a
new window where the messages can be opened
and viewed one at a time. The introduction of
this extra level gives the user the ability to quickly
skim through the initial subject lines and choose
if there is something interesting to read. LIST-
SERV3 provides archives of this kind. But, again,
even when the subject for the initial posting is
well-chosen, it can rarely give the user a good de-
scription of what is being discussed.

Google4 groups further improve on that by us-
ing a two-level representation. The �rst level is
similar to the �rst level in LISTSERV archives
and contains date of posting, subject of thread ini-

tial email, name of most recent poster and number
of messages in the thread. The second level con-
sists of a two frame page showing the indented
structure and a digest of the messages on one
screen. The digest consists of the concatenated
bodies of the �rst ten messages posted in the
thread. The Google groups representation there-
fore allows a user to �nd topics of interest and
to read the threads corresponding to each topic
without having to click on every message.

In this paper we describe a more e�cient rep-
resentation that allows a user to decide which
threads to read without browsing the actual con-
tent of the thread. We call this a thread overview

and it consists of an extractive summary for the
documents at the �rst two levels of the discussion
thread tree. The overviews are relatively short
and the user can skim through them in order to
�nd threads of interest.

2 Related Work

The need for better and easier access to email, dis-
cussion groups, and mailing lists has given rise to
several directions of research. A substantial body

3http://www.lsoft.com/products/
4http://groups.google.com/



of work addresses the problem of visualization and
how it can facilitate access and navigation. Con-
versation map (Sack 00), for example, is an in-
terface for discussion archive browsing. The foci
in its development are social, semantic and prag-
matic aspects of the discussion and how these can
be visualized. The system computes links of in-
teraction { who responds to whom, �nds \author-
ities" in the discussion and also creates seman-
tic networks representing similarities and connec-
tions between topics discussed in the list. (Smith
& Fiore 01) and (Donath et al. 99) also discuss
issues with visualizing the huge amount of useful
metadata that can be gathered from discussion
lists. One of the problems common to all three
of these approaches is that representations often
involve diagrams, graphs and semantic networks
whose interpretation is not intuitive for users.

Work by (Muresan et al. 01) shows an approach
to summarizing single emails (not threads) by key
phrase extraction. A corpus of email was man-
ually labeled and machine learning techniques
based on linguistic features were used to train a
system that outputs noun phrases that represent
the gist of an email.

Newman works on a project that attempts to
provide overall archive characterizations plus a
better representation of the individual threads
(Newman 02b; Newman 02a). A portion of the
essential text of each email is presented in the
�rst level of overview. She also deals with visual-
ization issues and the approach seems promising
but no user studies have been conducted so far to
evaluate the system.

All the work in the �eld of multi-document
summarization (Goldstein et al. 00; Lin & Hovy
02; McKeown et al. 99; Radev et al. 00; Schi�-
man et al. 02) is very related to the problem of
creating an overview for an email thread. A lot
of research has been done on informative sum-
marization for newswire, but it seems that in-
dicative summarization is what is more needed
in the scenario that we discuss. Informative sum-
maries are intended to serve as surrogates for the
original document(s), while indicative summaries
aim at providing an idea about what is discussed
in the document(s) and rather than substitut-
ing the original(s) they are supposed to help the
user decide if the document(s) are worth retriev-
ing and reading. (Kan et al. 01) discusses how
domain speci�c indicative and informative sum-

maries can be generated and how they compli-
ment each other.

3 Task and Corpus

Taking into account all the previous discussion
on the problem, the current practices and related
research, we felt that an indicative summary rep-
resentation of an email thread can facilitate the
retrieval of relevant information from mailing list
and mail-based discussion groups. Therefore, we
wanted to generate indicative summary represen-
tations or overviews of threads that can provide
a better idea of the problem discussed than the
original subject line alone could give.

Since automated subject/headline genera-
tion (Banko et al. 00) is a hard problem and has
been currently addressed only in single document
setting, extractive summary generation seemed
like a good way to proceed. In other words, ex-
tracting one informative sentence per email and
using that as the subject would provide a preview
of the content of an email. Such an approach com-
plements the approach taken by (Newman 02b)
where parts of messages are shown as part of an
overview page. An obvious starting point would
be to use the �rst sentence of an email as its sub-
ject. However, unlike newswire, �rst sentences
in email can often be greetings, quotes from a
previous message, header information, etc., and
therefore they, in general, may not be informa-
tive. Nevertheless, we used a variant of �rst sen-
tence extraction as a baseline for comparing the
performance of our approach (described further
in Section 5).

3.1 Corpus

We chose to work with the Pine-Info mailing list
which contains emails regarding \features, bugs
and workarounds, usage, installation, customiza-
tion and more pertaining to the Pine software"5.
The choice of this list was deliberate as the dis-
cussion there is very focused and usually problem-
solving oriented and our approach is targeted to-
ward discussion lists of this kind. In comparison,
the discussion on general topics can be much more
loosely related and far more di�cult to process
successfully.

The length of discussion paths (a single branch
of the discussion tree) and their branching factor
(the maximum number of answers a message gets)

5http://www.washington.edu/pine/pine-info/



depth 2 3 4{7 8-21

branches 9999 1930 1586 189

Table 1: Length of paths found in threads. The second
row shows the number of branches (paths) with the speci-
�ed length.

successors 1 2 3 4-7

messages 12058 2908 577 169

Table 2: Branching factors in threads. Leaf messages
with no succesors are not shown.

can vary signi�cantly from one discussion group
to another. An analysis of the corpus showed that
neither the depth nor the branching factor of the
threads were very large. Table 1 shows that paths
in threads from the list tend to be short, with the
majority including just a root and a follow-up to
it (depth 2) and that chains of replies longer than
4 are not typical. Threads in the list are also not
very bushy, with most messages receiving just one
or two replies. The exact �gures can be seen in
Table 2.
The shallow, thinly branched threads in this

corpus are the result of the focused nature of the
list. The initial emails are usually requests for
help and they often receive direct answers. This
makes the top level of the discussion tree (the
root plus the �rst level of answers) very useful
since they often contain statements of problems
and their solutions. We should however note that
not all threads start with a problem question fol-
lowed by a series of answers. There are numerous
cases where the initial email starts a general dis-
cussion, solicits opinions, reports bugs, suggests
new features, etc. The archive provided us with
2389 threads to work with.

4 Generating Thread Overviews

As described earlier, our goal was to generate
an indicative summary representation of a thread
by extracting, from each email in the thread, a
sentence which substitutes its subject line. Be-
cause of the problem solving nature of the dis-
cussion list, we noticed that a further reduction
can be made by extracting a sentence only from
the thread root message and its immediate follow-
ups. These extracts ideally contain a statement
of the problem and a suggestion for its solution,
they are easy to read and also they give the user
su�cient information on the topic of the thread

so that the user can decide if he needs to read
the entire thread. Thus, we do not use a �xed
compression rate in terms of words for the pro-
duced summaries, but rather aim at a more exi-
ble stratagy in which one sentence per message is
chosen.

Figure 1 shows an example of an indicative
summary of a thread. The �rst line, in bold, is
the original subject line of the root message. Be-
low this line is the summary subject line from the
root followed by two summary subject lines from
the two replies.

The algorithms used to generate such an indica-
tive summary are described below.

4.1 Extracting sentences from roots

Often initial postings have well-chosen subjects.
In order to �nd the sentence in the root email
that contains the heart of the problem, rather
than background or introduction information, we
�nd the shortest sentence in the email that has
the largest overlap of nouns, verbs, adjectives or
adverbs with the subject of the message. There
are four stages in the algorithm:

1. Clean any existing quotation and signature
blocks from the root message.

2. The message and its subject are processed
with LT POS (Mikheev 96). Sentence bound-
aries and parts of speech are assigned.

3. Every noun or verb is substituted by its non-
inected lexical form, obtained from Word-
Net (Miller et al. 90).

4. Each sentence is assigned a score equal to
overlapsubj=lengthsent, where overlapsubj is
the overlap of noninected forms of verbs,
nouns, adjectives and adverbs in the subject
and the sentences, and lengthsent is the num-
ber of words with such parts of speech in the
scored sentence. In the case of ties, the sen-
tence with highest score that appears �rst in
the body of the message is chosen.

The sentence with highest score is extracted. The
normalization to sentence length was aimed at
picking shorter sentences. Very long sentences are
not easy to skim and also for such sentences the
probability of larger overlap is naturally higher.
We will return to the issue of normalizing the sen-
tence length for the root in Section 5.



Figure 1: Thread Summary Example

4.2 Extracting sentences from follow-ups

In this stage, the overlap in terms of verbs and
nouns between the root message and each of the
sentences of the follow-up message is computed.

1. Clean any existing quotation and signature
blocks in both the root and the follow-up
messages.

2. Both the root mail and its follow-up are pro-
cessed with LT POS to get part-of-speech
tags and sentence boundaries. Using Word-
Net, nouns and verbs are converted to their
noninected forms.

3. For each sentence in the follow-up, a weight
is computed equal to the overlap of nouns
and verbs between the root email and the
sentence.

4. The sentence with highest score is extracted
as a \main topic" for the follow-up message.
Again, ties are decided by giving preference
to the sentence with the highest score that
appears earliest in the message.

Thus, the root message is taken as background
and the sentence most relevant to the background
in the follow-up is extracted. This approach helps
make the overviews more cohesive as it ensures
that the subjects of the follow-ups are related to
the subject of the root.

GOOD BAD

roots 58% 42%

follow-ups 64% 36%

Table 3: Rating of the appropriateness of the extracted
sentence per email. GOODmeans the evaluator could form
an expectation about the subject matter of the message
and BAD means the summary sentence did not help at all.

GOOD BAD

before reading messages 74% 26%

after reading messages 68% 32%

Table 4: Rating of how indicative the overviews were
both before the messages were actually read and after-
wards. GOOD and BAD have the same interpretations
as in 3

An example of a thread overview and the mes-
sages it has been extracted for can be seen on
Figure 2 and Figure 3.

4.3 Generalizing for emails further down

the tree

Generalizing the approach for messages deeper in
the discussion tree is straightforward. In this case,
the background is taken to be the concatenation
of all the messages preceding the currently pro-
cessed mail up to the root. Once again, the sen-
tence with highest score is the sentence with high-
est overlap of nouns and verbs.



Figure 2: Thread Overview Example

5 Evaluation and Results

Evaluating machine generated summaries in an
automated way is currently an unsolved prob-
lem. Therefore, we used human subjects to judge
the indicative summaries produced by our system.
We used �fteen human subjects to evaluate �fty
randomly selected threads containing 161 mes-
sages total. Each thread was evaluated by three
subjects and the majority decision was taken as
�nal.

We asked the users to evaluate the summaries
in three dimensions:

1. How informative was the overview? How
good idea does it give you about what is be-
ing discussed in the thread?

2. Was the summary subject line of the root
message appropriate? Can you get from it
an idea of what the message is about?

3. Were the summary subject lines of each of
the responses appropriate?

The �rst question is de�nitely di�erent from the
other two because it is possible that well cho-
sen subject sentences do not make up a good
overview, or alternatively, the overview can be
informative even when the most appropriate sen-
tences are not chosen as the subject for either the
root or one or more of the follow-ups. In order
to capture this variation we asked our subjects

to �rst judge threads as a whole and then sep-
arately judge the appropriateness of each of the
subject sentences in the overview with respect to
the email it is extracted from. In addition, since
it is possible that overviews may suggest a mis-
leading topic of discussion, we asked the human
judges to give their opinion on the informative-
ness of the thread in two scenarios. First, they
were asked, before reading any of the messages
in the thread, to read the overview and decide if
they can form an idea of what will be discussed
in the thread. Then, after reading the messages,
they gave their opinion again, now acquainted
with the actual content of the message. Opinions
did change { out of the 150 total judgments of the
overviews, there were 22 changes of opinion where
an overview �rst seen as informative was judged
misleading after reading the whole thread, and
there were 7 changes in the opposite direction.

Table 3 shows the ratings on the appropriate-
ness of the extracted sentences for each of the
messages in the �fty threads. A closer look at the
numbers showed that the performance for root
messages was lower than that of the follow-ups.
A subsequent analysis showed that normalizing
the sentence length resulted in concise but not
necessarily the most appropriate sentences being
picked as the subject. Table 4 shows the ratings
on how indicative the overviews really were. The
�rst observation here is that the numbers for the
indicativeness of the overviews are much higher



Figure 3: Messages for which the overview in Figure 2 was generated



overview baseline no pref no majority

54% 16% 20% 10%

Figure 4: Preference of the overview or the baseline based
on their informativeness.

than those for the appropriateness of the sen-
tences. The �gure also shows that there was a net
6% change of opinion in the negative direction.
While the �nal numbers in this �gure are not in
the desired 80% plus range, we feel that when
compared to the existing schemes of repeating the
subject line of the root messages, our representa-
tion provides a huge improvement with 68% of
the overviews actually being judged as good.

The judges were also asked to compare the
thread overview generated by sentence extraction
and a baseline overview generated by using the
�rst sentence in a message. However, as noted
earlier in the paper, the �rst sentence of a mes-
sage can consist of quotes from previous messages
in the thread, greetings, etc. Therefore, in or-
der to make the comparison realistic, we manually
chose the �rst \useful" sentence of the message.
Figure 4 shows that the overview generated by
our system was better than or equal to the base-
line 74% of the time. The three judges could not
form a majority opinion in 10% of the cases while
in 16% of the cases they preferred the baseline
overview.

6 Discussion

There are several aspects of email that need to be
taken it account. Good \clean-up" of messages,
e.g. getting rid of signature blocks, quotes from
previous messages etc is needed in order to ensure
accurate performance of the overview generation.
For the experiments described in this paper, we
developed our own simple procedures for clean-
up, but any further work will require more serious
e�ort in this direction. Also, conventional meth-
ods for end of sentence detection do not work for
discussion group/mailing list corpora because of
the numerous uses of periods in �le extensions,
email addresses, and URLs, as well as the erratic
usage of punctuation and capitalization in email
messages. Thus, special retraining or �ne-tuning
of already available tools needs to be done when
they are to be used for email processing.

7 Conclusions and Future work

The user study evaluation shows that extractive
techniques can help enhance access to discussion
group archives. A natural next step will be to try
multi-document summarization approaches to the
messages at the same level of the discussion tree.
In order to get maximum bene�t from the thread
overviews, the extraction of sentences needs to be
combined with visualization techniques.
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Abstract. We propose an alternative method for automatic acquisition of sense tagged corpora, based on the 
interaction between syntagmatic and paradigmatic information. The labeling process starts from an ambiguous 
occurrence integrated into a syntagmatic pattern. The strategy supposes previously only a morphological analysis; it 
does not make use of statistical information and it has a wide disambiguating potential. We present a case study and 
the discussion of the obtained results. 
Key words: sense tagging, semantic annotated corpora, Word Sense Disambiguation 
 
1. Introduction 
 
In this paper∗ we present a part of a wider 
study on the intensive use of linguistic 
knowledge in the process of Word Sense 
Disambiguation (WSD)1. Specifically, we 
study the contribution of linguistic 
information to the improvement of statistical 
WSD systems. 
In both Senseval Competitions, corpus-based 
WSD systems obtained the best results due to 
the use of syntagmatic information. 
Unfortunately, these systems have coverage 
problems, as they need large quantities of 
sense-tagged examples to assure accurate 
results. The creation of labeled texts at the 
sense level is difficult and expensive: it 
constitutes a “knowledge acquisition 
bottleneck” (Gale et al., 1992). Manual 
annotation is slow, costly and may also 
exhibit agreement problems, thus the 
automatisation of the process appears to be a 
necessary alternative. 
There have been proposed several methods 
for the automatic creation of sense tagged 
materials. 
(Gale et al., 1992) use an aligned French-
English bilingual corpus to discriminate 

occurrences of a English word with different 
senses by means of the different translations 
that the word has into French. This approach 
is affected by the common polysemy between 
languages and by the quasi unavailability of 
aligned bilingual corpora. 

                                                      
∗ The research was possible thanks to a predoctoral 
scholarship from the Spanish Government. 
1 A series of experiments developed lately confirm the 
high incidence of the information used on the quality 
of the WSD process (Pedersen, 2001, Yarowsky and 
Florian, 2002). 

In (Yarowsky, 1992), the Roget’s categories 
are exploited to collect contexts from 
Grolier’s Encyclopedia for the different 
senses of a word which is common to more 
thesaurus categories: he looks for sentences 
with words in each of these categories. 
(Yarowsky, 1995), in a bootstrapping 
approach, augments a small set of labeled 
seed collocations by locating examples 
containing the seeds, from these extracting 
new patterns, then looking again into the 
corpus to find sentences with these patterns. 
(Leacock et al., 1998) find examples for the 
different sense of a word using the 
monosemous words in synsets related to these 
senses in WordNet.  Even the accuracy of the 
method is high, its application is limited by 
the existence of such related monosemous 
words in WordNet, and their occurrence in 
corpora. 
(Mihalcea and Moldovan, 1999) try to 
overcome these limitations with the help of 
other information, as the glosses in WordNet, 
and by substituting the corpus with Internet. 
(Agirre and Martínez, 2000) offer an 
evaluation of the Mihalcea and Moldovan’s 
method by using the corpus obtained to train 
a learning algorithm. The implementation of 
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this algorithm on the SemCor corpus leaves to 
results rather low. 
We propose an alternative for the creation of 
sense tagged examples: the labelling process 
is executed for occurrences integrated into 
syntagmatic patterns and not only for isolated 
occurrences. In this way, our proposal takes 
advantage of the interaction between 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes that 
characterise natural language. It makes also 
use of the information provided by lexical 
sources, such as EWN, and corpora. 
Our method only requires a morphosyntactic 
previous analysis2. It has been applied 
initially for noun disambiguation, but we 
consider that it can be equally adapted to the 
disambiguation of other syntactic categories. 
In this paper, we apply the strategy to Spanish 
texts. 
After this introduction, in section 2 we 
describe the proposal, in section 3 we present 
a case study, and finally, in section 4, we 
define the conclusions and the future work. 
 
2. Methodology 
 
2.1. Approach to WSD 
 
This proposal comes from our approach to 
lexical disambiguation presented in (Nica et 
al., 2003), whose general ideas we synthesise 
in this section. The approximation supposes 
some options about a) sense characterisation, 
and b) local context. 
a) For referential information concerning 
senses, we have developed an adaptation of 
the Spanish component of EuroWordNet 
(Vossen, 1998). Each of the senses of a 
polysemous noun is characterised by the set 
of variants from the synsets related to it and 
not shared with anyone of the other senses. 
So, for each sense Xi of the noun X, we 
extract from EWN the set of synsets related to 
it, and from these we extract the variants they 
contain. We associate in this way to the 

senses Xi of X the sets Vi of variants that 
appear in more than one set Vi, so as to make 
the nouns in the reduced sets Di specific for 
each of the corresponding senses Xi. In this 
way, Di become sense discriminators3. 

                                                      

                                                     

2 For Spanish, we used (Civit, 2003). 

For example, órgano has five senses in 
EWN4: 
órgano_1: ‘part of a plant’; 
órgano_2: ‘governmental agency, instrument’; 
órgano_3: ‘functional part of an animal’; 
órgano_4: ‘musical instrument’; 
órgano_5: ‘newspaper’. 
The sets with unshared words that 
characterise them, extracted from EWN, are 
respectively: 
D1: {órgano vegetal, lámina, raíz, tronco, troncho, 
tallo, pedúnculo, hoja, ...}; 
D2: {oficina, agencia, unidad administrativa, unidad, 
organización, grupo social, grupo, colectivo, ...}; 
D3: {parte del cuerpo, trozo, porción, parte, lóbulo, 
patas, lengua, órgano sensorial, ojo, ...}; 
D4: {instrumento de viento, instrumento musical, 
instrumento, mecanismo, aparato, teclado,...}; 
D5: {publicación, periódico, medio de comunicación, 
método, medio, manera, obra, ...} 
b) The sense of a word occurrence is mainly 
determined by the syntactic relations it 
establishes with the other content words of 
the sentence. 
We consider that the strict local context (the 
words immediately preceding and following 
the focussed word, until the next content 
word) gives a good approximation of the 
syntactic relations, especially for nouns. We 
identify the local context of an ambiguous 
occurrence as the sum of the syntagmatic 
patterns in which it participates. 
Formally, we identify a syntagmatic pattern 
as a triplet corresponding to a syntactic 
relation (dependency or coordination) 
between two content units L1 and L2, and 
expressed by a lexico-syntactic pattern R: 

 L1  –  R  –  L2. 

 
3 The extraction of the information for sense 
characterization is completely automatic. 
4 Due to the inexistence of glosses in the Spanish 
EWN, we have created these pseudo definitions to 
support our presentation, in the context of this paper. 
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We include in this general formulation of 
syntagmatic pattern the case with R null, as in 
the relation between a noun and an adjective5. 

In terms of the EWN relations structure, the 
identification of the relations between the 
words in a paradigm means their localisation 
into the network, and so their disambiguation. This notion of “syntagmatic pattern” 

incorporates treatments of the local context 
that take into account the stop words, as n-
grams and syntactic relations, and reduces the 
limitations of the bag-of-words approach to 
the context. 

 
2.2. Strategy for sense tagging 
 
On the ground of the approach to 
disambiguation presented in the previous 
section, we propose a different modality for 
the acquisition of the sense-tagged examples: 
we take as reference unit in the process a 
word integrated into a syntagmatic pattern 
and not isolated. This integration constitutes 
the key element of our proposal, as it allows 
the mutual restriction between syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic information for the 
identification of the correct sense. 

From this perspective, a polysemous word 
and each of its senses will be characterised by 
means of the syntagmatic pattern(s) in which 
it participates. The integration of a word 
occurrence in a syntagmatic pattern is first 
approximation to its meaning in context. For 
the cases in which this restriction is not 
enough to identify the correct sense, there 
could be used, as a filter, complementary 
domain information. For an ambiguous occurrence integrated into 

a given syntagmatic pattern, the sense 
labelling will consist essentially in: a) 
identify, in the corpus7, the other nouns which 
appear in its position inside the syntagmatic 
pattern, obtaining thus a class of paradigmatic 
type, and b) identify the paradigmatic 
relations in EWN between the word to be 
labelled and the other words of this class, 
which is equivalent to its disambiguation. 

On the basis of these considerations on sense 
characterisation and local context, 
disambiguation is achieved by the 
exploitation of the semantic interaction 
between the paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
axes, which characterises natural language. 
Identical syntagmatic conditions delimit word 
sets of paradigmatic type. We assume that 
inside each paradigm the words are 
semantically related and occupy a common 
conceptual zone. The structure of such a set is 
determined by relations of paradigmatic 
type6. 

The strategy for tagging the occurrences of a 
polysemous noun X consists, then, in the 
following sequence of operations: 

                                                      

                                                     

Step 1º. Integration of X’s occurrences in its 
syntagmatic patterns. We establish the 
syntagmatic patterns Sk in which X can 
appear in the corpus. 

5 We give only a general and approximate definition of 
what we understand by syntagmatic pattern. Its 
delimitation is not trivial, and it must be subjected to 
syntactic and semantic restrictions. It is outside of the 
scope of this presentation and it will be one of the 
objects of our future study.  

Step 2º. Disambiguation of each unlabelled 
occurrence inside its syntagmatic pattern. For 
every pattern Sk identified: 
2a. We look, into the corpus, for the nouns pj 
that can appear into the pattern Sk as 
substitutes of X. We obtain in this way a 
paradigm PSk. 

6 “Syntagmatic sense relations [...] are an expression of 
coherence constraints. Paradigmatic sense relations, on 
the other hand, operate within the sets of choices. Each 
such set represent the way language articulates, or 
divides up, some conceptual area, and each displays a 
greater or lesser degree of systematic structuring. [...] 
Paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations function in 
tandem, syntagmatic relations delimiting the space 
within which paradigmatic relations operate” (Cruse, 
2000:149). 

 
7 As search corpus we used Lexesp (Sebastián et al., 
2000). 
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2b. We try to relate X to the other words of 
the paradigm PSk in such a way that for each 
element pj of PSk: 
We intersect the paradigm PSk with each of 
the sets Di that characterise the senses of X. 
Thus we establish subsets PSk

i of the 
paradigm associated to each one of the 
possible senses of X in Sk. In these subsets 
PSk

i, X as well as the rest of the words is 
disambiguated with the sense they have in Di. 
As results, we obtain the syntagmatic pattern 
Sk in which X is labelled with one or more 
senses. 
Step 3º. Sense labelling of X inside the 
occurrences of the syntagmatic pattern. 
3a. We look in the corpus for the occurrences 
of the syntagmatic pattern Sk. 
3b. We label X in these occurrences with the 
sense(s) identified in 2b for X into the pattern. 
 
3. Case study 
 
We have realised a prototypical empirical 
study on five nouns, integrated in eight 
syntagmatic patterns of various type. The 
examples are from the Senseval-2 exercise, 
and so we could immediately evaluate the 
accuracy of the labelling process. The 
syntagmatic patterns used are: 

(1) corona de santo 
(2) un millón de coronas 
(3) moler granos 
(4) tamaño de un grano 
(5) coche del hermano 
(6) tráfico de órganos 
(7) cierre del pasaje 
(8) pasaje subterráneo 

where the last two patterns (7 and 8) share 
pasaje: cierre del pasaje subterráneo. The 
bold indicate the word to be labelled. 
We obtained the following results in the 
application of the proposed strategy: 
-for examples (1), (3), (4) and (5), the 
substitutes found for the focussed word were 
not in the Di sets, and thus we could not 
identify the sense for it; 
-for example (2), we found three substitutes 
of corona in its D5 set (ducado, dólar, medio 

dólar) and one in its D4 set (tipo), so we 
maintained both senses 4 and 5 for the 
occurrence in this pattern; 
-for example (6), we identify only ojo, in D3, 
as substitute of órgano, thus we labelled it 
with sense3; 
-for examples (7) and (8), we found 
substitutes for pasaje in the D1 set 
(sangradera, esclusa, compuerta, boquera, 
tubo, caño, paso subterráneo, prioridad, 
derecho de paso, paso, pasillo, canal, 
canalón) for both patterns, and thus we 
labelled it with sense 1. 
All the obtained sense coincide with those 
assigned in the Senseval-2 training corpus. 
The main observation this study imposes is 
that the method is affected by data sparseness, 
as sometimes the substitutes found in the 
corpus are not from the Di sets. 
 
4. Conclusions. Future work 
 
The strategy proposed in this paper for 
automatic sense tagging is an application of 
the approach to WSD based on the integration 
of an ambiguous occurrence into a 
syntagmatic pattern. As this integration is 
only a first approximation of the word 
meaning in context, the process does not 
necessarily imply the identification of an 
unique sense for the ambiguous occurrence; 
in some cases the disambiguation is only 
partial in the absence of some complementary 
knowledge, so it can be seen as a previous 
step to the precise sense tagging. 
The integration of an ambiguous word 
occurrence into a syntagmatic pattern enables 
us to make an intensive use of linguistic 
knowledge: the implicit textual information 
allows us to obtain paradigmatic sets of 
substitutes of the word into the pattern, and 
inside this class we can exploit all the 
different lexico-semantic relations provided 
by EWN. In this respect, we differentiate 
from the previous proposals as we are 
exploiting exclusively linguistic knowledge, 
without any statistical calculus, and we use all 
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the nominal relations in EWN and not only 
synonymy. 
We start from real examples and we do the 
labelling for occurrences integrated into 
syntagmatic patterns instead of obtaining the 
labelled examples by substitution. We believe 
that this assures the quality of the results. 
The method has a vast labelling potential as it 
allows, in a unique operation, (pre)sense 
tagging for different occurrences of a given 
word integrated into the same syntagmatic 
pattern. The sense tagging of all occurrences 
of a word in a corpus is reduced thus to the 
resolution of its different patterns of the word 
in that corpus. 
The absolute priority of our future work is the 
large-scale application, for a real evaluation. 
From this point of view, we are working on 
an automatic partial auto evaluation of the 
method, for the occurrences that participate in 
two syntagmatic patterns. 
The immediate applications are of practical 
type: enrichment of knowledge associated to 
senses and augmentation of sense tagged 
corpora for example-based WSD systems. At 
the same time, the method has theoretical 
implications, as it reveals the incidence of 
syntax on word meaning, or it allows the 
study of objective criteria for sense 
discrimination. 
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Abstract

Although considerable work exists on the sub-
ject of ellipsis resolution, there has been very
little empirical, corpus-based work on it. We
propose a system which will take free text and
(i) detect instances of Verb Phrase ellipsis, (ii)
identify their antecedents (iii) deal with excep-
tional cases in finding antecedents and (iv) re-
solve any ambiguities, providing an end-to-end
solution.

This paper describes work done on stage (i) of
the system, using machine learning techniques.
The goal of the system is to be robust, accurate
and domain-independent.

1 Introduction

Ellipsis is a linguistic phenomenon that has re-
ceived considerable attention, mostly focusing on
its interpretation. An example of Verb Phrase El-
lipsis (VPE), which is detected by the presence of
an auxiliary verb without a verb phrase, is seen
in example 1.

(1) John read the paper before Bill did.

Insight has been gained through work aimed at
discerning the procedures and the level of lan-
guage processing at which ellipsis resolution takes
place. Such work has generally resulted in two
views: syntactic and semantic. While the syntac-
tic account (Fiengo & May 94; Lappin & McCord
90; Lappin 93; Gregory & Lappin 97) suggests
that ellipsis resolution involves copying syntactic
material from the antecedent clause to the ellipsis
site, the semantic account (Dalrymple et al. 91;
Kehler 93; Shieber et al. 96) argues that this ma-
terial is obtained from semantic representations.
Both views have their strengths and weaknesses,
but they have so far not been validated using a
corpus based, empirical approach, meaning that
their actual performance is unknown. Further-
more, while these approaches take difficult cases

∗This research was funded by the Department of Com-
puter Science, King’s College London

into account, they do not deal with noisy or miss-
ing input, which is unavoidable in real NLP ap-
plications. They also do not allow for focusing on
specific domains or applications, or different lan-
guages. It therefore becomes clear that a robust,
trainable approach is needed.
Several steps of work need to be done for ellip-
sis resolution, and the parts they deal with are
illustrated in example 2.

(2) John4 {loves his4 wife}2. Bill4 does1 too.

1. Detecting ellipsis occurrences. First, elided
verbs need to be found.

2. Identifying antecedents. For most cases of
ellipsis, copying of the antecedent clause is
enough for resolution (Hardt 97).

3. Difficult antecedents. Resolving cases which
straightforward syntactic reconstruction can-
not handle.

4. Resolving ambiguities. For cases where am-
biguity exists, a method for generating the
full list of possible solutions, and suggesting
the most likely one is needed.

Existing methods, such as those already men-
tioned, usually do not deal with the detection of
elliptical sentences or the identification of the an-
tecedent and elided clauses within them, but take
them as given, concentrating instead on the reso-
lution of ambiguous or difficult cases.
This paper describes the work done on the first
stage, the detection of elliptical verbs. After a
heuristic baseline is built, a number of machine
learning algorithms are used to achieve higher
performance.
We have chosen to concentrate on VP ellipsis due
to the fact that it is far more common than other
forms of ellipsis, but pseudo-gapping, an exam-
ple of which is seen in example 3, has also been
included due to the similarity of its resolution to
VPE (Lappin 96).



(3) John writes plays, and Bill does novels.

2 Detection of elided VPEs

2.1 Previous work

The only empirical experiment done for this task
to date, to our knowledge, is Hardt’s (Hardt 97)
algorithm for detecting VPE in the Penn Tree-
bank. It achieves precision levels of 44% and re-
call of 53%, giving an F1 of 48% using a simple
search technique, which relies on the annotation
having identified empty expressions correctly.
It should be noted that while Hardt’s results are
low, this is to be expected as his search in the
Treebank is achieved by looking for a simple pat-
tern : (VP (-NONE- *?*))
Low performance in this first stage could lead to
systematic errors being introduced, such as VPEs
in a certain context being ignored repeatedly,
or non-elliptical verbs being accepted as ellipti-
cal given a certain context. Such systematic er-
rors can lead to incorrect conclusions being drawn
through analysis, so it becomes clear that an ini-
tial stage with higher performance is necessary.

2.2 Experimental method and data

The British National Corpus (BNC) will be the
corpus used for initial experiments. The gold
standard was derived by marking the position in
sentences where an elided verb occurs1. The per-
formance of the methods is calculated using recall,
precision and the F1-measure2.
A range of sections of the BNC, containing around
370k words3 with 712 samples of VPE was used
as training data. The separate test data consists
of around 74k words4 with 215 samples of VPE.

1Currently only one annotator is available, but this will
be remedied as soon as possible.

2Precision and recall are defined as :

Recall =
No(correct ellipses found)

No(all ellipses in test)
(1)

Precision =
No(correct ellipses found)

No(all ellipses found)
(2)

The F1 provides a measure that combines these two at a
1/1 ratio.

F1 =
2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(3)

3Sections CS6, A2U, J25, FU6, H7F, HA3, A19, A0P,
G1A, EWC, FNS, C8T

4Sections EDJ, FR3

The sections chosen from the BNC are all written
text, and consist of extracts from novels, autobi-
ographies, scientific journals and plays. The aver-
age frequency of VPE occurrences for the whole
data is about once every 480 words, or once every
32 sentences.

2.3 Baseline approach

As our initial corpus is not parsed, but con-
tains POS tags, it is desirable to develop a VPE-
detection algorithm that can perform well using
only POS and lexical information.
A simple heuristic approach was developed to
form a baseline. The method takes all auxil-
iaries as possible candidates and then eliminates
them using local syntactic information in a very
simple way. It searches forwards within a short
range of words, and if it encounters any other
verbs, adjectives, nouns, prepositions, pronouns
or numbers, classifies the auxiliary as not ellip-
tical. It also does a short backwards search for
verbs. The forward search looks 7 words ahead
and the backwards search 3. Both skip ‘asides’,
which are taken to be snippets between commas
without verbs in them, such as : “... papers do,
however, show ...”.
The algorithm was optimized on the development
data, and achieves recall of 89.60% and precision
of 42.14%, giving an F1 of 57.32%. On the test
data, recall is 89.30%, precision 42.76%, and F1
57.82%.

2.4 Transformation-based learning

As the precision of the baseline method is not ac-
ceptable, we decided to investigate the use of ma-
chine learning techniques. Transformation based
learning (Brill 95) was chosen as it is very flexible
and a powerful learning algorithm.
Generating the training samples is straightfor-
ward for this task. We trained the µ-TBL system5

(Lager 99) using the words and POS tags from
BNC as our ‘initial guess’. For the gold standard
we replaced the tags of verbs which are elliptical
with a new tag, ‘VPE’. Two example sentences
from the training data are seen in figure 1.

2.4.1 Generating the rule templates
The learning algorithm needs to have the rule
templates in which it can search specified. As an
initial experiment, we used a sample set of rule

5Downloadable from
http://www.ling.gu.se/∼lager/mutbl.html



Word POS gold-POS

I PNP PNP
mean VVB VVB

I PNP PNP
would VM0 VPE

, PUN PUN
but CJC CJC
you PNP PNP

would VM0 VPE
nt XX0 XX0
. PUN PUN
I PNP PNP

won VVD VVD
- PUN PUN

did VDD VPE
nt XX0 XX0
I PNP PNP
? PUN PUN

Figure 1: Input data to TBL

templates that was included in the µ-TBL distri-
bution, the templates used by Brill to train a POS
tagger, which uses the 3 word neighbourhood con-
text, but in a limited way.
The results of training the system with these tem-
plates is seen in table 1, where the threshold is
the value new rules need to satisfy in number of
improvements, or the algorithm stops learning.
Lower thresholds mean more rules are learned,
but also increases the likelihood of spurious rules
being learned.

Threshold Recall Precision F1

5 48.13 70.07 57.06
3 51.87 70.70 59.84

Table 1: Results with simple POS tagging rule
templates

The top 10 rules learned are seen in figure 2. The
first column shows the score of the rule, which
is how many corrections it made to resemble the
gold standard more. The second column is which
tags it changes, and the third column what tag
it changes them into. The last column indicates
the conditions for the rule to be applied; for the
first rule in the table, this means that the rule is
applied only if one of the next 2 words is tagged as
‘PUN’; the second rule is applied if the previous
word is tagged as ‘PNP’ and the next word ‘PUN’.
It can be seen that the first and third rules learned
by the TBL algorithm with the given templates
are rather crude; if a word with tag ‘VDD’ or
‘VDB’ occurs one or two words before a punctua-
tion mark, it’s a VPE. This does, of course, reflect
the corpus in that a majority of the instances of

VPE are indeed found at the end of sentences.
Many of the other rules encode sequences such as
‘He can.’ (rule 2,), ‘did he ?’ (rule 5).
The only rule that makes it to the top 10 which
corrects spurious VPE tags introduced by pre-
vious rules is rule 8; if any of the three follow-
ing words is an infinitive lexical verb, it changes
the VPE tag back to ‘VDB’, as it was incorrectly
tagged by rule 3.
Adding some more extended templates, up to 10
words ahead and behind, experiments were re-
peated. It must be noted that this extension is
simplistic and consists of a search for a single tag
or word in the 5 to 10 word neighbourhood as
an indication for VPE, but does not include any
permutations.

Threshold Recall Precision F1

5 57.01 81.88 67.22
3 59.81 80.00 68.45

Table 2: Results with simple POS tagging tem-
plates extended with handwritten templates

To make the learning a b c d e

X X X X X
X X X X x
X X X x X

. . .
x x x X x
x x x x X

process more indepen-
dent, we would like to
have a larger set of
templates which are not
handcrafted. We gener-
ated templates based on
all permutations of {tag[-1,-2,-3]a & tag[1,2,3]b &
wd[-1,-2,-3]c & wd[0]d & wd[1,2,3]e}, seen on the
right as a binary countdown from 11111 to 00000.
The results of using these templates is seen in ta-
ble 3.

Threshold Recall Precision F1

5 31.31 72.83 43.79
3 37.85 69.23 48.94

Table 3: Results with grouped neighbourhood
templates

As the grouped templates do not give such good
results, we tried generating templates based on all
permutations of {tag[-2], tag[-1], tag[+1], tag[+2],
wd[-2], wd[-1], wd[0], wd[+1]}. We would have
liked to do this over a larger context, but the num-
ber of permutations gets too large for the learning
algorithm, which runs out of memory. The results
with these templates are seen in table 4.
Combining all the templates discussed so far, the
results seen in table 5 are obtained. As the recall



Rank Score Change to if

1 50 VDD VPE tag[1,2]=PUN
2 29 VM0 VPE tag[-1]=PNP and tag[1]=PUN
3 28 VDB VPE tag[1,2]=PUN
4 28 VBZ VPE tag[-1]=PUN and tag[1]=XX0
5 26 VM0 VPE tag[1]=PNP and tag[2]=PUN
6 20 VM0 VPE tag[1]=XX0 and tag[2]=PUN
7 11 VDB VPE wd[0]=do and wd[2]=you
8 11 VPE VDB tag[1,2,3]=VVI
9 11 VDD VPE tag[-1]=CJS
10 10 VHB VPE tag[1]=PNP and tag[2]=PUN

Figure 2: Top 10 rules learned by Brill’s POS tagging templates

Threshold Recall Precision F1

5 55.14 74.21 63.27
3 57.94 72.09 64.25

Table 4: Results with small neighbourhood tem-
plates

is the lower figure, we decided to concentrate on
increasing it. It can be seen in tables 2, 3 and 4
that lowering the threshold increases recall, but
reduces precision. Modifying the rules learned by
removing those which correct possibly spuriously
tagged ellipses6, we can increase recall, but again
at a cost to precision, as seen in the rows with the
‘modified’ attribute set to ‘yes’ in table 5.

Threshold Modified Recall Precision F1

5 no 50.93 79.56 62.11
5 yes 53.73 70.55 61.00
3 no 62.15 75.56 68.20
3 yes 65.42 67.96 66.67

Table 5: Results for initial transformation based
learning

2.4.2 POS grouping

Despite the fact that the training data consists
of 370k words, there are only around 700 elided
verbs in it. The scarceness of the data limits the
performance of the learner, so a form of smooth-
ing which can be incorporated into the trans-
formation based learning model is needed. To
achieve this, auxiliaries were grouped into subcat-
egories of ‘VBX’, ‘VDX’ and ‘VHX’, where ‘VBX’
generalizes over ‘VBB’, ‘VBD’ etc. to cover all
forms of the verb ‘be’; ‘VHX’ generalizes over the
verb ‘have’ and ‘VDX’ over the verb ‘do’.
The results of this grouping on performance are
seen in table 6. It is seen that both precision and

6Rules which change a ‘VPE’ tag to something else,
such as the rule seen in the eighth rule in figure 3

recall are increased, with F1 increasing by more
than 5%7.

Threshold Modified Recall Precision F1

5 no 68.22 82.02 74.49
5 yes 68.22 79.78 73.55
3 no 68.69 79.03 73.50
3 yes 68.69 76.56 72.41

Table 6: Results for partially grouped transfor-
mation based learning

To further alleviate the data scarcity, we then
grouped all auxiliaries to a single POS tag ‘VPX’.
Rules learned after this full grouping are seen
in figure 3. The rules which are learned by the
system are quite simple, such as ‘[He laughed],
did/didn’t he ?’ (rule 1/2), ‘[He] did so’ (rule 5),
‘As did [his wife]’ (rule 9).
The performance of the system increases even
more with the extended grouping, by close to 3%
for F1, as seen in table 7. These experiments sug-
gest that for the task at hand, the initial POS tag
distinctions are too fine grained, and the system
benefits from the smoothing achieved by group-
ing.

Threshold Modified Recall Precision F1

5 no 69.63 85.14 76.61
5 yes 71.96 78.57 75.12
3 no 71.03 82.61 76.38
3 yes 73.36 76.96 75.12

Table 7: Results for further grouped transforma-
tion based learning

For best F-measure, the system can achieve re-
call of 69.6% and precision of 85.1%. Tilting the
balance in favour of recall increases it to 73.4%,
but reduces precision to 77%. Here, as in most of

7It may be noted that modifying the rules learned does
not change the recall for this experiment, but this is a
coincidence; while the numbers are the same, there are
differences in the samples of ellipses found.



Rank Score Change to if

1 150 VPX VPE tag[1]=XX0 and tag[2]=PNP and wd[-1]=,
2 130 VPX VPE tag[1]=PNP and tag[2]=PUN and wd[-1]=,
3 86 VPX VPE tag[1]=XX0 and tag[2]=PUN and wd[1]=nt
4 64 VPX VPE tag[-1]=PNP and wd[1]=.
5 36 VPX VPE tag[1]=AV0 and tag[2]=PUN and wd[1]=so
6 34 VPX VPE tag[1]=XX0 and tag[2]=PUN and wd[1]=n’t
7 32 VPX VPE tag[1]=PUM and wd[0]=did
8 30 VPE VPX tag[-1,-2,-3]=DTQ
9 26 VPX VPE tag[-1]=CJS and wd[0]=did
10 26 VPX VPE tag[-2]=PNP and tag[-1]=AV0 and wd[1]=.

Figure 3: Top 10 rules learned by further grouped transformation based learning

the experiments, modifying the rules results in a
decrease of F-score by about 1-1.5%.

2.5 Maximum entropy modelling

Maximum entropy modelling uses features, which
can be complex, to provide a statistical model of
the observed data which has the highest possible
entropy, such that no assumptions about the data
are made. These models differ from the trans-
formation based learning algorithm described in
section 2.4 in that a probability is returned as op-
posed to a binary outcome, and do not produce
easily readable rules like TBL. Ratnaparkhi (Rat-
naparkhi 98) makes a strong argument for the use
of maximum entropy models, and demonstrates
their use in a variety of NLP tasks.
The OpenNLP Maximum Entropy package8 was
used for the experiments.

2.5.1 Feature selection

Maximum entropy allows for a wide range of fea-
tures, but for initial experiments only word form
and POS information will be used. The training
data for the algorithm consists of each verb in the
corpus, its POS tag, the words and POS tags of its
neighbourhood, and finally a true/false attribute
to signify whether it is elliptical or not.
Experiments with different amounts of for-
ward/backward context give the results seen in
table 8. The threshold for accepting the results
for a potential VPE were set to 0.2, or 20%; this
value is just an initial guess formed by looking at
the first couple of results.
The results show that for large contexts the al-
gorithm runs into problems. This is due to the
fact that the contexts do not allow for the kind of
generalization available to transformation based
learning. After a certain point, the effect of the

8Downloadable from
https://sourceforge.net/projects/maxent/

Context size Recall Precision F1

1 67.75 42.02 51.87
2 76.16 53.79 63.05
3 72.43 61.26 66.38
4 64.48 60.00 62.16
5 63.08 63.38 63.23
6 59.81 64.64 62.13
7 57.47 62.43 59.85
8 53.73 59.89 56.65
9 51.86 61.32 56.20
10 50.00 60.45 54.73
15 48.13 59.53 53.22
20 45.79 62.82 52.97

Table 8: Effects of context size on maximum en-
tropy learning

context size levels, as the length of sentences be-
comes a limiter.

2.5.2 Thresholding

Setting the forward/backward context size to 3,
experiments are run to determine the correct set-
ting for the threshold. This value is used to deter-
mine at what level of confidence from the model
a verb should be considered a VPE.

Threshold Recall Precision F1

0.1 78.50 47.86 59.46
0.15 76.16 54.88 63.79
0.2 72.43 61.26 66.38
0.25 68.22 65.17 66.66
0.3 63.08 67.16 65.06
0.35 59.34 70.16 64.30
0.4 57.00 71.76 63.54
0.45 52.80 73.85 61.58
0.5 49.53 74.64 59.55

Table 9: Effects of thresholding on maximum en-
tropy learning

With higher thresholds, recall decreases as ex-
pected, while precision increases. F1 peaks at
0.25, which is close to the initial guess of 0.2. The
fact that this value is so low is expected to be due
to the size of the corpus. For subsequent exper-
iments, a threshold of 0.2 will be retained, for



comparison purposes, and because its results are
very close to those of 0.25.

2.5.3 POS Grouping
Using the same principles for smoothing intro-
duced in section 2.4.2, the effects of category
grouping are investigated. Table 10 shows an in-
crease in F1 of 2.5% for a context size of 3, using
partial grouping. Full grouping, seen in table 11
gives a further 2% increase.

Context size Recall Precision F1

2 76.63 53.77 63.19
3 73.83 64.48 68.84
4 68.69 61.76 65.04
5 64.48 63.59 64.03

Table 10: Results for partially grouped maximum
entropy

Context size Recall Precision F1

2 77.57 55.14 64.46
3 76.16 65.72 70.56
4 67.28 64.00 65.60
5 64.95 67.47 66.19

Table 11: Results for further grouped maximum
entropy

It is interesting to note that the effect of grouping
for maximum entropy is less than that for trans-
formation based learning; 4% compared to 8%.
Furthermore, seen from the perspective of error
reduction, grouping only gives a 15% reduction
for maximum entropy, while transformation based
learning gets a 25% error reduction.

2.6 Decision tree learning

Decision trees, such as ID3 (Quinlan 90) and
C4.5 (Quinlan 93), contain internal nodes, which
perform tests on the data, and following the re-
sult of these test through to the end leaf, gives the
probability distribution associated with it. These
methods have the advantage that they automati-
cally discard any features that are not necessary,
can grow more complicated tests from the tests
(features) given, and that the resulting trees are
usually human readable.

2.6.1 Data decimation
The C4.5 algorithm works in two steps: first, a
large tree is constructed that creates simple rules
for every example found, and second, more gener-
alized rules are extracted from this tree. Running
both parts of the algorithm, C4.5 (statistically

correctly) deduces that the best rule to learn is
that there is no need to recognize VPEs, and ev-
erything is non-elliptical, as this results in only a
1.4% error overall. This fits with C4.5’s design,
which is to not overfit data, and produce few, gen-
eral rules.
The data available to C4.5 was exactly the same
as the data used for the Maximum entropy model.
Varying the level of grouping or size of context did
not change the result of the algorithm ignoring
VPEs. To counteract the weighing given to non-
elided verbs, we experimented with removing non-
elided samples from the training corpus. Even
with this, using both stages of the algorithms re-
sults in overgeneralization for our needs, but re-
sults after only the first part of the algorithm are
now useable.
Table 12 shows the effects of decimation on par-
tially grouped data. Decimating at a rate n op-
erates by discarding every nth non-elided verb.
The columns show different decimation settings,
the rows show different context sizes, and the re-
sults are in F1. The reason decimation of only up
to 10 is shown is because at higher rates overgen-
eralization occurs. Experiments also show that
higher context sizes than 3 do not produce any
different results, so the extra data is seen to be
discarded.

C/D 3 5 8 10

3 42.23 28.89 28.89 -

Table 12: Effects of decimation for partially
grouped data using decision tree learning

With further grouping, seen in table 13, better
results are obtained, but the use of context sizes
above 5 does not provide any improvements, and
decimation rates higher than 20 either give the
same result or result in overgeneralization. Look-
ing at the best result obtained, at context size 5
and decimation of 20, it is seen that the algorithm
obtains precision of 79.39% and recall of 60.93%,
giving an F1 of 68.94%.

C/D 3 5 8 10 15 20

3 57.55 67.62 67.62 67.89 67.87 68.25
5 58.82 68.25 68.25 68.58 68.55 68.94

Table 13: Effects of context size and decimation
for fully grouped data using decision tree learning



2.7 Memory Based learning

Memory based learning is a descendant of the
classical k -Nearest Neighbour approach to clas-
sification. It places all training instances in mem-
ory and classifies test instances by extrapolating a
class from the most similar instances. It has been
used for a variety of NLP tasks, and the tech-
nique is meant to be useful for sparse data, as
its feature weighing produces smoothing effects.
We used TiMBL (Daelemans et al. 02), train-
ing it with the same data used for the maximum
entropy and C4.5 experiments.
Table 14 shows the results obtained. Again, a
context size of 3 gives best results.

Context size Recall Precision F1

1 51.40 53.39 52.38
2 71.49 69.23 70.34
3 73.83 72.14 72.97
4 72.42 69.50 70.93
5 71.49 70.18 70.83
6 70.56 72.24 71.39
7 70.56 66.51 68.48

Table 14: Results for MBL

2.7.1 POS grouping
Using the same principles for smoothing intro-
duced in section 2.4.2, the effects of category
grouping are investigated. Partial grouping re-
duces performance, as seen in table 15, while full
grouping, seen in table 16, gives a 2% increase in
F1 over non-grouped data, for a context size of 3.

Context size Recall Precision F1

1 50.00 51.69 50.83
2 71.49 65.94 68.60
3 74.76 70.17 72.39
4 72.42 68.88 70.61
5 72.42 69.81 71.10
6 71.49 69.54 70.50
7 71.02 65.23 68.00

Table 15: Results for partially grouped MBL

Context size Recall Precision F1

1 50.93 54.50 52.65
2 74.29 68.24 71.14
3 76.16 73.75 74.94
4 73.83 70.53 72.14
5 73.36 69.77 71.52
6 72.89 70.90 71.88
7 73.36 67.09 70.08

Table 16: Results for further grouped MBL

It is interesting that while MBL achieves higher
results for non-grouped data than the other al-

gorithms, it is also the one to benefit the least
from grouping, suggesting that grouping is more
useful for generalizing rules than it is for pattern
matching.

2.8 Combining algorithms

As the different algorithms tested produce results
with different characteristics, their results can be
seen as refined features. The baseline algorithm,
for example, has high recall but low precision,
while the opposite holds true for TBL. Experi-
ments were conducted to see if using their results
as features, alongside the words and their POS,
results in improved performance.

Alg. 3 Context 5 Context
Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

MaxE 76.16 65.72 70.56 64.95 67.47 66.19
+ B 82.71 71.08 76.45 78.03 73.24 75.56
+ T 71.02 74.50 72.72 69.15 80.87 74.55

+ BT 76.16 75.46 75.81 75.23 78.53 76.84

C4.5 60.00 79.14 68.25 60.93 79.39 68.94
+ B 41.12 80.00 54.32 41.12 80.00 54.32
+ T 66.35 86.06 74.93 66.35 86.06 74.93

+ BT 66.35 86.06 74.93 66.35 86.06 74.93

MBL 76.16 73.75 74.94 73.36 69.77 71.52
+ B 77.57 77.20 77.38 76.63 75.57 76.10
+ T 75.70 77.51 76.59 74.29 75.00 74.64

+ BT 76.16 78.74 77.43 75.23 76.30 75.76

Table 17: Combining algorithms

The results in table 17 show that this approach
does not produce significant gains, with the high-
est F1 produced at 77.4% by MBL, using just the
baseline or the baseline plus TBL.
It is interesting to note that the contribution of
baseline features and TBL features are about the
same for Maxent and MBL, with baseline features
giving better results. Maxent and MBL produce
balanced precision and recall scores, despite the
differing natures of the added data. This suggests
that they don’t generalize, even to TBL which
is quite precise, and learn rules to augment it.
On the other hand, when given TBL data, C4.5
will default to it. When given just baseline data
though, it learns a number of rules it trusts more.

3 Conclusion and Future work

Experiments utilizing four different machine
learning algorithms have been conducted on the
task of detecting VPE instances. Their perfor-
mances are summarized in table 18.
It must be noted that these results are limited
by the training data size, which had to be kept to



Algorithm Recall Precision F1

Baseline 89.30 42.76 57.82
TBL 69.63 85.14 76.61

MaxEnt 76.16 65.72 70.56
C4.5 60.93 79.39 68.94
MBL 76.16 73.75 74.94

Table 18: Comparison of algorithms

370k words due to problems encountered with the
µ-TBL learning algorithm. This has also meant
that for the TBL experiments, as wide a range of
contexts as was expected could not be used. The
training data size could have been increased for
the other algorithms, but was not for comparison
purposes.
TBL gives the best results of all methods, with
an F1 of 76.6%, followed closely by MBL with an
F1 of 74.9%. However, augmenting MBL with the
baseline results produces a 77.4% F1. This gives a
19.6% increase over our baseline, and a 29.4% in-
crease over Hardt’s results, although they are not
directly comparable due to the different corpora
used. However, we do not expect the performance
of our system to drop drastically when applied to
the Penn Treebank, as it was trained on a range
of domains from the BNC.
The results so far are encouraging, and show that
the approach taken is capable of producing a ro-
bust and accurate system. Several further exper-
iments will be conducted to achieve the necessary
improvement in the performance of this stage :

• Using parsed data, such as the Penn Tree-
bank, to investigate the effect of the extra in-
formation on performance. A heuristic base-
line will be built.

• Along with the move to parsed data, larger
datasets will be used. This is needed both to
provide more substantive evidence and to im-
prove the performance of the machine learn-
ing approaches.

• Using machine learning techniques on the
parsed data, and comparing results with the
heuristic approach.

• Combining the algorithms, in a voting sys-
tem, based on confidence measures associ-
ated with each subsystem, or as features in
other algorithms.

In order to be used in machine learning, the infor-
mation available from the Penn Treebank needs

to be encoded in feature vectors. These features
will have forms describing properties found to be
relevant, such as being the top verb of the verb
phrase, being followed/preceded by a VP, NP,
etc. The usefulness of these features will be de-
termined experimentally.
It may also be useful to extract grammatical rela-
tion information from the Treebank (Lappin et al.
89; Cahill et al. 02), which can produce further
features.
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Abstract 
The semantic constraints that a word needs to match in order to be syntactically dependent and 
attached to another word are called selection restrictions. Selection restrictions imposed by a 
context could be revealed by the words that may appear in this context, the syntax contexts of these 
words, and the probability distribution of these words on the syntax contexts. Our aim is to acquire 
selection restrictions from a corpus. An algorithm for automatic acquisition of word selection 
restrictions is developed. χ2 statistics is used as a performance measure.   
 
 

1. Introduction 
This paper describes some results of our 
efforts to develop a learning algorithm for 
automatic acquisition of selection restrictions 
from a corpus. 

Each word in the corpus occurs  in specific 
contexts. Context could be revealed through a 
handful of syntactic features. Some of them 
are: 
• selection restrictions – the semantic 
constraints that a word needs to match in 
order to be syntactically dependent and 
attached to another word (Gamallo et al. 
2002); 
• contiguous and non-contiguous multiword 
lexical units (Noncheva et al. 2003);  
• verb subcategorizations (Marques & 
Lopes 2000). 
Context could be find automatically by 
combining the results of several restricted and 
complementary processes. 

We have found for each word in the 
corpus a certain number of grammatical clues. 
We consider these grammatical clues as 
features of the word. These features form the 
recognized syntactic context of a word. We 
could use clues for each word to determine if 
two or more words are used in a lexically 
similar manner. Words that are used in a 
similar way throughout a corpus are indeed 
semantically similar. 

Our aim is to discover automatically word 
selection restrictions from a corpus. We base 
on the hypothesis that words that have the 
same stochastic behaviour on syntactic 
contexts throughout a corpus are indeed 
semantically similar. 

Our approach is partially based on Harris’ 
Distributional Hypothesis, which states that 
words that occurred in the same contexts tend 
to have similar meanings (Harris 85). In our 
paper we raise the stronger hypothesis that 
words having the same stochastic behaviour 
on the syntactic contexts throughout a corpus 
are indeed semantically related. In section 2, 
we introduce also a linguistic hypothesis on 
context similarity. 

In the proposed approach semantically 
related words are modelled as words having 
the same probabilistic distribution on the set 
of syntactic contexts extracted from the 
corpus. 

Our approach for automatic acquisition of 
word selection restrictions has the following 
features: 
• Extraction of corpus-specific semantics. 
When the corpus from which the information 
is derived defines a domain, the relations 
discovered are specific to that domain.  
• Corpus-dependent results. The results 
become more stable as more corpora are used 
and as more word’s contexts are added for 
any one word. 
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• Word ambiguity is taken into account. 
We apply our theoretical model to artificial 
data.  
 
2. Syntactic Contexts and Selection 
Restrictions 
In order to define syntactic context at first we 
will define the notion    of syntactic 
dependency between words.  

Let w1 and w2 be two words. A syntactic 
dependency between w1 and w2 is the triplet 
<r, w1, w2>, where r represents a grammatical 
relation link between these two words. For 
example:  <dobj, ratify, treaty>, and <of, 
republic, Portugal> are the dependencies 
extracted from the expressions to ratify the 
treaty and republic of Portugal.  That link can 
be associated to a grammatical relation r that 
can be a direct object (dobj), a subject (subj), 
a modifier, a preposition, etc. Some of these 
relations are identified by a set of syntactic 
features such as the relative position between 
two words. For instance, observing a noun 
phrase at the left of a verb phrase identifies 
the subject relation in English. 

A syntactic context is extracted by 
abstracting one of the related words of the 
syntactic dependency. Thus, two 
complementary syntactic contexts can be 
abstracted from a syntactic dependency (see 
[1,2]). For example: both republic-of and of-
Portugal are the two contexts abstracted from 
the second dependency introduced above.  

The main property of a syntactic context is 
that it imposes selection restrictions (i.e., 
semantic preferences) on the words with 
which it combines. The set of all words that 
fill the semantic conditions of a context 
represents the extensional definition of the 
selection restrictions imposed by the context.  

We are proposing an approach for 
discovering clusters of contexts imposing the 
same semantic preferences and classes with 
words found as being semantically related.   
Examples:  
•    Cluster of contexts requiring legal 
documents: ratification-of, dobj-ratify, 
dobj-approve, dobj-sign, signatories-to, 
legislation-of. Words appearing in these 
contexts and found as being semantically 

related: article, law, decree, document, and 
treaty. 
•    Cluster of contexts requiring countries: 
north-of, factory-in, made-in, and republic-
of. Words appearing in these contexts and 
found as being semantically related: Ireland, 
Portugal, and France. 
•    Cluster of contexts requiring activities: in-
course, interruption-of, and end-of. Words 
appearing in these contexts and found as 
being semantically related: work, procedure, 
and travel. 
 
3. Model 
Let {1,2,…J} be a finite set of syntactic 
contexts. Let W be a categorical random 
variable defined on the set of syntactic 
contexts. Its levels {1,2,…J} do not have a 
natural ordering so W is a nominal random 
variable. We will call it polysemantic word or 
simply word.  

Let {1,2,…I} be a finite set of natural 
language words. Let S be a nominal random 
variable defined on this set of words. We will 
call S context. 

Let W1 and W2 be two words defined on 
the set {1,2,…J}. We will say that W1 and W2 
are used in a lexically similar manner or 
simply that W1 and W2 are related, if they 
have the same probability distribution on the 
set of syntactic contexts. 

Let S1 and S2 be two contexts defined on 
the set of natural language words {1,2,…,I}. 
We will say that S1 and S2 are similar, if they 
have the same probability distribution on the 
set of words. 

Let W and S be two nominal random 
variables called word and context, 
respectively. A bivariate relationship between 
them is defined by their joint probability 
distribution {πij }, where πij denotes the 
probability that (W,S) falls in the cell in row i 
and column j of the rectangular table that 
displays this distribution. The interpretation of 
πij is that it is the probability that the word i 
occurs in context j. 

When W is fixed rather than random, the 
notion of a joint distribution for W and S is no 
longer meaningful. However, for a fixed level 
of W, the random variable S has a probability 
distribution. It is appropriate to study how the 



 

 

probability distribution of the context changes 
as the word changes. 

Let {πj/i} denote the probability of 
classification of the given word i as a word 
having syntactic context j,  j=1,…,J. Then ∑j 
πj/i =1. The probabilities {π1/i,π2/i,…,πJ/i} form 
the conditional distribution of the syntax S for 
the given word i. 

We will compare the conditional 
distribution of the context S at various words 
from W. 

When a random sample of n occurrences 
of a word is taken from a probability 
distribution concentrated on a set of J 
syntactic contexts the number of words {nj} in 
each syntactic context have multinomial (n, 
{πj}) distribution, characterized by the sample 
size n and the cell probabilities {πj}, j=1,…,J. 

Pearson’s goodness-of-fit test evaluates 
whether probabilities in a multinomial 
distribution equal certain values. 

Consider the null hypothesis H0 that J 
parameters of the multinomial distribution 
equal certain values {πj

0}, where 
∑jπj

0=∑jπj=1. 
When the χ2 statistic is too small, the fit seems 
too good.  

We will apply Pearson’s goodness-of-fit 
test to find classes with related words and 
clusters with similar contexts. 

Let (nh, {πj
h}) be a fixed multinomial 

distribution. We will use Pearson’s χ2 

goodness-of-fit test in order to compare the 
distributions of the word i, i=1,…,I, with this 
(nh, {πj

h}) multinomial distribution. In this 
way we will find the set of words having the 
feature: The counts of the words in each 
syntactic context have the same (nh, {πj

h}) 
multinomial distribution. Let the distribution 
(nh, {πj

h}) runs the given finite set of 
multinomial distributions {(nh, {πj

h})}h
I
=1. 

Then we will obtain different classes with 
related words. 

Let (nk, {πi
k}) be a fixed multinomial 

distribution. We will use Pearson’s χ2 

goodness-of-fit test in order to compare the 
distributions of the context j,  j=1,…,J,  with 
this (nk, {πi

k}) multinomial distribution. In 
this way we will find the set of contexts 
having the feature: The counts of the contexts 

of each word throughout the corpus have the 
same (nk,{πi

k}) multinomial distribution. Let 
now the distribution (nk, {πi

k}) runs the given 
finite set of multinomial distributions 
{(nk,{πi

k})}k
J
=1. In this way we will obtain 

clusters with similar contexts. 
As additional results we will know both 

the probability distribution of every one word 
and recognized context from the corpus. 
  
4. Algorithm 
We are proposing an algorithm finding sets of 
words having the same population distribution 
and the set of their probability distributions. 
Input: sample multinomial distributions, level 
of significance. 
Output: set L of sets Li of words having the 
same population distribution and the set of 
their probability distributions. 
Initialisation: i=1. 
1. Li ={word i}, k=i. Go to 2. 
2. Generate a multinomial distribution (n, 
{πj

o}) using the sample distribution of word i. 
Go to 3.  
3. Test the goodness of fit hypothesis H0: 
πj/i=πj

o, j=1,...,J. If H0 cannot be rejected go 
to 4 else go to 2 in order to generate a new 
multinomial distribution. 
4. k=k+1. If k≤I go to 5 else go to 6. 
5. Compare the distribution (n, {πj

o}) with 
distribution (n, {πj/k}), by testing goodness-of-
fit hypothesis: 
H0

k:  πj/k=πj
o, j=1,...,J. 

If we cannot reject the hypothesis then  Li  =    
Li ∪ {word k}. Go to 6. 
We used χ2 test to find the set of words 
having multinomial distribution, presented by 
the probabilities {πj

o}, j=1,...,J. 
6. i=i+1. If i≤I go to 1, else go to 7. 
7. End. 
Next step is the number of sets Li to be 
reduced in order the obtained set of word sets 
to have the following property: If Lp and Lq 
are two sets of words then Lp∩Lq=φ. 

Let us point some features of the 
algorithm proposed above: 
•  Algorithm developed for computers. It 
draws on concepts and results from statistics. 
•  Learning by experience algorithm. One of 
the algorithm’s tasks is an appropriate 



 

 

probability distribution to be generated. A 
heuristic approach is used and the obtained 
solution is evaluated by a statistical test and 
after that the generation process could be 
repeated under new information obtained. 
Therefore this algorithm automatically 
improves its behaviour and this improvement 
is based on the evaluation of its heuristic 
solutions. 
•  Computer program’s performance at 
probability distributions generation task, as 
measured by χ2 test, improves with 
experience. 
 
5. Reduction the number of the 
syntactic contexts 
We will treat cells counts nij of the two-way 
table as random variables with expected 
values denoted by mij= E nij. Let S be 
considered as the explanatory variable and W 
be considered as the response. We will study 
how the probability distribution of the word 
W changes as the context S changes. Let totals 
n+j are fixed. We regard each column j of I 
counts nij, i=1,…,I, as an independent 
multinomial sample on W. Then the cell 
counts {nij, i=1,…,I}  have multinomial 
distribution with response probabilities 
{πi/j=mij/m+j, i=1,…,I}, where mij are expected 
frequencies. Cell counts from different 
columns are independent.  By analogy 
applying the algorithm, described above, we 
will obtain classes of similar contexts and will 
reduce the number of syntactic contexts. 
 
 

6. How do we learn selection 
restrictions? 
Linguistic hypothesis: The syntactic contexts 
considered as similar impose the same 
selection restrictions. Selection restrictions 
could be revealed through a list of words that 
may appear in a context. This linguistic 
hypothesis is discussed in [2].  

We consider that the words that have the 
same probability distribution {πj/i}j

J
=1  on the 

set of syntactic contexts belong to the same 
semantic class Li. Both the semantic class Li 
and the probability distribution {πj/i}j

J
=1 on 

the set of similar semantic contexts represent 
the selection restrictions. 
  
7. Example 
The data about the words and recognized 
syntactic contexts obtained from an artificial 
corpus are shown in Table 1. Applying the 
algorithm when the level of significance is 
0.05  we receive: 
• Cluster of syntactic contexts: dobj-cook, 
dobj-eat. The classes of words appearing in these 
contexts are: {eggs, fish, sausage} and  {things}. 
• Cluster of syntactic contexts: subj-cook, 
subj-eat, subj-write. The classes of words 
appearing in these contexts are: {Maria, Paulo, 
Pedro} and {Marta}. 
• Class of semantically related words {Maria, 
Paulo, Pedro}. The clusters of contexts appearing 
with these words are: [dobj-lookfor], [subj-cook, 
subj-eat, subj-write], [subj-lookfor], and [subj-
read]. 

  dobj-
cook 

dobj-eat dobj-
lookfor 

dobj-
read 

dobj-
write 

subj-
cook 

subj-eat subj-
lookfor 

subj-
read 

subj-
write 

 

Maria   3   26 23 15 40 17 124 
Marta      2 3 1  3 9 
Paulo   1   3 5 7 15 4 35 
Pedro   8   16 31 35 42 27 159 
book   5 35 7      47 
eggs 50 30 5        85 
fish 6 4 1        11 
letter   1 7 21      29 
novel   2 9 18      29 
sausage 43 53 8        104 
things 4 7 9 5 4   1   30 
 103 94 43 56 50 47 62 59 97 51 662 

 
Table 1: Cell frequencies 



 

 

 
• Class of semantically related words {eggs, fish, 
sausage}. The clusters of contexts appearing with 
these words are: [dobj-cook, dobj-eat] and [dobj-
lookfor]. 
• Class of semantically related words {letter, 
novel}. The contexts appearing with these words 
are: dobj-lookfor, dobj-read, and dobj-write. 
 
8. Related works 
Grefenstette and Lin Approach: Words that 
share a great number of features are found as 
being similar. Similarity measure between 
words can be calculated. This measure takes 
into account the numbers of features that two 
objects do or do not share and the importance 
of these features for each word. This approach 
is presented in (Grefenstette 94) and (Lin 98). 

Pablo&Alexandre Approach:  They use a 
deterministic method for semantic information 
extraction merely based on word cooccurrence 
within basic syntactic constructions. Their 
strategy relies on two basic linguistic 
assumptions. First, they assume that two 
syntactically related words impose semantic 
selectional restrictions to each other. Second, it 
is also claimed that two syntactic contexts 
impose the same selection restrictions if they 
cooccur with the same words. This approach is 
discussed in (Gamallo et al. 2002). 
 
9. Conclusion 
Our approach is based on the assumption that 
both the words and the contexts in natural 
language processes are governed by 
probability distributions and that reasonable 
decisions can be made by reasoning about 
these probabilities together with observed data. 
This stochastic approach provides the basis for 
a learning algorithm. The results obtained are: 
•    Classes of related words. As an additional 
result we obtain the probability distributions of 
the related words on the set of contexts. We 
could use these probabilities to govern some 
linguistic processes, such as the parsing 
process, for example. We could interpret a 
class with related words in the following 
manner: 
o Other words in the class give a clue to the 
meaning of a word from this class. 

o Other words in the class describe (add 
information to) the context of a word from this 
class. 
o Other words in the class present the context 
of one unknown word from this class. 
•   Clusters of similar contexts. We are able to 
reduce the number of word contexts. As an 
additional result we obtain the probability 
distributions of the contexts on the set of 
words. 

We apply the algorithms presented above in 
the following order: First, contexts are put in 
clusters. Each cluster is constituted by those 
contexts imposing the same selection 
restrictions. Second, words are put in classes. 
Each class contains those words filling the 
same selection restrictions.  
 We follow this order because contexts are 
less ambiguous that words.  So, it is easier to 
build semantically homogenous clusters of 
contexts than to generate clusters of 
semantically homogenous words.  
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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce a method for extract-
ing key terms, semantic roles and inter-term 
relationships from the texts of  papers describing 
experiments and field trials. The method exploits 
the complementary features of frequency-based 
extraction, syntactic filtering, and the use of 
contextual features. 

1   Introduction 
The selection of key terms, or index terms, 

to represent the important ideas in a text has 
been performed for many years by human 
indexers (Anderson 71), with the key terms 
normally in the form of grammatical noun 
phrases (NPs).  In some highly structured 
indexes, the terms are displayed in formats 
which show their relationships to other terms, 
as in the following example: 

Noise,  in coding systems, 248-249 
 in communication, 209 
 in information retrieval, 145 

In a modern context, the extraction of key 
terms is a vital aid for accessing and navigating 
web pages and other electronic documents. For 
many applications, the identification of roles 
and relationships is also of great importance; 
for example, the present authors see such a tool 
as a vital foundation for new work on automatic 
summarisation. 

 In this paper, we provide an introduction to 
our current work in this area. Our approach 
makes use of a combination of three distinct 
techniques, and in the following sections we 
provide some background to each of them. 
Wider surveys of term extraction methods can 
be found elsewhere (e.g., Cabré Castellví et al. 
01). 

1.1  Syntactic phrase extraction 
The extraction of noun phrases (NPs) to 

serve as key terms has been tried by various 
researchers. For instance, Dillon and Gray 
assigned parts of speech to words using a 
dictionary and a list of characteristic words 
endings, then extracted any word sequences 
which matched one of a set of predefined 
POS patterns (Dillon & Gray 82). An altern-
ative is to apply a full-blown parser (e.g., 
Fagan 87).  

The accuracy of these tools has improved 
over the years, but the approach has two 
drawbacks. Firstly, syntactic characterisat-
ion of NPs does not of itself determine the 
appropriate level of decomposition of elab-
orate NP structures such as "key aspects in 
the meaning of a text"; Fagan extracted 2-
word terms, but this may not always be opt-
imal (Fagan 87). And secondly, syntax on its 
own cannot distinguish interesting phrases 
from trivial ones; in other words, it can 
extract NPs which are not really key terms. 

1.2   Frequency-based Formulae 
In any text of a thousand words or so, the 

importance of words and phrases (apart from 
syntactic function words and certain comm-
on verbs) are strongly indicated by their 
frequency of use.  Jones, Gassie and Radha-
krishnan described a method in which all 
sequences of predefined words of up to a 
preset length (say 4 words) were generated 
from a text, and were then scored using the 
following formula: 

score =  W⋅ F⋅ N 2       {1} 
where W is the sum of the ‘weights’ of all the 
non-stopwords in the sequence, F is the 



number of occurrences of the sequence in the 
whole text, and N is the number of words in 
the sequence. The weight of a word was taken 
simply as its frequency in the text, except for 
stopwords ("the", "of", "and", "hence", etc.) 
which received zero weight. Finally, the 
phrases were ranked in order of their scores, 
and the 30 best were listed (Jones et al. 90). 

Judging by the specimens shown in Jones et 
al.'s paper, this simple formula extracted some 
useful key terms, though inevitably the list also 
contained some ill-formed or inappropriate 
items. Though such an approach can never 
yield perfect results, there is obvious scope for 
adjusting the formula and the details of the 
method (see below). 

A similar example in the terminology liter-
ature is described by Franzi and Ananiadou, 
who first extract phrases of length 2–5, then 
filter out those that are not valid NPs, before 
ranking the resulting phrases according to a 
formula that takes account of term frequency, 
frequency of sub-terms, and contextually 
occurring terms (Franzi & Ananiadou 99).  

1.3   Use of Contextual Patterns 
Neither the use of syntax nor of frequency 

data permits identification of the semantic roles 
of words and phrases. (We here define a sem-
antic role as a named category which deter-
mines the ways in which a concept or term 
interacts with other concepts to convey the 
meaning of a phrase or longer utterance. 
Various examples appear below.) 

In concept-based abstracting (CBA), pion-
eered at Lancaster, key words and phrases were 
extracted by applying a set of contextual patt-
erns to the source text, the context itself imply-
ing the likely role of each selected term. Using 
the assigned roles, the extracted phrases could 
be used for generating an abstract of each text 
processed.  In the earlier work (Paice & Jones 
93), the patterns were constructed by hand, but 
later Oakes developed a method for generating 
patterns automatically from a training sample 
(Oakes & Paice 99). The main test corpus for 
both projects consisted of papers on agriculture 
(crop husbandry), and patterns used included 
the following: 

treatment* with AGENT 
application* of AGENT to SPECIES 
uptake of AGENT by SPECIES 
affect* PROPERTY of SPECIES 

susceptibility of SPECIES to INFLUENCE 
infestation of SPECIES by PEST 
the SPECIES cultivar CULTIVAR 
grown on a SOIL-TYPE 

where lower case letters define literal 
contexts (with * being the wildcard), and 
upper case words the semantic role assigned 
to any text extracted from that context.  

The CBA approach as implemented proved 
to have several drawbacks, e.g., 

1) The context patterns often selected 
word sequences which were not NPs 
(the software did not include a syntax-
checking module).  

2) Some terms which were patently imp-
ortant in a text were not selected simply 
because they happened not to appear in 
the right contexts (the pattern-matcher 
was quite simplistic).   

3) Conflicts and ambiguities between 
semantic roles led to problems – for 
instance, a term in an agriculture article 
might be labelled as a 'pest' in one 
context, but simply as an 'influence' in 
another.   

4)  Links between terms were not extract-
ed, so if an article happened to discuss 
two different crops, each subject to a 
different influence, the program 'forgot' 
which influence affected which crop.  

5)  The context patterns used were 
domain-specific (preparation of 
training samples for automatically 
generating context patterns for new 
domains was fairly time-consuming). 

1.4   Synthesis 
The main lesson from the CBA work was 

that most context patterns are not reliable 
enough to be used as an upfront phrase 
selection mechanism, but that they can be 
valuable for establishing the semantic roles of 
phrases that have been selected by other means. 
In fact, the three methods outlined above all 
have  complementary strengths which tend to 
cancel out the individual weaknesses: 

1)  So long as the text is not too short, 
the frequency formula method 
(subject to improvements described 
below) is normally able to identify 
most of the key terms. 



2)  The use of context patterns provides a 
means for assigning semantic roles to 
many of the selected key terms, and 
also provides a basis for identifying 
inter-term relationships. Moreover, 
the appearance of a term in a defined 
context may justify boosting the raw 
score given by the frequency formula. 

3)  The syntactic method provides a 
powerful means for testing the well-
formedness of 'phrases' extracted 
using the frequency formula method.  
It may also be beneficial to use 
syntactic information in defining 
context patterns. 

In section 2, we give some detail on how 
the basic methods described above are 
being extended to obtain the required 
performance. But first we need to clarify 
our view on the context our this work.  

1.5  Genre and Domain 
The syntactic approach and the frequency 

weighting approach are both basically 
indifferent to the nature of the texts being 
processed: all that is required is that the texts 
are in generally grammatical English. The 
context-matching method, however, is highly 
dependent on the nature of the text. As stated 
above, the CBA system was adapted for pro-
cessing texts on crop husbandry, so that the 
context patterns utilised semantic roles such 
as 'species', 'pest', 'agent' and 'soil'.  We now 
believe that this was unnecessarily restrictive, 
and in section 2 we describe the domain-
neutral roles and patterns that are now being 
developed. 

 On the other hand, we believe that 
successful processing techniques must take 
account of the expected structure and style of 
the texts, and must thus be adapted for a 
specific genre, or text-type. Our current 
research is focused on the processing of 
scientific/technical papers, especially those 
describing experiments and trials in which 
systematic measurements are made and 
analysed;  we refer to these as 'experiment 
papers'. By contrast, subject matter seems a 
less fundamental feature of a text, affecting 
vocabulary more than linguistic structure. We 
thus expect our system to select relevant 
terms and relationships from experiment 
papers in fields such as agriculture, medicine, 

psychology, metallurgy, nuclear physics and 
aerodynamics. 

2   Approach to Term Extraction 

2.1  Frequency-based Phrase Scoring 
One unfortunate aspect of Jones et al.'s 

phrase scoring program is that it only counts 
and evaluates repetitions of exactly the same 
word sequence. In order to maximise the 
extractive power of this approach, and to 
obtain reasonable results even with rather 
short texts, it is desirable to conflate variant 
forms of the same underlying phrase. For 
instance, if a given text happens to contain the 
word sequences  "algorithmic efficiency",  
"efficiency of algorithms", "the algorithm's 
efficency", "an efficient algorithm", and even 
"the algorithm was less efficient", all these 
instances should ideally be lumped into the 
same term. 

The technique for doing this (which 
resembles that used by Fagan 87) may be 
termed pseudo-phrase reduction.  This is a 
three-stage process, in which we first delete 
all trivial words (mainly grammatical function 
words) using a stoplist, then apply a stemm-
ing algorithm to remove inflectional and 
derivational endings from the remaining 
words. The resulting word stems are then 
sorted into alphabetic order to give a pseudo-
phrase. Thus, processing of all the above 
word sequences should (depending on the 
stoplist and stemmer used) result in the single 
pseudo-phrase "algorithm effici". The stemm-
er we use is the Paice/Husk stemmer, 
available from (Paice & O'Neill 01).  

Though a pseudo-phrase may be an 
acceptable term for storing and searching in 
an information retrieval system, it is not 
suitable for displaying to a user or incorp-
orating in an abstract. Hence it is necessary to 
retain an example of the original phrase. Our 
software actually builds a list of all the 
original forms for each pseudo-phrase. In the 
present version, the most frequent form (or, 
for ties, the earliest occurring form) is select-
ed to represent the group. Later, grammatical 
rules will be used for eliminating any non-NP 
variants, and perhaps for selecting the best 
phrase format. (Non-NPs may contribute to 
the overall score for a group, but may not be 
used to represent it; a whole group may in fact 



be deleted if none of its variant forms is a 
NP.)  

Various phrase-scoring formulae are avail-
able. One of these is  

score =  W⋅F⋅N 2      {2} 

which appears to be the same as formula {1}, 
as used by (Jones et al. 90). Note, however, 
that our evaluation is based throughout on 
stems, and not on words. In the Jones evalu-
ation,  the phrase "efficiency of algorithms" 
has a length N of 3, whereas "algorithmic 
efficiency" has the length 2. The conflation 
of variant forms only make sense if all vari-
ant forms have the same underlying length! 

The approach described has the virtue of 
being quite simple and fast, but of course it 
only conflates terms which are morphologically 
related; thus, it would not merge “rapid trans-
formation” with “fast conversion”. (Paice and 
Aragon Ramirez 85) addressed this by propos-
ing to use of a thesaurus for merging syno-
nyms.  More recently, (Jacquemin 99) has 
described a more sophisticated approach in 
which semantically related words are identified 
using WordNet and the Microsoft Word 97 
word processor.  

2.2   Syntactic Screening 
Following (Dillon and Gray 82) – see   

Section 1.2 – screening by part of speech tag 
can be used to avoid spurious phrase matches.  
If the tagger outputs its analysis in the form 
<word / tag>, a small set of regular express-
ions suffices to define the phrases that could 
form valid terms. 

2.3   Domain-neutral Context Patterns 
Every instance of an accepted key term 

will be examined in its context in the source 
text, applying CBA-style patterns to infer the 
likely role in each case. The roles used need 
to be domain independent. Noting that experi-
ment papers are normally about the influence 
of one thing upon another, and that an influ-
ence normally has an effect on some property 
of an object, an initial proposal is to classify 
terms as influences, objects or properties, 
where a property is always attached to some 
object. Thus, given the statement "Colorado 
beetle damages the foliage of potatoes", we 
might infer that Colorado beetle is an influ-
ence, potato is an object, and foliage is one of 

its 'properties'. In this case, the influence link 
is indicated by the verb, and the property link 
by the word "of". Clearly, other types of role 
will be required (e.g., goal and method) but 
for the present we are focusing on the 
influence/object/property complex. 

It was mentioned above that the CBA 
program did not extract relations between 
terms. Contexts that contain only one key 
term allow only a role to be inferred (thus, "a 
reduction in growth rate of the host" allows 
"growth rate" to be labelled as a property, but 
if "host" is not a key term, no link can be 
made). However, in contexts that contain two 
or more key terms, relationships can be 
extracted (e.g., consider "influence of a. lolii 
presence [influence] on the emergence 
[property] of ryegrass seedlings [object]").  

Although the CBA program did not explic-
itly extract these relations, each pattern match 
produced an output record containing both/all 
the linked terms; hence, we have been able to 
investigate extraction of semantic relations by 
visual inspection of CBA output records. 

As noted earlier, the original CBA patt-
erns were domain specific. Starting from the 
original pattern set, we have eliminated all 
domain references (but see below), and recast 
the rules in terms (mainly) of the three key 
roles – influence, object and property. A few 
of the revised rules are shown below; some 
examples of the results obtained are present-
ed later. 

applied INFLUENCE to OBJECT 
treatment of OBJECT with INFLUENCE 
tolerance of OBJECT to INFLUENCE 
effect of INFLUENCE on PROPERTY of 

OBJECT 
response to INFLUENCE of OBJECT 
susceptibility of OBJECT to INFLUENCE 
reductions in PROPERTY 

It may be objected that some of these rules 
contain context words, such as "treatment", 
which are not really domain neutral. In 
practice, we do not  try to restrict context 
words just to those which could occur 
indifferently in absolutely any kind of text 
(a test that could hardly be applied). It is 
sufficient if we can think of several quite 
distinct domains in which the word could be 
used. 



3   Sample Results and Discussion 
In this section, we describe the application 

of our approach to a single text. This will illus-
trate the method in some detail, and provide 
evidence for the feasibility and promise of the 
approach. Detailed quantitative evaluations of 
our algorithms using sizeable document coll-
ections will be reported in a later paper. 

3.1  Phrase Extraction 
We now present outputs from a document 

entitled  Soil Temperature and Water Content, 
Seeding Depth, and Simulated Rainfall Effects 
on Winter Wheat Emergence. From this 
particularly full title we can identify some 
(though perhaps not all) of the key ideas 
which we would wish to be indexed. 

Figure 1 shows the top 19 ‘phrases’ returned 
by our phrase extraction program, using the 
scoring formula  

 score =  W⋅ (F−1)⋅ N 2      {3} 

(which seems to work better than formula {2} 
given earlier) with a maximum phrase length 
of 4. The number at the left is the score comp-
uted for the phrase, while the second number 
is the total instances of the pseudo-phrase, of 
which the phrase shown is the most numerous 
representative. 

  

27945 : 24 : median emergence time 
13764 : 32 : emergence time 
11300 : 26 : seeding depth 
10530 : 11 : soil water potential 
8464 : 24 : median emergence  
6832 : 15 : soil temperature 
6534 :  7 : emergence time values 
6480 :  81 : seeding  
6256 :  18 : soil water  
4704 :  13 : seeding date  
4556 :  68 : emergence  
4422 :  67 : temperature 
3776 :  9 : seeds were planted 
3591 :  4 : effect of soil temperature 
2976 :  13 : water potential 
2970 :  4 : winter wheat emergence 
2970 :  55 : soil  
2520 :  16 : winter wheat  
2358 :  3 : seeding depth increased 

Figure 1 : Initial Keyterm List 
  

It can easily be seen that all the ideas in the 
title except for “simulated rainfall effects” 
occur in this list. There is, however, much 
overlapping of ideas here, and we next indicate 
how the list may be pruned and edited. 

First, we may notice that eight of these 
items are substrings of terms appearing higher 
up the list. In the extreme case, “median 
emergence” only ever occurs inside “median 
emergence time” (both counts are 24); it is 
reasonable to conclude that the shorter phrase 
is redundant. Note also that of the 55 instances 
of “soil”, only 22 do not occur within “soil 
water” or “soil temperature”; reducing the 
effective frequency of "soil" to 22 gives a score 
of 1155, pushing this word way down the list. 
The other six instances are similarly demoted, 
though not always so far.  

Secondly, the entry “seeds were planted” is 
not in fact a noun phrase, and neither are any 
of its variants in the text; hence, syntactic 
checking allows this entry to be deleted 
entirely. The final entry, “seeding depth 
increased”, is similarly unacceptable, though 
it does have an acceptable NP variant, 
“increased seeding depth”. 

The third editing stage involves applying 
the CBA program to establish the semantic 
roles of the remaining phrases. Here we take 
the line that if the phrase does not occur in a 
defined context, it is of doutful usefulness. On 
this basis, we find that there is no support for 
“emergence time values”, “effect of soil 
temperature” or “winter wheat emergence” 
(which is in fact an object/property comp-
ound).  “Increased seeding depth” (see prev-
ious paragraph) is correctly labelled as an 
influence, but only once, which seems inad-
equate seeing that “seeding depth” already 
appears at a high rank. 

This final stage of editing leaves 11 of the 
19 terms from Fig. 1, which have been part-
ially re-scored by step (1) above. The result-
ing list of terms, in revised rank order, is 
shown in Fig.2, for all phrases whose score 
remains above 2000; scores marked with 
asterisks have been reduced. The assigned 
role(s), and the numbers of ‘hits’ for the roles, 
are also shown. In the cases of “emergence 
time” and “soil water potential”, the roles 
assigned are few and/or conflicting, so these 
cases may be considered for exclusion. How-
ever, some of the spurious PROP assignments 
(e.g., for “temperature”) are due to poorly 



designed rules, which should be improved in 
future.  

  

27945: 24: median emergence time: PROP 9 
11300: 26: seeding depth : INFL 7, PROP 1 
10530: 11: soil water potential : INFL 3, 

PROP 3 
6832: 15: soil temperature : INFL 3, PROP 1 
4704 : 13 : seeding date : INFL 3 
4374*:  81: seeding : INFL 3 
3417*:  67: temperature :  INFL 9, PROP 4 
3108*: 32: emergence time : PROP 2, OBJ 1 
2520 :  16 : winter wheat  : OBJ 2 
2448*:  68 : emergence : PROP 9, OBJ 2 
2208*:  18 : soil water : INFL 4 

    Figure 2 : Revised Keyterm List 
  

As noted above, the title term “simulated 
rainfall effect” was not selected by  our meth-
od. The concept “simulation/simulated” occurs 
15 times in this paper (excluding the title occ-
urrence), but is usually associated with temp-
erature. Apart from the title, it is only assoc-
iated with rainfall four times, and only three of 
these cases are picked up by our method. 
Looking at the paper, it is not clear why the 
authors included “simulated rainfall” in the 
title, but not “simulated temperature” which 
appears to be a more prominent theme. 

We may finally note that the method is not 
very good at finding relevant single word 
terms. In this example document, “rainfall” 
occurs 11 times, and is thus too rare to be 
selected. We also find that where the subject of 
a paper is a single-word term, such as 
“soybean” or “potato”, it is often used too rare-
ly to be included with the top-ranking terms. 
Since subject terms are particularly important, 
we may need to identify them in other ways. 

3.2  Semantic Relationships 
As shown above, many context rules fire 

to assign appropriate roles to key terms. In 
some of these cases, two or three key terms 
are contained within the same context, thus 
implying their semantic relationships. One 
example from the 'wheat emergence' text is: 

[ effects of ]   
[ seeding date and seeding depth: INFL] 
[ on ]  [ emergence : PROP ]   
[ of  ]  [ winter wheat : OBJ ]   

implying that emergence is a property of 
winter wheat, and that this property is 
influenced by seeding date and by seeding 
depth.  Here is another example:  

[ temperatures : INFL] 
[ had a large effect on ]   
[ emergence time : PROP ]   

Nine matching contexts were found in which 
two or more key phrases were combined, and 
these provided appropriate relationships 
between all the selected phrases except for 
“seeding” and “soil water”. 

3.3  Comments 
It may be objected that all we have done is 

to derive from the text much (but not all) of the 
information that is already present in the title 
(though this in itself seems an interesting cap-
ability). More generally, our program often 
finds important terms that are not mentioned in 
the title at all, as in the two examples follow-
ing: 

Title: The Relationship between Leaf Canopy 
Development and Yield of Barley.   

Additional extracted terms:–  
influence:  “sowing date”;   
properties:  “grain weight”, “weight at 
anthesis”, “differences between genotypes”. 

Title: Effect of Mildew Seed Treatment and 
Foliar Sprays used alone or in 
combination in ‘early’ and ‘late’ sown 
Golden Promise Spring Barley.   

Additional extracted terms:–  
influences:  “sowing date”, “ethirimol”, 
“tridemorph”;   
property:  “yield”. 

Finally, we would comment that, for some 
of the examples we tried, syntactic checking 
had a markedly more prominent role than for 
the ‘winter wheat’ text. 

4   Future Work 
The tests so far performed suggest that this 

combined approach is potentially valuable for 
extracting key terms and relationships from 
experiment papers. We plan to undertake 
further work aimed at extending, testing and 
consolidating these techniques, and applying 
them in relevant areas (e.g., automatic 
abstracting and web-page navigation). 
General improvements and extensions will of 



course be made to the programs and rule-sets 
already described, but in addition a number of 
more specific steps will be taken, including 
the following: 

1) We intend to set up an integrated frame-
work for evaluating the outputs of our 
system. This will involve both structured 
subjective assessments, and automatic 
evaluations using a test collection with 
pre-assigned terms, including terms 
assigned independently by professional 
abstractors. 

2) We aim to perform assessments with 
good-sized collections of experiment 
papers (ideally a hundred texts or more) in 
several distinct domains. 

3) A weak point of the frequency-based 
approach is the word weight factor W, 
which is based simply on within-document 
frequencies (section 2.1). Performance can 
probably be improved through the use of 
whole-collection distributions, giving 
extra weight to words/stems which are 
generally rare. One candidate is the well-
known inverse document frequency 
weighting factor (Salton 89). 

4) It may be helpful to replace the simple 
number-of-occurrences factor F in the 
frequency formulae by a summation which 
gives increased weight to any occurrence 
of a candidate phrase in a ‘strong’ context 
– e.g., in the title or a section heading, or 
if shown in italics or bold. 

5) Some of the context rules, such as the 
second example in section 3.2, enable 
findings information to be extracted; 
strengthening of such rules may permit the 
generation of genuinely informative 
abstracts.  

6) Following (Oakes & Paice 99), we will 
investigate the use of training collections 
for the automatic derivation of domain-
neutral context patterns. We also plan to 
consider whether grammatical information 
(e.g, part-of-speech tags) can be 
incorporated into the context rules. 

7) Finally, assuming that the promise of this 
approach is confirmed, we will investigate 
its usefulness for other text genres, includ-
ing perhaps some of the TREC material. 
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Abstract

Extra-linguistic information that is shared
between the participants of a conversation plays
an important role in smooth communications.
In this paper we propose a method for the
adaptation of MT systems to a situation (topic)
in which sentences are uttered. The usefulness
of translation patterns for specific topics is
verified using automatic evaluation of transla-
tion quality. Patterns judged inappropriate for
the translation of topic-dependent sentences
are removed in order to increase the overall
evaluation score.
Experiments show that our feedback cleaning
method achieves better translations for 26.9%
of the test sentences according to a subjective
evaluation, whereby the accuracy of the MT
output increased by 5.6% from 75.4% to 81.0%.

1 Introduction

Depending on the situation in which a sentence is
uttered, the translation of a given sentence might
vary tremendously. However, conventional MT

systems either lack the ability of context-sensitive
target selection or require manual adaptation of
their general-purpose translation engines when fo-
cusing on a specific context.

Various methods for using extra-sentential in-
formation within translation systems have been
proposed, e.g., (Horiguchi 97), (Mima et al. 97),
and (LuperFoy et al. 98). However, none of these
studies has been implemented in an actual trans-
lation system, because it is difficult to obtain the
extra-linguistic information on which these pro-
posals depend. (Yamada et al. 00) uses easy-to-
obtain information on dialogue participants, like
social role or gender, in order to improve transla-
tion quality. However, the incorporation of extra-
linguistic information into transfer rules and dic-
tionary entries is carried out manually.

In this paper, we use information about the
topic of a conversation, i.e., the situation in
which a sentence is uttered. This kind of extra-
sentential information can be obtained in a reli-

∗ Kobe University, Japan
† Nara Institute of Science and Technology, Japan

able way directly from the given input sentence
(Asami et al. 02).

The English-to-Japanese translation example
below is taken from the travel domain corpus de-
scribed in Section 2. The first translation (a) rep-
resents the general meaning of “take”, whereas the
second translation (b) is specific to the situation
of purchasing something.

E: I’ll take that one.
J: (a) sochira o tori masu → grasp s.th.

(b) are o kudasai → purchase s.th.

We propose a method of adapting translation
patterns automatically acquired from a bilingual
corpus. In general, these collections of bilingual
sentences cover a broad variety of topics. How-
ever, the distinctive characteristics of a specific
topic might get lost when acquiring translation
knowledge from the complete data set, thus re-
sulting in incorrect or context-insensitive transla-
tions. The adaptation of pattern-based MT sys-
tems to specific topics is carried out using a feed-
back cleaning method that employs a scheme for
the automatic evaluation of MT quality to identify
and remove inappropriate patterns.

Translation patterns are automatically ac-
quired from a bilingual corpus as described in
Section 3. Acquisition errors as well as transla-
tion variety in the corpus might result in many in-
correct rules that conflict with appropriate rules
and cause implausible MT results. The feedback
cleaning algorithm introduced in Section 4 uses
a separate development corpus to automatically
evaluate the contribution of each translation pat-
tern. Inappropriate patterns are removed in order
to increase automatic evaluation scores. This al-
gorithm can also be used to identify topic-specific
translation patterns by exploiting only sentences
of the same topic as the evaluation corpus of the
cleaning algorithm as described in Section 5. This
adaptation of the initial rule set to a specific topic
yields context-sensitive target selections that lead
to an increase in MT quality as shown in Section 6.



2 Bilingual Corpus

The corpus used to test the feasibility of our ap-
proach consists of a collection of Japanese utter-
ances and their English translations, which are
commonly found in phrasebooks for tourists go-
ing abroad (Takezawa et al. 02). The transla-
tions were made sentence-by-sentence, resulting
in a sentence-aligned corpus. It consists of about
160K bilingual sentences that we divided in sub-
sets for training (rule acquisition), development
(feedback cleaning), and test (evaluation). More-
over, each sentence of the corpus is annotated
with a topic depending on the situation in which
the sentence was uttered. In total, 20 different
topics are annotated in this corpus. We split the
corpus into topic-specific subsets and selected the
topics described in Table 1 based on the number
of sentences contained.

Table 1: Corpus Size (sentences)

topic training develop test
T1: shopping 16884 1857 1133
T2: transfer 13882 1559 937
T3: stay 13827 1625 946
T4: sightseeing 12791 1520 859
T5: restaurant 12055 1394 815
T6: communication 9748 1500 663
T7: airport 8818 862 597
T8: contact 6333 768 424
T1-T8 94338 11085 6374

Each subset exhibits specific characteristics
that might be exploited to improve the quality
of MT systems when translating sentences of the
respective topic.

3 Translation Knowledge Acquisition

The translation engine used for our experiments
is a transfer-based MT system in an example-
based framework (Furuse & Iida 94). The in-
put sentence is incrementally parsed by match-
ing meaningful units of linguistic structure (pat-
terns) with a chart-parsing algorithm. Given a
set of translation examples, the engine tries to
find the ”closest” examples to the structured in-
put by using a semantic1 distance calculation. By
simulating the translation of the closest examples,
the empirical translation knowledge is applied to
the source structure, resulting in a correspond-
ing target structure that is used to generate the
translation.

1We use thesauri whose hierarchies are based on the
Kadokawa Ruigo-shin-jiten (Ohno & Hamanishi 84)

3.1 Translation Rules

The main knowledge source in this approach is
a set of translation rules, which define the corre-
spondences between source and target language
expressions. A translation rule consists of a
source pattern, a target pattern, and source ex-
amples. The source pattern contains variables,
which function as place-holders for head words,
and functional words marking constituent bound-
aries. The variables in the target pattern corre-
spond to source variables and words in the tar-
get language. An example of English-to-Japanese
translation rules is given in Figure 1.

3.2 Hierarchical Phrase Alignment

Given a text and its translation into another
language, knowledge about translational equiva-
lences can be extracted between expressions that
share the same meaning. We utilized the hi-
erarchical phrase alignment algorithm of (Ima-
mura 02) to align corresponding phrases in bilin-
gual sentence pairs. This method aligns bilingual
texts phrase-by-phrase from the partial sentence
structures obtained by a chart parser. Based on
the phrasal alignment results, source and tar-
get patterns are generated by eliminating non-
corresponding nodes from the parse trees and re-
garding corresponding nodes of sub-trees as vari-
ables. Examples are identified by tracing down
branches of the parse tree according to the ana-
lyzed head information in each node.

4 Feedback Cleaning

Translation patterns acquired automatically from
a bilingual corpus might contain a large number
of incorrect or over-specific rules due to acquisi-
tion errors or translation variety in the corpora
that can lead to implausible MT results. If inap-
propriate translation patterns can be avoided, MT

quality will necessarily improve.
Various methods have been proposed for identi-

fying inappropriate translation rules, such as cut-
off by frequency (Menezes & Richardson 01) or the
hypothesis test (Imamura 02). We use the feedback
cleaning2 method (Imamura 03), which exploits a
scheme of automatically evaluating MT quality to
identify/remove inappropriate translation rules.

2We have chosen this method because it can be ex-
tended in order to identify context-specific translation pat-
terns (cf. Section 5).



Rule No. Syn. Cat. Source Pattern Target Pattern Source Example
1 VP XVP at YNP ⇒ Y’ de X’ ((present, conference) ...)
2 VP XVP at YNP ⇒ Y’ ni X’ ((stay, hotel), (arrive, p.m) ...)
3 NP XNP at YNP ⇒ Y’ no X’ ((man, front desk) ...)

Figure 1: Example of Translation Rules

The automatic evaluation is carried out using
the BLEU evaluation scheme (Papineni et al. 02).
The translation output is scored based on the N-
gram precision of human reference translations,
whereby the score ranges from 0 to 1. The scheme
is applied to a set of evaluation sentences using
possibly multiple reference translations3.

The information flow of the cleaning algorithm
is shown in Figure 2. The input consists of a rule
set containing all rules acquired from a training
corpus. The method uses the hill-climbing algo-
rithm to find the optimal combinations of trans-
lation rules. The search for an optimal solution is
done by only removing rules.

Training
Corpus

Automatic
Acquisition

Translation
Rules

Development
Corpus

MT
Engine

Automatic
Evaluation

MT Results

Rule 
Selection/Deletion

Feedback Cleaning

Figure 2: Feedback Cleaning

First, the development set is translated using
the initial rule set and the BLEU score is calcu-
lated. Next, a single rule is deleted from the rule
set and the BLEU score of the reduced rule set
is compared to the initial one. The difference be-
tween the initial BLEU score and the one obtained
after the rule deletion is called the rule contribu-
tion. If the rule contribution is negative, i.e., the
BLEU score increases after the rule deletion, the
respective translation rule is judged as inappro-
priate and removed. The algorithm is repeated
until no more rules are deleted from the rule set.

5 Topic Adaptation

The advantage of the feedback cleaning algorithm
over other cleaning methods is that it utilizes a
separate development set to identify rules that are
inappropriate for the translation of the evaluation

3The proposed cleaning algorithm employs an existing
bilingual corpus as its evaluation set, thus only one refer-
ence per sentence is used in this paper.

sentences. This feature enables the adaptation
of an automatically acquired rule set towards a
specific (sub)domain by using sentences from this
domain as the evaluation data of the cleaning al-
gorithm. Figure 3 illustrates how topic-adapted
translation knowledge is obtained from the train-
ing corpus.

T1 T8

Bilingual Corpus
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[topic]
+

Input
Sentence

Automatic
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transfer rule generation

MT Knowledge Application

rule set selection

MT engine
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result

TRbase TRT8TRT1

feedback cleaning

Figure 3: Experimental Settings

First, translation rules are acquired from the
bilingual corpus as described in Section 3. The
topic-specific rule sets (TRT1,. . .,TRT8) are trained
on the respective subsets of the training cor-
pus, whereas the baseline system uses all topics
(TRbase) for the extraction of translation rules.

In a second step, the feedback cleaning algo-
rithm is applied to each of the rule sets. In
the case of TRbase, incorrect/redundant rules are
deleted by the cleaning algorithm. Moreover,
when the method is applied to topic-specific de-
velopment sets, global translation patterns that
conflict with topic-specific ones can be identified
and removed from the rule set resulting in topic-
adapted MT engines.

6 Evaluation

We used the training, development, and test data
sets described in Table 1 for the acquisition, clean-
ing of the translation rules, and evaluation of the
MT quality, respectively. The test sentences were
translated using (1) an MT engine trained on the



complete corpus (MTbase) and (2) a topic-specific
MT engine (MTtopic), whereby the latter one se-
lects its topic-specific rule set according to the
topic annotation of each input sentence. We em-
ployed both automatic (BLEU score) and subjec-
tive (paired comparison, translation acceptabil-
ity) evaluation measures.

6.1 Automatic Evaluation

Table 2 shows the baseline performance4 of the re-
spective MT engines. The BLEU score of the initial
topic-specific MT engine is lower than the baseline
system. The reason for this is the reduced train-
ing data size of the respective topic subsets, which
leads to a lower coverage of the test sentences.
In order to compensate the data sparseness prob-
lem and utilize the characteristics of the respec-
tive topic subset, we retrained the topic-specific
MT engines (MTtopic∗) using the complete corpus
and artificially increased5 the frequency counts of
rules acquired from the respective topic data. The
increased frequency of topic-specific translation
rules leads to a reordering of the baseline trans-
lation rule set that achieves an improvement of
0.0046 compared to the baseline.

Table 2: Baseline Evaluation
test data MTbase MTtopic MTtopic∗

T1 0.2459 0.2545 0.2626
T2 0.2750 0.2639 0.2736
T3 0.2513 0.2409 0.2556
T4 0.2958 0.2826 0.2972
T5 0.2125 0.2158 0.2131
T6 0.1627 0.1652 0.1694
T7 0.2661 0.2534 0.2685
T8 0.2405 0.2400 0.2439

T1-T8 0.2479 0.2424 0.2525

Next, we applied the feedback cleaning algo-
rithm described in Section 4 to each rule set. In
the case of topic-specific rule sets, all sentences of
the development set annotated with the respec-
tive topic are used as the evaluation corpus of
the cleaning algorithm. The baseline rule set is
cleaned using feedback from the complete devel-
opment data set. The cleaned rule sets are then
used to translate the test set.

Both MT engines achieve higher BLEU scores
after cleaning when applied to the complete test
set. However, a decrease in the evaluation score

4The BLEU scores are calculated using one reference
translation per sentence.

5In order to force the same amount of topic-specific and
non-topic training sentences during rule acquisition, train-

ing sentences of topic Tj are repeated ((
∑8

i=1
|Ti|)/|Tj |−1)

times.

can be seen for some subsets. This gives rise to
suspicion that the cleaning algorithm leans to-
ward the problem of over-fitting, in cases when
the variations of expressions between the train-
ing, development, and test data sets differ largely.
In total, the feedback cleaning method achieves
an improvement of 0.0063 from 0.2479 to 0.2542
compared to the baseline result of MTbase.

An important feature of the feedback clean-
ing algorithm is the identification of a set of
core rules suitable for the translation of a specific
(sub)domain. However, no new rules that cover
topic-specific characteristics are added. More-
over, translation rules acquired from topic sen-
tences might also be deleted when they conflict
with other rules. Therefore, the method described
above can only achieve a moderate improvement
of the overall translation quality.

In order to avoid these problems, we combined
general translation rules with the rules acquired
from the respective topic. For each topic Tj, we
merged the cleaned baseline rule set TRbase with
the rule set TRTj extracted from the topic sen-
tences, giving priority to topic-specific translation
rules. The adapted MT engine MTtopic+ proves to
be effective, achieving an improvement of 0.0153
in the BLEU score for MTbase as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Topic-Adaptation Evaluation

test MTbase MTtopic+

data score score gain
T1 0.2459 0.2660 0.0201
T2 0.2750 0.2897 0.0147
T3 0.2513 0.2634 0.0121
T4 0.2958 0.3096 0.0138
T5 0.2125 0.2236 0.0111
T6 0.1627 0.1749 0.0122
T7 0.2661 0.2904 0.0243
T8 0.2405 0.2625 0.0220

T1-T8 0.2479 0.2632 0.0153

6.2 Subjective Evaluation

To evaluate translation accuracy we used the
1,133 test set sentences of topic T1. The sentences
were translated using the baseline engine MTbase

and the topic-adapted engine MTtopic+ . A total
of 594 sentences with different translations were
evaluated by paired comparison, i.e., a Japanese
native judged which of the two translations is bet-
ter. The results are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Paired Comparison

T1 MTbase MTtopic+ none
better 202 (34.0%) 362 (60.9%) 30 (5.1%)

As a result, 5.1% (30 sentences) of the differing



translations were judged as equivalent. Taking
into account the number of improved as well as
degraded translations, the topic-adapted MT en-
gine achieves a gain of 26.9% (160 sentences).

In addition, one of the following ranks was as-
signed to each translation in order to evaluate the
accuracy of the MT output, whereby translations
of ranks A, B, and C are judged acceptable.

A : correct translation
B : good translation with minor problems
C : translation with flaws, but still understandable
D : translation not understandable

The results of the translation accuracy evalua-
tion are given in Table 5. The rows of the table
state the evaluation results for the baseline system
MTbase, whereas the columns show the results of
the proposed system MTtopic+ .

Table 5: Translation Accuracy (%)

MTtopic+

A B C D Total
A 29.0 5.6 2.3 1.3 38.2

MTbase B 6.4 4.2 4.4 1.3 16.3
C 7.1 4.7 6.6 2.5 20.9
D 3.3 2.5 4.9 13.9 24.6

Total 45.8 17.0 18.2 19.0

The accuracy of MTbase is given as 75.4%,
whereas MTtopic+ achieves 81.0%, an improve-
ment of 5.6%. Moreover, 28.9% of the topic-
adapted translations were assigned to a better
rank, whereby 12.9% improved by at least two
ranks and 3.3% of the test sentences that were
ranked D for the baseline system could be cor-
rectly translated with topic-adaptation. Transla-
tion examples are given in Table 6.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a corpus-based ap-
proach for the adaptation of MT engines to spe-
cific (sub)domains. Given a general rule set,
context-sensitive translations are achieved by re-
moving translations patterns that are judged as
inappropriate for the respective topic.

The topic-adapted MT engine improves the
quality of 26.9% of sentences in the test set and
the BLEU score by 0.0153 from 0.2479 to 0.2632.
The accuracy of the MT output increased by 5.6%
from 75.4% to 81.0%.

Future work will include the extension of our
approach to other extra-linguistic information,
like social role or gender, in order to combine
multiple contextual constraints and improve the
adaptation capability of automatic acquisition
machine translation systems.

Table 6: Translation Examples
MTtopic+ correct:

source: Give me a discount please?
MTbase: [D] nebiki suru me ni kudasai.

(do price reduction) (eye) (please)

MTtopic+ : [A] nebiki shite kudasai.
(discount) (give)

source: Do you have this in another color?
MTbase: [C] iro no chigatte imasu ka.

(color) (be different)

MTtopic+ : [A] hoka no iro ga arimasu ka.
(different)(color)(does exist)

source: Are you open on Sundays?
MTbase: [B] anata ha nichiyoubi mo aite imasu ka.

(you) (sunday) (be open)

MTtopic+ : [A] nichiyoubi mo eigyou shite masu ka.
(sunday) (do business)

MTbase correct:

source: Do you have anything for a cold?
MTbase: [A] kaze ni kiku kusuri wa arimasu ka.

(cold)(be effective)(medicine)(be available)

MTtopic+ : [B] nanika kaze ni nanika arimasu ka.
(something)(cold)(something)(be available)

source: I’m looking for a shirt for an eight
year old boy.

MTbase: [A] 8 sai no otokonoko no shatsu o
(8 years old) (boy) (shirt)

sagashite imasu.
(look for)

MTtopic+ : [C] jibun no 8 sai no otokonoko no shatsu o
(my own)(8 years old)(boy) (shirt)

sagashite imasu.
(look for)

source: What is the name of this flower?
MTbase: [A] kono hana wa nanto iimasu ka.

(this) (flower) (how to call)

MTtopic+ : [D] kono hana wa nanto iu tori desu ka.
(this) (flower) (what) (street)
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Abstract

The paper is concerned with weighting
distributional features of words with the
aim of improving their automatic semantic
classification, a task relevant to a number of
NLP applications such as lexicon acquisition
or named entity recognition. The purpose of
the paper is to bring attention to differences
between two major weighting strategies:
Discriminative Feature Weighting and
Characteristic Feature Weighting. The
comparative study includes three popular
discriminative weighting functions (Mutual
Information, Information Gain, and Gain
Ratio), and three characteristic weighting
functions (Term Strength, and the two
newly introduced Local Term Strength and
Confidence). We find that the two strategies,
on the one hand, are characterized by their
own optimal settings, and, on the other
hand, similarly interact with the parameter
optimization of the learning algorithm.

1 Introduction

Today many NLP applications employ the
distributional approach to represent meanings of
words. The approach seems especially useful in
tasks where large lexical coverage is in question,
since it represents meanings of words based only
on cooccurrence statistics and thus eliminates
the need in external lexical knowledge, such as
a thesaurus or semantically annotated or sense-
tagged corpus.

This approach represents the meaning of a word
as a feature vector where each feature corresponds
to a context of the word’s use (e.g., another
word or phrase that is syntactically related to it)
found in a corpus. Using these arbitrary features,
however, results in the fact that many of them are

∗ The author was supported by RFBR grant#03-06-
80008.

† The work was carried out as part of MSc thesis at
the University of Karlsruhe.

ambiguous or irrelevant, and significantly reduce
the quality of the representation.

In the present paper, we study feature
weighting methods, which aim to emphasize
relevant features and downplay irrelevant ones,
in application to distributional classification of
words.

2 Two Feature Weighting Strategies

Let us assume that each word n ∈ N of the
training set is represented as a feature vector,
consisting of features f ∈ F , each having value
vf
n, and that each n is assigned a class label c ∈ C,

i.e. ∀n∃!c ∈ C : n ∈ c. The general form
of the feature weighting procedure can then be
described as follows. For each f , the weighting
function computes a weight w(f, c), local to each
training class c ∈ C. From such local weights
of a feature, one may compute its single global
weight, using some globalization technique. For
example, as a global weight one can use the
maximum local weight of f across all classes
wglob(f) = maxc∈Cw(f, c). After the weights
have been applied to the training set, a classifier
is learned and evaluated on the test set.

Text categorization literature distinguishes two
major strategies that a function computing
w(f, c) can take. The first one embodies the
assumption that greater score should be given
to those features that better discriminate a
particular class, i.e. tend to appear in instances
of this class and not in instances of other classes
(Discriminative Feature Weighting, DFW). A
DFW function determines w(f, c) from the
distribution of f between c and c, weighting
highest those f that correlate with c most. Most
scoring methods popular in text categorization
(Chi-Square, Mutual Information, Information
Gain, and others) are based on this strategy.



The other strategy, by far less studied, assumes
that most relevant features are those that are
common to a set of similar instances and thus
are most characteristic of them (Characteristic
Feature Weighting, CFW). This strategy is
exemplified in a function called Term Strength.
As sets of similar instances needed to compute
feature weights, it uses their clusters and thus is
not supervised. In the present paper we propose
two supervised functions of this type. As sets of
similar instances, they use classes of words and
determine w(f, c) from the distribution of f across
words n ∈ c, weighting greatest those f that are
present with most n.

Functions that are based on the two different
strategies are particularly interesting as an
object of a comparative study, since they may
display quite different behaviour, given the
radically different ideas underlying them. In the
present study we include Mutual Information,
Information Gain and Gain Ratio1, which
instantiate the DFW strategy, and Term Strength
and two newly proposed functions, which
instantiate the CFW strategy. The particular
problem we examine here is the choice between
local and global variants of these functions.

The next section discusses these functions in
more detail.

3 Feature Weighting Functions

3.1 Characteristic Feature Weighting

Term Strength (TS) was introduced in (Wilbur
& Sirotkin 92) for improving efficiency of text
categorization by feature selection. This method
is based on the idea that most valuable features
are shared by similar documents. It defines the
weight of a feature as the probability of finding
it in some document d given that it has also
appeared in the document d′, most similar to
d. To calculate TS for feature f , for each word
n we first determined its most similar word n′

using a distributional similarity measure, thus
preparing a set of pairs (n, n′). Pairing of words
is asymmetric, i.e. one word can be the closest
neighbor for several words. The TS weight for f
was then calculated as the conditional probability
of f appearing in n given that f appears also

1We have experimented also with Chi-Square,
Likelihood Ratio and Odds Ratio, finding that Mutual
Information, Information Gain and Gain Ratio produce
better results on our data. For a detailed report of these
experiments, cf. (Krkoska 03).

in n′ (the ordering of words inside a pair being
ignored):

TS(f) = p(f ∈ n | f ∈ n′) (1)

TS does not make use of the information
about the words’ distribution across classes and
therefore is always global.

We introduce a supervised variant of TS (TS-
local), which is different from TS in that, firstly,
the most similar word for n is looked for not in
the entire training set, but within the class of n;
secondly, the weight for a feature is determined
from the distribution of the feature across pairs
of members of only that class:

TSloc(f) = p(f ∈ n | f ∈ n′) , (n, n′) ∈ c (2)

Thus, by weighting features using TS-local we
aim to increase similarity between members of
a class and disregard possible similarities across
classes.

We further introduce another supervised CFW
function, which we call Confidence of a feature
(C) on the analogy with the notion from
association rules mining (Agrawal et al. 93). The
computed weight for feature f in class c may
be described as the confidence of a rule, where
the premise contains singular item set f and the
consequence is c. We define Confidence of f as
the proportion of instances in c which possess f
to the total number of instances in c:

C(f, c) =
| {n ∈ c | f ∈ n} |

| {n ∈ c} | (3)

Unlike TS and TS-local, Confidence does not
make use of the distributional similarity between
words and is based solely on the semantic
similarity encoded in class labels. As a set of
similar words, it does not use pairs of words,
but the entire word class, thereby capturing a
wider range of similarities between its members.
Note, however, that this can also be viewed as a
disadvantage, since the method relies on the class
to be homogeneous, i.e. it assumes there are no
disjunct clusters of members inside the class, in
which case indicative features would be largely
obscured. This potential problem is counteracted
by TS-local, which considers pairs of words inside
a class rather than the class as a whole.



3.2 Discriminative Feature Weighting

Mutual Information (MI) is an information-
theoretic measure of association between two
words, two tags or any other linguistic items,
widely used in many statistical NLP applications.
By computing pointwise MI between class c and
feature f we measure how much the class label
depends on the presence of the feature. Greater
values of MI indicate that the feature is more
predictive of class membership and thus should
be preferred over features with smaller MI.

MI(f, c) = log
p(f, c)

p(f)p(c)
(4)

MI is known to give too high estimates for
bigrams that involve rare words. We therefore
experimented with a number of variants of MI
that attempt to penalize less frequent words,
but did not find that they improve on the
traditional MI, which we explain by the nature
of preprocessing of our data (see Section 4).

Information Gain (IG), is another well
known feature weighting method, introduced into
NLP from information theory. IG measures the
relevance of feature f to the semantics of class c
by computing the difference between the entropies
of the class with and without the feature. It
is different from MI in that it uses the fact of
absence of a feature in a class and attributes
greater weights to both features that tend to
appear with its members and those that tend not
to. IG2 is defined as:

IG(f, c) =
∑

d∈{c,c}

∑

g∈{f,f}
p(g, d) log

p(g, d)
p(g)p(d)

(5)

Gain Ratio (GR) is a normalized version of
IG. GR aims to overcome one disadvantage of IG
consisting in the fact that IG grows not only with
the increase of dependence between f and c, but
also with the increase of the entropy of f . That is
why IG tends to assign smaller weights to those
features that have low entropy in the training
set, even though they are strongly correlated
with certain classes. GR removes this factor by
normalizing IG by the entropy of the feature:

GR(f, c) =
IG(f, c)

−∑
g∈{f,f} p(g) log p(g)

(6)

2Strictly speaking, the definition below does not define
IG, but conditional entropy H(c | f); the other ingredient
of the IG function, the entropy of c, being constant and
thus omitted from actual weight calculation.

The following sections present experimental
results of evaluation of the six weighting
functions.

4 Experimental Data

The evaluation was carried out on the task of
classifying nouns into predefined classes. The
meaning of each noun n ∈ N was represented
as a vector where features are verbs v ∈ V
with which the nouns are used as direct or
prepositional objects. The values of the features
were conditional probabilities p(v|n). We used
two datasets in our experiments: verb-noun
co-occurrence pairs extracted from the British
National Corpus (BNC) and from the Associated
Press 1988 corpus (AP)3. Rare nouns were
filtered out: the BNC data contained nouns that
appeared with at least 5 different verbs and the
AP data contained 1000 most frequent nouns,
each of which appeared with at least 19 verbs.

To provide the extracted nouns with class labels
needed for training and evaluation, the nouns
were arranged into classes using WordNet in
the following manner. Each class was made up
of those nouns whose most frequent senses are
hyponyms to a node seven edges below the root
level of WordNet. Only those classes were used
in the study that had 5 or more members. Thus,
from the BNC data we formed 60 classes with
514 nouns and from the AP data 42 classes with
375 nouns. Assuming that relevant distributional
data obtained from the corpora are reliable
evidence about meanings of words as they are
encoded in WordNet, we expect that application
of more effective weighting methods would result
in more accurate classification of test words into
the created word classes.

During the experiments, classification was
carried out by means of the k nearest neighbor
classifier. This method has been shown to be quite
robust on highly dimensional representations
(e.g., (Yang & Pedersen 97)). In the present study
we used the weighted k-nn algorithm (the vote
of each neighbor was weighted by the score of
its similarity to the test instance). To measure
similarity between the vectors of nouns n and m
we used the L1 distance:

L1(n,m) =
∑

v∈V

| p(v | n)− p(v | m) | (7)

3Available from: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/
data/sim.html



We experimented with k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15,
20, 30, 50, 70, and 100. In the following sections,
the results tables indicate the highest precision
obtained among all k for a particular weighting
method.

To evaluate the quality of classifications
resulting from a particular weighting method,
we used ten-fold cross-validation. The reported
evaluation measure is precision obtained by
microaveraging over the ten test sets.

As a baseline, we used the k-nn classifier
trained on non-weighted instances.

5 Results

In carrying out either local or global weighting,
one has the choice of weighting by the computed
weights only training instances (e.g., (Mladenic
98)) or also test instances just before their
classification (e.g., (Shankar & Karypis 00)).
Table 1 presents the results of evaluation of the
functions along two dimensions: (1) local versus
global weighting and (2) weighted versus non-
weighted test instances.

The results are similar on the two datasets.
First, we see that global variants of the DFW
functions outperform their local variants. This
finding is consistent with that of (Debole &
Sebastiani 03), who on the text categorization
task found that global IG, GR and Chi-square
perform better than their corresponding local
schemas. We further see that in using MI and
GR global weights, it is preferable to weight also
test instances. The CFW functions, in contrast,
demonstrate better effectiveness in their local
variants (with the exception of TS-local on the
BNC data). These functions also fare better
when test instances are not weighted (including
the global traditional TS).

The explanation for the DFW functions being
better at global weighting while the CFW
functions at local ones we see in the fact that
with DFW, highest weighted are rare indicative
features, which are likely to appear only in
one class so that using the same weight for all
classes does not cause confusion between them.
With CFW, however, highest weighted are rather
frequent features which are likely to be present
in some other classes as well. Thus, when global
weighting is carried out, all more or less frequent
features of each class have approximately the
same weight.

From Table 1 we also see that for all the
five supervised functions, weighting test instances
locally results in much poorer performance. After
examining locally weighted test instances, we
found that their representations usually contained
an extremely large number of zeros. The reason
for this is that when a test instance has many
features uncommon with the particular training
class with which it is being compared, these
features receive zero weights, which eventually
renders representations very sparse. This problem
is eliminated when (1) one does not weight test
instances at all or (2) when one weights them
globally which guarantees that all features in a
test instance that were present in the training
set have a non-zero weight. To cope with the
problem of zero weighted features in the locally
weighted test instances, we tried three ways to
smooth them:

(1) To the local weight w(f, c) of f , we add the
smallest of all weights for class c so that the new
value ṽ of f in c is defined as:

ṽf
n = vf

n · (w(f, c) + min
g∈{g∈F |p(g,c)>0}

w(g, c))

(2) To the weighted value of f , we added its
non-weighted value:

ṽf
n = vf

n · w(f, c) + vf
n

(3) In the case when f receives a zero local
weight, it was replaced by its global weight.

Table 2 illustrates the results of the comparison
of these smoothing methods.

As one can see, none of these smoothing
methods improved the best performance of the
functions. Although replacing zero local weight of
a feature by its global weight resulted in the best
local schemas for MI and GR (only on the BNC
data), these schemas did not reach the accuracy
of their purely global counterparts.

Figure 1 compares the performance of the best
schema of each of the six weighting methods in
relation to the number of nearest neighbors, for
the BNC dataset.

From Figure 1, one can see that application of
the functions (except TS) influences optimization
of k. Compared to the baseline, the best k often
shifts to lower values (e.g., from 20 for the baseline
to 10 for GR, 7 for C, or 3 for TS-local).



wgt BNC AP

test MI IG GR TS TSloc C MI IG GR TS TSloc C

loc no .3720 .3640 .3857 - .3618 .3973 .3943 .3541 .3541 - .3992 .4285

loc yes .2882 .2202 .3059 - .1460 .1965 .2721 .1492 .2456 - .2850 .3568

gl no .3797 .3699 .3857 .3662 .3738 .3699 .3921 .3706 .3706 .3896 .3895 .4024

gl yes .4187 .3565 .4403 .3114 .3138 .3485 .4074 .3626 .3706 .3866 .3690 .4052

Table 1: Local vs global variants of the functions. The baseline for BNC is .3796, for AP .3972.

Smoothing Method BNC AP

MI IG GR TSloc C MI IG GR TSloc C

Add min.weight .3740 .3582 .3857 .2310 .2472 .2723 .1492 .2456 .3252 .3702

Add non-weighted value .3331 .3563 .3877 .3427 .3485 .3492 .3539 .3621 .3974 .3920

Replace by global .4074 .3690 .4131 .3039 .3055 .3810 .3503 .3359 .3156 .4051

Table 2: Methods of smoothing locally weighted test instances.

Figure 1: Performance of the best schemas of the
weighting methods as functions of k on the BNC
dataset.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we comparatively studied a number
of feature weighting methods in application
to the task of distributional classification of
words. The study included functions which
embody two distinct strategies of feature
weighting - Discriminative Feature Weighting
and Characteristic Feature Weighting. Our
conclusions about relative merits of the functions
can be summarized as follows.

On two different datasets, we found that
weighting distributional features by means of MI,
GR and Confidence, a newly proposed CFW
function, almost always results in improvement
of classification accuracy over the baseline. From
the good performance of Confidence we conclude

that characteristic features of a class can also
serve as good class separators.

We found that the DFW functions perform
significantly better in their global variants, while
CFW functions are more effective in local ones.
Moreover, when one carries out global weighting
using MI or GR, it is advisable to also weight the
test instances. In carrying out local weighting by
means of TS-local and Confidence, effectiveness
increases if one does not weight test instances.

Finally, we found that application of the
weighting functions often interacts with
optimization of k in k-nn, making the most
optimal k shift to lower values.
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Abstract 

 We use a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) to 
build a compact representation of the features rele-
vant to Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagging (Word, Suf-
fix, Prefix, Capitalization, Hyphen, Numeric and 
Previous Tag). The outcome is a flexible tagger 
(LegoTag) with state-of-the-art performance. We 
explore the effect of radically reducing the size of 
feature vocabularies for Word and Suffix. We find 
that reducing the Suffix vocabulary to a linguisti-
cally motivated set results in improved cross-
corpora generalization. Furthermore, relying on 
function words alone is sufficient to achieve rea-
sonable performance, but minimizing the vocabu-
laries for both Word and Suffix results in 
degradation. 

1 Part of Speech Tagging 

Many NLP applications are faced with the 
dilemma whether to use statistically extracted 
or expert-selected features. There are good ar-
guments in support of either view. Statistical 
feature selection does not require extensive use 
of human domain knowledge, while feature 
sets chosen by experts are more economical 
and generalize better to novel data. 

Most currently available PoS taggers per-
form with a high degree of accuracy. How-
ever, it appears that the success in performance 
can be overwhelmingly attributed to an across-
the-board lexicalization of the task. Indeed, 
Charniak et al. [1993] notes that a simple 
strategy of picking the most likely tag for each 
word in a text leads to 90% accuracy.  If so, it 

is not surprising that taggers using vocabulary 
lists, with number of entries ranging from 20k 
to 45k, perform well. Even though a unigram 
model achieves an overall accuracy of 90%, it 
relies heavily on lexical information and is 
next to useless on nonstandard texts that con-
tain lots of domain-specific terminology.  

The lexicalization of the PoS tagging task 
comes at a price. Since word lists are assem-
bled from the training corpus, they hamper 
generalization across corpora. In our experi-
ence, taggers trained on the Wall Street Jour-
nal (WSJ) perform poorly on novel text e.g. e-
mail or newsgroup messages (a.k.a. Netlingo). 
At the same time, alternative training data are 
scarce and expensive to create. 

 This paper explores an alternative to lexi-
calization. Using linguistic knowledge, we   
construct a minimalist tagger with a small but 
efficient feature set, which maintains a reason-
able performance across corpora.  

A look at the previous work on this task re-
veals that the unigram model is at the core of 
even the most sophisticated taggers. The best-
known rule-based tagger [Brill’94] works in 
two stages: it assigns the most likely tag to 
each word in the text; then, it applies trans-
formation rules of the form “Replace tag X by 
tag Y in triggering environment Z”. The trig-
gering environments span up to three sequen-
tial tokens in each direction and refer to words, 
tags or properties of words within the region. 
The Brill tagger achieves less than 3.5% error 
on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus.  
However, its performance depends on a com-



prehensive vocabulary (70k words) employed 
in the first stage.  

Statistical tagging is a classic application of 
Markov Models (MMs). Brants [2000] argues 
that second-order MMs can also achieve state-
of-the-art accuracy, provided they are supple-
mented by smoothing techniques and mecha-
nisms to handle unknown words. TnT handles 
unknown words by estimating the tag prob-
ability given the suffix of the unknown word 
and its capitalization. The reported 3.3% error 
for Trigrams 'n Tags (TnT) tagger on the WSJ 
appears to be a result of over fitting. Indeed, 
this is the maximum performance obtained by 
training TnT until only 2.9% of words are un-
known in the test corpus. A simple examina-
tion of WSJ shows that such percentage of 
unknown words in testing section (10% of 
WSJ corpus) requires simply building a 
unreasonably large lexicon of nearly all (about 
44k) words seen in the training section (90% 
of WSJ). Hidden MMs (HMMs) are trained on 
a dictionary with information about the possi-
ble PoS of words [Jelinek’85; Kupiec’92]. 
This means HMM taggers also rely heavily on 
lexical information. 

 Obviously, PoS tags depend on a variety of 
sub-lexical features, as well as on the likeli-
hood of tag/tag and tag/word sequences. In 
general, all existing taggers have incorporated 
such information to some degree. The Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) model [Lafferty 
et al.’02] outperforms the HMM tagger on un-
known words by extensively relying on ortho-
graphic and morphological features. It checks 
whether the first character of a word is capital-
ized or numeric; it also registers the presence 
of a hyphen and morphologically relevant suf-
fixes (-ed, -ly, -s, -ion, -tion, -ity, -ies). The 
authors note that CRF-based taggers are poten-
tially flexible because they can be combined 
with feature-induction algorithms. However, 
training is complex (AdaBoost + Forward-
backward) and slow (1000 iterations with op-
timized initial parameter vector; fails to con-
verge with unbiased initial conditions). It is 

unclear what is the relative contribution of fea-
tures in this model.  

The Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) [Ratna-
parkhi’96] tagger accounts for the joint distri-
bution of PoS tags and features of a sentence 
with an exponential model. Its features are 
along the lines of the CRF model: 

• Does the token contain a capital letter; 
• Does the token contain a hyphen; 
• Does the token contain a number; 
• Frequent prefixes, up to 4 letters long; 
• Frequent suffixes, up to 4 letters long; 

In addition, Ratnaparkhi uses lexical infor-
mation on frequent words in the context of five 
words. The size of the current word, prefix, 
and suffix lists was 6458, 3602 and 2925, re-
spectively. These are supplemented by special 
Previous Word vocabularies. Features fre-
quently observed in a training corpus are se-
lected from a candidate feature pool. The 
parameters of the model are estimated using 
computationally intensive procedure of Gener-
alized Iterative Scaling to maximize the condi-
tional probability of the training set given the 
model. MaxEnt tagger has 3.4% error rate. 

Our investigation examines to what extent 
the information carried by word lists can be 
subsumed under the information supplied by 
sublexical features. In order to address these 
issues we reuse the feature set of MaxEnt in a 
new model, which we subsequently minimize 
with the help of linguistically smart vocabular-
ies.  

2 PoS Tagging Bayesian Net 

This section presents our tagger, which 
combines the features suggested in the litera-
ture to date into a Dynamic Bayesian Network 
(DBN).  We briefly introduce the essential as-
pects of DBNs here and refer the reader to a 
recent PhD thesis [Murphy’02] for an excel-
lent survey. A DBN is a Bayesian network 
unwrapped in time, such that it can represent 
dependencies between variables at adjacent 
time slices. More formally, a DBN consists of 
two models B0 and B+, where B0 defines the 



initial distribution over the variables at time 0, 
by specifying: 

• set of variables X1, …, Xn; 
• directed acyclic graph over the variables; 
• for each variable Xi , a table specifying 

the conditional probability of Xi given 
its parents in the graph Pr(XiPar{Xi}). 

The joint probability distribution over the ini-
tial state is ( ) { }( )∏= n

1 iin1 XParXPrX,...,XPr . 
The transition model B+ specifies the condi-
tional probability distribution (CPD) over the 
state at time  t  given the state at time t-1 . B+  
consists of:  

• a directed acyclic graph over the vari-
ables X1,…,Xn and their predecessors 

−−
n1 X,...,X  - roots of this graph; 

• for each Xi (but not −
iX ), a conditional 

probability table Pr(XiPar{Xi}) . 
The transition probability distribution is: 

( ) { }( )∏=−−
n

Par
1

iin1n1 XXPrX,...,XX,...,XPr . 

Between them, B0 and B+ define a probability 
distribution over the realizations of a system 
through time, which justifies calling these BNs 
“dynamic”. In our setting, the word’s index in 
a sentence corresponds to time, while realiza-
tions of a system correspond to correctly 
tagged English sentences. Probabilistic reason-
ing about such system constitutes inference.  

Standard inference algorithms for DBNs are 
similar to those for HMMs. Note that, while a 
kind of DBN we consider could be converted 
into an equivalent HMM, that would render 
the inference intractable due to a huge result-
ing state space. In a DBN, some of the vari-
ables will typically be observed, while others 
will be hidden. The typical inference task is to 
determine the probability distribution over the 
states of a hidden variable over time, given 
time series data of the observed variables. This 
is usually accomplished using the forward-
backward algorithm. Alternatively, we might 
obtain the most likely sequence of hidden 
variables using the Viterbi algorithm. These 
two kinds of inference yield resulting PoS 

tags.  Note that there is no need to use "beam 
search", (cf. [Brants’00]).  

Learning the parameters of a DBN from 
data is generally accomplished using the EM 
algorithm. However, in our model, learning is 
equivalent to collecting statistics over co-
occurrences of feature values and tags. This is 
implemented in GAWK scripts and takes min-
utes on the WSJ training corpus. Compare this 
to GIS or IIS (Improved Iterative Scaling) 
used by MaxEnt. In large DBNs, exact infer-
ence algorithms are intractable, and so a vari-
ety of approximate methods has been 
developed.  However, as we explain below, the 
number of hidden state variables in our model 
is small enough to allow exact algorithms to 
work. For the inference we use the standard 
algorithms, as implemented in the Bayesian 
network toolkit (BNT) [Murphy’02]. 

We base our original DBN on the feature 
set of Ratnaparkhi’s MaxEnt: the set of ob-
servable nodes in our network consists of the 
current word Wi , a set of binary variables Ci , 
Hi and Ni (for Capitalization, Hyphen and 
Number) and multi-valued variables Pi and Si 
(for Prefix and Suffix), where subscript i 
stands for position index. There are two hidden 
variables: Ti and Mi (PoS and Memory). 
Memory represents contextual information 
about the antepenultimate PoS tag. A special 
value of Memory (“Start”) indicates the begin-
ning of the sentence. The PoS values are 45 
tags of the Penn Treebank tag set [Marcus’94].  

Figure 1 represents dependencies among 
the variables. Clearly, this model makes a few 
unrealistic assumptions about variable inde-
pendence and Markov property of the se-
quence. Empirically this does not present a 
problem. For the discussion of these issues 
please see Bilmes [2003] who is using similar 
models for speech recognition. 

 Thus, probability of a complete sequence 
of  PoS tags T1 … Tn  is modeled as:  

 
Pr(T1 … Tn) = Pr(T1) × Pr(F1|T1)  
× Pr(T2|T1 , Start) × Pr(F2|T2) × Pr(M2|T1)  



( ) ( ) ( )∏ −

=
×

1n

3i ii1-i1-ii1-i1-ii   TFPrM ,TMPrM ,TTPr     

× Pr(Tn|Tn-1 , Mn-1) × Pr(Fn|Tn) , 
 
where Fi  is a set of features at index  i ∈ [1..n] 
and 
Pr(Fi|Ti) = Pr(Si|Ti) × Pr(Pi|Ti) × Pr(Wi|Ti) 
                 × Pr(Ci|Ti) × Pr(Hi|Ti) × Pr(Ni|Ti).  
 
These conditional probabilities are directly 
estimated from training corpus. We use sec-
tions 0-22 of WSJ for training and sections 23, 
24 as a final test set. The same split of the data 
was used in recent publications [Toutanova 
&Manning’02; Lafferty et al.’01] that report 
relatively high performance on OoV items. 
The test sections contain 4792 sentences out of 
about 55600 total sentences in WSJ corpus. 
The average length of a sentence is 23 tokens. 
The Brown corpus is another part of UPenn 
TreeBank dataset, which is of a similar size to 
WSJ (1016277 tokens) but quite different in 
style and nature. Brown corpus has substan-
tially richer lexicon and was chosen by us to 
test the performance on novel text. 
 

3 Experiments and Results 

We begin our experiments by combining the 
original MaxEnt feature set into a DBN we 
call LegoTag to emphasize its compositional 
nature. The performance of this initial network 
is 3.6% of overall error (see Table 1) and 
closely matches that of MaxEnt (3.4%).  

Our first step is to reduce the complexity of 
our tagger because performing inference on 
the DBN containing a conditional probability 
table of 453 elements for Memory variable is 
cumbersome. At the cost of minor deteriora-
tion in performance (3.9%, see Table 1), we 
compress the representation by clustering 
Memory values that predict similar distribu-
tion over Current tag values. The clustering 
method is based on Euclidian distance between 
452-dimensional probability vectors Pr(Ti|Ti-1). 
We perform agglomerative clustering, mini-

mizing the sparseness of clusters (by assigning 
a given point to the cluster whose farthest 
point it is closest to). As a result of clustering, 
the number of Memory values is reduced nine 
times. Consequently, the conditional probabil-
ity table of Memory and PoS become manage-
able.  

As a second step to simplification of the 
network, we eliminate feature redundancy. We 
leave only the lowercase form of each word, 
prefix and suffix in the respective vocabulary; 
remove numbers and hyphens from the vo-
cabulary, and use prefix, suffix and hyphen 
information only if the token is not in the lexi-
con. The size of the factored vocabularies for 
word, prefix and suffix is 5705, 2232 and 2420 
respectively (a reduction of 12%, 38% and 
17%). Comparing the performance of LegoTag 
with factored and unfactored features clearly 
indicates that factoring pays off (Table 1). Fac-
tored LegoTag is better on unknown words 
and at the sentence level, as well as overall. In 
addition, factoring simplifies the tagger by re-
ducing the number of feature values. 

We report four kinds of results: overall er-
ror, error on unknown words (OoV), per sen-
tence error and confusion matrices over PoS.  
Our first result (Table 2) shows the perform-
ance of our network without the variable 
Word, in order to understand whether lexical 
information is crucial to the performance of a 

Figure 1: DBN for PoS Tagging. 



tagger, and how well other features compen-
sate for its absence. 

 
Error (%) Memory 

(# values) Features 
Ave OoV Sentence 

Clustered (5) Unfactored 4.4 13.0 58.5 

Clustered (5) Factored 3.9 10.8 55.8 

Full (45) Factored 3.6 9.4 51.7 
 

Table 1: Results for Full LegoTag on WSJ. 
 
 Simply bypassing the word takes perform-

ance down to below 90%. However, it is en-
couraging that even when all words in the text 
are unknown, the features carry enough infor-
mation to tag almost 89% of the corpus. 

 
Type of LegoTag Error (%) 

H N C P S W Ave OoV Sentence 

+ + + + + - 11.3 11.3 84.0 
- - + - - + 6.1 30.6 69.0 
- - - - - + 9.3 47.6 77.7 

 
Table 2: Results of de-lexicalized and fully lexicalized 

LegoTag for WSJ corpus. 
 

Next, we test two degenerate variants: one, 
which contains only lexical information, and 
another, which contains lexical information 
plus capitalization only. Lexical information 
alone does very poorly on unknown words, 
which comes to show that the sequence is not 
enough to uncover the correct PoS. 

We now turn to the issue of using the mor-
phological cues in PoS tagging and create a 
linguistically “smart” network (Smart Lego-
Tag), whose vocabularies contain a collection 
of function words, and linguistically relevant 
prefixes and suffixes assembled from prepara-
tory materials for the English language section 
of college entrance examination (Scholastic 
Aptitude Test). The vocabularies are very 
small: 315, 100, and 72, respectively. The per-
centage of unknown words depends on vo-
cabulary size (Table 4). For the large lexicon 
of LegoTag it is less than 12%, while for the 

Smart LegoTag (whose lexicon contains only 
function words which are few but very fre-
quent), it is around 50%. In addition, two hy-
brid networks are created by crossing the 
suffix set and word lexicon of the Full Lego-
Tag and Smart LegoTag.   

The results for the Smart LegoTag, as well 
as for the Hybrid LegoTags are presented in 
Table 3. The results of Smart LegoTag indi-
cate that non-lexical information is sufficient 
to assure a stable, albeit not stellar, perform-
ance across corpora. The network was trained 
on WSJ and tested on both WSJ and Brown 
corpora with basically identical results. The 
sentence accuracy is generally lower for the 
Brown corpus than for the WSJ corpus, due to 
the difference in average length. The Hybrid 
LegoTag with big suffix set and small word 
lexicon was a little improvement over Smart 
LegoTag alone. Notably, however, it is better 
on unknown words than Full LegoTag on the 
Brown corpus.  

The best performance across corpora was 
registered by the second Hybrid LegoTag 
(with big word lexicon and small suffix set). 
These is a very interesting result indicating 
that the non-linguistically relevant suffixes in 
the big lexicon contain a lot of idiosyncratic 
information about the WSJ corpus and are 
harmful to performance on different cor-
pora.The confusion matrix for Full LegoTag 
and Smart LegoTag are presented in Tables 4 
and 5.  

 
Error (%%) LegoTag 

Ftr Size WSJ BROWN 

Wor
d   

Suf-
fix 

Av
e 

Oo
V 

Sen-
tence Ave Oo

V 
Sen-
tence 

Un-
know
n 
Word
s 
(%)  
WSJ 

Un-
know
n 
words 
(%) 
 
Brow
n 

5705 2420 3.9 10 55.4 10.
1 23.4 67.9 

5705 72 4.4 14 58.7 7.7 21.9 69.3 
11.6 15.4 

315 2420 6.4 10.5 70.3 10.
1 17.8 76.7 

315 72 9.6 17.1 82.2 11.
4 22.3 82.9 

49.2 40.8 

Table 3: Results for Smart and Hybrid LegoTags. 



The correct PoS marks the rows of the ta-
ble, while the mistakenly assigned PoS marks 
the columns. The number in each cell refers to 
the number of times the column PoS was in-
correctly assigned instead of the (correct) row 
PoS, e.g. noun was mislabeled as adjective 536 
times. 

 The column labeled “Table total” sums all er-
rors given in the table for each PoS.  The 
“TOTAL” column contains the number of errors 
LegoTag made for each PoS (including confusions 
not presented in the table). The “Contribution to 
total” is the percent of total error due to the misla-
beling of particular PoS.  
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Table 4: Confusion matrix for Full LegoTag on WSJ. 

 

 Finally, the “Per PoS error” is the percent of 
time LegoTag handles incorrectly the given PoS. 
The row labeled “Table total” sums the number of 
“false positives” for each PoS. 

The row “TOTAL” contains the number of 
false positives overall (including confusions 
not presented in the table). Shaded in gray are 
the sums over all errors in rows and columns, 
respectively.  
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Table 5: Confusion matrix for Smart LegoTag on WSJ. 

 
The confusion matrices of the Full LegoTag 

and the Smart LegoTag (Tables 4 and 5) are 
qualitatively similar. Quantitatively, the per-
cent errors are much larger for the Smart Le-
goTag, which is a corollary of the higher error 



rate overall. Since function words are part of 
the lexicon of both networks, there is no sig-
nificant change in the success rate over func-
tion words, with the exception of the 
surprising confusion between prepositions (IN) 
and past tense verbs (VBD).  The biggest 
source of error in both matrices is the 
noun/adjective (NN/JJ) pair. By and large, 
both networks accurately classify the proper 
nouns, while mislabeling adverbs as preposi-
tions and vice versa. The latter mistake is 
probably due to inconsistency within the cor-
pus (see [Ratnaparkhi’96] for discussion). One 
place where the two networks differ qualita-
tively is in their treatment of verbs. Smart Le-
goTag often mistakes bare verb forms for 
nouns. This is likely due to the fact that a 
phrase involving "to" and a following word 
can be interpreted either analogously to "to 
mom" (to + NN) or analogously to "to go" (to 
+ VB) in the absence of lexical information. 
Similar types of contexts could account for the 
overall increased number of confusions of verb 
forms with nouns with Smart LegoTag. On the 
other hand, Smart LegoTag is much better at 
separating bare verb forms (VB) from present 
tense verbs (VBP) because it does not rely on 
lexical information that is potentially confus-
ing since both forms are identical. However, it 
often fails to differentiate present verbs (VBP) 
from past tense verbs (VBD), presumably be-
cause it does not recognize frequent irregular 
forms. One way to improve Smart LegoTag is 
to put irregular verbs into the lexicon. 

4 Conclusion 

PoS tagging without lexicalization is pos-
sible, although more research is required to 
determine the relevant feature set. One impor-
tant direction of future work is developing 
ways to induce the features automatically. We 
would like to build optimized lexicons with as 
little handcrafting as possible.   

The versatility of the DBN-based tagger 
makes it adaptable to other languages. We 
would particularly like to try it on languages 
whose PoS labels are determined by different 
kinds of features, such as ones exhibiting 
richer morphological structure (see [Cucer-
zan’02]). 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present how the use of a gen-
eral-purpose text engineering platform has facili-
tated the development of a cross-lingual informa-
tion extraction system and its adaptation to new 
domains and languages. Our approach for cross-
lingual information extraction from the Web 
covers all the way from the identification of Web 
sites of interest, to the location of the domain-
specific Web pages, to the extraction of specific 
information from the Web pages and its presenta-
tion to the end-user. This approach has been im-
plemented in the context of the IST project 
CROSSMARC. The text engineering platform 
“Ellogon” offers functionalities that facilitated 
the development of core CROSSMARC compo-
nents as well as their porting into new domains 
and languages.  

1 Introduction 
The extraction of information from Web sites is a 
complex task. Most of the information on the Web 
today is in the form of HTML documents, which are 
designed for presentation purposes and not for 
automatic extraction systems. The extraction task 
becomes even harder in a multilingual context, 
where descriptions in web pages are written in dif-
ferent languages. 

A number of systems have been developed to ex-
tract structured data from web pages. Such systems 
mainly include a set of wrappers that extract the 
relevant information from multiple web sources and 
a mediator that presents the extracted information in 
response to the users' requests. Most of these sys-
tems use delimiter-based approaches. Texts proc-
essed by them are assumed to convey information in 
a rigidly structured manner, with entities and fea-
tures mentioned in a fixed order (e.g. in a job offer 
description, job title always followed by job re-
quirements and contact details), and fixed strings or 
mark-up acting as delimiters. Though the techniques 
of delimiter-based approaches have proven to be 
very efficient with rigidly structured pages, they are 

not applicable to descriptions written in free linguis-
tic form. In the context of the IST project 
CROSSMARC1, our aim was to implement tech-
niques that can operate on pages without a standard-
ised format (structured, semi-structured of free-text 
pages), as well as on pages from web sites that have 
not been represented in the training corpus. 

CROSSMARC approach covers all the way from 
the identification of Web sites of interest (i.e. that 
contain Web pages relevant to a specific domain) in 
various languages, to the location of the domain-
specific Web pages, to the extraction of specific in-
formation from the Web pages and its presentation 
to the end-user. The development of some of the 
core CROSSMARC components was facilitated by 
the exploitation of the general-purpose text engi-
neering platform “Ellogon”2. Ellogon tools and func-
tionalities were also exploited for the porting of 
some of the CROSSMARC components into new 
domains and languages.   

The paper outlines first the CROSSMARC pro-
ject and the Ellogon platform. It then presents the 
role of Ellogon in the various processing stages and 
procedures of the CROSSMARC project. Finally, it 
concludes summarising the current status of our 
work. 

2 Related Work 
The identification and retrieval of Web pages that 
are relevant to a particular domain or task is a com-
plex process that has been studied by researchers in 
Artificial Intelligence, Web technologies and data-
bases (e.g. Craven et al., 2000; Chakrabarti et al., 
1999).  

The term ‘focused crawling’ was introduced by 
(Chakrabarti et al., 1999). The system described 
there, starts with a set of representative pages and a 
topic hierarchy and tries to find more instances of 
interesting topics in the hierarchy by following the 
links in the seed pages. Pages are classified into top-
                                                 
1 http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/skel/crossmarc 
2 http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/skel/Ellogon 



ics, using a probabilistic text classifier. Efficient 
porting to new domains and languages is a critical 
issue in focused crawling and spidering of web sites.  

Apart from the process of identification and re-
trieval of Web pages that are relevant to a particular 
domain or task, the information management over 
the web requires also techniques for extracting in-
formation from the retrieved web pages. (Kushmer-
ick, 1997) first introduced the technique of wrapper 
induction for Information Extraction from HTML 
pages. The technique works extremely well for 
highly structured document collections as long as the 
structure is similar across all documents, however it 
is less successful for more heterogeneous collections 
where structure based clues do not hold for all 
documents (Soderland, 1997). Most of the existing 
information extraction (IE) systems deal with textual 
content. Emphasis is given on porting IE technology 
into new domains either using machine learning 
techniques (Miller et al., 1998) or providing support 
for the writing of IE rules (Yangarber & Grishman, 
1997). The development of some of the existing IE 
systems is supported by text engineering platforms, 
which offer an environment that facilitates the de-
velopment, evaluation, deployment and maintenance 
of NLP applications. One such example is the 
ANNIE system developed over the GATE text engi-
neering platform (Cunningham et al., 2003). 

CROSSMARC methodology covers all the way 
from focused crawling to site-specific spidering, to 
information extraction from web pages. Concerning 
the retrieval of web pages of interest, CROSSMARC 
exploits machine learning techniques for web pages 
classification and link scoring. Concerning extrac-
tion from web pages, it combines language-based IE 
and wrapper induction based IE in order to develop a 
site-independent IE technique.  

3 Overview of the CROSSMARC 
Project 

The system developed in the context of CROSS-
MARC: 
• exploits language technology methods as well as 

machine learning methods in order to facilitate 
the technology porting to new domains, 

• exploits domain-specific ontologies and the cor-
responding language-specific lexica in order to 
facilitate the technology porting to new lan-
guages and domains,  

• employs localisation and user modelling tech-
niques in order  to provide the results of web 
pages extraction taking into account the user's 
personal preferences and constraints, 

• implements a multi-agent architecture which en-
sures clear separation of responsibilities and pro-

vides the system with clear interfaces and robust 
and intelligent information processing capabili-
ties. 

The main components of CROSSMARC architec-
ture are the following (see Figure 1): 

• Domain-specific Web crawling, which is man-
aged by the Crawling Agent. The Crawling 
Agent consults Web information sources such as 
search engines and Web directories to discover 
Web sites containing information about a specific 
domain (e.g. laptops offers, job offers). 

• Domain-specific spidering, which is managed by 
the Spidering Agent. The Spidering Agent identi-
fies domain-specific Web pages grouped under 
the sites discovered by the Crawling Agent and 
feeds them to the Information Extraction Agent. 

• Information Extraction, which is managed by the 
Information Extraction Agent. The Information 
Extraction Agent manages communication with 
remote information extraction systems. These 
systems process Web pages collected by the Spi-
dering Agent and extract domain facts from them 
(Grover et al., 2002). The facts are normalised 
using a common domain ontology and stored in 
the system’s database. 

• Information Storage and Retrieval, which is man-
aged by the Data Storage Agent. Its tasks consist 
of maintaining a database of facts for each do-
main, adding new facts, updating already stored 
facts and performing queries on the database. 

• Information Presentation. The information pre-
sented to the end user can be adapted to his/her 
preferences. This user management is taken over 
by the Personalization Agent. 

 
Figure 1: CROSSMARC’s agent based architecture. 

Our goal in CROSSMARC was to cover a wide area 
of possible knowledge domains and a wide range of 
conceivable facts in each domain, hence we imple-



mented a shallow representation of domain knowl-
edge, the ontology of the domain (Pazienza et al., 
2003). Cross-linguality is achieved through the on-
rology’s lexica for the languages supported. During 
the information extraction stage, the Web pages 
found are matched against domain’s ontology and an 
abstract representation of this information is gener-
ated. 

4 The Text Engineering Platform 
“Ellogon” 

Ellogon is a multi-lingual, cross-platform, general-
purpose text engineering environment, developed in 
order to aid both researchers in the natural language 
field as well as companies that produce and deliver 
language engineering systems. Ellogon consists of 
mainly three subsystems (Petasis et al., 2002): 

• A highly efficient core developed in C++, which 
implements an extended version of the TIPSTER 
data model. Its main responsibility is to manage 
the storage of the textual data and the associated 
linguistic information and to provide a well-
defined programming interface that can be used 
in order to retrieve/modify the stored informa-
tion. 

• A powerful and easy to use graphical user inter-
face (GUI). This interface can be easily tailored 
to the needs of the end user. 

• A modular pluggable component system. All lin-
guistic processing within the platform is per-
formed with the help of external, loaded at run-
time, components. These components can be im-
plemented in a wide range of programming lan-
guages, including C, C++, Java, Tcl, Perl and Py-
thon. 

Ellogon as a text engineering platform offers an ex-
tensive set of facilities, including tools for visualis-
ing textual/HTML/XML data and associated linguis-
tic information, support for lexical resources (like 
creating and embedding lexicons), tools for creating 
annotated corpora, accessing databases, comparing 
annotated data, or transforming linguistic informa-
tion into vectors for use with various machine learn-
ing algorithms. Additionally, Ellogon offers some 
unique features, like the ability to freely modify an-
notated textual data (with Ellogon automatically ap-
plying the required transformations on the associated 
linguistic information) and the ability to create 
stand-alone applications with customised user inter-
faces that perform specific tasks. 

A large number of the functionalities provided by 
Ellogon have been exploited in the context of the 
CROSSMARC project. Supporting Java as a com-
ponent development language has enabled the inte-
gration of the crawling and spidering agents as El-

logon components, thus easing their development as 
well as their deployment. The ability of Ellogon to 
automatically extract systems of components as 
stand-alone applications that run unmodified under 
different operating systems (Windows, Linux, So-
laris, etc.) has been used extensively in 
CROSSMARC. In this way, various subsystems de-
veloped under Ellogon were integrated into the 
monolingual IE systems of the CROSSMARC part-
ners. Furthermore, the Ellogon tools for creating 
vectors in various formats (e.g. WEKA ARFF, C4.5 
vector format, etc.) for use with machine learning 
algorithms have significantly facilitated the process 
of training of some of the CROSSMARC compo-
nents based on machine learning. Additionally, the 
extensive set of annotation tools offered by Ellogon 
(either for plain text or HTML documents) has 
played a central role in corpora annotation in 
CROSSMARC, as these tools have been used for 
annotating part-of-speech, named-entity, noun 
phrase and syntactic information on the collected 
web pages. Finally, functionalities like the process-
ing and display of HTML documents, XML, DOM 
and XSLT support as well as the various viewers 
created a “comfortable” environment for CROSS-
MARC developers.  

5 The role of “Ellogon” in CROSS-
MARC 

The Ellogon text engineering platform offers a rich 
set of tools and facilities that facilitate the develop-
ment of NLP systems based on machine learning. In 
the following sub-sections we present the contribu-
tion of Ellogon in the CROSSMARC components. 

5.1 Web Pages Collection 
The CROSSMARC Web Pages Collection involves 
two components: 

• focused crawler: identifies web sites that are of 
relevance to the particular domain (e.g. retailers 
of electronic products). 

• domain-specific spider: identifies web pages of 
interest (e.g. laptop product descriptions) within 
the retrieved web sites. 

The focused crawler component is implemented as a 
meta-search engine, which exploits the topic-based 
website hierarchies used by various search engines 
and submits domain-specific queries to various 
search engines so as to collect web sites containing 
relevant to the domain information (Stamatakis et 
al., 2003). The returned list of web sites is filtered 
using a light version of the domain-specific spider-
ing tool (NEAC). This light version of NEAC navi-
gates the site until it finds an interesting web page. If 
it finds one, it considers the site as fit and stops navi-



navigating. If no such page is found, the whole site 
is navigated and if no fit page is found, the site is 
characterized as unfit. 

CROSSMARC spidering tool comprises of three 
components: 

a) Site navigation: It traverses a Web site, collect-
ing information from each page visited, and 
forwarding part of the collected information to 
the “Page Filtering” module and another part to 
the “Link Scoring” module. 

b) Page filtering: It is responsible for deciding 
whether a page is an interesting one (e.g. con-
tains laptops offers) and therefore should be 
stored or not. 

c) Link scoring: It validates the links to be fol-
lowed, in order to accelerate site navigation 
(only links with score above a certain threshold 
are followed). 

The crawler and spidering components were devel-
oped in Java as autonomous units. Both components 
were incorporated into Ellogon exploiting its Java 
support. Being an Ellogon component increases the 
deployment abilities of the two components, as they 
can be part of Ellogon generated applications, like 
for example an application that incorporates the 
crawler and the spidering tool configured for the 
Greek language along with the Greek IE system.   

5.2 Information Extraction 
Information Extraction (IE) from the domain-
specific web pages collected by the crawling and 
spidering agents, involves two main sub-stages: 
• named entity recognition (NERC) to identify 

named entities (e.g. product manufacturer name, 
company name) in descriptions inside the web 
page written in any of the project’s four lan-
guages (Grover et al., 2002). 

• fact extraction (FE) to identify those named enti-
ties that fill the slots of the template specifying 
the information to be extracted from each web 
page. For this task wrapper-induction approaches 
for fact extraction are combined with language-
based information extraction in order to develop 
site-independent wrappers for the domain. 

The architecture of the integrated multi-lingual IE 
system is a distributed one where the individual 
monolingual components are autonomous proces-
sors, which need not all be installed on the same ma-
chine (see Figure 2). 

The IE systems are not offered as Web services, 
therefore a proxy mechanism was required, utilising 
established remote access mechanisms (e.g. HTTP) 
to act as a front-end for every IE system in the pro-
ject. In effect, this proxy mechanism turns every IE 
system to a Web service. For this purpose, we de-
veloped a module named Information Extraction 

Remote Invocation (IERI) which takes the XHTML 
pages as input and routes them to the corresponding 
monolingual IE system according to the language 
they are written in. Again for deployment reasons, as 
it was the case for the focused crawler and the spi-
der, this tool was embedded as an Ellogon compo-
nent, offering to applications that use it the ability to 
remotely invoke any of the monolingual IE systems. 
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Figure 2: Architecture of the CROSSMARC IE system. 

Named Entity Recognition 
Although the individual NERC components differ in 
platforms and annotation methods, they have to pro-
duce a common output. According to CROSSMARC 
specifications, NERC components should add to 
each XHTML page they process, annotations for the 
named entities (NE), numeric expressions (NU-
MEX), time expressions (TIMEX) and terms they 
recognise according to a common DTD for all lan-
guages supported.  

Two different NERC components have been de-
veloped for the Greek language. The first component 
is rule-based, targeting only the first CROSSMARC 
domain (laptop offers) while the second NERC 
component is based completely on machine learning, 
and can be adapted to various domains and lan-
guages. Ellogon has provided significant support in 
the development of both NERC components. The 
rule-based NERC has been mainly benefited by in-
corporating some ready-to-use Ellogon modules 
(HTokeniser, HBrill, HGazetteer) and the advanced 
annotation query facilities offered by Ellogon. The 
Hellenic NERC component that is based on machine 
learning (HNERC) has been built upon facilities 
provided by the platform in its entirety. The compo-
nent uses many Ellogon modules but more impor-
tantly it takes advantage of Ellogon’s ability to gen-
erate vectors to be used along with popular machine-



learning algorithms, its ability to instrument machine 
learning algorithms and the provided facilities for 
training with such algorithms.  

The general architecture of both NERC compo-
nents is similar: As a first step, the collected 
XHTML Web pages are converted into collections 
of Ellogon documents. Then, for each document the 
HNERC system applies a set of components that add 
Tipster-style annotations to the document. Finally, 
from these annotations an XML document is pro-
duced containing the output (by utilising the 
XML/XSLT support of Ellogon), which conforms to 
the NERC DTD. Additionally, the recognised named 
entities are marked using special tags in the original 
XHTML input pages. The HNERC system as ap-
pears inside Ellogon is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: The HNERC system. 

 The Ellogon components comprising HNERC 
perform lexical pre-processing, gazetteer lookup and 
named-entity identification and classification for 
NE, NUMEX, TIMEX and terms. The components 
that depend on the domain and language (the part-
of-speech tagger, the gazetteer lookup component 
and the NE identifier/classifier) automatically load 
the proper models (acquired during training), ac-
cording to the documents that are currently proc-
essed. NE identification/classification is performed 
by 4 components, based on 2 machine learning algo-
rithms. The first component uses Transformation-
based Error-driven learning (Brill, 1995) in order to 
classify each word of a document into an NE cate-
gory. The second and third component use decision 
trees (C4.5 – Quinlan, 1993) to perform the same 
task, with each component having different informa-
tion as input. Finally, the fourth component operates 
as a voter, by utilising again C4.5 in order to decide 
upon the final classification of each word in the cor-
pus. The implementation of these components has 
been extremely easy, as they heavily rely on facili-
ties provided by Ellogon in order to interact with the 
two used learning algorithms. 

Adapting HNERC to new domains and languages 
is an extremely easy process, if a training corpus is 
available. Ellogon infrastructure has facilitated the 
development of a graphical user interface through 
which HNERC modules can be trained (Figure 4). 
This interface provides abstraction over the specific 
training details of the various algorithms involved 
and resolves all dependencies among HNERC mod-
ules to ensure that all the needed information for 
training a module is available before its training 
starts.  

 
Figure 4: One of the provided facilities for adapting 

HNERC to new domains and languages. 

HNERC technology has been tested in both 
CROSSMARC domains, not only for Greek, but 
also for the other 3 languages supported (English, 
French and Italian). It has also been tested in a 3rd 
domain (touristic packages offered by travel agen-
cies) for Greek and English. Porting to new domains 
is a fairly easy process, as infrastructure is provided 
by Ellogon for annotating the needed training cor-
pora, for training all the domain-specific compo-
nents through a simple graphical interface (including 
POS tagger and gazetteers) and for evaluating the 
resulting system on new corpora. 

Despite the fact that the HNECR system is build 
on top of generalised facilities provided by Ellogon, 
its processing performance is quite good, as Ellogon 
is a highly optimised platform. HNERC is able to 
process a collection of 50 XHTML documents in 
less than 2.5 minutes, requiring on average 3 sec-
onds for each document. Finally its processing per-
formance is the same on all domains and languages 
HNERC has been adapted to. 

Demarcation 
The Demarcation tool is responsible for locating dif-
ferent product descriptions inside a web page. It is 
quite common for web pages to contain more than 
one product descriptions and in many different 
ways. This specific tool uses heuristics in order to 
determine the number of descriptions and their 
boundaries. 



The Demarcation tool is common for all lan-
guages and is developed under Ellogon in its en-
tirety. As was also the case with the NERC compo-
nent, two approaches were developed: a rule-based 
approach for the 1st CROSSMARC domain and an 
approach based on machine learning, adaptable to 
many domains. As the Demarcation tool must be 
integrated with each one of the monolingual NERC 
systems of CROSSMARC, a stand-alone application 
was created by using the relevant application genera-
tion wizards of Ellogon. The generated application 
has on optional user interface (Figure 5) and can run 
under both the Windows and Linux operating sys-
tems. As the graphical interface can be disabled 
when the application is executed (i.e. for incorporat-
ing the application in a command-line system), all 
the elements shown in the interface can be specified 
through special arguments. 

 
Figure 5: The user interface of the Demarcation tool. 

Fact Extraction 
As mentioned above, CROSSMARC approach to IE 
relies on a pipeline of two components:  the NERC 
component and the FE component. The NERC com-
ponent identifies domain-specific named entities in 
pages from different sites. The FE component identi-
fies domain-specific facts, i.e. assigns domain-
specific roles to some of the entities identified by the 
NERC module. The FE component is based on 
wrapper induction algorithms that capitalise on the 
page-independent named entity information, rather 
than relying solely on the HTML tags, which vary 
among pages from multiple sites.  

Using Ellogon as the development platform, we 
implemented a version of the STALKER wrapper 
induction algorithm (Muslea et al., 1998) that learns 
single-slot extraction rules by examples annotated 
by the user. Four separate sets of rules were created 
after the training of STALKER version in the four 
languages of the project. Similar to the Demarcation 
tool, in order to integrate the language-specific fact 
extraction modules with the corresponding monolin-
gual NERC systems, a stand-alone application was 
generated by using the relevant wizards of Ellogon. 

The generated application also has on optional user 
interface and shares the same properties as the De-
marcation tool regarding its execution. 

5.3 Corpus Annotation 
The need for porting NERC and FE technology into 
new domains requires the construction of a represen-
tative training and testing corpus for each domain. 
For this purpose, we specified a corpus collection 
and a corpus annotation methodology, which is used 
in the four languages of the project. The corpus col-
lection methodology aims at finding a set of charac-
teristics for a certain domain per language, determin-
ing how each characteristic must be represented in 
the training and testing corpora and establishing a 
set of rules to be followed for the formation of train-
ing and testing corpora in the project languages for a 
given domain. The aim of the annotation process has 
been the creation of good quality corpora annotated 
with the named entities and facts of a given domain. 
Good quality annotated corpora are corpora anno-
tated consistently and according to specific Annota-
tion Guidelines.  

In order to annotate HTML corpora the annota-
tion facilities provided by Ellogon have been exten-
sively used. Ellogon provides a wide range of cor-
pora annotation tools for annotating plain textual and 
HTML corpora as well as tools for annotating hier-
archical related information (i.e. syntax trees). The 
tool for annotating HTML corpora has a simple and 
easy to use interface: The HTML rendering is pre-
sented to the user, along with a set of buttons, each 
of which is associated with a specific category. The 
user can select portions of the rendered HTML text 
and classify it into one of the available categories. 
Additional facilities are provided for correcting mis-
takes or by automatically annotating all occurrences 
of specific text with the same category within an 
HTML page. A screenshot of the HTML annotation 
tool is in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Annotating HTML corpora in “Ellogon”. 



5.4 Vector creation for machine learning 
algorithms 

As machine learning plays an important role in NLP 
systems that are adaptable to more than one domains 
(or even languages), Ellogon provides extensive 
support for generating vectors from the linguistic 
information associated to documents, as well as for 
performing experiments from within Ellogon with 
widely used machine learning algorithms (i.e. C 4.5, 
etc.). Regarding vector generation, many common 
formats are supported (i.e. WEKA ARFF). The gen-
erated vectors are of fixed-length while many differ-
ent data representations are supported (including 
vectors with features taken directly from the avail-
able linguistic information or vectors with features 
created from word occurrence frequencies based on 
a “bug of words” notation). 

The vector creation facilities offer specialised 
graphical user interfaces (Figure 7) for generating 
vectors in an interactive mode. Additionally, these 
facilities can be accessed through a specialised set of 
functions (API) Ellogon components can use. This 
API allows the embedding of these facilities into 
components, thus enabling components to generate 
vectors in order to present them to a machine learn-
ing algorithm. The provision of such versatile vector 
generation facilities facilitated the exploitation of 
many widely used machine learning algorithms in 
the context of the CROSSMARC project. 

 
Figure 7: An “Ellogon” tool for creating vectors from 

Annotations. 

5.5 Comparison functionalities 
Ellogon provides significant infrastructure for com-
paring the linguistic information associated with the 
textual data. The Collection Comparison tool (Figure 
8) can be used for comparing the linguistic informa-
tion stored in a set (or collection) of documents. 
Various constraints regarding the information that 

will be compared can be specified through the 
graphical user interface of the comparison tool and 
the comparison results are presented by utilising 
standard figures, like recall, precision and F-
measure. Additionally, the comparison tool can pre-
sent a comparison log. This log is a graphical repre-
sentation of the differences found during the com-
parison process and can provide valuable help to the 
user in order to locate and possibly correct the er-
rors. 

 
Figure 8: The “Ellogon” Corpora Comparison tool. 

The comparison infrastructure has played a sig-
nificant role in the evaluation of the CROSSMARC 
information extraction system, as the French and 
Hellenic information extraction systems are evalu-
ated with the use of Ellogon and the performance of 
the Demarcation and Fact Extraction tools are evalu-
ated with Ellogon for all languages. Finally, the 
comparison infrastructure has significantly contrib-
uted in the development of the Hellenic information 
extraction system, as the quick identification of er-
rors through the comparison log has accelerated con-
siderably the process of tuning the system into the 
CROSSMARC domains. 

6 Conclusions 
The CROSSMARC information extraction system 
can be perceived as an elaborate meta-search engine, 
which identifies domain-specific information from 
the Web, as it incorporates all the needed syb-
systems, from the identification of Web sites of in-
terest in various languages, to the location of the 
domain-specific Web pages, to the extraction of spe-
cific information from the Web pages and its presen-
tation to the end-user. 

However, the process of extracting information 
from Web pages poses some difficulties, as Web 
pages differ from more standard text types in terms 
of both content and presentation style. These differ-
ences can affect the performance of standard NLP 



techniques, which must be “ported” from raw text 
processing to process HTML texts. We investigated 
how the use of a suitable text engineering platform 
can ease this transition to the Web page processing. 
Our case study suggests that the use of such a plat-
form can be valuable, as any language processing 
system can reuse and thus benefit from the provided 
infrastructure. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Conversational and more specifically Natural Language 
Understanding Systems are still far from being a mature 
technology. Apart from the need for improvement in the 
core technology (accuracy), such systems –complex as 
they are- also require a host of tools that will allow 
rapid development of applications in a user friendly and 
cost effective way. Further, these tools should be easy to 
upgrade in order to continuously follow the evolving 
technologies and standards, while maintaining 
backward compatibility.  Recognising the importance of 
a dialogue ‘form’ as the key design element of most 
human-machine conversational applications this paper 
presents an authoring framework facilitating the 
structuring and editing of dialog forms. The framework 
is based on an abstract representation of dialog forms. 
First, the abstraction is presented and it is illustrated 
that it is in line with dialog coordination mechanisms in 
the scope of real life technologies. It is emphasized that 
the concept is applicable not only to NLU dialog forms 
but also to other types of conversational forms. The 
authoring concept is presented, along with a practical 
implementation of certain aspects of the framework.  
 
Keywords: Conversational Applications, Natural 
Language Understanding, VoiceXML, Forms Authoring 
Environment. 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Human Language Technologies are increasingly 
used to augment computer applications, resulting 
in faster task completion, improved usability and 
enhanced user experience. Natural Language 
Understanding (NLU) holds a big promise towards 
achieving a new model of human machine 
interaction. From a research perspective current 
NLU systems are built for a restricted domain and 
target the problem of selecting the most probable 
formal language sentence given the natural 
language utterance. Solving this problem is in 
several cases feasible, since a finite, yet large set of 
formal language sentences are usually sufficient to 
adequately cover the target domain. Given these 
sentences NLU systems rely on a discrete 
conditional probability distribution on the finite 

sentences set, conditioned on the natural language 
stream [1]. 
 
Language Understanding systems are expected to 
give rise to a new wave of conversational 
applications where users go beyond DTMF and 
simple spoken command interfaces to interactions 
resembling talking to a human operator. This leads 
to fast call completion, user satisfaction and better 
utilization of resources. Using NLU systems for 
enterprise applications could potentially allow the 
development of telephony applications for complex 
and specialized tasks (e.g., technical help, complex 
transactions, traveller assistance) that today require 
specialized operator personnel. To this end, 
conversational language understanding 
applications should advance into parallel 
directions, aiming at: 
 Advancing technology towards improving the 

maturity of the resulting products (e.g., 
through improving recognition and 
understanding error rates). The maturity of the 
systems is a key prerequisite for their adoption 
by user groups. 

 Minimizing time and effort required for 
developing such applications, with a view to 
reducing time to market and development 
costs for the respective products. This is 
because operators, service providers are 
reluctant to adopt and deploy NLU systems 
before Return on Investment (ROI) is 
guaranteed. 

 Being capable of keeping up with evolving 
standards. It is essential that one designs and 
develops only once and in the sequel can 
easily migrate to incorporate new features. 

 
Accomplishing these targets hinges on developing 
new tools, techniques and frameworks supporting 
conversational application development. One of 
the key elements in such development is the form 
component. In the most prominent NLU and 
dialogues technologies a form is the element 
enabling dialogue coordination. Dialogue 
coordination is essential towards filling in required 
information (through processing the user’s 
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utterances), ‘submitting’ this information to the 
system’s backend (i.e. most likely a relational 
database), and advancing to the next step (i.e. 
another form). As a result, rapid, error free-form 
authoring is a key concern in NLU application 
development.  
 
This paper describes an authoring framework 
enabling rapid development of forms driving NLU 
dialogs. Understanding this framework hinges on 
realising the importance of forms in conversational 
applications, as well as their basic structure. Based 
on this structure we devise an abstract 
representation of dialogue forms, which leads to 
the key objects of the framework. These objects 
allow for technology, format and conversational 
interface independent forms authoring, which can 
produce scripts pertaining to the various 
technologies and interfaces, through minimal 
customisation effort. This is particularly important 
not only for adapting to different technologies, but 
mainly for keeping up with evolving standards and 
formats. 
 
Another driver behind the presented work is to 
alleviate the complexity of conversational 
application development. The authoring framework 
described in this paper facilitates the authoring of 
form files, since the latter is performed in a visual 
manner.  
 
The paper has the following structure: Section 2, 
illustrates the role of dialogue forms as a key 
design element in conversational applications. 
Towards illustrating this role we refer to well know 
technologies addressing conversation management 
(IBM’s NLU and VoiceXML in particular). These 
technologies are presented as characteristic 
examples of form-based conversation. Section 3 
concentrates on the basic concept and objects of 
the authoring framework, while section 4 describes 
the details of a practical implementation of several 
aspects of this concept on a WinIntel platform. 
This implementation provided invaluable input and 
experience towards devising the presented 
framework. Section 5, concludes the paper and 
provides ideas for extending this work. 
 

2. ANATOMY OF DIALOGUE FORMS  
 
Figure 1 depicts the main building blocks of the 
majority of Conversational Natural Language 
Understanding systems. These include a speech 
recognition module, a text to speech system, a 
driver performing the necessary adaptation to the 
terminal devices, a backend system, as well as a 
system enabling language understanding. The 
internal details of the language understanding 
system, as well as the interactions between the 
various modules depend heavily on the particular 
technology. Nevertheless, almost all systems 
comprise a dialogue management module, which 

relies on a form-based mechanism. Such a 
mechanism is used not only in language 
understanding applications, but also in other types 
of conversational applications that involve dialog 
management. Such mechanisms support both 
constraint dialogue interactions (e.g., VoiceXML 
applications), and free-form dialog (e.g., [3]).  
 
 

Speech 
Recognition 

TTS (Text to 
Speech) 

Terminal 
Adapter 

Backend 

RDBMS 

NLU 
Systems 

Dialogue / 
Conversation 
Management 

Dialog 
Forms 

 
Figure 1: Building blocks of a conversational 

NLU system 
 
In most cases a particular dialog caters for a task-
oriented interaction with a user. Depending on the 
particular conversational technology several dialog 
features may be supported, for example requests 
for missing information, clarification of 
ambiguities maintenance of a dialog context. A 
task-oriented interaction corresponds to a dialog 
form. A dialogue form consists of a number of 
placeholders for filling in the required information, 
pertaining to the task at hand. These information 
placeholders are usually called Slots or Fields. 
Furthermore, a form possesses and implements 
logic regarding the information pieces that are 
mandatory (i.e. mandatory fields/slots) towards 
performing a task. Also, it encapsulates logic 
relating to how to perform a task (e.g., querying a 
database, selecting an answer from a list of 
possible ones). 
 
Contrary to VoiceXML applications where the 
form for a particular task is known as soon as the 
user interacts with an Interactive Voice Response 
(IVR) system, in Natural Language Understanding 
applications it is very likely that the system can 
select among a number of candidate forms for a 
particular user utterance / interaction. In such cases 
the system needs to provide a selection mechanism 
(e.g., based on scoring forms) towards finding the 
most appropriate form. 
 
The most common tasks relating to a form-based 
dialog interaction include prompting the user, 
requesting information from the user and 
interacting with the system’s backend (e.g., a 
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database). The interaction with the backend is 
usually done in order to disambiguate user-
supplied information (i.e. values), to execute logic 
or to retrieve information through a query. These 
bi-directional interactions (i.e. with the user & the 
system’s backend) are usually defined as Actions 
or Messages. Similar to Fields (Slots), Actions / 
Messages are encapsulated in a form to allow 
execution of application logic.  
 
Slots/Fields and Messages/Actions are the key 
constituents of dialogue forms. These components 
appear in many different facets within a form, 
depending on the particular technology. For 
example, different slot types may exist depending 
on the need for disambiguating slot information 
(i.e. clarifying ambiguous user information/input 
by querying the backend).  
 
Depending on the particular conversational 
technology using the dialog forms different types 
of messages may apply as well. A basic 
categorization of Actions & Messages, may 
distinguish between:  
 Messages& actions that execute logic on the 

system’s backend. 
 Messages & actions, that yield control to the 

user causing the system to wait for input from 
the user. 

 
Based on the above components a typical dialogue 
management scenario can be as follows: Slots and 
Fields, have to be filled with valid values. Slots 
can be filled one by one, or in groups 
corresponding to user utterance (e.g., after parsing 
user input in a Natural Language Understanding 
System). In cases where there is more than one 
matching forms, dialogue management should 
apply an algorithm for selecting the most 
appropriate one. When all mandatory information 
(i.e. enough fields are filled) has been supplied the 
‘form’ is submitted to the backend, and the 
corresponding message or action is executed. 
 
As an example, consider a user’s request in a 
banking application: ’What is my balance in blue 
chip growth’. The basic form would have a slot for 
the fund-name and a message for disambiguating 
the fund-name, messages seeking 
clarification/information from the user, and a 
message to get the actual balance in the fund from 
the backend and return it to the user.  
 
As practical dialog management examples we 
consider the form-based mechanism supported in 
the scope of two different technologies: IBM NLU 
and VoiceXML. These examples illustrate that the 
dialog forms representation and functionality 
outlined above covers realistic technologies. This 
can be also reinforced by a more thorough review 
of more conversational technologies. 
 

IBM NLU technology [4] is very much in line with 
the general architecture depicted in Figure 1. In 
particular, IBM’s architecture for telephone 
applications consists of an NLU system, as well as 
telephony components. The latter include:  
 the Telephony Device Driver (TDD), which 

acts as audio data interface between different 
telephony systems, and the Speech 
Recognition and Text-To-Speech component. 

 The Speech Recognition component, which 
uses IBM ViaVoice technology [10].  

 the Text-To-Speech (TTS) component that uses 
IBM ViaVoice technology to generate a 
spoken response.  

 
Natural Language Understanding occurs at an 
NLU subsystem, which is based on a two-level 
parsing (classer, parser), a form-based dialog 
manager (FDM), a canonicalizer, a backend 
interface component, and a central dispatcher 
calling and routing information between involved 
components [4], [5].   
 
The most crucial NLU (sub)system with respect to 
dialogue interaction is the Form-based Dialog 
Manager (FDM, which. is a framework for free-
flow dialog management [3]). It allows a task-
oriented, mixed initiative dialog with a user. Each 
task is modelled as a form that knows the 
information needed to perform the task and how to 
perform it, e.g. calling the backend, choosing the 
answer according to the answer from the backend. 
For each user utterance attribute-value pairs are fed 
into slots of the respective form. Furthermore FDM 
scores which form is the most suitable for the 
information. The FDM triggers system responses 
to the user by composing textual messages from 
templates. The selection of the appropriate 
template is dependent on the dialog situation. 
Overall, FDM forms are constructed following the 
general principles presented earlier this section. 
 
VoiceXML [9] applications are more standard, but 
do not offer totally free-form dialog. VoiceXML 
has been designed to allow application developers 
to control the dialog interaction between the user 
and the application. VoiceXML authoring caters 
for control of the dialog flow through the form’s 
concept. Forms are among the key authoring 
elements of a VoiceXML document. A VoiceXML 
form defines an interaction that collects values for 
each of the fields in the form. Each field may 
specify a prompt, the expected input, as well as a 
number of evaluation rules. Overall the VoiceXML 
form model complies to the general guidelines of 
dialog coordination outlined in this section. 

                                                                             
3. Authoring Framework 

 
Taking into account the typical structure of 
dialogue forms and their operation in the scope of 
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dialog management, we introduce a framework 
environment enabling development of whole sets 
of dialog forms. Certain aspects of this framework 
have been implemented as outlined in the next 
section. We propose that forms are organised in a 
workspace, allowing developers to work with 
multiple forms. Thus, the overall framework 
targets an authoring workspace instead of a simple 
form editor. This is perfectly in line with the notion 
of a complete authoring environment. The rationale 
for providing a complete authoring environment 
rather than a simple (form) editor becomes 
apparent since: 
 The vast majority conversational applications 

consist of more than one dialog forms. 
 In almost all applications there are 

relationships between forms (e.g., inheritance), 
which need to be expressed in the scope of 
user friendly authoring. 

 
Note also that dialog form authors need to share 
information regarding the conversational 
application. Information sharing is best done in the 
scope of a workspace, rather than through 
replication within every form. 
 
Our authoring framework builds on the basic 
objects that are associated with a dialog form. 
Based on these objects an object-oriented 
representation of a form is achieved. This 
representation constitutes a ‘neutral’ format (i.e. 
independent of particular format, technology and 
conversational interface) for dialog forms. Such a 
format can be transformed to any other as required 
by a particular technology or the evolution of 
formats and interfaces. In this way the objective for 
easy migration and adaptation to technology 
evolution is achieved.  
 
Making use of this form representation a set of 
processes should be supported. The main 
objectives of these processes are:  
 To support the lifecycle (i.e. creation, deletion, 

modification) of a dialog form object and its 
constituents (i.e. slots / fields, messages/ 
actions). 

 To facilitate authoring operations through 
additional utilities that could speed up 
application development (e.g., cloning existing 
objects such as forms, fields, providing 
support for inheritance, providing support for 
actions authoring). 

 To support a set of transformations to a 
number of known formats (e.g., IBM’s FDM, 
VoiceXML), so that interworking with 
particular dialog management systems is 
achieved.  

 
The objects of the authoring framework are 
designed with a view to encapsulating all common 
information elements contained in conventional 
conversational applications. At the same time the 

framework attempts to efficiently capture the 
relationships between the various entities.  
 
The primary object is the Form object designed to 
represent a conversational dialog form (Figure 3). 
This object is characterised by its name, and holds 
references to several data structures (i.e. lists). 
Specifically, each Form object holds a reference to 
a list of Slot (or Field) objects. This reference 
encodes the relationship between a particular Form 
and the set of Slots (or Fields) that it contains.  A 
similar reference is held to a list of messages, 
containing Message object instances corresponding 
to the particular form. Another reference to a list of 
Form objects contains the set of ancestor Forms, 
for cases where inheritance or other relationship to 
other Form objects need to be expressed. This 
reference may for example denote that a particular 
form inherits characteristics from the others 
contained in the referred list. 
 
Apart from the Form object, other objects were 
designed towards representing a Form’s elements, 
(also contained in relevant lists). In particular, a 
Slot/ Field object is designed to represent 
Slots/Fields. A Slot (or Field) object possesses 
attributes denoting its type (depending on the types 
supported by the target technology). Based on this 
type a slot/field can have different functionality, 
expressed through a different set of attributes. 
Also, a slot has a reference to a set (i.e. a data 
structure) of slot level Messages/Actions. 
 
 

Input Form Files 
(FDM, VoiceXML, 

…) 

Form n 

….. 

Form 1 

Form 2 
Workspace 

Configuration

Workspace 

Form 
n1(inherits by 

1,2) 

XML 

Import Manager 
(parsers) 

Export Manager 
(parsers) 

Output Form Files 
(FDM, VoiceXML, 

…)  
Figure 2: Key Constituents of the Framework 

 
Messages & Actions (both form level and slot 
level) are represented in a way very similar to 
Forms and Slots (Fields). A special object is 
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designed for a Message / Action encapsulating 
basic information elements that are common to 
both slot and form level messages. Since Form 
level Messages contain a varying number of 
information elements, different types of a Message 
object can be designed around the basic Message / 
Action object through inheritance. 
 
Forms, Slots (Fields), Messages (Actions) are the 
key elements of the dialog form. All information 
entities are encapsulated within these elements. 
Note however, that additional objects can be 
design to store special data holding structures (e.g., 
lists of prompts). Though, such objects are not so 
important for the overall design they facilitate user 
input collection and scripts generation. 
 
The overall framework allows authoring, 
organization and management of multiple dialog 
forms (Figure 2). This requires that the 
environment maintains a data structure containing 
several Form objects. Note also, that a workspace 
should contain global information pertaining to the 
authoring of all forms. This global information 
hinges either on the technology (e.g., the supported 
slot & message types), but also on the application 
under development (e.g., list of predefined promts, 
lists of choices).  
 

 Form 

Slot 1 

Slot n 

….. 

….. 

Msg 1 

Msg n 

Slot 
Msg

 
Figure 3: Anatomy of a Form Object 

 
Having a set of objects designed, it is important to 
specify the processes driving their lifecycle. In 
particular, for each of the above basic objects 
(Form, Slot Message) the following processes are 
specified: 
 Creation, where the corresponding object is 

instantiated. This requires that a minimal set of 
information defining the object is provided. 
According to the workspace design this 
information can either be supplied by the user, 
or copied from another object (through a 
Cloning process, as explained below). The 
creation of an object involves also the 
specification of its relationship to other 
objects. For example, a Slot / Field object is 
always assigned to Form object instance upon 
creation. 

 Modification, where information elements of 
an object are modified with a view to adding 
or altering information associated with a 
particular instance of the object. 

 Deletion, where the object instance is deleted 
and goes out of the environment’s scope. 

 
Apart from operations relating to the objects’ 
lifecycle, others are designed to facilitate authoring 
operations, as well as to adapt the object oriented 
representation of dialog forms to particular 
technologies and interfaces.  The most significant 
such operations are: 
 Form Script (File) Generation, which is the 

process of translating the object oriented 
representation of the dialog forms composing 
the conversational application, to a file format 
corresponding to the target technology. Hence, 
this process enables the authoring environment 
to produce a tangible result that can be 
consumed in the scope of conversational 
applications. Note that this is the sole process 
that has to be modified towards supporting 
technology evolution to new file formats and 
interfaces. Towards minimizing the required 
transformation work a technology neutral 
XML format (i.e. a Document Type Definition 
(DTD) or an XML schema) has to be 
designed. Based on such an XML format, 
transformation is merely the process of writing 
an XSLT transformation for the target format, 
technology or interface (Figure 2).  

 Script Importing, which is the reverse process 
of script generation and allows editing of 
‘existing’ forms, within the authoring 
environment. This is an important process that 
allows integration and exploitation of forms 
developed in legacy (conversational) 
applications, which are not necessarily 
supported by the framework. The import 
process demands that a file corresponding to a 
particular format supported by the target 
conversational technology is parsed and 
processed so that information about basic 
objects is extracted. The parsing and 
processing of form files results in the 
instantiation of data structures and objects, 
which are expedient to incorporate the form 
into the workspace. As in the case of the 
generation process, it is feasible to adapt to 
various legacy and evolving format through 
reasonable customisation effort, and using an 
intermediate neutral XML format. 

 Form/Slot(Field)/Message(Action) Cloning, 
which is the process of replicating an existing 
object instance. This can be done at either the 
Form, or the Slot/Field or even the Message 
/Action level. Cloning is an authoring facility, 
given that it is common for NLU developers to 
derive a particular object from an existing one. 
Practically, this process resembles the 
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conventional Copy/Paste processes supported 
by most modern applications.  

 
Having an object oriented representation of dialog 
forms, as well as a set of processes at hand 
facilitates the implementation of the environment 
in any object oriented language (e.g., Java, C++).  
 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Several aspects of the framework presented in the 
previous section, have been actually implemented 
using MS Visual C++ and relying on the MFC 
library. The MFC SDI (Single Document Interface) 
architecture [6] provided the software 
infrastructure for implementing such aspects in the 
scope of an authoring environment targeting IBM’s 

NLU technology
+

.  This implementation provided 
insight regarding the potential benefits of such an 
authoring framework and guided the author’s in 
devising the presented framework. 
 
In particular referring to the implementation, an 
application global structure (Document) holds the 
collection of Form objects that compose the 
workspace. Each one of these form objects 
encapsulates other basic object instances (e.g., 
Slots, Messages). As a result, the application’s 
document has access to the entire information 
associated with a particular workspace.  
 
Apart from the standard objects of the MFC 
architecture, all the basic objects representing 
Forms, Slots and Messages were implemented 
along with their lifecycle operations. Operations 
relating to object creation and modification, 
involved user input through a set of appropriately 
designed graphical user interface components.  
 
Export / script generation functionality was 
implemented for the IBM’s FDM file 
syntax/format. Moreover, an XML representation 
of the FDM script was devised, and a 
corresponding export utility was implemented. 
This XML representation was designed to serve as 
a basis for flexible transformations of the FDM 
script to other formats, which was one of the major 
objectives of the implementation. Import 
operations were implemented for FDM format. 
This functionality was tested with legacy 
scripts/applications. Cloning functionality was also 
implemented at the Form, Slot and Message 
Levels. 
 
The implementation of the authoring environment 
provided a graphical user interface supporting the 

authoring operations (Figure 4), but also various 
utilities easing the manipulation of FDM data 
elements. [7].  Data input is assisted by appropriate 
data filtering and constraint input that allows for 
faster and less error prone input operations. This is 
for example accomplished by providing facilities 
for authoring expressions (e.g., when defining 
actions) and referring to existing objects (i.e. 
listing existing Slots, Forms etc.) whenever one of 
these objects has to be provided as input. 

                                                           
+ Work conducted while L.Polymenakos was with IBM 
Hellas S.A  and J Soldatos with the National Technical 
University of Athens. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Screenshot of the Main Application Window 
 
The Windows application resulting from the 
implementation was actually used to produce NLU 
forms in the scope of NLU applications that were 
developed in the scope of the IST-1999-11103 
CATCH2004 project [8], which was co-funded by 
the European Commission. Thus, the application 
was verified in the scope of realistic NLU 
application development, where the benefits of the 
environment were acknowledged. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS – FUTURE WORK 
 
In this paper we have presented an innovative 
authoring framework supporting the development 
of dialog forms. The framework is based on an 
abstraction of the notion of a dialog form and its 
constituents and remains independent of particular 
technology, formats or conversational interfaces. 
The framework supports the concept of a Forms 
workspace. In the scope of this workspace the 
application developer can create and edit multiple 
dialog forms. The framework is also versatile in 
allowing the user to develop forms from scratch, 
but also to import and edit legacy forms. It is also 
important that the environment provides a host of 
other operations that facilitate conversational 
application development.  
 
Since Dialog Management is among the most 
important components of any Conversational 
System, the benefits from using this authoring 
framework are straightforward. In particular, using 
this environment developers are alleviated from the 
tedious task of manually producing scripts. Manual 
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authoring is slower, less intuitive, more error-prone 
and overall less productive. Moreover, using this 
environment users process forms based on an 
object oriented representation, which (based on 
XML technology) can easily produce any existing 
or emerging file format/syntax. 
 
The presented implementation lacks many features 
that could make such a technology independent 
framework complete and easily customisable to 
different formats. It is a subject of future work to 
revise the implementation, so that these features 
are added as well. Moreover, we intend to advance 
the forms abstraction concept so as to capture more 
dialog management details, but also to cover the 
widest range of technologies possible. 
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Abstract 
The approach towards Semantic Web 
Information Extraction (IE) presented here is 
implemented in KIM – a platform for semantic 
indexing, annotation, and retrieval. It combines 
IE based on mature text engineering platform 
(GATE1) with Semantic Web-compliant 
knowledge representation and management. The 
cornerstone is automatic generation of named-
entity (NE) annotations with class and instance 
references to a semantic repository. Simplistic 
upper-level ontology, providing detailed 
coverage of the most popular entity types, is 
designed and used. A knowledge base (KB) with 
quasi-exhaustive coverage of real-world entities 
of general importance is maintained, used, and 
constantly enriched. Extensions of the ontology 
and KB take care of handling all the lexical 
resources used for IE, most notable, instead of 
gazetteer lists, aliases of specific entities are kept 
together with the latter in the KB.  

1 Introduction 

Currently there are various IE technologies that 
allow the recognition of named entities within the 
text, and even the relations, events and scenarios in 
which they take part. Thus, metadata could be 
assigned to the document, presenting part of its 
information content, suitable for further processing. 
Examples are: knowing the author of a document, or 
the people referred in a text. The Semantic Web 
initiative emphasizes on the important question how 
to make this metadata machine readable for the 
purposes of effective structuring, discovery, 
automation, integration, and reuse. The acquisition 
of masses of metadata for the web content would 
allow various Semantic Web applications to emerge, 
gain wide acceptance, and provide new information 
access methods. The automatic extraction of 

                                                      
1 General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE), 

http://gate.ac.uk, leading NLP and IE platform developed in 
the University of Sheffield. 

metadata is promising scalable, cheap, author-
independent and user/context-specific enrichment of 
web content. For many applications, these benefits 
justify the accuracy trade-off compared to the 
manual and semi-automatic authoring approaches.  

The exposition continues with brief definition of 
Semantic Annotation (section 2), introduction to the 
KIM Platform (section 3), description of the 
Semantic IE involved (section 4), evaluation of the 
results (section 5), related work (section 6), 
conclusion and future work (section 7). 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Semantic Annotation 

2 Semantic Annotation 

In a nutshell, we consider Semantic Annotation the 
idea of assigning to the entities in the text links to 
their semantic descriptions (depicted on Figure 1). 
The idea of this sort of metadata is to provide both 
class and instance information about the entities. 
The automatic semantic annotation can be seen as 
classical named-entity recognition (NER), 
augmented with identification and annotation with 
respect to ontology and a KB of entity descriptions. 
More on semantic annotation could be found in 
(Kiryakov et al. 03).  



3 KIM Platform 

The KIM platform2 provides semantic annotation, 
indexing, and retrieval services and infrastructure. 
To do this in a consistent fashion, it performs 
information extraction based on ontology and a 
massive knowledge base. More on the KIM Platform 
could be found in (Popov et al. 03).  

We identified an inter-domain NE type hierarchy 
from a corpus of general news and integrated it in 
the KIM Ontology (KIMO). The ontology contains 
definitions of entities, relations, as well as a branch 
of lexical resource types (e.g. Title, 
PersonFirstName, DayOfWeek, etc.). The semantic 
descriptions of entities and relations between them 
are kept in a knowledge base (KB) according to 
KIMO and reside in the same semantic repository. 
Thus KIM provides for each entity reference in the 
text (i) a link (URI) to the most specific class in the 
ontology and (ii) a link to the specific instance in the 
KB. Figure 2 demonstrates a couple of front-end 
tools. The Internet Explorer plug-in (on the left) 
allows semantic annotation of arbitrary web pages. It 
provides straightforward semantic annotation 
delivery to the end-user. Hyperlinks from the entity 
references allow their descriptions to be explored 
with the KIM Explorer (on the front-right). The KB 
Explorer allows further traversal of the semantic 
repository.  

                                                      
2 Knowledge and Information Management Platform, see 

http://www.ontotext.com/kim 

        
     Figure 3. The Lexical Resources branch.  

3.1 Ontology  

The KIM ontology (KIMO) 3 consists of 250 general 
entity types and 100 attributes and relations. The top 
Entities could be seen in the type hierarchy of the 
KIM plug-in on Figure 2. Details about KIMO could 
be found in (Popov et al. 03). The LexicalResource 
branch is dedicated to encoding various data aiding 
the IE process, such as company suffixes (AG, Ltd.), 
person first names, etc. (depicted on Figure 3.) The 
taxonomy of lexical resources allows the expression 
of patterns at the appropriate level of generalization 
for the means of NER.  F.e. some rules may be 
interested in any person first names and others only 
in the female ones.  

3.2 Knowledge Base 

No matter how sophisticated the automatic IE 
process is, one can still benefit from a starting KB to 
represent the entities that are important (popular, 
often cited, highly connected to others, etc.) To 
support a general-purpose semantic annotation, KIM 
maintains a KB with descriptions of entities of 
general importance.  The KB targets to cover what 
an undergraduate knows outside its country, 
specialization, and hobby, in terms of entities with 
their proper classes, aliases and important relations. 

To achieve this goal we experiment primarily in 
the field of international news. The specifics of this 
domain is that it covers (and determines) the most 
well known and important entities in the world.  

The entity descriptions are being stored in the 
same RDF(S) repository as the KIM ontology. Each 
entity has information about its specific type, aliases 

                                                      
3 http://www.ontotext.com/kim/2003/03/kimo.rdfs 

Figure 2. KIM Plug-In, semantically annotated content and KB Explorer (in front) 



(incl. a main alias, expressing the (most probable) 
official name), attributes (e.g. Latitude of a 
Location), and relations (e.g. a Location 
subRegionOf another Location).  

KIM KB has been pre-populated with about 80k 
entities of general importance. Details of the KIM 
KB are presented in (Popov et al. 03). 

4 Semantic Information Extraction 

The essence of the KIM IE approach is the 
recognition of named entities with respect to formal 
upper-level ontology (KIMO) and underlying KB 
(KIM KB). The NE annotations are typed with 
respect to the entity classes in the ontology and 
linked to an entity individual in the KB. The IE 
involved in KIM is currently concentrated mostly on 
the NER task, which is considered a step-stone for 
further attribute, relation, event, and scenario 
extraction. KIM IE is based on the GATE 
framework, which has proved its maturity, 
extensibility and task independency for IE and other 
NL applications. We have reused much of GATE’s 
document and annotation management functionality, 
and generic NLP components as its Tokenizer, Part-
of-Speech Tagger, and Sentence Splitter. For our 
purposes we changed the grammar components to 
handle entity class information and match rules 
according to it. The grammar rules are now based on 
the ontology classes, rather than on a flat set of NE 
types. This allows much more flexibility in the 
creation of NER rules at the most appropriate level 
of generalization. The Semantic Gazetteer, the 
simple disambiguation and annotation filtering 
components, as well as the final KB enrichment 
layer have been developed from scratch since they 
are not typical for the traditional NER.  

The IE component flow diagram (Figure 4) 
displays the sequential processing of content to the 
point where semantic annotations of NE are 
produced over it. The semantic repository is also 
displayed and linked with the ontology and KB 
aware components.  The semantically-aware 
modules are presented in the sub-sections below.  

4.1 Semantic Gazetteer  

In KIM, the lists of a traditional text-lookup 
component have been replaced with a knowledge 
base containing the entities (with their aliases) and 
lexical resources. These are used to initialize the 
semantic gazetteer component, which keeps the 
various aliases and their type and instance 
references. Upon occurrence of a known lexical 
resource or entity alias in the text (f.e. Monday, 

Zimbabwe, GMT, etc.), the semantic gazetteer 
generates a temporary annotation with a link to a 
class in the ontology. Even more, the aliases of 
entities in the text are linked to the specific instances 
they refer to. From here on the temporary 
annotations carry these semantic links, upon which 
the rest of the IE components base their processing.  

 

4.2 Ontology-Aware Pattern-Matching 
Grammars 

Pattern-matching grammars have proven to be 
applicable for various NLP tasks and also have 
traditionally been used for IE and NER. A grammar 
processor called JAPE (Cunningham et al. 00) is a 
part of the GATE platform, and allows the 
specification of rules that fire on patterns of 
annotations (and annotation features). We have 
modified the JAPE processor to handle class 
information and match patterns of annotations with 
respect to their class features. The matching process 
uses the ontology to determine whether the 
candidate annotation has the same class as (or a sub-
class of) the class in the pattern. Thus one could 
specify a pattern referring to a more general class 
(e.g. Organization), allowing all of its sub-classes 
(e.g. commercial, educational, religious and other 
organizations) to fire the grammar rule.  

The NER grammars used in GATE and derived 
projects were based on a 2-level hierarchy of types 
(major and minor type). Our approach introduces the 
usage of a much more complex and branched 
hierarchy of both entity and lexical resource types. 
The current approach allows the specification of 
rules that take benefit of the subsumption of types in 
KIMO type hierarchy. Thus, allowing both rules for 
very specific types and ones for more general ones. 
This has at least two benefits: (i) easy porting of 
NER grammar rules defined over general NE types 
and (ii) expressive power to create rules that are very 

Figure 4: KIM Semantic IE flow diagram. 



specific and very fine-grained with respect to the 
entity types they refer to. This allows the production 
of NE annotations with much more specific entity 
types.  

We had also implemented some basic relation 
extraction tasks, such as identifying the Position of 
a Person within an Organization. Those are still 
not evaluated and require further refinement. 

4.3 NE Coreference 

The NER process continues with orthographic NE 
coreference component (see (Bontcheva et al. 02) 
and (Dimitrov et al. 02) for more on NE coreference 
within GATE), that generates lists of matching 
entity annotations within one type, according to their 
text representation.  

We have extended the coreference module to take 
into account the instance information of the 
recognized entities, thus enabling different string 
representations of an entity to be matched if they are 
aliases of one and the same KB individual. Without 
the instance data, names like Beijing and Pekin 
could not be matched by orthographic coreference 
only. This is an example of how a traditional HLT 
task benefits from the KB of world knowledge.  

4.4 Simple Disambiguation 

Potentially there could be multiple entity aliases in 
the KB that are equivalent to single NE reference in 
the text. For such references the semantic gazetteer 
generates multiple alternative annotations. Thus the 
over-generation of semantic annotations is rooted in 
the richness of the KB and the phenomena of 
naming different things with same names. We 
currently use only simple disambiguation techniques 
that filter some of the obviously irrelevant candidate 
annotations. We would also experiment with other 
approaches towards disambiguation of named-entity 
references. Adaptation of a HMM learner, that has 
already been successfully used for non-semantic 
disambiguation within GATE is one of the first 
ideas. We would also like to experiment with 
techniques similar to those used for word-sense 
disambiguation (namely, lexical-chaining) and 
“symbolic” context management. We would like to 
pay attention on techniques for ontology-based 
disambiguation by identifying the context relevance 
to a certain part of the ontology.  

4.5 KB Enrichment 

The last phase is not part of the standard IE systems, 
since it is related to the KB enrichment with new 
entity instances and relations. New entity individuals 

(previously not present in the KB) are constructed 
and added to the KB along with their aliases. 

 At this point all generated named entity 
annotations are linked to the ontology (via their class 
information) and to the KB (via their specific 
instance). The relation annotations generated by the 
template relation extraction grammars, are used to 
generate the according entity relations in the KB 
(e.g. person’s positions; spatial positioning 
information for organizations, etc.).  

 
Annotation 
Type Precision Recall 

F-
Measure

Date 0.91 0.83 0.87 
Person 0.90 0.85 0.87 
Organization 0.77 0.56 0.64 
Location 0.92 0.92 0.92 
Percent 1 1 1 
Money 1 1 1 
Total 0.86 0.82 0.84 

Table 1: KIM evaluation versus the human annotated corpus with 
respect to general NE types. 

5 Evaluation of KIM NER 

The evaluation corpus contains 100 documents of 
news articles from several UK media sources 
(Financial Times, Independent, and Guardian). The 
corpus is annotated with the traditional flat NE types 
used by most of the NER systems (Location, 
Organization, Person, Date, Percent, Money).  
Despite the fact that KIM provides more specific 
type information, it is still possible to test it against 
the human annotated corpus (because something that 
is a Mountain is also a Location). In Table 1 we 
present the Precision, Recall and F-Measure of the 
automatically annotated corpus versus the human 
annotated one.  

6 Related Work 

Significant amount of research on IE has been 
performed in various projects related to GATE (see 
(Maynard et al. 01), (Bontcheva et al. 02), 
(Cunningham et al. 99), (Cunningham et al. 02), 
(Cunningham et al. 00), (Dimitrov et al. 02), 
(Maynard et al. 03)). KIM’s IE and content 
management is grounded in the GATE framework, 
and opens it towards Semantic Web knowledge 
representation and management technologies (see 
also (Kiryakov et al. 03),(Popov et al. 03) and 
(Bontcheva et al.  03)).  



NE type hierarchies design has been discussed in 
(Sekine et al. 02). And also semantic annotation of 
documents with respect to ontology and entity 
knowledge base is discussed in (Carr et al.) and 
(Kahan et al.) – although presenting interesting and 
ambitious approaches, these do not discuss usage of 
information extraction for automatic annotation. 
Machine learning based semantic annotation is used 
also in the S-CREAM project presented in 
(Handschuh et al. 02). Similar approach is embodied 
also in the MnM project (Vargas-Vera et al. 02), 
where the semantic annotations can be placed inline 
in the document content and refer to an ontology and 
KB server (WebOnto), accessible via standard API.  

All the semantic annotation techniques referred 
above lack the usage of upper-level ontologies and 
critical mass of world knowledge to serve as a 
trusted and reusable basis for the automatic 
recognition and annotation, as in the approach 
presented in (Bontcheva et al. 03), (Kiryakov et al. 
03) and discussed here. Also the IE processes 
involved in related work do not link the NE 
reference in the text with a NE individual in the KB.  

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

We presented the Semantic IE approach embodied in 
the KIM Platform, with the involved technologies 
and resources. KIM offers automatic semantic 
annotation, which can be seen as named entity 
recognition extended with identification of the 
entities. The identification is innovative task and 
annotation aspect and allows easy formal linking to 
world knowledge available for the entities.  

Even linguistically simplistic, KIM platform 
provides a test bed and proves number of hypothesis 
and design decisions: (i) it is worth using almost-
exhaustive entity knowledge (sort of super-
gazetteers) for IE. The technology used (based on 
GATE) can manage the scale. Even without 
significant efforts on disambiguation, the precision 
drawbacks are acceptable for many applications; (ii) 
it is possible to adopt a traditional symbolic IE 
system to perform semantic annotations and thus 
provide its results in shape suitable for Semantic 
Web applications. 

The implementation is currently under 
development, so, preliminary results are reported. In 
the future we would like to develop (or adapt) 
evaluation metric which properly measures the 
performance of a semantic annotation system; 
experiment different approaches towards 
disambiguation of NE references; make use of more 
advanced IE techniques for identification of 
relations, analysis of events and situations, etc. The 

KIM Ontology and KB as well as the methodology 
and procedure for their sustainable maintenance and 
improvement will be subject of future research. 
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Abstract 

Texts and their translations are a rich lin-
guistic resource that can be used to train 
and test statistics-based Machine Transla-
tion systems and many other applications. 
In this paper, we present a working system 
that can identify translations and other very 
similar documents among a large number 
of candidates, by representing the docu-
ment contents with a vector of thesaurus 
terms from a multilingual thesaurus, and by 
then measuring the semantic similarity be-
tween the vectors. Tests on different text 
types have shown that the system can detect 
translations with over 96% precision in a 
large search space of 820 documents or 
more. The system was tuned to ignore lan-
guage-specific similarities and to give simi-
lar documents in a second language the 
same similarity score as equivalent docu-
ments in the same language. The applica-
tion can also be used to detect cross-lingual 
document plagiarism.  

1 Introduction 

The task of mining for translational equivalences at 
document level presented in this paper is based on 
the automatic mapping of documents onto an exist-
ing multilingual knowledge structure, the EUROVOC 
thesaurus, which is evolving to be a cataloguing 
standard in parliamentary documentation centres and 
other institutions in Europe. Before the similarity of 
documents across languages can be measured, the 
texts have to be represented by a list of thesaurus 
descriptor terms. However, EUROVOC descriptor 
terms are abstract multi-word concepts that can only 
rarely be found in the documents. In order to iden-
tify the best descriptors to represent document con-

tents, we devised an associative system that learns 
large lists of words that are associated to each de-
scriptor term from a training collection of texts to 
which descriptors had been assigned manually by 
professional library indexers. A large overlap of a 
descriptor’s associated words and the words of a text 
indicates that the descriptor is of some relevance to 
the text.  

After describing the possible uses of a system 
that can identify translations of a given document 
(sect. 2), and after relating to previous work in this 
field (sect. 3), we describe the multilingual knowl-
edge structure EUROVOC used in the process (sect. 4) 
and the mapping procedure to represent document 
contents across languages with this resource (sect. 
5). In section 6, we present several experiments for 
cross-lingual document comparison, and the per-
formance achieved. Section 7 summarises the results 
and points to future work. 

2 Motivation 

Texts and their translations are a rich linguistic re-
source as they can be used to train and test a number 
of multilingual and cross-lingual applications such 
as statistics-based Machine Translation systems, 
Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR) en-
gines, multilingual sentence aligners, named entity 
recognition and classification tools, and many more. 
They can furthermore be exploited to generate bilin-
gual or multilingual linguistic resources such as ter-
minology lists, dictionaries, and cross-lingual word 
associations. For the consistency of these automati-
cally built resources, collections of parallel texts are 
more useful than several independent or comparable 
monolingual corpora. For this reason, Resnik (1998) 
as well as Chen & Nie (2000) have devised systems 
to automatically compile such parallel corpora from 
the internet, and they, as well as Smith (2002) and 
Landauer & Littman (1991) have worked to build 
applications that try to decide whether texts are 



translations of each other.  
Our own main motivation to carry out this work 

was to help users find related texts and translations 
of a given text in large multilingual document col-
lections. The identification of translations and other 
similar texts can be useful to suggest to users to read 
texts in a language they may understand better. In a 
different setting, the inverse may also be true: Users 
may not want to be presented with documents that 
are too similar to those that they already know in 
order to avoid redundant reading. We will also soon 
need the automatic identification of semantically 
similar newspaper articles written in various lan-
guages to track articles on the same topic (topic 
tracking) and to detect trends.  

Our work can furthermore help to overcome the 
yet unsolved problem of how to detect document 
plagiarism across-languages (Clough, 2003). Finally, 
it should also be possible to use our method to com-
pile comparable corpora on the basis of readily 
available text collections such as those distributed by 
Reuters and Le Monde. Although this has not yet 
been tested, it should be possible to take news arti-
cles about a certain subject field in one language and 
to produce a collection of the most similar documents 
in the other language. These can then be joined to 
build a comparable corpus of this subject field. 

3 Related Work 

Most previous work on finding translational equiva-
lences concentrates on the sentence or the word 
level. However, some researchers were interested in 
compiling automatically large collections of parallel 
texts to exploit them for applications such as those 
described in the previous section. Both Resnik 
(1999) and Chen & Nie (2000) devised systems to 
mine the internet for parallel texts with the help of 
conventional search engines by finding parent pages 
containing HTML anchors such as ‘English version’ 
and ‘French version’ or by searching text in one lan-
guage containing an anchor pointing to its transla-
tion. The result was, for each web site, a small num-
ber of HTML documents that are likely to be 
translations of each other. The challenge was then to 
determine whether or not these documents were 
really translations. In order to do this, Resnik ap-
plied a language identification tool and used struc-
tural (formatting) features to align the two texts, us-
ing diff. He then used the string length criterion for 
the aligned chunks, meaning that it was assumed that 
these chunks were translations of each other if they 
were of a similar length. Resnik evaluated the results 
on the basis of 261 document pairs against human 
judges. He achieved a precision (i.e. the percentage 
of automatically identified document pairs that were 

really translations of each other) of 92% with a re-
call of 64.1%, which means that almost two thirds of 
the real translation pairs were found.  

For a similar task, Chen & Nie used the text  fea-
tures ‘URL’, ‘size’, ‘date’, ‘language’ and ‘character 
set’ to determine whether documents were transla-
tions of each other. They evaluated their translation 
identification algorithm on the basis of 100-200 ran-
domly picked document pairs. Although they did not 
exploit the expected similar formatting of the text 
and its translation, which is a major feature in Res-
nik’s work, they report a precision of over 95% for 
English-French and of 90% for English-Chinese 
document pairs. 

A fundamental difference between the web min-
ing task and ours is that, in the web mining task, the 
search space for the translation consists of the rela-
tively small number of documents found on the 
same site, while the search space in our experiments 
consisted of up to 1615 documents and could be 
much larger. 

Landauer & Littman (1991) used an approach 
that is more comparable to our own in that it uses 
lexical text features and that the search space for the 
translations in their experiment was much bigger. 
They applied cross-lingual Latent Semantic Indexing 
(LSI) to text segments, i.e. smaller parts of a text. 
The basic function of cross-lingual LSI is to analyse 
a training set of parallel texts statistically to derive a 
common vector space representation scheme for all 
the words in the bilingual sample, meaning that the 
words in both languages are represented using the 
same language-independent vector space. The vector 
space of typically 100 dimensions is achieved by 
applying Singular Value Decomposition and by go-
ing via a term-by-document matrix to several lower 
rank matrices (see Deerwester et al., 1990). The re-
sult of this training phase is that each smaller or lar-
ger piece of text in either of the two languages can 
then be represented using this same vector space. 
For each pair of documents in these two languages, a 
cosine similarity score can then be calculated. The 
higher the similarity, the more similar the texts. 
Translations are supposedly close to 100% similar. 
Landauer & Littman’s evaluation using the ‘Han-
sard’ parallel corpus showed that the average simi-
larity for 200 randomly sampled pairs of English-
French paragraphs according to their representation 
was 0.78 (with a standard deviation of 0.09). Their 
evaluation on a collection of 1,582 parallel text 
paragraphs showed that their LSI system managed to 
find the French translation as the most similar text to 
a given English paragraph in 92% of all cases (92% 
precision), which is a very good result.  

Although the LSI approach is rather different 



from our thesaurus-
based one, the results 
achieved are very 
similar to the ones 
presented in this pa-
per. The advantage of 
Landauer & Littman’s 
approach is that their 
system can theoreti-
cally be trained for 
any language pair or 
set of languages, 
while our own is lim-
ited to the languages 
for which EUROVOC 
and pre-indexed train-
ing material exists. 
The advantage of our 
own approach is that 
it is more modular 
and that no language-
pair specific training 
is required because 

the multilingual conceptual knowledge structure 
EUROVOC provides the link between the languages 
once the descriptors have been assigned to texts in a 
language. Landauer & Littman’s approach needs 
retraining each time a language is added or the train-
ing set changes. Another advantage of our approach 
is that the representation of texts by their most ap-
propriate EUROVOC descriptors fulfils many more 
uses than the identification of translations. These 
include subject-specific summarisation, conceptual 
and cross-lingual indexing for human users, and 
automatic annotation of documents for the Semantic 
Web (Pouliquen et al., 2003). 

Clough (2003) and Shivakumar & García-Molina 
(1996) focused on monolingual document similarity 
calculation in order to detect plagiarism.  
While Shivakumar & García-Molina mainly applied 
a cosine similarity measure to various chunks of two 
documents, Clough applied sort of a cosine similar-
ity to a variety of word n-grams and looked at rare 
words and stylistic inconsistency between para-
graphs. Plough points out the difficulty of  identify-
ing more complex forms of plagiarism that go be-
yond cut-and-paste or simple rewriting. Furthermore 
he stresses the difficulty of detecting cross-lingual 
plagiarism (Multilingual Copy Detection). We be-
lieve that our approach provides at least partial solu-
tions for the multilingual plagiarism of whole docu-
ments or of document sections (after splitting 
documents into smaller parts). 

4 EUROVOC Thesaurus 

EUROVOC is a hierarchically organised controlled 
vocabulary that was developed by the European Par-
liament, the European Commission’s Publications 
Office, together with many national parliaments in 
and outside the European Union (EU), for the cata-
loguing, search and retrieval of their large multilin-
gual document collections (Eurovoc 1995). Cur-
rently, the cataloguing is a manual (intellectual) 
process. EUROVOC is a steadily growing resource that 
is currently available in the eleven official EU lan-
guage versions with an additional eleven languages 
in preparation.  

Its 6075 descriptor terms are hierarchically or-
ganised into 21 fields and, at the second level, into 
127 micro-thesauri. The maximum depth is eight 
levels. In addition to the 5877 pairs of broader terms 
(BT) and narrower terms (NT), there are 2730 pairs 
of related terms (RT) linking descriptors not related 
hierarchically.  

Due to its wide coverage represented by the rela-
tively small number of descriptors, the descriptor 
terms are mostly rather abstract multi-word expres-
sions that are unlikely to be found verbatim in the 
texts. EUROVOC examples are PROTECTION OF MINORI-
TIES, FISHERY MANAGEMENT and CONSTRUCTION AND 
TOWN PLANNING1.  

5 Mapping Documents to EUROVOC  

The procedure of mapping texts written in different 
languages automatically onto the multilingual EURO-
VOC thesaurus is described in detail in Pouliquen et 
al. (2003) so that this process will only be sketched 
here. A description of previous results and experi-
ments can be found in Steinberger (2001).  

It is not possible to base an automatic EUROVOC 
thesaurus descriptor assignment on the actual occur-
rence of the descriptor text in the document because 
the lexical evidence is weak and even misleading: 
The descriptor text occurs explicitly in only 31% of 
documents manually indexed with this descriptor. 
On the other hand, in approximately nine out of ten 
documents, the descriptor text is present explicitly 
even though the descriptor itself had not been as-
signed manually. This means that basing the as-
signment on the presence of the descriptor text in the 
document would lead to wrong results in most cases. 

For this reason, we have taken another, fuzzy ap-
proach. For each descriptor, we automatically pro-
duce its profile, i.e. a ranked set of words that are 
statistically related to the descriptor so that we have 
more lexical evidence at hand that indicates that a 

                                                           
1We write all EUROVOC descriptors in small caps.  

Lemma Wei
ght 

dangerous_goods 33 
radioactive_material 19 

by_road 19 

carriage 19 

dangerous 18 

plutonium 17 

radioactive_waste 15 

nuclear_fuel 15 

shipment 15 

adr 14 

bind_for 13 

tank 13 

receptacle 13 

transport 13 

pollute 12 

nuclear_waste 12 

Table 1. Most important 
English associated lemmas 
for EUROVOC descriptor 
TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS 
GOODS.



certain descriptor should be assigned to a text. As 
these words are statistically, but not always semanti-
cally related, we refer to these pertinent words as 
descriptor associates. Table 1 shows the top of the 
relevance-ranked associate list for the descriptor 
TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS. 

We produce these associate lists on the basis of a 
large collection of manually indexed documents (the 
training set), by comparing the word frequencies in 
the subset of texts that have been indexed manually 
with a certain descriptor with the word frequencies 
in the whole training set. For the comparison, we use 
a combination of Dunning’s statistical log-likelihood 
test (or G2) to reduce the number of words to be con-
sidered (dimensionality reduction) with filters and 
various IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) weight-
ings (Salton & Buckley 1988). This method auto-
matically produces lists of typical words for each 
descriptor. It also produces information on the de-
gree with which these words are typical. 

Before applying any statistical procedures, we 
carry out some minimal linguistic pre-processing in 
order to normalise all texts: We lemmatise texts so 
as to work only with base word forms, and we mark 
up the most frequent compounds in our training set. 
There is also a large list of stop words, i.e. words 
that should never be associates because they are not 
meaningful. 

When we want to index a new text automatically 
with EUROVOC descriptors, we make a statistical 
comparison of the frequency list of its lemmas with 
the associate lists of all descriptors to check which 
associate lists are most similar to the text's lemma 
list. The most similar associate lists, according to 
some statistical similarity measure, indicate the most 
appropriate descriptor terms. The result is thus a 
long ranked list of EUROVOC descriptors assigned to 
this document. Typically, we keep the highest-
ranking 100 descriptors. The example in Table 2 
shows the assignment results of a document found 
on the internet2.  

To speak with text classification terminology 
(Sebastiani, 1999), the mapping of texts onto the 
EUROVOC thesaurus is a category ranking classifica-
tion task using a machine learning approach, where 
an inductive process builds a profile-based classifier 
by observing the manual classification on a training 
set of documents with only positive examples. For 
each EUROVOC descriptor, we built a category profile 
consisting of a set of lemmas and their weight. 
Unlike usual classifiers, our system does not decide 
against the appropriateness of a class. Instead, it 
produces long ranked lists of more or less relevant 
                                                           
2 http://europa.eu.int/comm/food/fs/inspections/vi/reports/ 
austria/vi_rep_oste_1074-1999_en.html 

classes for each document. This representation is 
more suitable for document similarity calculation. 
According to Sebastiani (1999), the k-nearest-
neighbour (KNN) approach tends to produce best 
results. Although we have not tried this approach, it 
does not seem computationally viable to apply it to 
our training set of over thirty thousand documents, 
and we doubt that it would be the most appropriate 
technique for our multi-class categorisation problem.  

The method used is language-independent. It has 
been applied to all eleven official EU languages with 
similar results, but the parameter settings  have cur-
rently only been optimised for English and Spanish, 
and to a lesser degree for French. Further languages 
will follow. As EUROVOC is used by parliaments in 
several Eastern-European countries that will join the 
EU soon, we are currently trying to get collections 
of manually indexed documents to train our system 
for these languages. 

The system was trained on 30231 texts and it was 
evaluated on a complementary test set of 590 repre-
sentative, but randomly chosen texts. The descriptor 
assignment was evaluated against the annotation of 
two separate indexing professionals. The precision 
achieved for the eight highest-ranking descriptors 
assigned automatically (eight was the average num-
ber of descriptors assigned manually) was 67% 
(F=65). This is 86% as good as the inter-annotator 
agreement of 78% (67/78=86%). 

The assignment of descriptors to a text of one to 
five pages currently takes ten to twenty seconds on an 
average modern PC (1.3 GHz AMD processor with 
384MB of RAM), but the process could be optimised.  

6 Identification of Translations 

Each EUROVOC descriptor is identified by a numerical 
code and has one-to-one translations into different 
languages. Texts can be represented as a vector con-
sisting of the EUROVOC descriptor codes assigned to 
them and their assignment score. Two texts can then 
be compared with each other by calculating the simi-

Rank Descriptor Cosine
1 VETERINARY LEGISLATION 42.4%

2 PUBLIC HEALTH 37.1%

3 VETERINARY INSPECTION 36.6%

4 FOOD CONTROL 35.6%

5 FOOD INSPECTION 34.8%

6 AUSTRIA 29.5%

7 VETERINARY PRODUCT 28.9%

8 COMMUNITY CONTROL 28.4%

Table 2. Assignment results (top 8 descriptors) for a 
document found on the internet (‘Food and veterinary 
Office mission to Austria’) 2 



larity between the two descriptor vectors. The higher 
the similarity value, the more similar the texts. The 
similarity measure for documents is the same, inde-
pendent of the document language. 

6.1 Description of the Test Sets 

We tested the algorithm on three different test sets of 
between 795 and 1615 document pairs each. Neither 
of the test sets was part of the training corpus or of 
the set of documents used to optimise the EUROVOC 
assignment algorithm. 

Test set T0 consists of 1130 randomly chosen 
texts of the same type as the training data. As T0 
contained many almost identical documents (e.g. 
updates to the same contract in which only the dates 
have changed, or the same international agreement 
of the EU with two different countries in which the 
largest parts of the texts were identical copies), we 
identified documents that were 95% or more identi-
cal in English and took them and their translations 
out of the corpus. This means that we took those 
documents away that were so similar that most parts 
of the text were verbatim the same. The resulting 
test set T1 contained 820 documents. Test set T2 
consists of 795 official EU bulletins3, a text type our 
system had not previously been exposed to. To test 
corpus-specific behaviour, we also merged T1 and 
T2 into T3, resulting in 1615 document pairs. 

6.2 Semantic Text Similarity 

We represent each text as a vector of the top 100 
automatically assigned EUROVOC descriptors and 
their assignment score, and we calculate the cosine 
(Salton & Buckley, 1988) between vectors to meas-
ure text similarity. The number of dimensions of the 
vector used in the similarity calculation is the union 
of the sets of dimensions of the two individual vec-
tors. In the case of two entirely unrelated documents 
(no descriptors in common, similarity equals zero), 
the number of dimensions would thus be 200. 

In the first experiment, we checked for each Eng-
lish document whether the Spanish and French trans-
lations were found as the most similar documents by 
looking only at the texts in the target language. This 
means that, when searching for the Spanish transla-
tions of the 820 English documents of T1, we looked 
only at the 820 Spanish documents. Table 3 shows for 
T1 that 90.61% of all Spanish translations were found 
as the most similar document to the English one (row 
T1-ES). Searching in the other direction, i.e. search-
ing English translations of Spanish texts (T1-SE), 
produces results that are about 2% lower. We have 
not yet been able to identify the reason for this differ-

                                                           
3 Found at http://europa.eu.int/abc/doc/off/bull/en/welcome.htm 

ence in performance. The results for French (T1-EF) 
are slightly lower because the French EUROVOC de-
scriptor assignment has not been optimised entirely.  

The comparison of T1-ES with T2-ES, and of 
T1-EF with T2-EF, shows that the system performs 
better with test set T1, i.e. if the test texts are of the 
same type as the training set. However, the precision 
of 84,28% for test set 2 (T2-ES) is still high. 

The results for test set T0 are displayed for com-
pleteness (T0-ES) to show the decrease in perform-
ance when the many monolingual document dupli-
cates have not been removed. 

6.3 Considering the Length Factor 

These results were produced exclusively on the basis 
of semantic similarity, i.e. on the basis of the EURO-
VOC content descriptors, not taking into account the 
obvious fact that translations should have a similar 
length to the original text. In our training set, we 
observed that the Spanish and French translations 
use, on average, 13.5% and 18% more characters, 
respectively, than their English counterparts. The 
variation of the length difference approximately fol-
lows a normal distribution. In the second experi-
ment, we considered this length factor LF by punish-
ing the similarity score cos(d1,d2) of all those 
documents d1 and d2 that differ from this average 
length difference according to the following formula 
(with µ and σ being the average and the standard 
deviation of the length factor on the training set): 
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Row T1-ES shows that adding this criterion helps to 
increase the translation identification precision rate 
from 90.61 to 96.83%. Most of the remaining trans-
lations were identified as the second or third most 
similar document: 99.76% of all translations (all but 
two) were found as one of the three most similar 
documents; the remaining two were found at ranks 7 
and 16. We consider these to be very good results 
for the large search space of 820 documents. Apply-
ing the length factor alone, i.e. without EUROVOC 
descriptor assignment, raises the precision for ran-
dom selection of the translation from 0.12% to 1.7% 
(T1-ES-LF), which is a very bad result and which 
confirms that the Length Factor alone cannot be 
used to detect translations.  

Friburger & Maurel (2002) showed that cross-
lingual information retrieval can be improved by 
considering named entities. We expect that our 
translation identification results can be improved 



further by considering named entities and additional 
text features such as formatting, the length of indi-
vidual text passages and the occurrence of numbers, 
dates and cognates in the text. However, we re-
stricted ourselves to using only the ‘semantic’ simi-
larity to show the benefit of this approach. Further-
more, using cognates is character set-dependent and 
would not work for English-Greek while the EUROVOC 
assignment approach is not restricted in this way. 

The success rate of 90.31% for test set T2 was 
lower (row T2-ES), which shows that the system 
works better on the sort of texts it was trained on. 
We experienced that EUROVOC descriptor assignment 
seems less good when applied to news articles or 
other documents that are completely different from 
the training documents, and especially if they cover 
subjects not well represented by EUROVOC (e.g. 
trivia, sports, etc.). We therefore expect that docu-
ment similarity calculation for such documents would 
produce less good results, as well. 

We also tested the performance on the combined 
set of 1615 T1 and T2 texts, i.e. searching for the 
Spanish translation of English texts of both test sets 

in both test sets (T3-ES). The success rate of 93.44% 
is surprisingly high as it seems to be simply an aver-
age of the performance of the T1 (96.83%) and the 
T2 sets (90.31%). We expected a lower precision 
because the search space is twice as big as in T1 and 
T2. A possible explanation for this is that the two 
collections overall have different semantic contents 
so that the risk of wrongly identifying a translation 
from the other text type is rather low. It is also possi-
ble that the specific idiosyncratic features of each of 
the text types have an impact on the assignment so 
that texts of the same type are more likely to get simi-
lar EUROVOC descriptors assigned than other texts with 
similar content.  

6.4 Cross-lingual vs. Monolingual Similarity 

As the training and assignment of EUROVOC descrip-
tors to text is done individually and separately for 
each language, the assignment results differ from 
one language to the other. While the (monolingual) 
similarity of a text to itself is 1.0, the similarity of all 
English-Spanish translation pairs in a set of 590 

Experiment Translations found as 
most similar document 

Identifier Explanation No length  
factor 

Length  
factor 

T0-ES Finding translations of 1030 English texts in a collection of 1030 
Spanish texts 

81.45% 90.26% 

T1-ES Finding translations of 820 English texts in a collection of 820 Span-
ish texts 

90.61% 96.83% 

T1-SE 
(Es to En) 

Finding translations of 820 Spanish texts in a collection of 820 Eng-
lish texts 

88.05% 94.76% 

T1-EF Finding translations of 820 English texts in a collection of 820 French 
texts 

81.71% 91.46% 

T2-ES Finding translations of 795 English texts in a collection of 795 Span-
ish texts (EU bulletins) 

84.28% 90.31% 

T2-EF Finding translations of 795 English texts in a collection of 795 French 
texts (EU bulletins) 

80.00% 84.91% 

T1-ES-LF  Finding translations of 820 English texts in a collection of 820 Span-
ish texts using only the length factor (no semantic similarity) 

00.12% 01.71% 

T3-ES 
(T1+T2) 

Finding translations of 1615 English texts (820 T1 + 795 T2) in a col-
lection of 1615 Spanish texts (combining ‘T1’ and ‘T2’ sets) 

85.08% 93.44% 

T1-ES-B 
(bilingual) 

Finding translations of 820 English texts in a collection of 1640 Span-
ish and English texts 

62.56% 77.32% 

Th1-ES-B 
(weighted-
bilingual-half) 

Finding translations of 410 English texts in a collection of 820 Span-
ish and English texts (half the set of ‘T1-ES-B’, random-selected) 

69.68% 81.91% 

T1-ES-BW 
(bilingual-
weighted) 

Finding translations of 820 English texts in a collection of 1640 Span-
ish and English texts. Punishing the mono-lingual similarity score by 
83% 

89.27% 95.24% 

Th1-ES-BW Finding translation of 410 English texts in a collection of 820 Spanish 
and English texts. Punishing the mono-lingual similarity score by 83% 

92.91% 96.82% 

Table 3. Translation recognition results (Precision), i.e. number of translations that were identified as being the most 
similar text in the test set, for various test sets (T0, T1, T2, T3), languages (English E, Spanish S and French F), lan-
guage directions (ES vs. SE), with and without applying the length factor LF.  



document pairs not being part of the training or the 
test set is 0.83, with a standard deviation of 0.09.4 It 
is therefore possible that our system will identify 
similar documents written in the same language as 
more similar than the translation in another lan-
guage, while we would like our system to evaluate 
content similarity without being biased by the 
document language.  

To test this, we launched the similarity measure 
(including the Length Factor) on the bilingual Eng-
lish-Spanish test set T1 (i.e. 820 English plus 820 
Spanish texts). For each English text, the most simi-
lar document was identified within the whole search 
space of 1640 English and Spanish documents. Row 
T1-ES-B (bilingual) in Table 3 shows that the per-
formance is indeed much lower (77.32% vs. 96.83% 
monolingually), but the results are difficult to com-
pare because the bilingual search space is twice as 
big as the monolingual search space. To make the 
results comparable, we launched the same experi-
ment for a random selection of 50% of the T1 texts 
(Th1). However, the results shown in row Th1-ES-B 
still only go up to 81.91% and are thus about 15% 
lower than when looking only at the Spanish search 
space. This indicates that the system is indeed biased 
towards documents of the same language.  

To correct this monolingual bias, we punished 
the English documents by multiplying the similarity 
score of English documents with a factor of 0.83 
(which is the average similarity of English texts and 
their Spanish translations in our training set). The 
idea is that, after this punishment, the English 
document  itself and its Spanish translation should, 
on average, have the same score. The result of 
95.24% precision in row T1-ES-BW (bilingual, 
weighted) shows that this monolingual bias can in-
deed be corrected because the result is comparable 
with the 96.83% achieved when searching only the 
820 Spanish documents. When using the same re-
duced search space of 820 documents (row Th1-ES-
BW), the system even achieves 96.82% precision, 
which is almost identical to T1-ES. 

The formula to punish the similarity of the Eng-
lish documents works rather well, but it still needs to 
be improved. The reason for this is that, currently, a 
Spanish document with a similarity score higher 
than 0.83 (e.g. 0.9) will end up having a higher simi-
larity score than the English document itself, which 
will have a similarity score of 0.83. Instead of the cur-
rent formula, we plan to apply a more sophisticated 
function that smoothes the resulting similarity scores.  

                                                           
4 This compares to Landauer & Littman’s (1991) average trans-
lation pair similarity of 0.78, as described in sect. 3. Ideally, 
translation pairs should be identified as 100% similar. 

6.5 Is there a translation? 

In the previous experiments, each source document 
had a translation in the search space and the task was 
to identify it among all documents. However, in a 
different setting, where it is not known whether there 
is a translation or not, a similarity threshold has to be 
set to decide whether or not there is a translation: 
Only if a document in the target language is more 
similar than the threshold, we can assume that it is a 
translation of the source document.  

We experimented with various thresholds and 
found out that the threshold is dependent on the test 
set. The more similar the documents are to the train-
ing set, the higher the average similarity of transla-
tion pairs. The average similarity of translation pairs 
in T1, which is similar to the training set, is 0.82, 
while in T2 it is 0.79. 

The challenge of the task is to decide on a 
threshold that is low enough to include most transla-
tions while being high enough to exclude other 
documents that are not translations. Looking at T1, 
if we aim at including 90% of the translations, the 
similarity threshold has to be set to 0.70. With this 
threshold, our system recognises 88.8% of all trans-
lations successfully, and 2.2% of non-translations 
are wrongly identified as translations because they 
passed the threshold and ranked highest (noise). In 
the different test set T2, however, the same similar-
ity threshold of 0.70 includes only 76.5% of transla-
tions (i.e. 23.5% of all real translations would not 
even be considered as translations). The error rate of 
documents wrongly identified as translations is 5.0%. 

When searching in T2 for translations of the 
documents from T1, i.e. when searching for transla-
tions where there are not any, the threshold of 0.70 
produces 4.15% of noise, i.e. of documents wrongly 
identified as translations.   

To summarise: Depending on whether it is more 
important to increase the recall for correctly identi-
fied translations or to decrease the noise of wrongly 
identified translations, the threshold should be set 
lower or higher. In any case, it is advised to review 
the threshold depending on the document collection: 
It can be set higher for document collections more 
similar to the training set and should be set lower 
when dealing with texts that are of a different type. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

We have shown that the automatic mapping of 
documents in different languages to the same multi-
lingual thesaurus EUROVOC produces a language-
independent document representation that lends it-
self very well to monolingual and cross-lingual 
document similarity calculation. Assuming that the 



translation of a text should be the most similar text 
in a document collection, we carried out tests to 
search for the Spanish and French translations of 
English documents, using several parallel text cor-
pora ranging from 795 text pairs to 1130 text pairs 
and searching in a search space of up to 1640 docu-
ments. The experiments showed that in over 90% of 
cases, the Spanish translation was found to be the 
most similar text to a given English text, in a search 
space of 820 candidates. When adding a Length Fac-
tor to punish those documents that diverge from the 
expected document length, results of almost 97% 
precision were achieved, meaning that in 97% of 
cases, the system identified the correct Spanish 
translation among 820 texts. When comparing the 
cross-lingual document similarity capacity with the 
monolingual capacity by searching for the most 
similar document in the search space of the com-
bined Spanish and English documents, the success 
rate dropped to 82%, indicating that the system 
sometimes wrongly identified similar English docu-
ments as being more similar than the Spanish trans-
lation. By correcting this bias with a monolingual 
punishment factor, it was possible to raise the trans-
lation identification precision to 97%, meaning that 
the final similarity calculation was shown to be as 
good as language-independent. These results are 
extremely encouraging, but also surprising because 
the EUROVOC assignment performance, on which the 
similarity measure is based, is lower. 

Future work will include applying the algorithm 
to texts in further languages and, more importantly, 
to different collections of parallel texts. We are par-
ticularly interested in testing the application for 
monolingual and cross-lingual plagiarism detection. 
Regarding monolingual plagiarism detection, we 
expect our system to work better than string or n-
gram comparison in cases where the plagiarist has 
put effort into paraphrasing the text so as to avoid 
being detected.  An experiment with cross-lingual 
plagiarism would be attractive because currently no 
solution to this task exists (Clough, 2003).  

Should the need arise to improve the task of 
translation identification further, we will add other 
text features to the text comparison algorithm. These 
include document formating, the occurrence of cog-
nates and of automatically extracted references to 
named entities such as dates and currency expres-
sions, as well as geographical places and other proper 
names extracted automatically (Ignat et al., 2003). 
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Abstract

In this paper a multilingual method for event
ordering based on temporal expression resolu-
tion is presented. This method has been im-
plemented through the TERSEO system which
consists of three main units: temporal expres-
sion recognizing, resolution of the coreference
introduced by these expressions, and event or-
dering. By means of this system, chronolog-
ical information related to events can be ex-
tracted from documental databases. This in-
formation is automatically added to the doc-
umental database in order to allow its use by
question answering systems in those cases refer-
ring to temporality. The system has been eval-
uated obtaining results of 91 % precision and
71 % recall. For this, a blind evaluation pro-
cess has been developed guaranteing a reliable
annotation process that was measured through
the kappa factor.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the information society needs a set of
tools for the more and more increased amount
of digital information stored in Internet. Docu-
mental database applications help us to manage
this information. However, documental database
building requires the application of automatic
processes in order to extract relevant information
from texts.

One of these automatic processes is the event
ordering by means of the date and time. Usu-
ally, a user needs to obtain all the information
related to a specific event. To do this, he must
know the relationships between other events, and
their chronological information. The automatic
identification of temporal expressions associated
to events, and further treatments of them, allows
to build their chronographic diagram. Temporal
expressions treatment is based on establishing re-
lationships between concrete dates or time expres-
sions (25th December 2002) and relative dates or
time expressions (the day before). After that, the

∗ This paper has been supported by the Spanish gov-
ernment, projects FIT-150500-2002-244 and FIT-150500-
2002-416.

application of event-ordering techniques allows to
obtain the desired event ordering.

This paper has been structured in the following
way: first of all, section 2 shows a short introduc-
tion of the main contributions of previous work.
Then, section 3 presents a deep study extracted
from a training corpus allowing to establish a tax-
onomy of temporal expressions. In section 4, the
general architecture and description of the system
used to identify and process temporal expressions
is done. Moreover, the scores obtained by the sys-
tem when it was evaluated against a test corpus
are presented. In section 5, the application of this
system together with an event ordering method
in documental databases is introduced and some
conclusions are shown.

2 Previous work

At the moment there are different kind of systems
that try to annotate and resolve temporal expres-
sions in different types of corpus:

• Based on knowledge. These systems have
a previous knowledge base that contains the
rules used to solve the temporal expressions.

• Based on Machine Learning. In this kind
of systems, a supervised-annotated corpus is
needed to automatically generate the system
rules that can have a percentage of appear-
ance of these rules in corpus. On these rules
the system is based.

Within the ones based on knowledge there are
works like Wiebe et al.(Wiebe et al. 98), that
use a set of defined rules. For the current tempo-
ral expression to be resolved, each rule is applied.
For the anaphoric rules, the antecedent consid-
ered is the most recent one satisfying the con-
straints. All consistent maximal mergings of the
results are formed, and the one with the high-
est score is the chosen interpretation. However,
the corpora used in this system are scheduling di-
alogs, in which temporal expressions are limited.



Filatova and Hovy (Filatova & Hovy 01) is an-
other system based on knowledge that describes
a method for breaking news stories into their
constituent events and assigning time-stamps to
them. Schilder and Habel (Schilder & C.Habel
01) system is knowledge based as well, however,
it is only resolving expressions that refer to the
article date and not the ones that refer to a pre-
vious date of the text. By contrast, some of the
most important systems based on Machine Learn-
ing are, for instance, Wilson et al.(Wilson et al.
01), Katz and Arosio (Katz & F.Arosio 01), Setzer
and Gaizauskas (Setzer & R.Gaizauskas 02). This
last one focuses on annotating Event-Event Tem-
poral Relations in text, using a time-event graph
which is more complete but costly and error-prone
either.

Although with the systems based on Ma-
chine Learning high precision results are ob-
tained within the domain in which they have been
trained, these results are lower when this kind of
systems are applied to other domains. Besides,
it needs large annotated corpus. On the other
hand, systems based on knowledge have a greater
flexibility to be applied to any domain. In spite
of the existence of multiple methods of TEs reso-
lution, considering that this task depends on the
language, actually there are not complete systems
that resolve this task in Spanish. For this reason,
firstly, a study of the different types of TEs in
Spanish has been made, as well as the study of
the possible resolution strategies. This study is
presented in the following section.

3 Taxonomy of temporal expressions

One of the main tasks trying to recognize and
resolve temporal expressions is to classify them,
because the way of solving it depends on the type
of the expression. In this paper, two proposals of
classification of temporal expressions are shown as
well as an interrelation between them using some
examples. The first classification is based on the
kind of reference. This classification is focused
on recognizing the kind of expression when this
enters the system and needs to be resolved.On
the other hand, another type of classification is
presented as well. This one is focused on the kind
of output returned by the system for that type of
expression.

3.1 Classification of the expression based
on the kind of reference

• Explicit Temporal Expressions.

– Complete Dates with or without time ex-
pressions: “11/01/2002” (01/ 11/2002),
“el 4 de enero de 2002” (January
4th,2002),...

– Dates of Events:
∗ Noun Phrase with explicit date: “el

curso 2002-2003” (2002-2003 course).
In this expression, “course” denotes
an event

∗ Noun Phrase with a well-known date:
“Navidad” (Christmas),...

• Implicit Temporal Expressions.

– Exp. that refer to the Document date:
∗ Adverbs or adverbials phrases:

“ayer” (yesterday),...
∗ Noun phrases:“el próximo mes” (the

next month),...
∗ Prepositional phrases: “en el mes

pasado” (in the last month),...
– Exp. that refers to another date:

∗ Adverbial Phrases:
· Simple Expressions: “durante el

curso” (during the course ),...
· Complex Expressions: “anteayer”

(the day before yesterday),
“pasado mañana” (the day after
tomorrow),...For example, in this
last expression it is necessary to
resolve “tomorrow” first and then
resolve “after” applied to the date
obtained previously.

∗ Noun Phrases
· Simple Expressions: “un mes de-

spués” (a month later), “un d́ıa
antes” (a day before),...All these
expressions are referring to a date
named before in the text.

· Complex Expressions:“después de
la próxima Navidad” (after next
Christmas),...For example, with
the expression “after next Christ-
mas” it is necessary to resolve the
TE “next Christmas” and then ap-
ply the changes that the word “af-
ter” makes on the date obtained.

∗ Prepositional Phrases



· Simple Expressions : “desde Navi-
dad” (from Christmas),...

· Complex Expressions: “desde
la anterior Navidad” (since last
Christmas),...

3.2 Classification by the representation
of the temporary value of the
expression

• Concrete. All those that give back a
concrete day or/and time with format:
dd/mm/yyyy (hh:mm:ss), for example: “yes-
terday”.

• Period. All those expressions that give
back to a time interval or range of dates:
[ dd/mm/yyyy-dd/mm/yyyy ], for example:
“during the five following days”.

• Fuzzy. It gives back an approximate time
interval because it exactly does not know the
concrete date to which the expression talks
about. They can be of two types:

– Fuzzy concrete. If the given back result
is an interval but the expression is re-
ferring to a concrete day within that in-
terval, and we do not know which is ex-
actly. For that reason we must give back
the approach of the interval, for exam-
ple: “un d́ıa de la semana pasada” (a
day of the last week),...

– Fuzzy period. If the expression talks
about an interval contained within the
given back interval, for instance:“hace
unos d́ıas” (some days before), “durante
semanas” (during weeks),...

In addition, we can relate both types of classifi-
cations with different expressions, for example:

• “ayer” (yesterday). Expression of implicit
date, that makes reference to the date of the
document,adverbial and concrete.

• “el mes pasado” (the last
month).Expression of implicit date, that
makes reference to the date of the document,
that is noun phrase and that gives back a
period.

• “antes del próximo curso” (before the
next course) .It would be an anaphoric ex-
pression of implicit date that makes reference

to an event that in addition would be of the
fuzzy type.

In the following section we will see how the system
is able to recognize and solve great part of these
temporal expressions.

4 Description of TERSEO system

TERSEO (Temporal Expression Resolution Sys-
tem applied to Event Ordering). In Figure 1 the
graphic representation of the system proposed for
the recognition of TEs and for the resolution of
its references is shown, according to the temporal
model proposed. The texts are tagged with lexi-
cal and morphological information and this infor-
mation is the input to the temporal parser. This
temporal parser is implemented using an ascend-
ing technique (chart parser) and it is based on a
temporal grammar. Once the parser recognizes
the TEs in the text, these are introduced into the
resolution unit, which will update the value of the
reference according to the date it is referring and
generate the XML tags for each expression. Fi-
nally, these tags are the input of a event ordering
unit that gives back the ordered text. We can
find explicit and implicit TEs. The grammar in
Tables 1 and 2 is used by the parser to discrimi-
nate between them.
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Figure 1: Graphic representation of TERSEO



4.1 Temporal expression parser module

The parser uses a grammar based on two dif-
ferent kinds of rules. On one hand there are
rules for the date and time recognition (Explicit
dates 12/06/1975) and on the other hand there
are rules for the temporal reference recognition
(implicit dates TEs that need the location of an-
other complete TE to be understood “two days
before”). The grammar proposed recognize the
large amount of date and time formats. In Table
1 a sample of some of the rules that have been
defined in our system for the date recognition can
be observed1.

fecha→ dd+‘/’+mm+‘/’+(yy)yy (12/06/1975)
(06/12/1975)

fecha→ dd+‘de’+mm+‘de’+(yy)yy
(12 de junio de 1975)

(12th of June of 1975)
fecha→ (‘El’)+diasemana+dd+‘de’+mes+‘de’+(yy)yy

(El domingo 12 de junio de 1975)
(Sunday, 12th of June of 1975)

hora→ hh+‘:’+mm+(‘:’+ss) (time)

Table 1: Sample of rules for Explicit Dates Recog-
nition

There are two types of temporal references that
should be treated: the time adverbs (i.e. yester-
day, tomorrow) and the nominal phrases that are
referring to temporal relationships (i.e. the day
after, the day before). In Table 2 we show some
of the rules used for the detection of every kind
of reference.

4.2 Anaphoric relation resolution
module based on a temporal model

For the anaphoric relation resolution we use an
inference engine that interprets every reference
named before. In some cases the references are
estimated using the newspaper’s date (FechaP).
Others refer to a date named before in the text
that is being analyzed (FechaA). For these cases,
a temporal model that allows to know over what
date the dictionary operations are going to be
done, is defined. This model is based on the
two rules below and it is only applicable to these
dates that are not FechaP, since for FechaP there
is nothing to resolve:

1The nomenclature in which the rules are above-
mentioned is the one used in the data dictionaries of the
information systems. Words between brackets are optional,
words between square brackets, [ ] mean that only one of
them appear in the rule and words between keys, { } will
be repeated one or more times in the rule.

1. By default, the newspaper’s date is used as
a base referent (TE) if it exits, if not, the
system date is used.

2. In case of finding a non-anaphoric TE, it is
stored as FechaA. This value is updated every
time that a non-anaphoric TE appears in the
text.

In Table 3 some of the entries of the dictionary
used in the inference engine are shown.What is
not a trivial task is to solve fuzzy TEs. Fuzzy
TEs are not associated to a concrete date or time
expression, however we can estimate a period of
time in which the fuzzy TE could have occurred.
For example, “a day of the last week” has not a
concrete day, but we could estimate this day oc-
curs between 23 December 2002 and 29 December
2002 if the document date is 31 December 2002.

4.3 Tagging of temporal expressions

Several proposals for the annotation of TEs have
been arisen in the last few years Wilson et
al.(Wilson et al. 01), Katz and Arosio (Katz &
F.Arosio 01) since some research institutions have
started to work on different aspects of temporal
information. However there is not a consensus
on what and how temporal information should
be identified in text. In this section, a set of
XML tags is defined in order to standardize the
different kinds of TEs. Our proposal is driven
by a dual motivation: a) to reflect the results of
our temporal-reference resolution system and b)
to standardize the date-time format in Internet
texts. These tags show the following structure:

• For explicit dates:

<DATE_TIME ID="value" TYPE="value"
VALDATE1="value" VALTIME1="value"
VALDATE2="value" VALTIME2="value"
VALORDER="value"> expresión </DATE_TIME>

• For implicit dates:

<DATE_TIME_REF ID="value" TYPE="value"
VALDATE1="value" VALTIME1="value"
VALDATE2="value" VALTIME2="value"
VALORDER="value"> expresión </DATE_TIME_REF>

DATE TIME is the name of the tag for explicit
TEs and DATE TIME REF is the name of the
tag for implicit TEs. Every expression has an
numeric ID to identify it and VALDATE# and
VALTIME# store the range of dates and times



referencia→ ‘ayer’ (yesterday)
Implicit dates referencia→ ‘ma~nana’ (tomorrow)

referring to Document Date referencia→ ‘anteayer’ (the day before yesterdary)
Concrete referencia→ ‘el próximo dı́a’ (the next day)

Implicit Dates referencia→ ‘un mes después’ (a month later)
Previous Date Period referencia→ num+‘a~nos después’ (num years later)

Imp. Dates Prev.Date Concrete referencia→ ‘un dı́a antes’ (a day before)

Implicit Dates referencia→ ‘dı́as después’ (some days later)
Previous Date Fuzzy referencia→ ‘dı́as antes’ (some days before)

Table 2: Sample of rules for Implicit Dates recognition

REFERENCE DICCIONARY ENTRY

‘ayer’(yesterday) Day(FechaP)-1/Month(FechaP)/Year(FechaP)

‘mañana’(tomorrow) Day(FechaP)+1/Month(FechaP)/Year(FechaP)

‘anteayer’(the day before yesterday) Day(FechaP)-2/Month(FechaP)/Year(FechaP)

‘el próximo d́ıa’(the next day) Day(FechaP)+1/Month(FechaP)/Year(FechaP)

‘un mes después’ [DayI/Month(FechaA)+1/Year(FechaA)--
(a month later) DayF/Month(FechaA)+1/Year(FechaA)]

num+‘años después’ [01/01/Year(FechaA)+num --
(num years later) 31/12/Year(FechaA)+num]

‘un d́ıa antes’(a day before) Day(FechaA)-1/Month(FechaA)/Year(FechaA)

‘d́ıas después’(some days later) >>>>FechaA

‘d́ıas antes’(some days before) <<<<FechaA

Table 3: Sample of some of the entries of the dictionary

obtained from the inference engine, where VAL-
DATE2 and VALTIME2 is only used to estab-
lish ranges. Also, VALTIME1 could be omitted if
only a date is specified. VALDATE2, VALTIME1
and VALTIME2 are optional args. VALORDER
is the attribute where the event ordering unit will
put the value, at first there is no value for this
attribute. After that, a structured document is
obtained. The use of XML allows us to take ad-
vantage of the XML schema in which the tag lan-
guage is defined. This schema lets an application
know if the XML file is valid and well-formed. A
parser of our XML needs to be defined to make
the information useful.

The unit estimating the dates will accede to the
right entry in the inference engine in each case
and it will apply the function specified obtaining
a date in the format dd/mm/yyyy or a range of
dates. So, at that point the anaphoric relation
will have been resolved.

4.4 Event ordering module

Event ordering in natural language written texts
is not a trivial task. Firstly, a process to iden-
tify events must be done. Then, the relationship
between the event and the date when the event

occurs must be identified. Finally, the ordering
of events must be determined according to their
estimated dates. As our method is not an event
identification method but an event ordering, we
have trivialized the task of identifying events and
their relation to a TE. In this system, an event
is considered as the sentence that includes some
kind of TE. So, in our method, we have reduced
this task to the identification of TEs (concrete, pe-
riod or fuzzy, according to the above-mentioned
classification). After that, the process to tem-
poral expression resolution must be performed in
order to a) solve implicit TEs ; and b) add XML
date-time tags for explicit and implicit TEs.

Once XML tags are included in the text, the
event ordering module runs over the text build-
ing a matrix with the complete information from
the XML tags. This matrix includes the columns
ID, VALDATE1, VALTIME1, VALDATE2, VAL-
TIME2, and VALORDER (empty at the mo-
ment). Once the matrix has been built the mod-
ule sorts it in ascendent order according to the
following rules:

1. TE1 is previous to TE2, if the range of VAL-
DATE1, VALTIME1, VALDATE2, VAL-



TIME2 associated to TE1 is prior to and not
overlapping the range associated to TE2.

2. TE1 is concurrent to TE2, if the range
of VALDATE1, VALTIME1, VALDATE2,
VALTIME2 associated to TE1 overlaps the
range associated to TE2.

After that, the system will assign a sequential
order number to every TE in the matrix, hav-
ing the same order number for concurrent TEs.
Then, the document is re-tagged including this
order number in the VALORDER attribute for
every XML tag.

Next, a example is shown. Newspaper’s date:
30/12/2002

[El miércoles 13 de noviembre de 2002]
<DATE TIME VALDATE1=‘‘13/11/2002’’ VALORDER =
‘‘2’’>, el barco Prestige lanza un SOS a 28
millas de Finisterre debido a una brecha. El
barco habı́a sido parcheado [unos meses antes]
<DATE TIME REF VALDATE1 = ‘‘<<<<13/11/2002’’
VALORDER = ‘‘1’’> en un astillero chino. Al
conocerse la noticia, la Agencia Marı́tima y
de Guardacostas del Reino Unido ofrecen su
ayuda al estado espa~nol para controlar la
contamina- ción, pero ésta no será aceptada
hasta [el 22 de noviembre] <DATE TIME VALDATE1
= ‘‘22/11/2002’’ VALORDER = ‘‘5’’>. [El 15 de
noviembre]<DATE TIME VALDATE1 = ‘‘15/11/2002’’
VALORDER=‘‘3’’> comienzan a acercarse manchas
y [el 16 de noviembre] <DATE TIME VALDATE1
= ‘‘16/11/2002’’ VALORDER = ‘‘4’’> 190
kilometros de costa se ven anegados por la
marea negra. [Seis dı́as después] <DATE TIME REF
VALDATE1 = ‘‘22/11/2002’’ VALORDER = ‘‘5’’>,
Manuel Fraga visita por primera vez la zona
afectada. [El 1 de diciembre] <DATE TIME
VALDATE1 = ‘‘01/12/2002’’ VALORDER=‘‘7’’>, el
basticafo francés Nautilus llega a la costa
gallega. [Previamente] <DATE TIME REF VALDATE1
=‘‘<<<<01/12/2002’’ VALORDER=‘‘6’’>, en el
Prestige ya se habı́an producido nuevas grietas.

([Wednesday 13 of November of 2002], the Prestige boat
sends a SOS to 28 miles of Finisterre due to a breach. The
boat had been patched [months before] in a Chinese ship-
yard. When knowing itself the news, the Marine Agency
and Coastguard vessel of the United Kingdom offers their
aid to the Spanish state to control the contamination, but
this one will not be accepted [until the 22 of November].
[The 15 of November] spots begin to approach and the [16
of November] 190 kilometres of coast are flooded by the
black tide. [Six days later], Manuel Fraga visits the af-
fected zone for the first time. [The 1 of December], the
French bathyscaphe Nautilus arrives at the Galician coast.
[Previously], in the Prestige already new cracks had taken
place. )

5 System evaluation

In order to make the evaluation of this system, a
manual annotation of texts has been made previ-
ously by two annotators with the purpose of com-
paring it with the automatic annotation that pro-

duces the system. For that reason, it is necessary
to assure that the manual information is trustwor-
thy and it does not alter the results of the exper-
iment. Carletta (Carletta et al. 97) explains that
to assure a good annotation is necessary to make
a series of direct measurements that are: stability,
reproducibility and precision, but in addition to
these measurements the reliability must measure
the amount of noise in the information. The au-
thors argue that due to the amount of agreement
by chance that one can expected depends on the
number of relative frequencies of the categories
under test, the reliability for the classifications
of categories would have to be measured using
the factor kappa defined in Siegel and Castellan
(Siegel & Castellan 88). Kappa (k) measures the
affinity in agreement between a set of annotators
when they make categories judgments.

In our case, there is only one class of objects
and there are three objects within this class: ob-
jects that are referring to the date of the article,
objects which are referring to the previous date
and objects that are referring to another date dif-
ferent from the previous ones.

After carrying out the calculation, a value
k=0.953 has been obtained. According to the
work of Carletta (Carletta et al. 97), a measure-
ment of k like 0,68 < k < 0,8 means that the
conclusions are favorable, and if k > 0,8 means
that exists total reliability between the results of
both annotators. Since our value of k is greater
than 0,8, it is guaranteed that a total reliability
in the conducted annotation exists and therefore,
the results of obtained precision and recall are
guaranteed.

An evaluation of the module of resolution of
TEs has been made. Two corpus formed by news-
paper articles in Spanish has been used. The first
set has been used for the training and it consists
of 50 articles. Thus, after making the opportune
adjustments to the system, the optimal results of
precision and recall were obtained that are in Ta-
ble 4.

TRAINING TEST
No Art. 50 50
Real Ref 238 199
Treated Ref. 201 156
Successes 170 138
Precision 84.58% 88.46%
Recall 71.43% 69.35%

Table 4: Evaluation of the system



Although the obtained results are highly suc-
cessful, we have detected some fails that have
been deeply analyzed. As it can be observed by
the results, our system could be improved in some
aspects. Below, a study of the problems detected
and their possible improvements is shown:

In the newspaper’s articles, sometimes there are
expressions like “el sábado hubo cinco accidentes”
(Saturday there were five accidents). To resolve
this kind of references we should need context in-
formation of the sentence where the reference is.
That information could be the time of the sen-
tence’s verb. If the verb is a past verb, it indi-
cates that it is necessary to solve a reference like
“el sábado pasado” (last Saturday), whereas if it
is a future verb it refers to “el sábado próximo”
(the next Saturday). Because of our system does
not use semantic or context information we as-
sume this kind of reference is referring to the last
day, not the next, because the news usually tells
us facts occurred previously.

At the moment our system solves the anaphoric
expressions that make reference to the date of the
article or to another explicit date named previ-
ously in the text, but is possible that some ex-
pressions could make reference to dates which
have been obtained solving another previous ref-
erence.These cases are not being controlled by our
system, and the system is returning a bad solu-
tion. For example: “there was an accident two
days ago. Three days later...”. In this case, the
second expression “Three days later” makes ref-
erence to the date previously calculated by the
expression “two days ago” and not to a explicit
date named before.

6 Application and conclusions

Users of Documental Database sometimes need
to know all the facts related to an event. For
this reason, it is useful to have tools in order to
extract all the information about the event for es-
tablishing a chronology of events. The treatment
of temporal expressions with the ordering method
makes up the main modules of our tools. More-
over, the chronological tool is made up of a event
recognition module in order to extract the event
related to the news.

Following, a short description for the full sys-
tem is shown focusing on extracting the events
related to news from the documental database:

1. First of all, the title of the news is linked to

the date of the documents.

2. Secondly, the system removes all sentences
without temporal expressions. We only con-
sider as event the sentence in which a TE
appears.

3. After that, the module for treatment of tem-
poral expressions is applied according to the
previous explanation.

4. Finally, once the coreference module is ap-
plied, the ordering module is ran tagging the
order of the events in the text.

This system can help Question Answering sys-
tems to provide the information to users when
asking for questions like What happened the day
before? or What happened the last day? (Puste-
jovsky 02).

Nowadays, the application of machine learn-
ing techniques (i.e. genetic algorithms) to the
automatic extraction of temporal rules for new
languages is being performed. Also, the adapta-
tion and comparison with the standard TIME-ML
(Pustejovsky 03) arisen from recent specific work-
shops is being studied.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for extract-
ing multi-word collocations (MWCs) from text
corpora, which is based on the previous ex-
traction of syntactically bound collocation bi-
grams. We describe an iterative word linking
procedure which relies on a syntactic criterion
and aims at building up arbitrarily long ex-
pressions that represent multi-word collocation
candidates. We propose several measures to
rank candidates according to the collocational
strength, and we present the results of a trigram
extraction experiment. The methodology used
is particularly well-suited for the identification
of those collocations whose terms are arbitrarily
distant, due to syntactic processes (passiviza-
tion, relativization, dislocation, topicalization).

1 Introduction

Multi-word expressions are recurrent combina-
tions of two or more words (not necessarily con-
tiguous) that form fixed or semi-fixed lexical or
syntactic units. The following examples: “address
book”, “to kick the bucket”, “to experience a prob-
lem” illustrate particular subclasses of multi-word
expressions:

• compound words - units of lexical category,
i.e. behaving like simple words;

• idioms (including phrasal verbs) - units of
phrasal level completely uncompositional in
meaning and exhibiting a certain degree of
freedom in terms of syntactic modifiability;

• collocations - conventional associations of
words in the sense of (Benson 90), i.e. whose
co-occurrence happens more often than by
chance, and that sound “less natural” if one
term is replaced with a near-synonym, for in-
stance.

Collocations are language dependent and can
only be learned by observing their occurrence in
language use; they are otherwise not predictable.
(Harris 51) observed that word usage in a lan-
guage obeys the “Likelihood” constraint, stating

that “each word has a particular and roughly sta-
ble likelihood of occurring as argument, or oper-
ator, with a given word, though there are many
cases of uncertainty, disagreement among speak-
ers, and change through time”. Therefore, the
correct identification of collocational expressions
in text is necessary in both text understanding
and generation, not only for NLP tasks (mainly
parsing, machine translation, and natural lan-
guage generation), but also for humans learning
a foreign language.

This phenomenon of conventional word associ-
ations has been given particular attention since
(Firth 57), both by lexicographers, who tried to
collect and integrate them into dictionaries (Ben-
son 85; Mel’cuk et al. 99), and by computational
linguists who used statistical methods (Choueka
et al. 83; Sinclair 91; Smadja 93) to automatically
retrieve them from texts. While a large amount
of work has been dedicated to the treatment of
compounds and idioms, notably to the creation of
lexical resources (dictionaries of idioms), and to
the extraction of specific compounds (e.g. name
entities), relatively few collocation resources have
been developed so far. The identification of collo-
cations is more difficult (than that of compounds
and idioms) since they cannot be defined more
precisely than as expressions “that correspond
to a conventional way of saying things” and by
stating several properties, such as the limited
compositionality, susbstituability and modifiabil-
ity (Manning & Schütze 99).

Current computational methods of collocation
extraction are mainly based on pure statistical ap-
proaches (which are discussed in detail in section
2), and have two major limitations. The first one
is the combinatorial explosion when considering
all possibilities for words combination, the meth-
ods being constrained to limit their search space
to a fixed, low size window of consecutive words.
Consequently, there is a reduction in the coverage
of these methods, since those collocations whose



terms appear at longer distances in text are ruled
out. The other limitation pertains to the gram-
maticality of results. Very often the expressions
retrieved are made up of syntactically unrelated
items.

Complete and accurate extraction results cru-
cially influence the subsequent treatment in other
NLP applications, such as machine translation,
information retrieval, word sense disambiguation.
Thus, collocation extraction systems should try
to overcome these limitations, by allowing collo-
cations of unrestricted length (flexibly occurring
terms), and by ensuring output’s grammaticality.
This can only be achieved by taking into account
the linguistic dimension of texts and by perform-
ing a linguistic analysis (e.g. morphological, syn-
tactic).

Over the last few years, there has been a strong
increase in the availability of computational re-
sources and software tools dedicated to large-scale
and robust syntactic parsing. Our approach pro-
poses to take advantage of systems able to identify
syntactically bound term co-occurrences in order
to improve the identification of multi-word collo-
cations in text. We make use of such a system,
FipsCo (Goldman et al. 01), that extracts collo-
cation bigrams from parsed text, and we combine
the results in chains of bigrams sharing common
terms, as a way to detect multi-word collocations.
We consider several statistical tests aimed at val-
idating the extracted expressions.

The paper begins with a brief presentation of
some of the existing collocation extraction meth-
ods and their main features. Section 3 outlines
the method of collocation bigram extraction on
which our work relies, pointing out its main dis-
tinctive feature, the use of syntactic dependency
over simple textual proximity as a criterion for
word relatedness. In section 4 we describe in de-
tail the method we propose for extracting multi-
word collocations using collocation bigrams. Sec-
tion 5 presents the experimental results obtained
by applying this method on a large collection of
English newspaper articles, and the last section
draws the conclusion and points out directions for
further development.

2 Existing Multi-Word Collocation
Discovery Methods

Traditional approaches to automatic collocation
extraction from text corpora rely on stochastic

measures ranging from simple word co-occurrence
frequency to more sophisticated statistical meth-
ods, like: the mutual information (Church &
Hanks 90), the independence hypothesis test (e.g.
likelihood ratios test (Dunning 93), Student’s t-
test, Pearson’s χ2 test - see chapter 5 of (Man-
ning & Schütze 99) for a rather comprehensive
overview).

One feature such methods share is that no syn-
tactic criterion is used to select the candidate
collocations. The methods actually consider all
possible combinations of words and therefore are
forced to limit to a text window of fixed size (usu-
ally not more than 5 words). Moreover, they usu-
ally take into account two-word collocations (bi-
grams). Only few methods, e.g. (Choueka et al.
83; Smadja 93), are also concerned with n-grams
(n>2).

The method proposed by (Choueka et al. 83) to
find n-word collocations considers the frequency
of consecutive word sequences of length n (with n
from 2 to 6), with a threshold of 14 for a corpus
of 12 million words. The limitation to n=6 is due
to the rapid increase of the number of all possible
n-grams, for n bigger than 6.

The Xtract system (Smadja 93) is able to re-
trieve, in its first stage, word bigrams that are not
necessarily contiguous in text, but can be sep-
arated by a certain number of words. It then
studies, in the second stage, the words in the
bigrams surrounding positions and identifies n-
grams as the repetitive contexts, which can be ei-
ther “rigid noun phrases”, or “phrasal templates”
(phrases containing empty slots standing for parts
of speech).

Contrary to the former method, the latter is
able to extract sequences of words of arbitrary
length. It also has the advantage of getting rid of
the recursively subsumed n-grams, returning, for
each bigram, only the largest n-gram containing
it.

Both methods rely only on a superficial text
representation, while pointing out that the selec-
tion of terms should ideally be done following lin-
guistic criteria.

Since robust large-scale parsers became avail-
able in the meantime, such as for instance (Ab-
ney 96; Collins 96; Laenzlinger & Wehrli 91)1,
the more recent methods focus on using parsed

1For recent advances in robust parsing see (Ballim &
Pallotta 02).



rather than raw text for bigram extraction (Al-
shavi & Carter 94; Grishman & Sterling 94; Lin
98; Goldman et al. 01).2

In addition to considering syntactic criteria for
selecting the candidate data, (Goldman et al. 01)
also make use of a normalized sentence represen-
tation, which allows them to account for long-
distance syntactic dependencies due to various
linguistic phenomena like passivization, raising,
dislocation, topicalization.

Our work relies to a large extent on the features
of this method, which we will briefly present in the
next section.

3 Automatic Extraction of
Collocation Bigrams with FipsCo

FipsCo (Goldman et al. 01) is a term extractor
system that relies on Fips (Laenzlinger & Wehrli
91), a robust, large-scale parser based on an adap-
tation of Chomsky’s “Principles and Parameters”
theory. The system extracts from parsed text
all the co-occurrences of words in given syntactic
configurations (noun-adjective, adjective-noun,
noun-noun, noun-preposition-noun, subject-verb,
verb-object, verb-preposition, verb-preposition-
argument), thus applying a strong filter on the
candidate bigrams. It further applies the likeli-
hood ratio statistical test (Dunning 93) on the
sets of obtained bigrams, in order to rank them
according to how dependent the bigram’s terms
are on each other, which gives a measure of collo-
catedness.

The strength of this approach comes from the
combination of a deep syntactic analysis of sen-
tences with statistical tests. The sentence is nor-
malized: the words are considered in their lemma-
tized form and in their canonical position (e.g. the
subject in pre-verbal position, the direct object
in post-verbal position); moreover, the system is
able to create traces and co-indexation, and can
handle complex cases of extraposition, such as rel-
ativization, passivization, topicalization, raising,
dislocation.

To illustrate this with an example, let’s con-
sider the sentence fragment below:

2Note that (Smadja 93) already used a chunker in the
third stage of Xtract to identify syntactic relations between
collocates, but only to validate the bigrams extracted (ver-
ifying, for example, if the relation verb-object holds be-
tween the words “make” and “decision” in the collocation
“make decision”).

“the difficulties which he might have
experienced”

Extracting the collocation of verb-object type
“experience difficulty” requires a complex syntac-
tic analysis, made up from several steps: recog-
nizing the presence of a relative clause; identifying
the antecedent of the relative pronoun “which”;
establishing the verb-object link between this pro-
noun and the verb of the relative clause.

This collocation will simply be overlooked by
the statistical methods, where generally the size
of the collocational window is 5. Such situations
are quite frequent for example in Romance lan-
guages, where words can undergo complex syntac-
tic transformations. (Goldman et al. 01) report
an average of 29,26% cases of long-distance depen-
dency (i.e. more than 5 words) between the top
100 collocations extracted (in all syntactic config-
urations) from a French corpus.

4 Multi-Word Collocation Discovery
Using Collocation Bigrams

The system presented above is able to extract
syntactically related collocation bigrams, that can
occur practically unrestrictedly both with respect
to the distance between collocates3, and to the
superficial textual realization (thanks to the deep
syntactic analysis able to handle the cases of ex-
traposition, where the collocates have undergone
different syntactic operations). We will take ad-
vantage of these features for identifying multi-
word collocations, since they would guarantee the
grammaticality of results, as well as the unre-
stricted distance and realization form4.

Since this system actually returns not only the
best scored collocations, but all the candidate bi-
grams5, we will in fact generate all the possible
multi-word associations from text. Our goal is to
build up, using the set of extracted bigrams, the
sequences of bigrams sharing common words. The
obtained collocate chains represent well-formed

3At this point, the use of term “collocate” may seem
paradoxical, but we would like to underline that words
collocation doesn’t refer to textual distance, but to the
degree of associativity and dependency.

4FipsCo is already able to extract a restricted type of
multi-word collocations, as bigrams in which a term can
be in turn either a compound, an idiom or a collocation.
This term must be already present in the lexicon (previusly
recognized).

5A line separating between bigrams that are colloca-
tions from those that are not is in any case difficult to
define.



multi-word associations. The configuration of
their syntactic structure is defined by the syntac-
tic relations in the bigrams involved.

The shared term must be the same not only lex-
ically (the same word), but also indexically (the
very same occurrence of word, i.e. the same po-
sition, in the same text). Due to the syntactic
relatedness constraint, the shared term will ac-
tually appear in the same sentence as the other
collocates.

For instance, given two bigrams

(w1 w2), (w1’ w2’ )

with w2 and w1’ identical as index, we can con-
struct the 3-gram:

(w1 w2 w2’ ),

as in the case of the following collocations:
“terrorist attack”, “attack of September”; we ob-
tain the 3-gram collocation “terrorist attack of
September”6. Repeating the same procedure we
can add further words to the obtained 3-grams,
thus obtaining multi-words collocations of arbi-
trary length. Moving on to n-grams will conserve
the inclusion of all terms in the same sentence.
We impose no default restrictions on the syntac-
tic configuration of the resulting expression, con-
sidering that all the associations are valid.

In subsection 4.1 we present in greater detail
the word linkage procedure that allows the con-
struction of longer multi-word collocations using
shorter multi-word collocations combinations. In
subsection 4.2 we propose several measures for
ranking the obtained expressions according to the
degree of collocational association. We will also
show how we ran the log-likelihood test on the
new expressions, a test which provides a finer
measure for word association quality, similar to
the case of collocation bigrams.

4.1 Iterating on Word Linkage

The procedure of linking new words to a par-
tially constructed collocations in order to discover
longer collocations uses the criterion of the exis-
tence of a syntactic link between the new words
and one of the existing collocation’s words. Re-
cursively applied to the set of generated colloca-
tions in each step, this procedure allows the in-
cremental composition of longer collocation from

6Note that the condition of indexical identity avoids
combinations with different readings in case of polysemy,
like the combination of bigrams “terrorist attack” with “at-
tack of coughing”.

shorter subparts. In this manner, it leads to the
identification of all collocation candidates in a
text, each one virtually limited only by the sen-
tence’s boundaries, and possibly by the discon-
nected substructures in it.

Finding all the 3-grams given a set of bigrams is
done, for example, by considering all the pairs of
bigrams that share terms. We name “pivot” the
term shared by two bigrams. There are three pos-
sibilities to construct a 3-gram, that correspond
to the position of the pivot in the two bigrams.
The most natural pivot position can be seen as
the middle (internal) one, as in the example given
above in section 3 (“terrorist attack of Septem-
ber”). The pivot is the last term in the first collo-
cation, and the first in the next one.7 But the ex-
ternal positions of pivot are also productive. We
exemplify with two 3-grams constructed with the
pivot in the left and right position respectively:
“have impact on”, derived from the bigrams “have
impact” and “have on”, and “round [of] presiden-
tial election, derived from “round [of] election”
and “presidential election”.

For the general case, we consider the following
criterion to combine two multi-word collocations
(MWCs) into a larger one: two MWCs can com-
bine if they have at least one term that is different
and one that is identical with respect to the index
(i.e. the position in the document).

The linking procedure that incrementally con-
structs all n-grams is described below.

Let D be the initial MWCs database, composed
of all syntactically bound bigrams. The follow-
ing algorithm derives all the n-grams from these
database:

C := D;
repeat

N := ∅;
for each MWCi in C

for each MWCj in C, i6= j
if combine(i, j) then

add(N , combination(i, j));
remove(D, MWCi);
remove(D, MWCj);

C := N ;
D := D

⋃
C;

until C = ∅;
7Note that the symmetrical case (with the pivot being

the first term in one and the second in the another) is
equivalent, since there is no order defined on the set of
collocation bigrams. The two cases produce the same set
of 3-grams.



where combine(i, j) is a predicate that is true iff
the expressions MWCi and MWCj can be com-
bined following the above stated criterion, and
combination(i, j) is the resulting MWC (obtained
by merging the terms involved).

At each step, the procedure tries all the possi-
ble combinations of MWCs generated in the pre-
vious step, using the composition criterion stated
above. When a new combination is possible, it
adds it to the database and eliminates the par-
ticipating (subsumed) MWCs. The process is re-
peated as long as new MWC can be constructed
from the MWCs generated in the previous step.

The procedure is guaranteed to terminate after
a finite number of iterations, since the set of new
expressions to form is localized in the sentence
and it is finite. The final database will contain
all the initial bigrams that did not participate in
bigger MWCs, and all the syntactic n-grams ex-
isting in the text, with n arbitrarily long and lim-
ited only by the sentence’s length. No subsumed
MWCs are present, since the procedure systemat-
ically finds the largest bigram and gets rid of its
subparts.

It is easy to verify that the complexity of the
algorithm is polynomial in the size of the initial
bigram database, |D|. We did not consider the
optimization issue, which will be the topic of fu-
ture work.

4.2 Measures of Interestingness

The MWCs extracted with the algorithm de-
scribed in the previous subsection are all the syn-
tactically bound co-occurrences of terms in the
corpus. We considered 4 methods to distinguish
between interesting and uninteresting ones, i.e. to
identify the good collocation candidates. The first
(and simplest) method computes their frequency.
The second uses the collocation score initially as-
signed to the bigrams (based on the statistical test
of log-likelihood ratios). For each MWC, we sum
up the scores of the composing bigrams and ob-
tain a global score characterizing the collocational
behaviour of the MWC as a whole.

The third method tries to find MWCs whose
global score is balanced, and is motivated by the
intuition that a MWC is a good collocation iff
the composing bigrams have similar collocation
scores. Thus, we considered the following measure
for evaluating n-grams:

n
∏n

i=1 score(MWCi)∑n
i=1 score(MWCi)

(1)

As a fourth method, we adopted a statisti-
cal test as a more appropriate measure of n-
grams collocational behaviour, namely the log-
likelihood. This test was also used by FipsCo
in scoring collocation bigrams. It applies to term
pairs to whom it assigns a collocativity score com-
puted according to the contingency table of the
pair (which contains the frequency of: i) the co-
occurrence of the two terms together in the cor-
pus, ii) the co-occurrence of one of the terms
with a different one, and iii) all the other co-
occurrences, not involving any of the terms in
the given pair). The test increases a collocation’s
score each time the two collocates are found to-
gether, and decreases it when one of them co-
occurs with a different term.

We were interested in extending the test’s ap-
plication to MWCs, and in doing this we applied
it recursively to the sub-MWCs composing a given
MWC. Let MWC1 and MWC2 be two MWCs that
compose a larger MWC (as described in 4.1). The
log-likelihood score is computed using a contin-
gency table for the pair (MWC1, MWC2), listing
co-occurrence frequencies related to each of the
two sub-expressions.

The results in multi-word collocation ranking
using the proposed measures are showed in the
next section, which presents an experiment of
building up 3-grams from the collocation bigrams
extracted from a large collection of texts.

5 The Experiment. Results and
Discussion

We applied the method of identifying multi-word
collocations as presented above on a corpus of
948 English articles from the magazine “The
Economist” (on-line version). The collection to-
taled about 870,000 words. First, the texts were
parsed and about 142,000 syntactically related bi-
grams were extracted using FipsCo (this counts
all the co-occurrences in the syntactic patterns
used by FipsCo, with no frequency filter). About
7.00% of these bigrams were already multi-word,
since one of their terms was either a compound,
idiom or another collocation, already included in
the lexicon.

We then extracted 3-grams using the linkage
method presented in subsection 4.1. We obtained



3-gram freq pivot

weapon of mass destruction 38 3
have impact on 17 1
go out of 15 2
pull out of 14 2
make difference to 11 1
rise in to 10 1
move from to 10 1
rise from in 10 1
play role in 9 1
be to in 8 1
have interest in 8 1
rise from to 8 1
come out of 8 2
get out of 8 2
main reason be 8 2
turn blind eye 7 3
make to in 7 1
rise by in 7 1
second world war 7 3
round of presidential election 6 3

Table 1: The 20 most frequent 3-grams extracted

a number of 54,888 3-grams, divided in 13,990,
27,121, and 13,777 for each pivot position case,
i.e. left, middle, and right respectively. Table 1
shows the 20 most frequent 3-grams in the whole
set8.

Tables 2-4 present the top 10 3-grams accord-
ing to the other measures proposed in subsection
4.2 (sum, mean, and log-likelihood score respec-
tively).

3-gram sum

be prime minister 1152.56
prime minister be 1134.21
prime minister deny 1133.97
appoint prime minister 1131.91
prime minister have 1128.44
prime minister asleep 1127.77
prime minister embarrassed 1127.77
flashpoint prime minister 1126.73
prime minister explain 1126.06
prime minister promise 1123.92

Table 2: Top 10 results for 3-grams according to
the sum score measure (described in 4.2)

We considered as the most informative mea-
sures the first one, based on the frequency, and
the last one, based on the log-likelihood test. De-
spite its simplicity, the first measure (based on
frequency) provides quite good precision at rank-
ing 3-gram collocations. By contrast, we noticed

8Only the prepositions that introduce arguments of
verbs are considered as a bigram terms. The others are
included for readability. We do not apply any function
word filter.

3-gram mean

weapon of mass destruction 377.36
be poor country 187.49
be rich country 180.69
next year be 116.40
be cold war 105.22
be against cold war 105.22
rest of Arab world 104.06
solve problem be 101.87
main reason be 96.13
give nuclear weapon 85.86

Table 3: Top 10 results for 3-grams according to
the measure presented in equation (1) in subsec-
tion 4.2

3-gram log

weapon of mass destruction 579.03
have impact on 214.35
move from to 126.10
turn blind eye 124.01
rise from in 120.57
play role in 110.07
make difference to 109.46
rise in to 105.43
second world war 105.42
rise from to 99.08

Table 4: Top 10 results for 3-grams according to
the log-likelihood test (see subsection 4.2)

that simply using the sum of scores of partici-
pating bigrams cannot give a good measure for
evaluating 3-grams: we get as best scored the ex-
pressions which contain a top scored bigram (as
“prime minister”, in our case), but are not neces-
sarily collocations as a whole. The third measure,
that gives preference to the uniformly scored col-
locations, allows us to find out good multi-word
collocations (like “weapons of mass destruction”,
that received the best score). Still, we judge its
results less satisfactory than those obtained us-
ing the fourth measure, which lists in the first
places 3-grams showing actual collocational be-
haviour (“conventional ways of saying things”).

We were interested in the syntactic configura-
tions of the multi-word collocations we obtained,
since they could suggest syntactic patterns to use
for the extraction of multi-word collocations di-
rectly from parsed text9. The most frequent as-
sociation types are listed in Table 5, together with
an example for each.

9As mentioned earlier, during the extraction no prede-
fined syntactic patterns were used.



rel1 rel2 frequency example
Adjective-Noun Noun-Prep-Noun 5607 other part of world
Verb-Object Verb-Prep 5364 keep eye on
Subject-Verb Verb-Prep 4904 share fall by
Subject-Verb Verb-Object 4659 company became leader
Verb-Object Adjective-Noun 4622 improve public service
Adjective-Noun Subject-Verb 3834 main reason be
Verb-Prep Verb-Prep 3232 move from to
Verb-Object Compound 2366 declare state of emergency
Verb-Object Subject-Verb 1693 want thing be
Noun-Noun Noun-Prep-Noun 1627 world standard of prosperity

Table 5: The 10 most frequent association types for 3-grams

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a method aimed at extract-
ing multi-word collocations, which relies on the
previous extraction of collocation bigrams from
text, and is based on iteratively associating al-
ready constructed collocations using a syntactic
criterion. We have used several measures which
quantify the strength of the association. In par-
ticular, we applied the log-likelihood ratio statis-
tical test (initially used for word bigrams) to the
extracted multi-word collocations, which showed
to be the best measure for evaluating the colloca-
tional strength.

The methodology used is based on a hybrid
(linguistic and statistical) approach aimed at im-
proving the coverage and the precision of multi-
word collocation extraction. Unlike purely statis-
tical approaches, the method presented can han-
dle long-distance occurrence of terms (which can
often happen due to several types of syntactic
transformations). Also, all the results are gram-
matical, due to the syntactically-based filter of
candidates and to the syntactic nature of the cri-
terion used for the composition of longer multi-
word collocations.

Further developments of the method include
finding finer linguistic criteria for a more precise
delimitation of n-grams within the sentence, thus
better accounting for subsumed and subsuming
expressions.

As for applications, we plan to integrate the
method in a concordance and alignment system
(Nerima et al. 03) that would allow for the visu-
alization of the contexts of multi-word collocation
occurrences in the source text, as well as in the
parallel text (in its translation), when available.

We believe that many language processing
tasks may considerably benefit from the approach
of multi-word collocation extraction using linguis-
tic constraints.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a formal framework for develop-
ment and exploitation of a corpus, based on the HPSG
linguistic theory. The formal representation of the
annotation scheme facilitates the annotation process
and ensures the quality of the corpus and its usage
in different application scenarios. Also, evaluation
over HPSG annotation scheme is discussed. The ad-
vantages of the approach are presented in comparison
with other related works.
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1 Introduction

This paper proposes a strategy for the construction of
a corpus, based on the HPSG (Head-driven Phrase
Structure Grammar) linguistic theory (see (Pollard
and Sag, 1994)). The annotation scheme for the cor-
pus is formally defined in a formalism for HPSG and
reflects the developments in the theory. Thus our ap-
proach tries to incorporate both - the language theory
and the underlying formal assumptions. It has the fol-
lowing important advantages:

� By imposing constraints over the HPSG-derived
annotation scheme, the annotation process be-
comes more efficient;

� It supports the definition of validation theories,
which encode more consistently the otherwise
informal annotation guidelines.

� When the annotation scheme is changed at some
later stage of the corpus development, the pre-
viously annotated sentences can be reclassified
with respect to the new scheme on the basis of:
(1) the information that has already been en-
coded, and (2) the minimal human intervention.

� The work reported here is done within the BulTreeBank
project. The project is funded by the Volkswagen Stiftung, Fed-
eral Republic of Germany under the Programme “Cooperation
with Natural and Engineering Scientists in Central and Eastern
Europe” contract I/76 887. I would like to thank Petya Osenova
for the constant help during the work on the paper and to the three
anonymous reviewers for their comments. All the remaining er-
rors are mine.

� The formalism allows for different levels of ab-
straction over the data in the corpus. This can be
very useful for the application possibilities of the
corpus. For example, different learning mecha-
nisms might rely upon different types of infor-
mation.

� Also the inference mechanisms can be used for
evaluating parsers with respect to such a corpus.
The data can be tuned to a particular task and
thus used as a standard for the task.

As a result, the intended corpus becomes an electronic
linguistic resource of a high quality and, consequently
- a good candidate for a test suite.

The work reported here has been developed within
the BulTreeBank project (Simov, Popova and Osen-
ova, 2002), which started in February 2001. The main
goal of the project being the construction of an HPSG-
based treebank for Bulgarian. This goal presupposes
the choice of the linguistic theory and its adequate
formalization. In our case it is the HPSG theory and
the SRL grammar formalism that we rely upon. The
choice is motivated by the fact that HPSG and SRL
meet the requirements for a consistent representation
of the linguistic knowledge within the treebank. Of
course, there exist other formalisms for the HPSG the-
ory, but the comparison with them is beyond the scope
of this paper. Note that the ideas presented here can
be worked out for other grammar formalisms as well
as for other grammar theories.

We would like to discuss briefly some questions of-
ten raised with respect to the development of a tree-
bank1, namely, the role of the linguistic theory, and
the relation between a certain grammar and the tree-
bank. Concerning the role of the linguistic theory, we
believe that the notion of the ‘theory independency’ is
impossible in case of detailed linguistic description,
if at all. In our view, the annotation scheme of each
treebank always involves some linguistic theory, es-
pecially when taking specific decisions on the repre-
sentation of the linguistic facts and their interrelation.

1They were posed, also, by the reviewers of the paper.



The connection between the grammar and treebank
development is bidirectional. On one hand, a recent
survey on treebanks (Abeillé, 2003) shows that most
of the treebanks are grammar-based in the following
sense: they use a pre-defined grammar for the pro-
duction of all the possible sentence analyses, which
later are manually corrected. The main advantage of
such a treebank is the additional knowledge, entered
by the annotator in the post parsing phase. On the
other hand, the constructed treebanks can be used for
grammar extraction and specialization. How a tree-
bank of our kind can be exploited for such purposes,
is described elsewhere: (Simov et al., 2002; Simov,
2002). The work reported here is in close connection
with our previous investigations.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section
2 the HPSG Language model is presented. Section 3
describes in detail the formalism that is employed for
the representation of the HPSG grammar, the corpus
and the annotation scheme. Section 4 demonstrates
how this formalism can be used for facilitating the an-
notation process. Section 5 focuses on the reclassifi-
cation algorithm. In Section 6 the evaluation process
is described. Section 7 discusses related works. The
last section concludes the paper.

2 The HPSG Language Model

In this section we present the general language model,
accepted within HPSG. HPSG is a lexicalist linguis-
tic theory, in which the linguistic objects are repre-
sented via feature structures. It includes: a linguis-
tic ontology (sort hierarchy) and grammar principles
(constraints over the sort hierarchy). The sort hier-
archy represents the main types of linguistic objects
and their basic characteristics. The principles impose
restrictions on the objects and thus predict the well-
formed phrases. A basic mechanism for ensuring the
right sharing of information among the various parts
of the linguistic objects is the co-reference. The main
linguistic object in HPSG is of sort sign (whose sub-
sorts are word and phrase). It is a complex entity that
is assigned two features: PHON (string of phonemes)
and SYNSEM (syntactic and semantic characteristics).
Further within the attribute SYNSEM there are three
important attributes: CATEGORY (which encodes the
syntactic information), CONTENT (which encodes the
semantic information) and CONTEXT (which encodes
the pragmatic information). The constituent structure
is encoded for each phrase via the attribute DTRS.
Assigning different values to this feature, HPSG the-
ory distinguishes between (at least) the following

types of phrases – headed-phraseand non-headed-
phrase. The first kind is additionally divided into
head-complement, head-subject, head-adjunct, and
head-filler. The head-filler phrases account for the
cases of unbounded dependency. The non-headed-
phraseis used for dealing with coordination phrases.
The current hierarchy of phrases is presented in the
following sort hierarchy:

sign
PHON : phonlist
SYNSEM : synsem

word
phrase

DTRS : dtrs
headed-phrase

head-complement
head-subject
head-adjunct
head-filler

non-headed-phrase

The linearization of the constituents in HPSG is
separated from the constituent structure and in this
way the theory allows for different orders of the same
constituent structure and discontinuous realization of
the constituents. This separation ensures the repre-
sentation of the grammatical relations within the con-
stituent structure. The actual realization of the head
dependents is governed by a set of immediate dom-
inance schemata. The realization of the dependents
follows the sequence: complements � subject �
adjuncts. The actual number and kind of dependents
is determined by the lexical head within each phrase.
The structure of the linguistic objects in HPSG makes
its language model very appropriate for encoding the
information in a treebank. In fact, we could consider
it as a hybrid approach to representation of syntac-
tic information because it represents the constituent
structures and grammatical relations at the same time.

An example of a tree is presented in Fig. 1. The
tree consists of four types of nodes and two types of
arcs. The leaves in the tree correspond to the words
and punctuation. The circles correspond to the sign
objects in HPSG, the labels inside them determine the
subsort of the sign and its constituent structure - lex-
ical (N,V,Prep,Pron,A), head-complement (VPC,PP),
head-subject (VPS), head-adjunct (NPA,VPA) and the
category of the sign. The rectangles correspond to
some additional properties of the signs below them.
Here three kinds of such properties are shown: the
root node of the sentence [S], the da-clause [CLDA]
and a representation of the unexpressed subject of the
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Figure 1: A schematic tree for the sentence: Dyzhdyt

prodylzhavshe da shumi navyn. (The rain continued babbling

outside.)

da-clause [pro-ss]. The immediate dominance rela-
tion between the signs is given by the structure of the
tree itself. We allow for crossing branches (not pre-
sented here). The co-references among the indices
of the signs are given by additional arcs between the
nodes of the tree. Here we have one such link which
connects the unexpressed subject of the CLDA clause
with the expressed one of the main verb. For more
explanations on the current version of the annotation
scheme see (Simov and Osenova, 2003).

3 Formalism for HPSG

In this section we present a logical formalism for
HPSG. Then a normal form for a finite theory is de-
fined as a set of feature graphs. In (Simov, 2001;
Simov et al., 2002; Simov, 2002) shows that this nor-
mal form is suitable for the representation of an HPSG
corpus and an HPSG grammar (see also (King and
Simov, 1998)). In the paper we extend the idea further
viewing these graphs as a representation of an HPSG
annotation scheme as well. Here we shortly present
the syntax of the logic (SRL). For full description see
(King, 1989).

� � ���� ��� is a finite SRL signature iff � is
a finite set of species, � is a set of features, and � �
� ��������� is an appropriateness function.
� is a term iff � is a member of the smallest set 	

such that (1) � 
 	 , and (2) for each � 
 � and each

� 
 	 , �� 
 	 . Æ is a description iff Æ is a member
of the smallest set � such that (1) for each � 
 � and
for each � 
 	 , � � � 
 �, (2) for each �� 
 	 and
�� 
 	 , ��  �� 
 � and �� � �� 
 �, (3) for each
Æ 
 �, �Æ 
 �, (4) for each Æ� 
 � and Æ� 
 �,
�Æ� � Æ�� 
 �, �Æ� � Æ�� 
 �, and �Æ� � Æ�� 
 �.
Each subset � � � is an SRL theory.

An HPSG grammar � � ��� �� in SRL consists of:
(1) a signature �, which gives the ontology of entities
that exist in the universe and the appropriateness con-
ditions on them, and (2) a theory �, which gives the
restrictions upon these entities. We represent gram-
mars and corresponding sentence analyses in a normal
form based on feature graphs.

Let �� ���� ��� be a finite signature. A feature
graph with respect to � is a directed, connected and
rooted graph � � �� ��� 	��� such that: (1) � is a
set of nodes, (2) � � � �� � � is a partial arc
function, (3) 	 is a root node, (4) � � � � � is a
total species assignment function, and (5) for each

��
� 
 � and each � 
 � such that ��
�� �� � and
��
�� �� � 
�, then ��
�� 
 ����
��� ��. We say
that the feature graph � is finite if and only if the set
of nodes is finite. A feature graph � � �� ��� 	���
such that for each node 
 
 � and each feature
� 
 � if ����
�� �� � then ��
� �� � is called
a complete feature graph. For each two graphs
�� � ������� 	����� and �� � ������� 	����� we
say that graph �� subsumes graph �� (�� � ��) iff
there is an isomorphism� � �� � � �

�
, � �

�
� ��,

such that (1) ��	�� � 	�, (2) for each 
� 
� 
 �� and
each feature �, ���
� �� � 
 � iff �����
�� �� � ��
 ��,
and (3) for each 
 
 ��, ���
� � �����
��. For each
two graphs �� and �� if �� � �� and �� � �� we say
that �� and �� are equivalent.

For finite feature graphs, we could define a transla-
tion into SRL descriptions using the correspondences
between paths in the graph and terms. Thus we can
interpret each finite feature graph as a description in
SRL. Using the set of all finite feature graphs that sub-
sume a given infinite feature graph, we can also de-
fine the interpretation of each infinite feature graph.
Thus we can speak about satisfiable graphs. For them
there exists an interpretation in which they denote
non-empty set of objects. Moreover, we can define
a correspondence between the finite SRL theories and
the feature graphs. This representation of the theory
as a set of graphs has the following very important
properties:

1. each graph � in the set of graphs is satisfi-
able (for some interpretation the graph � denotes



some objects in the interpretation), and

2. each two graphs ��, �� in the set have disjoint
denotations (for each interpretation there is no
object in the interpretation that is denoted by the
two graphs).

These properties of the set of graphs theory repre-
sentation allows for classification of linguistic objects
with respect to the graphs. We are going to use such
an algorithm for the tasks connected to the creation
and usage of the corpus. Also, an inference proce-
dure over feature graphs is developed as composition
of graphs. The procedure reflects the semantics of the
corresponding SRL theory.

We aim at proving out that feature graphs are ade-
quate for the following important scenarios: (1) Rep-
resentation of an HPSG grammar. The construction
of a graph representation of a finite theory demon-
strates that using feature graphs as grammar represen-
tation does not impose any restrictions over the class
of possible finite grammars in SRL. (2) Representa-
tion of an HPSG corpus. Each sentence in the cor-
pus is represented as a complete feature graph. One
can easily establish a correspondence between the el-
ements of the strong generative capacity of an HPSG
grammar and the complete feature graphs. Thus com-
plete feature graphs naturally become a good repre-
sentation for an HPSG corpus. (3) Representation
of the annotation scheme. We assume that an an-
notation scheme over the HPSG sort hierarchy can be
considered a grammar. The feature graphs of such an
annotation scheme will be constrained by the lexicon,
which is available to the annotators, by the principles,
which are stated as a theory, and by the input sen-
tences. As a result, all the constraints that follow log-
ically from the above sources of information can be
effectively exploited during the annotation process.

4 Corpus Annotation

The corpus annotation within this framework is based
on the idea of parse selection from a number of au-
tomatically constructed sentence parses. The parses
are constructed by the inference mechanism using the
graph representation of the annotation scheme and
graph encoding of the sentence. This approach to cor-
pora development is well known as grammar-based
corpus annotation. See (Dipper, 2000) for an exam-
ple among others. Our approach differs in the for-
mal mechanisms that are incorporated within the im-
plementation. The assumptions, which the annotation
process is based on, are listed below:

� The annotation scheme is defined as a set of
graphs. Thus each sentence annotation has to be
consistent with respect to the logical properties
of the annotation scheme. Nevertheless, the an-
notator is not constrained too much, because the
annotation scheme is still general and therefore,
it will overgenerate massively.

� The annotator cannot simultaneously observe all
the parses, generated by the annotation scheme.
Thus he/she has to make a choice relying only on
the partial information as a prompt for the sen-
tence true analysis. Thus annotators’ work is in-
cremental.

� The information, added by the user during the
annotation process, is propagated further. The
propagation reduces the number of the possible
choices in other places of the sentence analysis.

Thus, the overall annotation process is organized as
follows:

1. First, the selected sentence is processed par-
tially. This processing is compatible with the
HPSG sort hierarchy and comprises: morpholog-
ical analysis, disambiguation and non-recursive
partial parsing. As a result, the complexity of the
following steps is reduced. Note that at this point
the sentences receive a unique partial analysis.

2. The result from the previous step is encoded as
feature graph and it is further processed by an
HPSG processor with the help of the described
annotation scheme. The result is a set of com-
plete feature graphs.

3. The selection of the correct analysis is consid-
ered a classificationof the partial description of
the true sentence analysis with respect to the set
of complete feature graphs, produced in the pre-
vious step. The classification starts with the com-
mon for all complete graphs information. This
information contains all the partial analyses from
the first step, because the HPSG processor op-
erates monotonically and thus, it cannot delete
information. On the basis of the differences be-
tween the complete graphs an indexover them
is created. This index supports the propaga-
tion of the information, added by the annotator.
When the user adds enough information, the par-
tial analysis can be extended to exactly one of
the complete graphs. If the sentence allows more
than one analysis, the annotator has to classify it
more than once.



In the rest of the section we present the index and
describe its contribution to the process of the classifi-
cation of the partial sentence analysis with respect to
all sentence analyses. The idea behind the classifica-
tion is that the annotator states the new information
about the analysis as elementary descriptions of the
relevant graph. The elementary descriptions are of the
following kinds: � � � (the path � is defined in the
graph and the species of the end node is �), � �� �

(the path � is defined in the graph and the species of
the end node is not �), ��  �� (the paths �� and
�� are defined in the graph and they share their end
nodes), and �� � �� (the paths �� and �� are defined
in the graph and they have different end nodes)2.

Here are some examples of elementary descriptions
that the user can supply: “the phrase is of type head-
complement”, “the verbal adjunct is not a secondary
predication”, “the unexpressed subjects of two rela-
tive clauses are the same”. If, for example, the sen-
tence contains also reflexive pronouns, bound to the
unexpressed subject in one of the relative clauses, the
last claim will automatically add a binding link from
this pronoun to the unexpressed subject of the other
relative clause.

In (King and Simov, 1998) we have shown that for
a set of graphs, representing a theory, there is a set of
elementary descriptions, such that each description in
the set discriminates over the set of graphs. Thus, it is
true for at least one graph and it is false for at least one
graph. Using the last properties one can construct an
index over the set of graphs. The index is a tree, such
that the nodes of the tree are marked with elementary
descriptions and the edges of the tree are marked with
the truth values: true or false. And the descriptions
are chosen in such a way that each path from the root
of the tree to some of the leaves of the tree determines
exactly one graph in the initial set of graphs. The de-
scriptions, presented in the index, can be chosen on
the basis of the graphs in the set.

In order to use such indices for facilitating the an-
notation process, we encode all possible indices over
the complete graphs, returned by the HPSG processor.
This work is being done incrementally over the differ-
ences of the graphs and thus the indices share some
of their parts. The index is not a tree in this case, but
rather a forest. This step is necessary for annotators’
convenience, because it is not clear at the beginning,
which information will be easy to be provided manu-
ally.

2The description � � � states that the path � is defined in the
graph. The description � �� � states that the path � is not defined
in the graph.

It can be proved that for finite set of graphs there
exists a finite index. Stating one of the elementary de-
scriptions in the index, the annotator always reduces
the number of the graphs that are presented by this
description. Providing several descriptions, the anno-
tator arrives at exactly one graph from the set. Thus,
the classification is performed in the following way:

1. At the beginning all the nodes in the index are
available to be chosen and the annotator has the
possibility to state any of the elementary descrip-
tions in the index.

2. The annotator decides on an elementary descrip-
tion about the sentence from the set of the al-
lowed descriptions.

3. The elementary description is found in the index
and this operation reduces the number of the pos-
sible graphs. It also means that some of the el-
ementary descriptions in the index are not eligi-
ble any more, because they will contradict the
selected description.

4. If the set of the possible graphs is a singleton
(has only one member), then this graph is a re-
sult from the classification. If the set contains
more than one graphs, then the algorithm goes to
point 2 and offers the annotator to make a new
choice of an allowed elementary description.

The chosen graph is in fact the analysis of the sen-
tence. It is important to say that this algorithm of
classification works not only over a set of complete
graphs, but also over graph representations of finite
SRL theories.

An additional facility for the annotator is the pos-
sibility for him/her to provide larger descriptions in
one step. Such descriptions represent the linguisti-
cally motivated characteristics of the sentence. Larger
descriptions can be considered macros. For example,
macroses are the constituent labels like VPS for ver-
bal head-subject phrase, NPA for noun head-adjunct
phrase etc.

As a speed measure of the annotation we consider
all the necessary selections made by the annotator in
his/her steps to the complete analysis. The number
of the selections are in the worst case equal to the
number of all analyses, produced by the HPSG gram-
mar. This can happen when the annotator rules out
exactly one analysis per choice. The average number
of selections is a logarithm from the number of the
analyses. An important advantage of this selection-
analysis-approach is that the annotator works locally.



Thus the number of parameters necessary to be con-
sidered simultaneously is minimized.

5 Reclassification

The need for a reclassification of already classified
linguistic objects arises in connection with the follow-
ing problems and tasks:

� Changes in the target linguistic description of the
elements in the corpus;

� New tasks, for which the corpus might be ad-
justed;

� New developments in the linguistic theory;

� Misleading decisions, taken during the design
phase of the corpus development.

In each of these cases, the development of a new
annotation scheme is necessary. The problems con-
cerning such a step are well known: What about the
corpus built up to now? How to use it in the new cir-
cumstances and at minimal costs? Here we offer an
algorithm for reclassification within our formalism for
HPSG.

There are two possible scenarios for the application
of the reclassification to an already created corpus:

� The first holds when the changes in the annota-
tion scheme are relatively small. For instance,
addition of new features, new sorts or new prin-
ciples to the initial HPSG grammar.

� In the second case there is a substantial change in
the annotation scheme. For example, complete
substitution of the sort hierarchy parts with new
ones.

Of course, there are not clear boundaries between the
two kinds of changes.

Let ���� and ���� be two signatures and let ���

be the annotation scheme constructed on the basis of
���� and ��� be the annotation scheme constructed
on the basis of ����. The idea of reclassification is
based on the notion of the correspondence rulesbe-
tween descriptions with respect to the old and to the
new annotation schemes. The general format of these
rules is:

Æ��� � Æ���

where the Æ��� is a description with respect to ����

and Æ��� is a description with respect to ����. The
meaning of such rules is: for each model ���� of ���

such that the description Æ��� is satisfiable in it, there
exists a model ���� of ��� such that the description
Æ��� is satisfiable in it. Thus we consider the corre-
spondence rules as rules for transferring knowledge
between the two annotation schemes.

Then the algorithm for reclassification works in the
following way:

1. Let ���� and ���� be two signatures and let ���

be the annotation scheme constructed on the ba-
sis of ���� and ��� be the annotation scheme
constructed on the basis of ����. Let �� is a
set of correspondence rules.

2. Let ���� be a graph with respect to ��� for the
sentence �. Let ������� � � � ��

�
���� are the candi-

date analyses for the sentence � with respect to
the new annotation scheme ���.

3. The algorithm constructs the set ����� of all de-
scriptions Æ��� such that there exists a correspon-
dence rule Æ��� � Æ��� 
 �� and ���� is in
the denotation of Æ��� for each interpretation of
��� that satisfies ����. Thus ����� contains all
the descriptions on the left side of the correspon-
dence rules that are true for the graph.

4. Then the algorithm constructs the set ����� of
descriptions Æ��� such that there exists a corre-
spondence rule Æ��� � Æ��� 
 �� and Æ��� 

�����. We consider the set ����� to be the
transferred knowledge from the old annotation of
the sentence � to the new annotation.

5. Then the algorithm uses the set ����� and the
index for the new potential analyses for the sen-
tence � in order to find the minimal number
of graphs from the set ������� � � � ��

�
����, which

satisfies all the descriptions in �����.

The result of this algorithm is a set of graphs. If the
set is empty, it means that the transferred knowledge
is in contradiction with the new annotation scheme
and cannot be really used. In this case the developers
of the corpus have to reconsider the correspondence
rules. If the set is a singleton, then it equals the analy-
sis of the sentence with respect to the new annotation
scheme. If the set contains more than one element,
then the old analysis does not contain enough infor-
mation for a unique classification of the sentence with
respect to the new annotation scheme and some hu-
man intervention will be necessary. In fact we expect
the last point to be the majority of the cases. Never-
theless the reclassification process will be helpful in



this case also because it will reduce the number of the
candidate analyses.

The two scenarios mentioned above differ from
each other mainly on the basis of the complexity of the
correspondence rules. In the first case one can state
that each old description that is eligible with respect
to the new scheme is mapped on itself. The second
case will require more complicated rules.

6 Evaluation over an HPSG Annotation
Scheme

Every corpus, which is constructed with respect to this
formalism, offers various opportunities for evaluation
of parsing systems. It is evoked by several factors.
First, HPSG as a theory describes the linguistic ob-
jects by using both mechanisms for the representation
of the syntactic information: constituent structure and
head-dependent structure. Hence, one could rely on
the most of the current evaluation metrics like: PAR-
SEVAL precision and recall over bracketing and the
mean number of overlapping brackets (Harrison et al.,
1991), on evaluations focusing on grammatical rela-
tions as in (Carroll et al., 2003), or on dependency
relations in (Kübler and Hinrichs, 2001) and (Lin,
2003). Additionally, such a corpus provides mech-
anisms for mixed evaluation schemes where both of
these inventories can be used.

Another advantage of such a corpus is the high
granularity of the information presented in it. This
is a pre-requisite for the definition of different lev-
els of degree where the evaluation process can take
place. Note that it supports multi-level evaluation pro-
cesses rather than mono-level ones. Recall one im-
portant fact is that HPSG-based analyses subsume the
constituent structure as well as the head-dependent
structure of the elements in the sentence. For exam-
ple, one can work on the level of bracketing, but also
she/he can view the constituents types as defined by
the grammatical features of the head. Thus the two
popular evaluation approaches can be easily imple-
mented over the same corpus, i.e. either the bracket-
ing precision and recall and bracketing overlap mea-
sures, or the grammar relations measures. One can
even combine them in one measure parameter specific
for certain evaluation requirements.

In order to achieve this one has to define a new an-
notation scheme, which reflects the evaluation task.
Then it is necessary an appropriate set of correspon-
dence rules to be defined. Afterwards the corpus is re-
classified with respect to the new annotation scheme.
In most cases this process will be a simplification

of the information that is already in the corpus, and
human intervention would not be necessary. For in-
stance, one can keep only the information about head-
dependents and delete all the information about the
constituent structure. In this case a dependency-like
evaluation can be implemented. One important point
here is that the deletion of information is not exactly
transformation of the graphs that already exist in the
corpus. In fact, this is a construction of a new cor-
pus using the information that is stored in the old one.
There is no need the graphs in the new corpus to be
isomorphic to subgraphs in the old one. As a very
simple example we can consider the transformation
of a deep adjunct attachment (one at a time) into a flat
adjunct attachment (all at once).

Another possibility is the context dependent eval-
uation. Generally, this means to mix several evalua-
tion approaches depending on the linguistic informa-
tion in the sentence analyses. For example, consider
the case when the evaluation aims at determining the
right argument recognition for the verbs, but not for
the prepositions. Then one can require all NPs with
attached to them PPs to be transformed into some flat
structured NPs, and keep the PPs only when they are
arguments of the verbs. This can be implemented
again via reclassification, because it is context sensi-
tive.

7 Related Works and Discussion

There are several existing works related to ours. Using
graphs for representation of corpora data is presented
in a number of papers of Steven Bird and co-workers
(see (Cotton and Bird, 2002) for applying their format
to treebanks). The main difference between their ap-
proach and our work is that their graphs are defined
purely in a graph-theoretical manner with some ad-
ditions related to corpus practice (mainly speech cor-
pora). This way of definition of annotation graphs re-
quires some additional work on facilities for their ma-
nipulation like operations for transformation, query-
ing. Also some logical formalism for annotation
graphs is necessary in order to ensure the consistency
of the represented linguistic information and the re-
sult from the operations over them. In comparison,
our feature graphs are directly related to well estab-
lished logical formalism which ensures the necessary
functionality for their manipulation. Also the expres-
sive power of feature graphs seems to be greater than
the one of annotation graphs. Generally this question
is outside the scope of the current paper, but the claim
is based on the observation by Cotton and Bird: “...



An example of this kind of corpus is the HPSG Tree-
bank for Polish (Marciniak et al., 2000). Representing
such treebank using annotation graphs would require
a more expressive model of arc labels than is currently
permitted (namely attribute-value matrices).” Thus
our feature graphs can be regarded as a variant of an-
notation graphs based on rigorous formal basis.

Another related work is: Redwood HPSG treebank
of English (see (Oepen et. al., 2002)). The creation
of this treebank uses decision trees approach to sup-
port the annotators in selection of the right HPSG
ananlyses for the sentences. This approach is very
close to our classification based on feature graphs.
Another important characteristics of their treebank is
its dynamic nature. This generally is concerned with
changes and new developments in the underling lin-
guistic theory. The problem is the following: when the
theory changes the treebank becomes out of date. In
order to support easily the updates of the already rep-
resented information one needs a mechanism for reuse
of old analyses with small amount of work. The peo-
ple working on Redwood treebank achieve this again
by the means of decision trees. In our case we can use
the reclassification for the same purpose.

The reclassification is also related to the approach
described recently in (Kinyon and Rambow, 2003)
which is used for transformation of treebanks from
one linguistic theory to another (see the citation there
for previous works on the problem). Again the differ-
ence with our approach is that we offer these operation
to be done on the basis of logical formalism and the
consistency of the result is guaranteed if the original
information is consistent.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a formal framework for de-
velopment of a corpus based on HPSG linguistic the-
ory. There are several advantages of such a formal
framework:

� Uniformity of the annotation with respect to an
HPSG grammar;

� Classification algorithm for facilitating the anno-
tation process.

� Potential for reclassification which can be help-
ful during the development of the corpus and dur-
ing its exploitation.

One very interesting side of such usage is for parser
evaluation. First, HPSG as theory offers simultane-
ously representation of the constituent structure and

the dependency relations. Second, the reclassification
of the corpus can be context sensitive and this allows
for different kinds of evaluation for different construc-
tions. At the moment, we are developing a corpus
based on the above formalism (see (Simov, Popova
and Osenova, 2002; Simov et al., 2002; Simov and
Osenova, 2003)). We have annotated about 5000 sen-
tences. It is too early for real evaluation of the speed
of annotation but the results are promising.
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Abstract
In this paper a data-driven method for Part-of-Speech
tagging not using any n-grams of tags is presented.
The method matches the text to be tagged to as long
continuous strings from the training data as possible
and assigns each match the same tags as the match-
ing part of the training data. There is also a back-off
method for short matches and the treatment of un-
known words differs from the most common ways of
handling them. The method is evaluated on Swedish
text. The method is slightly less accurate than avail-
able state of the art taggers. It is faster than some of
these, and uses different information, which makes it
a useful addition to an ensemble of taggers, especially
for unknown words.

1 Introduction

Part-of-speech tagging is a very important step in
most advanced language technology systems. It is a
nontrivial problem due to ambiguous words and un-
known words, i.e. words not in the training data. POS-
tagging is harder for some languages than others. Typ-
ical accuracy for Swedish taggers is between 94% and
96% (Megyesi 01). Taggers may either be based on
manually written rules for a specific language (Karls-
sonet al. 95), language independent, but trained on
a tagged corpus (Brants 00; Ratnaparkhi 96; Schmid
94; Brill 92) or a combination of both (Carlberger &
Kann 99).

An obvious way to improve tagging is to combine
the results of several taggers, hoping to take advan-
tage of the fact that different taggers are good at tag-
ging different constructions. This is called using an
ensemble of classifiers (in this case taggers). A good
overview of why ensembles are good and different
ways of combining classifiers is given in (Dietterich
97). The basic idea is that classifiers making uncorre-
lated errors can correct each other.

We have developed a new data-driven tagger,
Stomp (Stockholm MatchingPart-of-speech tagger),
primarily for Swedish but relatively language inde-
pendent, that does not use n-grams of tags at all. This
was intended to make it different from other taggers
and thus hopefully useful in an ensemble of taggers.
Stomp tags text by matching sequences of words. It

finds the longest match between a word in its current
context and the training data and assigns the tag in the
matching data to the word.

Stomp has slightly lower accuracy, 94.5%, than
other available taggers. It is slower than the fastest
available taggers, but faster than some (and very fast
when training). Stomp has high accuracy on some
types of words, which are not necessarily easy to tag
for other types of taggers. It handles unknown words
differently than most taggers. Some types of unknown
words are handled well. Stomp can also find inconsis-
tencies in the annotation of a tagged corpus.

2 Details of the algorithm

2.1 Known words

For a known word, Stomp proceeds as follows: Find
all matches between this word in this context and
the training corpus. Select the match that is “best”.
Which match is “best” is measured by computing the
product of the lengths of the matching left context and
the matching right context. To rank one-sided matches
by length, a small constant is added to the lengths of
the matching contexts before multiplying. The word
is then assigned the same tag as the matching word in
the best match.

If there are several equally good matches, the most
common matching tag (in these matches) is chosen. If
it is still a tie, the one first encountered is chosen.

Many known words always have the same tag in
the training corpus, and will thus always be assigned
this tag. These words are detected and assigned their
tag without the computationally heavy matching pro-
cedure. Not all words that are unambiguous in the
training data are actually unambiguous, accuracy on
these words is 98% in the tests.

2.2 Unknown words

Stomp was developed for use primarily on Swedish,
which is a compounding language. Over 60% of the
unknown words are compounds. When an unknown
word is found, Stomp first checks if it is a compound
of words it already knows. In Swedish, the last part



of a compound determines the word class, so only the
last part is checked.

For an unknownn-letter word with characters
c1c2...cn this is done by checking ifcici+1...cn is a
known word, for2 ≤ i ≤ n − 6. If a substring
matching a known word is found, the unknown word
is replaced by the known (sub)word, using the longest
if several alternatives exist. This is done when read-
ing the text, so the replacement word is used for tag-
ging the unknown word and as context for neighbor-
ing words.

Many Swedish compounds end with a word shorter
than six letters (which is the limit Stomp uses), but al-
lowing shorter words leads to other problems. Many
common word suffixes for regular inflection forms are
also known words in the lexicon. One example is
“ande”, which is a common adjective suffix and also
a noun.

Words not recognized as compounds are tagged
with the help of the hapax words (words occurring
only once in the training data). These make up ap-
proximately half the words in the training lexicon, or
4,5% of the words in the training texts. If the last four
letters of the unknown word is the same as the suffix
of a hapax words, then it is treated as if it occurred
on all the positions where hapax words with this suf-
fix occur. If there is no hapax with this suffix in the
training data the word is treated as if it occurred on all
positions where any hapax word occurs.

47% of all unknown words are recognized as com-
pounds and 88% of these are tagged correctly. For
other unknown words the accuracy is 68%, which
gives a total accuracy of 77% on unknown words.
State of the art taggers achieve 80% to 90% accuracy
on unknown words on the same dataset.

2.3 Back-off for short matches

Tagging accuracy on words with short matches is low,
and short matches are common. Stomp behaves much
like a unigram tagger on words with short matches.
One way of increasing tagging accuracy on these
words is to use the tags in their contexts.

Stomp has a back-off method using these tags.
After doing the tagging as described earlier, Stomp
rechecks all words with short matches, this time
matching first on words as before, and when no more
words match, continuing the matching on tags (tags in
the training data and the tags assigned earlier). This
changes about 3% of the tags, increasing tagging ac-
curacy from 93.8% to 94.5%, but takes a lot of time,
more time than the original tagging step.

Of the tags that are changed, 8% are one er-
ror changed to another error, 33% are a correct tag
changed (to an incorrect one) and 59% are an incor-
rect tag changed to the correct tag.

Stomp rechecks words starting on the last word and
working backwards. Checking the words in any other
order would also work. Different orders can give dif-
ferent results, since the matching tag context changes
for some words when a word is retagged. In prac-
tice the order makes very little difference. Likewise,
running the back-off again after the first back-off has
finished changes very few tags, about 0.1%.

2.4 Length of matches

In the tests performed, the mean length of matches,
including the word itself, is 2.8 words when tagging.
When using the back-off method, matches for the
treated words are increased from 2.3 words to 3.6
words. These matches and the long matches for words
where no back-off was used, have a mean length of 4.0
words. This was for a balanced training corpus of 1.1
million words and a test text of about 60 000 words
from the same domain. Unambiguous words were not
included in these numbers, since no matching is done
for them.

3 Performance

3.1 Tagging accuracy

The Stockholm-Ume̊a Corpus (SUC) (Ejerhedet al.
92), a manually corrected tagged corpus of Swedish,
was used for training and testing. The tag set in SUC
was slightly modified, resulting in a tag set of 150
tags.

Training and testing was performed by splitting
SUC into two parts: a test set consisting of about
58 000 words, and a training set consisting of the rest
of the corpus, about 1.1 million words. This results in
approximately 5% of the words in the test data being
unknown words. To increase reliability of results, the
part of SUC used as test data was chosen in 10 differ-
ent ways (all 10 test sets were disjoint) and the train-
ing and testing repeated once for every choice. The
test data was chosen to be as balanced as possible.

Testing was done by stripping the tags from the test
data and letting the tagger tag the text. An assigned
tag was then deemed correct if it was the same as the
original tag.

Stomp tags 94.5% of all words correctly (93.8%
without back-off). It tags 77% of unknown words cor-
rectly, which means 22% of all errors were unknown
words. A baseline unigram tagger, choosing the most



Type of match Stomp No back-off fnTBL Mxpost TnT Words
All words 94.5 93.8 95.6 95.5 95.9 100.0
Known words 95.5 94.9 96.5 96.1 96.3 94.6
Unknown words 77.4 75.8 79.8 85.1 88.5 5.4
Compound unknown words 88.4 87.8 82.2 85.5 91.2 2.6
Non-compound unknown 67.6 64.9 77.7 84.9 86.0 2.9
Word only 80.5 75.5 86.4 88.5 90.0 6.2
Short edge 92.0 90.9 93.9 93.9 94.1 35.4
Long edge 96.6 96.1 97.0 96.4 96.5 0.9
1+1 word 93.9 93.9 94.9 95.0 94.3 9.2
Short good 95.4 95.4 95.9 96.1 95.2 5.4
Long good 97.8 97.8 97.1 97.0 96.4 1.6
Unambiguous word 98.7 98.7 98.3 97.9 98.8 41.3

Table 1: Tagging accuracies (in % correctly tagged words) for different types of matches. “Edge” means the
matching word was the first or last word of the match, where long means at least 4 matching words, and short
means 2 to 5. “1+1” means there was one word on each side in the match. “Good” means there was matching
context on both sides, where short means 2 or 3 words on one side and 1 word on the other, long is all other two-
sided matches. Unambiguous words means words with only one tag in the training data. Unknown words are
included in the matching measurements, since Stomp treats these as regular words (though not as the unknown
word itself, see Section 2.2) when matching.

common tag for known words and the most common
open word class tag for unknown words, achieves
87.3% accuracy (25.4% on unknown words) on the
same data.

In Table 1 accuracy information for different types
of matches is presented. There is also accuracy mea-
surements for three state of the art taggers: a Brill-
tagger, fnTBL (Ngai & Florian 01); a maximum en-
tropy tagger, Mxpost (Ratnaparkhi 96) and an HMM-
tagger, TnT (Brants 00).

Stomp performs well on long matches, especially
on long matches with matching context on both sides.
It also performs well on unknown words it believes
are compounds. On these types of matches it outper-
forms several of the state of the art taggers. These
types of matches are not very common, though, and
Stomp performs poorly on short matches, which are
common. Using the scores of the matches Stomp uses
to choose the best match, it is easy to separate the dif-
ferent types of matches. It is thus easy to use Stomp
for only some types of words, and let another tagger
tag the rest.

Stomp makes good use of larger training sets, since
the information it uses (series of words) is so sparse.
Not having any larger annotated resources available,
three million words of newspaper clips from the web
were automatically tagged with a voting ensemble of
taggers. When this was added to the training data of
Stomp, the accuracy increased to 95.1%, despite the

Training size in words Words per second
4 000 000 2 200
2 000 000 3 400
1 000 000 4 800

100 000 25 000
10 000 36 000

Table 2: Tagging speed, measured on tagging only
(including back-off, ignoring time for reading corpus,
printing output etc.). Measured on a SunBlade 100.

new data not being 100% correct (probably around
96.5% correct). About half the increase was on un-
known words which were no longer unknown since
they occurred in the new training texts, which Stomp
generally makes a lot of errors on. The other half was
on known words, though, so Stomp seems to use large
training sets well.

3.2 Tagging speed

Since tagging is done by matching a text to the cor-
pus, tagging time increases with both corpus size and
text size. Most taggers have a separate training step,
and then only depend on the text size. Stomp has zero
training time (no training is done), while tagging time
is quite high. This is to be expected, since Stomp uses
a form of instance based learning, which generally
makes the classification of new data computationally
heavy.



Tagging a text of 58 000 words with training data
consisting of 1.1 million words takes 30 seconds on a
SunBlade 100. Of this, 15 seconds are spent on read-
ing the corpus, 3.5 seconds on tagging and 9 seconds
on back-off for short matches. This amounts to 2 000
words per second all in all, and 4 000 words per sec-
ond excluding the time for reading training data.

Other taggers vary in speed, of the taggers in Sec-
tion 3.1, TnT is very fast (8 seconds on the same task),
while Mxpost and fnTBL are slower than Stomp (a
few minutes).

4 Applications

4.1 Finding errors in a tagged corpus

Stomp’s very high accuracy on long matches can
be useful, for instance when correcting a manually
tagged corpus. If a long word sequence is found sev-
eral times in a corpus and the annotation differs for
words in the middle of the sequence, there is likely to
be an error or inconsistency in the annotation.

This was tested on the SUC corpus (Ejerhedet al.
92). Stomp was used to find all matches with at least
two matching words on each side where the tagging
differed in different parts of the corpus. This gave
about 2 000 matches. Some of these were then man-
ually checked by a linguist. In most cases any of the
two tags could have been used in both matches, so
the tagging was inconsistent (one of the tags should
have been used for all occurrences or the ambiguity
should have been kept), and in some cases one of the
annotations was wrong (and in some cases there was
a genuine difference between the two matches).

When evaluating taggers, they will often make “er-
rors” on words with inconsistent annotation, since
several suggestions are correct, but only one will be
considered correct in the evaluation, and the tagger
has no way of guessing which tag was used in this
part of the test data. They also degrade the quality of
the training data by introducing differences in the an-
notation where there is no real difference. This is also
true for words where the annotation is wrong.

See (K̈allgren 96) for a thorough discussion of eval-
uation of automatic taggers, tagging errors and am-
biguous words in SUC.

4.2 Usefulness in an ensemble

The intention when creating Stomp was to create a
tagger which uses different information than most
other taggers. Mxpost uses information similar to
the information Stomp uses, Mxpost looks at (among
other things) the preceding and following word, and

Tagger Accuracy (%)
TnT 95.9
fnTBL 95.6
Mxpost 95.5
TreeTagger 95.1
Stomp 94.5
TnT+Mxpost+TreeTagger 96.2

Mxpost+TreeTagger+Stomp 96.3
TnT+TreeTagger+Stomp 96.1
TnT+Mxpost+Stomp 96.4

Mxpost+TreeTagger+fnTBL 96.3
TnT+TreeTagger+fnTBL 96.1
TnT+Mxpost+fnTBL 96.5

All five 96.5

Table 3: Tagging accuracy of ensemble taggers when
trained on one million words of Swedish. More than
one tagger means simple voting was used, with ties
broken by the most accurate tagger. The ensemble
with all five taggers is actually more accurate, by al-
most 0.1% (significant using McNemar’s test at the
5% level (Everitt 77)), than the best trio, but the dif-
ference is too small to show up in this table.

the tags in the context of a word to tag. For long
matches Stomp uses different information than Mx-
post, though, and they also treat unknown words dif-
ferently.

To test whether Stomp is actually useful in an en-
semble of taggers a small test was performed. An en-
semble was created by using several publicly avail-
able taggers, TnT (Brants 00), Mxpost (Ratnaparkhi
96) and TreeTagger (Schmid 94). These were trained
and tested in the same way as Stomp, see Section 2.2.
The taggers then voted on which tag to choose, with
ties being resolved by using the tag suggested by the
most accurate single tagger in the ensemble. The ac-
curacies of the ensembles is presented in Table 3.

When exchanging one of the taggers for Stomp and
then using the new ensemble, the ensemble accuracy
increased except when removing Mxpost (TreeTagger
and TnT are quite similar so they do not complement
each other very well).

Then the same was done with fnTBL (Ngai & Flo-
rian 01), which also differs a lot from the taggers in
the ensemble, and is also very accurate alone (unlike
Stomp). fnTBL increased the accuracy of the ensem-
bles about as much as Stomp, once by a little more,
twice by a little less, but the difference was small.

In all cases except when removing Mxpost, the en-



sembles with Stomp had greater accuracy on unknown
words than the original ensemble and the ensemble
with fnTBL instead of Stomp. This indicates that it
is mainly the handling of unknown words in Stomp
that is useful for the ensembles. Also, if the minimum
length allowed for compounds is lowered in Stomp,
the accuracy of an ensemble with Stomp increases
slightly, while the accuracy of Stomp decreases no-
ticeably. The known word accuracy is also increased
in ensembles with Stomp, so it contributes useful in-
formation there too, but not as much as for unknown
words.

Finally, all five taggers were combined. This gave
the highest accuracy of all, although not much higher
than the best trio. All ensembles were more accu-
rate (significant using McNemar’s test at the 5% level
(Everitt 77)) than the best tagger (TnT) alone.

One could also use Stomp’s scoring of matches to
determine which tagger to trust. One simple example
would be to use the tag chosen by Stomp for words
with long two-sided matches, the tag chosen by Mx-
post for other two-sided matches and the tag chosen
by TnT for all other words.

Stomp has also been used in a more thorough eval-
uation of ensemble methods (Sjöbergh 03).

5 Conclusions

Stomp is not the fastest tagger, and it is not the most
accurate tagger either. It is faster than several other
taggers, though, and it uses different information than
most. Stomp can be successfully combined with other
taggers, by for instance using it as one tagger in an
ensemble.

The handling of unknown words, especially those
believed to be compounds, seems promising even
though it is quite naive. A more advanced method
based on these principles might be a good addition
even to some state of the art taggers. This was tested
by letting Stomp change unknown words believed to
be compounds and then running Mxpost on the result-
ing text, which resulted in an unknown word accuracy
of 86.6% compared to 85.6% when using Mxpost on
the original text (tested on 57 000 words).

Stomp can also be used to find inconsistencies and
errors in the annotation of a tagged corpus.

6 Future work

Since Stomp uses very sparse information, using
Stomp with more training data to see how high the
accuracy will get would be interesting. Evaluat-
ing Stomp on other languages reasonably similar to

Swedish, other types of tagging, such as shallow pars-
ing, could also be done.

Improving tagging of words Stomp finds hard could
probably be done, for instance by using statistics of
common tag n-grams. This would make Stomp be-
have more like other taggers, which might not be de-
sirable even if the tagging accuracy is increased.
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Abstract 
The multitude of readings of the Russian aspects 
(esp. the �ipf�1) and the comparison with aspec-
tual usage in the respective English and Turkish 
equivalents raises the question of how to account 
for those different readings and the cross-
linguistic differences. This paper assumes a se-
lectional theory of aspect that regards phases 
and boundaries as the decisive units accesible 
for aspectual selection by special markers. It will 
be argued against a purely compositional, and 
for a more pragmatic account of aspect, one that 
uses Levinson´s three heuristics, relevance-
theoretically modified by assuming that they act 
on different levels: the I-heuristic elaborates the 
underspecified semantic representations to yield 
truth-evaluable propositions, which are taken as 
input to purely pragmatic inferences governed by 
the Q- and M-heuristics. Those different infer-
ence processes do not follow strictly sequentially 
one after the other but rather interact in �parallel 
mutual adjustment�. Much of the confusion 
within the aspectual field can be done away with 
by taking a more pragmatically oriented ap-
proach. 

 
1  Introduction 
Considering the variety of readings postulated � 
often merely listed � for both the Russian pf and, 
particularly, the ipf aspect, it seems quite implausi-
ble to ascribe them all to semantics. A fully compo-
sitional approach neither accounts for certain con-
straints and preferences in aspectual readings, nor 
for their defeasibility. So it seems quite obvious that 
pragmatic inference processes also play a crucial 
role: �the determination of aspectual status [�] 
seems to fall in the middle ground between composi-
tional, syntax-driven semantic assembly, and full-
blown contextual reasoning� (Pulman 1997: 3).  

This insight fits well with the approach taken 
here. According to Relevance-Theory (RT; Carston 
2002; Blakemore 2002), there are two kinds of se-
mantics assumed: linguistic semantics which is con-
cerned with the context-invariant meaning encoded 
in the linguistic system, providing the input for 

                                                   
1 ipf = imperfective aspect; pf = perfective aspect 

pragmatic processes deriving explicatures, and truth-
conditional semantics, whose domain is proposi-
tional, i.e. truth-conditional, forms. There are also 
two kinds of pragmatics postulated, one that en-
riches or develops the logical form to yield truth-
evaluable propositions and thus immediately inter-
acts with semantics, and one which derives implica-
tures from that level, and thus acts above the imme-
diate structure of semantic representation. So three 
levels are involved in yielding utterance meaning 
(Figure 1): 1) the level of logical form / semantic 
representation, 2) the propositional (truth-
conditional) level, and 3) the level of implicatures. 
Level 1) is autonomous with respect to pragmatics, 
levels 2) and 3) both are supplied by pragmatic in-
ference processes, but whereas at level 2) decoding 
also plays a role, at level 3) it´s only inference, 
yielding the well-known implicatures. Those three 
levels are by no means independent or sequential, 
but rather interact, in that the pragmatic parts set 
certain constraints on the semantic ones. Figure 1 
sketches the overall picture: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1: interaction of semantics and pragmatics 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces the basic semantic aspects, i.e., the under-
specification view and the selectional theory of as-
pect. Section 3 provides the pragmatic framework 
that will be applied to aspectual composition in sec-
tion 4.  
 
2  Semantics 
2.1 Underspecification of linguistic form 
Semantic representations usually do not constitute 
full truth-evaluable constructions, but are highly 
underspecified, a view advocated, among others, by 
Blutner (1998) and Carston (2002).  
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Blutner (1998) argues for a �radical underspecifica-
tion view� (as opposed to the �coercion view�), 
which starts with underspecified representations that 
contain a special type of individual expressions that 
can be taken as placeholders for individuals. As this 
gives only a very weak determination of the kind of 
knowledge that is linked with the meaning of con-
tentful expressions, an enrichment mechanism is 
needed. So two steps are necessary to get truth-
conditional meaning: linguistic semantics and infer-
ences derived from that. Blutner, however, does not 
seem to distinguish between the two kinds of prag-
matic inference mentioned above, namely that one 
based on semantic representation, and the purely 
inferential one. Rather he seems to be lumping them 
together, or omitting one of them, as he only speaks 
of a �suitable mechanism for the contextual enrich-
ment of underspecified representations, [which] is 
intended to resolve the task of discourse interpreta-
tion, and [�] carries the main burden in explaining 
restrictions on interpretation� (Blutner 1998a: 158). 
Basic to his account are conversational implicatures, 
whose proper treatment depends on an adequate 
formulation of the Q- and I-principles in Gricean 
frameworks. As will be shown later, those princi-
ples, as well as the M-principle postulated by Levin-
son, indeed play a crucial role, but do so on distinct 
levels.   

Carston (2002: 94) argues for what she calls the 
�linguistic underdeterminacy view�: �what is said 
(the proposition expressed) by an utterance is inevi-
tably not fully determined by the meaning of the 
linguistic expression used to convey it�. Pragmatic 
processes already play a crucial role in the deriva-
tion of explicatures, that is, the explicitly communi-
cated content of an utterance. Explicatures constitute 
developments of the logical form of an utterance, 
whose content comes from two different sources: the 
linguistic expressions used and the context. In the 
former case, explicatures are derived by linguistic 
decoding, in the latter case by pragmatic inference. 
The lower bound of this process of development is 
truth-evaluability, the upper bound is set by the prin-
ciple of relevance. So explicatures emerge at level 2, 
whereas implicatures, derived by pure inference, 
constitute level 3 (Figure 1). 
 
2.2 A selectional theory of aspect 
The basic representational format of verbal predi-
cates assumed here consists of phases and bounda-
ries, the elements of a verbal lexical entry that are 
located on a �temporal tier� (Jackendoff 1987; Bickel 
1996) and are accessible for aspectual selection. 
Accordingly, verbs are classified in terms of combi-
nations of phases and boundaries (Johanson 2000; 

Bickel 1996). Phases and boundaries may be part of 
the semantic representation of the verb, emerge as 
the result of VP-composition, or may also be prag-
matically induced. So the question of class-
affiliation of verbs becomes irrelevant, at least with 
regard to issues of grammatical aspect. The advan-
tage of such an approach is that �coercion� or �re-
categorization� can be captured by simple composi-
tion, and that no combinations are excluded a priori, 
as appears to be the case within Vendlerian ap-
proaches that classify verbs according to their inter-
nal temporal properties and exclude, e.g., the combi-
nation of the progressive with stative verbs.2  
 
3 Pragmatics  
3.1 Levinson´s Heuristics: Q, M and I 
Standing in the Gricean and neo-Gricean tradition, 
Levinson offers three �heuristics� as default rules for 
interpretation. Those heuristics are related to Grice´s 
Maxims, and are labelled after the maxime they are 
derived from: Q-inferences are based on the first 
quantity maxim (�make your statement as informa-
tive as possible�) and license inference to the nega-
tion of a stronger interpretation, M-inferences stem 
from violations of the manner maxime (esp. �avoid 
obscurity of expression� and �avoid prolixity�), and 
lincense the inference from marked expressions to 
marked interpretations. I-inferences are based on the 
second quantity maxime (�do not say more than 
necessary�) and allow for inference to a stereotype. 
These three subtypes constitute the phenomena of 
generalized conversational implicatures. Levinson 
treats them as being equal, that is, as acting on one 
and the same level of pragmatic inference, which is 
contrary to the relevanc-theoretic assumption of two 
levels of pragmatic inference. Interestingly, how-
ever, Levinson himself points out one very impor-
tant difference between the three kinds of implica-
ture. Both Q- and M-implicatures are based on lin-
guistic alternates, whereas I-implicatures stem from 
stereotypical assumptions about the world. This 
leads to a ranking of implicatures: �[�] inferences 
based on highly constrained sets of lexemes (Q-
inferences) block those based on wider ranging con-
trasts in markedness (M-inferences), which in turn 
block those based on stereotypes about the world 
and the inference of maximal cohesion (I-

                                                   
2 Johanson (1996; 2000) defines aspectual selectors as 

�terminality operators�, that mark intraterminality (Turk-
ish -iyor, English -ing), adterminality (Russian pf aspect) 
and postterminality (Turkish -miş), a classification that is 
cross-linguistically valid and avoids much of the common 
terminological confusion.  

 



  

inference)� (Levinson 2000: 161). The crucial dif-
ference is, that I-inferences arise from the interplay 
of semantic representation with context, while Q- 
and M-inferences do not need any context for deri-
vation, but are based on sets of alternates with essen-
tially the same form and contrastive semantic con-
tent in the case of Q-inferences, and with contrasting 
forms but essentially the same inherent semantic 
content in the case of M-inferences. It´s due to this 
difference, that Q-/M- and I-implicatures come into 
play at different levels of  meaning composition, 
inference and interpretation.  

I-implicatures are not fundamentally metalinguis-
tic and invoke world-know-ledge of stereotypical 
relations. Such inferences apply predominantly in 
cases of semantic generality, applicability of indi-
vidual expressions, and of grammatical expressions 
(Levinson 1995: 100). I-implicatures specify the 
contextually relevant meaning of, e.g., possessive 
constructions (X´s Y), spatial prepositions (�in�), 
conjunctions (�and�) and of anaphoric linkage. All 
those forms have to be specified by pragmatic infer-
ence to yield a truth-evaluable proposition, so those 
inferences can be seen as an indispensable part of a 
proposition, whereas the other kinds of implicature 
take full-fledged propositions as input. Atlas & Lev-
inson (1981: 37) characterise the effect of I-
implicatures as enriching �what is said by reshaping 
the range of the possible states of affairs associated 
with what is communicated. What is communicated 
is more precise that what is said.� This is predicted 
immediately by the underdeterminacy view, where 
linguistic expressions inevitably demand specifica-
tion to be truth-evaluable. 

To conclude, it seems reasonable to keep Levin-
son´s distinction within implicatures, as they rely on 
different linguistic phenomena and different modes 
of derivation. This systematization cannot be cap-
tured within RT, where pragmatic inferences are 
reduced to just one principle � the principle of rele-
vance. What RT does capture, however, and what is 
not captured by Levinson´s distinction, is the fact 
that those inferences work on different levels, and 
this distinction indeed proves important in comput-
ing speaker´s meaning in general, and the reading of 
aspectual forms in particular.  
 
3.2  Relevance-Theory 
Within relevance-theory, one important distinction is 
that between explicatures and implicatures (Carston 
2002). Explicatures are a development of the seman-
tic representation/logical form, whereas implicatures 
are generated merely by pragmatic inferences. The 
main difference, accordingly, lies in the way of de-
riving the communicated assumptions. Implicatures 

do not primarily depend on the semantic representa-
tion and on context, but rather on alternative expres-
sions, that could have been used instead. And this is 
exactly what characterises Q- and M-implicatures: 
they are primarily based on linguistic alternates, and 
induce a metalinguistic mode of inference, but, as 
mentioned above, differ in the kind of contrast they 
rely on.  

Levinson´s I-implicatures, however, have to be 
regarded as contributing to the truth-conditions of 
the sentence expressed. Thus, they constitute an 
aspect of the proposition and, relevance-theore-
tically, do not count as implicatures, but rather as 
explicatures, which are derived by linguistic encod-
ing and pragmatic inference, that is, by an interplay 
of semantic representation, context and world-
knowledge.  

And this is how semantic representation, explica-
ture and implicature cooperate in deriving sentence 
meaning: �While the conceptual schema delivered 
by the encoded logical form of an utterance provides 
the frame on which explicatures are developed and 
so is an intrinsic part of their content, the conceptual 
content of an implicature is supplied wholly by 
pragmatic inference� (Carston 2002: 134). 

The picture that emerges so far is the following 
(Blakemore 2002: 77f): linguistic semantics delivers 
nothing but schematic logical forms that are input to 
pragmatic inferences constrained by the principle of 
relevance. This results in a set of communicated 
assumptions, which are derived by two different 
processes: either by encoding and inference, in the 
case of  explicatures, or, in the case of implicatures, 
by inference alone. Accordingly, �the question for 
linguistic semantics is not what contribution an ex-
pression makes to truth conditions, but rather what 
kind of contribution it makes to pragmatic infer-
ence� (Blakemore 2002: 78). The respective kinds of 
contritubtion to pragmatic inference constitute an-
other important distinction within RT, namely the 
distinction between conceptual and procedural en-
coding: Linguistic meaning not only encodes con-
ceptual information, but also information about con-
straints on inferential procedures, that is on explica-
tures and on implicatures. Constraints on implica-
tures play an important role in specifying the respec-
tive reading of the Russian ipf aspect.  
 
4 Levinson´s heuristics in aspectual 
 composition  
4.1 Q-Implicatures 
Q-implicatures are based on the Q-principle: �Do 
not provide a statement that is informationally 
weaker that your knowledge of the world allows� 



  

(Levinson 2000: 76). The hearer infers that the 
speaker has made the strongest possible statement, 
and so may induce inferences based on hierarchi-
cally ordered sets of alternates. In order to calculate 
aspectual inferences based on that principle, one has 
to know the language-specific markedness relations 
within the aspectual field. So the pf aspect in Rus-
sian and its unmarked counterpart can be said to 
form the following scale: <perfective; ∅ >, the pf 
aspect being the explicit marker of boundary-
selection, the ipf aspect being unmarked in that re-
spect. Accordingly, if the speaker uses the ipf aspect, 
the hearer infers that the stronger statement was not 
possible, and that no boundary is selected.  

�Selection� here is to be understood as focussing 
on, or asserting a certain part of the situation de-
noted by the verb, which is comparable to Klein´s 
(1995) definition of aspect, namely the relation be-
tween the time for which an assertion is made (i.e. 
the phase or boundary selected, T-Ast) and the time 
of the situation (T-Sit). As the Russian ipf aspect 
may assert everything but the explicit selection of a 
boundary, there remain three possibilities for its 
interpretation, the main criteria being an overlap 
between T-Ast and T-Sit, but no overlap with a re-
sultant state: T-Ast is included in T-Sit, T-Ast con-
tains T-Sit or T-Ast is simultaneous with T-Sit (cf. 
Table 1). Crucial in the disambiguation is the notion 
of TO (�točka otsčeta�), the aspectual reference 
point.  

The claim is, that TO helps to specify the exact 
nature of the overlap. As the temporal relations for 
the Russian ipf aspect are not semantically encoded, 
but rather arise due to an implicature, TO can be 
seen as constraining implicatures, i.e., as directing 
the interpretation, and may thus be counted as an 
instance of procedural encoding. This is different in 
Turkish, where TO is morphologically fixed by as-
pect markers (Table 1.) Furthermore, in Turkish it�s 
the ipf aspect that is marked, yielding the following 
scale: <imperfective; ∅ >. In Turkish, additional 
questions arise concerning the �Aorist� and its posi-
tion within the aspectual system, and concerning the 
postterminality marker �miş�, that explicitly selects 
the phase after the transgression of the crucial 
boundary or �terminus� of the verb (cf. Johanson 
1996; 2000 for a detailed discussion).  
 
4.2 M-Implicatures 
The other metalinguistic kind of inference are M-
implicatures, based on the principle of indicating 
abnormal, nonstereotypical situations by using 
marked expressions.  

Within the aspectual domain, these implicatures 
arise with the application of a selector of phases or 

boundaries on predicates that lack phases or bounda-
ries, respectively, or where semantic and syntactic 
composition has not provided them. For such predi-
cates to be normal (i.e. not abnormal) � provided 
cooperativity � it is necessary to induce the required 
boundaries or phases pragmatically, in order to pro-
vide the selector with an �operational basis�. Due the 
necessity of this inferential process, such expres-
sions can be said to be marked. 

Instances of M-implicatures are often labelled 
�recategorization� phenomena, or instances of aspec-
tual coercion. Pulman (1997: 21) describes a variety 
of coercion operators, �which allow one type of 
event or state to be viewed as another�. These opera-
tors work as functions that take the lexical basis as 
arguments and do not change its features (Jackend-
off 1991: 21). Let´s have a look a some of Pulmans 
coercion operators and see how �coercions� are 
brought about in Russian and Turkish: 

a) iterate / stretch: point → process 
�Iterate� is essentially a pluralisation operator, that 
takes a singular event as an argument and yields 
repetition, thus inducing a time span and making the 
predicate accessible for phase-selection by the re-
spective operator. This arises as the result of the 
application of an ipf marker on predicates without 
phases.  

An ipf marker may also extract one element out 
of which an event is composed, thereby stretching 
this part as in �Bill is running to the store�. This is 
one of the main functions of the English progressive 
marker (Jackendoff 1991: 27). 

b) pphase-of: <X, state> → X , where X is point or 
process 
Here, the focus is on the preparatory phase of an 
event, the consequent state being ignored and not 
asserted as holding (but may be implicated). In Rus-
sian, predicates with a structure like that are the 
prime examples of pure aspectual pairs, where both 
selectional possibilities are available simply due to 
the lexical basis.  

What becomes evident here is, that Pulman´s rep-
resentation of complex events is not appropriate, as 
it does not contain the transitory stage (represented 
as a boundary) between the preparatory phase and its 
consequent state, which may be not necessary in 
English, but is essential in Russian, where the pf 
aspect explicitly selects that transitional state. The 
unmarked ipf aspect only makes an assertion for one 
of the three possibilities for the preparatory phase, 
leaving the consequent state as an implicature, 
whereas in Turkish, the ipf marker �iyor(du)� explic-
itly selects a phase within the preparatory phase. But 
in neither case is something like coercion or prag-
matic induction of a phase necessary. 



  

c) cstate-of: <X, state> → state 
Here, the focus is on the consequent state of the 
event, the preparatory phase being the precondition  

 
 
 
for it to hold. In Russian, the pf aspect cannot 
explicitly focus on the consequent state; this rather 
follows as an implicature mediated by discourse 
particles like �u�e� (already). But in Turkish, there is 
the possibility of explicitly selecting such conse-
quent states, namely with the postterminality-marker 
�miş�. With complex events, no coercion is neces-
sary; the selectional possibility is allowed by the 
lexical basis. This is different from the next coercion 
operator. 

d) add-cstate: X → <X, state>, where X is point or 
process 
In order for a special operator to select a consequent 
state that is not represented in the lexical basis, this 
state has to be induced pragmatically. With the 
Turkish �miş� this yields an inferential reading. To 
add a consequent state in Russian, first a boundary 
has to be induced for a pf operator to be able to se-
lect that boundary and in a second step to allow for 
the implicature of a consequent state. The boundary 
may be induced by semantic composition with an 
incremental theme argument, or morphologically 
with prefixes. There seems to be no way to prag-
matically induce of boundaries to purely phasal 
predicates.  

To stress the point once again: it is not the aspect 
morphem that induces phases or boundaries. Rather, 
their abductive induction is the premise for aspect to 
work at all3. 
 
4.3 I-Implicatures 
The derivation of the Q- and M-implicatures, that is 
the selection of a phase or boundary and the specifi-
cation of the temporal relation, is not yet enough for 
specifying the concrete contextually relevant read-
ings. This is achieved by the derivation of I-impli-
catures that operate within those now defined do-
mains. It is by enrichment or by development of the 

                                                   
3 A formal account in terms of abduction (in the sense 

of Hobbs et al. 1993) might be promising. 

logical form, respectively, that the particular reading 
within the groups I, II and III is specified (Padučeva 
(1996: 15). The possibilities for the ipf aspect in 

Russian and Turkish are shown in Table 1:  
 
 
 
Obviously, the I-implicatures are constrained by the 
two metalinguistic inferences, and the ranking Q > 
M > I is working, as has been proposed by Levinson.  
 
5 Conclusion 
Much of the confusion within aspectology is due to a 
neglect of pragmatics, the main shortcoming being 
the fact that �aspect definitions often mistake gener-
alised conversational implicatures as part of the se-
mantics of the form� (Bickel 1996: 31). But one has 
to be careful not lump all kinds of alleged implica-
tures together, instead of acknowledging their con-
tribution to utterance meaning on different levels. 
The main principles of computation are cross-
linguistically valid, but their concrete realization and 
contribution depends on language-specific gram-
matical and lexical features.  
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 Russian Turkish TO Relation 

I. → actual-processual, iterative meaning -iyor(du) synchronous T-Ast included in T-
Sit 

II. → general-factual, durative, and iterative meaning -di retrospective T-Ast includes T-Sit 

III. → habitual, inactual/continuous, potential, perma-
nent, and atemporal meaning Aorist not specified T-Ast simultaneous 

with T-Sit 

Table 1: the role of TO in the Russian and Turkish ipf aspectual systems 
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Abstract 

We discuss two issues that concern the suc-
cessful development of an automatic proficiency 
level check system. 1) The feasibility of an 
automatic proficiency level check system based 
on the Standard Speaking Test corpus (SST cor-
pus) and 2) the most effective features of the sys-
tem. We use Support Vector Machine and 
Maximum Entropy, which are commonly used in 
text classification. We obtain accuracy results 
65.57% for exact match checking and 96.52% 
when allowing one-level gap checking. We no-
tice the difficulty in exact match results is caused 
by the ambiguity between two proficiency levels. 
The accuracy for level check can be improved by 
selecting the appropriate features. We investigate 
and reach the conclusion that the information 
such as, vocabulary, grammatical accuracy and 
fluency are important information in the system. 

1 Introduction 
  To keep up with the information-driven society, one of 
the most important things is to acquire foreign languages, 
especially English, for international communication. To 
develop a computer-assisted language teaching and learn-
ing environment, we created a large-scale speech corpus 
of Japanese learners of English (SST corpus) (Tono 
2001). This corpus provides a lot of useful information 
for constructing a model of the developmental stages of a 
Japanese learner’s speaking ability. However, there have 
been very few trials of developing systems that are related 
to speaking English as a foreign language, although this is 
the most difficult aspect in communication. Tomokiyo 
applied a machine-learning model to classify between 
native and non-native English speakers and showed ex-
tremely accurate experiment results (Tomokiyo and Jones 
2001). 
  Our approach aims to apply NLP techniques to the edu-
cation research field by developing an automatic profi-

ciency level check system based on the SST corpus that 
we developed. The main difficulty we face is that the 
boundary between two proficiency levels is a gray area. 
We notice that some effective features in text classifica-
tion, such as content words, seem inappropriate for an 
automatic proficiency level check system. In this paper, 
we attempt to investigate the feasibility of an automatic 
proficiency level check system and explore the effective 
features for the system. 

2 SST Corpus 
 Currently, there are many Japanese learner English cor-
pora. International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) 
(Granger 1993) and Japanese EFL Learner (JEFLL) Cor-
pus (Tono 2000) aim to compile learner corpora that de-
scribe the interlanguage of particular second language 
learner groups using a corpus-linguistic methodology. 
However, these learner corpus projects are composed of 
written data only.  Very few spoken learner corpora have 
been developed, e.g., LINDSEI project at Louvain, de-
scribed in De Cock, et al. (1999). These, though, are very 
small size corpus. We can say that the SST corpus is the 
first large size spoken learner corpus. Furthermore, it in-
cludes the learners’ speaking proficiency level. 

2.1 Overview of SST Corpus 
  The SST Corpus was constructed from the Standard 
speaking test (SST), an interview test for a general as-
sessment of functional speaking ability by ALC Press Inc. 
Japanese candidates take about 15 minutes to complete a 
face-to-face interview. The SST corpus is created by tran-
scribing recorded conversations from the interview test. 
There is data from about 1200 interviews in the SST cor-
pus. The information is 1) learner profile information, 2) 
fundamental tags, which is information that relates to 
fluency, such as repetition, self-correction, pause and so 
on, 3) error tags, information that relates to grammatical 
errors and lexical errors, and 4) the examinee’s speaking 
proficiency level result. We use XML tags to describe the 



information. Currently, descriptions of 1) 2) and 4) have 
already been done. The remaining description for 3), the 
definition of error types, has been discussed and the tran-
scription process is ongoing (Izumi 2003).  

2.2 Proficiency Level Check Strategies 
  There are 9 levels in the SST proficiency level test based 
on the SST. Evaluation criteria from preliminary research 
(Tanabe 2002) based on 4 categories: global functions, 
context, text type, and accuracy were applied. Since the 
evaluation process for the speaking proficiency level is 
extremely difficult, the experts who pass the special test 
program to evaluate the speaking level (we called rater) 
are assigned to listen to the interview record and evaluate 
the proficiency level for each examinee. 
  In section 3, we give a brief explanation of 1) our ex-
periment, in particular the features from the SST corpus 
2) the machine-learning model that we applied to the sys-
tem, 3) the experiment environment and 4) the method for 
selecting the most effective feature set. 

3 Experiment Setting 
3.1 Features 
 We adapt appropriate information in the SST corpus by 
focusing on subcategories for accuracy as follows. 
Vocabulary (Vocab): We found that the higher the level 
evaluated, the more variety of vocabulary used. The fre-
quency use of a word also relates to the proficiency level. 
Moreover, it may be necessary to distinguish between 
vocabulary that the candidate understands and vocabulary 
that he/she produces. In our experiment, we classify the 
following frequencies as features. 

(1) Word expressed by examinee (W) 
(2) Word expressed by examinee that appears more than 

once (Wd) 
(3) Content word expressed by examinee (CW) 
(4) Content word expressed by examinee that appears 

more than once (CWd) 
(5) Word pair (bi-gram) expressed by examinee (BW) 
(6) Bi-gram word expressed by examinee that appears 

more than once (BWd) 
(7) Word expressed by examinee but not expressed by 

examiner (Wp) 
(8) All words in each level when assigning words to the 

twelve levels of ALC press’s Standard Vocabulary 
List (Wsvl) 

Grammar Accuracy: We focus on 2 points for gram-
matical accuracy. These are how broad the range of 
grammar is that the examinee can use and how many 
grammatical errors are made. The former is related to a 
part-of-speech feature. Here, we consider the frequency of 
each part-of-speech (Pof). The definition of part-of-
speech is defined in TreeTagger implemented by Schmid 
(95). The latter is related to an error tag feature. Since we 
are currently developing error tags, in this paper only the 
part-of-speech feature will be considered. 
Fluency: We assume that the examinee speaks fluently 
when he/she has a smooth conversation. From this view-

point, we consider the following information from the 
SST corpus as fluency related features. 

(1) The frequency of all features in Standard Tags, such 
as Filler, Repetition, Self-correction etc.(F) 

(2) The number of sentences (S) 
(3) Duration of entire interview (Ti) 
(4) Duration of words (Tpw) 
(5) Average sentence length (Wps) 
(6) The total frequency of all words (Wc) 

Sociolinguistic Appropriateness: To evaluate the suc-
cess of communication, the mutual interaction between 
the examiner and candidate is important. We notice that 
examiners try to adapt the vocabulary for examinees at 
each level during the interview. From this viewpoint, we 
consider the following information. 

(1) The frequency of words expressed by the examiner 
(Wa) 

(2) Turn count between examinee and candidate (Tu) 

3.2 Machine Learning Model 
 The automatic proficiency level check is a kind of classi-
fication problem. In this paper, we consider the Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and Maximum Entropy (ME) that 
are normally used in text classification issues (Joachims 
1998; Nigam, Lafferty, and McCallum 1999). 
(1) Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
 The SVM model is based on the Structural Risk Minimi-
zation principle (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) from the com-
putational learning theory. The principle idea of SVM is 
to find a separate hyperplane that maximizes the margin 
between two classes. If the classes are not separated by a 
hyperplane in the original input space, the samples are 
transformed in a higher dimensional features space. 
 Giving x is the context (a set of features) of an input ex-
ample; xi and yi ( i = 1,2,...,l, yi ∈{1,-1}) indicate the 
context of the training data and its category, respectively; 
SVM solves the following problems 
  

The function sgn is defined as 
          sgn (x) = 1 when x ≧0 
                        -1 otherwise 
  Each αi (i = 1,2,…) is fixed when the value of L(α) in 
Eq (2) is maximum under the conditions of Eqs (3) and 
(4). K is called a kernel function, a function that is used to 
decide the characteristic of the hyperplane. Various kinds 
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Figure 1. Feature Selection Method 

of kernel functions can be used, such as linear func-
tions, polynomial functions, and so on. 
  SVM methods can handle binary classification. 
Problems with multiclass classification can be 
handled using the one-against-rest method or the 
pair-wise method. 
In the experiment, we use LIBSVM that is devel-
oped by Chang and Lin (2002). We consider a 
polynomial kernel function 
         K(xi, xj) = (a xi * xj +b)d  
 when a =1/l, b = 0, d = 1, 2, 3 respectively and l is 
the length of each data set. The multiclass classifier 
that LIBSVM provides for developers is the pair-
wise method. 
(2) Maximum Entropy (ME) 
The ME model (Jaynes 1957) is a general 
technique for estimating the probability distributions of 
data. The over-riding principle in ME is that when noth-
ing is known, the distribution should be as uniform as 
possible, that is, it has a maximum entropy. With this 
method we calculate the distribution of probabilities 
p(a,b) when Eq. (5) is satisfied and Eq. (6) is maximized. 
The category with maximum probability as calculated 
from this distribution of probabilities is selected to be the 
correct category. 
  We assume that a constraint of feature sets fi  
(i ≦j≦k) is defined by Eq. (5). A is a set of categories 
and B is a set of contexts, gj(a,b) is a binary function that 

returns value 1 when feature fj exists in context b and the 
category is a , otherwise gj(a,b) returns value 0. p~ (a,b) is 
the occurrence of rate of pair (a,b) in the training data. 
  Generally, the value of features for ME is defined by a 
binary function that will return value 1 when feature in-
formation exists in context. Since our task has an ambigu-
ity about determining the level, we initially survey the 
appropriateness of using the value of features in ME by 
applying various frequencies of vocabulary. We consider 
grouping the frequency of words into the following types. 

 -type 1)  2 groups: 0, >0 (non-exist and exist) 
 -type 2)  4 groups: 0, 1-5, 6-10, >10 
 -type 3)  5 groups: 0,1,2-5,6-10, >10 
 -type 4) 12 groups: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, >10 
  As shown in table 1, we found that the most effective 
grouping is type2. We select this type in our experiment. 

3.3  Feature Selection Method 
 To find the most effective feature set, we consider the 
average of the 10-fold cross validation. We use the top-
down method to look for the most effective feature set. 
Figure 1 shows an example of the process of the feature 
selection algorithm using SVM. The gray rectangle stands 
for the features set that is selected as a parent feature set. 
In the parenthesis at the top of each rectangle, the accu-
racy of the average of 10-fold cross validation is shown.  
   In figure 1, 1) we select a parent set. We use all 11 fea-
tures (root set) described in section 3.1. 2) We construct 
new feature sets by excluding one feature of root set each. 
In this step we get 11 ten-element feature sets (child set). 
Thirdly, 3) we compare the accuracy of the root with all 
11-child sets. 
 If the accuracy of the root set is highest, the process is 
finished, and the root set is selected as the most effective 
feature set. Since a ten-element feature set that excludes 
Wa has the highest accuracy, the process 1) to 3) is done 
again by selecting the ten-element feature set that Wa is 
excluded from as a new parent set. The process of select-
ing a new parent set, constructing new child sets and cal-
culating/comparing the accuracy between parent set and 
all new child sets is done iteratively. Finally this process 
will stop when we get the parent set that has the highest 
accuracy. In figure 1, the process is done iteratively until 
the parent set is [Wp Pof Wsvl F Ti Tpw Wpc]. We found 
that this feature set has the highest accuracy when com-
pared with the other 7 child six-feature sets. We conclude 
that [Wp Pof Wsvl F Ti Tpw Wpc] is the most effective 
feature set. In case there is more than one child set that 
has the same accuracy, choosing both child sets as new 
parent sets will be done. 

4 Experimental Results 
 In this section, we decide the most effective features 
from both the SVM and ME experiments for the feature 
selection method explained in section 3.3. We compare 
the accuracy between all feature sets and the most suitable 
feature set. We also compare the accuracy between word 
features (1) to (7) in section 3.1. 

Grouping type Accuracy 
Type 1 52.45% 
Type 2 56.56% 
Type 3 48.71% 
Type 4 49.06% 

Table 1. Accuracy of preliminarily experiment on 
grouping word frequency (ME) 
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4.1  SVM Experiment Result 

  Table 2 shows the accuracy results of all feature sets and 
the most suitable feature set. The most suitable features 
are [Wp Pof Wsvl F Ti Tpw Wps].  
    Symbols in [ ] relate to the abbreviation of features that 
were expressed in parenthesis in section 3.1. The most 
effective features noticed are the frequency of all words 
produced by examinee, part-of-speech, the frequency of 
each ALC press’s Standard Vocabulary List level, stan-
dard tag information, duration of entire interviews, dura-
tion of words, and average sentence length. We also 
compared the exponent d from 1 to 3 in both selection 
sets, and found that the best exponent number is d = 1.  
    Table 3 shows accuracy compared for each type of 
words (1) to (7) defined in section 3.1. When we use the 
only word feature, the most suitable type is the bi-gram 
word. However, when we combine word features with 
other features, the word produced by the examinee gives 
the best accuracy. This result is the same for both when 
using all features and when using the most effective fea-
tures. 
  Compared with the SST evaluation process, the result 
when we combine word features indicates that raters 
plausibly consider the examinee’s words separately for 
word understanding and generation.  

4.2  ME Experiment Result 
  Table 5 shows the accuracy results of all features sets 
and the most effective feature set. The most effective fea-
tures are [BWd Wa Pof F S Tu Ti Wps Wc]. The most ef-
fective features we noticed are the frequency of all bi-
gram words that appear more than once, the frequency of 
all words from the examiner, the part-of-speech, the in-
formation from the standard Tag, the entire interviews, 
the duration of words, and the total frequency of all 
words. 
   Table 4 shows accuracy compared with each type of 
number of sentences, the number of turns between exami-
nee and examiner, duration of words (1) to (7) as defined 

in section 3.1. When we only use word features, the most 
suitable type is the bi-gram word. However, when we 
combine word feature with other features, the bi-gram 
word that appears more than once gives the best accuracy. 
This result is detected both when using all features and 
when using the most effective features. 
   We additionally consider how good the accuracy results 
are for both experiments. Table 6 shows a comparison 
between the accuracy of the Baseline, ME included, and 
SVM included models respectively. The baseline system 
result is the level that can be found in most SST corpus. 
The result shows that the models that apply ME and SVM 
are more than 20% better than the baseline model. 

5 Discussion 
 In this paper, we tried to investigate the feasibility of an 
automatic proficiency level check system. The accuracy 
of the system using SVM is 65.57%. This is not such a 
high accuracy when compared with text classification or 
with the research results from Tomokiyo and Jones 
(2001). However, when we asked the opinion of raters 
with expertise in level checks on proficiency level test, 
they gave a positive view of our system. We also investi-
gated a looser standard from an exact match by allowing a 
one-level gap. This result is up to 96.52%, as shown in 
table 7. When we consider table 7 in detail, the accuracy 
of the exact match and of the one-level gap for the biggest 
sample data level (level 4), is 83.23% and 99.78% respec-
tively. The accuracy of all levels, excluding level 4, when 
allowing one-level gap is 94.31%. These results are ex-
tremely accurate results. We can conclude that our system 
shows good results and is thus a feasible system. 
  Next, we explain what the effective features for the sys-
tem are. When we used SVM and ME for our system, we 
noticed that vocabulary, part-of-speech, standard tag in-
formation, duration of interview time and average sen-
tence length are the most effective features. This shows 

Accuracy Feature Set d = 1 d = 2 d = 3 
[Wp Wa Pof Wsvl F S 
Tu Ti Tpw Wps Wc] 
(all) 

63.78% 57.00% 56.20% 

[Wp Pof Wsvl F Ti 
Tpw Wps] (most) 65.57% 56.91% 57.09% 

Table 2. Comparison between all feature set and the 
most effective feature set (SVM) 

Feature Set W Wd Wp CW CWd BW BWd 
Vocabulary Only 58.93% 58.25% 51.70% 54.11% 53.97% 59.59% 61.02%
[Pof Wsvl F Ti Tpw Wps] (most) 64.41% 64.59% 65.57% 63.51% 63.43% 60.04% 60.04% 
[Wa Pof Wsvl F S Tu Ti Tpw Wps Wc] (all) 63.16% 63.36% 63.78% 63.51% 63.60% 61.20% 61.37% 

Table 3. Comparison of accuracy among vocabulary in type (1)-(7) (SVM) 
Feature Set W Wd Wp CW CWd BW BWd 

Vocabulary Only 56.11% 55.22% 50.41% 50.85% 47.28% 57.00% 55.40% 
[Wa Pof F S Tu Ti Wps Wc] (most) 58.34% 58.70% 58.25% 58.16% 58.70% 58.07% 61.06%
[Wa Pof Wsvl F S Tu Ti Tpw Wps Wc] (all) 60.39% 60.39% 59.68% 59.95% 58.61% 60.21% 60.48%

Table 4. Comparison of accuracy among vocabulary in type (1)-(7) (ME) 

Feature Set Accuracy
[BWd Wa Pof Wsvl F S Tu Ti Tpw Wps 
Wc] (all) 60.39% 

[BWd Wa Pof F S Tu Ti Wps Wc] (most) 61.11% 
Table 5. Comparison between all feature set and the 

most effective feature set （ME） 

System Type Accuracy 
Baseline 40.18% 

ME 61.06% 
SVM 65.57% 

Table 6. Comparison of accuracy of system types 



that vocabulary information, grammatical accuracy, and 
fluency are the most effective pieces of information for 
the system. Tables 3 and 4 show vocabulary depends on 
the machine learning approach applied. If we consider 
only vocabulary, it is better to use a lot of information (bi-
gram related type should be considered). However, when 
we combine the vocabulary feature with other features, it 
does not reach the same agreement. This is the reason 
why we need to find the most effective feature set. The 
results in section 4.1 when we applied SVM to the system 
suggest using the frequency of all words or bi-gram words 
is not the best choice, but using the frequency of words 
that the examinee generated is the best choice for the 
most effective feature set. On the other hand, when we 
used ME, using the frequency of all bi-gram words that 
appear more than once is the best choice for the most ef-
fective features. Since some information will be lost when 
we normalize data for ME, it is necessary to apply more 
information when compared with SVM.  Grammatical 
accuracy and fluency are important features for both. 
However, mutual interaction between the examinee and 
examiner depends on the machine-learning model. For 
example, the number of turns between examinee and ex-
aminer is unnecessary for SVM but necessary for ME. 
  Finally we used 81 other samples to investigate the gen-
eralities of the features we had already selected. The ac-
curacy results between all features and the most effective 
features when using the SVM model are 62.59% and 
64.20%, respectively. This shows that the most effective 
features set we selected can be applied to new data, and 
not limited to our prepared data.  

6 Conclusion 
 In this paper, we investigated the feasibility of an auto-
matic proficiency level check system. We obtained good 
results that show the feasibility of a system that applies 
machine learning. We found that the appropriate features 
are vocabulary information, grammatical accuracy (part-
of-speech), fluency (standard tag information, duration of 
interview, and average sentence length). 
  For future work, we will consider the following subjects. 
Firstly, we plan to evaluate our results more concretely by 
comparing our results with results from human judges. 
Secondly, we plan to apply the diagnosing language test 

DIALANG project (2002) to our work. Thirdly, we will 
apply tag error information to our system by applying 
results from the automatic error detection system that we 
are currently developing. Finally, we notice that the data 
is not large enough, especially at the lowest and highest 
levels (see table 7). If we can collect more data in the SST 
corpus, it will be possible to improve the accuracy of our 
system.  
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Level Data (file) Accuracy (0) Accuracy (±1) 
1 3 0.00% 100.00%
2 29 65.52% 100.00%
3 198 68.69% 99.50%
4 453 83.23% 99.78%
5 226 44.69% 98.67%
6 127 47.24% 92.13%
7 52 26.92% 82.69%
8 24 12.50% 70.83%
9 9 0.00% 11.11% 

Total 1121 65.57% 96.52%
Table 7. Accuracy of the most effective feature set in 

each level 



3UHSDUDWLRQ�IRU�326�WDJJLQJ�RI�&URDWLDQ�XVLQJ�&/D5.�6\VWHP

0DUNR�7DGLü�DQG�%RåR�%HNDYDF�

'HSDUWPHQW�RI�/LQJXLVWLFV�DQG��,QVWLWXWH�RI�/LQJXLVWLFV
)DFXOW\�RI�3KLORVRSK\��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�=DJUHE

,YDQD�/XþLüD��
������=DJUHE��&URDWLD

^PWDGLF��EEHNDYDF`#II]J�KU

$EVWUDFW

7KLV�SDSHU�SUHVHQWV�WKH�ILUVW�UHVXOWV�RI�326�WDJJLQJ�RI
&URDWLDQ� WH[WV� XVLQJ� JHQHUDWHG� ZRUG�IRUP� OLVW� IURP
&URDWLDQ� 0RUSKRORJLFDO� /H[LFRQ�� 7KH� FRUSXV� RI
��������WRNHQV�ZDV�SURFHVVHG�XVLQJ�&/D5.�6\VWHP
GHYHORSHG�LQ�6)6�7�ELQJHQ�DQG�/0/�6RILD��7KH�ILUVW
SDUW� RI� WKH� SDSHU� GHVFULEHV� WKH� SURFHVV� RI� PDSSLQJ
ZRUG�IRUPV�ZLWK�DFFRPSDQLHG�06'V�WR�WRNHQV�LQ�WKH
FRUSXV�� 7KH� SKHQRPHQD� RI� ³LQWHUQDO´� KRPRJUDSK\
�VHYHUDO�ZRUG�IRUPV� RI� WKH� VDPH� OHPPD� VKDULQJ� WKH
VDPH�IRUP��DQG�³H[WHUQDO´�KRPRJUDSK\��ZRUG�IRUPV
SRWHQWLDOO\�EHORQJLQJ�WR�GLIIHUHQW�OHPPDV�VKDULQJ�WKH
VDPH�IRUP��DUH�GLVFXVVHG��$OVR�WKH�VWDWLVWLFV�WKDW�UHS�
UHVHQW� PHDVXUHV� RI� 06'� DQG� OHPPD� DPELJXLW\� RI
&URDWLDQ� QRXQV�� YHUEV� DQG� DGMHFWLYHV� LV� SUHVHQWHG�
7KH� ILQDO� SDUW� RI� WKH� SDSHU� GHVFULEHV� H[WUDFWLRQ� DQG
TXDQWLILFDWLRQ�RI�VHYHUDO�326�SDWWHUQV�IURP�WKH�VDPH
FRUSXV�ZKLFK�DUH�H[SHFWHG�WR�UHSUHVHQW�FKDUDFWHULVWLF
SDWWHUQV� RI� PXOWLZRUG� WHUPLQRORJLFDO� XQLWV� LQ� &URD�
WLDQ�

���,QWURGXFWLRQ
:KLOH�DXWRPDWLF�326�WDJJLQJ�KDV�EHHQ�D�WDVN�SHUIRUPHG
ZLWK�GLIIHUHQW�DFFXUDF\� IRU�GLIIHUHQW�:HVW�(XURSHDQ� ODQ�
JXDJHV� IRU� D�TXDUWHU� RI� D� FHQWXU\� DOUHDG\�� WKH� VDPH� WDVN
IRU� GLIIHUHQW� 6ODYLF� ODQJXDJHV� ZDV� H[HFXWHG� RQO\� LQ� WKH
ODVW�GHFDGH�

7KH� WUDGLWLRQ� DQG� H[SHULHQFH� SXWV� &]HFK� LQ� WKH� ILUVW
SODFH� ZLWK� ZHOO� NQRZQ� UHVHDUFK� GHDOLQJ� ZLWK� WDJVHW
GHVLJQ��HYDOXDWLRQ�RI�VWDWLVWLF�DQG�UXOH�EDVHG� WDJJHUV�DQG
LWV� DSSOLFDELOLW\� WR� &]HFK� �+DMLþ� 	� +ODGNi� ����D� DQG
����E���7KH�FRQFUHWH� LQYHVWLJDWLRQ�RI�FRUSXV� WDJJLQJ�IRU
&]HFK� LV� SUHVHQWHG� LQ� �3DOD� HW� DO�� ����D�� ����E�� �����
WRJHWKHU�ZLWK� WKH�GDWD�RQ�GLVDPELJXDWLRQ�ZKLOH� WKH� WHFK�
QLTXHV� IRU� WDJJLQJ� HUURU� GHWHFWLRQ� DUH� GLVFXVVHG� LQ
�.Y WR � 	� 2OLYD� ������� ,Q� �%|KPRYi� HW� DO��� +DQD� 	
+DQRYi� ������ WKH� PRUSKRORJLFDO� OD\HU� RI� WKH� ODUJHU
SURMHFW� L�H�� 7KH� 3UDJXH� 'HSHQGHQF\� 7UHHEDQN� LV
GHVFULEHG� LQ� GHWDLO�� 7KH� UHVHDUFK� RQ� 326� WDJJLQJ� ZDV
FRQGXFWHG� IRU� 6ORYHQH�� D� 6ODYLF� ODQJXDJH� FORVHU� WR
&URDWLDQ�� ,Q� �'åHURVNL� HW� DO�� ������ GLIIHUHQW� WDJJHUV� DQG
WKHLU�DSSURDFKHV�WR�6ORYHQH�ZHUH�HYDOXDWHG�ZKLOH� LQ��-D�
NRSLQ� 	� %L]MDN� ������ D� SURFHVV� RI� FRUSXV� WDJJLQJ� KDV
EHHQ� GHVFULEHG�� $OVR� LQ� �&XVVHQV� HW� DO�� ������ WKH� DXWR�

PDWLFDO� OHDUQLQJ� RI� UXOHV� IRU� GLVDPELJXDWLRQ� RI� WDJJHG
6ORYHQH�FRUSXV�ZDV�SUHVHQWHG�

7KHUH�LV�RQO\�RQH�ZRUN�GHDOLQJ�ZLWK�WDJJLQJ�RI�&URD�
WLDQ�EXW�WKH�V\VWHP�GHYHORSHG�DQG�GHVFULEHG�LQ��äXEULQLü
������UHPDLQHG�RQO\�LQ�WKH�IRUP�RI�SURWRW\SH�

:RUN� SUHVHQWHG� LQ� WKLV� SDSHU� FRQWLQXHV� UHVHDUFK� LQ
WKDW� GLUHFWLRQ� ZLWK� WKH� ILQDO� DLP� RI� EXLOGLQJ� D� WDJJHU
ZKLFK� ZRXOG� JLYH� RYHU� ���� WDJJLQJ� DFFXUDF\� IRU
&URDWLDQ� XQVHHQ� WH[WV�� 7KDW� WDVN� FRXOG� EH� DFKLHYHG� LQ
VHYHUDO�VWHSV�

7KH�ILUVW�RQH�ZRXOG�EH�SURGXFLQJ�WKH�LQIOHFWLRQDO�OH[L�
FRQ� RI� &URDWLDQ� ZLWK� ZRUG�IRUPV� JHQHUDWHG� IRU� DW� OHDVW
������� OHPPDV� DFFRPSDQLHG� ZLWK� 06'V�� 7KH� SDUDOOHO
WDVN�ZRXOG�EH�WR�EXLOG�WKH�WUDLQLQJ�FRUSXV�

7KH�VHFRQG�VWHS�FRQVLVWV�RI�PDWFKLQJ�WKH�FRUSXV�ZLWK
LQIOHFWLRQDO�OH[LFRQ�LQ�RUGHU�WR�JHW�DOO�SRVVLEOH�06'�LQWHU�
SUHWDWLRQV�IRU�WRNHQV�DW�XQLJUDP�OHYHO�

7KH�WKLUG�VWHS�LV�WR�GR�WKH�GLVDPELJXDWLRQ�DQG�WKH�ILQDO
VWHS�ZRXOG�EH�WR�XVH�VXFK�PDQXDOO\�GLVDPELJXDWHG�FRUSXV
DV�WKH�WUDLQLQJ�GDWD�IRU�WDJJHU�

7KH�ZRUN�SUHVHQWHG�KHUH�IDOOV�VRPHZKHUH�EHWZHHQ�WKH
ILUVW� DQG� WKH� VHFRQG�VWHS�� ,W�JLYHV�SUHOLPLQDU\� UHVXOWV� IRU
PDWFKLQJ�VHYHUDO�326�FDWHJRULHV�ZLWK�FRUSXV�

$W� WKH� EHJLQQLQJ� RI� WKH� SDSHU� WKH� UHVRXUFHV� XVHG� LQ
WKLV�UHVHDUFK�DUH�GHVFULEHG�LQ�GHWDLO��7KH�VHFRQG�SDUW�FRY�
HUV� WKH� SUREOHP� RI� KRPRJUDSK\� LQ� &URDWLDQ� DQG� JLYHV
VRPH�VWDWLVWLFV�IRU�LQIOHFWLRQDO�OH[LFRQ��7KH�WKLUG�SDUW�GH�
VFULEHV�WKH�PDWFKLQJ�RI�FRUSXV�DQG�OH[LFRQ�DQG�JLYHV�UH�
VXOWV�RI�WKDW�SURFHVV�ZLWK�DGGLWLRQDO�GDWD�DERXW�IHZ�H[DP�
SOHV� RI� GLJUDPV� DQG� WULJUDPV� GHWHFWHG�ZKLFK� FRXOG� ODWHU
EH�XVHIXO�IRU�WKH�ILQH�WXQLQJ�RI�WDJJHU�

���5HVRXUFHV
,Q�WKH�VFRSH�RI�LWV�UHJXODU�DFWLYLWLHV�WKH�0LQLVWU\�RI�(XUR�
SHDQ�,QWHJUDWLRQ�RI�WKH�5HSXEOLF�RI�&URDWLD�LV�UHVSRQVLEOH
IRU� WKH� WUDQVODWLRQ� RI�$FTXLV� &RPPXQDXWDLUH� LQWR� &URD�
WLDQ��+DYLQJ�LQ�PLQG�WKH�FRPSOH[LW\�RI�WKH�WDVN��LQ�2FWR�
EHU� ����� LW� VWDUWHG� WKH� SLORW� SURMHFW�ZLWK� WKH� ,QVWLWXWH� RI
/LQJXLVWLFV�QDPHG�7KH�FRPSLODWLRQ�RI�JORVVDU\�DQG�KDU�
PRQL]DWLRQ�RI� WHUPLQRORJ\� LQ� WKH� ILHOG�RI�EDQNLQJ�� LQVXU�
DQFH� DQG� RWKHU� ILQDQFLDO� VHUYLFHV�� 7KH� EDVLF� LGHD� RI� WKH
SURMHFW� ZDV� WR� SURFHVV� WKH� (QJOLVK� RULJLQDO� GRFXPHQWV
IURP�WKDW�ILHOG�DQG�SUHSDUH�WKHP�IRU� WUDQVODWLRQ�E\�XVLQJ
DQ\� ODQJXDJH� WHFKQRORJ\� WRRO�RU� UHVRXUFH�DV�D�KHOS��7KH
VDPH� LGHD� ZDV� DSSOLHG� WR� &URDWLDQ� WH[WV� DV� ZHOO� VLQFH
WUDQVODWLQJ�&URDWLDQ� OHJLVODWLRQ� WR�(QJOLVK� LV� DOVR� RQH� RI



WDVNV� VHW� E\� WKH�0LQLVWU\� RI� (XURSHDQ� ,QWHJUDWLRQ�� 7KLV
LQLWLDWLYH�JDYH�XV�WKH�RSSRUWXQLW\� WR�VWDUW�ZLWK�EXLOGLQJ�D
WDJJHU�IRU�&URDWLDQ�

�����&RUSXV
7KH� FRUSXV� FRQVLVWV� RI� ���� GRFXPHQWV� IURP� WKH� ILHOG� RI
ILQDQFHV�� 0RVWO\� WKH� GRFXPHQWV� FRPSULVH� UHFRPPHQGD�
WLRQV�DQG�GHFLVLRQV�E\�&URDWLDQ�1DWLRQDO�%DQN��ODZ�WH[WV
GHDOLQJ� ZLWK� GLIIHUHQW� DVSHFWV� RI� ILQDQFHV�� UHSRUWV� IURP
VWRFN�PDUNHW��EDQNV��LQVXUDQFH�FRPSDQLHV�HWF�

'RFXPHQWV� LQFOXGHG� LQ� WKH� FRUSXV� DUH� EHLQJ� LVVXHG
IURP������XQWLO� WRGD\�VR�ZH�DUH�GHDOLQJ�ZLWK�FRQWHPSR�
UDU\�GDWD�

&RUSXV�SURFHVVLQJ�FRQVLVWHG�RI�VHYHUDO�VWDQGDUG�VWHSV�
7KH�ILUVW�RQH�ZDV�WH[W�FRQYHUVLRQ�IURP�'2&�57)�IRUPDW
WR�;0/��$IWHU�VHQWHQFH�VHJPHQWDWLRQ�� WKH�QH[W� VWHS�ZDV
WRNHQL]DWLRQ��)RU�DOO�WDVNV�ZH�XVHG�RXU�RZQ�WRROV���;0/
DQG�7RNHQL]HU��GHYHORSHG�GXULQJ�WKH�EXLOGLQJ�RI�&URDWLDQ
1DWLRQDO�&RUSXV��VHH�LQ�7DGLü��������)RU�IXUWKHU�SURFHVV�
LQJ�WKH�WRNHQL]HG��RU�YHUWLFDOL]HG��FRUSXV�ZDV�LPSRUWHG�LQ
&/D5.� 6\VWHP� Y� ���� �SUHUHOHDVH� ����������� $IWHU� LP�
SRUWLQJ�WKH�VL]H�RI�FRUSXV�ZDV���������WRNHQV�

�����/H[LFRQ
7KH�&URDWLDQ� 0RUSKRORJLFDO� /H[LFRQ� �7DGLü� 	� )XOJRVL
������VHUYHG�DV�WKH�VHFRQG�UHVRXUFH�LQ�WKLV�UHVHDUFK��,W�LV
WKH� LQIOHFWLRQDO� OH[LFRQ�EDVHG�RQ� WKH�PRUSKRORJLFDO�JHQ�
HUDWRU�RI�&URDWLDQ�ZRUG�IRUPV�GHYHORSHG�DQG�GHVFULEHG�LQ
�7DGLü��������,WV�IRUPDW�LV�08/7(;7�(DVW�Y�����FRQIRU�
PDQW� �(UMDYHF� HW� DO�� ������� $W� WKH� PRPHQW� WKH� OH[LFRQ
FRQVLVWV�RI�JHQHUDWHG�ZRUG�IRUPV�IRU�FD��������QRXQV��FD
������YHUEV�DQG�FD�������DGMHFWLYHV�\LHOGLQJ�DOO� WRJHWKHU
���� PLOOLRQ� GLIIHUHQW� FRPELQDWLRQV� RI� ZRUG�
IRUP�OHPPD�06'�� ,W� LV� IUHHO\� VHDUFKDEOH� DW
KWWS���ZZZ�KQN�II]J�KU�KPO�ZLWK� OHPPD�RU�ZRUG�IRUP�DV
LQSXW�SDUDPHWHUV�

���+RPRJUDSK\
:KHQ� GHDOLQJ� ZLWK� WDJJLQJ� RI� &URDWLDQ� WH[WV�� DQG� WKH
VDPH�FDQ�EH�VDLG�IRU�DQ\�RWKHU�6ODYLF�ODQJXDJH��RQH�RI�WKH
ILUVW� SUREOHPV� UHVHDUFKHUV� XVXDOO\� FRPH� WR� LV� WKH
DEXQGDQFH� RI� KRPRJUDSKLF� ZRUGV�� 7KH� SUREOHP� RI
KRPRJUDSK\� DQG� UHODWHG� SUREOHP� RI� LWV� GLVDPELJXDWLRQ
DSSHDUV�RQ�GLIIHUHQW�OHYHOV�LQ�OH[LFD�DQG�LQ�FRUSRUD�

:KHQ�ZH� XVH� WHUP� �IRUP�� LQ� WKLV�ZRUN��ZH� WKLQN� RI
VWULQJ� RI� JUDSKHPHV� DQG� �XQLTXH� IRUP�� ZRXOG� EH� WKH
�IRUP��LQ�WKH�OLVW�RI��IRUPV��ZKLFK�DOORZV�QR�GXSOLFDWHV�
7KH�WHUP��ZRUG�IRUP��LV�D��IRUP��DFFRPSDQLHG�ZLWK�DGH�
TXDWH�XQLTXH�06'�WKDW�EHORQJV�WR�D�FHUWDLQ�VORW� LQ�SDUD�
GLJP�� +DYLQJ� WKHVH� WKUHH� EDVLF� WHUPV� GLVWLQJXLVKHG�
VRPHWKLQJ�DERXW�WKH�SKHQRPHQRQ�RI�KRPRJUDSK\�FDQ�EH
VDLG�

7KHUH�DUH�WZR�W\SHV�RI�KRPRJUDSK\��ZKLFK�FDQ�EH�GLI�
IHUHQWLDWHG��DQG�ERWK�DUH�UHOHYDQW� LQ� WKH�SURFHVV�RI�06'
GLVDPELJXDWLRQ�

7KH� ILUVW� RQH� FRXOG� EH� FDOOHG� LQWHUQDO� KRPRJUDSK\
ZKHUH�WKH�VDPH�WRNHQ��RU�IRUP��UHSUHVHQWV�GLIIHUHQW�ZRUG�
IRUPV� �L�H��06'� LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV�� RI� WKH� VDPH� OHPPD��7R
JLYH�DQ�H[DPSOH� LQ�&URDWLDQ��GDWLYH�� ORFDWLYH�DQG� LQVWUX�

PHQWDO�LQ�WKH�SOXUDO�RI�QRXQV�XVXDOO\�KDYH�WKH�VDPH�IRUP
EXW�DUH� LQ�IDFW� WKUHH�GLIIHUHQW�ZRUG�IRUPV�ZLWK� WKUHH�GLI�
IHUHQW�06'V� UHVSHFWLYHO\��JOHGDWHOMLPD� �1FPSG���JOHGD�
WHOMLPD��1FPSO���JOHGDWHOMLPD��1FPSL��RI�WKH�OHPPD�JOH�
GDWHOM��VSHFWDWRU��ZDWFKHU��REVHUYHU���7KLV�W\SH�RI�KRPR�
JUDSK\�LV�FKDUDFWHULVWLF�IRU�&URDWLDQ�DGMHFWLYDO�IRUPV�SDU�
WLFXODUO\�ZKHUH�LW�FDQ�ULVH�XS�WR�GR]HQ�RI�GLIIHUHQW�ZRUG�
IRUPV�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�WKH�VDPH�IRUP�

7KH� VHFRQG� W\SH� RI� KRPRJUDSK\� FRXOG� EH� FDOOHG� H[�
WHUQDO�KRPRJUDSK\�ZKHUH� WKH� VDPH� WRNHQ� �RU� IRUP�� UHS�
UHVHQWV�GLIIHUHQW�ZRUG�IRUPV��L�H��06'�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV��RI
WZR�RU�PRUH�OHPPDV��,Q�&URDWLDQ�LW�FRXOG�EH�H[HPSOLILHG
E\� WKH� IRUP� RI� QRXQ� �H�J�� FLMHQH� �1FISQ�� RI� WKH� OHPPD
FLMHQD� �SULFH���ZKLFK� LV� LQWHUQDOO\� KRPRJUDSKLF� WR� RWKHU
ZRUG�IRUPV� RI� WKH� VDPH� OHPPD� �1FISD�� 1FISY�� 1FIVJ�
EXW�LV�DW�WKH�VDPH�WLPH�H[WHUQDOO\�KRPRJUDSKLF�WR�D�YHUEDO
IRUP� �FLMHQH� �9PLS�S�� RI� WKH� OHPPD� FLMHQLWL� �WR� JLYH� D
SULFH��WR�YDOXH�VRPHWKLQJ����$OVR�YHUEDO�IRUP�RI�WKH�VDPH
OHPPD��FLMHQMHQH� �9PSV�SIS��� LV�H[WHUQDOO\�KRPRJUDSKLF
WR� DGMHFWLYDO� IRUP� �FLMHQMHQH� �$ISISDQ��RI� WKH� OHPPD�FL�
MHQMHQ��YDOXDEOH��SULFHG���DQG�ZKLFK�LV�LQ�WXUQ�DOVR�LQWHU�
QDOO\� KRPRJUDSKLF� ZLWK� RWKHU� ZRUG�IRUPV� RI� WKH� VDPH
DGMHFWLYDO� OHPPD� �$ISISD\��$ISISQQ��$ISISQ\��$ISISY\�
$ISIVJQ��$ISIVJ\��$ISIVJ\��$ISPSD\��

:H�KDYH�H[SHFWHG�WKDW�H[WHUQDO�KRPRJUDSK\�ZRXOG�EH
UDWKHU�UDUH�LQ�OH[LFRQ�DQG�LQ�FRUSXV�DV�ZHOO��2Q�WKH�RWKHU
KDQG��IRU�WKH�LQWHUQDO�KRPRJUDSK\�ZH�H[SHFWHG�TXLWH�WKH
RSSRVLWH�EHKDYLRU�

7KH�DQDO\VLV�RI�KRPRJUDSKLF�ZRUG�IRUPV� LQ�&URDWLDQ
0RUSKRORJLFDO� /H[LFRQ� �+0/�� UHQGHUHG� WKH� IROORZLQJ
ILJXUHV�

/HPPDV�LQ�+0/��1��9��$�RQO\� ����������
'LIIHUHQW�ZRUG�IRUPV��IRUP�OHPPD�06'� ����������
8QLTXH�IRUPV ����������
7KHRUHWLFDO�DYJ��KRPRJUDSK\�LQ�+0/ ������IRUP
8QLTXH�IRUPV�ZLWK�PRUH�06'V ����������
��� �LQWHUQDOO\�KRPRJUDSKLF���������
8QLTXH�KRPRJUDSKLF�IRUPV�DYJ��06'V ������IRUP
8QLTXH�KRPRJUDSKLF�IRUPV�ZLWK�PRUH�OHPPDV�������
��� �H[WHUQDOO\�KRPRJUDSKLF��������

7DEOH����6WDWLVWLFV�IRU�KRPRJUDSK\�LQ�&URDWLDQ
0RUSKRORJLFDO�/H[LFRQ

,W�PD\�EH�FOHDUO\�VHHQ�LQ�WKH�7DEOH����WKDW�H[WHUQDO�KRPR�
JUDSK\� LV� TXLWH� UDUH� ZKLOH� WKH� LQWHUQDO� KRPRJUDSK\� LQ
OH[LFRQ�LV�SUHGRPLQDQW��RYHU�����RI�DOO�XQLTXH�IRUPV�DUH
KRPRJUDSKV�UHJDUGLQJ�WKHLU�06'�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV�

,I�WKH�WDJVHW�IRU�&URDWLDQ�ZRXOG�FRQVLVW�RI�VLPSOH�326
WDJV� ZLWKRXW� DQ\� DGGLWLRQDO�06'� LQIRUPDWLRQ� WKH� DFFX�
UDF\� RI� WDJJLQJ� FRXOG� EH� H[SHFWHG� WR� EH� KLJK�� ,Q
�'åHURVNL� HW� DO�� ������ IRU� 6ORYHQLDQ� WKH� DFFXUDF\� RI
�������LV�UHSRUWHG�LQ�326�UHFRJQLWLRQ�RQO\��7KLV�PD\�EH
VXIILFLHQW� IRU� LQIRUPDWLRQ� H[WUDFWLRQ� RU� WHUP� H[WUDFWLRQ
IURP�WH[WV��VHH�7DGLü�	�âRMDW��������EXW�KDYLQJ�LQ�PLQG
WKH� OLQJXLVWLF� W\SRORJ\�� LW� LV�REYLRXV� WKDW� WKH�XVDELOLW\�RI
6ODYLF� FRUSRUD� ZRXOG� EH� GUDPDWLFDOO\� LQFUHDVHG� ZLWK
DGGLWLRQDO�06'�LQIRUPDWLRQ�

+RZ�DUH�WKHVH�ILJXUHV�IURP�OH[LFRQ�EHLQJ�UHIOHFWHG�LQ
FRUSXV"� ,Q�RUGHU� WR�NQRZ� WKDW�� LW� LV�QHFHVVDU\� WR� LQYHVWL�
JDWH�WKH�IUHTXHQF\�GLVWULEXWLRQ�RI�KRPRJUDSKLF�IRUPV�



���0DWFKLQJ�+0/�DQG�FRUSXV
(IILFLHQW�PDWFKLQJ�RI�LQIOHFWLRQDO�OH[LFRQ�ZLWK�FRUSXV�FDQ
EH�GRQH� LQ�PDQ\�GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V�EXW�ZH�ZDQWHG� WR� WHVW� D
JHQHUDO� LQWHJUDWHG� HQYLURQPHQW� ZKLFK� FRPELQHV� VHYHUDO
ODQJXDJH�WHFKQRORJ\�WRROV�DQG��SUHIHUDEO\��FRPHV�RXW�RI�
ER[�� 7KH� &/D5.� 6\VWHP� �6LPRY� HW� DO�� ������ ����D�
����E��������ZDV�RQH�RI�WKH�FDQGLGDWHV�

,Q�RUGHU� WR� IXOILOO� WKLV� WDVN�RXU�+0/�ZRUG�IRUP� OLVWV
KDG�WR�EH�FRQYHUWHG�LQWR�&/D5.
V��JUP�ILOHV�IRU�LPSRUW�
LQJ�

DEGLNDFLMD�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISJ
DEGLNDFLMD�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVQ
DEGLNDFLMDPD�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISG
DEGLNDFLMDPD�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISL
DEGLNDFLMDPD�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISO
DEGLNDFLMH�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISD
DEGLNDFLMH�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISQ
DEGLNDFLMH�DEGLNDFLMD�1FISY
DEGLNDFLMH�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVJ
DEGLNDFLML�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVG
DEGLNDFLML�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVO
DEGLNDFLMR�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVY
DEGLNDFLMRP�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVL
DEGLNDFLMX�DEGLNDFLMD�1FIVD

)LJXUH����+0/�OLVW�RI�ZRUG�IRUPV�ZLWK�OHPPDV�DQG
06'V

�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLMD
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FISJ�
1FIVQ��DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!
�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLMDPD
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FISG�
1FISL�1FISO��DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!
�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLMH
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FISD�
1FISQ�1FISY�1FIVJ��DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!
�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLML
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FIVG�
1FIVO��DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!
�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLMR
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FIVY�
�DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!
�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLMRP
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FIVL�
�DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!
�OLQH!
�UH!
DEGLNDFLMX
��UH!
�UP!�SK!?Z��SK!�OHPD!DEGLNDFLMD��OHPD!�DD!1FIVD�
�DD!�WD!��WD!��UP!
��OLQH!

)LJXUH����/LVW�RI�XQLTXH�IRUPV�ZLWK�OHPPDV�DQG
�PXOWLSOH��06'V�SUHSDUHG�IRU�LPSRUW�LQ�&/D5.

,W� FDQ� EH� QRWHG� WKDW� GXULQJ� WKH� FRQYHUVLRQ� WKH� GLIIHUHQW
ZRUG�IRUPV�ZLWK� WKH� VDPH� IRUP� UHSUHVHQWHG� DV� GLIIHUHQW
OH[LFRQ� HQWULHV� LQ� WKH� +0/�� DUH� EHLQJ� WUDQVIRUPHG� WR� D
VLQJOH�KHDGZRUG�ZLWK�PXOWLSOH�06'V��H�J��DEGLNDFLMDPD�
HQFORVHG�ZLWKLQ��DD!�����DD!��'XH� WR� WKH�DPRXQW�RI�GDWD

DQG�&OD5.
V�OLPLWDWLRQ�WR�SURFHVV�LW�DW�RQFH��WKH�FRQYHUWHG
OLVW�RI�XQLTXH�IRUPV�KDG�WR�EH�FKXQNHG�LQ����SDUWV��ZKLFK
ZHUH�LPSRUWHG�DQG�SURFHVVHG�E\�&/D5.�RQH�E\�RQH�

7KH�PDWFKLQJ�RI�XQLTXH�IRUPV�DFFRPSDQLHG�ZLWK�GDWD
RQ� OHPPD� DQG�06'�V�� ZLWK� WRNHQL]HG� FRUSXV� ZDV� SHU�
IRUPHG�E\�&/D5.�

�:�W\SH �5�!
�SK!VODEX��SK!
�OHPD!VODE��OHPD!
�DD!$ISIVDQ�$ISIVD\�$ISPVGQ�$ISPVOQ�$ISQVGQ�

���$ISQVOQ��DD!
�WD!��WD!��:!

�:�W\SH �5�!
�SK!JRVSRGDUVNX��SK!
�OHPD!JRVSRGDUVNL��OHPD!
�DD!$ISIVD\��DD!
�WD!��WD!��:!

�:�W\SH �5�!
�SK!DNWLYQRVW��SK!
�OHPD!DNWLYQRVW��OHPD!
�DD!1FIVD�1FIVQ��DD!
�WD!��WD!��:!

�:�W\SH �5�!X��:!
�:�W\SH �5�!

�SK!]HPOMDPD��SK!
�OHPD!]HPOMD��OHPD!
�DD!1FISG�1FISL�1FISO��DD!
�WD!��WD!��:!

�:�W\SH �5�!
�SK!HXURSVNH��SK!
�OHPD!HXURSVNL��OHPD!
�DD!$ISISD\�$ISISQ\�$ISISY\�$ISIVJ\�$ISPSD\

�����DD!
�WD!��WD!��:!

�:�W\SH �5�!
�SK!XQLMH��SK!
�OHPD!XQLMD��OHPD!
�DD!1FISD�1FISQ�1FISY�1FIVJ��DD!
�WD!��WD!��:!

)LJXUH����7KH�H[DPSOH�IURP�WKH�FRUSXV�DIWHU�PDWFKLQJ
ZLWK�+0/

7KH� )LJXUH� �� VKRZV� WKH� UHVXOW� RI� PDWFKLQJ� FRUSXV� ZLWK
+0/�ZKHUH��SK!�HQFRGHV�WKH�WRNHQ��RU�IRUP��LQ�FRUSXV�
�OHPD!�SRVVLEOH�OHPPDV���DD!�DOO�SRVVLEOH�06'�DQDO\VLV
DQG� �WD!� �QRW� XVHG� \HW�� WUXH� DQDO\VLV� ZKLFK� ZLOO� EH
DFKLHYHG�DIWHU�IXUWKHU�VWHS�RI��VHPL��PDQXDO�GLVDPELJXD�
WLRQ��7KLV�UDZ�GDWD�DUH�XVHIXOO�IRU�VWDWLVWLFDO�LQYHVWLJDWLRQ
RI� �KRPRJUDSKLF� ZHLJKW�� RI� IRUPV� ZKLFK� KDV� QRW� EHHQ
GRQH�IRU�&URDWLDQ�DW�DOO�

7KH� VWDWLVWLFDO� DQDO\VLV� RI� PDWFKLQJ� WKH� +0/� ZLWK
FRUSXV�FDPH�RXW�ZLWK�WKH�IROORZLQJ�ILJXUHV�

7RNHQV�LQ�FRUSXV ����������
7RNHQV�PDWFKHG�ZLWK�+0/��������� �����������
+RPRJUDSKLF�WRNHQV�������������� �����������
+RPRJUDSKLF�IRUPV�DYJ��06'V �������IRUP
+RPRJUDSKLF�WRNHQV�ZLWK�PRUH�OHPPDV�������������
��� �H[WHUQDOO\�KRPRJUDSKLF

7DEOH����6WDWLVWLFV�IRU�KRPRJUDSK\�LQ�FRUSXV

&RPSDULVRQ�RI�7DEOHV���DQG���VKRZV�WKDW�KRPRJUDSK\�LQ
LQIOHFWLRQDO�OH[LFRQ�LV�IDU�PRUH�SUHVHQW����������EXW�LW�LV
WKHUH� LQ� SRWHQWLD� ZKLOH� LQ� WKH� UHDO� WH[W� LW� GHFUHDVHV� WR
��������7KH�QXPEHU�RI�SRVVLEOH�06'�LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV�RI
KRPRJUDSKLF�IRUPV�GHFUHDVHG�VLJQLILFDQWO\� OHVV�������YV�
������ DQG� LW� ORRNV� OLNH� WKLV� SDUDPHWHU� FRXOG�EH� WKH� VDPH
IRU�ERWK�UHVRXUFHV�

7KH�H[WHUQDO�KRPRJUDSK\�GHJUDGHG�EXW�DOVR�LQ�VPDOOHU
DPRXQW��������YV���������7KH�IDFW�WKDW�LQIOHFWLRQDO�OH[L�



FRQ� LV� SRSXODWHG� RQO\� ZLWK� ZRUG�IRUPV� RI� QRXQV�� YHUEV
DQG�DGMHFWLYHV�VKRXOG�QRW�EH�SXW�DVLGH��7KH�UHDO�UHVSRQVH
ZLOO�EH�DYDLODEOH�ZKHQ�+0/�ZLOO�EH�ILOOHG�ZLWK�SURQRXQV�
SUHSRVLWLRQV�� DGYHUEV�� SDUWLFOHV� HWF�� 7KH� ILJXUHV� ZRXOG
FHUWDLQO\�FKDQJH�IRU�H[WHUQDO�KRPRJUDSK\�SULPDULO\��8QWLO
WKHQ�WKLV�UHVXOWV�VKRXOG�EH�UHJDUGHG�DV�SUHOLPLQDU\�RQHV�

+RZHYHU�� EHFDXVH� RI� ORZ� H[WHUQDO� KRPRJUDSK\� EH�
WZHHQ�QRXQV��YHUEV�DQG�DGMHFWLYHV��WKHVH�UHVXOWV�FRXOG�EH
XVHIXO�IRU�WDVNV�ZKHUH�RQO\�326�GDWD�DUH�QHHGHG�

���([DPSOH�RI�326�LQIRUPDWLRQ�XVDJH
-XVW� WR�SHUIRUP�D�TXLFN� WHVW�RI�RXU�SUHYLRXV� DVVXPSWLRQ�
ZH�ZDQWHG� WR� LQYHVWLJDWH� WKH�PRVW� IUHTXHQW� GLJUDPV� DQG
WULJUDPV�RI�326�WDJV�

4XHU\LQJ� WKH� FRUSXV� ZLWK� ;3DWK� H[SUHVVLRQV� LQ
&/D5.�PDGH�WKLV�WDVN�HDVLO\�DFKLHYDEOH��7KH�FKDUDFWHULV�
WLF�326�SDWWHUQ�RI�GLJUDPV�DQG�WULJUDPV�SUHVHQWHG�XV�WKH
IROORZLQJ�VWDWLVWLFV�

$1 �����
11 �����
1$1 �����
$$1 �����
$11 �����

7DEOH����6WDWLVWLFV�RI�GLJUDP�DQG�WULJUDP�326�SDWWHUQV

7KHVH�UHVXOWV�DUH�LQ�DFFRUGDQFH�ZLWK�UHVXOWV�RQ�PXOWL�
ZRUG� WHUPLQRORJLFDO� XQLWV� H[WUDFWLRQ� LQ� &URDWLDQ�� SUH�
VHQWHG�PRUH�WKRURXJKO\�LQ��7DGLü�	�âRMDW��������7KH�IUH�
TXHQF\�RI�GLJUDPV�DQG� WULJUDPV�ZRXOG�FHUWDLQO\�EHFRPH
GLIIHUHQW�RQFH�KLJKO\�IUHTXHQW�IXQFWLRQDO�ZRUGV�HQWHU� WKH
LQIOHFWLRQDO�GLFWLRQDU\�

���&RQFOXVLRQV�DQG�IXWXUH�ZRUN
:H�KDYH�VKRZQ� WKH� ILUVW� VWHSV� LQ�326� WDJJLQJ� IRU�&URD�
WLDQ�� :KLOH� WKLV� DSSURDFK� RI� PDWFKLQJ� JHQHUDWHG� ZRUG�
IRUPV� ZLWK� FRUSXV� WR� JHW� WKH� LQLWLDO� GDWD� RQ� WDJ
GLVWULEXWLRQ�DQG�VWDWLVWLFV�VKRZ�SURPLVLQJ�GLUHFWLRQ��WKHUH
UHPDLQV�D�ORW�WR�EH�GRQH�DQG�WKH�EURDGHQLQJ�RI�WKH�+0/
ZLWK�IXQFWLRQDO�ZRUGV�LV�RQ�WKH�WRS�RI�WKH�OLVW�

7KH� IROORZLQJ� VWHSV� DV� GHVFULEHG� LQ� VHFWLRQ� ��ZRXOG
EH� WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�RI� UXOHV� IRU� �VHPL��DXWRPDWLF�GLVDP�
ELJXDWLRQ�ZLWKLQ�WKH�&/D5.�HQYLURQPHQW��,W�LV�SODQQHG�WR
FUHDWH�UXOHV�IRU�GLVDPELJXDWLQJ�PXOWLSOH�06'�LQWHUSUHWD�
WLRQV�DQG�RU�OHPPDV�ZKHUH�LW�LV�SRVVLEOH��7KH�&/D5.�RI�
IHUV�JRRG�SRVVLELOLWLHV�IRU� LPSOHPHQWLQJ�VXFK�UXOHV�XVLQJ
FRQVWUDLQWV�� &RQVWUDLQWV� WRROV�� ZKLFK� DUH� SDUW� RI� &/D5.
6\VWHP��HQDEOH�VHWWLQJ�UHVWULFWLRQV�RQ�WKH�FRQWHQW�RI�QRGHV
LQ�DQ�;0/�GRFXPHQW��ZKLFK�FDQ�QRW�EH�H[SUHVVHG�E\�WKH
'7'�� &RQVWUDLQWV� DOVR� XVH� H[SUHVVLYH� SRZHU� RI� ;3DWK
ODQJXDJH��ZKLFK� HQDEOHV� HDVLHU� GHILQLWLRQ� RI� FRQWH[W� IRU
DSSOLFDWLRQ� RI� UXOHV�� 7KH� UXOHV� ZLOO� EH� FUHDWHG� E\� WKH
GLUHFW� LQVLJKW� LQWR� WKH� SURFHVVHG� FRUSXV� DQG� WHVWHG� ZLWK
FRQFRUGDQFHV�IURP�ODUJHU�FRUSXV�²�WKH�&URDWLDQ�1DWLRQDO
&RUSXV�

$IWHU� WKH� ODVW� PDQXDO� GLVDPELJXDWLRQ� DQG� FKHFNLQJ�
WKH�FRUSXV�ZLOO�EH�XVHG�DV�D�WUDLQLQJ�GDWD�IRU�717�WDJJHU
OLNH� LQ� �'åHURVNL� HW� DO�� ������ XVLQJ� RQO\� 326� DQG�RU
08/7(;7�(DVW�06'�Y�����DV�ZHOO�

2Q� WKH� RWKHU� KDQG�� WKH� FRUSXV� DFFRPSDQLHG� ZLWK� DOO
SRVVLEOH�OHPPDV�DQG�06'V�LV�XVHIXO�IRU�UHVHDUFK�RQ�FDUH�
IXO� WDJVHW� GHVLJQ� IRU�&URDWLDQ��2QH�RI� WKH� SRVVLEOH� GHFL�
VLRQV� ZKLFK� LV� DOUHDG\� QRWLFHG� FRXOG� EH� LQWURGXFWLRQ� RI
WKH�LQWHUPHGLDWH�326�FDWHJRU\�RI�SDUWLFLSOH��ZKLFK�ZRXOG
HQFRPSDVV�YHUEDO�SDUWLFLSOHV�DQG�DGMHFWLYHV�GHULYHG�IURP
WKHP��7KH\�XVXDOO\�VKDUH�DOPRVW�DOO�IRUPV�DQG�FRQWULEXWH
PXFK� WR� WKH� H[WHUQDO� KRPRJUDSK\��7KHLU� GLVDPELJXDWLRQ
FRXOG�EH�DFKLHYHG�RQ�WKH�QH[W�OHYHO�RI�SURFHVVLQJ�EHFDXVH
RI� WKHLU� GLVWLQFW� V\QWDFWLF� UROHV� EXW� WKDW� LV� EH\RQG� WKH
VFRSH�RI�WKLV�SDSHU�

)XUWKHUPRUH��WKH�PHWKRG�SUHVHQWHG�KHUH�FRXOG�EH�XVHG
WR� XVH� &/D5.� 6\VWHP� IRU� VLPLODU� PDWFKLQJ� RI� FRUSRUD
ZLWK� WKHLU� UHVSHFWLYH� LQIOHFWLRQDO� OH[LFRQV� IRU� GLIIHUHQW
KLJKO\� LQIOHFWLRQDO� ODQJXDJHV��7KH� SUHUHTXLVLWHV� IRU� HDFK
ODQJXDJH� DUH� FRUSXV� HQFRGHG� LQ� ;0/� DQG� OH[LFRQ� FRQ�
WDLQLQJ�DOO�SRVVLEOH�ZRUG�IRUPV�ZLWK�06'V� IRU� WKH�PRVW
IUHTXHQW� OHPPDV�� 7KH� UHVRXUFHV� GHYHORSHG� IRU� &URDWLDQ
FDQ� QRW� EH� XVHG� IRU� RWKHU� ODQJXDJHV� UHJDUGOHVV� RI� WKHLU
W\SRORJLFDO�DQG�RU�JHQHULFDO�SUR[LPLW\�EHFDXVH�WKH�LQIOHF�
WLRQDO�UXOHV�DQG�OLVW�RI�OHPPDV�DUH�TXLWH�GLIIHUHQW��7KHUH�
IRUH�� WKH� JHQHUDWHG� LQIOHFWLRQDO� OH[LFRQV� DUH� DOVR� LQFRP�
SDWLEOH�� :KDW� ZH� KDYH� VKRZQ� LQ� WKLV� ZRUN� LV� WKDW� LW� LV
SRVVLEH�WR�XVH�WKH�LQWHJUDWHG�&/D5.�6\VWHP�IRU�FRPSOH[
1/3�WDVNV�LQ�ODQJXDJHV�RWKHU�WKDQ�%XOJDULDQ�DQG�RU�(QJ�
OLVK�ZLWK�ZKLFK�LW�KDV�EHHQ�SULPDULO\�WHVWHG�

5HIHUHQFHV�
�%|KPRYi�HW�DO���$��%|KPRYi��-��+DMLþ��(��+DMLþRYi��%��+ODGNi�

,Q� SUHVV�� 7KH� 3UDJXH� 'HSHQGHQF\� 7UHHEDQN�� 7KUHH�/HYHO
$QQRWDWLRQ� 6FHQDULR�� ,Q� $�� $EHLOOH� �HG��� 7UHHEDQNV�
%XLOGLQJ� DQG� 8VLQJ� 6\QWDFWLFDOO\� $QQRWDWHG� &RUSRUD�
.OXZHU�$FDGHPLF�3XEOLVKHUV��LQ�SUHVV�

�&XVVHQV�HW�DO��������-��&XVVHQV��6��'åHURVNL��7��(UMDYHF�������
0RUSKRV\QWDFWLF� 7DJJLQJ� RI� 6ORYHQH� 8VLQJ� 3URJRO�� ,Q
3URFHHGLQJV� RI� WKH� 1LQWK� ,QWHUQDWLRQDO� :RUNVKRS� RQ� ,Q�
GXFWLYH�/RJLF�3URJUDPPLQJ�� ,/3����� /HFWXUH�1RWHV� LQ�$U�
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Abstract

In this paper we present “Socrates” - a pro-
totype of a QA system for the Bulgarian lan-
guage. The system exploits both encyclopaedic
resources and information found on the Web.
The approach uses linguistic patterns and in-
dicators to rank the results obtained from the
Web. An encyclopaedic virtual database VIDA
was created to provide uniform interface to
different on-line and offline encyclopaedic re-
sources. The system was tested on 100 ques-
tions from TREC 2001 translated in Bulgarian.
The system answered correctly 52 of them.

1 Introduction

Open domain Question Answering (QA) is a
research area which aims at effective informa-
tion retrieval rather than just document retrieval
(Hirschman & Gaizauskas 01). The goal of an
open domain QA system is to identify the an-
swer to a domain-independent question either on
the Web (Bucholz & Daelemans 01) or in a local
document collection (Voorhees 01). QA systems
are presented with natural language questions and
the expected output is either the actual answer
identified in a text or small text fragments con-
taining the answer.

Under the promotion of the TREC compe-
titions, Open Domain Question Answering has
emerged as a new research topic in the field of In-
formation Retrieval (Voorhees 00). However, cur-
rent approaches for Information Extraction and
Question Answering (QA) are oriented mainly to-
ward the English language. This contrasts with
the situation on the Web where a great number of
languages are represented. People speaking differ-
ent languages access the Internet millions of times
every day, searching for information. Very often
specific information is available only in some other
language than English.

Multilingual QA was introduced as a new
task in the CLEF 2003 (Cross Language Evalua-
tion Forum) (http://clef-qa.itc.it) ; QA tasks for
different European languages were promoted in

CLEF: English, French, Dutch, Italian and Span-
ish. However, many languages, among them Bul-
garian, remain out of the focus of such forums,
although there is a significant amount of infor-
mation on the Web and other machine readable
sources written in these languages. No previous
work has addressed the problems of open domain
Question Answering from sources in Bulgarian
and other Slavonic languages.

This paper presents work in progress in the area
of open domain QA for Bulgarian. A prototype
of a QA system was built which answers to three
types of questions: definition questions, Where-
Is questions and temporal questions. The system
was tested on 100 questions from TREC 2001,
translated in Bulgarian; the system answered cor-
rectly 52 of them.

2 Overview

“Socrates” is a prototype of an open domain
QA system for Bulgarian which uses both ency-
clopaedic resources and information on the Web
to find answers to questions in the Bulgarian
language. The use of heterogeneous information
sources which have different levels of coverage and
structure are important for high precision QA.
For example, the search for the date of the be-
ginning of the World War II in an encyclopaedia
will be relatively easy since only the entry about
the World War II should be analysed, while the
search on the Web for the same information will
return a lot of documents which tell about the
war. However, when the answer is not found in
the encyclopaedia a QA system may find relevant
documents on the Web, which has broader cover-
age.

“Socrates” combines pattern based techniques
for question answering ((Ravichandran & Hovy
02), (Soubbotin & Soubbotin 01)), linguistic anal-
ysis and vector search IR from pre-processed en-
cyclopaedic database. The LINGUA language en-
gine for Bulgarian (Tanev & Mitkov 02) is in the



core of the linguistic processing in “Socrates”.
The system does not perform named entity

recognition, nor does it use any semantic infor-
mation. The core of the approach lies in applying
manually created linguistic patterns on text re-
trieved from the Web and use of encyclopaedic
resources.

2.1 Question types

Currently, the prototype is able to answer three
classes of questions:

Definition questions, which ask for a definition
of a noun, noun phrase or a person name. Exam-
ples for definition questions are “Kakvo e kofein?”
(“What is caffeine?”) , “Koy e Galileo?” (“Who
is Galileo?”). In the TREC 2001 QA track about
20% of the questions were definition questions.
The organisers of the QA track explained this fact
with the large number of definition questions in
the FAQ lists on the Web.

Where-Is questions. This questions are built
according to the pattern Kade e <NP >?
(Where is <NP >?) where <NP> stands for
a noun phrase. These questions are important
when the user searches for the location of a city,
island, state, landmark, etc.

Temporal questions. This class of questions
ask for a date of event. In contrast with the
Where-Is questions “Socrates” accepts temporal
questions without any restriction on the syntac-
tic form. An example of temporal question is the
question: “Koga e potanal Titanik?” (“When did
the Titanic sink?”)

2.2 The system architecture

A traditional QA system uses the following mod-
ules:

1. Question processing and question type iden-
tification

2. Document retrieval
3. Answer extraction and ranking from the re-

trieved documents
Question processing. Currently no question

type identification is performed in “Socrates”,
therefore the user chooses from a menu the ques-
tion stem, thus defining the type of the question.
For example, to ask for a definition question, the
item “Definition questions” is selected from the
main menu and then the user can choose between
one of the question stems: “Kakvo e” (“What
is”), “Koy e” (“Who is”) or “Koya e” (“Who is”)

(feminine); then, the rest of the question is en-
tered. For the Definition and Where-Is question
no linguistic processing of the question is per-
formed. For these type of questions the entity
is searched in the text as is. However, for the
temporal questions part-of-speech tagging of the
question is performed.

Document retrieval. “Socrates” performs
information retrieval from two sources: the
virtual encyclopaedic database VIDA and the
Web. Document retrieval has two stages: First,
“Socrates” searches VIDA entries which may an-
swer the question and then a query is sent to
the Google API (http://www.google.com/apis).
“Socrates” analyses only the snippets from the
documents returned by the search engine and does
not download the documents themselves.

Answer extraction and ranking.
“Socrates” performs sentence level answer
extraction from the Google results. If an entry is
found in VIDA which may contain the answer,
the whole entry is returned, because the VIDA
entries are compact in size and usually no further
restriction of the context is necessary. Answer
ranking takes into account the source of the
answers and the presence of linguistic patterns
in the answer context. If results are found in the
encyclopaedic database VIDA they are ranked
first, since the search in this resource is more
reliable than the same search on the Web. Next,
the results from the Web are ordered according
to the score obtained from a pattern matching
procedure. A set of linguistic and statistical
clues, called indicators, is used together with the
patterns to rank the results from Internet.

“Socrates” performs sentence splitting, part-of-
speech tagging and noun phrase extraction on the
results returned from Internet. The language en-
gine LINGUA (Tanev & Mitkov 02) is used to
perform this processing. “Socrates” performs pat-
tern matching on the sentences processed by the
language engine in order to rank them.

3 Pattern based answer extraction

The system uses manually created linguistic pat-
terns to extract from the Google snippets frag-
ments containing answer. The patterns were cre-
ated after studying morpho-syntactic structures
which appear in the answers to different ques-
tion types (currently location and definition ques-
tions). After applying the patterns, the extracted



Pattern Translated pattern Example
X e <NP > X is NP ”Elektonat e otricatelno zaredena chastica”

(”The electron is a particle with negative charge”)
X sa <NP> X are NP
X, <NP> ”Galileo, italianski fizik i astronom”

(”Galileo, Italian physicist and astronomer”)
X: < NP>

X - <NP>

X ( <NP>

<NP> X ”Presidentat Georgi Parvanov”
(”The president Georgi Parvanov”)

Table 1: Definition questions patterns

answering fragments are sorted using a system of
rules for quantitative evaluation.

Patterns are used for two types of questions:
definition questions and “Kade e” (“Where is”)
questions. Regarding the definition questions,
some studies point out that the pattern approach
is very appropriate for these types of questions.
For example (Soubbotin & Soubbotin 01) use ex-
clusively surface patterns to answer these ques-
tions. Answers to questions of the type “where
is” can be also extracted with simple superficial
patterns (see (Magnini et al. 02) and (Ravichan-
dran & Hovy 02) for details).

“Socrates” makes use of linguistic patterns and
rules, which consider syntactic, morphological
and lexical information in the answer context.
The system also considers the frequencies of the
elements which appear in the patterns. As no se-
mantic resources are available for Bulgarian and
no named entity recognition is performed by the
system, “Socrates” relies entirely on syntactic and
statistical clues to extract and rank the text frag-
ments containing the answer.

3.1 Patterns for Definition questions

Definition questions ask for a definition or the oc-
cupation of a person for which he has become
famous (e.g. “Who is Galileo?” - astronomer ).
Traditional techniques which rely on named en-
tity recognition do not work with this type of
questions. However, patterns turned out to be
a reliable instrument for answer extraction in this
case. The InsightSoft system which was first
on TREC 2001 (Soubbotin & Soubbotin 01) QA
track and the approach described in (Ravichan-
dran & Hovy 02) used only superficial patterns
of the type: “a <term> is <definition>”, “a

<term>, <definition>”, etc. However this ap-
proach is error prone because the above men-
tioned patterns can be encountered in contexts
which are not definitions. For example, “The
mass of an electron is about...” is not a defini-
tion of the electron, though the pattern “an elec-
tron is” is present as a substring. In contrast,
“Socrates” uses different clues in the context of
the term to evaluate its appropriateness as a defi-
nition and to avoid errors like the previously men-
tioned. We refer to these clues as “indicators”.

If the question is definition question, i.e.
“Kakvo e X?” (“What is X?” ), “Koy e X?”
(“Who is X?”) , or “Koya e X?” (“Who is X?”
for females). “Socrates” searches for the patterns
shown on Table 1 The phrases which match one
of these patterns are candidate definitions. For
every candidate a set of linguistic indicators are
then activated. These indicators give a positive
or negative score to every candidate. The score
from all the indicators are summed up and the
sentences are accepted or rejected on the basis
of that score. For example one of the indicators
“auxiliary verb definition” which gives a positive
score is activated when:

1. The pattern is X e <NP> (X is <NP>) or
X sa <NP> (X are <NP>)

2. X has male gender and <NP> has male gen-
der, or X has neutral or female gender

3. Both X and <NP> are singular or plural and
their number coincides with the number of
the auxiliary verb

4. No other noun phrase includes in itself
<NP>

5. There is no preposition before X



Pattern Translated pattern Example
X[ˆN |V |Punc] ∗ v <Capitalised>] “Milano e v Italia”
Where [ˆN |V |Punc]∗ stands for (“Milano is in Italy”)
a (possibly empty) sequence of tokens “Milano v Italia”
which are not nouns, verbs (except (“Milan in Italy”)
’sam’ (to be)) and punctuation signs
X, <Capitalised> “Milano, Italy”
X, stolicata X, the capital “Rim, stolicata na Italia”

(“Rome, the capital of Italy”)
X (<Capitalised> “Milano (Italy)”
X (stolicata X (the capital “Rim (stolicata na Italia)”

(“Rome (the capital of Italy)”)

Table 2: Where-Is question patterns

This indicator is activated when a typical defi-
nition is found: “slanchevite petna sa oblasti vav
fotosferata s niska temperatura” (“The sunspots
are low temperature zones in the photosphere”).
If we search for the answer to the question “Kakvo
e lunata?”(“What is the Moon?”) the indicator
will be activated for phrases like: “Lunata e
edinstveniat estestven spatnik na zemiata” (“The
Moon is the only natural satellite of the Earth”),
but will not be activated when the following
phrase is encountered: “Orbitata na lunata e
elipsa” (“The orbit of the Moon is an ellipse”)
In this case constraint 5 will impede the indicator
from activating.

Another example is the “preceding definition
indicator”. It is activated when the pattern is

1. <NP> X and <NP> is definite

2. No prepositions or conjunctions are part of
the phrase <NP>

3. <NP> and X have equal gender and number

4. X is not definite

This indicator gives positive score, proportional
to the length of <NP>. This pattern is appro-
priate for persons. For example to the question:
“Koy e Galileo?” (“Who is Galileo?”) the follow-
ing definition can be answer

“astronomat Galileo” (“the astronomer
Galileo”)

“Socrates” also uses penalising indicators which
give negative score when activated. For example,
when the system searches the answer of question
“Kakvo e X?” (“What is X?”) and the pattern is
X, <NP1>,<NP2>, ..., <NPn>, points are sub-
tracted from the total score of the pattern for

each noun phrases which is present after <NP1 >.
This is done because the presence of many noun
phrases divided by commas may be simple list of
items and not definition.

3.2 Patterns for Where-Is questions

These types of questions ask for a location. For
example “Kade e Milano?” (“Where is Milano?”)
“Kade e Borovetz?” (“Where is Borovetz?”) Note
that the current version of “Socrates” answers
only questions which are built according to the
pattern Kade e <NP>? (Where is <NP>?)
That is, no questions about locations which in-
clude other verbs than “sam” (to be) can be
asked. The answers to Where-Is questions are
searched through the location specification pat-
terns shown in Table 2 These patterns match
only when no sequence of comma-separated cap-
italised words follows the element <Capitalised>
(i.e. X,<Capitalised>,<Capitalised>,....); in
such case it is more probable that a list of lo-
cations is present rather than a location specifi-
cation pattern.

A statistical indicator is applied when frag-
ments matching Where-Is patterns are evaluated.
This indicator returns the frequency with which
a capitalised word appears as a location in frag-
ments which match Where-Is patterns.

For example if the question is: “Kade e Sofia?”
(“Where is Sofia?”)

Given these fragments:
“...konferenciata v Sofia, Balgaria,...”
“...Posetete Sofia v Balgaria...”
“...Sofia (Balgaria) e grad....”
The statistical indicators will give a score 3 to

the candidate Balgaria (Bulgaria), because it ap-



pears in three fragments which match Where-Is
patterns. Therefore, the score of all the fragments
for which Bulgaria fills the answer slot of the pat-
tern will be multiplied by 3.

The statistical indicator is important when the
entity which we search for appears with high fre-
quency in different contexts. In such cases the
frequency of appearance of an entity helps the
system to choose the right text fragments.

4 Virtual database VIDA

The use of encyclopaedic resources in QA is a
technique which was used successfully in some
systems like START (Katz & Lin 02) or Multi-
Text (Clarke et al. 03). Information Retrieval
from such resources has usually higher precision
than Information Retrieval from the entire Web.
(Lin et al. 03) points out that 47% of the TREC
2001 questions can be answered using dictionaries
and encyclopaedias found in the Web.

Encyclopaedic resources can be used offline or
online. Online encyclopaedic resources are Web
dictionaries and the encyclopaedic Internet sites,
such as biography.com or CIA factbook (Lin et al.
03). The problem with the offline resources is that
they do not change over time, therefore the infor-
mation in them may soon become old. The on-
line resources, on the other hand, can occasionally
change their interface, disappear from the Web,
become slow to access and so on. The research in
that field (Katz & Lin 02) shows that the most
successful approach is the one which switches be-
tween these two alternatives. Omnibase, used to
backup the START QA system, creates local uni-
form indices of different online encyclopaedic re-
sources.

We created the encyclopaedic database VIDA
(VIrtual DAtabase) to serve as a knowledge
source for “Socrates”. It is a collection of en-
cyclopaedic resources accessible online or down-
loaded from the Web. A unique index of all the
resources was built which provides an interface
both to offline and online resources.

While a lot of online encyclopaedias in different
areas can be found in English language, it is more
difficult to find such online information sources
for Bulgarian. However, we discovered different
web pages and sites which contain comprehensive
information about historic events, actors, films,
astronomy and other areas. We believe that as
the Web increases in size, the amount of such re-

sources will increase.
Currently VIDA incorporates four ency-

clopaedic resources: a Calendar of the Historic
Events, an Astronomical Dictionary, an Ency-
clopaedia of Actors and a Dictionary of Computer
Abbreviations. The historic calendar and the
computer abbreviations dictionary were down-
loaded from the Web; the page with the main
entries of the astronomical dictionary was also
downloaded but only links to the pages which
give more comprehensive details about the entries
were stored in the database; the encyclopaedia of
actors was not downloaded, instead we built an
index with all the actors for which information is
available in this site and stored in the database a
link to the biographical page for every actor.

Different levels of indexing were applied to the
different resources in VIDA. For three of the re-
sources we indexed only the terms which are titles
of the main entries and not the entries themselves.
That is, we added to VIDA main index only the
terms which appear as titles of entries. For exam-
ple, for the astronomical dictionary we indexed
the astronomical terms (sun, solar eclipse, Mars),
(providing each term with a reference to its defini-
tion), but did not index the definitions. Therefore
we use these three resources only for answers to
definition questions. We processed and indexed
all the words from the whole entries of the histor-
ical calendar, where every word is represented in
the index with its basic form and its weight ob-
tained via TF.IDF. This way, the historical cal-
endar is used to reply to temporal questions.

4.1 Using VIDA for answering definition
questions

Some definition questions are more relevant to
be answered refering to an encyclopaedia than
searching for definitions on the Web. For exam-
ple if someone asks: “Koy e Tom Kruz?” (“Who
is Tom Cruise?”), a short biography page will
be more relevant answer than definitions such as
“Tom Kruz e amerikanski aktior” (“Tom Cruise
is an american actor”). VIDA incorporates in-
dex of biography pages of famous Bulgarian and
foreign actors to answer such questions. VIDA
incorporates also an index of astronomical terms.
For example, if someone asks “Kakvo e slanche-
vata sistema?” (“What is the solar system?”),
“Socrates” will return a page which contain text
and diagrams of the solar system, rather than a
simple definition. The Dictionary of Computer



Abbreviations is another resource in VIDA which
increases the precision of our QA system when
an abbreviation from the information technolo-
gies domain is the focus of a user’s question (e.g.
“Kakvo e ADSL?” (“What is ADSL?”).

4.2 Answering temporal questions using
VIDA

VIDA incorporates a calendar of historic events
which backups answer extraction for temporal
questions.

While definition and Where-Is questions can be
answered successfully searching on the Web with
patterns, temporal questions may have different
syntactic structure and therefore it is not possi-
ble to build general patterns for the whole ques-
tion class. We used two techniques for answering
these questions. First, we perform vector search
in VIDA - we search for answers to temporal ques-
tions in the Calendar of historic events. Next, we
submit a query to Google API with the keywords
from the question and rank the snippets according
to the number of keywords which appear in them.
We found that a simple vector search in the his-
toric calendar works much better than searching
the answer with Google.

The Calendar of historic events represents a list
of all the days in the year, each day has a list
of important historic events which took place on
that day. We pre-processed the entries of the cal-
endar with the part-of-speech tagger of LINGUA
(Tanev & Mitkov 02) and built an index where
every event is represented together with the date
when it happened and a list of the base forms of
the content words which describe the event, where
every word is supplied with a weight calculated
via TF.IDF. In this way a traditional vector space
model was implemented (Manning & Schütze 99).
Every event may be represented as a vector. We
also represent as a vector the question where for
every content word weight is defined according to
its part of speech and its capitalisation. This way
if a question q is submitted to the system with
keywords {qi}, for every entry from the historic
calendar with keywords {ai} the cosine between
the vectors of the question and the calendar entry
may be calculated using the following formula:

∑
i,j|qi=aj

weight(qi).weight(aj)
√∑

i weight(qi)2
√∑

j weight(aj)2

where weight(k) is the weight of the keyword

k. Calendar entries which score above a certain
threshold with this formula are suggested to the
user as possible answers; the entries are ranked
according to their score.

5 Combining patterns and
encyclopaedic resources

“Socrates” searches answers to every question
first in VIDA and then on the Web. Results ob-
tained from VIDA are ranked higher since the
search in the encyclopaedic database has higher
precision (this was demonstrated in our experi-
ments on system performance evaluation). Sim-
ilar approach for combining structured informa-
tion sources and the Web is adopted in (Lin et al.
03).

6 Evaluation

We translated in Bulgarian 100 questions from
TREC 2001: 61 definition questions, 22 temporal
questions and 17 Where-Is questions.

We ran the system on this test set. We applied
the metrics used by the TREC 2001 judges: We
considered only the top five ranked answers. For
every answer we calculated the Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR). If the right answer was ranked first
it is given score 1, if second - 0.5, if third - 0.333,
if fourth - 0.25 and if fifth - 0.2. The total score
from all the questions was then divided by the
number of questions; in this way we obtained a
MRR which was between 0 and 1.

Next we defined a baseline model: for every
question we submitted to Google the query gen-
erated by the system for that question. We con-
sidered the top five snippets returned by Google
and found the MRR for each Google response in
the way described above.

“Socrates” answered correctly 52 questions ob-
taining a MRR of 0.43. The baseline model found
answers to 38 questions and obtained a MRR of
0.26. Table 3 gives the MRR of the performance
of “Socrates”, the baseline model and their dif-
ference by question type an in total. “Socrates”
performs best on definitions questions. However,
the baseline model has also high performance on
this question class. Therefore, the difference be-
tween “Socrates” and the baseline model is about
0.11. “Socrates” has lowest performance on tem-
poral questions, however it outperforms the base-
line model with about 0.31 for this question type,
which is the biggest difference between the system



“Socrates” Baseline Difference
Definition 0.447 0.338 0.109
Where-Is 0.417 0.191 0.226
Temporal 0.409 0.100 0.309
Total 0.433 0.261 0.172

Table 3: MRR of “Socrates”, MRR of the baseline model and their difference

performance and the baseline model. The use of
encyclopaedic resources countributes exclusively
to the performance of the system on the temporal
questions as all the correct responses to tempo-
ral questions were taken from the encyclopaedic
database VIDA. In contrast, the answers to the
defintion and Where-Is questions were extracted
from the Google snippets using patterns and no
answers were found in VIDA.

7 Conclusions

We presented a prototype of a QA system for the
Bulgarian language. The system was able to an-
swer more than half of the questions from the test
set, its Mean Reciprocal Rank is 0.17 above the
baseline model. The results are promising and
show that integration of encyclopaedic resources
in a QA system can significantly increase its per-
formance. The results demonstrate also that pat-
tern based Question Answering is efficient ap-
proach which should be studied furher.

We intend to extend the range of the question
types to which our system is able to answer. Au-
tomatic question type identifier and more precise
question processor will be integrated in the sys-
tem. Named entity recognition may improve the
performance of “Socrates”. Instead of using only
the Google snippets , “Socrates” may download
the documents and analyse them. We intend to
find synonyms and paraphrases of the most used
Bulgarian verbs with corpus based techniques and
to integrate this information into our system. We
are also considering enlarging our encyclopaedic
database VIDA with new resources. Finally, we
intend to make our system available on the Web
as an alternative to the conventional search en-
gines.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method to discover any
evolution phenomena readable in diachronic
corpora of technical or scientific domains.
Dated terms extracted from corpora yield work-
ing material. Time is structured into periods
that are sets of terms attested at the same date.
To look for the evolution of these periods, we
compare them by taking terminological varia-
tion into account. This is why we need a dis-
tance between terms, that allows us to compute
differences of periods, to the nearest variant.
Distance is computed with a method adapted
from the “string edit distance”, which includes
observations of different variations in linguistic
forms of terms. Distance computing and time
structuring are the two more important points
of this article.

Introduction

This article presents some ideas for founding a
prototype for studying terminological evolution.
The data are simple or complex1 terms which
were extracted from scientific or technical di-
achronic corpora. A diachronic survey consists in
uncovering and characterizing some changes with
a view to giving domain experts the means to ex-
plain or interpret these changes. We only work
upon the forms of French terms and are seeking
to compute evolution indicators, from these lists
of terms.

1 Objectives and motivations

Diachronic observations of language cannot be
done by introspection because the human ob-
server has only a synchronic view of his language
(De Saussure 16). Even if he is alerted by a new
expression which disturbs his linguistic environ-
ment, it is only by chance that he becomes aware
of the disappearance or modifications of expres-
sions. Consequently a systematic survey of lan-
guage evolution must proceed by the way of an
intentional investigation, as exhaustive as possi-
ble, carried out upon attested forms in a repre-
sentative corpus.

1i.e. several content words compound

2 Methodology

We carry out this work on French terms which
have been first extracted from diachronic corpora.

2.1 Working hypothesis

It has been demonstrated that terms are only
rarely set phrases (Jacquemin 97), (Daille et al.
96), which is why we focused our attention on
term variation phenomena. We are studying vari-
ation according to two points of view. On the
one hand, we attempt to follow over time the
attestation of equivalent terms which have dif-
ferent linguistic forms. On the other hand, ter-
minological variation itself is probably a process
of evolution. Reviewing the ways in which new
terms are formed (excepted borrowing), (Cabré
98) mentions internal modifications of term struc-
tures. (Sager 90) insists on the importance to
spot the first appearance of a term and (Ibekwe-
Sanjuan 98) examines through morphological or
syntactical term variations marks of evolution of
the concepts referred by terms.

Our working hypothesis assumes that termi-
nological evolution, a macroscopic phenomenon,
partly results from microscopic phenomena that
are variations and transformations of terms.
Marks of this evolution can therefore be detected
by observing and measuring variation, over time,
of linguistic term forms.

2.2 Continuity and change principle

Whatever object is being observed, change can
only be detected as deviations from something re-
maining. (De Saussure 16) demonstrates this for
language, and the same idea is reported in other
domains. Since the end of 18th century, it is a
well-known principle, in physics and chemistry.
In our work, what remains is the reference to the
same concept. By progressive modifications a ter-
minological form moves away from the base term
it comes from.



2.3 Terminological variation and
distance between terms

The basis measure is distance between two ter-
minological forms. This is a numerical value
computed from linguistic observations of varia-
tion phenomenon, as will be explained in sec-
tion 3. We call variants two terminological forms
which have different linguistic forms but exactly
the same referent (diffusion neutronique, diffusion
des neutrons ). We term modified two terminolog-
ical forms whose difference infers a shift in mean-
ing from the referent. Thus distance allows us to
structure a set of terminological forms into three
categories, as shown in figure 1 where t1 and t2
are two terminological forms and s1 and s2 two
threshold values.

modified forms foreign formsvariant forms

s2s10 distance(t1, t2)

Figure 1: Distances and categories

2.4 Observation proceeding

Any observation is an interaction between three
entities: the observer, the observed object and the
observation tool. The observer (program) begins
by reducing the corpus into terminological forms
(preprocessing), it then splits material by time,
before computing indicators in respect to changes
upon material. In section 5 we explain how this
interaction is organized.

There are many kinds of “time”. We have de-
liberately chosen physicist’s time: time is noth-
ing but a physical support that just allows us to
define a total order relation, chronological order,
between facts or events.

A date is a point located on the time axis.
An interval between two dates is the set of time
points lying between these two dates.

A fact appears as a predicate, whose true or
false value depends on the date. It is attested at
a date or at every date of a whole time interval.
For us facts are typically the attestation or lack
of attestation of a particular terminological form.

An event is an action that occurs punctually
at a particular date (Fauvet & Scholl 95). It car-
ries out a transition between two facts. There are
four categories of elementary events on termino-
logical forms: remaining, appearing, disappearing,
and transformation into another form. We will be

more explicit in section 5.

3 Computing Distances

The distance between two terms is based on the
“edit distance” between two strings (Levenshtein
66) whose principle is briefly repeated.

3.1 Edit distance between strings

This is defined as the lowest cost needed to
transform one string into another by using three
elementary operations upon characters, all of
them being related to an elementary cost: inser-
tion(ins), deletion(del) and substitution(sub). Ev-
ery transformation can be expressed as a match-
ing. For instance, to transform ABCABDE into
CABABE, several matchings are possible:

|-ABCABDE| 1 ins, |ABCAB-DE| 2 del, 1 ins
|CAB-AB-E| 2 del |--CABABE| 1 sub

It must be noticed that any character can sub-
stitute for any other one, and that distance does
not depend on nature or position of characters
which are involved in an operation.

3.2 Distance between terms

3.2.1 Adaptation

Terminological forms are considered as se-
quences of simple words which play the same
role as characters do in the string edit distance.
For example to transform diffusion cohérente

inélastique d’électrons into diffusion cohérente

des neutrons thermiques, the following matching is
available(1 del + 1 sub + 1 ins):

(diffusion)(coherent)(inelastique)(de_electron)(---------)
(diffusion)(coherent)(-----------)(de_neutron )(thermique)

3.2.2 Necessary arrangements

But edit distance upon terms cannot be re-
duced to a simple transposition from characters
to simple words. Indeed, contrary to distances
between strings, we do not let any word of the
first term match with any word of the second
one. More distance depends on the nature, func-
tion and position of the simple words which are
involved in an elementary operation. So we intro-
duce four arrangements:

A1: Prepositions and determinants must be
brought together with the content word they are
related to: du neutron → du neutron.

A2: Substitution cost must take the nature
of involved elements into account, for exam-
ple the morphological connection between noun
(du neutron ) and adjective (neutronique ).



A3: Transformation cost must be weighted by
a dependence level (see 3.2.3) that we assign to
each constituent element.

A4: Matching of elements which do not have
the same dependence level is forbidden.

3.2.3 Term attributes

Every complex term is characterized by three
attributes: its lemma, its syntactical structure and
a list of dependence levels connected to content
words. Level 0 is assigned to the term head. All
the elements which directly depend on the head
get level 1. Elements which depend on an 1-level
element get level 2 and so on. For example:

term diffusion inélastique de neutrons thermiques
lemma diffusion inélastique de neutron thermique
structure SBC ADJ PREP SBC ADJ

SBC: noun, ADJ: adjective, PREP: preposition
levels 0 1 1 2

Attribution of dependence levels can be com-
puted to 95% automatically.

3.2.4 Algorithm

Distances are computed with a dynamics pro-
gramming algorithm very similar to that for string
edit distance (Jun-Ichi 94). The difference lies in
the way costs, which depend on syntactic struc-
ture and dependence level, are computed. We
have defined a scale of configurable elementary
costs which depend on the nature of the opera-
tions and of the operating elements.

C0 substitution of two identical elements
C1 substitution of two weak syntactic variant forms
C2 substitution of equivalent elements having a morphological

difference
C3 insertions, suppressions and some substitutions (syntactic

similarities)
C4 substitutions of completely different elements
C5 substitution of two elements which must not match

4 Time structuring

4.1 Periods

According to our data, the time unit is year.
Corpus preprocessing yields a list of pairs (date,
term). The equivalence relation has the same date
as in the set of pairs (date, term) partitions it into
subsets which contain all the pairs of the same
date. But it is terms which have to be compared,
not pairs, so we prefer work on sets of terms of
the same date. In a first approach we name period
the set of terms of a given date. But we may need
to work on wider time intervals. So we finally de-
fine a period as a set of terms whose date belongs
to a time interval determined by a beginning date
and a duration. There is a total order relation be-
tween periods, whose signification is chronological
order.

4.2 Extended periods

From a mathematical point of view, periods are
sets. In addition with the three classical opera-
tions (intersection, union and difference), we de-
fine an operation, dedicated to our problem. It
yields the set of variants from one period into an-
other one. Let Pi and Pk be two periods, we
name VarPk

Pi
, set of variants of Pi into Pk, the set

of every term of the difference Pk \ Pi which is a
variant form of at least a term of Pi. In figure 2
the variant forms are marked by the same letter.

(c) diffusion interfacial

(d) diffusion élastique
     diffusion en phase solide

(d) diffusion quasi élastique

(b) diffusion par laser

(a) diffusion du neutronVariants of Pi into Pk

Pk
diffusion moléculaire

(a) diffusion neutronique
(a) diffusion de neutron
(b) diffusion laser
(c) diffusion à le interface

Variants of Pk into Pi

diffusion élastique de le lumièrePi

Figure 2: Variants of a period into another one

The set Pk ∪ VarPi
Pk

is the period Pk extended

to its variant forms into Pi.

5 Studying evolution

Periods follow in a chronological order. The union
of all periods is the time interval of reference. We
name it the epoch. It is determined by time in-
terval [e1, e2] where e1 and e2 indicate the dates
of the first and last period. To uncover anything
that has been modified or preserved in the epoch,
it’s necessary to compare facts before and after a
breaking date. This date splits the set of periods
into a past and a future. We decide arbitrarily
that the breaking date t is the last date of the
past. It would be wrong to fix it a priori in the
epoch. It has to be movable along of the studied
periods. Some consecutive periods may eventu-
ally be merged to get more flexibility.

We have to examine two orthogonal questions:
the nature of the transformation (paragraph 5.2)
and the features of durability of this transforma-
tion (paragraph 5.1).

5.1 Diachronic examination modes

The purpose is to state the occasional or perma-
nent character of the facts. We distinguish four
diachronic modes. As all do not concern the whole



epoch, we define a subset of the epoch, the time
view, which is the union of the consecutive exam-
ined periods. It must contain the breaking date.
Its limits are named v1 et v2.

V iew =
⋃v2

k=v1
Pk

The four diachronic modes are defined on this
time view, as it is shown in figure 3 where each
square represents a period.

e1 e2t+1t

e1 e2t+1t

e1 e2t+1t

e1 e2t+1t

diachronic modes

local

future−consolidated

past−consolidated

permanent

breaking

[t, t+1]

[t, e2]

[e1, t+1]

[e1, e2]

time view : 
[v1, v2]

Figure 3: Time view and diachronic modes

It must be borne in mind a fact is a missing or
an attestation of a term in a period, in an exact or
variant form. In local mode, a fact is tested in two
consecutive periods. In future-consolidated mode,
we attempt to know if a fact of Pt is validated
in the future of t, in a non-occasional way, that
is in every period Pk of the future (∀k ∈ [t +
1, e2]). Past-consolidated mode is symmetrical to
the former one. So we have to examine if a fact
of Pt+1 is validated in every period Pi of the past
(∀i ∈ [e1, t]). Permanent mode brings the two
former modes together. So we have to examine if
a fact is validated in every period Pi of the past
(∀i ∈ [e1, t]) and in every period Pk of the future
(∀k ∈ [t + 1, e2]).

If the constraints for validating a fact in every
period of the past or of the future is too strong,
they can be reduced by merging some consecutive
periods.

5.2 Nature of transformations (events)

Fundamental events are stability, disappearance,
and appearance of a form. To take variations
into account, we define each of the three above-
mentioned events according to two meanings that
we name S, like strictly meaning and V like ex-
tended to variants. In S-meaning each event con-
cerns the exact form of the term, whereas in V-

meaning each event concerns the exact or a vari-
ant form of the term.

The different events can be expressed as sets of
forms which are intersections, unions and differ-
ences of periods and extended periods. Expres-
sions of sets in V-meaning are obtained from cor-
responding expressions in S-meaning provided pe-
riods P were replaced by variant-extended periods(
P ∪ VV iew

P

)
.

The four different diachronic modes are deter-
mined by choosing appropriate limits [v1, v2] for
the time view.

The stable forms are given by generalized in-
tersections between periods.

S-meaning
⋂v2

i=v1
Pi

V-meaning
⋂v2

i=v1

(
Pi ∪ VV iew

Pi

)

In the V-meaning it is important to underline
which variant forms of a term are crossing through
the breaking date. So we name diachronic varia-
tion every pair (x, y) of variant forms such as x is
a form attested in every period of the past, and y
a form attested in every period of the future. Sets
of diachronic variations are Cartesian products of
the intersections of periods.

{
(x, y) ∈

( ⋂t
i=v1

Pi

)
×

( ⋂v2
k=t+1 Pk

)}

The disappeared forms are given by differences
of the intersection between periods of the past and
the union between periods of the future.( ⋂t

i=v1
Pi

)
\

( ⋃v2
k=t+1 Pk

)
( ⋂t

i=v1
(Pi ∪ VV iew

Pi
)
)
\

( ⋃v2
k=t+1(Pk ∪ VV iew

Pk
)
)

In S-meaning(1) it can happen that a form has
disappeared but some of its variant ones go on
occurring. In V-meaning(2) we show terms which
are completely obsolete, while no one of their
forms will be attested in the future.

Symmetrical expressions can be computed for
appeared forms in S- or in V-meaning.

6 Experiments and results

Experiments are carried out on a diachronic cor-
pus (975,000 words) that we built from biblio-
graphic notices of scientific articles put at our dis-
posal, in a SGML format, by INIST2.

It is obvious that the richer are lexical sources,
the better is the quality of the data. But not less
important is the attention devoted to the prepa-
ration of textual material.

2National Institute of Scientific and Technical Informa-
tion in F-Nancy



6.1 Preprocessing steps

The different preprocessing steps consist in:
1) choosing the notices being attentive to keep

the corpus homogeneous with respect to a theme,
2) cleaning texts, segmenting them into sen-

tences,
3) tagging with grammatical labels (Brill 92)
4) lemmatizing every word (Namer 00),
5) extracting candidates (Daille 01) which must

eventually be validated by experts.
A lot of difficulties, which we cannot detail here,

exist at each step. The worst one is undoubtedly
the incapability, for different reasons, of gathering
together homogeneous and complete data.

After preprocessing steps our source material
consists of 195,000 dated terms lists extracted
from diachronic corpora, built with a subset of
6,411 articles of physics.

6.2 Processing of Distances

Distances below are computed with arbitrary val-
ues of elementary costs and not normalized, but
when we compute distances of a list of pairs of
forms, we normalize then such the most distant
pair gets a distance equal to 1.

Matching Distance
(diffusion)(de neutron)
(diffusion)(neutronique)

0.5

(diffusion)(de neutron) (----)
(diffusion)(de le neutron)(lent)

0.75

(diffusion)(---------)(neutronique)
(diffusion)(élastique)(de neutron)

1.5

(diffusion)(lent)(de neutron) (----)
(diffusion)(----)(de le neutron)(lent)

1.75

For the moment, insertions (or deletion) in syn-
tactic structure, substitution taking in account
weak-syntactic variation, morphosyntactic vari-
ation between noun and adjective, are imple-
mented. We go on working to implement other
types of variations.

6.3 Time processing and sets computing

We show a sample built with the terms whose
“head” is diffusion. In this example, the epoch
[1981, 1998] is split into six periods:

Limits Number of forms Limits Number of forms
1981-1983 14 1990-1992 25
1984-1986 27 1993-1995 36
1987-1989 30 1996-1998 54

This table makes obvious the problem of the
distribution of the forms inside the periods. That
is why it is so important to be able to organize
a lot of experiments by modifying the breaking
date and the widths of the periods.

Computed sets can be analysed according to
two points of view. In a qualitative way, a chosen

term can be followed with all its variant forms
across the periods. In a quantitative way, the
numbers of forms in each sets can be computed,
in their turns, as chronological series, to search
for any evolution laws.

7 Conclusion

We have explained why we were led to compute
distances between terms to organize a diachronic
observation across lists of dated terms. Distance
is the more natural measure to express, in a quan-
titative way, the qualitative phenomenon of vari-
ation. But it does raise problems: much experi-
mentation has to be done to adjust the costs of
computing the distances. These depend on the
language, but the general method we presented
can be used by redefining computing of the costs
in a function of the language. We go on to im-
prove the flexibility in time processing and to re-
fine the quantitative approach of linguistic phe-
nomena, thus measures on a time axis is one of
the best ways to show evolution.
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Abstract

In this paper, a proposal of a multi-modal dia-
logue system oriented to multilingual question-
answering is presented. This system includes
the following ways of access: voice, text, avatar,
gestures and signs language. The proposal is
oriented to the question-answering task as a
user interaction mechanism. The proposal here
presented is in the first stages of its develop-
ment phase and the architecture is presented
for the first time on the base of the experiences
in question-answering and dialogues previously
developed. The main objective of this research
work is the development of a solid platform that
will permit the modular integration of the pro-
posed architecture.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present the arguments that
have motivated us to develop a multi-modal di-
alogue system oriented to multilingual question-
answering, as well as its architecture. This archi-
tecture is going to permit, on the one hand, the
information access to determined collective social
that previously had impossibilities to do it, and
on the other hand, the question-answering of dig-
ital documents.

Following sections present the state of art of Di-
alogue Systems, the system architecture proposal,
some results obtained, and future works.

2 Background in Dialogue Systems

This section tries to synthesize the state of the
art of the currently existing dialogue systems be-
fore to present our multi-modal dialogue system
oriented to multilingual question-answering.

2.1 Dialogue Systems

A dialogue system normally interacts with other
kind of system. According to the classification of
dialogue systems proposed by James Allen (Allen
97), it fits to distinguish between two kind of dia-
logue systems depending on the main goal of the
global system. These are:

• Dialogue systems oriented to tasks (DSOT).
This dialogue systems interacts with other
systems whose main goal is to perform a con-
crete task such as evacuating people from an
island (Ferguson & Allen 98), coordinating
responses to emergencies (Allen et al. 00a),
etc.

Some examples of these kind of systems have
been developed by the Department of Com-
puter Science of University of Rochester: In
(Allen et al. 96) a system that allows the
users to find efficient routes for a group of
trains is presented. This system avoids prob-
lem areas as they were discovered. The defi-
nition of (Ferguson & Allen 98) treats about
a system whose main task is to evacuate peo-
ple from an island. (Allen et al. 00b) define a
system that make the deployment of troops
in a military situation. (Allen et al. 00a)
define a system that coordinates emergency
vehicles in response to simulated 911 calls in
Monroe County, NY.

• Dialogue systems oriented to information re-
trieval (DSOIR). These dialogue systems in-
teract with other systems whose main goal is
information searching as well as information
retrieval or question answering.

Here, some existent examples of this kind of
systems are going to be presented. (Gurzki
01) presents a human-computer dialogue sys-
tem that allows the user to get information
about products on a shop. (Johansson et al.
02) define a human-computer dialogue sys-
tem for information retrieval about TV pro-
grams. The definition of (Rouillard 99) is
about a human-computer dialogue system for
information retrieval about the documents of
a digital library via the World Wide Web.
In (Bagga et al. 00), a human-computer di-
alogue system that allows users to retrieve
identification numbers of parts for medical



systems is presented.

2.2 Multi-modal Dialogue Systems

It is a fact that in the last and next years the use of
human-computer multi-modal conversational dia-
logue systems allows a more easily access to infor-
mation to people having problems to do it. Nowa-
days, the main task of many researchers is to work
day to day in the construction of systems that
allows a flexible multi-modal communication be-
tween humans and computers. Fruit of all this
effort different systems have arisen making it fea-
sible, such as:

• (Gustafson et al. 00) present a human-
computer multi-modal conversational dia-
logue system in the domain of informa-
tion seeking about apartments in Stockholm.
Apart from spoken input, users have the pos-
sibility of providing the system with addi-
tional information by clicking on an apart-
ment icon or marking areas on an interactive
map of Stockholm.

• One of the goals of the August project
(Gustafson et al. 99) was to be able to ana-
lyze how novice users interact with a multi-
modal information kiosk, placed without su-
pervision in a public location. Another goal
was to demonstrate how the speech technol-
ogy modules developed at the department
could be put together to rapidly prototype
a multi-modal spoken dialogue system. The
system was designed with a number of do-
mains, instead of one single complex domain.

• (Chai 02) defines a human-computer multi-
modal conversational dialogue system in
the domain of information searching about
houses in Irvington Town. In this system,
user multi-modal inputs exhibit a wide range
of varieties. They could be abbreviated, am-
biguous or complex. Fusing inputs together
often cannot reach a full understanding. To
process these inputs, contexts are important.

• In (Johnston et al. 02) the authors de-
scribe a multi-modal application architecture
which combines finite-state multi-modal lan-
guage processing, a speech-act based multi-
modal dialogue manager, dynamic multi-
modal output generation, and used-tailored
text planning to enable rapid prototyping
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Figure 1: Architecture of a multi-modal dia-
logue system oriented to multilingual question-
answering

of multi-modal interfaces with flexible input
and adaptive output. The tested application
MATCH (Multi-modal Access To City Help)
provides a mobile multi-modal speech-pen in-
terface to restaurant and subway information
for New York City.

3 Proposed System Architecture

Following subsections present our proposal of a
multi-modal dialogue system oriented to multilin-
gual question-answering. In this paper has been
focused on its main features and the arguments
causing our interest in this area.

3.1 System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the core set of modules that inte-
grate the system architecture, and Table 1 gives
a brief description of each one.

3.2 Multi-modal Dialogue System

As Figure 1 shows, this technological proposal
tries to combine the following features:

• multi-modality,

• great coverage accessibility,

• access to multilingual information,



Module Functionality

Speech Recognition Converts speech input into a word stream
Text Processor Allows the user to input the word stream
Speech Synthesis Transforms the word stream output into speech
Avatar Transforms the word stream output into avatar movements
Signs Language Transforms the word stream output into signs language movements
Gesture Synthesis Transforms the word stream output into facial gestures
PLN Module Obtains interpretations from input word stream
Response Planner Determines the best communicative acts in function of the information provided by

the Discourse Manager
Multi-modal Contents Planner Determines the best multi-modal communicative acts
Discourse Manager Coordinates effectively the dialog
Discourse Context Manager Manages the discourse context
Plan Manager Coordinates the information requests to start the question-answering process
Reference Manager Identifies the referents for referring expressions
Question-answering Realizes effectively the question-answering process

Table 1: Functionality of the modules in the Architecture of a multi-modal dialogue system oriented
to multilingual question-answering

• question-answering task

The system will take like input a user request
that will be able to be formulated through voice
or text. This consultation will be analyzed by a
parser (NLP module) whose result will be a con-
ceptual representation of the user request.

This representation will be received by the Dis-
course Manager module which its main task is to
coordinate the dialogue.

Discourse Manager will give information to the
Plan Manager that will decide if it has sufficient
information to perform the search, and in affir-
mative case it will provide a search start order to
the Question-answering module.

This Question-answering module will launch
the query in different languages. If the result of
the search was ambiguous or the Plan Manager
considers that there is not sufficient information
to perform the search, it will generate a feedback
order to the Dialogue Manager. The Dialogue
Manager will order to the Response Planner the
elaboration of an answer asking more information
to the user. This answer would be shown in all the
linguistic modes considered by the system: text,
speech, avatar, gestures, etc, whose private con-
tents would be determined by the Multi-modal
Contents Planner.

The Discourse Manager will obtain information
about the context from the Discourse Context
Manager as co-reference resolution, ellipsis and
other linguistic facts.

When the Plan Manager considers it has
enough information to answer, it will generate a
order to the Response Planner to show the infor-

mation in the considered ways.

3.3 Question-answering systems in
non-restrict domains

The question-answering systems are defined like
capable tools to obtain concrete answers to very
precise needs of information from the writings
documents analysis in natural language. These
systems locate and extract the answer of those
zones of the documents of whose content is pos-
sible to infer the information required in each
question. The main components of a question-
answering system are Question Analysis, Docu-
ment Retrieval, Relevant Passages Selection and
Response Extraction.

These components are related among them-
selves processing the textual information available
in different levels until completing the question-
answering process.

The questions formulated to the system are pro-
cessed initially by the question analysis module.
This process is very important since of the quan-
tity and quality of the information extracted in
this analysis will conditions in great measure the
performance of the remaining modules and there-
fore, the final result of the system.

A part of the information obtained from this
question analysis process is used by the document
retrieval module to perform a first selection of
pieces of text. By the great volume of documents
to treat for these systems and the answer time
limitations, this task is performed using informa-
tion retrieval systems. The obtained result is a
very reduced subset of the documentary database.
Subsequent processes are going to be applied on



this reduced subset.
Subsequently, the relevant passage selection

module takes charge of performing a more de-
tailed analysis of the relevant text subset with
the objective of detecting those reduced text
fragments that are susceptible of containing the
search answer.

Finally, the answer extraction module processes
the small text fragments set obtained from the
previous process with the purpose to locate and
to extract the search answer.

4 Discussion and results

In this section fits to do mention to the results
obtained by the system (Vicedo 02) as a mod-
ule of our architecture. The final evaluation of
this system was performed in the “Third Ques-
tion Answering Track” organized in the TREC-10
conference.

In spite of the fact that the proposal of TREC-
10 is composed of three different subtasks (main
task, list task, and contextual task), by the given
characteristics of this system, it was decided to
participate only in the main task assuming, be-
sides, an important limitation: SEMQA does not
arrange of no process that permits to value the
non-existence of answers to a question in the col-
lection. Therefore, the system will obtain answers
for all the proposed questions without keeping in
mind this circumstance. This fact supposes that
all those questions without answer in the docu-
ment collection will be answered incorrectly.

With the purpose that it was evaluated sep-
arately the incident that the resolution tech-
niques application of the pronominal anaphora
could have in the results of SEMQA, two differ-
ent tests were performed called ALIC01M1 and
ALIC01M2:

1. ALIC01M1. This test is designed to evaluate
the system performance without utilizing any
kind of co-reference resolution.

2. ALIC01M2. This test is similar to the previ-
ous one although incorporates the pronomi-
nal anaphora resolution module.

Table 2 shows the general features of the test
TREC-10 for the main task.

4.1 Evaluation Results

Table 3 shows the results obtained by the sys-
tem in comparison with the result media obtained

Features TREC-10

Number of documents 978.952
Documents in megabytes 3.033

Number of proposed questions 500
Number of evaluated questions 492

Non response questions in the collection 49

Table 2: Features of the Trec-10 test

by the participating remainder of systems in the
main task.

In Table 3 is detailed, for each evaluation mea-
sures (strict and permissive), the reciprocal aver-
age (MRR), the percentage of answers that the
system responds correctly (% Corr) and the per-
cent of increment that this value supposes on the
TREC-10 average (% ∆).

5 Conclusions and Future Works

As above mentioned, the objective of this system,
is to bring the information to determined collec-
tive social that previously had impossibilities to
obtain it.

At present, we dedicate remarkable research ef-
forts, among others, to the developing of a defi-
nition language for dialogue systems whose first
pilot experience is going to be the definition of
a dialogue system oriented to obtain the price of
real estate as flats, garages, houses, bungalows,
etc. Also, we are designing a language that per-
mit ourselves to implement multi-modal dialogue
systems. This language is a VoiceXML (Consor-
tium 03) higher level abstraction.
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                         Abstract 
Finite-state devices are widely used in natural 
language processing, yet little if anything is 
known about metrics and topology of finite-state 
transition graphs. Here we study numerically the 
structure of directed state transition graphs for 
several types of finite-state devices representing 
morphology of 16 languages. In all experiments 
we have found that distribution of incoming and 
outcoming links is highly skewed and is modeled 
well by the power law, not by Poisson distribu-
tion typical of classical random graphs. The 
power-law form of degree distribution is re-
garded as a signature of self-organizing systems, 
and it has been previously found for numerous 
real world networks in communication, biology, 
social sciences and economics. 

1 Introduction 
Finite-state devices, including finite-state automata and 
transducers, are widely used in natural language process-
ing to produce morphological information. Constructed as 
applications of formal finite-state techniques, they can be 
considered as networks where nodes represent states and 
arcs (labeled by characters) represent the transitions. Ex-
amination of their graph-metrics and topology is essential 
for efficient computer implementation of finite-state proc-
essing, including per-node optimization. It might also lead 
to new quantitative methods in language typology as we 
argue below. 
 In computational linguistics semantic and co-
occurrence networks were already studied. In these net-
works nodes correspond to words. In semantic networks 
the links show semantic relations between words. In co-
occurrence networks links represent the fact that  words 
occur beside each other in a corpus. We are not aware of 
similar investigations applied to finite-state transition net-
works, representing language morphology. In (Leslie 
1995) the average out-degree of (random, non-
deterministic) automata is shown to be a good predictor 
for the expected number of states in the determinized 
automaton, the same technique is used in (van Noord 
2000).  
 In the Introduction we present the basics of the finite-
state processing in morphological applications and pro-
vide the rationale – why applying of modern random net-
works theory might be of interest. 

In the second section – Random Networks and Related 
Work – we briefly outline methods and results of this 
relatively new theory to identify which of them are related 
to the study of finite-state devices. We argue that one par-
ticular metric studied for random networks - degree dis-
tribution – is of special interest for the initial investiga-
tion. 
 In the third section we describe the morphological 
data used in our experiments, and in the fourth - our 
cross-linguistic experimental study of the degree distribu-
tion, which we have found well approximated by the 
power-law. 
 In Discussion we put forward additional considera-
tions about consequences of power-law behavior in view 
of our experiments. 

1.1   Finite-state devices used in morphology 

In our experiments we analyzed two major types of finite-
state devices, used in natural language processing for 
word verification and producing morphological informa-
tion. In both devices word verification is regarded as a 
process of moving from an initial input state to an accep-
tance state in a space of character transitions. 
Finite-state automata. The input list of words (surface 
forms), is compiled into a letter tree, which is then mini-
mized to reuse common postfixes. Each word can be 
loaded with additional information (its part-of-speech 
categories, etc.), which can be attached to the leaves (the 
terminals) of the letter tree. In this case two postfixes can 
be merged only if they lead to exactly the same informa-
tion. Finite-state automata (FSAs) constructed this way, 
are acyclic and deterministic (for each state and each 
character there can be only one or zero output links la-
beled by this character). 
Lexical transducers. In our experiments we also ana-
lyzed IBM lexical transducers that implement two-level 
morphology rules. Some of them have cycles and are non-
deterministic. 

1.2   Transition networks of finite-state 
devices 

All finite-state devices considered here are finite-state 
transition networks and can be viewed as the compact de-
scription of morphology in the form of algorithm. They 
range in size from  31,219 to 429,577 nodes. If informa-
tion about conditions and/or intentional descriptions of 
the transitions is ignored, we are left with a graph, which 
in case of deterministic devices exactly represents control 
flow of the algorithm.  

 



1.3   Possible outcomes from the study of 
structure of finite-state transition 
networks 

Applications to computer implementation. Program-
ming structures, used to navigate through a finite-state 
net, have different performance and different memory re-
quirements. For example, deterministic finite-state de-
vices are most efficiently implemented with transition ta-
bles that enable rapid selection of links between states, 
where these links are stored in an array indexed by char-
acters from the input language. However, efficiency 
comes at the expense of considerable memory overheads. 
Thus, the efficiency of the usage of transition tables de-
pends primarily on the distribution of nodes according to 
the traffic they experience during corpora processing. 
Transition tables can be efficiently used if this distribu-
tion is a fat-tailed distribution like power-law distribution, 
so that a small number of nodes are responsible for a sig-
nificant portion of traffic. 
 The paper (Troussov et al. 2003) provided classifica-
tion of nodes according to their traffic-related role in an 
FSA and a formal procedure for assigning a format to 
each node based on this role. However, this optimization 
model was based on the heuristic assumptions about the 
structure of dictionaries. Here we validate most of these 
assumptions. 
Linguistics application. Comparison of the full-form 
lexicon given as an annotated list of word forms with its 
FSA representation in case of Indo-European languages, 
suggests that the latter form is more suitable for extracting 
implicit morphological information.  
 Graphmetrics and topology of transition networks 
might bear the following features, needed for developing 
new quantitative approaches in computational linguistics: 
• generic language feature, which might be used to 

characterize and detect intelligent language like fea-
tures in an input signal (see for example (Israeloff et 
al. 1996), (Elliott et al. 2000) ); 

• language specific features, which might give way to 
new quantitative approaches for morphological phe-
nomena and for language typology. 

Zipf's law is considered as an indication of language-like 
behavior. Indicators, measured on finite-state transition 
networks – (which result from compilation of the lexis of 
a language into a minimized FSA) – probably, provide a 
more powerful formalism, because they involve not only 
frequencies of words, but also wordformation processes. 

2 Random Networks and Related 
Work 

2.1   Graph theory and random graphs 

In the theory of random graphs, the simplest and the most 
intensively studied one-vertex characteristic is degree. 
The in-degree, ki, is the number of incoming arcs of a ver-
tex in an directed graph. The out-degree, ko, is the number 
of its outgoing arcs. The degree, k, is the number of near-

est neighbors of a vertex. For directed graphs the vertex 
degree is the total number of its connections  k = ki + ko  
(this holds true under additional condition that there are 
no arcs with both start and end point in this node). Total 
distributions of vertex degrees of an entire network, 
P(ki;ko) - the joint in- and out-degree distribution, P(k) - 
the degree distribution, Pi(ki) – the in-degree distribution, 
and Po(ko) - the out-degree distribution - are basic statis-
tical characteristics of random networks. 
 Random graphs were first studied in the late 1950s by 
Erdös and Rényi. In general terms, a random graph is a 
graph in which properties such as the number of nodes, 
edges, and connections between them are determined in a 
random way. In Erdös and Rényi simplest classical model 
the graph has a fixed number of vertices, which are con-
nected, at random, by edges. The degree in classical ran-
dom graphs follows binomial distribution which for large 
N  can be replaced by a Poisson distribution  
              P(k) = e-λ  λk ⁄ k! . 

2.2   Random massive networks 

During the last decade random networks became an inter-
disciplinary area of research with a strong influence from 
statistical physics. Empirical and theoretical studies were 
applied to numerous real world (both natural and man 
made) networks in communications, biology, social sci-
ences and economics. Examples include telephone net-
works, WWW, Internet, ecological networks (food webs), 
citation networks, co authorship networks. 
 Standard indicators or measurements that characterize 
the structure of a graph are: 
• The statistical distribution of links (characterizing 

homogeneity and scaling properties of the graph); 
• The mean or maximum intervertex distance (i.e. the 

length of the shortest path between a pair of vertices), 
giving an idea of its size, or diameter; 

• The clustering index (a measure of independence of 
neighboring links). 

The following less frequently used characteristic is impor-
tant for finite-state transition networks (as we consider 
them as control flow networks): 
• the traffic (the number of trajectories passing through 

each vertex or arc, and so identifying the most active 
hubs). 

The following phenomena were found in many real net-
works (see (Albert & Barabasi 2001)): 
• Small path length (known as the small-word concept); 
• Large degree of clustering; 
• Power-law tail degree distribution (scale-free con-

cept). 

2.3   Applications of random networks to 
computational linguistics  

Methods of random networks theory were already suc-
cessfully applied to the study of lexical-semantic re-
sources like WordNet - a database of word meanings with 
basic semantic relations between them, such as synon-

 



ymy, hyponymy etc. See, for example, (Motter et al. 
2002), (Sigman & Cecchi 2002) and (Ferrer & Solé 
2001). The major focus was on the small-world concept – 
despite the large network size, the distance among any 
pair of nodes is relatively small. Degree distribution was 
found to follow the power-law, and its positive correla-
tion with word frequencies was demonstrated. Studies of 
co-occurrence networks (Dorogovtsev & Mendes 2001a) 
also showed highly skewed link distributions. 
 Finite-state devices are efficient computational tools, 
and the theory of finite-state processing is algorithmically 
oriented. We are not aware of papers where finite-state 
transitions graphs were investigated in the framework of 
modern random network theory. One of the reasons be-
hind this, is that it is probably difficult to consider such 
networks as "real" ones, which might have crosslinguistic 
underlying structure common for different types of finite-
state devices and governed by relatively simple laws. 
 The paper (Albert & Barabasi 2001) states, that most 
network models studied before ignore the network’s 
directedness and generic features of complex directed net-
works are not fully investigated. 

3 Description of Experimental Data  

3.1   Morphological data 

Finite-state transition networks of IBM morphological 
dictionaries were used for experiments. All of the diction-
aries provide lexical coverage sufficient for spell-
checking. They also provide fine-grained morphosyntac-
tic information. For the purpose of this paper, it is neces-
sarily to describe the types of glosses in the dictionaries, 
because this directly affects topology of the network 
through minimization stage which eliminates some nodes. 
 All dictionaries provide inflectional morphology. 
Derivational morphology is provided only for Finnish. 

3.2   Description of the dictionaries 

In full-form lexicons, used as the source word lists for 
FSAs construction, all case variations are explicitly pre-
sented. 
Germanic languages: English, German, Dutch, Swedish, 
Norwegian, Danish. Dictionaries contain word formation 
elements used for compounding (save for English), e.g. in 
German dictionary we have Schul- as an allomorph of the 
noun die Schule when used in initial or middle position of 
a compound. 
Romance languages: French, Italian, Spanish, Portu-
guese. Clitics are present in the dictionaries. 
Ideographic languages: Chinese traditional and simpli-
fied. Chinese FSAs are compiled from the lists of words 
provided with glosses: part-of-speech and "frequencies". 
The frequencies are used for statistical word segmentation 
because Chinese language has no orthographic word 
boundaries. Implementation is complicated by the fact 
that Chinese is an ideographic language with a repertoire 
of thousands of characters. In (Goetz & Wunsch 2001) 
binary search was suggested for implementation of finite-
state devices for ideographic languages. We use the po-

lymorphic node structure suggested in (Troussov et al. 
2003) . 
Lexical transducers. Languages: Finnish, Turkish, 
Czech, Polish, Thai. Thai dictionary contains words and 
collocations and is used for word segmentation. Other 
languages provide inflectional and derivational morphol-
ogy based on two-level morphology rules. 

4 Experimental work 

4.1    Degree distribution 

We studied separately distribution of in-, out- and full-
degree. In all our experiments, performed for two types of 
deterministic finite-state devices representing morphology 
of 16 languages, we have found that degree distribution in 
all state transition graphs that were considered is well ap-
proximated by the power-law. The random variable  x  is 
said to be distributed according to the power-law with the 
exponent  γ  if its probability density function satisfies 
P(x) ~ x -γ. 
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Fig. 1. The log-log (base 10) plot of power-law 
approximation of the out-degree distribution for 
English with data binned into exponentially ex-
panding bins so that they will appear evenly 
spaced on a log scale (the method is discussed in 
(Adamic 2000)). 
 

A power-law implies that small events are common, 
whereas large events are rare. In linguistics, such distribu-
tion appears in Zipf’s law, other instances of power-law 
are Gutenberg-Richter distribution of earthquake magni-
tudes, Kolmogorov’s law in turbulence, Pareto’s law in 
economics. (Adamic 2000) exposes relations between dif-
ferent forms of power-law. 
 The usual way to fit power-law distribution is to per-
form a linear regression on a log-log plot of the cumula-
tive distribution function. Fig. 1 provides a sample of log-
log plot for degree distribution, exponents are given in the 
Table 1. 

 

 



Table 1. The exponents of power-law approxima-
tion of the distribution of in- and out-degree found 
for our experimental data. Quantification was done 
with the data binned into exponentially expanding 
bins (the method is discussed in (Adamic 2000)).  
 

Language 
 

Finite-state 
device 

In-Degree  
exponent 

Out-Degree 
exponent 

Chinese        
simplified 

FSA 2.47 
 

2.53 
 

Chinese  
traditional 

FSA 2.55 
 

2.56 
 

Czech FST 2.44 2.69 

Danish FSA 2.62 3.19 

Dutch FSA 2.71 3.35 

English FSA 2.52 3.18 

Finnish FST 2.37 2.35 

French FSA 2.50 3.38 

German FSA 2.67 3.32 

Italian FSA 2.43 3.14 

Norwegian FSA 2.56 3.17 

Polish FST 2.56 2.96 

Portuguese FSA 2.42 3.20 

Spanish FSA 2.45 3.20 

Swedish FSA 2.58 3.09 

Thai FST 2.82 2.95 

 

4.2   Traffic 

Nodes of a finite-state device experience traffic when the 
device is used to process corpora. The traffic is defined as 
a the number of visits to a node while processing a cor-
pus.  
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Fig. 2. The log-log (natural log) plot of cumulative 
distribution function for nodes traffic in English 
dictionary.  

Fig.2 shows that the distribution of traffic for English dic-
tionary is Zipf-like distribution.  

5 Discussion 

5.1  Fitness of the degree-distribution to 
power-law and other approximations 

Our experiments demonstrate, that the in-degree and full-
degree distribution of finite-state transition networks are 
well approximated by the power-law. In-degree in all our 
experiments cleanly fit a power-law over about three dec-
ades. Empirical distribution is considered to exhibit a re-
gime of power-law decay if log-log plot fits visually to a 
strait line at least for two decades preferably on both axes 
(see e.g. (Dorogovtsev & Mendes 2003)).  
 Deterministic finite-state transition nets, considered in 
this paper, have finite node’s capacity of the out-flowing 
links, because these links are uniquely labeled by charac-
ters from the dictionary alphabet. For example, English 
dictionary contain 96 unique characters (including case 
variations). However, out-degree degree distribution also 
demonstrate limited power-law regime, which is quite dif-
ferent from the Poisson distribution typical for classical 
random graphs. 
 Many of real massive networks studied recently show 
power-tail degree distribution. Some other networks have 
exponential or a coherent mixture of the power law and 
exponential degree distribution.  In our plots there are de-
viations from the power-law, i.e. curvature in the log-log 
plots, which is typical for many other distributions re-
garded as well approximated by the power law. However, 
search for other models is necessary for linguistic inter-
pretation of parameters of the distribution (e.g. to say that 
there is the difference in degree distribution for Germanic 
and Romance languages). 

5.2   Consequences of power-law behavior 

Peaked distributions characterizing random networks 
have a strong central tendency, that is a tendency to clus-
ter around some particular value. In such cases it may be 
useful to characterize the distribution by a few numbers 
that are related to its moments, including the mean (or by 
alternative estimators – median and mode). For example, 
in the height of human individuals the ratio between the 
tallest human and the average is less than 2. In systems 
exhibiting power law distribution, the mean and median 
are typically not very useful. 
 Physicists attribute the property of self-organization 
(self-optimization) to networks, whose links follow the 
power-law. "Power laws are considered as one of the 
most striking signatures of complex self-organizing sys-
tems" (Laherrere & Sornette 1998). Preferential linking 
(vs. random linking) is one of the mechanisms that ex-
plains such self-organization (Albert & Barabasi 2001); in 
this model the likelihood of receiving new edges in-
creases with the node’s degree. 
 We can therefore expect persistence of a self-
organized structure in the morphological finite-state tran-
sition networks. The structure may emerge due to: 

 



a) generic algorithmic nature of finite-state processing 
(caused by determinization and minimization proce-
dures);  

b) generic similarity in the source data used for construc-
tion of finite-state transition graphs – i.e. properties of 
writing systems, morphological properties of lan-
guages, distribution of word length and the distribu-
tion of letter frequencies. 

From our results it is difficult to correlate structural char-
acteristics with language typology because the content of 
the source is not homogeneous (e.g. wordformation ele-
ments are present in the dictionaries of Germanic lan-
guages, but there are no wordformation elements for 
French or Spanish). Word lists compiled from corpora 
(with or without part-of-speech annotation) might be 
more suitable for finding such correlations. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 
Experiments, made on the morphology of 16 languages, 
represented by several types of deterministic finite-state 
devices, show that an important structural property of fi-
nite-state transition graphs – degree distribution – is well 
approximated by the power law. Such behavior is consid-
ered in statistical physics as a typical signature of self-
organizing systems. 
 Our experiments are not sufficient to correlate struc-
tural properties of state transition graphs with language 
typology due to non-homogeneity of the source data. 
Finding such correlations might eventually give way to 
new quantitative approaches in computational linguistics. 
Consideration of a single structural property – the degree 
distribution – is probably insufficient. 
 Future works: 
• use homogeneous source data like word lists compiled 

from corpora (with or without part-of-speech annota-
tion) and represented by deterministic minimized 
FSAs; 

• to correlate graph theoretical metrics with traffic; 
• to correlate structural characteristics and traffic with 

typological language characteristics (Does the topo-
logical complexity of the finite-state transition graph 
correlate with the morphological complexity of the 
represented language?) 

• describe the formation of state transition graphs in 
terms of their determinization/minimization and in 
terms of lexica growth (e.g. during first or second lan-
guage acquisition) to find similarity with other non-
equilibrium networks for possible hypothesis about 
how state transition graph becomes specifically struc-
tured. 
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Abstract

Existing statistical approaches to natural lan-
guage problems are very coarse approximations
to the true complexity of language processing.
As such, no single technique will be best for
all problem instances. Many researchers are
examining ensemble methods that combine the
output of successful, separately developed mod-
ules to create more accurate solutions. This pa-
per examines three merging rules for combin-
ing probability distributions: the well known
mixture rule, the logarithmic rule, and a novel
product rule. These rules were applied with
state-of-the-art results to two problems com-
monly used to assess human mastery of lexi-
cal semantics—synonym questions and analogy
questions. All three merging rules result in en-
sembles that are more accurate than any of their
component modules. The differences among the
three rules are not statistically significant, but
it is suggestive that the popular mixture rule is
not the best rule for either of the two problems.

1 Introduction

Asked to articulate the relationship between the
words broad and road, you might consider a num-
ber of possibilities. Orthographically, the second
can be derived from the first by deleting the ini-
tial letter, while semantically, the first can mod-
ify the second to indicate above-average width.
Many possible relationships would need to be con-
sidered, depending on the context. In addition,
many different computational approaches could
be brought to bear, leaving a designer of a natu-
ral language processing system with some difficult
choices. A sound software engineering approach
is to develop separate modules using independent
strategies, then to combine the output of the mod-
ules to produce a unified solver.

The concrete problem treated here is predicting
the correct answers to multiple-choice questions.

Each instance consists of a context and a finite set
of choices, one of which is correct. Modules pro-
duce a probability distribution over the choices
and a merging rule is used to combine these dis-
tributions into one. This distribution, along with
relevant utilities, can then be used to select a can-
didate answer from the set of choices. The merg-
ing rules we considered are parameterized, and
we set parameters by a maximum likelihood ap-
proach on a collection of training instances.

Many problems can be cast in a multiple-
choice framework, including optical digit recogni-
tion (choices are the 10 digits), word sense disam-
biguation (choices are a word’s possible senses),
text categorization (choices are the classes), and
part-of-speech tagging (choices are the grammat-
ical categories). This paper looks at multiple-
choice synonym questions (part of the Test of En-
glish as a Foreign Language) and multiple-choice
verbal analogy questions (part of the SAT1). Re-
cent work has demonstrated that algorithms for
solving multiple-choice synonym questions can be
used to determine the semantic orientation of a
word; that is, whether the word conveys praise
or criticism (Turney and Littman in press, 2003).
Other research has shown that algorithms for
solving multiple-choice verbal analogy questions
can be used to determine the semantic relation
in a noun-modifier expression; for example, in
the noun-modifier expression “laser printer”, the

1The College Board has announced that analo-
gies will be eliminated from the SAT in 2005
(http://www.collegeboard.com/about/newsat/
newsat.html) as part of a shift in the exam to re-
flect changes in the curriculum. The SAT was introduced
as the Scholastic Aptitude Test in 1926, its name was
changed to Scholastic Assessment Test in 1993, then
changed to simply SAT in 1997.



modifier “laser” is an instrument used by the
noun “printer” (Turney and Littman 2003).

The paper offers two main contributions. First,
it introduces and evaluates several new modules
for answering multiple-choice synonym questions
and verbal analogy questions; these may be use-
ful for solving problems in lexical semantics such
as determining semantic orientation and seman-
tic relations. Second, it presents a novel product
rule for combining module outputs and compares
it with other similar merging rules.

Section 2 formalizes the problem addressed in
this paper and introduces the three merging rules
we study in detail: the mixture rule, the logarith-
mic rule, and the product rule. Section 3 presents
empirical results on synonym and analogy prob-
lems. Section 4 summarizes and wraps up.

2 Module Combination

The following synonym question is a typical
multiple-choice question: hidden:: (a) laughable,
(b) veiled, (c) ancient, (d) revealed. The stem,
hidden, is the question. There are k = 4 choices,
and the question writer asserts that exactly one
(in this case, (b)) has the same meaning as the
stem word. The accuracy of a solver is measured
by its fraction of correct answers on a set of `
testing instances.

In our setup, knowledge about the multiple-
choice task is encapsulated in a set of n mod-
ules, each of which can take a question instance
and return a probability distribution over the k
choices. For a synonym task, one module might
be a statistical approach that makes judgments
based on analyses of word co-occurrence, while
another might use a thesaurus to identify promis-
ing candidates. These modules are applied to a
training set of m instances, producing probabilis-
tic “forecasts”; ph

ij ≥ 0 represents the probability
assigned by module 1 ≤ i ≤ n to choice 1 ≤ j ≤ k
on training instance 1 ≤ h ≤ m. The estimated
probabilities are distributions of the choices for
each module i on each instance h:

∑
j ph

ij = 1.

2.1 Merging Rules

The merging rules we considered are parameter-
ized by a set of weights wi, one for each mod-
ule. For a given merging rule, a setting of the
weight vector w induces a probability distribu-
tion over the choices for any instance. Let Dh,w

j

be the probability assigned by the merging rule to

choice j of training instance h when the weights
are set to w. Let 1 ≤ a(h) ≤ k be the correct
answer for instance h. We set weights to max-
imize the likelihood of the training data: w =
argmaxw′

∏
h Dh,w′

a(h) . The same weights maximize
the mean likelihood, the geometric mean of the
probabilities assigned to correct answers.

We focus on three merging rules in this pa-
per. The mixture rule combines module out-
puts using a weighted sum and can be written
Mh,w

j =
∑

i wip
h
ij, where

Dh,w
j =

Mh,w
j

∑
j Mh,w

j

is the probability assigned to choice j of instance
h and 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1. The rule can be justified
by assuming each instance’s answer is generated
by a single module chosen via the distribution
wi/

∑
i wi.

The logarithmic rule combines the logarithm
of module outputs by Lh,w

j = exp(
∑

i wi ln ph
ij) =

∏
i(ph

ij)
wi , where

Dh,w
j =

Lh,w
j

∑
j Lh,w

j

is the probability the rule assigns to choice j of
instance h. The weight wi indicates how to scale
the module probabilities before they are combined
multiplicatively. Note that modules that output
zero probabilities must be modified before this
rule can be used.

The product rule can be written in the form
P h,w

j =
∏

i(wip
h
ij + (1− wi)/k), where

Dh,w
j =

P h,w
j

∑
j P h,w

j

is the probability the rule assigns to choice j. The
weight 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 indicates how module i’s out-
put should be mixed with a uniform distribution
(or a prior, more generally) before outputs are
combined multiplicatively. As with the mixture
and logarithmic rules, a module with a weight of
zero has no influence on the final assignment of
probabilities. Note that the product and loga-
rithmic rules coincide when weights are all zeroes
and ones, but differ in how distributions are scaled
for intermediate weights. We do not have strong
evidence that the difference is empirically signifi-
cant.



2.2 Derivation of Product Rule

In this section, we provide a justification for com-
bining distributions multiplicatively, as in both
the product and logarithmic rules. Our analy-
sis assumes modules are calibrated and indepen-
dent. The output of a calibrated module can be
treated as a valid probability distribution—for ex-
ample, of all the times the module outputs 0.8 for
a choice, 80% of these should be correct. Note
that a uniform distribution—the output of any
module when its weight is zero for both rules—is
guaranteed to be calibrated because the output
is always 1/k and 1/k of these will be correct.
Modules are independent if their outputs are in-
dependent given the correct answer. We next ar-
gue that our parameterization of the product rule
can compensate for a lack of calibration and in-
dependence.
Use of Weights. First, module weights can im-
prove the calibration of the module outputs. Con-
sider a module i that assigns a probability of 1 to
its best guess and 0 to the other three choices.
If the module is correct 85% of the time, setting
wi = 0.8 in the product rule results in adjusting
the output of the module to be 85% for its best
guess and 5% for each of the lesser choices. This
output is properly calibrated and also maximizes
the likelihood of the data.2

Second, consider the situation of two modules
with identical outputs. Unless they are perfectly
accurate, such modules are not independent and
combining their outputs multiplicatively results
in “double counting” the evidence. However, as-
signing either module a weight of zero renders the
modules independent. Once again, such a set-
ting of the weights maximizes the likelihood of
the data.
Multiplicative Combination. We now argue
that independent, calibrated modules should be
combined multiplicatively. Let Ah be the ran-
dom variable representing the correct answer to
instance h. Let p̂h

i = 〈ph
i1, . . . , p

h
ik〉 be the output

vector of module i on instance h. We would like
to compute the probability the correct answer is j
given the module outputs, Pr(Ah = j|p̂h

1 , . . . , p̂h
n),

which we can rewrite with Bayes rule as

2The logarithmic rule can also calibrate this module,
as long as its output is renormalized after adding a small
constant, say, ε = 0.00001, to avoid logarithms of −∞.
In this case, wi ≈ .2461 works, although the appropriate
weight varies with ε.

Pr(p̂h
1 , . . . , p̂h

n|Ah = j) Pr(Ah = j)
Pr(p̂h

1 , . . . , p̂h
n)

. (1)

Assuming independence, and using Z as a nor-
malization factor, Expression 1 can be decom-
posed into

Pr(p̂h
1 |Ah = j) · · ·Pr(p̂h

n|Ah = j) Pr(Ah = j)
Z

.

Applying Bayes rule to the individual factors, we
get

Pr(Ah = j|p̂h
1 ) · · ·Pr(Ah = j|p̂h

n)
Pr(Ah = j)n−1Z ′ (2)

by collecting constant factors into the normaliza-
tion factor Z ′. Using the calibration assumption
Pr(Ah = j|p̂h

i ) = ph
ij, Expression 2 simplifies to

∏
i p

h
ij/Pr(Ah = j)n−1/Z ′. Finally, we precisely

recover the unweighted product rule using a fi-
nal assumption of uniform priors on the choices,
Pr(Ah = j) = 1/k, which is a natural assumption
for standardized tests.

2.3 Weight Optimization

For the experiments reported here, we adopted
a straightforward approach to finding the weight
vector w that maximizes the likelihood of the
data. The weight optimizer reads in the output
of the modules3, chooses a random starting point
for the weights, then hillclimbs using an approx-
imation of the partial derivative. The entire op-
timization procedure is repeated 10 times from a
new random starting point to minimize the in-
fluence of local minima. Although more sophisti-
cated optimization algorithms are well known, we
found that the simple discrete gradient approach
worked well for our application.

2.4 Related Work

Merging rules of various sorts have been studied
for many years, and have gained prominence re-
cently for natural language applications.

Use of the mixture rule and its variations is
quite common. Recent examples include the work
of Brill and Wu (1998) on part-of-speech tagging,
Littman et al. (2002) on crossword-puzzle clues
and Florian and Yarowsky (2002) on a word-sense

3For the reasons suggested in the previous footnote, for
each question and module, the optimizer adds 0.00001 to
each output and renormalizes the distribution (scales it to
add to one). We found this necessary for both the logarith-
mic and mixture rules, but not the product rule. Parame-
ters were set by informal experimentation, but the results
did not seem to be sensitive to their exact values.



disambiguation task. In all of these cases, the
authors found that the merged output was a sig-
nificant improvement on that of the powerful in-
dependently engineered component modules. We
use the name “mixture rule” by analogy to the
mixture of experts model (Jacobs et al. 1991),
which combined expert opinions in an analogous
way. In the forecasting literature, this rule is also
known as the linear opinion pool; Jacobs (1995)
provides a summary of the theory and applica-
tions of the mixture rule in this setting.

The logarithmic opinion pool of Heskes (1998)
is the basis for our logarithmic rule. The pa-
per argued that its form can be justified as an
optimal way to minimize Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence between the output of an ensemble of
adaptive experts and target outputs. Boost-
ing (Schapire 1999) also uses a logistic-regression-
like rule to combine outputs of simple modules to
perform state-of-the-art classification. The prod-
uct of experts approach also combines distribu-
tions multiplicatively, and Hinton (1999) argues
that this is an improvement over the “vaguer”
probability judgments commonly resulting from
the mixture rule. A survey by Xu et al. (1992)
includes the equal-weights version of the mixture
rule and a derivation of the unweighted product
rule.

An important contribution of the current work
is the product rule, which shares the simplicity
of the mixture rule and the probabilistic justifica-
tion of the logarithmic rule. We have not seen an
analog of this rule in the forecasting or learning
literatures.

3 Experimental Results

We applied the three merging rules to synonym
and analogy problems, as described next.

3.1 Synonyms

We constructed a training set of 431 4-choice syn-
onym questions4 and randomly divided them into
331 training questions and 100 testing questions.
We created four modules, described next, and ran
each module on the training set. We used the re-
sults to set the weights for the mixture, logarith-

4Our synonym question set consisted of 80 TOEFL
questions provided by ETS via Thomas Landauer, 50 ESL
questions created by Donna Tatsuki for Japanese ESL stu-
dents, 100 Reader’s Digest Word Power questions gathered
by Peter Turney, Mario Jarmasz, and Tad Stach, and 201
synonym pairs and distractors drawn from different sources
including crossword puzzles by Jeffrey Bigham.

mic, and product rules and evaluated the result-
ing synonym solver on the test set.

Module outputs, where applicable, were nor-
malized to form a probability distribution by scal-
ing them to add to one before merging.
LSA. Following Landauer and Dumais (1997),
we used latent semantic analysis to recognize
synonyms. Our LSA module queried the web
interface developed at the University of Col-
orado (http://lsa.colorado.edu), which has a 300-
dimensional vector representation for each of tens
of thousands of words. The similarity of two
words is measured by the cosine of the angle be-
tween their corresponding vectors.
PMI-IR. Our Pointwise Mutual Information–
Information Retrieval module used the AltaVista
search engine to determine the number of web
pages that contain the choice and stem in close
proximity. PMI-IR used the third scoring method
(near each other, but not near not) designed by
Turney (2001), since it performed best in this ear-
lier study.
Thesaurus. Our Thesaurus module also used
the web to measure stem–choice similarity. The
module queried the Wordsmyth thesaurus online
at www.wordsmyth.net and collected any words listed
in the “Similar Words”, “Synonyms”, “Crossref.
Syn.”, and “Related Words” fields. The module
created synonym lists for the stem and for each
choice, then scored them according to their over-
lap.
Connector. Our Connector module used sum-
mary pages from querying Google (google.com)
with pairs of words to estimate stem–choice simi-
larity (20 summaries for each query). It assigned
a score to a pair of words by taking a weighted
sum of both the number of times they appear sep-
arated by one of the symbols [, ”, :, ,, =, /, \,
(, ], means, defined, equals, synonym, whitespace,
and and and the number of times dictionary or the-
saurus appear anywhere in the Google summaries.
Results. Table 1 presents the result of training
and testing each of the four modules on synonym
problems. The first four lines list the accuracy
and mean likelihood obtained using each module
individually (using the product rule to set the in-
dividual weight). The highest accuracy is that
of the Thesaurus module at 69.6%. All three
merging rules were able to leverage the combi-
nation of the modules to improve performance
to roughly 80%—statistically significantly better



Synonym Mean
Solvers Accuracy likelihood
LSA only 43.8% .2669
PMI-IR only 69.0% .2561
Thesaurus only 69.6% .5399
Connector only 64.2% .3757
All: mixture 80.2% .5439
All: logarithmic 82.0% .5977
All: product 80.0% .5889

Table 1: Comparison of results for merging rules
on synonym problems.

Reference Accuracy 95% confidence
L & D (1997) 64.40% 52.90–74.80%
non-native speakers 64.50% 53.01–74.88%
Turney (2001) 73.75% 62.71–82.96%
J & S (2002) 78.75% 68.17–87.11%
T & C (2003) 81.25% 70.97–89.11%
Product rule 97.50% 91.26–99.70%

Table 2: Published TOEFL synonym results.
Confidence intervals computed via exact binomial
distributions.

than the best individual module. It seems this
domain lends itself very well to an ensemble ap-
proach.

Although the accuracies of the merging rules
are nearly identical, the product and logarith-
mic rules assign higher probabilities to correct
answers, as evidenced by the mean likelihood.
To illustrate the decision-theoretic implications of
this difference, imagine the probability judgments
were used in a system that receives a score of +1
for each right answer and −1/2 for each wrong
answer, but can skip questions.5 In this case, the
system should make a guess whenever the highest
probability choice is above 1/3. For the test ques-
tions, this translates to scores of 71.0 and 73.0 for
the product and logarithmic rules, but only 57.5
for the mixture rule; it skips many more questions
because it is insufficiently certain.
Related Work and Discussion. Landauer and
Dumais (1997) introduced the Test of English as
a Foreign Language (TOEFL) synonym task as
a way of assessing the accuracy of a learned rep-
resentation of lexical semantics. Several studies
have since used the same data set for direct com-

5The penalty value of −1/2 was chosen to illustrate this
point. Standardized tests often use a penalty of −1/(k−1),
which grants random guessing and skipping equal utility.

parability; Table 2 presents these results.
The accuracy of LSA (Landauer and Du-

mais 1997) is statistically indistinguishable from
that of a population of non-native English speak-
ers on the same questions. PMI-IR (Tur-
ney 2001) performed better, but the difference
is not statistically significant. Jarmasz and Sz-
pakowicz (2003) give results for a number of
relatively sophisticated thesaurus-based methods
that looked at path length between words in
the heading classifications of Roget’s Thesaurus.
Their best scoring method was a statistically sig-
nificant improvement over the LSA results, but
not over those of PMI-IR. Terra and Clarke (2003)
studied a variety of corpus-based similarity met-
rics and measures of context and achieved a statis-
tical tie with PMI-IR and the results from Roget’s
Thesaurus.

To compare directly to these results, we re-
moved the 80 TOEFL instances from our collec-
tion and used the other 351 instances for train-
ing the product rule. Unlike the previous stud-
ies, we used training data to set the parameters
of our method instead of selecting the best scor-
ing method post hoc. The resulting accuracy
was statistically significantly better than all previ-
ously published results, even though the individ-
ual modules performed nearly identically to their
published counterparts. In addition, it is not pos-
sible to do significantly better than the product
rule on this dataset, according to the Fisher Ex-
act test. This means that the TOEFL test set
is a “solved” problem—future studies along these
lines will need to use a more challenging set of
questions to show an improvement over our re-
sults.

3.2 Analogies

Synonym questions are unique because of the ex-
istence of thesauri—reference books designed pre-
cisely to answer queries of this form. The re-
lationships exemplified in analogy questions are
quite a bit more varied and are not systemati-
cally compiled. For example, the analogy ques-
tion cat:meow:: (a) mouse:scamper, (b) bird:peck,
(c) dog:bark, (d) horse:groom, (e) lion:scratch re-
quires that the reader recognize that (c) is the an-
swer because both (c) and the stem are examples
of the relation “X is the name of the sound made
by Y ”. This type of common sense knowledge is
rarely explicitly documented.

In addition to the computational challenge they



present, analogical reasoning is recognized as an
important component in cognition, including lan-
guage comprehension (Lakoff and Johnson 1980)
and high level perception (Chalmers et al. 1992).
French (2002) surveys computational approaches
to analogy making.

To study module merging for analogy prob-
lems, we collected 374 5-choice instances.6 We
randomly split the collection into 274 training in-
stances and 100 testing instances.

We next describe the novel modules we devel-
oped for attacking analogy problems and present
their results.
Phrase Vectors. We wish to score candidate
analogies of the form A:B::C:D (A is to B as C is to
D). The quality of a candidate analogy depends on
the similarity of the relation R1 between A and B
to the relation R2 between C and D. The relations
R1 and R2 are not given to us; the task is to infer
these relations automatically. One approach to
this task is to create vectors r1 and r2 that repre-
sent features of R1 and R2, and then measure the
similarity of R1 and R2 by the cosine of the angle
between the vectors: r1 · r2/

√
(r1 · r1)(r2 · r2).

We create a vector, r, to characterize the rela-
tionship between two words, X and Y, by counting
the frequencies of 128 different short phrases con-
taining X and Y. Phrases include “X for Y”, “Y
with X”, “X in the Y”, and “Y on X”. We use
these phrases as queries to AltaVista and record
the number of hits (matching web pages) for each
query. This process yields a vector of 128 numbers
for a pair of words X and Y. In experiments with
our development set, we found that accuracy of
this approach to scoring analogies improves when
we use the logarithm of the frequency. The re-
sulting vector r is a kind of signature of the rela-
tionship between X and Y.

For example, consider the analogy traffic:street::
water:riverbed. The words traffic and street tend
to appear together in phrases such as “traffic
in the street” and “street with traffic”, but not
in phrases such as “street on traffic” or “traf-
fic for street. Similarly, water and riverbed may
appear together as “water in the riverbed”, but
“riverbed on water” would be uncommon. There-

6Our analogy question set was constructed by the au-
thors from books and web sites intended for students
preparing for the SAT, including 90 questions from unoffi-
cial SAT-prep websites, 14 questions ETS’s web site, 190
questions scanned in from a book with actual SAT exams,
and 80 questions typed from SAT guidebooks.

fore, the cosine of the angle between the 128-
vector r1 for traffic:street and the 128-vector r2

for water:riverbed would likely be relatively large.
Thesaurus Paths. Another way to characterize
the semantic relationship, R, between two words,
X and Y, is to find a path through a thesaurus or
dictionary that connects X to Y or Y to X.

In our experiments, we used the WordNet the-
saurus (Fellbaum 1998). We view WordNet as a
directed graph and the Thesaurus Paths module
performed a breadth-first search for paths from X
to Y or Y to X. The directed graph has six kinds
of links, hypernym, hyponym, synonym, antonym,
stem, and gloss. For a given pair of words, X and
Y, the module considers all shortest paths in ei-
ther direction up to three links. It scores the can-
didate analogy by the maximum degree of similar-
ity between any path for A and B and any path for
C and D. The degree of similarity between paths
is measured by their number of shared features:
types of links, direction of the links, and shared
words.

For example, consider the analogy defined by
evaporate:vapor::petrify:stone. The most similar
pair of paths is:
evaporate → (gloss: change into a vapor) vapor
and petrify → (gloss: change into stone) stone.

These paths go in the same direction (from first
to second word), they have the same type of links
(gloss links), and they share words (change and
into). Thus, this pairing would likely receive a
high score.
Lexical Relation Modules. We implemented a
set of more specific modules using the WordNet
thesaurus. Each module checks if the stem words
match a particular relationship in the database.
If they do not, the module returns the uniform
distribution. Otherwise, it checks each choice pair
and eliminates those that do not match. The rela-
tions tested are: Synonym, Antonym, Hypernym,
Hyponym, Meronym:substance, Meronym:part,
Meronym:member, Holonym:substance, and also
Holonym:member. These modules use some
heuristics including a simple kind of lemmatiza-
tion and synonym expansion to make matching
more robust.
Similarity. Dictionaries are a natural source
to use for solving analogies because definitions
can express many possible relationships and are
likely to make the relationships more explicit than
they would be in general text. We implemented



Analogy Mean
Solvers Accuracy likelihood
Phrase Vectors 38.2% .2285
Thesaurus Paths 25.0% .1977
Synonym 20.7% .1890
Antonym 24.0% .2142
Hypernym 22.7% .1956
Hyponym 24.9% .2030
Meronym:substance 20.0% .2000
Meronym:part 20.8% .2000
Meronym:member 20.0% .2000
Holonym:substance 20.0% .2000
Holonym:member 20.0% .2000
Similarity:dict 18.0% .2000
Similarity:wordsmyth 29.4% .2058
all: mixture 42.0% .2370
all: logarithmic 43.0% .2354
all: product 45.0% .2512
no PV: mixture 31.0% .2135
no PV: logarithmic 30.0% .2063
no PV: product 37.0% .2207

Table 3: Comparison of results for merging rules
on analogy problems.

two definition similarity modules: Similarity:dict

uses Dictionary.com for definitions and Similar-

ity:wordsmyth uses Wordsmyth.net. Each module
treats a word as a vector formed from the words in
its definition. Given a potential analogy A:B::C:D,
the module computes a vector similarity of the
first words (A and C) and adds it to the vector
similarity of the second words (B and D).

Results. We ran the 13 modules described above
on our set of training and testing analogy in-
stances, with the results appearing in Table 3
(the product rule was used to set weights for com-
puting individual module mean likelihoods). For
the most part, individual module accuracy is near
chance level (20%), although this is misleading
because most of these modules only return an-
swers for a small subset of instances. Some mod-
ules did not answer a single question on the test
set. The most accurate individual module was the
search-engine-based Phrase Vectors (PV) module.
The results of merging all modules was only a
slight improvement over PV alone, so we exam-
ined the effect of retraining without the PV mod-
ule. The product rule resulted in a large improve-
ment (though not statistically significant) over
the best remaining individual module (37.0% vs.

29.4% for Similarity:wordsmyth).
We once again examined the result of deduct-

ing 1/2 point for each wrong answer. The full
set of modules scored 31, 33, and 43 using the
mixture, logarithmic, and product rules. As in
the synonym problems, the logarithmic and prod-
uct rules assigned probabilities more precisely. In
this case, the product rule appears to have a ma-
jor advantage, although this might be due to the
particulars of the modules we used in this test.

The TOEFL synonym problems proved fruit-
ful in spurring research into computational ap-
proaches to lexical semantics. We believe attack-
ing analogy problems could serve the research
community even better, and have created a set
of 100 previously published SAT analogy prob-
lems (Claman 2000). Our best analogy solver
from the previous experiment has an accuracy of
55.0% on this test set.7 We hope to inspire others
to use the same set of instances in future work.

4 Conclusion

We applied three trained merging rules to a set
of multiple-choice problems and found all were
able to produce state-of-the-art performance on a
standardized synonym task by combining four less
accurate modules. Although all three rules pro-
duced comparable accuracy, the popular mixture
rule was consistently weaker than the logarithmic
and product rules at assigning high probabilities
to correct answers. We provided first results on a
challenging verbal analogy task with a set of novel
modules that use both lexical databases and sta-
tistical information.

In nearly all the tests that we ran, the logarith-
mic rule and our novel product rule behaved sim-
ilarly, with a hint of an advantage for the product
rule. One point in favor of the logarithmic rule
is that it has been better studied so its theoret-
ical properties are better understood. It also is
able to “sharpen” probability distributions, which
the product rule cannot do without removing the
upper bound on weights. On the other hand,
the product rule is simpler, executes much more
rapidly (8 times faster in our experiments), and is

7Although less accurate than our synonym solver, the
analogy solver is similar in that it excludes 3 of the 5
choices for each instance, on average, while the synonym
solver excludes roughly 3 of the 4 choices for each instance.
Note also that an accuracy of 55% approximately corre-
sponds to the mean verbal SAT score for college-bound
seniors in 2002 (Turney and Littman 2003).



more robust in the face of modules returning zero
probabilities. We feel the strong showing of the
product rule on lexical multiple-choice problems
proves it worthy of further study.
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Abstract 

 
The authors are participants of a project 
aimed at developing an English-Hungarian 
machine translation (MT) system. 
Recognizing time adverbial NP�s in the 
parse side is crucial for correct MT, and the 
fact that they exhibit peculiar properties in 
their structure and distribution has prompted 
the authors start hand-coding a separate set 
of NP rules for them. At the time of writing 
they have over 700 rules annotated with test 
examples. Literature on the issue is scarce 
especially with regard to bare adverbial 
NP�s, and their experiences have lead them 
to conclusions about the PoS of some words 
traditionally treated as adverbs, and the role 
of NP�s and PP�s in their English syntax. 

 

1 Introduction 
 
The distinction between PP adverbials of manner, 
space and time may not be of great importance for 
some applications of syntax, thus it is not surprising 
that rudimentary generative grammars of English 
(Radford 1988) operate with rules such as V� → V 
(NP) (PP) and V�� → V� (PP). For the purposes of 
machine translation, however, correctly recognizing 
an adjunct PP such as in June as an adverbial of time 
instead of the most common interpretation � in our 
case � as a location adverbial is a crucial issue. 
It seems an obvious observation to us that it is the 
lexical properties of the adjunct PP�s noun head that 
play the chief role in determining whether the PP will 
function as an adverbial of time. At the bus stop is 
interpreted as an adverbial of space because of the 
lexical properties of its noun head, bus stop, while at 
six o�clock is an adverbial of time because of the 
properties of the NP six o�clock.  
Upon examining the following set of temporal 
adverbials it turns out that the NP�s in them have 
some very peculiar characteristics: 
 
 
 

(1) after July 4 
(2) at 6.30 am 
(3) on May 27, 1978 
(4) in 2003 
(5) before last year 
 
Clearly, clock-calendar NP�s such as (1)-(4) have a 
very special structure that cannot be accounted for 
using our �productive� NP-rules that increase the bar 
number of N by subsequently including left and right 
complements and adjuncts. This basic observation has 
lead us to start hand-coding a parallel set of NP rules 
that contain very little generalization and create 
�flattened� structures by effectively listing lexically 
specified terminal symbols in their right-hand side. A 
skeletal example of such a rule1, describing (3) above, 
is: 
 
(R1) NP = N(lex=”May”) + NUM + 

PUNCT(lex=”comma”) + NUM 
 
The NP in (5), furthermore, should be perfectly 
illegitimate in English, considering the constraint that 
no count noun may stand without a determiner in 
singular.2 
 

2 Bare adverbial NP�s 
 
The observation that the NP�s in temporal PP 
adverbials exhibit structural irregularities is barely 
scratching the surface of the matter. As has been 
noted in the literature (Larson 1985; McCawley 1988; 
Bresnan 2000), some nominal constructions can 
function as adverbials even in the absence of a 
preposition: 

                                                        
1 The comma-separated expressions within parenthesis in 
the right-hand side of the rule mean a conjunction of 
conditions for the features of the symbols 
2 It is worth noting that �next� and �last� as adjectives 
appear to play a special role as determiners in English. 
While next door and last year are perfectly good phrases, 
*small door and *long year are ungrammatical without a 
determiner. To complicate matters further, certain nouns 
appear to be able to participate in these constructions while 
others do not: *next house, *last moment. 



 

(6) A strange man knocked at out door one day. 
(7) The country�s GDP grew by 4.5 percent last 

year. 
(8) John was reading the papers all morning. 
(9) The president said Sunday he didn�t support 

these plans. 
 
Larson and McCawley both attempt to account for 
this phenomenon within their own linguistic 
paradigm. One solution is to include a lexical feature 
for the head nouns in question that automatically 
assigns oblique case to the NP in which they 
participate; the other is to treat these structures as 
PP�s with an ε preposition. We do not intend to argue 
either against or for any of these assumptions. Our 
aim is to correctly recognize as many of the temporal 
adverbials within our framework as possible, 
therefore we set out to include bare-NP adverbials in 
our hand-coded set of rules. 
 

3 Categorization 
 
Expressions such as one day, last year and all 
morning clearly exhibit the structure of a noun 
phrase, therefore it was a natural decision to encode 
them as such, even though this implies the problem of 
how to allow an NP to function as an adverbial 
adjunct in our grammar. Further evidence for treating 
such constructions as NP�s comes from their 
distribution: 
 
(10) I didn�t want to tell you the secret before 

tomorrow. 
(11) I lived here during last year. 
(12) This morning was fine. 
 
In (10) and (11), tomorrow and last year participate 
in PP�s, and in (12) this morning acts as the NP 
subject of the sentence. Clearly this would be very 
difficult to explain if we categorized them as either 
adverbial or prepositional phrases, which are the two 
other candidates. 
Taking this line of thought one step further, words 
such as yesterday, today and tomorrow should clearly 
be treated as nouns, or � in our interpretation � as 
noun phrases proper. Traditional analyses would no 
doubt intuitively list them as adverbs3 in the lexicon. 
To account for before tomorrow, then, there would 
remain only two very cumbersome solutions. The 
first is to allow a rule like 
                                                        
3 We adopt here the convention of using the term adverb as 
a particular PoS, as in the case of quickly, for instance, and 
applying adverbial in a broader sense to cover here, on the 
roof and last night as well. 

(R2) PP = PREP + ADV 
 
The second is to alternatively list them as nouns as 
well in the lexicon, but that has the counterintuitive 
consequence that tomorrow in I didn�t want to tell 
you the secret before tomorrow is interpreted as a 
noun, while the same word in He will arrive 
tomorrow is interpreted as an adverb. To us it seemed 
a much more natural solution to add a feature to some 
NP�s that allows them to function as adverbials. 
 

4 The grammar 
 
At this point it is necessary to say a few words about 
the concepts used in our grammar to be able to 
explain how our time adverbial NP�s function. The 
grammar is essentially a phrase structure grammar, 
and in the analysis of noun and verb phrases we 
loosely follow the principles of X-bar theory. The 
first extension of N, which we term NX, includes the 
left and right complements of the noun. A further 
extension, NN, includes left and right adjuncts. We 
have created a separate level, NM, to include right 
clausal adjuncts. The level NPX corresponds to the 
largest extension (including determiner). NP�s, then, 
are reserved for coordinated NPX�s. 
As for the verb phrase, we label the content verb and 
its subcategorization frame VP, while a VP plus its 
adjuncts is termed PRED. In most cases, PRED 
includes all functional verbs (have, be etc.) except the 
ones with the tense marker. The two notable 
exceptions are the simple present and simple past 
tenses, where the content verb proper bears the tense 
marker. PRED also includes adverbials whose 
position is defined as pre-verbal or between the 
auxiliary and the verb. 
We wrap up NP�s and PP�s in what could be termed 
�functional� categories, so instead of writing rules as 
(R3) and (R4) below, we employ ones principally 
similar to (R5) through (R7), although of course in 
reality they are much more restricted: 
 
(R3) PRED = VP + PP 

(R4) PRED = VP + ADV 
(R5) PRED = VP + ADVP 
(R6) ADVP = PP 
(R7) ADVP = ADV 
 
For right adjuncts in our �productive� (unrestricted) 
NP grammar, we use the category RADJ, which is 
often an envelope of ADVP itself, based on 
distributional evidence such as (13) and (14) below: 
 
 



 

(13) The man was walking in the garden. 
(14) The man in the garden was walking. 

5 The temporal adverbial NP 
grammar 
 
At the time of writing, we have over 700 hand-coded 
rules that represent time adverbial NP�s and their 
wrap-up in functional categories. All of the rules are 
annotated with several example sentences that serve 
to test the rules� functionality. As mentioned above, 
we took the decision to flatly encode whole NP�s and 
ignore their internal structure. The NP�s recognized 
by these rules and by the productive ones just 
described often overlap, but time adverbial NP�s bear 
a special feature that distinguishes them from their 
productively created counterparts. 
Our chief motivation for this decision was the large 
unpredictability in the structure of these phrases. In 
the light of this variability our brute force method 
seemed the most fruitful approach. Further evidence 
is found in (Corley-Haywood 2000) that bare NP 
adverbials occupy a special place in the 
representation of the human parser as well. 
It is also a general principle in our grammar that we 
encode a lot of lexical information on higher levels. 
Bear in mind that our goal is machine translation, and 
the translations of similar structures in the source 
language can be highly unpredictable. It is, for 
instance, much more convenient to list all possible 
subcategorizations of a given verb in the form of 
several rules that have a VP in their left-hand side, 
specify the given verb and its complements in the 
right-hand side, and define the adequate case 
assignment to the NP�s in the Hungarian translation4 
than to encode all of this information in a single 
lexical entry for the verb. The fact that we encode 
whole adverbial NP�s instead of specifying a lot of 
convoluted features for individual nouns follows from 
the same principle. 
We will now demonstrate the features with which we 
furnish our NP�s through a few representative rules5. 
 
 
 

                                                        
4 Instead of prepositions, which are completely 
missing from the language, Hungarian heavily relies 
on a complex case system and a set of postpositions 
to express subcategorization information on the 
nominal complements of verbs. 
5 As the chief aim of this paper is to describe the 
representation of time adverbial NP�s in the source 
language, English, we omit the parts of rules that 
define the translation of these phrases. 

(R8) *NP=last+day:0208220945-1 
EN.NP[temp=YES, mayadv=YES, 
timep=YES, genadj=YES] = 
ADJ(lex="last") + N(lex="day", 
num=SG) 

 
(R8) represents last day. Temp=YES is the 
distinguishing feature which expresses that this NP 
was created by the set of rules responsible for time 
adverbial NP�s. Mayadv=YES specifies that the NP in 
question can function as a bare adverbial NP by 
triggering the following rule: 
 
(R9) *ADVP=NP:0206261835-1 

EN.ADVP[lexical=YES, ppreo=YES, 
pfinal=YES, prnp=NO, pinit=YES, 
type=TEMP, ttemp=YES] = 
NP(temp=YES, mayadv=YES) 

 
Genadj=YES also contains information about the 
distribution of the NP. In our grammar, a time 
adverbial NP (or PP) can fulfill one or more of the 
following four roles: i) adjunct of a VP, as in (R9) 
and (15); ii) right adjunct of an NP, as in (R14) and 
(16); iii) left adjunct of an NP, as in (R12) and (17); 
and iv) possessive determiner of an NP, as in (R10) 
and (18). Genadj=YES is an indicator that the NP can 
function as iv). 
 
(15) He arrived last day. 
(16) The party last day was a lot of fun. 
(17) The six o�clock train was late again. 
(18) Last day�s party was a lot of fun. 
 
One of the rules that allow time NP�s to function as 
possessive determiners of another NP is (R10): 
 
(R10) *NPX=NP(adj)+S+NM:0304170339-10 

EN.NPX[…] = NP(genadj=YES, 
temp=YES) + GENS + NM(…) 

 
It is important to distinguish these constructions from 
possessive structures such as the man�s wife. Whereas 
the latter is translated as a genuine possessive, the NP 
in last day�s party becomes an adjectival phrase in the 
translation: 
 
(20) a                tegnapi                             buli 

a                tegnap          � i                buli 
the[DET]  yesterday[N]  [N->ADJ]  party[N] 

 
The feature mayadj expresses that the NP can play the 
role of a left adjunct in a noun phrase, as in (17). The 
rules involved are: 
 
 
 



 

(R11) *NP=NUMX+oclock:0206081108-11 
EN.NP[temp=YES, mayadj=YES, 
timep=YES, timet=HR, ofradj=YES, 
timeprep="at] = 
NUMX(numtype=CARD) + 
N(lex="o'clock") 

(R12) *ADJY=NP:0208081727-1 
EN.ADJY[type=TIME] = NP(temp=YES, 
mayadj=YES) 

(R13) *NN=ADJP+NX:0205291926-1 
EN.NN[…] = ADJP + NX(…) 

 
As for bare NP adverbials serving as right adjuncts in 
an NP, we have (R14) below: 
 
(R14) *RADJ=timeNP:0302110214-2 

EN.RADJ[radjuid="adv", 
hupos=LEFT] = NP(temp=YES, 
mayadv=YES) 

 
Time adverbial NP�s that only occur with a 
preposition tend to fall into one of three groups based 
on the preposition they select to form a PP adverbial 
that answers the question �when.� This can be 
illustrated with the following sentences and 
corresponding rules: 
 
(21) The accident happened on August 23. 
(22) There was no rain in the spring. 
(23) John�s train arrived at 6 am. 
 
(R15) *NP=MONTH+DAY:0207111442-2 

EN.NP[temp=YES, mayadv=YES, 
mayadj=YES, timet=DATE, 
timep=YES, timeprep="on", num=SG, 
pers=P3, ofradj=YES] = 
NX(month=YES, num=SG) + 
NUMX(numtype=CARD, middle=YES) 

(R16) *NP=the+season2:0208281300-1 
EN.NP[temp=YES, timep=YES, 
timeprep="in"] = DET(dettype=DEF) 
+ NX(season=YES, 
lex!="winter",lex!="summer") 

(R17) *NP=NUMX+am:0206061754-2 
EN.NP[temp=YES, 
mayadj=YES,timet=HR, timep=YES, 
timeprep="at"] = NUMX + 
ADV(lex="am") 

(R18) *ADVP=PREP+NP(timep):0207021632-1 
EN.ADVP[lexical=YES, pfinal=YES, 
pinit=YES, prnp=NO, type=TEMP, 
ttemp=YES](PREP.lex=NP.timeprep) 
= PREP + NP(temp=YES) 

 
The feature timeprep defines the preposition of choice 
of the NP to form a PP adverbial answering the basic 
question �when.� If it is left blank, as in the case of 
bare NP adverbials, rule (R18) will not fire. A similar 
rule exists to account for PP�s in the right adjunct 

position in NP�s as in (24), although it has been our 
experience that not all of the PP�s that can function as 
verbal adjuncts will be nominal adjuncts as well. 
 
(24) The meeting at 6 am was quite a thrill. 
 
There is a number of prepositions such as before, for, 
during etc. whose occurrence depends on different 
lexical properties of the NP.  
 
(25) I will finish this task after July 4, 2002. 
(23) The Romans killed barbarians for centuries. 
 
(R19) *ADVP=after:0206260909-2 

EN.ADVP[lexical=YES, pfinal=YES, 
pinit=YES, prnp=NO, type=TEMP, 
ttemp=YES] = PREP(lex="after") + 
NP(temp=YES,  timep=YES) 

(R20) *ADVP=for+NX(dura):0303071309 
EN.ADVP[lexical=YES, prnp=NO, 
pinit=YES, pfinal=YES, ppreo=YES, 
type=TEMP, ttemp=YES] = 
PREP(lex="for") + NP(temp=YES, 
dura=YES) 

 
The feature timep expresses that the NP in question 
refers to �a point in time,� while dura shows that it 
represents an interval. 
The prepositions for and in require special attention 
because their semantic interpretation depends on the 
tense of the verb which they modify:6 
 
(24) I saw her for a month. 

Egy hónapig láttam őt.. 
(25) I have been seeing her for a month. 

Egy hónap óta láttam őt. 
 
For the syntactic analysis of English sentences, 
however, this distinction doesn�t appear to be relevant 
in our system, so we do not have any provisions to 
distinguish between the two interpretations in the 
source side of our rules. 
Finally, there are many expressions which might be 
argued to exhibit the structure of an NP or PP, but 
whose occurrence is very limited. They are often also 
idiomatic, so we have decided to encode them 
directly as ADVP instead of NP�s. An example would 
be every now and then, which is encoded in the 
following rule: 
 
 
 

                                                        
6 (Hitzeman 1996) argues that the different interpretations 
are in fact independent from the tense of the sentence, but 
for our purposes basing out judgement on it appears to yield 
satisfactory results. 



 

(R21) *ADVP=every+now+and+then:0207031 
EN.ADVP[lexical=YES, prnp=NO, 
pinit=YES, pfinal=YES, ppreo=YES, 
type=FREQ] = DET(dettype=EVERY) +  
N(lex="now") + CONJ(lex="and") + 
ADV(lex="then") 

 

6 Problems and future work 
 
Through an intricate system of overriding rules our 
grammar now prefers the analysis of time adverbial 
NP�s and PP�s as temporal adjuncts over 
complements. This works fine in most cases, but it 
often leads to loss of meaning or an incorrect 
analysis, as in the case of (26) below: 
 
(26) I counted on Monday. 
 
The sentence is bracketed by our parser as I (counted) 
(on Monday), incorrectly choosing the intransitive 
subcategorization of the verb count. It is our 
conviction that these paradoxes can only be resolved 
by semantic means. The grammar could be relaxed to 
provide both interpretations in such cases, and a 
semantic module would discard unlikely candidates. 
At the moment, however, we do not dispose of a 
reliable semantic module, and as our application 
requires us to provide the smallest possible number of 
parses for a sentence, we have chosen to prefer the 
time adverbial interpretation. 
At the same time we do correctly analyze the NP as 
the subject of a sentence such as (27): 
 
(27) Last year was remarkably successful. 
 
(Hitzeman 1996) provides an intriguing array of 
features from a semantic perspective. Although some 
of these are not of much avail for a syntactic parser, 
his elegant set of lexical redundancy rules has 
prompted us to think about eliminating some of the 
redundancies from our flatly encoded NP�s. 
We have encountered adverbial NP�s while encoding 
adverbials of time, but as (Larson 1985) points out, 
the same phenomenon exists for adverbials of manner 
and space as well, although in a much more limited 
way. In the light of our experiences we plan to revise 
the representation of these as well. 
So far our rules do not cover time adverbial NP�s 
with a clausal complement such as (28). Exploring 
and encoding these is among our future plans. 
 
(28) Unfortunately, my friend arrived the very 

day I left. 
 

As is the case with temporal NP�s, the head nouns of 
some adverbials of space also tend to select either in, 
on or at to form a PP that answers the basic question 
�where.� Exploring the lexical properties that govern 
this selection will, in our hope, enhance the precision 
of our grammar. 
From a purely theoretical perspective, the mere 
existence of bare NP adverbials tempts us to rethink 
the traditional distinction between PP�s and NP�s. 
Hungarian being more of a head-last language, it 
lacks prepositions but does use postpositions. The 
role of an NP in a sentence is expressed by case and 
possibly a postposition, but it could be argued that the 
line between a PP and an NP is very fine if not 
missing altogether. For the sake of universality, it is 
an audacious but tempting idea to do away with this 
distinction in the English side of our grammar as 
well. Furthermore, structures such as (29) and (30) 
could be cited to argue for the existence of 
postpositions in the English language as well. 
 
(29) My brother lived in Texas nine years long. 
(30) He moved to California two years ago. 
 
Such speculations, however, are far beyond the scope 
of this paper. 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present a methodology for the 
semantic annotation of domain-specific corpora. 
This method relies on a domain ontology used 
initially for identifying and annotating domain-
specific instances within the corpus. A machine 
learning-based information extraction system is 
then trained on the annotated corpus. The final 
result of this process is a model which is used to 
annotate new corpora in the specific domain. We 
applied the proposed methodology to a Web corpus 
examining different ontology size using hidden 
Markov models. The paper presents the proposed 
methodology together with some first experimental 
results.  

1 Introduction 
Annotating Web pages with semantic information is 
fundamental for accomplishment of the Semantic 
Web1 vision, as semantic annotations can be exploited 
by various Web services (e.g. search engines, 
information extraction applications). However, 
annotating a corpus semantically is an expensive and 
error-prone process. Moreover, the task becomes even 
more difficult when a variety of knowledge resources 
needs to be taken into consideration. Thus, it would be 
very useful to annotate corpora semantically, using 
existing knowledge resources. In order to achieve this, 
a promising approach seems to be the combination of 
natural language processing and machine learning 
methods. 

                                                 
1 http://www.w3c.org/2001/sw  

In this paper we propose a methodology following 
this approach and evaluate it on the task of 
semantically annotating with named entities a domain-
specific corpus of Web pages. Named Entity 
Recognition (NER) deals with the identification and 
categorization of specific names, numerical and 
temporal expressions, etc., within a corpus and forms 
an important subtask of the information extraction 
process.  

The proposed methodology exploits a domain 
ontology and a NER system automatically trained in 
the specific domain using hidden Markov models 
(HMMs). The ontology knowledge is used for the 
initial annotation of the corpus with ontology 
instances. This corpus is then used to train a NER 
system using a machine learning method (HMMs is 
used in the case study presented here). The resulting 
NER system will be then able to identify new named 
entities that are not included in the ontology.  

At runtime, the named entities identified from both 
the ontology and the HMM-based system are 
annotated. The contribution of the HMM-based NER 
system is important, as it can identify named entities 
not included in the ontology. However, the 
contribution of the ontology is also important, as it 
corrects some entities erroneously identified by the 
NER system. Experimental results highlight the 
effective collaboration of the two knowledge sources. 

In the following section of this paper we present 
the proposed methodology. We describe the use of the 
ontology, its structure and the knowledge it 
incorporates, as well as the way in which we use the 
HMMs. In section 3 we describe the conducted 
experiments and discuss the results. Section 4 presents 



some related work and section 5 concludes discussing 
potential improvements of our method. 

2 Methodology 
Our methodology is depicted in Figure 1. A domain 
ontology is used first to identify ontology instances 
within a domain-specific corpus. This initial ontology-
based annotation stage is very precise, but may suffer 
from low recall, as the ontology is not expected to 
contain all of the domain-specific instances. At the 
2nd stage, a machine learning-based NER system is 
trained from the ontology-annotated corpus. It exploits 
the content and context of the ontology’s instances 
that appear in the corpus. The union of the ontology-
based added annotations and the annotations from the 
trained machine learning-based NER system form the 
final annotated corpus. 

One of the main advantages of a domain ontology 
is that it centralizes and organizes valuable knowledge 
in a structured form ready to be exploited. We take 
advantage of this in order to semantically annotate a 
corpus with the appropriate knowledge contained in 
the ontology associated with a specific task. However, 
we cannot rely entirely on the ontology-based 
annotation because an ontology may be incomplete or 
out-of-date. For example, an ontology that has been 
constructed for the domain of laptops last year, it is 
possible to lack the latest processor types. For this 
reason we train a machine learning-based NER system 
that learns to recognize new instances.   

 

 
Figure 1: The proposed methodology for semantic 

annotation of Web corpora.  

2.1 Ontology-based Tagging 
2.1.1 The CROSSMARC Ontology 
The ontology we used in our case study describes 
laptop products and has been manually constructed in 
the context of the CROSSMARC2 project using a 
version of the Protégé (Noy et al. 2000) ontology 
editor adapted to the project needs. This ontology 
consists of the main concept, named laptop, the 
concepts that correspond to the laptop features (e.g. 
processor, memory, screen, brand etc.) and the 
features’ attributes (e.g. processor name and speed, 
screen type, size and resolution, etc.) (Pazienza et al. 
2003). Lexicons for the languages of the 
CROSSMARC project are linked to the ontology 
concepts, features and attributes. The English lexicon 
consists of 176 instances. There are also lexicons for 
the other 3 languages of the project (Greek, Italian, 
and French). 

In our case study, we have chosen a part of the 
whole ontology to experiment with. It includes the 
following concepts: processor with attribute name, 
manufacturer with attribute name, screen with 
attributes resolution and type, preinstalled with 
attribute software and battery with attribute type. 
Moreover, we derived three subsets  from the initial 
ontology  size of size 75%, 50% and 25% , by 
appropriately decreasing the number of instances. 
These subsets were constructed based on the evolution 
of the instances in time. For instance, in the laptops 
domain, “pentium” is predecessor of “pentium 3”, thus 
“pentium” was selected to participate into the 25% of 
the initial ontology. Our aim was to study the effect of 
the ontology size on the semantic annotation task.  

 
2.1.2   Exploiting the Domain Ontology 
The ontology provides us with knowledge related to 
the named entity type an instance belongs to.  
Therefore, the ontology is used at a first stage as a 
NER system. In CROSSMARC the monolingual NER 
systems are using a common DTD, which specifies the 
named entity types for a specific domain. Therefore, 
we had to map the instances of the attributes of the 
CROSSMARC ontology to the corresponding named 
entity types of the domain-specific DTD. This 
mapping is shown in Table 1 for the 1st domain of 
CROSSMARC (laptops offers). 

A simple string matching mechanism is used to 
annotate the corpus with the ontological knowledge. 
This instance-matching is biased to select the longest 

                                                 
2 http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/skel/crossmarc 



match lexical expression, i.e. among the expression 
“Intel Pentium III” and its part “Intel Pentium” 
expression, the former one will be chosen. 

 
ONTOLOGY 

(Concept.Attribute) 
Named 
Entities 
(TYPE) 

Processor.Name Processor 
Manufacturer.Name Manuf 
Screen.Resolution Resolution 
Preinstalled.OS SOFT_OS 
Screen.Type Term 
Battery.Type Term 

Table 1: Association of named entities types 

Although, we have exploited a particular portion of 
knowledge related to named entities from the 
ontology, other types of  ontology’s knowledge can 
also be used for other information extraction tasks. For 
example, fact types of named entities can be extracted 
as this type of knowledge is also available in the 
ontology.  

At the end of this phase, the ontology-based 
annotated corpus can be used as a training dataset for 
the learning algorithm. 

2.2   Learning using Hidden Markov Models 
Hidden Markov modeling is a powerful statistical 
learning technique, suited for the modeling of 
sequential data, such as spoken or written language. 
The main advantage of HMMs in language modeling 
is their strong statistical foundations, which provide a 
sound theoretical basis for the constructed models. 
HMMs have been successfully used in many language 
related tasks, including part-of-speech tagging (Kupiec 
92), named entity recognition (Bikel et al. 99) and text 
segmentation (Yamron et al. 1998).   

In our task, we use word tokens to train a single 
HMM for each named entity type in the second 
column of Table 1, as proposed in (Freitag & 
McCallum 99) and (Seymore et al. 99). The structure 
of each HMM is carefully set by hand. The model 
parameters are estimated in a single pass over the 
training data by calculating ratios of counts (maximum 
likelihood estimation). At runtime, each HMM is 
applied to a Web page, using the Viterbi procedure to 
identify matches.  

3 Experimental Results 
The initial corpus consists of 100 English Web pages 
describing laptops, of which 50 are used for training 
and 50 for testing. The corpus processing was done 

using the text engineering platform Ellogon (Petasis et 
al. 2002)3. The application of the proposed 
methodology requires the preprocessing of the corpus 
using a tokeniser. The tokenizer identifies text tokens 
(i.e., words, symbols, etc.) in the web pages and 
characterizes them according to a token-type tag set 
which encodes graphological information (e.g. the 
token is an English upper case word).  

According to the proposed methodology, at the first 
phase we performed three separate annotations of the 
pre-processed training corpus using 75%, 50% and 
25% of the initial ontology, respectively (see Table 2). 
The difference between instances and examples is that 
the latter describe the number of instances not 
uniquely appear in the corpus. 

% ontology # Instances # examples 
75% 146 759 
50% 117 555 
25% 76 214 

Table 2: Number of examples in the training dataset. 

In the next phase we used the ontology-annotated 
corpus to train the HMM-based NER system. Finally, 
we annotated the testing corpus using the ontology-
based tagger and the HMM-based tagger. In case of 
overlapping annotations, the ontology-tagged 
annotation was preferred from the corresponding 
HMM-based annotation.  

We evaluated the results of each of the three 
tagging methods (ontology-based, HMM-based, 
combination) over the testing corpus of 50 Web pages 
using the corpus comparison tools provided by the text 
engineering platform Ellogon. The performance of 
each method is evaluated using the precision and 
recall metrics. Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the results of 
the above annotation methods for five types of named 
entities and for an ontology size of 75%, 50% and 
25%, respectively. 

The precision of ontology-based tagging was high, 
as expected. On the other hand, recall was affected by 
the size of the ontology. The precision of the HMM-
based tagging varied between 64% and 77%, while its 
recall was low strongly depending on the size of the 
ontology that we were using to create the training data. 
However, the combination of the two methods 
performs better recall as the HMM-based tagging 
provided new annotations not included in the 
ontology. Furthermore, the precision of the combined 
approach is higher than that of the HMM-based 

                                                 
3 http://www.iit.demokritos.gr/skel/Ellogon 



tagging, although not perfect as the ontology-based 
tagging. 

Annotation Method Precision (%) Recall (%) 
Union 74,0 76,0 
Ontology  100,0 66,1 
HMM  69,2 65,5 

Table 3: Using the 75% of the ontology 

Annotation Method Precision (%) Recall (%)
Union 67,0 57,4 
Ontology  100,0 50,0 
HMM  62,3 47,7 

Table 4: Using the 50% of the ontology 

Annotation Method Precision (%) Recall (%) 
Union 71,3 33,1 
Ontology  100,0 24,5 
HMM  68,0 26,3 

Table 5: Using the 25% of the ontology 

Figures 2 and 3 graphically illustrate the results of 
Tables 3, 4 and 5. 
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Figure 2: Recall for all tagging methods 
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Figure 3: Precision for all tagging methods 

4 Related Work 
Semantic annotation of a corpus can be performed 
semi-automatically by various annotation tools 
(Handschuh et al. 2002; Vargas-Vera et al. 2002), 
which speed up the whole procedure by providing a 

friendly interface to a domain expert. A manually 
annotated corpus can be used to train an information 
extraction system, which will then annotate it further. 
(Ciravegna et al. 2002) present a methodology for the 
interaction between the user and the automatically 
added annotations, which are derived by an 
information extraction system. This system is trained 
initially using representative annotations added 
manually by the user. The trained system is then used 
to add automatically semantic annotation to the 
corpus, which can be modified by the user in order to 
retrain the system. Our methodology presents 
similarities with this approach, but instead of using a 
manually annotated corpus it exploits an ontology-
based one. Other relevant approaches are those of 
(Thelen & Riloff 2002) and (Petasis et al. 2000). The 
aim of these approaches is the exploitation of an initial 
small-sized lexicon and a machine learning-based IE 
system for the lexicon enrichment through an iterative 
approach.  

5 Concluding Remarks 
We presented a methodology for the semantic 
annotation of a corpus exploiting a domain ontology 
according to the task at hand and machine learning. 
We applied the methodology to an information 
extraction subtask: recognition of named entities.  

The proposed methodology is based on the 
combination of an ontology-based matching process 
and an HMM-based NER system trained on a corpus 
annotated by the ontology. The only requirement 
posed by this approach is the existence of a domain-
specific ontology with a satisfactory level of coverage 
for the particular domain. In order to overcome this 
limitation we plan to examine an iterative application 
of the methodology through which an initial ontology 
of limited size can be enriched using the results of the 
ML-based method. 

These initial results encourage us to investigate 
further the use of the methodology to bootstrap the 
annotation of a corpus by providing to the human 
annotator some precise annotations (ontology-based 
annotations) and some additional ones for 
consideration (HMM-based annotation). 
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Abstract

Our experiments show that applying known
IE techniques to independent parallel texts de-
scribing the same information and merging the
results brings significant improvements in per-
formance. Recall summed over six botanical de-
scriptions of several plant species is more than
triple the average for each text individually. We
analyse these results, and describe the process-
ing techniques used. This leads us to the con-
cept of “greedy extraction”, where the informa-
tion template is not frozen before processing,
but can incorporate new information found in
the text(s).

1 Overview

1.1 Parallel texts

Our experiments show that applying known
IE techniques to independent parallel texts de-
scribing the same information, and merging the
results, brings significant improvements in per-
formance. Recall summed over six botanical de-
scriptions of several plant species is more than
triple the average for each text individually.

This arises from two independent factors:
(i) The source texts contain different subsets

of the total desired information space;
(ii) Failures in extraction from any one text

are significantly often corrected by accurate re-
sults from other texts. 50% of all false neg-
atives are compensated by results from other
sources; in 24% of template slots, a false neg-
ative in processing one text is compensated by
accurate processing of one or more others.

The use of redundancy, in the form of
analysing multiple parallel sources, has been ex-
plored in computational lexicography (Veronis
& Ide 1991) and in Information Retrieval (In-
gwersen 1996), with promising results. Vero-

Figure 1: IE from parallel texts

nis & Ide derived concept hierarchies (“ontolo-
gies”) from five machine readable dictionaries
using keywords in definition texts. Since these
definitions are informal and at times inaccu-
rate, the individual ontologies were only 30-
45% complete and correct compared to human
judgement. However, correlating and merg-
ing them yielded a 94% success rate. Miss-
ing classifications were filled in (recall), and
mis-classifications were corrected (precision),
by correlation with accurate analyses of other
sources.

Exploiting redundancy across multiple
sources will have different effects in detail in
different domains: in the present case, it is
primarily recall which is dramatically improved.

1.2 Greedy extraction

Traditionally, IE is restricted to finding answers
to a predetermined set of questions encoded as
the slots in a template. Any information in the
source text which is not mapped to a slot in the
template will not be extracted. This is appro-
priate for many purposes, but ours is different:



we do not want to limit in advance what infor-
mation can be extracted from our source texts,
but fully to exploit the information resources
they offer. We call this “greedy” extraction.

This has significant implications for the tech-
niques to be used. We cannot rely on designated
keywords, for example, to help fill a template.
Shallow parsing techniques are used to identify
heads and their associated modifiers. The ini-
tial template is hand-built by a domain expert,
informed by the texts. New heads can be added
to the template as they are found, through an
interactive process which supports - but does
not replace - the domain expert.

1.3 Parallel texts and greedy
extraction in botany

Systematics (the science of identifying, describ-
ing, naming and classifying, and tracing the ori-
gins of living things), like all mature descriptive
sciences, is rich in written data, and particu-
larly in semi-formal natural language records of
careful observations repeated across time and
space. The need to make these important pri-
mary resources for biodiversity research avail-
able in structured electronic form is urgent, as
recognised by G7 and the Biodiversity Conven-
tion, among others.

Botanical description offers multiple parallel
independent descriptions of the same informa-
tion (descriptions of plant groups); a well un-
derstood technical domain suited to IE; and a
genuine real-world need for language engineer-
ing support.

Botanical texts (Floras) are variable in infor-
mation content - different authors’ descriptions
of the same plant group describe somewhat dif-
ferent features. Thus a matrix of data points
against sources is sparsely populated (cf. Fig.
2). Floras also differ in vocabulary and phrase-
ology.

2 Parallel texts

2.1 Our corpus

Our training set comprises the descriptions of
five species of Ranunculus (buttercup) given in
six Floras, chosen to be both representative of
the many available, and independent of each
other (see “Botanical Resources” for details).

Together with the higher-order taxon (genus
and family) descriptions, this gave us 42 texts

of average length 116 words (range 32-208). Al-
though short by IE standards, this is typical of
the text-type. The texts were scanned and the
OCR output hand-corrected: on the scale of our
experiments, the time involved was acceptable.
In our target domains for expansion, the sources
are already in electronic form, so we do not see
this as an obstacle to scaling up.

The test set comprises descriptions of five
species of the Lamiaceae (mints and related
herbs). The text-type is syntactically similar
to the training set, while the plant morphology
and associated vocabulary are sufficiently dif-
ferent to test the scaleability of our approach.

Most botanical descriptions are not true “nat-
ural” language, but highly stylised lists of noun
phrases, usually lacking verbs and articles alto-
gether. This leads to an information-dense text
type (a result of the space limitations histori-
cally imposed on authors of Floras). Here is a
short, but otherwise typical example:

1. R. acris L. - Meadow Buttercup.
Erect perennial to 1m; basal leaves
deeply palmately lobed, pubescent;
flowers 15-25mm across; sepals not
reflexed; achenes 2-3.5mm, glabrous,
smooth, with short hooked beak;
2n=14. (Stace 1997)

Although problematic for a general-purpose
parser, this text-type is highly amenable to
analysis with specifically tuned resources.

These are small datasets, by normal IE stan-
dards, but adequate to provide proof of concept.
Work is in progress on scaling up.

2.2 Data distribution
Based on hand analysis of the texts, we built a
three-dimensional data matrix for each species,
where columns represent Floras, rows represent
characters, and the third dimension is the tax-
onomic hierarchy, allowing inheritance of infor-
mation from higher taxa into species descrip-
tions where appropriate. Figure 2 shows a small
section of one of these matrices.

The matrix is sparsely populated: it is com-
mon for only one of the six Floras to give any
value for a character. Thus, for example, the
six descriptions of R. acris have, on average, 44
slots each in their individual templates (range
17-68). The combined template for R acris from
all sources has 134 slots.



Figure 2: Part of a typical data matrix

Frequently one Flora gives a single value or
narrow range for a character while another gives
a wider range (“3”/ “3(-5)”/ “3-5(-7)” ): here
some simple reasoning is needed to confirm that
the various values are compatible. Variations in
terminology are also common (“3-lobed”/ “3-
parted”/ “tripartite”; “stem leaves”/ “cauline
leaves”), and can be accommodated with an ad-
equate glossary or lexicon. Certain alternants
in phraseology also recur (eg “lobed”/ “with
lobes”), and can easily be handled in the gram-
mar. Genuine disagreements are very rare. (See
Lydon et al (in press) for further detail.)

The nature of the source texts thus limits
the potential recall per text against the total
sum of available information, and forms in it-
self an strong argument for the analysis of par-
allel texts. However also, as we will see, where
texts do contain the same information, failures
in extraction from one text are significantly of-
ten compensated by successes from others.

2.3 Shallow parsing
Our system builds on the Natural Language
Processing capabilities provided by GATE, a
General Architecture for Text Engineering, de-
veloped by the NLP group at the University of
Sheffield (Cunningham 2000, Cunningham et al
2002); it is based on ANNIE, an information
extraction system integrated into GATE.

The system comprises a version of ANNIE’s
main processing resources: tokeniser, sentence
splitter, POS tagger, gazetteer and finite state
transduction grammar. The resources commu-
nicate via GATE’s annotation API, which is
a directed graph of arcs bearing arbitrary fea-
ture/value data, and nodes rooting this data
into document content (in this case text).

IE technology is used to recognise and char-
acterise information about plants and their fea-
tures. This enables the recognition of infor-
mation such as text headers, details of plants,
recognition of their components and subcompo-
nents (such as leaves, stems, roots, etc.) and
descriptions of their characteristics (such as the
size of the plant, leaf shape, petal colour, etc.).
This is achieved using the resources described
above to annotate textual patterns (using text
strings, punctuation, syntactic information etc.
as evidence). Relations can then be identi-
fied between identified patterns so that features
can be correctly linked to the relevant compo-
nent. Figure 3 shows a typical text annotated
in GATE with entities and attributes.

Figure 3: Botanical text annotated in GATE

The JAPE (Java Annotation Pattern Engine)
grammars identify patterns such as Modifier +



Head, e.g. “short caudex”, where the Modifier
consists of an adjectival group, and the Head (a
plant component) is taken from a gazetteer list.
Heads are annotated as Head, while modifiers
are annotated as PlantFeature. Text headers
are also annotated as Header, e.g. “1. R. acris
L. - Meadow Buttercup.” in the text above.

Each annotation may be given optional at-
tributes, which are used either to further classify
the heads and features (and to place them cor-
rectly in the database at export time), or simply
for debugging purposes (e.g. to show which rule
has been fired). In the example above, “short”
is annotated as a PlantFeature and given the at-
tribute AdjHead (because it precedes the Head),
while “caudex” is annotated simply as Head.

Another typical pattern recognised is of the
form Head + Modifier, e.g. “basal leaf blades
pentagonal”. In this case, “basal leaf blade”
is recognised as a composite head, and anno-
tated with the attribute PositionPrefix, because
“basal” indicates the position of the leaf blade.
“Pentagonal” is annotated as a PlantFeature,
with the attribute HeadAdj, because it follows
the Head. Features relating to measurements,
such as “5-7(-10) mm wide” are given attributes
denoting measurement, such as height, width,
length, count, etc.

For example, the phrase “Heads of achenes
globose, 5-7(-10) mm wide;” would be broken
down into the following annotations:
heads of achenes

<Head {kind = plantPartofHead}>
globose

<PlantFeatures {rule = HeadAdj}>
5-7(-10) mm wide

<PlantFeatures {type = measure,
kind = width}>

The last processing resource used is a results
extractor which parses the previously generated
annotations and associates the sets of features
with their respective heads, using the informa-
tion previously described (such as HeadAdj and
AdjHead) to determine the correct association.
It also extracts the section header information
from the input texts. Once all the information
is collected, it is exported in a text file in tab-
separated-values format that can be used with
other tools (e.g. MS Excel) for results analysis.

An alternative method for representing out-
put, using XML Schemas, was developed by De-
vereau (2002). He also implemented a prototype

browser for a three-dimensional data matrix, al-
lowing the user to view any plane, line, or point
in the matrix by specifying the desired points
on one, two, or three axes.

The system output for Stace’s description of
R. acris (given above) is shown in Table 1. The
only significant mistake is that the achene-beak
has been overlooked. Compared to the gold
standard template for this one text, recall is
82%, precision is 93%.

2.4 Evaluation of information merging
Evaluation of our results must allow for the fact
that each text in a set (of descriptions of the
same species) contains only a subset of the to-
tal sum of information in all texts, which is our
target and gold-standard. We must therefore
evaluate the performance on each text twice:
against a text-specific template containing slots
for exactly the information which is actually in
that text, and against the total.

The figures for R. acris are typical. The text-
specific template size averages 44 slots, com-
pared with 134 in the combined template: a
range from 27% to 62% of the total, averag-
ing 39%. The percentage figures from the text-
specific evaluation, multiplied by the appropri-
ate percentages of the whole template, give us
the figures for each text against the total.

The recall figures for the six descriptions of
R. acris in the intial dataset, each compared
with its own text-specific template, range from
51% to 85%, average 70%. For each against
the combined template, the figures are 10% -
34%, average 22%. The example above is our
shortest text, and the most accurately analysed;
however, its individual template contains only
13% of the slots in the complete template for
the species, so recall by that standard is only
10%.

Table 2 shows the system’s performance for
the first three sets of texts to be analsysed in
detail. The most significant figures are high-
lighted: the average recall from a single text,
compared to the full template, is 22%, while
the recall of the six combined is 71%. 50% of
all instances of false negatives are compensated
for by one or more other sources. Compensation
for false negatives occurred in 24% of the total
number of slots in the full template (including
the missing achene-beak in the example above).

Precision currently averages 78% against sin-



Header: 1. R. acris L. - Meadow Buttercup
HEAD KIND FEATURE TYPE KIND NEGATION

Erect
perennial
to 1m measure unknown
2n=14 count chromosome

basal position pubescent
leaves Prefix

deeply
palmately
lobed

flowers 15-25mm measure width
across

sepals reflexed true
achenes short

hooked
smooth
glabrous
2-3.5mm measure unknown

Table 1: System results for R. acris in Stace 1997

R. acris R. bulbosus R. hederaceus Mean
True positives across all descriptions 176 146 127 150
False negatives across all descriptions (A) 90 125 44 86
False positives across all descriptions 55 61 30 49
Average single description recall 70 55 74 66
Average single description precision 78 60 83 74
Average single description recall for whole template 22 18 26 22
Average single description precision for whole template 78 60 83 74
true positives from merged results 92 85 68 82
false negatives from merged results 42 54 15 37
Total number of slots in whole template (B) 134 139 83 119
Merged recall for whole template 69 61 82 71
Merged precision for whole template
using total false positives 63 58 69 63
sum of all instances of false negatives
compensated for by other sources (C) 45 57 24 42
Of all instances of missed information, percentage
compensated for by merging (C/A*100) 50 46 55 50
number of slots where false negatives
compensated for by other sources (D) 34 41 15 30
Of total number of slots in template,
percentage where merging allowed compensation
for missed information (D/B*100) 25 29 18 24

Table 2: Accuracy of processing for six descriptions of three species



gle templates (again better for shorter texts),
63% against the whole template. We are able
to use a conservative account of precision, as re-
call from parallel sources compensates for a high
proportion of false negatives, so we are satisfied
with a relatively low figure here.

The performance numbers for the individual
texts against the combined template are low
by current IE standards, precisely because the
template is so large. Also, even the hand-built
gold-standard data matrix is sparsely popu-
lated: some of the performance gain from merg-
ing results across texts is inherent in the texts
themselves. However, our results show that cor-
relating extraction results across texts also, with
significant frequency, compensates for process-
ing errors.

3 Greedy extraction

As discussed earlier, our concept of greedy ex-
traction differs from traditional information ex-
traction in that we do not determine in advance
a closed set of slots in the template which we
wish to fill. Rather, we aim to be able to grow or
adapt the template when new text sources bring
in new types of information. This may happen
on a small scale when a new text is analysed de-
scribing a known species. It will be a significant
issue when a new species is considered for the
first time, possibly with parts or features not
found in previous analyses.

For example, in extending our system cover-
age from the training set (Ranunculus) to the
test set (Lamiaceae), the main “plant parts”
and characters described were the same for the
two groups. The sub-parts, however, did vary,
mainly in the flowers: floral structure differs sig-
nificantly in the mints from the simple butter-
cup, so new terms and features were introduced.
(There are around 110 slots for inflorescence in
Ranunculaceae, around 190 in Lamiaceae).

Our method for greedy extraction builds on
work at Sheffield on the HaSIE system (May-
nard et al 2002), which detected information
about health and safety issues from company
reports. Here the set of slots was initially un-
known, and generated partly by manual analy-
sis of the texts, and partly by system-generated
output. It was fixed after system training, and
could not be modified automatically.

Our approach takes this a logical step further:

the set of slots can be modified by the user in
an interactive process which is interleaved with
parsing. Unfamiliar elements detected by the
shallow parser are presented to the user. New
concepts can be added to the gazeteer lists -
thus fused petals, unknown in Ranunculus, are
typical of the Lamiaceae. New vocabulary - syn-
onyms for known concepts, as when one author
calls petals “honey-leaves” - can be added to the
lexicon. (We expect this to be relatively rare,
as the system already includes a comprehen-
sive botanical glossary derived from Lawrence
(1951).)

This enables us to pick up new types of infor-
mation found in new text sources, which would
be ignored by traditional methods, while main-
taining the formal integrity and boundedness of
the knowledge representation.

Looking at the range of significant informa-
tion found even in closely related, largely con-
sensual technical text in a small domain, it be-
comes clear that we stand to gain significantly
if we can adopt an open-ended, “greedy” ap-
proach to Information Extraction.

The very success of this approach leads to a
problem of scale. Our first template for five
species of Ranunculus described by six authors
was eventually simplified to 271 slots: e.g.

<FRUIT_BEAK>:=
FRUIT_BEAK_PRESENCE: "PRESENCE"
FRUIT_BEAK_LENGTH: "DISTANCE"
FRUIT_BEAK_SHAPE: "SHAPE"
FRUIT_BEAK_SURFACE: "TEXTURE"
FRUIT_BEAK_POSITION: "POSITION"
FRUIT_BEAK_ORIENTATION: "ORIENTATION"
FRUIT_BEAK_DEFINITION: "DEFINITION"
FRUIT_BEAK_TIP: <FRUIT_BEAK_TIP>

where <FRUIT BEAK> is part of an entity
<FRUIT> which is part of the whole plant, and
<FRUIT BEAK TIP> is an entity which is part of
<FRUIT BEAK> and can have shape, orientation
etc in its own right.

Our eventual aim is an architecture in which
a single, independent domain-specific informa-
tion lattice, built in a Description Logic (Hor-
rocks 2002), is accessed by all relevant process-
ing modules and also serves as the “template”
for placing extracted information. This one
component can then be replaced for new do-
mains.



4 Related work

Although multiple texts have been used in vari-
ous language engineering applications, the work
presented here has no real precedent that we
know of. Statistical bilingual text alignment
is an unrelated task. In multi-media IE, and
in some current Medical Informatics applica-
tions, the sources are expected to contain differ-
ent information, whereas our sources should, in
principle, contain the same information, differ-
ently expressed. “Cross-document co-reference”
(Bagga & Bierman 2000) can really be de-
scribed as document clustering, using named
entity recognition techniques to find texts about
the same thing. Work on cross-document sum-
marisation (eg Radev & McKeown 1998, Stein
et al 2000), filling a predefined template from
multiple documents, comes closer, but does not
share our commitment to maximal extraction of
information.

The METER project (Clough et al 2002)
takes a complementary approach to ours in
analysing press coverage of news events. Us-
ing purely statistical techniques, they identify
a common core of material from Press Associ-
ation releases augmented in different ways by
different newspapers to reflect their readerships
and general bias. Their interest is in the core,
but the size of the information space summed
over the texts is also made clear.

5 Prospects

If Systematics appears “narrow”, other impor-
tant technical domains also have data unhelp-
fully distributed over multiple text sources. In
Bioinformatics, for example, new research re-
sults are appearing rapidly in journals and in
the comment fields of various large databases
(e.g., in 2000, 130 publications per month on
E. coli metabolism). Keeping up with these
developments currently requires massive hu-
man effort. SWISS-PROT is probably the
largest, most accurate, and most important of
the databases in this field:

SWISS-PROT... depends on a vast
human network to generate its anno-
tation by systematically running anal-
ysis software, reading the literature,
contacting experts in the field, and
so on. Clearly, there is a demand

for information that helps the con-
sumer turn data into understanding ...
the challenge is to make this kind of
human effort sustainable. (Miller &
Attwood 2003)

This domain shares with botany all the char-
acteristics which support our multiple-source,
greedy techniques. Our interactive approach
to template expansion is also ideally suited to
“mak[ing] this kind of human effort sustain-
able”: supporting, not replacing, the domain
expert is central to our long-term objectives.
The volumes of text to be processed in this do-
main are larger than in botany, but they already
electronic, so our only real bottleneck, hand cor-
rection of OCR output, is not an issue.

Beyond the natural sciences, it may prove
fruitful to apply our technique to parallel multi-
lingual texts, either naturally occurring, or ob-
tained by machine translation. 1

Traditional work in IE has drawn on intu-
ition about a small core of important common
information in domain-specific texts to build a
predetermined template. HaSIE brought a first
degree of automation to the task of template
building from texts. Parallel texts offer a signif-
icant increase in the total amount of information
available to be extracted in a domain. Greedy
extraction makes the most of this. The improve-
ment we have shown in actual extraction from
22% to 71% proves the value of analysing paral-
lel text descriptions to extract the greatest pos-
sible amount of useful information.
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Abstract 
This paper describes a novel approach to 
information extraction by developing strategies 
for combining techniques from shallow and deep 
NLP. We propose a hybrid template filling 
strategy, which employs shallow partial syntactic 
analysis for extracting local domain-specific 
relations and uses predicate-argument structures 
delivered by deep full-sentence analysis for 
extracting relations triggered by verbs. Heuristics 
have been developed  for calling deep NLP on 
demand. The initial evaluation shows that the 
integration of deep analysis improves the 
performance of the scenario template-generation 
task.  

1 Introduction 
In current information extraction (IE) research, 
performance and domain adaptability are two essential 
issues. Pattern-based grammars embedded in IE systems, 
which employ finite-state techniques (Hobbs et al. 1996) 
and which are subsumed under the term shallow natural 
language processing (SNLP), often mix general linguistic 
information with domain-specific interpretation and are 
therefore not always portable.  In addition, due to the 
inherent complexity of natural language, same semantic 
relations can be expressed in different syntactic forms: in 
particular, via linguistic constructions, such as long 
distance dependencies, passive, control/raising. Such 
constructions are not easy to capture by pattern-based 
grammars. In contrast to SNLP, “traditional” full sentence 
analysis, called deep NLP (DNLP), can, in principle, 
detect relationships expressed as complex constructions. 
Furthermore, most DNLP systems are based on 
linguistically-motivated grammars, covering a huge set of 
linguistic phenomena. Such grammars should be easier 
adapted to new domains and applications than the pattern-
based grammars (Uszkoreit 2002). However, the 
scepticism of using DNLP in real-life applications results 
from behaving bad in efficiency and robustness, and also 
from the huge amount of ambiguous readings. 

In the literature, there are several approaches to 
combing SNLP and DNLP. In the large Verbmobil project 
(Wahlster 2000), the deep parser runs in parallel to the 
shallow and statistical parsing components, embedded in a 
concurrent system architecture. Tsujii (2000) briefly 

describes an experiment of applying the combination of 
SNLP and DNLP to IE in the genome science domain. 
Riezler et al. (2002) present a stochastic system for parsing 
UPenn’s Wall Street Journal (WSJ) treebank. The system 
combines full and partial parsing techniques by extending the 
full grammar with a grammar for fragment recognition.  

In this paper, we present a new IE system WHIES 
(WHiteboard Information Extraction System), which tries to 
combine the best of SNLP and DNLP and to keep template-
filling task independent of the general linguistic analysis. Our 
system is built on top of an integrated system called WHAM 
(WHiteboard Annotation Machine), which provides access to 
both shallow and deep analysis results. WHIES takes partial 
syntactic analyses given by SNLP as the primary analysis and 
integrates deep results only on demand. Its hybrid template-
filling strategy uses two kinds of template-filling rules: 
pattern-based and lexicalized unification-based rules. The 
pattern-based rules are applied to SNLP results in order to 
guarantee efficient and robust recognition of domain-relevant 
local relations. The unification-based rules are applied to 
predicate-argument structures, which result from full-
sentence parsing done by the deep HPSG parser. Given typed 
feature structures as our basic data structure for template 
representation, the merging of partially filled templates is 
based on the unification operation. Template merging is 
handled as a two-step constraint resolution process, namely, 
at sentence and discourse level. The initial evaluation shows 
that the integration of DNLP improves the performance of 
the IE task, in particular, in a domain where verbs play an 
important role.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes WHAM. Section 3 discusses  how we 
integrate DNLP on demand. Section 4 explains our approach. 
Section 5 gives an evaluation that illustrates performance 
improvements after the integration of DNLP. We close this 
paper by explaining future research ideas.  

2 WHAM 
WHAM (Crysmann et al. 2002) has implemented a hybrid 
system architecture for integrating SNLP and DNLP. 
WHAM provides access to linguistic analysis at different 
levels: tokens, morphological information, named entities, 
phrase chunks, sentence boundaries, and HPSG analysis 
results.  

The basic strategy in WHAM can be simply stated as 
“shallow-guided” and “shallow-supported” deep parsing. The 
integration takes place at various levels: lexicon, named 



entities, phrase level, and topological structure. A German 
text is at first analysed by SPPC,  a rule-based shallow 
system for German texts, performing tokenization, 
morphological analysis, POS filtering, named entity 
recognition, phrase recognition, and clause boundary 
recognition (Piskorski & Neumann 2000). WHAM passes 
the shallow analysis results for each sentence to a deep 
analyser, an efficient HPSG parser  (Callmeier 2000) 
applied to the German grammar. The semantic analysis of 
the deep parser uses a kind of underspecified semantic 
representation, called MRS (minimal recursive semantics); 
see (Copestake et al. 1999). 

3 Integrating DNLP on Demand  
Shallow IE methods have been proven to be sufficient to 
deal with extraction of relationships among chunks, 
expressed relatively locally and explicitly (Grishman 
1997). Normally,  the interpretation of a sequence of 
chunks by SNLP is unambiguous and domain-specific, 
e.g., the relationships between a noun phrase (NP) and its 
adjacent prepositional phrase (PP modifier) or its adjacent 
NP (appositive modifier). For DNLP, the decision of the 
attachment of modifiers is very difficult, and thus, their 
analysis often ambiguous.  Nevertheless, deep grammars 
are more suitable to express precise relationships between 
verbs and their arguments in complex linguistic 
constructions, involving, e.g., passive, free word order, 
long-distance dependencies and control/raising. For 
example, sentence (1) contains a passive and a control 
construction. The relationship between Hans Becker and 
the division name Presseabteilung cannot be formulated 
easily by regular expressions.  In particular, the relatively 
free word order of German allows reversing the order of 
the two names, by keeping the same meaning; see (2).  

 
(1) Hans Becker wurde aufgrund des Rücktritts von 

Peter Müller gebeten, die Presseabteilung zu 
übernehmen. 
Hans Becker was due to the resignation of Peter Müller   

asked,  to take over the press division. 
 
(2) Aufgrund des Rücktritts von Peter Müller wurde 

Hans Becker gebeten, die Presseabteilung zu 
übernehmen. 
Due to the resignation of Peter Müller Hans Becker was 
asked,  to take over the press division. 

 
In comparison to most shallow approaches, our DNLP 

system can recognize the embedded  relationships in (1) 
and (2) straightforwardly,  normalizing them into a 
predicate-argument structure. Although some of the 
shallow systems perform also full sentence analysis, most 
of them (like SPPC) provide only partial analysis and 
cannot capture these kinds of embedded relationships 
without any additional efforts (Grishman 1995).  

Given the pros and cons of shallow and deep analysis,  
we decide to use shallow analysis as our primary linguistic 
resources to recognize local realtionships and have 

developed heuristics, which are used to trigger DNLP only 
on demand.  

In (Xu et al. 2002), a semi-supervised method was  
developed to recognize domain-relevant terms (including 
term collocations) and their relations. Each term is assigned a 
relevance weight. An interesting observation is that the 
distribution of relevant terms in a specific domain is related 
to the POS information. For example, in the stock market and 
the crime drug domain, most relevant terms are nouns, while 
verbs play an important role in the management succession 
domain. This observation is a good indicator for deciding 
whether and when DNLP should be integrated to into IE for a 
new domain. If the domain-relevant terms are mostly verbs, 
we suggest to integrate DNLP for obtaining predicate-
argument structures, since relationships triggered by the 
verbs can be expressed in various syntactical forms and 
cannot be easily covered by a small set of pattern-based rules. 
For example, sentence (3) and (4) express the same meaning, 
but  in different word orders, as (1) and (2).   

 
(3) Generaldirektor Eugen Krammer (59), ..., wird per 

31. Mai 1997 aus seinen Funktionen ausscheiden. 
General manager Eugen Krammer (59), ..., will resign 
from his office on May 31. 1997 

 
(4) Aus seinen Funktionen wird Generaldirektor Eugen 

Krammar (59)...., per 31. Mai 1997 ausscheiden. 
General manager Eugen Krammer (59), ..., will resign  
from his office on May 31. 1997 

 
Both of them are about resignment of the person Eugen 

Krammer. The domain-relevant verb predicate “ausscheiden” 
(resign) triggers the resignment relation, taking Eugen 
Krammer as argument. In this case, DNLP can detect the 
predicate-argument structures in (3) and (4). Although (3) 
and (4) have different surface constructions,  only a single 
rule has to be defined, which maps the argument of the 
predicate “ausscheiden” to its domain role.     

In comparsion to verbs, nouns (incl., nominalization of 
verbs) and adjectives are good indicators for pattern-based 
rules,  which are suitable to deal with local relationships 
expressed by complex noun phrases, containing PP-
attachment and appositions. (5) and (6) give examples of 
adjectives and nouns as trigger words in the management 
succession domain.  

 
(5) Der bisherige Vorstandsvorsitzende des Auto-

Zulieferers Kolbenschmidt, Heinrich Binder, ....        
The previous president of car supplier Kolbenschmidt, 
Heinrich Binder 

 
(6) Nachfolger  vom Amtsinhaber Hans Günter Merk 

Successor of the office holder Hans Günter Merk 
 
Thus, we take relevant verbs as clues for deciding when 

or whether to trigger DNLP during online processing: if a 
sentence contains relevant verb terms in addition to relevant 
nouns and adjectives, it will also be passed to DNLP; 
otherwise, SNLP will be sufficient.  



4 WHIES 
In this section, we will give a detailed description of our IE 
system WHIES and will explain the hybrid template filling 
strategy, plus the two-step template merging component. 

4.1 WHIES Architecture 

As depicted in Figure 1, WHIES consists of two main 
components for template filling and template merging. 
Template filling takes WHAM analysis results as input 
(chunks and MRSs) and employs a hybrid template-filling 
strategy. Template merging attempts to unify the partially 
filled templates first at the sentence level and later at the 
discourse level.  

 

 
Figure 1: Architecture of WHIES 

 
Both  WHAM and WHIES use the Java typed feature 

structure package JTFS (Krieger 2002), which allows the 
online construction of templates and the dynamic 
extension of the type hierarchy, an important feature to 
deal with unknown words in IE. JTFS provides basic data 
structures (TFSs) and operations (subsumption check and 
unification).  

4.2 A Hybrid Template Filling Strategy 

The linguistic annotations provided by WHAM are domain 
independent. Our hybrid strategy allows two kinds of 
template-filling rules, which map general linguistic 
analysis to domain-specific interpretations: 
 

• pattern-based template filling rules (P-rules)1 
• lexicalized unification-based rules (U-rules) 
 
Here we use the management succession domain for 

presenting our ideas. P-rules are applied to shallow results, 
in particular to tokens, lexical items, named entities and 
phrases, using relevant adjectives and nouns as trigger 
terms. A P-rule consists of two parts: the left-hand side is a 
regular expression over TFSs, whereas the right-hand side 

                                                           
1 Shallow template filling corresponds to the scenario pattern matching 
component of the IE system presented by Grishman (1997).  

is a TFS, corresponding to a partially-filled scenario 
template, e.g., 

 
(7) Rücktritt von 1Person Å [Person_out   1] 
 
(7) matches an expression which contains two tokens, 

Rücktritt (retirement) and von (of), followed by a person 
name, and fills the slot Person_out. Rücktritt is the trigger 
word. Applying (7) to the shallow analysis of sentence (1) 
and (2), the Person_out slot of the template is then filled with 
the name Peter Müller. The SProUT system described in 
(Becker et al. 2002) supports the definition of P-rules.  

A U-rule makes use of the predicate-argument structures 
embedded in MRSs, provided by the deep HPSG parser. 
Hence, a U-rule might look as follows: 

 
(8)    [Semantics  [Pred    übernehm (take over), 
                           Agent    1, 
                               Theme   2 ] ]  
 Å  [IE_Template  [Person_in   1,               

          Division      2  ] ] 
 

Applying (8) to the deep analysis of (1) or (2), the 
Person_in slot is filled with Hans Becker and the Division 
slot with Presseabteilung.  

In fact, our hybrid template-filling strategy can also be 
directly applied to a relatively deep SNLP system, which can 
provide predicate-argument structures in addition to 
fragments.  

4.3 Template Merging 

Given partially filled templates, the next step is to combine 
them into reasonable scenario template instances. In the 
literature, only little information is reported on template 
merging strategies (Hirschman 1992; Hobbs et al. 1996; 
Appelt and Israel 1999; Surdeanu and Harabagiu 2001). Our 
motivation for template merging comes from the need to 
properly integrate the partially filled templates, returned by 
the shallow and the deep processor. As shown in Figure 1, 
the partially filled templates are merged initially at the 
sentence level and are then combined at the discourse level. 
The domain dependent constraints are formulated as template 
merging rules. (9) is a merging rule, saying that the same 
person in the management succession domain cannot accept 
and resign the same position at the same time (we use the 
negation sign to indicate feature structure inequality).  
 

(9)  [ Person_in 1,  
          Person_out ¬ 1 ] 

Merging at the Sentence Level 
For each sentence, we have two sets of partially filled 
templates, one originating from shallow template filling (ST) 
and another one from deep template filling (DT). Our current 
merging algorithm takes SDT:= ST  DT  as input and works 
as follows (we treat the set as an ordered sequence): 
 
1. start with an empty set for the merging result Result. 
2. loop1: for (i=0 ; i< size of SDT ; i++)  { 



  loop2: for (m=i+1; m < size of SDT ; m++){ 
unify Ti with Tm and the template-merging  rules: 
    RT = Ti ∧ Tm ∧ MR,  
where Ti, Tm ∈ SDT; ∧ denotes TFS unification; 
and MR abbreviates the unification of all template 
merging rules (a constant TFS); 
if unification succeeds,  
  then add RT to Result and break loop2; 

          }  // end loop2 
          if all unifications fail, then add Ti  to Result; 

}  // end loop 1 
3. apply subsumption check to the templates in Result, 

until the most specific templates remain. 
4. if Result == SDT, 

  then return Result;  
  else SDT = Result and goto 1. 

 
Our algorithm allows multiple templates in the output and 
ensures that each partially filled template contributes only 
once to a final template  each template is intended to 
describe a single elementary event. If a template cannot 
unify with other templates, it will be kept in the result and 
respresents a result template. Termination is guaranteed, 
since the two for-loops yield Result whose cardinality is 
smaller or equal than SDT. 

Merging at the Discourse Level 
The merging process at the discourse level is modelled as 
an incremental construction of domain relevant 
information across sentences, compatible with Discourse 
Representation Theory (DRT) (Kamp & Reyle 1993). The 
construction process is shown in Figure 2.  
 

  
Figure 2. Merging templates across sentences. 

 
The merging results of previous sentences and the 

template set from the current sentence are then used as 
input for a discourse level merging operation. The merging 
algorithm between two sets of templates is very similar to 
the above algorithm. After each merging operation, a 
heuristics is applied to fill additional template slots. 
According to DRT, the earlier introduced named entities 
can be referred to later in the text to account for the gaps in 
the discourse. In the example domain, the organization 

names are often mentioned at the beginning of a text. Hence, 
the organization slot of templates in subsequent sentences 
cannot be filled. To cope with this problem, we build a stack 
of organization names for the whole discourse. Now, if the 
organization slot of a template is still not filled after the 
merging operation, it will be filled with the top-most 
compatible element of the stack. 

5 Initial Evaluation 
We have conducted initial evaluations to see which kinds of 
improvement of template generation performance one can 
expect from such a hybrid IE architecture. Standard 
precision/recall metrics are used in the evaluation. The 
sentences in the example domain from DPA (German Press 
Agency) are manually annotated with partially-filled 
templates, which are manually extracted, based on shallow 
and deep template filling rules. Template filling rules are 
semi-automatically constructed by using the relevant terms 
extracted by the tool mentioned in section  2. The main 
reason for manual annotation is that our deep grammars are 
not yet fully adapted to the chosen domain and the syntactic 
analysis provides still too many readings.2 The total corpus 
contains 299 documents. Each document contains 3 to 5 
sentences. The average length of a sentence is 17 words.  

For the evaluation of template merging at sentence level, 
we chose the 50 top-relevant sentences. The relevance of a 
sentence is calculated in terms of the relevance of its 
containing verbs, nouns, and adjectives. Three scenarios are 
constructed for the evaluation, viz., applying sentential 
merging to (i) templates filled by shallow rules (shallow), (ii) 
templates filled by deep rules (deep), and (iii) union of (i) and 
(ii) (shallow+deep). 

 
shallow deep shallow + deep 

cover recall cover recall cover recall 
0.56 0.31 0.94 0.68 0.96 0.92 

 
Table 1. Merging at sentence level. 

  
In the shallow scenario, nouns and adjectives are trigger 

words, while verbs are indicators for the deep scenario. Table 
1 summarizes the evaluation result. Since the partially-filled 
templates are manually annotated and the number of STs and 
DTs occurring in a sentence is small, the precision of all three 
scenarios turns out to be 1.0. Coverage (cover) is defined as 
the percentage of sentences, from which different kinds of 
filling rules (shallow, deep, shallow+deep) can extract 
templates. 

 The evaluation results confirm the assumption, that the 
integration of DNLP is useful, if verbs play an important role 
in the domain. Table 1 shows that 94% of the relevant 
sentences contain relevant verbs. In addition, the annotation 
shows that information extracted by shallow and deep is 
complementary to each other. Hence, the recall value of 
shallow+deep is almost the sum of shallow and deep.    

                                                           
2 In WHIES, we preliminarily choose the first reading, which is not always 
the best reading for the domain.  



6 Conclusion and Future Work 
We have presented strategies for extracting domain-
relevant templates via a combination of different linguistic 
resources, namely, SNLP and DNLP. The initial 
evaluation shows that DNLP improves the performance of 
the IE task, in particular, in domains where verbs play an 
important role.  In fact, our hybrid template filling strategy 
can also be applied to standard shallow systems, which can 
provide predicate-argument structures in addition to 
chunks. The template merging component is also a general 
approach to combining partially filled templates 
represented as TFSs.  
There are still many interesting questions to pursue to 
make DNLP more attractive for domain-adaptive 
information extraction. Given the domain-relevant verbs, a 
further step can be the automatic acquisition of their 
domain-specific subcategorization frames and the learning 
of domain-relevant and domain-specific grammar 
constructions. We believe that further experiments need to 
be conducted to discover also linguistic-driven heuristics 
for the online integration of DNLP. Furthermore, 
alternative template-merging strategies and missing 
discourse components must be developed to improve the 
performance.  
We also suggest to replace standard unification between Ti 
and Tm in the above algorithm by a kind of prioritized 
default unification ∧D, which takes care of the “origin” of 
its arguments. In case that both arguments either originate 
from SNLP or DNLP, ∧D behaves like standard 
unification. However, if their origin differs and conflicts 
occur at specific features in the TFS, the information from 
DNLP is preferred during unification, due to its high 
precision. ∧D is related to Kaplan’s priority union (Kaplan, 
1987), except that leaves in his feature structures are 
atoms, whereas leaves here are usually types, which can be 
made specific during TFS unification. However, the 
wellformedness constraints, imposed by the template 
merging rules, are still integrated by standard unification, 
since they express some domain-specific truth. Hence, the 
computation of RT in the merging algorithm changes to 

RT := (Ti ∧D Tm) ∧ MR 

The application of ∧D can be triggered, for instance, by 
distance of the two templates Ti and Tm in the sentence, 
i.e., by the overlap of their spanning text fragments. 
In the near future, an automatic evaluation of the hybrid 
system is planned.  In addition, we want to evaluate also 
domains where verbs donot play a dominant role. 
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Abstract

An architecture for evaluating translation qual-
ity is proposed. This architecture employs mul-
tiple MT systems to make backward transla-
tions of the target MT output. Then, the in-
put to the MT is compared with the backward
translation results. This architecture is appli-
cable to both automatic and subjective evalua-
tions. Evaluation using the proposed architec-
ture has several advantages over conventional
evaluation methods. First, this architecture en-
ables users to evaluate MT output in the source
language. Secondly, the automatic evaluation
method using the proposed architecture does
not require reference translations, which are
high-quality translations done by human trans-
lators. Thirdly, this architecture is applicable to
real-time MT evaluation. According to the ex-
perimental results, the automatic evaluation us-
ing the proposed architecture achieves an evalu-
ation performance nearly equal to the automatic
evaluation method in the target language that
uses references. Furthermore, paraphrasing can
be incorporated to the architecture which fur-
ther boosts the performance. Pilot examina-
tions show promise for evaluation performance
improvement.

1 Introduction

For R&D of MT systems, evaluations are vital.
Since subjective evaluations are very costly and
the turn-around time is very long, several meth-
ods for automatically evaluating translation qual-
ity have been proposed (Su et al., 1992; Takezawa
et al., 1999; Yasuda et al., 2001; Akiba et al.,
2001; Papineni et al., 2002; NIST, 2002; Yasuda et
al., 2003). These automatic evaluation methods
require references, which are correct translations

done by human translators. For that reason, these
automatic evaluation methods still need human
labor and are not applicable to real-time evalua-
tion.

To solve the problem of the references, (Yasuda
et al., 2001) proposed an evaluation method, that
retrieves references from a parallel corpus, how-
ever, this method requires a well-maintained par-
allel corpus in the target task.

Some MT systems and speech translation sys-
tems (Logo Vista, 2003; Frederking et al., 2002)
have a function that shows a backward translation
to the users. Using this function, users can check
the quality of each translated result by evaluat-
ing the backward translation results in the source
language. This function requires neither refer-
ences nor a parallel corpus, however a problem
still remains, i.e., translation errors in the back-
ward translations. Errors in the forward transla-
tion are often confused with errors in the back-
ward translation (Frederking et al., 2002).

To solve the problems mentioned above, we
propose an evaluation architecture using multi-
ple MT systems to make backward translations of
the target MT output. In the proposed architec-
ture, the input to MT is compared with backward
translation results automatically or subjectively.

In this paper, Section 2 introduces the proposed
evaluation architecture. Section 3 shows evalua-
tion results obtained by the proposed architec-
ture. Section 4 discusses incorporation of an au-
tomatic paraphrasing method to the proposed ar-



chitecture. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 The Proposed Architecture

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the proposed archi-
tecture. The area framed by broken lines is a reg-
ular translation procedure. The area framed by
solid lines is a procedure of the proposed architec-
ture. In this figure, “T” in parentheses indicates
the target language and “S” in parentheses indi-
cates the source language. We call using MT to
translate the source language into the target lan-
guage (MT(S to T) in Fig. 1) “forward MT”, and
using MT to translate the target language into
the source language (MT1(T to S) · · · MTn(T to
S) in Fig. 1) “backward MT”. The proposed ar-
chitecture consists of two components: multiple
backward MT systems and comparison. The mul-
tiple backward MT systems are used to facilitate
matching up the source input to the backward
translation results. In the proposed architecture,
the comparison between the source input and the
backward translation results corresponds to the
evaluation of the target output. Both automatic
and subjective evaluation methods are applicable
to this evaluation in the source language. The
details of these evaluations are explained in the
following two subsections.

2.1 Automatic Evaluation

For the automatic evaluation, we employ the DP-
based automatic evaluation method (Su et al.,
1992; Takezawa et al., 1999; Yasuda et al., 2003).
In this method, evaluation is done by a sentence
unit. The DP score (SDP (x, y)) between word se-
quences x and y can be calculated by DP match-
ing as follows:

SDP (x, y) =
Tx − Sx,y − Ix,y −Dx,y

Tx
(1)

where Tx denotes the total number of words in x,
and Sx,y, Ix,y and Dx,y are the number of substi-
tuted, inserted, and deleted words, respectively,
for comparing x and y. Using the DP score, a set
of backward translation results is scored using the
following formula.

SSRC = max
i=1 to n

{SDP (Ain, Arev i), 0} (2)

where SSRC is a score between the input and a set
of backward translation results, Ain is a word se-
quence of the input, Arev i is the backward trans-
lation result translated by MTi and n is the num-
ber of MT systems for the backward translation.

Figure 1: Diagram of the proposed architecture

2.2 Subjective Evaluation

To take the subjective evaluation cost into consid-
eration, the subjective evaluation using the pro-
posed architecture has a demerit of increasing the
number of sentences to be compared to the in-
put. To make up for this shortcoming, a scheme
is required to select the one backward translation
result that best matches the input. We select
the one best matched backward translation result
(Ârev) based on the following formula:

Ârev = argmax
i=1 to n

{SDP (Ain, Arev i)} (3)

3 Experiment

In this section, we show the experimental results
of an application of the proposed architecture
with automatic and subjective evaluation.

3.1 Experimental Conditions

For the test set, we randomly selected 510 sen-
tences from the BTEC corpus (Takezawa et al.,
2002). We employed three MT systems for the
forward translation: TDMT (Sumita et al., 1999),
SAT and D3 (Sumita et al., 2003). The per-
formance i.e., the subjective evaluation result of
these MT systems on the test set, is shown in
Fig. 2. Each output from each MT system was
evaluated by a bilingual human evaluator, based
on the following definitions of ranks:

(A) Perfect: no problem in both information and
grammar.

(B) Fair: easy-to-understand with some unim-
portant information missing or flawed gram-
mar.

(C) Acceptable: broken but understandable with
effort.



Figure 2: Performance of MT systems employed
to forward translation

(D) Nonsense: important information has been
translated incorrectly.

(NIL) No output: No output was given by the MT.

The result shown in Fig. 2 is the evaluation re-
sult of Japanese-to-English translation i.e., the
forward translation.

For the backward translation, TDMT, SAT and
HPAT (Imamura, 2002) were employed.

3.2 Experimental Results with
Automatic Evaluation

Before showing the results of the experiment of
the automatic evaluation mentioned in section 2,
some simpler experimental results are shown in
Table 1. This table shows the correct acceptance
ratio and the false acceptance ratio.

First, we define three states: RA: the state
evaluated as (A) by the target language sub-
jective evaluation; RBCD: the state evaluated
as (B), (C) or (D) by the target language sub-
jective evaluation; Smatched: the state in which
one or more backward translation results exactly
matched to source language input. Using these
three states, the correct acceptance ratio is rep-
resented by the following conditional probability
P (Smatched|RA), and the false acceptance ratio
is also represented by the following conditional
probability P (Smatched|RBCD).

Looking at Table 1, the correct acceptance ratio
using a single backward MT is around 0.1 to 0.25,
and the correct acceptance ratio using the multi-
ple backward MT system is around 0.35. (For
example, in Table 1, 0.194 in the 1st column 1st
row of the upper table is the correct acceptance
ratio in the case where D3 is employed for the
forward MT and HPAT is employed for the back-

Table 1: Correct acceptance ratio and false ac-
ceptance ratio

ward MT.) At least a 0.1 increase in the correct
acceptance ratio is achieved using the proposed
architecture. The increase in the false acceptance
ratio is much smaller, i.e., 0.042 in the worst case.

Figure 3 shows the correlation between the
target language subjective evaluation result, i.e.,
ranks, and, the automatic evaluation score. To
compute the correlation factors, we assign ranks
as numerical values, (A) for 3, (B) for 2, (C)
for 1, and (D) and (NIL) for 0. In this figure,
the abscissa represents the forward MT, and the
ordinate represents the correlation. The white
bars indicate the correlation between the ranks
and the automatic evaluation scores in the tar-
get language. The automatic evaluation score in
the target language (STGT ) is computed using the
following formula:

STGT = max
i=1 to nref

{SDP (Aref i, Aout), 0} (4)

where Aref i is a word sequence of the reference i,
Aout is the MT output, and nref is the number of
references used for evaluating one test sentence.
Here, we use a single reference, i.e., nref = 1.

The gray bars and black bars indicate the corre-
lation between the ranks and the scores computed
by Eq. (2). The difference between these two re-
sults is the number of MT systems for the back-
ward translation. The gray bars show the result
using the single MT system which gives the high-
est correlation and the black bars show results in
case that multiple backward MT are employed.

Comparing the result of the proposed architec-
ture (black bars) with that of the target language
automatic evaluation (white bars), the evaluation
performance of the proposed architecture seems



Figure 3: Correlation between the source lan-
guage side subjective evaluation and automatic
evaluation

to be nearly equal to that of the target language
automatic evaluation.

3.3 Experimental Results with
Subjective Evaluation

Figure 4 shows the correlation between the re-
sults of the subjective evaluation in the target
language and the source language. For the source
language subjective evaluation, a human evalua-
tor was asked to decide the rank of each backward
translation result by looking at both the input in
the source language and the backward translation
result. The definitions of the ranks are the same
as the definitions mentioned in section 3.1.

To compute the correlation factor, both source
and target language ranks are considered as nu-
meric values by the procedure mentioned in sec-
tion 3.2.

In this figure, the abscissa represents the for-
ward MT, and the ordinate represents the corre-
lation. The white bars indicate the result of using
the single backward MT, and the gray bars indi-
cate the result of using Eq. (3). The black bars
indicate the result taking of the best rank out of
the three backward translations in each sentence.

Looking at Fig. 4, the black bars always show
the highest correlation, however, the cost of the
source language subjective evaluation becomes
three times larger than the cost to get the results
shown by the white and gray bars. The gray bars,
i.e., the result using the proposed architecture and
Eq. (3) give a higher correlation than the result
using the single backward MT.

Figure 4: Correlation between source side subjec-
tive evaluation and target side subjective evalua-
tion

Figure 5: Application of automatic paraphrasing

4 Extension: Incorporation of
Paraphrasing

Recently, automatic paraphrasing methods have
been proposed (Ohtake and Yamamoto, 2001;
Shimohata and Sumita, 2002; Finch et al., 2002).
In this section, we discuss the incorporation of
paraphrase. Needless to say, the incorporation of
automatic paraphrasing is done to diversify the
expression to yield a higher correct acceptance ra-
tio.

Figure 5 shows the proposed architecture incor-
porating automatic paraphrasing modules. As
shown in the figure, the automatic paraphras-
ing can be incorporated at three points, to di-
versify the expression of the input (Paraphrase 1
in Fig. 5), the output from the forward MT (Para-
phrase 2 in Fig. 5) and the backward translation
results (Paraphrase 3 in Fig. 5).

For a pilot study to see the effectiveness of para-
phrasing, we used a paraphrase corpus collected
by (Sugaya et al., 2002) as the paraphrased re-
sults of the input (Paraphrase 1 in Fig. 5). Ta-
ble 2 shows the correct acceptance ratio and the



Table 2: Correct acceptance ratio and false ac-
ceptance ratio (Paraphrase is incorporated)

false acceptance ratio using the paraphrase cor-
pus. Comparing Table 2 with Table 1, a large in-
crease in the correct acceptance ratio is obtained
and the false acceptance ratio still remains a small
value.

The paraphrase corpus used in this experiment
does not contain errors in the paraphrasing pro-
cess, because it is made by humans. Hence, the
results in Table 2 do not show any adverse effect
of the paraphrasing errors. However, matching
between paraphrasing errors and backward trans-
lation errors is quite unlikely to occur.

5 Conclusion

We proposed an architecture for evaluating trans-
lation quality. This architecture employs multiple
MT systems to make backward translations of the
target MT output. This architecture is applicable
to both the subjective and automatic evaluation
of MT output in the source language, and au-
tomatic evaluation without collecting references.
The experimental results showed the effectiveness
of both subjective and automatic evaluation. We
also carried out a pilot study of incorporating
paraphrasing to the proposed architecture. The
results suggest an improvement in the evaluation
performance by incorporating paraphrasing.
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Abstract

This paper is a production study on the ef-
fects of Korean prosody on two voiceless coronal
fricatives /sh/ and /s*/. The target segments
were embedded in four prosodic positions: ini-
tial to the Intonational Phrase or the Accen-
tual Phrase, and medial to the Accentual Phrase
or the Prosodic Word. Acoustic measurements
showed that although there are segmental dif-
ferences associated with the /sh/ versus /s*/
contrast, these differences vary in magnitude
in different prosodic positions, confirming that
segmental properties are affected by prosodic
categories. This suggests that speech synthe-
sizers should take the prosodically conditioned
segmental variations into consideration and pay
more attention to subsegmental variation.

1 Introduction

It is well known that speech segments show varia-
tion according to position in a word or stress foot.
In earlier studies of allophony, focus has been on
word-level environments, e.g. whether the target
segment is word initial or medial, or whether the
syllable containing the segment is stressed or not.
It is true that speech segments show systematic
variation relative to their word-level position and
the location of stress, but as will be shown later,
the range of such variation is not limited to word-
level prosody.

There is increasing evidence that what is true
at the word level is also true at higher levels. De-
pending on their level in the prosodic hierarchy of
a language, speech segments vary. Prosodic cat-
egories such as accentual phrases in Korean have
been shown to act as the domain of application
of such rules as post-obstruent tensing and vowel
shortening (Jun 98). Other works have demon-
strated that segmental properties of Korean coro-
nal stops (Cho & Keating 01) and fricatives (Kim

∗I would like to thank Mary Beckman, Chris Brew,
Shari Speer, the members of Phonies at OSU (especially
David Odden, Tsan Huang, Giorgos Tserdanelis, and Jeff
Mielke), Sunhee Lee, Soyoung Kang and Misun Seo for
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recording

01) are affected by higher prosodic domains. The
prosodic effects on segments for English have been
studied as well ((Pierrehumbert & Talkin 92) for
/h/ and glottal stop and (Smith 97) for American
/z/).

This paper is a study of the production of the
two Korean coronal fricatives /sh/ (aspirated) and
/s*/ (tense) when embedded in different prosodic
categories. Two questions are considered: 1) Is
the role of segmental properties that distinguish
one fricative from the other invariant across dif-
ferent prosodic positions? 2) Do the acoustic cues
that distinguish the two fricatives in isolation con-
tribute to the same extent to the distinction of
the fricatives when embedded in different prosodic
positions? By examining the two fricatives in dif-
ferent positions in the Korean prosodic hierarchy,
we will get some insight as to how segmental prop-
erties adapt to different prosodic positions. In ad-
dition, by looking more closely at the segmental
variations of /sh/, whose noise interval is known
to contain aspiration, we will be able to gain more
insight into prosodically-conditioned subsegmen-
tal variation.

1.1 Prosodic hierarchy of Seoul Korea

Figure 1 is an illustration of the prosodic hierar-
chy of Seoul Korean. There are two tonally de-
fined prosodic categories above the level of the
prosodic word (PW) in Korean, i.e. the intona-
tional phrase (IP) and the accentual phrase (AP)
(Jun 93). The arrows indicate the four prosodic
positions and these prosodic positions will be used
as place holders for the two target fricatives in the
experiment.

2 Method

2.1 Stimuli

A novel approach was used to devise the car-
rier sentences. Rather than having the speakers
repeat citation form sentences, we have created
carrier “conversations” where two speakers take



Figure 1: Prosodic hierarchy of Seoul Korean. Arrows in-
dicate the positions where target segments will be embed-
ded in carrier conversations. Solid wavy line indicates the
schematized pitch contour of an utterance.

turns to simulate a conversation. I believe that
this approach is more natural than simple cita-
tion form utterances if natural corpora are not
available.

Two prosody-carrier conversations were de-
vised to simulate situations where the desired
prosody would be generated. The target frica-
tive segments were embedded in (1) IP-initial, (2)
AP-initial (but not IP-initial), (3) AP-medial (but
PW-initial), and (4) PW-medial position.

In order to put the target segments in AP-
initial versus AP-medial position, two strategies
were employed, one involving corrective contrast,
and the other involving the form nuka, which can
be either an interrogative pronoun (‘who’) or an
indefinite pronoun (‘someone’), depending on the
phrasing of the pronoun-verb sequence. In both
cases, pitch tracks were made to verify that the
speakers actually produced the desired phrasings.

The first strategy, adapted from (Jun et al. 97),
involves a short conversation, where a mom asks
her daughter something and the daughter mis-
understands and says something else, which her
mom corrects.

The second strategy uses two different types of
questions; a wh-question and a yes/no question
containing the indefinite pronoun nuka. Speak-
ers use different phrasing (Jun & Oh 96) to dis-
ambiguate the two types of sentence, putting an
AP boundary after nuka for yes/no questions but
grouping following material into the same AP as
nuka for the other type of question.

2.2 Subjects & recording

Six native speakers of Seoul Korean (three male
and three female) participated in the recording.
Three groups, each consisting of two speakers, en-
acted the two prosody-carrier conversations un-
til each pair produced ten (five for each member
of the group) clear repetitions of each sentence.
The total number of tokens was 6 (subjects) x
2 (prosody-carrier conversations) x 2 (fricatives)
x 4 (prosodic positions) x 5 (repetitions) = 480
tokens.

2.3 Measurements

The following measurements were made for the
target segment and adjacent vowels: (1) durations
of the four relevant sections, i.e. fricative, aspira-
tion noise segment, and preceding and following
vowel segment, and (2) harmonic ratio (as a mea-
surement of voice quality) in the following vowel.

2.3.1 Duration of fricative, aspiration &
adjacent vowels

Standard criteria for segmenting were generally
used. The most difficult segmentation point -
namely drawing the dividing line between the
fricative and aspiration noise - was determined
as follows. In brief, we have written a Praat (ver-
sion 4.0) script that will repeat what a trained
phonetician would do for a set of spectrograms
from a particular speaker.

First, spectra were made every 5 ms with a 5
ms-Hamming window from the start of fricative to
the vowel onset. Each spectrum was divided into
a high frequency band and a low frequency band
across a variable (but, once determined, consis-
tent for each speaker) frequency value that had
been pre-determined by examining a good selec-
tion of spectra for each speaker. In most cases, the
frequency value corresponded to the lower cutoff
frequency of the fricative segment.

The amplitude values within each of the two
bands were summed. The ratio of high-frequency
band to low-frequency band,

∑
EH/

∑
EL, was

used as an indicator of the relative ratio of the tur-
bulence energy generated by air passing through
the coronal constriction to the energy generated
by air passing through the open glottis. This ratio
was examined for each successive spectrum start-
ing at the beginning of the fricative noise until the
ratio fell below the criterion value (See Figure 2);
that point can be taken as reflecting the shift in
the location of the noise source. We can use that



point as the end of frication and start of aspira-
tion. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for a sample
token by Speaker f1.

Figure 2: (Top panel) Plot of
∑

EH/
∑

EL change for
successive frames of spectra. The vertical line indicates
the point where

∑
EH/

∑
EL crosses the criterion value,

whose x intercept was taken as the end of fricative and
start of aspiration. (Bottom left panel) A slice was se-
lected for spectral analysis. A series of spectra were made
in the direction of the arrow. (Bottom right panel) After
a series of comparisons of the ratio, a dividing line (the
second vertical line in the bottom tier) was drawn.

As shown in Figure 2, after scanning through
the spectra, the script inserted a dividing line into
a labeling tier.

2.3.2 Harmonic ratio (H1-H2) in
following vowel

To assess voice quality, another series of spectra
was made every 10 ms from the start of the vowel
in question with a 512-point (23 ms for a sampling
rate of 22,050 Hz) Hamming window. The series
continued until the right edge of the Hamming
window crossed the vowel offset. The amplitude
difference between the first two harmonics (H1-
H2) was obtained for each of the spectra and its
time course was plotted.

3 Results

3.1 Harmonic ratio

The change of harmonic ratio (H1-H2) for Speaker
f1 in the second prosody-carrier conversation is
given in Figure 3.

In most cases, it appears to be the first half of
the vowel that displays a clear harmonic ratio dif-
ference. /sh/ tokens have a higher harmonic ratio
at the beginning of the following vowel whereas
/s*/ tokens have a lower harmonic ratio. These
plots agree with observations from other studies
((Cho et al. 00); (Kim 01)). They reported that
H1-H2 values at the vowel onset were positive for

/sh/, reflecting breathy voice quality, and nega-
tive for /s*/, reflecting pressed voice quality.

Figure 3: Harmonic ratio (H1-H2 in dB) change for
Speaker f1 in the second prosody-carrier conversation.
Frame interval is 10 ms. Solid lines for /sh/ and dotted
lines for /s*/.

Unlike earlier studies that showed clear har-
monic ratio differences between vowels following
aspirated obstruents and tense obstruents, this
study shows quite a few cases where this is not
true (See Figure 4).

This suggests that although harmonic ratio dif-
ference reflects the different voice quality of the
vowels following the two fricatives, it is not an in-
variant parameter for /sh/ versus /s*/ contrast in
all prosodic positions.

Figure 4: Harmonic ratio (H1-H2 in dB) change of subject
f3 in her second conversation.

3.2 Duration

The average durations in the first prosody-carrier
conversation of Speaker f3 are given in Figure 5.
For the set of /sh/’s in the four prosodic posi-
tions, it appears that the fricative and aspiration
noise durations tend to decrease from IP-initial to
PW-medial. For this speaker, the fricative noise
duration roughly divides IP-initial /sh/ from the
rest of /sh/’s. Taking the aspiration noise dura-
tion and following vowel duration into account,



the three /sh/’s in positions other than the one
in IP-initial position can also be divided into two
groups, AP tokens versus PW-medial token. Fol-
lowing vowel duration is shorter for AP tokens
than for PW-medial tokens.

Figure 5: Average duration of fricative, aspiration, and
vowel segment of five repetitions of target utterances in the
first prosody-carrier conversation for Speaker f3. Segments
are arranged in reference to the aspiration noise onset.

For /s*/ tokens in the four prosodic positions,
the fricative noise duration was longest for PW-
medial tokens. This is consistent with a previous
study (Oh & Johnson 97), which analyzed tense
stops as geminate, and among “degeminated” po-
sitions, the duration was longest in IP-initial po-
sition. Given this, one way of characterizing
the biggest effect of prosodic position would be:
“tense fricatives are geminate PW-medially and
non-tense fricatives are aspirated IP-initially”.

If we look at the two fricatives /sh/ and /s*/
in each prosodic position, fricative noise duration
and aspiration noise duration seem to play impor-
tant roles. The difference in fricative noise dura-
tion is greatest in PW-medial position. Here the
/sh/ versus /s*/ contrast appears to be mainly a
function of fricative noise duration.

It seems that the decrease in the aspiration
noise duration of /sh/ toward the PW-medial po-
sition was compensated for by an increase in the
fricative noise duration of /s*/ in that same po-
sition. In addition, the decrease of fricative noise
duration in the /sh/ toward the PW-medial posi-
tion ends up augmenting the long fricative noise
duration of /s*/ in PW-medial position, a possi-
ble ’dual’ action, making the difference in fricative
noise duration a more convincing acoustic param-
eter for the contrast in PW-medial position.

Overall, the differentiation of the two fricatives
is maintained throughout the four prosodic posi-

tions despite changes in the acoustic parameters
involved.

Therefore, we can tentatively hypothesize that
while a primary cue is the amount of aspiration
noise for the distinction of /sh/ and /s*/ in IP-
initial position, confirming my earlier study (Yoon
99), a better differentiated cue for the distinction
between the /sh/ and /s*/ in PW-medial position
is the fricative noise duration.

Figure 6: Scatterplot of noise duration (fricative + aspira-
tion duration) for all subjects.

The duration of the whole noise (by adding
the fricative interval to the aspiration interval)
is plotted in Figure 6. In IP-initial position, the
noise duration for /sh/ is greater while in PW-
medial position, the duration for /s*/ is longer.
The noise duration for AP-initial and AP-medial
lies somewhere in between. Whole noise duration
appears to be effective in signalling prosodic po-
sitions as well.

Statistical analyses were performed based on
two factor ANOVAs (by fricative type and
prosodic position) with the significance level of
p < 0.001. Fricative duration, aspiration dura-
tion, whole noise duration, and following vowel
duration all showed significant main effects.

4 Conclusion

In summary, in all prosodic positions, /sh/ had a
shorter fricative noise interval but a longer period
of aspiration than /s*/. /sh/ had a higher har-
monic ratio at the beginning of a following vowel,
suggesting breathy voice, and /s*/ had a lower
harmonic ratio, suggesting pressed voice. For /sh/
and /s*/ in prosodic positions, the difference in
aspiration noise duration was larger in IP-initial
position, whereas PW-medial /sh/ was hardly as-
pirated at all. Difference in fricative noise dura-



tion was largest in PW-medial position, whereas
IP-initial /s*/ is nearly as short as /sh/.

In terms of “intra-segmental” and “inter-
segmental” differences, the fricatives in different
prosodic positions displayed characteristics that
appear to signal their prosodic location by means
of durational differences. From these observa-
tions, we can say that for /s*/, it is fricative
noise duration that appears to be primarily re-
sponsible for both “intra-segmental” (e.g. /s*/
in each of the four prosodic positions) and “inter-
segmental” (e.g. distinction of /sh/ and /s*/ in all
prosodic positions) differences whereas for /sh/ it
is aspiration noise duration and to a lesser degree
fricative noise duration. In a different perspec-
tive, one can say that if a prosodic position (e.g.
PW-medial position) is not favorable for a certain
acoustic cue (e.g. aspiration noise duration), one
of the other cues (e.g. fricative noise duration)
comes into play and maintains the segmental dis-
tinction.

Although duration appears to cue different
prosodic positions, we should also pay attention
to subsegmental duration. Take, for example, the
durations of /sh/ in IP-initial and PW-medial po-
sitions in Figure 5. The durations of the fricative
and aspiration intervals of a PW-medial segment
are 69% and 34% the durations of the correspond-
ing intervals of an IP-initial segment. Uniform
stretching or shrinking of /sh/ based on one or
the other would result in distortion of the modi-
fied sound in concatenative synthesis. The situ-
ation would be the same even if we regarded the
aspiration interval as part of the following vowel.
The dynamic property of the fricative spectrum
as reflected in the high-to-low frequency band ra-
tio in Figure 2 is another indication that a simple
durational model is inappropriate to model the
dynamic variation of the turbulence energy. All
of these factors suggest that a simple segment-
based durational approach has a lot to overcome
in modeling the effects of prosody on segments.

A recent study (Cho et al. 02) showed that the
/sh/ in Korean is likely to be voiced intervocali-
cally. It reported that about 47% of the tokens
had fully voiced /sh/ and about another 40% of
the tokens were voiced over more than half the
frication period. In our study, only 23% of the
tokens were voiced in intervocalic position over
more than half the fricative noise interval. Among
these, only one token had fully voiced /sh/. 54%

of the tokens were voiced for about a quarter of
the frication period, and the rest of them (27%)
were not voiced at all. In the context of con-
catenative synthesis, this implies that, at least
for Korean coronal fricatives, simple durational
manipulation would not be enough to model this
seemingly “optional” intervocalic voicing.

This study confirms the well-known fact that
any speech synthesizer, if it wishes to sound nat-
ural, should take into consideration the prosodic
position each speech segment occupies before it
tackles the process of actual synthesis. These
findings have further significance in that they add
one more case to the increasing body of evidence
that prosody has segmental correlates as well as
tonal correlates. If tonal correlates contribute to
the parsing of prosody (Beckman 96), segmental
correlates may also help listeners parse the overall
prosody of an utterance.
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